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ord suggests 
• 


higher enrollm.nt · 
a proposal submitted to t he 
. and Budget Committee. 


Rainsford suggested an 
in enrollment over the 


years. He noted t hat 
must first take appro-


steps in preparation for 
increase. 


hope to find the optimal 
that allows us to maintain 


institution's quality," Rains
stated in an interview this 


"Obviously we lack that 
now," he added. 


stressed the need to 
resource base for the 


An enrollment increase 
provide some of the needed 


to tuition in
endowments, 


explained that 
i proportional 


~~;t::~:~;i; i resources if they 


Dr. Rain.ford exllained that 
faculty, housing and other facili 
ties would have to bt examined to 
determine Ole feasiltility of a.n 
increase. He further indi.tated a 
need to know d.Yi.ttioJls and 
quarterly enrollmenlf figures fur
ther in advaaee. A more stabiliz~ 
quarterly enrollmeA.l change 
would also lessen the strain felt 
especially during the' faiL quarter. 


He stated that expt nsion of the 
faculty was already O«:tlrring with 
the addition of new seats in two 
departments. Other 'addftioDs are 
expected and will be':conside~ at 
a later time. Examination of 
departmental needs will deter
mine adjustlllents ia faculty size, 
in each department. 


The proposal will be considered 
by the Planning and Budget Com
mittee. in its upcoming meetings. 


President Rainsfoni submitted. suggestioD 
to the college's Planning aDd Budget Com
mittee to increase enrollment over the Dext 


several years, Enrollment will be deereued 
later as tbe number of college age students 
drOP8 in the early 1980's. 


arc faced with an inflation
problem. This requires an 


resource base," he ex-


his proposal, Rainsford views 
as being necessary to 


college's deficit. before 
drops due to decreased 


. Population stat istics 
t hat t here will be a drop in 
aged students during the 


1980's, 


Business world meets faculty, students 
Groups of rifteen petlple, equally 


divided between Kalamazoo area 
students, faculty and businessmen 
will discuss topics such as "free 
enterprise" versus a controlled 
eeonomy. the responsibilities of 
each of the three ~ups in the , 


urban dilemma, and the eoncept of 
progress as they participate in a 
program known as the Busmess 
Academia Dialogue. 


Fifty representatives from each 
of the three sections were invited 
to participate in the ser ies of five 


Phi'osophy of 'qw discussed 
be considered a 


",,,It., a sexual offense? 
bargaining and how is ru.;;,,;;;; our judicial system? 


. what does informed consent 
medical practice mean? 


are just some 01 t he many 


topics that will De OIscussea m t he 
Philosophy of Law conference 
taking place this weekend at 
Kalamazoo College and WesLern 
Michigan University. 'rhilosophers 
from all over the country will be 
meeting here over t.he next. three 
days to discuss rRfl1y of the 
current issuei\:. I rf'!nn~ and prob-


Trowbridge Ilouse 


begins fiftieth y~ar 
~~;:'~'~;~.~H~;.~";;se will be filty t! 4th. Plans are 


made for a suitable hirthday 
In honor of the 


';ii~~;;;;-, Index is reprinting 
" article which or· 


published November 


formal dedication service 


"b':idl,. hH.i~":;S;',". for the Mary .. , t he new dorm· 
for women, was held Wed· 


Nov. 4, 1925, at the 
The dormitory. a 


structu re is one of the 
t?mpletely equipped dormi· 
In the state. This building 


made possible through the 
of the Baptist women 


the state. At this 
150 women, repre· 


parts of the 
of the college 


P"rti";P:;I~;; in the dedicatory 


dormitory also held "open 
for all the citizens of Kala
Who were interested in the 


and inspection of the 
the evening a formal 
and "open house" was 
8;00 to 10:00. 


Altogether the da]' was a great 
success and many people availed 
themselves of the ot!portunity ot 
inspecting t his beadUlu\ buUdin,. 


Student IIoJ/sing 


Finaliz.ed 
As of October 18ttL the housing 


of students for the fal\ quarter was 
finalized. On that Saturday, 19 
student.s moved from Ellsworth to 
the basement suites in Crissey (a 
20th student moved in from a 
triple room). There are still ten 
students remaining in Ellsworth, 
and will remain t here for the rest 
of the quarter . They must deal 
with buses running to and from 
campus only at certain times. This 
means they must remain on 
campuS during breaks in classes 
and campus jobs. They've been 
given single rooms and have been 
told that they'll remain at Ells
worth until the end of the quarter 
unless someone no.... housed on 
campus leaves. 


lems of law. 


Dr. Wade Robinson of Kalama
zoo College who organized t he 
conference along with Dr. Pritch
ard and Dr. Ellin of W.M.U. 
explained, "We designed the con· 
ference so t hat it would appeal to 
several different audiences." SQme.. 
of the papers, such as the two 
concerning plea bargaining and 
informed consent, are aimed at 
student.s, particularly t hose in 
pre-law or pre-med programs. 
Other papers, such as i'he one 
concerning rape laws, are aimed at 
the general public, while still 
others are aimed primarily at the 
philosophers and spe<:ialists in law 
who have gathered from around 
the country to attend t he con· 
ference. 


The main address of the con
ference will be given tonight at 
7:30 p.m. in Dewing 103 by Joel 
Feinberg of Rockefeller Univer· 
sity on the subjeet of "Harm and 
Self-Interest". Jules Coleman and 
Kenneth Kipnis will also present 
papers in Dewing 103 at 9:00 a.m. 
and 10:30 a.m., respeetively. Cole
man's paper addresses the subjeet 
of "The Right to be Compared in 
Torts" and Kipnis will follow with 
his views on "Criminal Justice and 
the Negotiated Plea". 


Five additional papers will be 
read in Kanuss Hall at Western on 
Saturday afternoon and Sunday 
morning. Twoof these papers may 
be of special interest; the paper on 
informed consent by Bruce Miller 
of Michigan State University at 
3:00 p.m. Saturday afternoon, and 
the discussion of "The Offense of 
Rape and the Concept of Harm" at 
7:30 that evening by Lorenne 
Clark of the University of Toronto. 


meetings which make up the 
program conceived of by Dr. 
Chen, professor of poli tical science 
at Kalamazoo College, and SPOil"
sored financially by t he Upjohn 
Corporation. The small groups of 
fiftee n each will meet three times 
between now and April when all 
150 participants will convene for 
an all·day session f'-:a1uring a 
national figure who IS, as Jet, 
unconfu-med. 


The opening general assembly 
took place October 23. Addresses 
were given by representat ives of 
the business and academic worlds
Peter Parrish, a vice president of 
Upjohn , and Dr. George Rains· 
ford, president of Kalamazoo Col· 
lege. Their spee<:hes centered on 
the goal of the program, which is 
to establish communications 
among the t hree groups and break 
down the stereotypes each holds of 
the others. 


Although their purpose is not 
necessarily to find solutions to the 
problems eonfronting society, peo
ple were chosen who are in a 
position to accomplish something, 
should specific actions be recom
mended. Accordingly , many dis
tinguished businessmen, including 


Commission 
Mr. Silva Goncalves, a doctoral 


candidate at Western Mich igan 
University, gave a presentation to 
the Student Commission about a 
bonding proposal which will be on 
the December 15 ballot in Kalama
zoo. The fu nds that would be 
raised if this proposal is passed by 
the voters will be used to provide 
facilities to help train the mentally 
handicapped with skills t hat could 
help to make them contributing 
members of society. 


Mr. Goncalves asked for t he 
support of Commission for t his 
proposal. and received it by a vote 
of 15 to O. with one abstention. 


To fill a vacancy on t he Provost 
Search Committee, Commission 
appointed Mike Slocum. This 
committee is charged with the 
responsibility of selecting a Pro
vost for the College by June 30. 


A request for $40 to help defray 
t ravel costs for a group of pre·law 
students going to a gathering of 
law school representatives in 
Evanston. lllinois was voted down 


the parents of t he American 
National Bank and t he Miller 
Construction Company, t he vice 
president of the Brown Paper Co. 
and Upjohn Co., and middle and 
upper management people, are 
participants, as are senior faculty 
members and department chair
men from the various schools in 
the area. 


Dr. Wen Chao Chen acts as 
director of t he project.. An advi
sory board is composed of Kevin 
McCarthy, Dr. Cornelius Loew. 
Dean of Arts and Sciences at 
WMU, and Mr. Winship Todd, 
Executive Vice Pl'esident of A.M. 
Todd Company. Each small group 
is chaired by a faculty member or 
businessman, and co-ehaired by 
the other. A student fu nctions as 
Activities Coordinator , making 
necessary 8lTangements. re
searching and recording t he meet
ings. The students are paid for 
t his; the chairpersons are not. 


Nancy Winkley, one of t he 
Activities Coordinators, feels op
timistic about the dialogues. She 
sees "good goals" coming out of "a 
good program". David Anderson, a 
student-participant, was very im
pressed. He sensed real com· 
mitment on all sides, 


faces issues 
by a vote of 6-7 with 3 abstaining. 


The pre-law trip was denied 
funds betause some Commission 
members felt that the t rip would 
only benefit a small group. 


The meeting closed on a note of 
controversy, as it was moved and 
approved that Commission buy 
two-fifths of whiskey for the next 
meeting. Since the consumption of 
liquor at the Commission meeting 
would also benefit a small group, 
there seems to have been a 
eontradiction on the part of some 
of the voters. 


Commission's Executive Board 
took quick action on t his alfair the 
following night by rescinding this 
vote of the Commission. The only 
way in wh ich it will be purchased 
is if the Commission as a whole 
overrides the decision of the 
Executive Board. 


Plans for some projects are 
coming up. including some activ
ities, capital purchases, and a 
proposal to establish a vegetarian 
health food C<HIp house. 
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Leave of absence increases kn owledge, skills 
by John. Bitcbcoc:k 


"The major purpose of any leave 
program is renewal", begins a four 
page document outlining Kalama
zoo College's "Leave of Absence 
Program". The administration and 
faculty have ideas as to how 
sabbatical leaves are advantag
eous to the school, but do these 
oH-campus activities benefit the 
student? The administration and 
faculty reply that what is good for 
the faculty is good for the student. 


tional Laboratory in Oak Ridge, 
Tenn.; Dr. Calloway is currently 
auditing courses at MIT. Dr. 
Thomas' sabbatical, spent in 
Swaziland, afforded a first-hand 
look at a third·world economy. 


Faculty members become eli· 
gible for a year.long sabbatical 
after six years of teaching. A 
maximum of 10% of the faculty 
may be given leave during one 
academic year, but financial dUfi
culties have permitted few profes
sors to take advantage of the 
program. Grant money has usually 
helped in defraying the cost of 
sabbatical leaves, but is now 
sear<:e. The year·long sabbaticals 
usually involve moving costs as 
well as a pay cut. An idea is 
currently being circulated that 
would offer one-and two-quarter 
leaves with a smaller cut from the 
annual pay rate. 


a three-stage screening. First. the 
proposal must be reviewed by the 
faculty committee; upon their 
recommendation, it is judged by 
the Provost and finally by the 
President. The interests of the 
faculty and administration are 
similar. Each considers the pro
posaJ's prospects for improving 
teacher performance, the academ· 
ic plans of the department of which 
the applicant is a member , and 
budget feasibility. 


The program, as explained by 
Dr. Wayne Wright, chairman of 
the Faculty Development and 
Performance Committee serves 
the faculty by relieving them from 
the classroom and counseling 
problems which involve them year 
round. Sabbaticals give the facul 
ty a chance to become acquainted 
with new developments in their 
fields to sharpen old skills, and 
at':quire new ones. Dr. Wright 
added, ''I'm sure after taking 


courses at Kalamazoo for a year, 
you ea.n see where it is necessary 
that an instrut':1or tonstantly sup
plement his teaching skills." 


Warren Board, Assistant Pro
vost. expr~sed a similar concern 
that faculty members constantly 
entangled in the classroom might 
become tired unless given periodic 
relief and exposure to new ideas. 
The need for such a program, he 
said, is more pronounced now than 
five years ago, 


"During the 1960',:' explained 
Board, "college enrollments in· 
creased each year. enabling school 
to expand facilities. The new 
professors contributed variety to 
the educational process. With the 
levelling off of enrollments, it has 
become unrealistic to think in 
terms of faculty expansion as a 
means of keeping the faculty 
abreast of new ideas. Sabbatieals 
give them exposure to current 
studies in their respective fields . 


Ideally, a sabbaticaJ experience 
should increase the partieiPAIlt's 
knowledge of his field and supple
ment his teaching skills. English 
professors, given leave to write, 
become reacquainted with the 
problems of composing daily. 
SeveraJ years ago, Dr. Hilberry 
was granted a sabbatical leave in 
order to complete his book Rust. 
Dr. Wilson worked last year as a 
research chemist at Holifield Na-


.. . 
, .. ' '. '. '. 


Sabbatical proposals drawn up 
by faculty members must survive 


. :: '. ' .. : :' :: :; ;; ;; .; " .. :; " . . :' .: : ;. :. ': :' .' , , '. 


Pre-law bus Icilled, whislcey bill passes 


• a 
e7 2 .. 
o .. 


e7 
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To the editor: 
I am writing this letter because 


t feel it is important that the 
college community know the type 
of significant decision its Student 
Commission is capable of making. 
At the October 22nd meeting of 
the commission, a propMai was 
introduced to give forty dollars to 
help pay transportation for a 
group of students to attend a law 
school admissions fair at North
western University. The Commis
sion in all its wisdom voted down 
the proposal. The argument pre· 
sented against the proposal was 
that suth an action would start a 
precedent of giving Student Com· 
mission funds to small groups. 
thus benefitting very few students 
with Commission money, Besides. 
it was argued, each person who 
wanted to go to the law conference 
should be expected to pay a dollar 
to cover transportation. Whether 
or not one agrees with this 
decision. it was made with proper 
deliberation and a good eye on the 
Commission's purse strings. The 
problem was that Student Com
mission could not remain consist
ent throughout their meeting. 


Towards the end of the meeting, 
David Ban, town student repre-


L ____ _ sentative, moved that the Com-


mission appropriate funds to pur
chase two-fifths of whiskey for the 
November 5th meeting. The mo
tion was seconded by Vice-Presi
dent Bob Nolan. The Commission 
voted overwhelmingly in favor of 
the bill. The basic reason for 
supporting the proposal was sug
gested by Nolan. He suggested 
that since the Student Commission 
no longer gets an Honoria. it 
deserves a few rewards while in 
office. To support this view, 
someone noted that the College 
Union Board has taken some of its 
money and had a meeting at 
Schwarz·s. 


The argument in favor of the 
proposal flies in the face of the 
decision made earlier in the 
meeting. The Commission has no 
more right to student money than 
did the pre-law people. But the 
Commission did not see t his when 
they were the small group to 
benefit from t he funds. Rather. 
they took it upon themselves to 
reward themselves for holding 
offices they chose to run for. The 
fact that C.U.B. or any other 
student group had spent funds for 
their own entertainment does not 
support the Commission's stand. 
In fact. given the reasons for the 
law conference decision. I would 


t hink such actions by student 
organizations would infuriate the 
Commission. But, it appears the 
Commission cannot apply its own 
standard to itself. With this one 
decision the Commission proved 
itself to be equaJ to the low view 
many students have of it. 


Fortunately. in an executive 


Board meeting convened 
dent Kevin McCarthy 
recinding order, the board 
that. But on November 
Commission will have a 
overrule the board's d~:i;i'~; 
simple majority vote. 
shame if they did. 


Consciousness 
Emotions 


Last Sunday night I went to my 
fIrst consciousness raising group 
meeting. Upon walking in. 1 felt 
apprehension and skepticism. I 
wasn't sure why I was there and 
yet there was an intense feeling 
within me that somehow I would 
come out of this meeting having 
gained in perception of myself. 


Consiousness raising does not 
seek to produce miracles. It 
merely attempts to make one 
aware of his or her own values. It 
seeks to look back at childhood and 
adolescent influences. After doing 
so, people are often times able 10 
say that the values imposed upon 
them by society. family, friends, 


and lovers are not their 
The CR groups are 


with guidelines offered 
national Organization of 
Yet. the groups are 
informal lev,,:', ;~a~~n~d,:Uid'eJin' 
not strictly f, 


The subjects discussed 
women were personaJ. 
of many thoughts and 
from past and 
women. 


As t heard others 
contributed myself, I 
that worn"",,,,.u," b.tw 
many walls. Our 
perfect. Yet. our 
not matter. Young ." ....... . 
with the pressure 


Students to register, use absentee ballots with everyone's eyes upon 
They feel the pain and 
ment unknown to boys. 
that whatever women's 
ees are, these are strong 
logieal and physiological 
ees between us. School bond to aid handicapped children 


Kalamazoo College students can 
help improve the Kalamazoo 
County facility for physically and 
mentally retarded children by 
voting in favor of a school bond 
issue on December IS, 1975. If the 
bond issue is passed, it will supply 


INDEX 
STAFF 


The lndu ia • weekly newa
paper written by the ItudeDtl of 
KaJamawo College. 


Co-editors: Sue Gales, Bill Watson 


Layout editor: Dave Jaskey 
Photo editor: Scott Davis 
Sports Writers: Charlie Brynel· 
sen, Andy Angelo. April Ken
worthy, Rick Kursik, Rob LiddeL 
Writers: Tim Hennesey, David 
Whitmer. Judy Kienle, Mary 
Russell. Judy Comeau, Chris 
Holly, Kim Gabellini, and others. 


the Kalamazoo Valley Intermedi· 
ate School District or K.V.I.S.D. 
with a millage of about three 
million dollars within two years. 
The millage will cost the taxpayer 
with a $20,000.00 home about 25c 
per week for the two year period. 


Since no K College students will 
be on campus on that date because 
the quarter will be over, absentee 
ballots will be sent to all register. 
ed voters at K College so they can 
mail their votes in. 


The K.V.t.S.D. is asking for the 
support of K College students 
through Silva Goncalves. who 
works at Grand Prairie Elemen
tary School and is a graduate 
student at Western. He is in 
charge of raising as much support 
as possible on the college 
campuses in Kalamazoo. He hopes 
to register 80% of K College 
students for all elections, and then 
campaign in favor of the millage 
issue and encourage the students 
to vote "yes" on December 15 for 
the issue. 


Mr. Goncalves has already re
ceived the support of the Student 
Commission at K College. He plans 
to set up registrar tables in aJl of 
t he dorms and in Hicks Center on 
November 4th and 5th. To regis. 
ter, a student needs to be a 
resident of KaJamazoo County for 
only 40 days. 


The Kalamazoo Valley Inter
mediate School District is a special 
education facility for children who 
are severely mentally impaired 
and for children who have multiple 
handicaps. The K.V. I.S.D. services 
six program centers that are 
spread out over the greater Kala
mazoo area, causing transporta· 
tion and management problems. 


About 132 students participate 
in the programs. but Elliott 
Caldwell. principal of Grand Prair
ie Elementary School. estimates 
that if the millage passes. about,. 
250 students could and should be 
enrolled within ten years. 


But today, none of the facilities 
have enough space. The staff is 


forced to use closets, divided 
gyms, and portable teaching 
units. Students in wheelchairs and 
on crutches cannot handle stairs, 
narrow hallways, and t raditional 
bath rooms that are found in all of 
the available buildings. 


These special education pro
grams need a large, central 
buildi(lg in order to successfuJly 
accommodate all of the students. 
The new tacihty would be at vrand 
Prairie School where there is 
adequate land for expansion . New 
classroom rooms and a kitchen 
would be eonstrueted, and the 
present faeilities would be im
proved by remodeling bathrooms 
to accommodate handieapped 
children and by clearing tempor· 
ary classrooms from the gym so it 
could be used for physical educa· 
tion. 


Dr. Robert Vander Roest, 
K.V.I.S.D. Board President, said, 
"We are asking for II. small amount 
of money to help children make 
their own way . live fuller lives and 
not be 3 burden on the public." 


1 felt angered. too, 
many women are taught 
their own bodies as ugly. 
taught that feeling good 
alright - one needs a 
reason to. Women are 
supreS!! their minds, and 
cute to bolster t he male 


t looked back on my 
seeing how society taught 
big boobs would get 
where. It also 
saerifice much of my 
potential to flirtations 
opposite sex. As a result. 
myself behind in 
and yet no more 
relationships with men. 


E\'en sadder yet is the 
I have come to accept 
society's worship of 
I seek to keep my [""",,in, ' 
larity but I must regain 
mind has lost. 


Besides the female 


there is a male~::~~,:~:; about eight 
hope to have some 
them and the other female 
in the near future. 
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Hellman play to he presented in Dalton 


~--


onors Awarded 
by Mary RUlileU 


.. . ~;,;,;;D,a~y gives the faculty 
IU to recognize and 


its to the out· 
students of Kalamazoo 
said Donald Flelche of 


Honors Convocation. 
Thomas gave an 


well-delivered leeture 


led,~~~~'::,,~values and Eco
Ic • in which he 


the various theories 
have dominated the field of 


and how each has 


announcement of Honors 
Dr. Thomas' lecture. 


students and two 
received awards. Dr. 


E,,,,,,;;, Dr. David Winch 


f~::;;:::i~~~;;Marlin for their 


recognized Marty Talobtt and 
Chris Bussert for leadership and 
scholarship. The Howard Prize for 
Political Seience was given to 
Dave Budka and Rodney Martin. 
Scott Fulton received the Thomas 
O. Walton award in Math. The 
O.M. Allen Prize for best freshman 
essay was awarded to Margaret 
Springer. The recipient of the 
Todd Sociological Prize is Colleen 
Aalsburg. Helen Pratt Gross won 
the Stone Education Award. 
Sharing the Lemuel F. Smith 
Award for Chern majors are Steve 
Christensen. Jim Pickett, and 
Randy Morse. Dave Neely won the 
Cooper Physics Prize. The Sher
wood Prize for a speech went to 
Greg Koppy. 


Those e lected in their junior 
year to Phi Bela Kappa are Lseley 
Dale. Jeff Hawke, Jim Pickell, 
Tina Seber. and Sarah Schmitt. 


by Judy Comeau 
On November 20 through the 


23rd, the Dalton stage will witness 
the revival of The Liule FOllf!s, the 
chef d'oeuvre of Lillian Heilman-
one of the most fiery ligures in 
contemporary American li t
erature. Hellman's life has been 
one of passion and intensit.y, the 
kind longed for by Zelda Fitz
gerald and dreamed of in Hem
ingway novels. With her friend 
Dorothy Parker, and her lover 
Dashiel Hammel, she shared an 
aversion to the phoney, a forth 
rightness of action, and a fearless
ness of peril. She enjoyed a 
"history of men", indulged in 
reckless drinking, and simultan
eously pursued a successful career 
M a playwright; 12 Broadway 
plays. "eight of them hits," says 
Time. "and one, The Little Foxes, 
a dassic." 


The LitUe Foxes is a tightly 
constructed saga taking place in 
the south at t he turn of the 
century and dealing with a ruthless 
family whose struggles for wealth 
and power victimize the innocent 
and alienate themselves from 


society and from each other. When 
it was performed in New York's 
Lincoln Center in '67, Time nOled 
that the drama "mounts character 
in plot as snugly as a ship's model 
fits in a bottle." This art of 
characterization has attracted 
such actors as George C. Scott. 
E.G. Marshall. Tallulah Bankhead, 
Bette Davis and Margaret Leigh. 
ton. Written in 1989, the play has 
survived the passage of the years. 
Although no longer understood as 
an attack on predatory capitalist 
morality (as it was in the SO's) it is 
relished as an indictment of greed, 
hate and the lust for power at any 
time. in any place, 


The force of evil whicft per· 
meates The Little Foxet r e o 
appears in various forms in all 
Hellman's plays. The ChildreD'. 
Hour is a tragedy of a malicious 
child accusing the owners of her 
boarding school of lesbianism; 
Watch 00 the RhIne is about an 
anti·Nazi in the U.S. who is forced 
to murder to fight against Hitler· 
ism; and TOYI in t.he At.tie treats 
the subject of mescegenation. All 
of these plays exhibit the ti,:r:ht 


structure of the "well·made play , 
and although they often border on 
melodrama, they are made credi· 
ble by graphic dialogue and 
realistic intensity. The characters. 
also, are spared from becoming 
complete villians by the inclusion 
of plausible motivation, so that 
sympathy. as well as judgment. is 
evoked from the audience. 


In recent years, Miss Hellman 
has remained active on the literary 
scene. In 1969, she published a 
book of reminisces, entitled AD 
UDfioish ed WomaD. A quirky. 
episodic volume, it was received 
reasonably well by the critics. In 
October. 1974, followed a book of 
simi lar structure: PeDtimento: A 
Book of Portraits. The term 
wpentimento", an artist's term for 
an old image that reappears 
through later repainting done on a 
canvas, describes the book rather 
w~11. Both these volumes reveal 
that Lillian Hellman truly is a 
woman of the theatre, breaking up 
her memoirs into short strong 
scenes without connectives, and 
presenting herself with remark· 
able directness. 


Planned Parenthood advises 
by Anne ltiltoo 


Planned Parenthood is a vol· 
untary non· profit organization 
that provides family planning in· 
formation and ser vices to any 
individual or family that requests 
them. regardless of age, sex. race. 
or mar ital status. 


The organization's original goal 
was to provide a choice of contra· 
ceptive ser vices to those interest· 
ed in family planning. It was lelt 
that the public could be educated 
about methods of contraception 
available to them, and then to 
allow a patient £tee choice within 
medical good sense. 


Now Planned Parentftood. while 
still holding primarily to that goal, 
is going in a slightly different 
direction. 


The trend in our country is 
going a way from the family doctor. 
More Ilcople are looking for health 
carc at the specialist level. Thus. 
general health of the pcople is 
neglected. Young people in parti· 
cular fall into th is category. 
Ar.eording to Elizabeth Mooney. 


the Director of Counseli ng Ser· 
vices at the Kalamazoo Planned 
Parenthood, roughly 50 percent of 
Planned Parenthood's patients say 
they do not have other he3lth care. 


Not only docs Planned Parent· 
hood provide contraceptive ser· 
vices. but several other services, 
including counseling on sterilizat.
ion and pregnancy, pelvic and 
breast exams, pap smear, VD 
screening and treatment. preg· 
nancy testing. community edu· 
cation, and referrals for further 
health and social services. 


When seeking information and 
contraceptive services from Plan· 
ned Parenthood, an appointment 
should be made in advance 
(349-8631.) Appointments begin 
with an interview to determine 
medical and social background and 
a fee category will be selected 
based upon income and individual 
circumstances. All new patients 
are required to participate in an 
education session. The session con
sists of a film and lecture by a 
nurse on the methods of con· 


traceptlon, how t hey work, and 
the advantages and disadvantages 
of each method. After the session, 
each patient must be eumined by 
the doctor. The exam consists of a 
pelvic exam, pap smear, gonorrhea 
cultu re, blood pressure check, 
weight check, some blood work. 
breast eum, urinanalysis, and 
lastly the prescription of a birth 
control method as determined by 
the doctor and patient based on 
the patient's needs, desires and 
health. 


Planned Parenthood is funded 
by private contributions, patient 
fees. and Federal funds. There is a 
chance though t hat the organiz· 
ation may lose those funds. If so. 
services would have to be cut and 
fees may have to rise in order to 
absorb the loss. 


To contact the organization for 
information or an appointment call 
349-8631 between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
Monday through Friday. They are 
located at 612 Douglas Avenue 
about 5·10 minute walk from 
campus. 


conventional awards were 
to: Chris Herring in first· 
Biology. James Fox for 


Nuss House cooking cheaper, more appetizing 
Chemistry, Dave Neely 


Juliano for first·year 
Dahmer in Eco-


Education Dept. 


• prize 
he awarded 


will be the weirdest witch. 
up the ugliest ghost? That 
the test at the Halloween 


sponsored by Par· 
prize will 


the costume,lnd 
will be served for just 


a glass. The costume 
and punch will be in the 
Room adjacent to Old 
CUB will be showing five 
or horror mms in Old 


starting at 8:00 and 
~o 12:30 or 1 :00. A 


lime is guaranteed and all 
. are urged to dress in the 


most creative, or 
Costume in any category 


"We pay only $35 for the 
privilege of not eating at Saga'" 
says a resident of the Kalamazoo 
College Nuss House. This off· 
campus resident fee. another $6.00 
for the weekly groceries and a 
hand in the kitchen is all it takes to 
be part of the college's co-op room 
and board program. This quarter. 
12 upperclass women live in the 
big house at 136 Thompson St. and 
six men occupy a faculty grove 
house at the corner of Monroe and 
Lovell. 


The women cook four evening 
meals per week and all others are 
fixed individually. Two assigned 
students buy food needed for the 
week's dinners and basics such as 
eggs, bread and milk for self· 
prepared meals. Two other wo
men, cooking and cleaning, rotate 
chores every meal. 


"We do a lot oC vegetarian 
cooking and save about $20.00 per 
week compared to the cost of 
eating at Saga." said one c0-
op member. This ever·increasingly 
important advantage of vegetarian 
cooking is one of the motivating 
agents in the co-op's creation. 


A fter eating at Nuss House. it is 
most evident that such creativity 
spices the meals. A delicious 
dinner oC gupacho. a chilled 
tomato and zucchini soup. followed 
by a toasted open face cheese, egg 
and olive sandwich is one of the 
women's Cavorites . 


When asked what happens when 
one person uses more than her 
share of supplies for midnight 


snacks or in some way adds more 
expense to the budget. the res' 
ponse was. "We throw in ~me 
extra money and eat the snack 
with them." 


The home· like dining also allows 
for the courtesy of saving a meal 
for someone with a different 
schedule. "About the only thing 
we miss about Saga is seeing IlII 
the people." and it appears t hat 
this disadvantage is outweighed in 
many ways. 


During the summer of '74. a 
group of women petitioned for the 
co·op program and began it in 
Nuss House. In the spring of '75 
the men fo llowed with a similar 
request. Dean of Students, Bab
bette Trader, remembers t hat the 
only initial problem was a lack of 
kitchen equipment. "They were 
willing to buy their own, but the 
school now tries to provide that. 
too," she .nid. However, the 
residents plug the request that "It 
would sure be nice to get another 
refrigerator," claiming that the 
present one is rather small for 12 
students. 


Students apply for the co-op just 
as they do for regular dorm rooms 
but because space is limited 
upperclassmen have priority and 
are allowed only three consecutive 
quarters in the co-op houses. If 
demand becomes too great, a 
louery system will be used. Most 
participating students claim that it 
orrers not quite alt the comforts of 
home but more of them than a 
traditional dormitory. 


Saga seeks betterment 
For the benefit of those at K 


who eat, there is a Food Service 
Committee, a subcommittee of 
Student Commission. The student 
representatives chosen during 
election week are Mike Stool· 
miller. Bill Griffin and Mike Gib
son. These three are to act as 
liaisons between the students and 
Saga. 


They can be approached at any 
lime and given concrete sugges. 
tions on how to improve the food 
and service given at Saga. The 
committe~ assembles these sug. 
gestions and urcsents them to the 


Saga managers (Scott Boumgart· 
ncr, Betty Bennett and Prescott 
Slee) at the weekly Wednesday 
noon meeting. First. the feasibility 
of the plan is discussed. U it is not 
feasible. the committee finds out 
why, and adjusts the suggestion 
appropriately. If it is feasible, the 
committee determines what stu
dent interest exists. U there is an 
interest, the committee finally 
tries to institute the suggestion. 


The meetings will be weekly. on 
Wednesday at noon. The place will 
be announced on the Comment 
Board. 
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Soccer team loses to MSU in overtime play 
The KaJamuoo so«:er team suf
fered another heart-breaking loss: 
this time to Michigan State Uni
versity by a score of 4-3. MSU 
clinched the victory when they 
SCilred during a scramble for the 
ball with only 60 seconds left in the 
rlllal over lime period. The Hor· 
nets lost to Calvin the exact same 
way two weeks earlier. 


The Hornet's three goals were 
scored by Chris Pyne on a penalty 
kick in the first hair. Jaek Lambert 
on a shot past the goalie in the 
second half. and Dave Minkus on a 
head· ball into the net during the 
first overtime oeriod. 


Don Pedalis 'and Jim RobIdeau 
of K College and two MSU players 
were ejected from the game for 
fist-fighting. 


The Kalamazoo College SQ«er 
team won both its games last 
week, 2·0 over Albion IUld 2-1 over 


Golfers 
take 4th 


On Tuesday, Uctober ~lst, the 
Kalama7.QO College golfers faced a 
tough Alma team at Kalamazoo 
Country Club. Going into the 
match, Alma was undefeated and 
stood atop the MIAA standings. 
Unfortunately (or Kalamazoo. 
Alma remained in first place 
following the completion of the 
match. 


Despite the K golters best 1 


overall team performance of the 
year, Alma won by the over
whelming score of 376 to 388. 
Kalamazoo was led by Andy 
Angelo's 76. Jon Rye was next for 
Kalamazoo with 77 followed by 
Lance Tenannt and Jeff Easton at 
78. The loss left Kalamazoo with a 
8-3 record. 


The M1AA Conference Champ
ionship was played the following 
Friday and Saturday at Bedford 
Valley Golf Course in Battle 
Creek. After the f-irst day of play, 
Kalamazoo stood in third place 
with a 412 total, behind only' 
Albion (402) and AJma (400). Bill 
Hoffmann was low for the K 
contingent with SO. 


Olivet. 
Kalamazoo defeated Albion 2'{) 


in a rematch of the game in Albion 
won by the Britons, 32. I.t was an
other outstanding defenSIVe game 
led by goalie John McVey , who 
registered his fifth shutout of the 
season in nine games. 


The contest started slowly, but 
the Hornets controlled the play 
from thp start, keeping the ball 
away from the Kalamazoo wne. 
The offense kept Albion jumping, 
with numerous neat misses, and l 
runs at the goal that just fell short. 
It looked as if Kalamazoo might 
have been seriously hampered 


On Saturday, SCilI'f:S were place in the tournament behind 
almost as bad as the weather. Alma, Albion, Hope and Adrian. 
Much to the dismay of Coach Rolla Hoffmann finished with an 81 for a 
Anderson, the K golfers were 161 total, good enough for sixth 
among those who found the cold, place in the tournament. With 
blustery weather dilficult to con- their disappointing finish, Kalama
tend with . Only Bill HoHmann was zoo ended the year in a dismal tie 
able to maintain respectability as for fourth place with Adrian in the 
the K golf team plummeted to fifth overall league standings. 


Volleyball team 
provides competition 
The women's volleyball team 


travelled to Kalama7.QO Valley 
Community College on October 
20th, and trounced them, 15-4, 
15·5,15-8, KVCC has a new coach 
and an inexperienced team, but 
still managed to provide some 
competition in a lew long, hard 
rallies. 


Last Thursday. both JV's and 
Varsity played Alma on their 
home court. The JV's were beaten 
15--6, 15·1. by a strong-serving 
Alma JV team. The V arsiLy, 
however, rallied back from a first 
game loss. to win 10· 15, 15-9, 15·11. 
They pulled things together in the 
last two games by communicating 
better and spiking more consis' 
tently. Time almost ran out in the 
sec:ond game, which means the 
teams kept the ball in play all 
together for almost 8 minutes 
during this game. 


Their season record now stands 
at 4·3. The next scheduled home 
match is Saturday. November 1st, 
at 11:00 a.m .. with Lake Michigan 
College. Saturday will be a con
venient day for K CoUege scholars 
and volleyball fans to take time off 
studying and trek down to Tred 
way to support their team. 


In their ftrst home match of the 
season, K lost 15-3, 1511 to 
Kellogg Community College, a 
well-coached learn which took 4th 
place in last year's Junior College 
Nationals. But the evening was not 
completely spoiled, because K 
came alive agamst Albion, in the 
serond match of the triangular. 
Kalamazoo won this tight match, 
15-8. 13·15, and 1510. The team 
really got moving. but still needs 
to improve their defense against 
spikes. 


when freshman standout Peter 
Roukema was ~ut on the leg five 
minutes into the game. Roukema 
came back with a bandaged calf, 
and ten minutes into the second 
hal!. he SCilred on a fine cross
assist from [eft-wing Dave Minkus. 
That goal came on a power play 
about two steps out of the Albion 
goal. Five minutes later. Minkus. 
dribbling in from about 30 yards 
out, let loose with a fine shot from 
the left. just before he lost the, 
angle on the goal. 


In the second game last week, K 
defeated Olivet 2·1. The ground 
was w~ and a brisk wind accented 


the forty degTee weather, causing 
numerous leg injuries and spec
tacular spills. Despite the in· 
clement weather, agoodcrowd """as 
on hand to watch the Hornets take 
charge in the second half. 


In the Olivet game, both teams 
started oold and the first half was 
a scoreless battle in which the 
Hornets nearly SCilred several 
times, when good shots just 
skipped over the goal, or the 
Olivet goalie made a good save, 


The second half was the same, 
until K got a penalty kick when 
junior Chr is Pyne was fouled in 
the Olivet penalty zone. Pyne 


made the· kick, which put I 


of life into the whole Kal 
team. Less than two minut 
sophomore Dave Minkus 
for the sixth time this 
scramble around the 
Olivet goalie came out 
Ilnd with two other d.lr.,d, 
on him, Minkus 
powerful shot to i~e the 
the Hornets. Olivet 
only goal in a penalty 
the game to stop a 
momentum that was 
to turn a close game into 


Alma 


La>l Sotu'd ..... 00. K., .. 
team ran back and 
football field, another ran' 
through the cross-country 
with somewhat more 


The timing for the 
poor. Coming off a 
Saturday turned out to 
coldest day since the 
before_ The race was to 
the 50 yard 
during the 
the runners after 
gate, found the second 
under way. and they wow 
finishing off to the side 
where. Even the times 
mysteriously slow. in a race 
many of the runners felt tht 
quite well. 


Butone couldn't ask 
meet result. The startled 
men found four 
ners. Bruce Johnson, 
nelsen. Bill Griffin 
sweeping the first in;,;~';~ 
under their feet. 
able to get in only 
before Len Chase 


... finish line to put AI,m,', •• ,~ 


18-37 defeat_ 


The Harriers will run 
home meet and last 
against a weak Olivet 
31st. After breezing 
they can center their 
the MIAA meet, held 
ber 5th at Olivet, where 
forward to upsetting 
route to a conference 
ship. 


Students enjoy different 
Last Saturday. twenty..oo.d K 


students participated in Insight's 
Different Saturday program. A 
Different Saturday was conceived 
u a one day program introducing 
some of the skills utilized in 
Insight Wilderness experiences. 
Activities included outdoor cook· 
ing. compass work and basic rope 
skills. These skills allowed the 
students to attempt more difficult 
problems, like a chasm crossing. 
The learning of basic skills and 
their application to progressively 
more difficult situations is the 
concept behind Insight Wilderness 
programs. 


Insight is a part of Kalamazoo 
College's experimental education 
providing high-impact wilderness 
experiences. The goal of these 
programs is to facilitate a growth 
experience for the individual. This 
goal is realized within a unique 
environment-the wilderness. The 
unique environment and designed· 
in stressful situations result in 
anxiety. The stress caD be as 
simple as getting up in the 
morning or cleaning up after a 
meal. Stress can also be more 
complex: a twenty-mile a day 
walk, a rappel or solo, three days 
and nights alone. Thriving on 
anxiety is the growth experience. 


In the next nine months, Insight 
will be offering various wilderness 


programs. Proposed are I mount· 
aineering expedition to the Sierra 
Madre Oriental range in Mexico, a 
cross.country ski-trip to the 
Laurentians in Canada, a white-


water canoe trip on the 
L!le river, and the annual / 


trip to North C:,~~~:,;i in a menage a 1>< 


an ongoing program 
bodies. 


Hornets downed 1 
On Saturday, October 25, Kal· 


amazoo College's football team 
traveled to Alma College where 
they suffered a 10·2 dereat. 


The Hornet offense railed to 
SCilre against the Alma defense, 
but a bright spot was provided by 
Kevin Moody who led the Kala· 
mazoo offensive unit with 122 
yards rushing. 


Once again the Kalamuoo de
fense played a good game. Exclud
ing the Hope game, Kalamazoo's 
defense has held the opposing 
teams to an average of 10 points a 
game. Saturday's game was no 
exception. 


The defense. highlighted by 
defensive tackle teve Adams' 
play, produced the Hornets only 
$Core. The score came on a saf~ty 
when a bad snap from center was 
fumbled by Alma's punter. He 
recovered the ball. but was tackled 
in the end zone for Kalamazoo's 2 
points. 


Alma's scores came on a field 


goal and a run from 4 
The defeat was 


third of the season and 
in MIAA play. Kalamazoo 
3·3 and 0·3 in MIAA 


The Hornet's will face 
home game November 
matchup is a traditional 
and should prove to be [ 
game. 


Frisbees 
Two weekends ago, 


mate Frisbee journeyed 
Lansing to play Michigan 
tied the game as time ran 
lost in the first 
23-22. 


Frisbee is now a 
here at K and will be 
again as a PE credit 
Come and see 
Frisbee is g.i~;~g ",;""., 
drew a report in 
May, this Sunday down 
Field. 












The 


Commission Report 
bYThru"'CoHo~ . ," The Commission felt it should 


e mmtSSlon mee inS was h I rail d . 
dominated by its talk with the Black ,ave contro 0 stu ~nt ors:anLZa' 
Students Organization. Committee tlon,s. The control consIsts mllloly of 


~. h Id Oft . , reVlew of the budgets of each repo. "" were e .... a mlmmum. t d " Co .. 
IRA announced that CUB two and S U ~nt organlZ81Ion. mnu~~lIon 


'h '-> k (bee h' h PreSident Flynn felt tbat the Issue 
two- lrUS ega 0 r W Ie ,,:,ere should be raised for two reasons: 1) 
le.tt. £rom the Day, of GracIous the tensions between blacks and 
Livmg. CUB ~a.s trYing to arrange whites 00 campus has lessened sinee 
for a ~un~ay dinn~r out on the quad. the ereatioD of the 850 in 1968; 2) 
Nothm,g 15 certain, b~t. the meal In the last two year!, not all BSO 
would mclude the remam~g kegs of funds have been expended. 
beer. The I?ale coop for thIS summ~r The BSO felt that its aims as an 
was tentatively chan~ from BI&1J' organization could best be achieved 
House to Dr, Hark.vy s House: The if it were an autonomous organiza
eoop may not get started until fall tion. The BSO felt that the freshman 
quarter. . classes were getting more conserv. 


After the comrruttee reports, ative, BSO members feared subse. 
Student Commission held an in- quent Student Commiuions might 
formal meetin;f ~h the Black reduce the budget of the BSO 
Student. ~~an~t1on. The purpose merely because of a disagreement 
was to lDl~l&~ discussion between over the aims of the organization. 
the Co~lOn an~ t~e BSO over An open meeting between Student 
the pcwnbility of brlDgtng the BSO Commission and the 8S0 concern
under . t~e "umbreUa" of Student ing the aims of the BSO will be held 
Comnusslon. on Wednesday, May 28. 


Forsake Classes For Fun In The Sun 
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Students Celebrate Worship Of Sol For Gracious Living 
by Patriek Burpm Area, getting out of their cars and . , 


"Ah ... we're using the capitallatic heading for the food . Grabbing ~eys to th~ bus. Oh if you.re we've got a bus coming from K and announcement. The Student Com
system in serving out the food plates and piling on hotdOg! and Interested III t~e game earlier it should be here in about a half mission meeting has been canceUed 
today ... first come first aerved ... so beans and potato chips without between the. Pigs and Master hour. While you're waiting we've for tonight and rescheduled for 
just jump up there and grab some registering in. Then they'd be lost Batters, the Pig! won that gam~ as got plenty of beer left· 1 think three tomorrow at six. I just don't think 
hot dogs ud shit. And we've got with the others on the grass or on t~er do every year. at Gracious kegs - and what we don't finish up we could do anything democratically 
plenty of beer. I think we have 12 the baseball diamonds, or in the Livmg. So they rem';lD und.e~eate:d here well bring back and serve in tonight." 
kegs, so get some of that, too. Yeah. water. beeause D.ay of GraciOUS LiVing 15 the snack bar tonight, or tomorrow, I think everyone ejoyed them-
and we've brought about 2,000 cups Watermelon was served and the only tune they ever play. Ah, or sometime. Oh, I have one more selves. I know Flynn did. 
and . saucers, but we:re already someone said that we had gone 
mnrong pretty low JIO if you could through 500 pounds in one hour ... 
bana: on .~, them, we'd really ap- Tbey kept bringing them in out of 
pteelat.e It. the water and slicing them up, How 


Flynn takes the microphone away could anyone resist? 
from his mouth for a moment and Like with the beer. A keg was 
talks with another guy through his strategically located on the pitcher's 
oval shades." And the Pigs chal- mound during the terrible battle 
lenge any I.M. softball team to a between the Pigs and the Master 
g&me on the diamond behind me. A Batters. Players in cutoffs and 
few minutes later he is back on the bikinis would casually walk to the 
I "We have a challenger, pitcher's mound during the game to 


Batters will play the keep themselves wet and alert. 


it, 
WI.!! , and 
the beer, and 


controlled 
were frying brains and 


, and Flynn even announced 
someone up at the food table 


!!lOme solarca.ine an that every
would be able to make it to 


the next day. 
TheN! must have been 300 people 


~~;,~::S~'~'.d' ~CO~U;ld probably verify I doubt even their 
right. Students kept 


to the Fort CUsLer Rec 


Some of the crowd would walk on to 
the field. No one cared. It wu 
priceless! 


Dean Dewey in his black trunks 
at first base, manning his position 
with such spirit: a beer in one hand, 
a glove in the other. Dr. Supnic.k at 
bat trying to look ferocious while 
defending himself from his team
mates' verbal attack over his lut 
strik.e: ::Yeah, sure Supnick you 
stupid ... 


The beer was, "shitty", to quote 
Flynn; all foam, but it didn't matter. 
It wu cold. At leut in the morning 
we heard it was. Just laying there in 
the sun, watching the girls look so 
good in front of your foster granta. 
Ahhh, that was gracious living. 


"Hey, do you know who or where 
the bus driver is?" "No, I don't know 
where the hell he is. Flynn 
eventually found the bus driver, but 
later on, "Ah ... therell be a little 
wait on the next bus going back. It 
seems that we have misplaced the 


Proves To Be An Exhausting Schedule 


Parents Day One Event After Another 
by Patrick Burgam 


Parent's Day ..... ah yes, exhaust
ing!" There was something going 
{rom 9:80 in the morning until 
midnight. Can you believe that 
planning? (and no cancellations). 
Amazing! 


That morning, Saturday, May 16, 
as those of you who were and were 
not here on Kalamazoo's campus 
might remember, it sunshined from 
6:45 a.m. until 9:15 p.m" just for the 
plll1!nts. 


I, if you will let me deSttibe my 
day, rose with the sun at 10:00 and 
missed the Welcome Coffee and 
Registration in the President's 
Lounge, I don't drink coffee and I 
didn't have any parents here to 
register. So I eaugbt some Saga 
french toast and took in the Art 
Exhibit that was open all day ... 
rather scanty. What was there was 
very good, but it was hard for me to 
believe that this year's student art 
projects only numbered 20. 


Next on the agenda was the 
WJMD open house. I had already 
been down to the station the night 
before, making some requests that I 
t hought no one would enjoy, so I 
passed that up also. -


However, at 11:00 that morning 
I, being the grandstander that I am, 
participated in a poetry reading 
with 11 other Creative Writing 
poetry students ror the enjOyment 
of about 80 parents. The readings 
went very weU and were accoladed, 
but after all, they were our parents. 


After a Saga lunch at hamburgers 
(strangely enough, bigger than 
usual) and waHles, about 40 parents 
then attended a perfonnance by the 
string quartet. Oh. they're very 
good Johnny. Yeah . they're O.K. 


Overlapping the quartet, a set of 
student presentations were being 
given. Most parents on campus 
attended these presentations. There 
were about 80 people lit the first 
freshman presentation of slides 
from K 78, mostly candid shots of 
mostly candid freshmen on their 
first two mostly candid weeks of 


special classes. Then an explanation 
ofK's Land/Sea program was given, 
foUowed by some amazing slides. A 
majority of the parents then stayed 
on to listen to and see both the 
Sophomore Career Service and 
Junior Foreign Study programs 
from, naturally, students who had 
just completed each. The day 
started dragging at about 3:80 and 
only a half a dozen people stayed to 
listen t.o the fmal Senior SIP 
explanations and slides. 


Again using music to sooth the 
savage beast, a Pop Concert featur
ing Our own "College Singers" WI.5 


given before Saga gave their own 
alimentary concert. Interjecting 
myself once again. I forgot about the 
performance and appeared 10 min. 


utes or so late at the Stetson 
Chapel, just in time to hear, "No. 
Resistance is But Vain" being sung 
by Lorraine Manz and Lisa Becker, 1 
realized since it was Parent's Day, 
but I wasn't a parent, that I didn't 
have to be polite and stay for the 
whole performance. So I left lor 
Saga. 


Not having reserved tickets to 
the special dinner honoring parenlJl, 
at which Dr. John Satterfield spoke, 
I did not attend. I chose rather to 
have another memorable !:)aturday 
night Saga dinner with friends, but 
whether it was good or bad escapes 
me at the moment. 


I also chose not to attend the half 
hour social hour in favor of study 


time before making my appearance 
at the play. Outing this time, I was 
made aware of the fact that 1 had 
missed two other functions: a slide 
presentation on the history of the 
City of Kalamazoo given by Tom 
Teske at 10:00 that morning, Bnd a 
half hour of yodeling performed by a 
group of singers from lnnsbruck, 
Austria in front 01 the Union at 3:30. 
I don't know how I could have made 
all those events. 


Yet at 8:00 I did attend the 
Drama production Hedda Gabler, 
Yes, I did attend, and no, I will not 
say anything about the production, 
but wiU leave that work up to the 
learned critics among us. 


The night was not over yet, 
though, because three hours of 


entertainment organized by Karen 
Fitzgerald was still in progress in 
the Snack Bar. I changed into some 
music+listening clothes and came in 
time to hear some light guitar and 
banjo to end the night. 


Whew! Parents' Day kept me 
runnin', and if I was tired after it all, 
the parents must have been ex
hausted. Unfortunately, 1 have 
heard from a couple of students 
whose parents were on campus for 
the day, that the most enjoyable 
event was off campus at a number of 
places like the Whistle Stop. Mr. 
T·&ne, the Great Lakes Steak 
Co ... and that was free, too, if you 
could convince your parents to 
attend. 
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Professor Of The Psychology Of Art Visits Campus 


Arnheim Contends Thinking And Seeing Same Mental Process 
by Karu Rubller 


Last week. Dr. Rudolph Arnheim. 
author. lecturer. and professor of 
the psychology of art, spoke to an 
audience that more than filled the 
seats nf the Recital Hall. 


Without presenting much theory, 
it was appropriate that Dr. Arnheim 
gave visual examples to defend his 
thesis that thinking and seeing are 
"one and the same inseparable 
mental process. Whenever you use 
your senses. the mechanisms 01 
thought are already inherent in it so 
that you cannot really see anything 
without enlisting such processes as 
selecting things. comparing things. 
extracting things. and so forth, and 
that. on the other hand. this is ... the 
mirror imap of the problem: that 
whenever you think. you have to 
think in some kind of concrete 
medium. and that concrete me-
diums. in my conviction, some kind 
of imagery." 


Visual perception and thinking 
have been generally believed to 
relate, yet to exclude. each other. 
Arnheim said the reason for this is 
that when one uses one·s senses, he 
reeeives raw material in tenns of 
individual things we see in particu· 
lars, and when we think, we think in 
terms of concepts or generalities. 


There is a lengthy philosophical 
history concerning the problem of 
rewgnizing the inseparable nature 
of thought and vision. Arnheim 
began with a more recent statergent 
made by George Barclay in the 18th 
century. Dr. Arnheim summarlzed 
the philosopher'a point: "When I 
think of any particular concept. let"s 
say the concept of Man, I have to 
have in my mind, if I want to have 
an image of this thing "man", a 
particular image, if anything at all. 1 
have to see a short man, or a tall 
man ... but I have to have a particular 
image." 


To deal with the first half of the 
problem - the thought context of 
visual inventions . Arnheim was 
equipped with a number of el:· 
amples, ranging from inventions in 
mathematics to those in slapstick 
filnu and cartoons. All revea1ed a 
problem which was solved in the 
realm of the senses by restructuring 
. in other words, altering the 
traditional function of an object to 
serve a new purpoae. or rearranging 
the objeets in such a manner as to 
give a more meaningful configura-


tion. 
Perhaps the most striking ex


ample was a visual proof of the 
Pythagorean Theorem. Ordinarily, 
men. save mathematicians, would 
be unable to easily draw up the 
theoretieal proof. Or. Arnheim 
presented an alternative: "As 
against this very western way of 
dealing with mathematical prob
lems, there is another way of giving 
proofs which are sometimes called 
the ·look/see' proofs in which. by 
simply looking at a pattern you can 
see the proof of what you want to 
know." What the audience saw was 
a very simple and ancient proof 
done in a visual way by sketching 
the neeessary geometrical shapes 
and rearranging them until the 
solution was obvious; at the same 
time, it was clearly a thought 
process. 


A smooth transition was made 
into the field of the visual arts with 
Arnheim·s contention that in the 
arts, a great deal of thinking is 
going on. The simplest. most perfect 
8nmple was found in a sculpture by 
Picasso in which the seat and handle 
bars of a bicycle, stripped of their 
traditional functions, were restruc· 
tured in an imaginative way to form 
a bull's head. 


A more complicated illustration 
from art history was offered in a 
brief interpretation of the symbols 
found in a 15th century Sienese 
painting, a proof that profound 
thought can be translated into an 
artistic image (l note these ideas as 
there seems to be a general attitude 
at Kalamazoo College that art 
studies, particularly in studio art. 
are inferior to other '"academic" 
subjects because art is supposed to 
be "easy", in other words, requires 
no thinking). 


From here, tbe other side of the 
problem was considered: the visual 
aspect of theoretical thought. 
Through experiments made by 
asking people to draw non-represen· 
tational pietures of ~rtain abstract 
ideas, it was shown that we can and 
do think in images, and in the 
process, we clarify our concepts. 
This type of experiment not only 
functions as a training ground for 
thinking, but is also an interesting 
personality projection which reveals 
how people think about certain 
problems. 


To show that this is not limited to 


psychology tests, a step further was 
taken to logic and the invention of 
syllogism, a series of three state
ments, the third being deduced from 
those two that are previously given. 
Arnheim's example of syllogism was 
borrowed from antiquity : ·'All men 
are mortal, Soc:rates is a man. 
Therefore, Socrates is mortal." This 
is the particular. The general could 
be states as: U all A are in B, and if 
some C are in A, then some C are in 
B." 


The famous Euler circles illus
trate this and prove that "you can 
reason in a thoroughly visual image 
way about things which are at about 
the highest level of abstraction we 
can reach in our thinking. since we 
are not talking about any particular 
case . we don't have to . but are 
talking about some general relation· 
ship. Yet the demonstration is as 
visual as it could be. Whenever you 
are involved in a thought process, 
you have to find some kind of 
medium, preferably a spatial med
ium in which you work out how 
these forces interact. Unless you do 
that. you have really no substance 
to think with." 


The spatial medium is the key 
idea, for when the question was 
raised why blind people cannot see 
yet think. it was answered by noting 
the fact that they still possess 
spatial relations and can understand 
such concepts as inside and outside 
and one thing containing another. 
Abstract thinking depends upon a 
range of spatial relationships. 


Discussing a series of chidJren·s 
drawings. from which Dr. Arnheim 
showed how a child makes a 
complex object or situation under· 
standable through an image, led to 
the notion of what is meant by 
visual education: teaching by using 
visual media that can simplify, but 
accurately present, complicated 
ideas. 


Arnheim favors this method, yet 
is aware that it is easy to misuse 
visual aids. A picture in itself may 
teach you nothing: MWhen you want 
to teach the elements of somethin$". 
you should create an image which IS 


simple enough to contain only what 
you need, and one not confused by 
all sorts of things which happen to 
be true but which happen to be 
a distraction of the few things you 
want to know. 


Again, a more appropriate ex· 


ample could not be imagined than a 
comparison between textbook iIIua
tution of a human heart, anatomic· 
ally correct., yet in which t.he main 
process of the blood cycle was 
imp05Sible for the student to 
deciper, and the simple Klee draw
ing not true to biology, yet offering 
a better grasp of the basic mech· 
anism. 


To conclude his leetuN!, Dr. 
Arnheim taught us how basic 
patterns in art can serve as concep
tualizations to particular images 
which stand for situations of great 
validity to us. The remarkable 
likeness of the fundamental pal
terns in a Corot painting and a 
Henry Moore sculpture would pro
bably be overlooked by most of us 
until an opportunity was given to 
see them side by side, as Arnheim 
provided for us. Once the basic 
pattern is dearly pr-esented, we are 
free to interpret the work positive
ly. negatively. or however we wish. 
The fact that Henry Moore·s piece 
has more avenues for interpretation 
than the Corot does not make it 
ambiguous. He has created forms 
that are at a level of abstraction 
above our distinctions. 


By these illustrations, indcspens· 
able to the lecture, that which at the 
start seemed a rather difficult 
concept to understand·visual think· 
ing·lost its ambiguity. This does not 
lessen the importance of Arnheim's 
theory or mean to make it sound 
oversimplistic (he omitted complel: 
theory), but it rather points out the 
str-ength in Arnheim·s speech which 
lies in his eloquence: his ability to 
state ideas with clarity and pre
cision. 


However, the major idea prob
able got across by the time the last 
enmpies were made, and the 
audience could have assimilated 
more infonnation. Dr. Arnheim 
could not have accurately predicted 
the type of audience to which he 
would be speaking, and one impor· 
tant idea stated well is better than 
several expressed vaguely. The 
ideal alternative would have been 
for him to have given two or three 
lectures. 


In talking to Dr. Arnheim before 
his Ie<:ture, it was possible to have 
him concentrate on the visual arts 
which he did not later cover when 
addressirfg his audience. One of the 
Qroblems he didn·t deal with in his 


Letters To The Editor 
I confess, as I begin this letter, to young artist. and a cleaner evalua· musical? U a poet cannot read his 


being delighted that poetry. eriti- tion of editcrial rights and raspon· own work well. does that nec?e~sar. 
cism of poetry. and criticism of sibilities. ily imply that he is a poor poet ow 
criticism have been thought worthy I perceive real difficulties with an important a criterion of judgment is 
of two editorials in the IDdu. I am, "oral ae1lthetic·· as it has been pre· oral presentation? How do you 
however. somewhat disappointed sented in these pages. While Mr. judge a poem which strives primar-
with the level of the argument. Hart's position doe. seem to be ily for a visual effect? 
Surely we can rise above the invee· defensible, 1 would like to know how This whole question of judgment 
. he handles such theoretical que. deserves an airing. Mr. Hart"s 


m;here are, in fact. several sub- lions as: does a poem that has been article contained very little critical 
stantive ls.ues here which deserve a written become a different poem description, and what there was 


whe" ,., ,·s -.d .Iood? Is ,., ,dU· tended to be couched in value· full and impersonal debate. I should " .. , d .ff 
like to see a real critique and a real ferent poem when 1 read it than it is laden language (such as the I er· 
defense of the '·ora! aesthet- wh~n you read it? Is verbal texture ence between sentiment and emo· 
ic," some discussion of the place of a dominant, perhaps defining con· tion). Can critical examination take 
value judgments In literary criti. cern of all poetry, or are the re place in isolation from descrip.ti~n, 
cism, some consideration of the poems, which are still poems, and or must description preeede JU g. 
critic's responsibility toward the yet which are no~ predominantly ment if that judgment is to have any 
;;':'';';:':::::::::::;::::;''':;;::'::'::''';':::'_:';;';'';''~;';;'''';;;';'':;;';';;'';'';''';:'' validity at aU? 


Editor Dean Thompson Sports Mark Thomson, Mike I myseIr believe that description 
Aas't Editors Joe Hart and Th as a t ool to understanding must 


Lay Out 


omson, Jo Cope- . d M." Ann Seaver ._ d ~ ,__ preeede evaluation ; otherwise JU g. ... n , ui&a Culp, Muf-
Bill Watson, Jim fi M-tT ment seems totally arbitrary, and Ie cn.ernan, Iven h I Condon and Jim more of a case of stating ·'w at 


Rooen "-~- -nl .... Berga, Craig Jbara like·· than of deciding ··what is .....-wu........ Brick Mason and 
Photognphy Mark Doyel. editor, Marty MaddOl: gooct.·· 1 am quite aware that 


AM Oaborne, N~il Feature Rick Holman, Ches. modern criticism tends to ignore 
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Bowlby and Craig ter Corpt, SaUy Ur. evaluation altogether , but I suspect 
Crawford ang. Roland Bluff, that in the absence of generally 
Tom Bravne T B acceptable absolute standards for' 


~ om rayne. Guy 
Judy GiblOn, John Calcerano, Pateria what is beautiful. or good. or even 
Davies, Beth Wyk· Burgam, Tim Henne-- effeetive, judgement is perhaps best 
Ilra, Beth Towner left unspoken. 
Al Gevinson, Mary sey, Luanne lWuu. t Con·sider the criteria by which Mr. 


Susan Gates, Helen 
D'Amour. Jim Asbel Hart appears to have made his 
Linda Burdell, Lisa. I Brooks. C.J. Holly, . d W h t well 
Becker. Susan SaUee. TYPIsts Karen Zachmann , JU gments. as ~ e poe 


Crystal Kerbaugh presented? Is this poet sincere? Is 
David Ban Marion Rembelski. this poet trying to express anything 
l{~!:~ Waskowsky Chester Corpt that matters (to me)? Is there any


t hing univl" I"SA1 about this poet's 


experience? Can a person 1 dislike 
or don·t respect (such as a woman) 
produce a poem that I will like or 
respect? 


r have stated this last question 
unfairly. and intentionally so. but 
each of these criteria is equally 
debatable as a standard by which to 
measure the value of a piece of lit
erature. What is sincerity, for ex· 
ample, and how do we judge it. 
ls it necessarily a valuable charac
teristic of good poetry" Sincere is 
often taken to mean the opposite of 
conventional. and there is much 
conventional poetry that has been 
judged ··good" or ·'valuable:' ls 
triviality a concept? What's wrong 
wlfh personal lyric? ls emotion 
necessarily better than sentiment? 
Is one genre -greater·' than anoth· 
er? How do we decide which genres 
are major and which are minor? 


Let us, however, accept for the 
moment the criteria by which Mr. 
Hart has chosen to judge. Is his 
evaluation fair? Should the critic 
feel a responsibility to encourage a 
young writer, or is it his mission 
relentlessly to demolish bad work 
wherever he finds it? The social role 
of an evaluative critic must be to 
educate those whose taste is less 
well-developed. U one adopts a 
judgmental stance. there is really no 
way out of such an elitist position, It 
does not. however, necessarily 
follow that the critic is bound to 
destroy whatever he cannot ap· 
Drove. 


writing or speaking is the distinc
tion between art and non·art, a 
distinction which he believes serves 
no productive purpose. "Art is not a 
category into which you put certain 
objects, or that you say this one 
belongs to art and this one doesn't. I 
have always thought of art . let me 
call it an adjective or an attribute -
namely as a particular quality which 
all objects have to some extent by 
virtue of the fact that they have 
color and that they have shape. In 
what we call a work of art, the 
purpose is concentrating on that 
expression, and the objeet is there 
only for that purpose and. of course, 
that expression is handled more 
skillfully in a more concentrated 
way.'· 


But Arnheim does distinguish 
between degrees of importance in 
works of art. For el:ample. he 
believes painting has not been 
obviously proc!udive in the last 
twenty years (certainly no~ in the 
way sculpture has been), when 
compared with the fU"st third of this 
century in whieh Monet. Matisse, 
and Klee were working. The con· 
temporary artists which interest 
him the most. he says. are "by now 
mostly the old-timers: Klee, the 
German expressionists. Pollock, and 
Miro:' 


While Arnheim does not think 
certain examples of modern art are 
important works of art in them
selves, he does not deny their 
importance in the whole context of 
their time: MAt certain moments of 
art history, there is a need for what 
you might call a purge when you 
have reached a level of enormous 
complexity. U you take the moment 
in which Malevich made that famous 
square, I will take the position that. 
at that moment, it was essential and 
helpful, and an important gesture to 
overthrow all the enormous com· 
plexity which you had accumulated 
up to that point and beyond which 
the human eye just couldn·t 
function. It was something which 
went beyond the reach of the human 
eye. And when you come to a place 
like that. it was very important to 
become a fundamentalist and go all 
the way back to the very elements." 


But that doesn't mean to me that 
something like the Malevich paint
ing is an important work of art 
in itself, nor do I think that some of 


continued on page 5 


The future of an art is in the 
hands of its students, and anyone 
who cares ahout that art should 
wish to offer constructive (and 
objective) criticism with a view 
toward fostering that which is good: 
he should not be willing to destroY 
the whole for the sake of rooting out 
a flawed part. Any critic should be 
aware of his power ~o devastate. 
and be skeptical enough of his own 
accuracy in judJ;t'ment to recognize 
that when a fragile talent rests in 
his hands. no momentary triumph is 
worth ~he risk of error. Use your big 
guns against those who are eQuill· 
perl to defend themselves, and even 
then, have a little hUmility. 


I presume that a newspaper. in ilS 
editorial column. may print whit· 
ever it likes within legal bounds. M.s 
Urange d. &I. surely cannot meln 
that the paper should have refusecl 
to print Mr. Hart 's letter, or an1 
portion of it. But I am disappointed 
that the paper has so wholehearted
ly endorsed the views expressed 
there, even to the point of con
tinuing to descend to the level QI 
&rgumenlum ad hominem. The 
question is not. of course, ··whether 
or not Mr. Hart has the right to 
critically (sic) eumine student 
poetry publicly in the paper," but 
whether the paper should, granted 
it has the right, adopt a position 
which is so elitist and so isolated 
from its constituency? 


Catherine Campbell Rhorer 







John DavIN aad Beth TOWDU, a eee_ from (baeD's Hedda Gabler 


Student Presents 
Film History 


by SU8U Gate. 
Senior Tom Teske gave a slide 


presentation Wednesday. May 14, 
for the last City in History lectures. 
The presentation, ''The History of 
Kalamazoo from 1829 through 1945" 
was Teske's Senior Independent 


Satterfield 
Elected 


Chairman 
Dr. John Satterfield, provost and 


executive vice-president of Kalama
zoo College, was recently elected to 
a two-year term M chairman of the 
Deans' Council of the Great Lakes 
Colleges AS$OCiation (GLCA). The 
GLCA is an association of twelve 
independent liberal arts institutions 
in Indiana. Michigan, and Ohio, 
rooperating for educational im
provement. The Association en
courages the sharing of coUege 
facilities and resources, and estab
lishes programs which benefit all 
colleges but which no college would 
be likely to undertake by itself. 


Nationally, Dr. Satterfield has 
accepted an · invitation to evaluate 
the progress of the University of 
North Carolina In§titute for Under
graduate Curricular Reform. cur
rently in its third and final year. Dr. 
Satterfield was founding direetor of 
the Institute in 1972. His recent 
paper, "From Self-Examination to 
Self-Respect: Purposes Served by 
Faculty Evaluation and Develop
ment for Curricular Renewal," 
prepared for a workshop of the 
Institute, was published in the 
April, 1975, issue of the "Newsletter 
of the Institute for Undergraduate 
Curricular Reform." 


Project. He was helped by three 
sophomores, Anita Bommarita, 
Stewart. Keith, and Terry Mc
Govern and /I professor at Western, 
Dr. David Curl. 


Over 600 old pictures from the 
archives at Western and the Kala· 
mazoo Public Museum were sifted 
through by Teske, who also wrote a 
large part of the script of the 
presentation, and directed the pro
duction of t he show. Dr. Curl 
photographed the selected pictures 
for their presentation as slides. 
Coordination of the slides and text 
was a big job according to Teske 
although the pictures controlled 
what he could do. 


The Kalamazoo College Center 
for management Studies, the Kal· 
amazoo Public Museum, Western 
Miehigan University and the city of 
Kalamazoo, sponsored Teske's pro
ject. It was funded by Kalamazoo 
College and the Kalamazoo College 
Foundation. 


Hitting the highlighLs of Kalama
zoo's history, the show emphasized 
the development of the cities 
various industries, such as windmill 
produdion (at one time 80% of the 
nation's windmills were made here). 
the Upjohn Friable Pill Company, 
sever8J paper companies. the 
Roamer Automobile Company and 
the celery industry (Kalamazoo was 
once known as the celery city). The 
development of four of t he five loeal 
colleges. Kalamazoo College. IFOt'rn' 
erly the Michigan and Huron 
Institute), Western Michigan Uni
versity (formerly Western State 
Normal Schooll .. Nazareth College 
and Parson's Business College, was 
traced through the years. The 
presentation was quite well done 
with the slides and the text all 
coordinated. 


Page 3 
Tragedy Becomes Comedy 


Hedda Gabler A Disappointment 
by Beth Wyluua 


1 had always thought of Hedda 
Gabler as a tragedy with a touch of 
comedy. U one was to judge by the 
reaction of Friday night's audience, 
it was a comedy with a touch of 
tragedy. It is difficult to imagine 
how anyone in the audience could 
laugh shortly after the announce
ment of the suicide, unless t.he 
entire play was unbelievable-which 
is exactly what the case was. 


If Aunt Julia was meant to be 
sickening, she certainly su«eeded. 
And somehow one couldn't imagine 
Judge Brack propositioning Hedda, 
if indeed that was what he was 
doing - it WM hard to tell exactly. 


It is unfortunate that Ketcham 
didn't know his lines better and 
wasn't more self-assured, as Judge 
Brack certainly would have been. 
Between stumbling lines and stilled. 
unnatural movements, most of his 
sarcastic humor was lost. 


Beth Towner, as customary. did 
an admirable job as Hedda, but one 
eouldn't help but see "Beth" writtfln 
allover the character. 


The most difficult part of accept· 
ing the Hedda character was the 
movement and manners. It seemed 
hardly fitting for a lady of that era 
to sprawl in a chair with tier arm 
thrown over the back of it. And, 
horror of horrors, a lady, particular
ly one so afraid of scandal as Hedda, 
smoking'n Highly unlikely, 1 would 
think. 


The most delightful actor of the 
entire show was Barney Goldstein 
as George Tesman. Appropriately 
cast, Barney played a naive, absent
mmded, scholarly type, who was 


married to a lIOCialite (Hedda) who 
was beyond his comprehension. 


The beautiful and talented Paula 
Dewey also did an admirable job as 
Mrs. Elvsted. 


Larry Jaquith's set was the most 
gorgeous I have ever seen on 
Dalton's stage and Ms. Lyons' 


) 


1.44 
, 


costumes complemented it beauti· 
fully . 


In conclusion, with compliments 
of sets and costumes aside, it was 
too bad that the gun shots could not 
pierce through the laughter aroused 
by what must be termed a stage 
caricature. 
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"Boys In The Band" Finishes Season At Carver 


Frank Portrayal of Gay Milieu 
by M. A. Seave.r 


Catharsis: 2. the purifying of the 
emotions or relieving of emotional 
tensions, expo by art: 3. psychiatry, 
the alleviation of fears, problems 
and complexes by bringing them to 
consciousness or giving them ex
pression. 


Both defmitions of this apt word 
can be applied to the function and 
value 01 M,art Crowley's, The BoY8 
10 The Band which played May 
15-17 at the Carver Center down
town. 


Although not as startling now liS 
when it was first produced in tenns 
of its open treatment of sexuality. 
The Boys in the Band still is, when 
well done, a ver y powerful portrayal 
of several inter·homosexual rela· 
tionships. 


The play's central action focuses 


around a gay birthday party to be audience is witness M Michael 
given for one of the "boys", Harold, attempts to ooerce everyone into 
at the apartment of Michael, an- playing a brutal telephone game 
other one of the band. which strips the surface banter and 


Divided into two acts, the action normalcy from the groups day-to
in the flrst half is very humorous day existence to reveal with pathos 
although never banal. The stereo- the pathetic loneliness and self
types are all there, even the interior hated there. 
decorator with the pink' tennis Unfortunately, those of you who 
shoes, but if he at fll'st offends missed this production missed II 


sensibilities by being a bit overdone, good one. The entire ca..st was 
he redeems himseU poignantly in strong, but outstanding perform. 
the second act. ances were made by Randy Knolle, 


Dr. Satterfield came to Kalama
zoo College from a position as 
assistant vice-president for academ
ic affairs for the University of North 
Carolina. He hM also served as 
assistant director of the North 
Carolina State Board of Higher 
Education. 


Transformation Of Avante 
Garde Next Forum Topic 


The interchange signaled by the !a former K student), as Michael's 
dialogue is quick and subtle and the lover Donald, who successfully 
play moves fast despite the fact that traces the reasons for the nature of 
all the action takes place in the his identity, and recognizes with dry 
apartment. The climax builds with cynicism the charades the others 
the appearanct! of Alan, an old play to deceive themselves; and 
college friend of Michael's, who has Mark Goetzinger as a man-ied man 
called and wants to come and talk to who has left home and family for a 
bim about an urgent personal crisis gay lover whom he only then 
Irt just about the time the birthday discovers cannot accepL a purely one 
party is to lake place. The tension to one relationship with him. 
arises because Alan is "straight" AIl in all, it would have been 
and has no knowledll'e of. either difficult for anyone to have walked 
Michael's gay identity or that of his out of this production unaffected, or 
friends. at least without a better under 


Or. Satterfield has also been 
selected by the Association of 
American Colleges to serve as a 
workshop leader for their Workshop 
for Academic Deans to be held June 
25-30 in Boone, North Carolina. 


Upcoming 


Pegasus 


Concert 
A "Pegasus" concert. featuring 


progressive jazz music, will be held 
on Friday, May 28, at 8:00 p.m. in 
Dalton Theatre on the Kalamazoo 
College eampus. The program will 
be composec1 entiN!ly of original 
musIc by members of the group, 


of whom are Kalamazoo 
8ludents: Jon Grier, piano, 


music major; Bob Foote. 
trumpet, a junior math major. and 
Greg Bonar. guitar, a junior music 
major. Other members of the group 
are Jim Fons, drums, Steve Birch, 
reeds, Steve Hunt, bass, and Dave 
Matchette. lower brass. The free 
coneert is open to the public. 


Dr. Robert Corrigan will speak on 
~The Transformation of the 'Avllnt. 
Garde'," on May 29 at 8:00 p.m. in 
room 103 of Dewing Hall on the 
Kalamazoo Col1e~e camous. Dr. 
Corrigan, curreptly Dean of the 
School of Fine Arts, University of 
Wisconsin (Milwaukee), is a Forum 
lectu rer and guest of the College'S 
theatre department in conjunction 
with senior .oral presentations. 


Author of more than one hundred 
articles on theatre, literature. and 
education, Dr. Corrigan has edited 
more than twenty anthologies on 
the theatre, ranging from Grcek 
tragedy to the theatre of the 


While associate f1rofessor at 'the 
UnivNsity of Wisconsin. he was the 
first editor of the famous "Tulane 


. Drama Review". He has since 
served as the head of the drama 
department at Andrf'w Mellon Uni. 


. vcrsity. Denn of the School of Fine 
Arts and Professor of Dramatic 
Literature at New York University, 
and first President of the California 
Institute of the Arts. Dr. Corrigan's 
current publication is "The Theatre 
in Searc h of a Fix" and his 
forthcoming publication is "The 
Transformation of the Avant
Garde:' lie i!! also a member of the 
Na.tional Council of the Arts in 
Education. 


DurinI!' ~he ~nd act. the standing. 


. Duo . ~iano Recital To Be Held 
A duo piano recital will be They will include in their 


presented by Dr. and Mrs. Harry program Sonata in G Major, by 
Ray 01) 1\Iesday. May 27, at 8:00 Johann Bach, Sonata in F Minor, 
p.m. in the Recital Hall on the . Opus 346, by Johannes Brahms. Le 
Kalamazoo campus. This event is RaJ Martiniquai8, by Darius Mil· 


sponsored by the music haud , Dameon Cudano. by 


»)))1) ' 







Page4 Food Service Committee Submits Their First Report 
A couple or weeks ago there was a 


wute demonstration , The food that 
arne bad: through the return line ill 
the cafeteria was coUected, weighed 
and displayed, The total was 182 
pounds of food, whieh was a 
wonderfully low figure for a day, 
Gene, the full time dishman, wd 
that he usually gets almost twice 
that mueh garbage, A partial ex
planation for the low totaJ is that 
most. of the chicken bones, some of 
which still bore some meat, was not 
included in the total. The main 
rourse usually becomes the main 
waste. 


Even so, the amount of waste was 
commendably low. The less wute, 
the less Saga has to NH)rder, and 
the longer our meaJ price doesn't 
get hiked up to absorb innation. 
Contrary to popular belief. Saga 
does not just inhale all the excess 
money into its own poeket. 


Frank Burrows, our former Saga 
manager. had a policy of only taking 
profit up to a certain level, and any 
money that he could aecumulate 
above that threshold went back into 
offering better food for the stu
dents. Working dosely with Mr. 
Burrows last quarter gave me good 
evidenee that this was the ease. I 
haven't been around Scott Baum
gartner and Brad Gonsalves long 
enough to tell if they work in the 


same manner. My first impression, 
though, says that they are less 
sympathetic to student wishes. 
Perhaps they have less money to 
work with than Frank did. There's 
no telling. 


Some uitical comments arose 
alter Saga sponsored the pie eating 
contest and Sundae-Wednesday. 
The food service waa cal1ed hypo
critiea1 for advocating reduction of 
food waste, and at the same time 
displaying such food exlravaganus. 
Because of thi9. the critical studenls 
held the food wast-e program in 
contempt. 


Actually, the food waste program 
has nothing to do with Saga this 
quarter. They took down their last 
"Save a tree-use one napkin" sign in 
the winter. The waste reduction 
program is a joint effort of the 
World Food Crisis course, who 
put up the protein distribution 
charts, ete., sponsored Food Day at 
K, and helped some elementary 
school children display their Food 
Day posters, in conjunction with the 
Food Service Committee, who dis
played the 132 pounds of food 
wasted in a day. 


So. to those who wute food to 
waste Saga-please don't. Saga 
won't get hurt in the long run. 
They11 either serve lower quality 
food as costs go up, or raise the 


prices. Please eat everything on 
your plate. And if the server gives 
you too much, ask him or her to take 
some off. It's much leas bother, and 
it gives someone else a chance to eat 
what you couldn't. 


Here's a rundown on the slow 
progress of the Food Service 
Committee: 1) An idea arose to 
allow studenls to use card punches 
in the snack bar to obtain up to $1.50 
worth of food. Along with this, it 
was proposed that students in need 
of food for a private outing could 
give up a punch instead of having to 
pay for t he food. 


Saga rejected t he idea, explaining 
that the prices they charge us for 
meal plans are based not on the full 
15 or 20 meals, but on about 87% of 
those meals. because that is the 
average attendance rate at luncb or 
dinner. U the above mentioned plan 
went into effect, a greater per
centage of the meals would be 
eaten, and cosls would rise. 


2) Raisin Bran and Grape Nuts. 
two of the most popular cereals, 
were NH)rdered a couple of weeks 
ago. The shipment came, and Raisin 
Bran was included, but the supplier 
made a mistake and sent All-Bran 
instead of Grape Nuls. All-Bran has 
a higher sugar content than Grape 
Nuts. 


The article on sugar in cereals 


posted on the bulletin board men· 
tions that Granola has a large sugar 
content. The article is talking about 
the big·name store-shelf Granolas. 
This type has brown sugar aA the 
second ingredient. Saga's granola is 
called Almod Delight, and has raw 
(unprocessed) sugar listed ftfth, and 
honey last. 


S) Someone suggested putting up 
the week's menu in advance. A 
week ahead of time. Saga is unsure 
of at least one of the entrees. So 
they compromised, and now the 
luneh and dinner menus are put out 
after breaklast. 


4) Habitual late-diners complain
ed that the main dish was always 
gone when they arrived. Saga 
couldn't go so far as to keep back 
four trays until 6:00, because they 
didn't want to leave the line empty 
if people were demanding food in 
the interim. So now. Saga tries to 
hold back two trays, and they make 
more to start with. Now that late 
line hours have been removed, 
though, the problem no longer 
exists. 


5) The same problem occun with 
salad trays. None are left at the end. 
Scott and Brad had promised to 
space them out, which is easier done 
with salad trays than main courses. 
but it seems the directive never got 
down to the ranks. Busboys dutiful-


ly replace trays the inAtant they ~ 
empty. 


6) Russian dressing ran out 
because of another communieations 
mixup. The lady who makes it didn't 
t.ell the managers she was running 
out of ingredients. Now we1J have 
to wait until the order wmes 
through. Sometimes, too, the man. 
agers are hesitant to offer it every 
day because it is so expensive. 


7) Chopped nuts went up in price 
recently, and are now too expensive 
to serve every day at the ice cream 
table. Brad promised them twice or 
three times a week from now on. 


8) Chunk or wheel cheese is 
altogether too expensive to serve at 
all. So when cheese is served, it is on 
a salad plate. and is processed. 


9) Finally, the big yogurt debate. 
The comments in a week cascaded in 
demanding yogurt every day. 
Brad's answer is this, paraphrased: 
Saga offers three types of saJad 
every lunch and dinner: 1. Inexpen· 
sive (lettuce and jello), 2. Expensive 
(spin8(:h salad, potato salad, vege
table tray). and 3. In·between. Botb 
cottage cheese and yogurt fall in 
this latter ",.tegory. and both are 
dairy products. So. each one will be 
offered three times a week. Some
times there is a windfall and cottage 
cheese is found on one side, while 
yogurt is found on the other. 


A Personal View Of The Lessons Of War 
Plain yogurt is served most often 


so t hat the gourmet isn't committed 
to peach when he wanls straw· 
berry, Either strawberry jam or 
peach preserves (when available), 
or evcn wheat germ can be added to 
plain yogurt. 


by Luanne Routt 
As I sat down to write this article 


covering the lecture on the end of 
t he Vietnamese war, I could not 
decide how I wanted to handle it. 


My first paragraph was one of 
obvious cynicism and condescension 
towards the American people. But 
sueh a sadness overwhelmed me 
that by the next sentence I realized 
I had to change my tone. Perhaps I 
can best begin this article with a 
personal story. 


I was about fourteen years old 
when I first beeame conscious or 
American involvement in Vietnam. 
My naivete concerning the war can 
beat be exemplified by the question 
I asked my parents one evening. "U 
a soldier comes upon the enemy in 
the jungle," I aaked, "is the soldier 
supposed to kill him if his back is 
turned?" 


1 never did get an answer to my 
question; everyone was laughing 
too hard. Why am I repeating the 
story? Because something happened 
to me between the ages of fourteen 
and eighteen th,.·. has happened to 
virtually all An.olricans. We have 
berome accustomed and hardened 
to war. At fourteen, it was 
inconceivable to me that a man 
cou1d shoot or stab another in the 
back. As I grew up, extensive 
coverage of the war by the media 
brought it not only to the dooMitep, 
but right into the livingroom via the 
television . My total incomprehen. 
sion rapidly gave way to passive 
acceptance, 


Two weeks ago, two Amerieans 
who failed to accept the war arne to 
Kalamazoo ColJege to outline the 
ways in which they fought it. 
Representing the Indochina Peace 
Campaign, Mr. Bruce Cameron 
initiated the presentation with a 
general history of the-peace move
ment growth in the United States. 
Loosely organited at first, the 
various group. finally united to 
exert prenure on the American 
government. 


A combination of these pressure 
groups, along with dwindling U.S. 
support, saw the final liberation of 


the Vietnamese people. 
Reactions to the end of the war 


are nearly parallel to the reactions 
at the time of American troop 


withdrawal. Relief is perhaps the 
bellt word. There could be no 
cheering the end of this thirty year 
mistake. But to say the war is over 
is not to .ay that American involve
ment is over. And if hundreds of 
Vietnamese babies now living in the 
United States are not proof enough, 
perhaps the thousands of refugees 
are. But I am digressing more than I 
wish. It is this condition of continuo 
ed involvement that keeps the IPC 
alive. 


This brings us to the seeond part 
of the presentation. and edited 
videotape of a CBS documentary on 
the end of the war. "Documentary" 
is the key word here. for it denotes a 
factual presentation of the situation. 


Mr. George dePue, committee 
representative of the IPC, taped the 
newscast in order to convince the 
American people how fallacious and 
blantantly deceptive these pro
STams often are. Anyone question· 
ing the legitim8(:y of Mr. DePue's 
claims is rapidly reassured by the 
newscast itsell. It is not only that 
the stories themselves don't jive, in 
many eases they contradict a report 
given by the selfsame network days 
earlierl That the media has lost its 
credulity comes as no surprise to 
any political1y aware person . But 
why show the newscast? 


It is Mr. dePues belief that only 
by re-educating the American pe0-
ple can our nation unite to take any 
positive action. I do not wish to 
outline here the faJse notions 
delineated in the newscast. Instead, 
I would rather concentrate on the 
aspect of the videotape I found most 
disturbing, that being the total 
detachment or civilian9, journalists, 
and soldiers from the purpose or 
war. It may seem odd to speak of a 
purpose to war, but there certainly 
is one: namely. to kill. 


The complete disregard for hu
man life is appalling. American 
technology has brought the Vietnam 


war into every American home. U 
one did not care to watch Carol 
Burnett on channel 2. they oould 
probably watch grim scenes from 
the war on channel 7, 


By putting the war on a television 
screen it became non-real, It could 
be turned oU at will. It was a movie 
with actors; non·reality. 


An interview with the command· 
er of a 8-52 revesled an American 
with a job to do, no more. The 
professionaJ aspect of his task 
negated the acutal horror of it. 
Calling the enemy "gookJ" made 
killing even easier, reducing the 
people to something less than 
human. Not a thought is given to the 
reality of the murder; the job WIl8 to 
be done effectively: the American 
way. 


The third part of the telecast was 
prefaced by a warning that portions 
may not be suitable for children. For 
ehildren. Mr. Cronkite? I do not 
think scenes of mutilated bodies and 
sehrapnel burned children are suit
able for any human being. Does 
becoming an adult mean accepting 
war as a matter of course? If such is 
the ease, maybe we should all 
remain Peter Pans. 


An interview with Barry Gold· 


water passes on this comment about 
the war: it "should be forgotten by 
the peoplc." Ford himself tells the 
nation t hat we can "regain our sense 
of pride." U the American leaders 
are at all saddened by the war, it is 
certainly a qualified saddness. 
Perhaps the physiea1 suffering is 
over, but what of tbe psychological 
ramifications of a SO year war? 


It is Mr. dePues contention that 
the peace groups have not lost their 
function as a result of the war's 
cessation. and from all indications 
he is correct.. The end of the 
Vietnam war is a small slice of the 
pie of intervention. 


The end of tbe war was marked 
by a quiet, almost eautious cele
bration. 1 have heard many people 
discuss the war in terms of victory 
and defeat. Should the American 
people be talking of success? The 
question seems academic at this 
point. The American people must 
start to examine some important 
moral and ethical questions. 


With political leadeuhip at its 
nadir, there is no point in seeking 
answers to obsolete problems and 
ideals. A society operating with 
empty actions and meaningless ron
ventions harbors similar peoples. 


The yogurt is an inexpensive 
brand called Farm Maid. Unlike 
homemade Yogurt. Farm Maid is 
produced in a "time-saving" process 
that doesn't allow the culture to 
take a firm hold of the milk, and that 
is why when it gets to room 
temperature, it melts to soup. 


Dairy products are exempt from 
listing any ingredients except the 
navor, which in this yogurt, is 
artificial. Yet, even without the 
label. I suspect that an anti·bac
terial chemical is added to this 
yogurt to prolong its life. But this 
very substance would also kill the 
culture bacteria: 


Dannon's and some other brands 
have no additives whatsoever, but. 
you'll have to admit, Saga has a 
point when it says Dannon is too 
expensive. 


Money saved at what expense? If 
you feel a need to have a say in wbat 
you eat. you can't sit back and let 
the Food Serviee Committee do it. 
Our only weapon, (as well as our 
only vulnerable spot), is our big 
mouth, Develop one of your own. 


Avis-Hertz Squads Wage Court Warfare 
by Mark ThOM80D 


La.st. Wednesday an inspired 
crowd watched the N2 squad. Avis, 
give the HI squad, Hertz, a real 


battle before losing by the 9tore of 
7-2. Exciting tenniA, and lively 
gamemanship made the afternoon 
an exciting one for players and 
spectators alike. 


A fired·up Avis team surprised 
the top six in the early going by 


nearly sweeping all of the doubles 
mat-ches. Dan Thomson, and brother 
Mark (Captain Avis), stunned the It2 
doubles team of Rick (Larry) Moore 


and Chris (Buu) Bussert by winning 
the first two sets and the match 6-4, 
6-3. At /f3 doubles. Mike (Chiluckly) 
Chilicki, and Brian (Lurch) Belt 
gave Mike Thomson and Spook 
Smith of Hertt a scare before losing 
7-5 in the third. The Weasel 


Brothers, of Paul (International) 
Warshawski and Jim (Weasel) 
Hosner, after serving for the match 
at 5-4 in theSrd set,let Dave (Blaze) 
Emig and Alex (Frankie) Dal
rymple. slip away with a Hi victory· 
Dave Emig got Hertz going in the 
singles by defeating Jim Hosner 6-1. 
6-4. Avis wa.sn't done yet. as Paul 
Warshawski took the first set off of 
Chris Bussert, but bowed out 7-5 in 
the Srd. Mark Thomson stuck in 
there, (with two pitchers of beer OD 
the line), but lost to Rick Moore 6-2 
again in the 3rd. At H4 singles Mike 
Chilicki was leading6-4 . 0·2 when Al 
Dalrymple retired with a sore ann· 
Mike Thomson, at H5 for Hertz was 
too tough for Eric Connick and 
stroked a 6-3, 6-1 victory. 1... J. 
(Mark Henderson), making a guest 
appearance for Avis, aJmost upset 
Spook Smith at the 1#6 singles spot 
7-6, 6-4. It Wll.!! the first loss for tbe 
undefeated A vis Squad. but the., 
look it in stride, and Captain AVIS 
scheduled a rematch for next 
season. 


Coach Acker's work is not finish· 
ed yet, as the top five. Dave Emig, 
Chris Bussert. Rick Moore. AleJi 
Dalrymple, and Mike Thomson are 
still practicing for the CoUege 
Division Nationals. That tourna
ment will take plsce in Pueblo. 
Colorado sometime in June. The 
team's national small tollege rank
ing will be decided there. 
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Rudolph Arnheim Visits Campus • Continued 
continued from page 2 


of the minimalists has any 
value than that of a demon


I think it's an important 
to distinguish between what 


call a demonstration and an 
artistic achievement. 


to me too little." 


~;:'~~ir~: somebody puts all of I into a piece of work, 
I require the totality of his 
all of his visual. intellectual, 


and expressive powers 


transitions between them: .... .It·s so 
hard in our century to really give a 
nice linear sequence, because all 
these things tumble over each other 
and we are so close to them." The 
passage of time and the ability to 
look back is what enables one to see 
connections which he otherwise 
would not. such as the present 
recognition of the cioseness be
tween Art Deco and the Bauhaus. 
two artistic movements with similar 


concern for shapes which. in their 
own time. were considered antithet. 
ical. 


It is difficult to get Arnheim to 
talk about. his personal preferences 
for particular artists or periods. His 
type of work is not dependent upon 
these and, evident from his lecture. 
he uses examples throughout the 
history of art. Since he is interested 
in visual and formal matters. he can 
fmd his illustration in any period. 


The advantage is that he can always 
select the most simple, cleareut 
example of a particular problem: 
certain formal problems are best 
understood when viewing a Matisse 
painting in which it is possible to 
pick out a distinct shape of a distinct 
color. while in another situation, 
Raphael can work as well. Child
dren's drawings. which Arnheim 
has studied and written about. are 
useful to see basic artistic princi. 


pies. l:uch as symmetry. principles 
that operate in any work of art. 


The breadth and depth of Arn
heim's knowledge and the way he 
approaches psychological aspects of 
art is to be admired. He does not 
take a clinical stand by analyzing art 
as expressions or personality, but 
rather as visual thinking in terms of 
problem solving. And creative 
thinking, he says, is certainly of this 
nature. 


be in that. If you put all of 
there, and what you get is a 


then something is wrong." 
compared to art of any 


, minimal art looks simple. 
more abstract your concept 


the mure it embraces but 


Baseball Team Ends Season On Sour Note 


i contains_ What I mean is, 
ha:ve a cube. it can represent 
anything in this world. At 


same time, it offers very little. 
is in the nature of high 


~t,,,,.~.·io",." What happens in the 
the viewer may be very 
then it is the viewer, said ,"'"i,n. and not the work, which 
the credit. 


the theme or 
century art as 


roots in the cubist 
to reduce the shapes of 


to less complex geometric 
(this, of course, does not mean 


cubistic art is The fact 
it returns is a result of 
great of certain 


like Jackson 
works it is no ' .. " ,,",sit,'eto pin down anyone 


such a point, there is a 
back to essentials (this is 


~,~;,rci:i~~ of the 20th century: 
s of Byzantinism was 


a deliberate withdrawal from 
complexity of Hellenist.ic art). 


h!,';'~~~:,~y Amheim cannot take 
~I art, separate its di


styles, and deseribe alike 


by Craig Jban. 
The Kalamazoo College baseball 


team ('nded up its season on a sour 
note last Wednesday, by dropping a 
pair of games to second-place Alma. 
After two very discouraging one· 
run losses to Olivet, K was looking 
to bounce back in their last league 
encounter_However. excellent 
pitching and hitting on Alma's part 
prevented any chance of t1le Hor
nets obtaining this goal. 


K could never get off the ground 
in the firsl game. as Alma pitcher 
Jack Burns threw a one-hitter 
striking out eleven. Only Si John
son's sixth inning single marred his 
no-hit effort. In backing Burns. 
Alma ripped the ball for two runs in 
the first inning, adding six more in 
the fifth to put the game out of 
reach. 


The second game began with a 
ray of hope for the Hornets. K 
scored two opening-inning runs on a 
walk to Johnson, a sacrifice by J. P. 
McBride, and singles by Craig Jbara 
and Mike Holmes. Another run 
came on singles by Don Pobuda, Bob 
Cross, and Dennis Kugle. 


However, Alma struck back for 
four runs in their fourth inning, with 
help from an assortment of Hornet 


errors. They added two more later 
to go on to win 6·3. 


Despite a relatively poor record. 
the season turned up many brlgnt 
spots, as well as surprises. Obvious
ly the lack of depth _hieh the team 


faced proved to be a major factor in 
their losses, since at times as many 
as six games were played within one 
week. Even so, the Hornets were in 
the thick of the M.LA.A. race. until 
the very last games of the season. 


Frisbee Flips Wrong Way At Match 
a wrong turn on the way 


li~~~:~:and then losing the flip of ,was a portent of the way 
was to faU for K's second 


Frisbee Match with Calvin 


Saturday. Calvin got off to a 
2-0 lead before K ever had a 


to score. and before the 
a chance 


Calvin led 


11-4. 
Kalamazoo seemed to have a little 


trouble getting untracked in the 
early going as their zone defense 
gave up a Dumber of long goals. But 


K finally regrouped and put to
gether 3 nice drives and with two 
quick scores were back in the game. 
But, Calvin (with 2 All-Americans 
and a dose 21 ·16 loss to 


MALNIGHTS BAKERY 
del icious 


cakes cookies past ries 
We Make And Decorate 
Cakes ForAil Occasions 


Coffee Bar 
808 S. Westnedge 343-7643 


National Champions for two con
secutive years). came charging back 
with 4 straight goals to make it 15-9 
with only 10 seconds left in the half_ 
K then launched II 50 yeard toss that 
was comple\sl after time had run out 
to make it 15-10 at the half. 


The second half was played very 
evenly, with Calvin coming out on 
top 25-18. Neither team played well, 
but K made more mistakes and that 
proved to be the difference. K was 
definitely in far superior shape but 
just didn't have the "c1amps" out 
and threw more bad passes than 
Calivn. 


Defensively, K was less 'exper
ienced than Calvin and it showed on 
the long scores by Calivn. though 
Gary Adams turned in a magnificent 
job on defense and Bob "Tasty 
Freeze" was very consistent on 
offense. The game was thoroughly 
enjoyed by Calvin's 100 spectators. 
and both !.earns seemed happy to get 
together and play someone other 
than themselves. 


In their next action the K squad 
will be teaming with some of 
Calivn's squad to play at the 18th 
International Frisbee Tournament. 
Following this tournament. K will 
again meet Calvin at. the end of 
August at our campus. So. until 
summer quarter when the Ultimate 
Frisbee dass will begin. the Masters 
will be put aside and replaced by 
Pros and members or the K 
community start getting ready for 
Guts frisbee. 


BICYCLE SALES 
AND REPAIRS 


BI/fF 
III HoU'K (MlIlloIDUIK ILDI.) 


PHONE 349·9423 
MON.·FRI. 11·7; SAT. 9·3:30 


The league was so balanced that one 
or two breaks could have turned 
everything around. 


The future bodes well for the 
team since only captain Mike 
Holmel will be lost to graduation. 


Although his departure will be 
costly, the abundance of youth and 
experience still remaining shows 
positive signs for next year's squad. 
With the same group of guys who 
played enjoyably together as a team 
this year returning. next year lOOkS 
good. 


Citing some individual efforts, we 
start with J. P. McBride. J.P. was 
voted the team's MVP this year. In 
addition. he ended up third in league 
batting and will undoubtedly be an 
all-League selection. 


Senior Mike Holmes had one or 
his ftnest years. hitting .300 while 
playing superb defense. Dave 
Holmes, moving from second to 
shortstop in the middle of the year, 
was justifiably awarded the team's 
Most Improved Player award. He 
gave the Hornets a needed boost 
both defensively and offensively. 


Kevin Moody was a steady mound 
performer all year. He finished 
among the top in most of the 
M_tA.A. pitching categories_ 


Mike Gengle. moving from third 


base. and Craig Jbara, switching 
from the outfield. also turned in 
several good innings on the mound. 
GengJe hit well over .300 for the 
season, while Jbara was delegated 
to a designated batting position 
when not pitching. 


First-baseman Dennis Kugle 
proved to be a "golden glove" 
player, with many fantastic defens
ive plays while also obtaining key 
hits. Kugle, making a transition 
from third base. solidified the infield 
effectively without any loss in the 
transition. 


Si Johnson and Steve Morrison 
were K's 1-2 punch all year in the 
lineup. Between them, they had the 
ability to get on base and use their 
quickness to make the Hornets a 
scoring threat. They also played 
great outfield from center and right, 
respectively. 


Steve Gallas and Don Pobuda 
rounded out the infield. Gallas. one 
of the best infielders. switched to 
third midway through the season, 
while Pobuda played steady ball at 
the variety of positions he was 
called to perform at. Pobuda also 
added greatly to the offensive punch 
for K. 
Despite an injury early in the 


season. Bob Cross gave his contri· 
bution to the team through powerful 
hitting and a superb perCormance at 
shortstop. Cross led the team in 
batting for the year. although 
playing in only about one-third of 
the games. His loss was very costly 
to the team during the season. 


Junior Gary Harpe was one of the 
more versatile players on the squad, 
as he was called to play first base, 
catcher, and pinch-hitter. He also 
served the role of a team leader by 
keeping everybody's spirits and 
confidence up throughout the year. 


Their record couldn't really show 
what was gained by the team this 
year. Through all the ups and 
downs, disappointments and losses, 
everyone held together _ Beuuse of 
this. they came out of the season 'lS 


what the won-


CLASSIFIEDS 
Anyone wishing to place a classified 


l o~,~:: do so by contacting the Index 
at 383-8460. Deadline for all 


is the Sunday preceding the 
publishing date. which always falls 


Friday. Rates for Kalamazoo 
students are S1.00 for the 


three lines; 2Qc for each 


l i:,d;~£~~~'ii:n~e::. ~For all others, $1.25 
lines; 25 c for each 


"Best Actress ofthe 
• 


TYPIST to do school p~,::pe~,~,~. ~~~I must be legible. Terms 
Parson's Business I 
Contact Sara Johnson 


Thanks to all those who 
Indexes last Friday. As 
cookies and refreshments will 
hand for those who come this 
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Scenes From A Day Of Gracious Living 
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II addition 
to open next fall 


h:'~:::~~':l,;Dc~partment at K h, next rail with a 
II, the new 


to the Fine Arts Building. 
main feature of the new 


will be a thrust stage 
gel.! its name because it 


oui into the audience. 
;;'.'h""d,'" multi-colored seats 
surround the stage on three 


Four vomitoda, which arc 
. exits coming from under


the audience. will allow 
to entcr from the front 


stage as well as from the 
and rear. With modern 


toward audiente 
new features 
audience-per-


relationships. 
addition to the theatre. the 


• receives 
budget 


reetnl budget cut may pro-' 
long range problems for K 


radio station, WJMD, 
the time being. the station 
unaffected. 


original approved 
.t of 18 .. 0 00 was cut by $9,334 


According to WJMD 
, Krista Nisper. the cut 


no immediate eUect on 
but may during the 


and summer terms. The 
definitely will be operating 


the winter term. 
""", .. d that "WJMD's 


is about $5.000 


ncreases 
roposed 


top floor will also contain a kitchen 
and a foyer. Ms. Nelda K. Balch. 
Chairman of the Theatre and 
Speech Department. is especially 
excited about the foyer which will 
contain a skylight dome and large 
picture windows overlooking the 
city of Kalamazoo. The bottom 
floor will consist of a Green Room, 
rehearsal room, make-up room, 
dressing rooms. and offices. 


At the present time, Dalton I is 
over-crowded. Besides theatrical 
productions. many movies. meet· 
ings. tests, concerts and other 
large events are held in Dalton I. 
Theatre dasses and even product. 
ion casts are somelimes rushed to 
provide for these other activities. 
Once the new theatre is complet· 
ed. Dalton I will be used for just 
one production a year . 


• 


Provided with a generous gift 
for a new building. construction of 
Dalton II started in September of 
this year and is on schedule. Kurt 
Lundell. stage designer and 
theatre architect of the American 
Place Theatre. is the designer, and 
Alden B. Dow associates of 
Midland are the Michigan archi
tects, 


construction moves Oil •••• 


The outside walls of DaitoD n are risiD« u 
coDstruetioD coDUouel of the theatre. This 
Dew additiOD to the theatre facilities will 
provide room for future productions, 


Registration changed for winter quarter 
According to registrar Ruth 


Collins. the purpose of the change 
in registration procedure next 
quarter is essentially "to make 
things easier for the students". 


The most basic change is that 
students will not register for the 
winter quarter until Jan. 7 and 8, 
the Wednesday and Thursday of 
the first week. This will eliminate 
first week drop/ add since students 
may make changes in their class 
schedule before turning in their 
registration cards. Dropping or 
adding dasses after the first week 
will be handled as it has been in 
the past. At that time the change 
must be approved by the academic 
standards committee. Also. there 


is a late registration fee of $5.00 
per day up to $25.00. 


The other major change is that 
science labs will be arranged the 
first day of class making atten· 
dance that day mandatory. This 
should eliminate the rearranging 
of labs which has always taken 
place in the past. 


Ruth Collins says that because 
of the later registration date the 
class schedule will be a final, 
reliable one. giving students a 
more accu rate picture of what 
they have to work with. More 
impor tant is that there will be 
more time for advisor·student 


counseling. She feels that in the 
past counseling has been in· 


ing five additional faculty 
positions for next year. The 
Chemistry, Biology, Math and 
Political Science Departments 
will. if the Trustees approve 
each gain a full faculty 
position while the Sociology 
and Education Departments 
will be funded for half a 
faculty position each. A half 
position is filled by a person 
teaching only three classes 
per year. 


After months of deliber· 
ation the Planning and Budget 
Committee has finalized its 
proposal for the &ard of 
Trustees relative to tuition 
and fee levels for next year. 
This committee, composed of 
six faculty, four administra· 
tors (th ree with the European 
absence of President Rains
ford) and two students, has 
spent a substantial amount of 
time examining the income 
needs of the College. the 
necessary levels of facully 
size and salaries. and the level 
of tuit ion and fees to be paid 
by students. 


It is proposed by this com
mittee that tuition be raised 
next year by S350 and that 
room and board charges be 
raised between $20 and $SO. 
This would bring total costs 
for students in the 1975·76 
year to between $4.375. and 
$4.405. They suggest keeping 
the size of the student body at 
1500 but left the door open for 
a slight increase if it becomes 
necessary to meet higher 
expenditures. The need for 
keeping the student; faculty 
rates as low as financially 
possible is a stated col1e&:e 
policy and in adhering to th1s 
the committee is recommend · 


On the question of pay 
increases for the College staff 
(f a cui t y. administrators. 
maintenance. etc) an average 
figure of about 5% was 
agreed upon. This figure 
includes a 8% increase in 
maintenance salaries, so it can 
be seen that the faculty and 
administration will average 
below 5% against a projected 
8 % inflation rate next year, 
these people will suffer a loss 
of purchasi.ng power. 


It must be emphasized that 
this proposal is not final. 
President Rainsford can reo 
turn it to the Planning and 
Budget Committee for reo 
visions. and in the end it is up 
to the Board of Trustees in 
their January meeting to 
ofHicially set the tuition level 
for next year. 


adequate simply bei:ause the 
counselor did not have the time to 
meet with his advisees at any 
length. With the extra time avail· 
able it is now up to the students to 
make appointments so that their 
schedules can be worked out 
according to their needs. 


In some cases class size will 
have to be cut. This must take 
place after the start of the quarter 
and may in some cases cause reo 
scheduling problems for students. 
Also, as in the past, the registrar 
reserves the right to balance 
certain sections. 


When asked how the later 
registration date would affect the 
ordering of books, Ms. Collins said 
that there would essentially be no 
change. The number of books 
would be estimated on the basis of 
past registration. 


Ms. Collins does not see any 
problems resulting from the new 
registration procedure. She feels 
that students have been ad· 
equately informed about the 
change. Also to head off any 
problems with students who are 
off campus this quarter they have 
been notified by mail. 


Financial Aid to expand 
Despite the fact that the .~inan · 


cial Aid Office overspent its 
budget by some $21,000 last year 
financial aid from Kalalazoo Col· 
lege is expected to increase sub· 
stantially next year according to 
Mr. Charles Bushong. head of 
Financial Aid. 


The maximum federal grant to 
an individual student may drop 
from $1.400 to $1,000 next year 
although this is not certain yet. To 
meet the added need this may 
cause the college to increase its 
allocation for financial aid in the 
forthcoming budget for next year. 
Just how much the financial aid 
program will be increased depends 
on how much the endowment is 
increased. how college owned 
stocks are doing on the stock
market. and how much money is in 
the general fund. 


The extra $20.000 the financial 
aid office handed out this past year 
was absorbed by the College's 
general fund which was larger 
than expected bei:ause of in· 
creased enrollment this year. 


To avoid future budget over· 
expenditures. Bushong said that 
his office will "just have to be more 
careful and not overallocate too 
much". He went on to say. "we 
always have to overallocate be· 
cause some students don't show ... 
we don't want to not spent it (the 
money allocated to financial aid) 


because it might depress enroll· 
ment." 


Christmas program 
planned at Stetson 


The spirit of Christmas is put 
to musie in Stetson Chapel 8:()() 
p.m. on December 5 when the 
College Si.ngers, Motet Chorus, 
Brass Ensemble and all male 
chorus join for an annual festivity. 
A trio from ''The Christmas 
Oratorio" by St. Saens features 
soprano soloist. Karen Holvick, 
baritone. Craig Hodges. and Rus· 
sell Hammar as tenor in the Friday 
night worship service. 


Spanish carols "EI Nino Per· 
dido" and "La Virgen" will be 
accompanied by Tim Roberts on 
the guitar. and a mellow Old 
English chant, "LuiJay Myn Lik· 
ing" will accent the service with a 
change from the traditional carols. 
But old favorites are still remem· 
bered with arrangements of "The 
Holly and the Ivy", and "1.o! How a 
Rose". "Hodie Christus Natus est" 
divides the choir into eight vocal 
parts only to join a~ain ror Vaughn 
Williams, "Fantasia of Christmas 
Carols", with Craig Hodges as 
soloist once again. 


Come all ye faithful and relax 
with the holiday celebration. 
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Residence requirement change suggested 
Kalamazoo is a residenti&l col


lege, which is not. to say that it is 
backward, only that It is slow in 
recognizing some student needs. 
Last year the Board of Trustees 
amended the residence require
ment to allow for thirty seniors to 
live off-<:ampus. This small con
cession has failed to meet with the 
Cf)ncerns of the majority of the 
people desiring to live apart from 
the campus. 


The residence requirement is 
thought of as an intrinsic feature 
of the college by t he t rustees, 
whose reasons for maintaining the 


policy have been based on t.he 
academic and social tradition of a 
small liberal arta school. Proximity 
to facilities and faculty, as well as 
the atmosphere created by a 
central body of students are 
considered academic advantages. 
The close living arrangements are 
convenient for orientation and 
organizing social functions. The 
bonds formed between the stu
dents and the institution are 
important to the fres hman year. 


Upperclassmen should not be 
made dependent on the residential 
program. Living apart, from the 


college, students are made fully 
aware of scholastic, social and 
boarding responsibilities. The ex
perience offered by oU-<:ampus 
residence is complimentary to the 
educational objeetives of the Kal· 
amazoo Plan. 


The trustees of the college must 
be fiscally realistic in considering 
such a policy change and, unfor
tunately, the present. economic 
conditions encourge conservatism. 
John Cappaccio, Housing Director, 
estimates t hat. permitting as few 
as 125 students to live off campus 


would force a tuition increase of 
$600. The cost of a Kalamazoo 
education may rise, a comparable 
amount without the introduction . 
of an off-campus housing policy 
change. 


President George N. Rainsford 
has examined the possiblity of 
increasing enrollment as a means 
of strengthening the financial base 
of the college. The rise in enroll
ment would be temporary, falling 
by 1980 as the baby·boom gener
ation is graduated. but it would 
present an opportunity to test t.he 
effects of an expanded off-<:ampus 


housing program. 
The trustees attempt 


serve the h'st,o,', ,h."i""" 
college. A 
enrollment and 
the residence i 


the trustees as ih;~~s<~~, 
school's tradition. A 
increase may do greater 
it succeeds in limiting the 
person able to afford the 


The current dil'fj·"ul,,
have been avoided 
zoo's policy·makers 


alert to student d'~~~~:~'l; 
cording to Babette 


PAC hosts Hampton and Wolpe 
of Students, a significant 
in off.campus housing has 
demonstrated by students 
the last 15 years. 


The Political Action Committee 
hosted two speakel"S last week. 
The first, Brian Hampton. was to 


on "The Process vs The 
Poliil'a,". The second, Rep. 


a talk titled 
Utilities". 


o 
.rt-.. 
." 


"Get inside the system," Hamp
ton told the gathering of K 
students. "master the system and 
turn it back inside itself." Talking 
on November 24. Hampton claim 
ed there was much an individual 
can do politically "if you have the 
ability and are willing to do the 
work." 


Hampton shared with students 
his own involvement in politics. 
Involvement which ranged from 
appearing on his father's campaign 
posters at 18 months of age, to 
organizing the JFK presidential 
campaign in Albion while a high 
school student and working as 
U.S. Representative Bob Carr's 
campaign manager. Presently he 
is considering running for the U,S. 
House of Representatives and a 
campaign organization has been 
formed on his behalf. He however 
has not yet med any declaration of 
candidacy, Hampton stated that he 
will not. consider filing for the 
election until Spring. In the 
meantime he is serving II.S K 
CoUege's Director of Develop
ment. 


Asked what his platform was, 
Hampton pointed out that mMt 
voters respond to candidates on 
the basis of personality. But he 
said that he had drawn up a list of 
a hundred or so issues that he had 
taken a stand on. He did not 
elaborate on what these issues 
were or what his political phil
osophy is, except to call himself a 
"reasoned liberal". 


The foUowing evening. Novem
ber 25, State Representative 
Howard Wolpe talked to students 
about the investigatory work he 
has been conduct.ing as chair· 
person of a special House commit· 
tee in Lansing. 


Wolpe said that not enough is 


known in the state as to "what are 
Michigan's energy needs" and how 
these energy needs may best be 
met. Wolre said that his C()mmit· 
tee "is trying to get an oversight 
of all these bureaucracies we've 
created". He asserted that the 
Public Service Commission which 
is W supposed to proteet consumers 
has maintained too "dose a 
relalionship with the ut.ilities. 
Wolpe claimed that the closeness 
between the utilities and the 
Public service Commission has 
resulted in the Commission relying 
on enl' rgy studies undertaken by 
the utilities. 


Rep. Wolpe said that a great 
deal of pressure was exerted 
against his committee while it was 
being formed. The committee has 
been in operation for six months 
now and Wolpe credited its 
success to the fact that the 
committee has a staff with exper
tise in understanding utilities. He 


also said that the Representatives 
serving on the committee have 
remained "tight". sticking t-oget
her regardless of pressure or 
party afmiation. 


The results of Wolpe's investi· 
gation will appear in an interim 
report in January and in a final 
report in April. 


Wolpe also spoke about his 
candidacy fo r the U. S. House of 
Representatives. He expressed 
confidence in his ability to win the 
Democratic primary and deter
mination in his race against 
Republican incumbent Garry 
Brown. "We are going to win in 
the end ... " he said. 


Wolpe concluded his remarks by 
saying that "Legislature alone 
never does anything." He en· 
couraged students to be politically 
involved. Such involvement must 
go beyond voting. "Electoral pol 
itia can be a cop out." Wolpe said. 


sixties, while many 
ped residence "",u'·.,!""" 
vert-ing dorm rooms 
space, Kalamazoo 
new direction and 
monuments to 
Severn and Crissey. 
reluctance to begin an 
program was shown as 
mistake this fall when 
were forced to live at 


Students may be 
transient and their 
those of inexperienced 
they cannot ignore an 


by several '~;~"~:~I~;~::~ The programs . 
Kalamazoo Plan 
many r adical 
have the 
the school. Modifying 
dence requirement will be 
such progressive change. 
the economic and 
needs of the student. 


Tuition reduction activists than 
A great deal of controversy has 


been generated by the reeent 
tuition discussions. A good num
ber of students have shown 
con~rn for the level of this in· 
crease and this concern was 
greatly appreciated by those of us 
working on these deliberations. 
The two student. representatives 
on the Planning and Budget Com
mittee and myself all feel that the 
interest shown by the student 
body about this issue was of great 
help in t rying to minimize the 
tULtlOn Increase. While I am dis
al)pointed in the level of the in· 
crease proposed by the PSC it is 
my feeling that all the members of 
that Committee were sincerely 


working to minimize this increase 
given the financial constraints of 
the College . 


I must also correct a statement I 
made to a group of students in 
Dewing 103 on Nov. 20. where I 
stated that our faculty ranks in the 
99 percentile for salary nationally. 


The figure I should have stated is 
that full professors at K are in the 


99th percentile of small liberal arts 
colleges nationally. My apologies 
to anyone upset by this misstate· 
ment. 


Once again, thanks to all of you 
who contributed time to show your 
concern about this proposed in
crease. 


We all, students, faculty, 
and administrators must 
the present and future 
down costs. By ;nereasinl 
ployee efficiency in certain 
cutting down on and I i 
superfluous.~p.,'d'tu""."" 
waste we can 
mum necessitating ~~;;II;;i 
creases in the future. 


Until next year's i 
finalized by the Trustees 
continue to pursue the 
interest by pushing for the 
mum increase possible. 


Sincerely, 
Kevin McCarthy 


Pre-med acceptance • lncreases at Kalamazoo 
In 1972 the number of pre-med students 


entering Kalamazoo College began rapidly 
increasing. In each of the past two years, 
approximately one hundred and t.wenty· 
five freshmen have declared themselves 
pre-med. 


Wayne State University accept about 
WOk of their students this way. This is 
partly because to be eligible to apply for 
Early Decision, a student must have at 
least a 3.5 GPA and a score of at least 600 
on his MCAT. 


threatended to increase tuition by 100% 
because the present tuition does not begin 
to cover the costs of an individual's 
education. Obviously, medical schools do 
not want to train people who will not 
become good doctors. 


Moran, is presently in her third yeat 
medical school at M.S.U. When she J 


visited K, and talked to students, she 
urged students to be sure they want 10 
doctors before they apply to med schG 
She mentioned that there is no 
during med school to pursue outside 
terests. Students must be very dediCl 
to learning medicine, because med scbl 
is extremely demanding. both in terml 
time and emotional energy. 


Ms. Sally Oiexia, the director of the 
Health Sciences, feels that more highly 
qualified pre-med students have been 
enrolling here. She commented that they 
are also more realistic than students in 
years past about t he qualifications needed 
for gaining acceptance to medical school. 


As a result, the number of students 
applying and being accepted to medical 
schools from Kalamazoo College have in
creased. In 1972 only twelve students, 
applied, while in 1974, 28 applied and 18 
were accepted. Twenty·four students ap· 
plied this year. They will find out if they 
are accepted any time from March to June 
of '76. 


Three students have already been ac
~epted to med·school this year through 
the Early Decision program. In this 
program, students apply by August 1 and 
get accepted or rejected by October 1 of 
their senior year. The Early Decision pro
gram not only shortens the waiting period 
for the student but cuts the costs for 
medical schools. This is because students 
can apply for Early Decision to only one 
school, and cannot make last-minute 
change to another school. The three major 
Michigan medical schools, University of 
Michigan, Michigan State University, and 


,. 


The Medical College Admissions Test 
(MCAT) is a lest offered twice.! year , 
which pre-med students must take to 
apply for medical school. It includes sec· 
tions which test a student's knowledge of 
vocabulary, history, art. religion, music 
and current events, besides sections on 
biology. organic and inorganic chemistry, 
physics and math. This test is usually 
taken in the spring of the sophomore year, 
and perhaps again during the junior year. 


Unfortunately, academic suct:ess during 
college and in medical s~hool does not in· 
sure that a student will become a good 
physician. A physician must also be able to 
react under stress. be emotionally stable, 
and be reliant, compassionate and honest. 
These qualities cannot. be measured by 
tests. 


Consequently, medical schools are look
ing more at the personal characteristics of 
their applicants. They are trying to find 
students who will become good physicians 
and improve the public image of the 
physician. 


Medical schools must be careful about 
whom they accept in order to protect the 
public and the image of the physician. and 
becaus{' of the immense costs of training 
doctors. Recently, medical schools have 


For instance, if an interviewer thinks 
that an applicant would not become a good 
doctor, the applicant's chances of being 
accepted are considerably lessened. More 
than one person interviews students at a 
time, however, to enable reports on ap· 
plicants to be more objective. 


Ms. OJexia strongly advises pre med 
students to find out if they really would 
like being doctors before they apply to 
med school. 


She suggests getting a job perhaps with 
the help from a physician friend. which 
will expose them to doctors' work. If this 
is not possible. she urges them to find 
work in a nursing home. There they could 
discover whether or not they have com
passion, and like to work with sick people. 
Besides this. the health problems of the 
aged will be of increasing importance in 
the future, bea.use of the increaSing 
number of elderly people. 


In addition, many paying jobs in 
hospitals and health centers around the 
country are open to students during 
Career Service. One position occasionally 
available is that of a diener, ..... ho follows 
the physician on his rounds. works as a 
pathologist's assistant, and is allowed to 
draw blood. 


A 1972 graduate of K College, Deb 


'. :. :: :: . .... .., ... ...... . . .' .' .' .' .. ' .. ' .. ' : . :: ,. ... 


In her present program, she works ~ 
hospital every weekday from 8 a.m. toS 
6 p.m. Then she goes home, exhaus~ 
walches TV for awh ile, and to 
early. The next mo,,"'"': ,',",',," ," I" : 
to study. But she knows that her 
ship will be even more d,,~.,d',g .• 


She explained that she has 
weekends. and that sometimes she . 
call until midnight. ~But there is no 
these long hours if you want to 
traditional medicine," she 
are interested in medicine, but d.,dd. ~ 
you do not want to spend 50 much 
the job. there are other interesting 
careers besides that of physician. 


Ms. Olexia wants to notdy 
students that student "'P';"<"U"'~' 
from the medical schools at U. 
Waynt' State, and perhaps M.S.U. 
on campus sometime during 
(Iuarter. Pre·med students are 
encouraged to attend a general 
coming up winter quarter. The 
time will be announced later. 







·tde Foxes 'attenuated gem" 
by Guy Calceraoo 


Hellman's ''The Little 
an attentuated gem of a 


that i upon quick 


~:~::~\!~~~~;~~ to assure that 
'$ I shallow plot moves 


8 pace. Unfortun· 
November 20 through 22 


College cast of 
"seemed as ignorant of this 


as the Dalton Theatre audi
was indifferent to it. 


., .::~;';;.~:;~: case of a few 


.t. actors being bogged 
unfortunate theatrical 


surrounded by an in· 
supporting cast. 
in the tUfn of the century 
the play revolves around 


finagling of three 
sweet siblings in a small 


Benjamin Hubbard the 
eldest (Kieren Deer) and 


brother Qsc:ar (Duane 
are all set to launch their 


the 20th century by 
mill to the cotton" 


is in this ',:;~~;(r 
gave an outstandingly 
portrayal of a wily but 


one-dimensional character. 
handled the style she had 
. with ease and the 


emotional nipostes with 
intensity, but failed to 


hint of the motivations 
the play's most complex 


. Hill did a respectable job in 


what is always a difficult job for a 
young actor. He painted the age 
and the pain well, but made the 
sufferer a bit too saintly. Ule(:h 
wore his costumes well. 


But the most compeUing char
aei.erization of the entire evening 
was Susan McDaniel as Birdie 
Hubbard, wife of Osc:ar. Double 
crroit is due since this is perhaps 
the easiest part in the play to 
sterrotype. Playing a crushed. 
nostalgk haunted akoholk belle 
(rom the no longer existent Old 
South means walking a fot of 
tight ropes at the same time. 
McDaniel did it with a timid poise 
and a feel for movement that were 
all the more outstanding oonsider' 
ing their flawed setting. The 
beginning of Act m, when Birdie 
oonfesses her dissillusionment and 
in iubsequent drowning to her 
thoroughly plastic niece provided 
the highlight of the play. 


Truly to McDaniel's credit is the 
fact that his was realized even by 
an audience that had oome to see 
oomedy regardless of what was on 
the stage. 


The most flawless performers of 
the play, however, were not on 
stage. If being able to achieve total 
realism is the hallmark of a 
te<:hniul crew that has arrived, 
then the Dalton back·stagers are 
indeed here. The dif1icult period 
oostumes for the p'la~ were superb. 
The ball gowns for Birdie and 
Regina at the opening of the play 
almost made a slow moving act 1 
worth it. Kudos to Gayland 
Spaulding. The set crew did an 
exemplary job of transferring 


committee formed 


Southern archite<:tural grace to a 
stage that was. almost, too small, 
and the lighting complemented the 
styles. The make·up was subtle 
and keeping with both the period 
and the prose. In no facet of the 
production did the technical crew 
let the actors down. If only as 
much oould be said for what the 
actors did with those technical 
aids. Wooden people arc not best 
protrayed with wooden acting. 


Judy Lee Comeau did, at best, a 
mediocre job of portraying Alex
andra, the daughter of Regina and 
Horaee. If Alexandra is, as the 
play projects her, hope for the 
future. it is not surpriSing that the 
country is in the shape it is today. 
Comeau managed to drown the 
entire seeond generation dramatic 
fact of the play despite the best of 
efforts from John O'Brian as Leo 
Hubbard. O'Brian tried manfuUy, 
but playing a fact to both Utech 
and Comeau ... just never had a 
chance. 


We are afraid that the buck 
stops at the dire<:lor's chair. "The 
Little Faxes" was a poor choice for 
this fall. A good &eting exercise. 
yes, but Qat lor full presentation. 
Too many stereotypes ended up 
crawling out of the Southern 
woodwork. 


Kie~n Beer aa the eldeat 
Hubbard, Benjamin sehemea 
in "bring the mill in the 
ootton" in "The Little FOJ:e8." 


Unfortunately, photographs 
of Su&aO McDaniel, who play
ed Birdie Hubbard, weren't 
available. 


Review holds features, news 
New York hu its New Yorker, 


Washington, D.C. its Washington
ian and Kalamv.oo its Ka1a.mazoo 
Review. The new monthly feature 
news magazine, crealed to "help 


people exist in Kalamazoo", focus
es on current CUltural, politkal and 
sports events too often "overlook
ed by other local media." 


Though it is only two issues old 


Hampton declares possible candidacy 


(born in October. 1975) its special 
features include articles on Wings 
Stadium and the changing face of 
Kalamazoo. Profiles of outstanding 
Kalamazoo citizens appear reg
ularly in the Review's "Vignette" 
seetion, paying tribute photo
graphically as well as journalistic
ally to rem&rkable people in the 
city. One such vignette honored 
the late Dr. Elton Ham, professor 
of political science at K. 


Run primarily by the spare
time energies of a multi-talented 
few. the magazine has no paid staff 
as yet, In their humble 1719 S. 
Burdick oCfiee (formerly a beauty 
salon) students, janitors, art 
teachers and former disc jockeys 
become writers, reporters, photo
graphers and layout workers. For 
example, in addition to being a 
photographer, Jim Nixon might 
proofread articles, sell advertis
ments or stuff pages in the 
magazine covers. 


';':;~';~~.O::":;whether or not he 
~j and volunteers". 


, Brian Hampton may be 
for U.S. Congress next 


A campaign committee has 
formed on Hampton's behalf 
has registered with the 


Elections Commission. 
campaign effort is guided by a 


i researcher, a treasurer 
campaign chairman. There 


I "about a half·dozen or so 


. who float in and out". 


,~~~;~'~~:P~"',~o~sentlY serving as of Development. 
has not yet filed 
Elections Com· 


oommittee is operat
behalf. Hampton said 


lo~n i. a weekly news
"Jitten by the Itudenu of 


College. 
Sue Gates, Bill Watson 


~ilor: Dave JUkey 
editor: Scott Davis 


: Ch&rlie Brynel
~,. ~~~ •• 'O. April Ken-


. Rob Liddel. 
I Hennesey, David 
Judy Kienle, Mary 


Judy Comeau. Ch ris 
Gahellini. and olhers. 


that he will decide sometime this 
spring if he will become a 
candidate. 


If Hampton decides to run he 
will have to beat State Rep. 
Howard Wolpe in the Democratic 
primary and Rep. Garry Brown 
the Republican incumbent in the 
general election. 


The fact that Hampton is 
Director of Development at K, has 
brought him under attack by some 


members of the faculty. Concern 
has been expressed over whether 
or not Hampton can give sufficient 
time to his job if he is campaigning 
for Congress. There are also 
doubts about how much longer 
Hampton will stay at K if he is 
running for a seat in the House. 


"I have a very strong loyalty to 
this oollege." Hampton said re
peatedly in answer to those whC) 
had questions about the effect of 
the campaign upon his job. He 
stressed that he would "give the 
college as much notice as the 
oollege requires" if he should 
dcdde to run for office. Hampton 
said that while he has been 
Director of Development his office 
had taken in twice as much 


money .. in terms of the 'calendar 
year". Hampton also said that he 
only campaigns weekends and 
evenings. 


Hampton has been politically 
involved most of his life. He 
frequently recalls that his pciture 
was used on his father's campaign 
posters when he was 18 months 
old. Hampton also talked about his 
role as Albion ooordinator for 
JFK's Presidential campaign and 


the job he held with the Federal 
Trade Commission. 


Asked if he was building an 
outlet for his campaign organiza
tion here at K, Hampton said that 
he had "not asked students per se" 
to work for him. He did say that 
Skip Waskin, a K student, has 
been "asking on my behalf'. He 
said that he welcomed volunteers 
but, would not himself seek them 
out. 


'Feelin' Good' presented 


The magazine oontinues to in
crease in circulation and stimulate 
pride in the Kalamazoo area. 
Roger Priebe, editor and oo-found· 
er, says that ~perative efforts, 
sparks of imagination, and very 
little money started this business. 
He sees a bright future for the 
innovative publication and en
oourages the oommunity to submit 
any oontribution of skill or inlorm· 
alion. 


hy Sara Hufstader 
Diana Ross and the Supremes, 


Harry BelaConte, James Brown 
Sammy Davis Jr. and many other 
Black superstars were all repre
sented in a muskal ealled "Feelin' 
Good" at Dalton Theatre last 
Sunday night. The National 
Theatre Company, a professional 
theatre arts outfit, performed the 
musical with so much feeling that 
anyone who walked out of the 
theatre not feeling good, must 
have been asleep during the per· 
formance. 


"Feelin' Good" tells the story of 
Blacks in America since 1850. But 
it pul.S a humorous light on the 
subject with singing. dancing, and 
jokes of the times. The show lasted 
about two hours with a ten minute 
intermission in the middle. The 
first half took the audience from 
the 1850's to the beginning of the 
1900's. The second half picked up 
where the first left on and 
ooncluded at present day times. 


Diana Ross and the Supreme! 
were portrayed by a woman and 
two men wearing multi-adored 
afro wigs. They sang some of the 
Supremes' greatest hits such as 
"Baby Love" and "Stop in the 
Name of Love", each singer trying 
to outdo the others. They also 
impersonated Sammy Davis Jr. in 
his "Here come da Judge" routine. 
But the hit of the night ume with 
the impersonations of Aretha 
Franklin and James Brown. The 


audience showed their approval by 
clapping and singing along with 
the songs. Some of the more active 
listeners felt so inspired as to yell 
their approval with Jines such as 
MLet'S get it on!" and "My man!" 


Swaying, clapping, snapping 
and singing were just some of the 
things going on between Dalton's 
walls Sunday. In order to get the 
full effect of "Feelin' Good" one 
must have experienced it, and that 
is just what it was- an experience! 


Future issues will spotlight the 
Christmas "Spirit of Giving" in 
December, "Outstanding Area 
Women" in January, and "Emer· 
gencies" in February, The maga· 
zine will soon be available in the 
K-College bookstore at the cost or 
$.75 per issue. 


Vegetarians hold dinner 
by April Keoworthy 


About forty students dined 
leisurely by candleJjght in Old 
Welles on Friday evening, Nov. 21. 
The Vegetarian Dinner was made 
possible by a cooperative effort 
between Saga and students. Stu
dents from the campus Nutrition 
Group planned the dinner, and 
gave recipes to Saga, whkh 
prepared the meal. 


Not all the students who en
joyed this meal were vegetarians, 
and for them espt!(:ially, the meal 
was a novelty. 


The main dish, and a favorile, 
was steamed cabbage with white 
sauce. Soybean creole and baked 
acron squash with tangy sesame 
seed topping were side dishes. The 
fresh fruit salAd was very popular. 
although the tossed salad, replete 


with all the yummy extras, was 
also good. Steaming tea and 
lender, moist carrot cake oom· 
pleted the meal. Be<:ause the 
carrot cake was such a culinary 
treat, many students who attend
ed are hoping that Saga will 
consider making it for the whole 
school to enjoy. 


Those who ate this meal wish to 
thank Saga for the hard work put 
into making it. The dinner was 
even free for students who had 
lheir Saga cards punched. 


Students also worked setting up 
tables, returning dirty dishes to 
the kitchen, and wuhing pots and 
pans. 


The Nutrition Group hopes to 
plan more dinners like this one 
later in the year, with help from 
Saga. 
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Upper Peninsula slci trip provides cold challenge 
The Upper Peninsula lies ready 


for the twenty Kalamazoo stu-' 
dents preparing to ski through its 
wilds Dec. 11 ·19. Hiawatha Na
tional Forest has already received 
two (eet of snow, while temper· 
atures have been well below 20 
degrees. The colder. the better. 


As long as the thermometer 
reads within ten degrees of zero. 
the trip should run without any 


problem. With the advent of 
warmer weather. snow e<>nditions 
deteriorate and skiers soak up the 
heavier snow in their clothing. 
Loss of body heat becomes a 
greater threat when the cold 
dampne,<s becomes inescapable. 
The area is isolated. accessible in 
the winter only by snowmobile. so 
evatuating someone suffering 
from hypothermia would be slow. 


Are the people partitipating in 
this primitive camping excursion 
ignoring such problems? 


How much of the wilderness will 
be explored during the ski tour 
depends on the success of the 
group in using winter equipment, 
t!othing and tamping skills. In
sight has purthased 25 zero degree 
tested sleepi ... g bags and 13 alpine 
packs in antidpation of the trip. 


food and t!othing take on addition
al importante when one is exposed 
to temperatures ranging from 0 to 
30 degrees. Carbohydrates, a 
quick energy sourte. are needed in 
the morning. proteins rebuild 
fatigued muscles, and fats burn 
slowly. keeping the body warm at 
night. Wool, which retains 850,4) of 
its warmth when wet, has been 
suggested for everything from 
underwear to jllckcts. 


The exerdse of skiing will keep 
the students comfortable during 
the day. but while sleeping they 
must be buffered from the told in 
other to maintain body warmth. 
The group will be sleeping under 
tarps which can be as effective 
against the told as tents. In
effitiently used, a tarp can allow a 
cold draft to drtulate rather than 
trapping and warming the air. But 
a tarp tied low lo the ground and 
surrounded by a snow wall will 
seal its occupants from the wind. 


The remOleness of the area 
dictates that in the event of an 
accident the situation must be 
managed by those present. The 
skiers will be familiar with Hrst aid 
and evacuation procedures. al· 
though the group will be divided 
into three patrols while on the 
trail, they will never be more than 


twO hours distant from each 
to further help in handling 
gendes. 


The area in which the groUj 
be skiing lies dose to the 
shore of Lake Superior , bet 
Grand Marais and Munisin! 
duded in this section of 
National Forest are the c; 
Sable dunes and the Pi 


Rocks. Travel ,W',g'!!! ~m",o,,':t10;Y 'dbo;,:~ on the maze of ,~ . 
map the acres 
forest. The journey 
the Kingston Plains, a 
woodland, providing oP''"_'" 
skiing. Heading into 
swamps which separate 
plains from the wooded 
the patrols will enter 
holding a great deal of 
The inland lakes are 
be iced and may be 
avoiding the sharper 
the land. 


With proper measures tab 


safety, the Upper p~~;~~~~ 
sents an interesting I 
the largely inexperienced 
zoo group. With a (ull 
clear sky, the cold nights 
turned to an advantage 
skiing buffs above the 
Lake Superior. 


eager's season open 


--


As Kalamazoo basketball coach 
Ray Steffen enters his 21st season 
of coaching, he has great expec· 
tations for his cagers. 


The team. led by seven return
ing lettermen, will face tough 
MIA A and non-conference sched
ules as they bid to add to Coach 
Steffen's 800 victories. 


Calvin is the pre·season MIAA 
favorite. They own a 27 game 
winning streak and are led by 6'9" 
All-American center, Mark Veen
stra. Calvin was threatened only 
once last season·here in Kalama
zoo where the lIornets lost an 
82·81 decision on a last se<':ond 
shot. All the other MIAA schools 
have an abundance of veterans, so 
the Hornets will have to play 
tough if they wish to improve last 
year's third place finish. 


The non·conference season be
gan Dee. 1 with a loss against the 
prennial national power Univer
silN of Detroit. Coach Steffen was 
glad that his t.eam had a chance to 
play a team of U of D's caliber. 


Foreign study experience described 
The letters (rom Kalamazoo 


College students in Munster, 
Erlangen. Madrid and Strasbourg 
are full of strange stories, descrip
tive experientes, and attempts by 
the students to express their 
feelings of life abroad. 


Mark Weaver in Madrid, Spain, 
explained, "You haven't been in 
Madrid until you've stepped in dog 
droppings on the sidewalk. you get 
this craving for any American 
food ·-cven Saga, you've had your 
kidneys smashed by some short 
old lady trying to get off the 
metro. and you've stopped notic
ing the smell of olive oil." 


Twenty·seven K students are in 
Strasbourg, France. and their 
group leader. Tom Peterman. 
related some incidents which he 
believes give an indication of the 
cultures his group has seen. 
"While waiting (or a plane in 
Zurich. 'Kung Fu Fighting' was 
playing over the P.A. systems ... 
One day our teacher could not 
dose the outer of two doors. as it 
was missing a door knob. She 


talked to maintenance to see if 
they would fix it. Later she was 
delighted to see that the door was 
C{)mpletely functional, but was 
taken aback when she discoverdd 
the 'new' doorknob had come from 
the now useless inner door." 


Many of the students on foreIgn 
study live with families. allowing 
the students to observe the 
culture from a home-like atmos· 
phere. Stephanie Bailey in Erlan· 
gen. Germany wrote, "1 have 
learned a lot from my parents. We 
talk quite a bil...They have been a 
major source of knowledge so 
far ... We have discussed quite a bit 
of things typical to Germany, and 
then made analOgies to the Ameri 
can way. For example, here they 
have deHnite classes of people. 
determined by what your job is, 
whether or not you've attended 
the university. and money. But it's 
how you make your money that 
puts you in the elite ... My parents 
have observed that in Amerita it 
doesn'l matter how you make your 
money. as long as you've got a 
large amount:' 


Bailey learned that a pig farmer 
is of high status when she visitM 
Margarita I.,ange's (who was at K 
all last year) family's pig farm. 


American students in Europe 
Hnd that Europeans live with a 
relaxed. pressureless pace. Bailey 
saId, "They don't have half the 
'pressure pace' of living that 
Americans have. They seem to be 
pretty intact with what is good for 
them mentally and physically. 
Many slores close for one or two 
hours in the afternoon. and people 
take naps in the afternoon. They 
are real fresh air bugs and get 
their exercise daily. Many house
wives go around town by bicycle 
and do their grocery shopping 
every two days--fresh food!" 


Susan Jacoby in Strasbourg 
experienced, "one of the most 
exciling phenomena of being in 
Strasbou rg is discovery of what it 
is like to have free time. There is 
time here to explore many of the 
things that we seldom see or do 
back in the States--partitularly 
while at K. Each day there are a 


number of free hours when each of 
us can choose what we want to do. 
In the city, we walk everywhere 
and bei:ause we are not running on 
a tight schedule. we really enjoy 
walking." 


Foreign study students try lo 
sum up their new experiences in 
one thought. A student in Stras· 
bourg admitted, "You expe<':ted 
everybody to be so different once 
you were on 'the continent' and 
were eager to grasp a new way 01 
Iife ... lt's a comforting thought that 
people are essentially people 
wherever you travel. Sometimes I 
can't believe that we're sctually in 


. France, wandering around lfl the 
pages of a history book ... Foreign 
Study? It's about everybody." 


A student in Munster. Germany 
described his impressions differ
ently: "You must remember one 
thing--everyone is crazy in his own 
way. Just because you are forced 
to eat cold beer soup with raisins 
'till you explode, and you don't get 
your clothes back from the wash 
for six weeks. doesn't mean that 
you aren't crazy. too:' 


The returning lettermen ill 
last year's most valuable ~ 
junior Kevin York and 
leading scorer, Ruben 
Other members of the 
seniors Duane Garner and 


Mike N':~:;;'!:,:,~:~::~'o~~ Holmes and 
Marr and Dave Dame. 


The team will play a 
schedule beginning on 
and ending February 28. 
game MIAA schedule will 
January 10 with a game at 
The first home game 
against Albion on January 


Wres 
bid for 


chance for a i;;; ";d;;;~,~;i,,: 
national recognition will 
this year's wrestling 
Kalamazoo College. 


Coach Carl Lalor's 
will be led by 
Bishop. a 1973 All-Am,,,",.~ 
Steve Zuhl, last 
valuable player and 


pick. Both of these at~:~~~~! 
good chance of b< 
Americans in the coming 


The Hornets will 
competition as they try 
on last year's se<':ond 
Olivet. the d.,r"d"g ,i,,,"p. 


teams. 


Seven freshmen will 
the team this year. 
prep standouts Shawn 
of Port Huron and Lionel! 
of Hazel Park. 


Other members 


Hornets 
regular season on 
with the Michigan !,~;;,,~ 
meet at Ypsilanti. 
season will start on 
against Hope College. 












final week ... End of th.e quarter ... Student exodus. Index offers a detailed photognphic 
preview of nexl week's departures on page 4. 


BUILDING COMPLm 
by Arthur 


a radical cosl·cuttmg measure 
has decided to 


the walls of the science 
out of tarpaulins. rather 
bricks that have given this 


well known atmosphere 
;;;;I1'~',"I" superiority. The 


will be approximately 
to 5300,000, and will be 


to throw a party during fresh · 
orientation next fall. 
addition to the monetary 


there were uthetic consid· 
which prompted this radio 


d,p~,,·,"" from tradilion. The 
earth tones of the tar· 


two purposes. F'irst, 
colors remind us that 


are going about serious 
. and that to disturb them 


be to throw America off the 
of progress. Secondly. the 


tones will reinforce the link 
the Kiences and experient· 


education. Scientists too. can 
walk through the ' 


of the tarp· 
as opposed bricks is that 


:;~~~:~:d::'r.'.~m~':;t:;j'i;'~I1;~Y,:f";~duce the of the building. 
. i will not 


thanks to the tarpaulins. 
special ropes and pulleys 


II be attached to the tarpaulins. 


these as a symbol of the progress of 
Kalamazoo. Or they might be 
viewed as the traditional American 
link with the gods. Such is not the 
casel If one is familiar with the work 
of that most modern of modern 
architetts, I.E. Mies Van der Rohe 
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S C REPORT 
by Hruce Popke 


After enjoying a fine. mirth·filled 
meal honoring the Career Service 
Stipend recipients. the commission 
got down to its last meeting of the 
quarter in fine spirits. 


The first order of business saw 
the commission adopt an ammend· 
ment that will eslablish a Food 
Service Committee which will hope· 
fully encourage more student input 
into the food service and, at the 
same time, compel Saga to be more 
receptive to that input. 


Following this positive note, the 
commission. acting on recommenda· 
tion of the Media Control Board. 
approved a petition by Dean 
Thompson for the position of Index 
editor this spring. 


In similar matters, the commis· 
sion was given the task of approving 
a general manager for WJMD this 
spring. Mr. Flynn. who up to that 
point, had remained relatively silo 
ent. offered one of his eloquent 
soliloquies: Noting that a "hunky· 
dory" situation often existed within 
WJMD studios, he expressed some 


IDES OF MARCH ISSUE 


concern about tangles that seem to 
pop up there due to personality 
conflicts. After further discussion. 
and assurances from a WJMD 
spring staff rep that efficiency and 
harmony this spring would be at 
least on an equal with any previous 
quarter. the commission approved 
Matt Farner as general manager. 


Following that approval, the 
commission was asked to accept 
extensive amendments to the 
WJMD Constitution. These amend· 
ments deleted the passages enabl· 
ing WJMD managers to ·fire· 
persons "deleterious" and damaging 
to the slation. When the commission 
took issue with this exclusion, the 
'JMD reps countered by questioning 
the commission's right to control 
their management. This drew vio
lent reactions from the C<lmmission, 
one member threatening to rceall 
"every penny" of the funds allocated 
to WJMD by the commission. The 
matter was temporarily resolved 
when the C<lmmission rejected the 
new revisions. claiming implied 
power as an umbrella organization 
for all other student organizations. 
The matter was fur ther resolved 
as the commission quickly adjo·urned. 


the heat becomes too unbear· 
in the summer a gentle tug will 
the tarps to t Fle roof allowing 
winds to circulate throughout 
structure. The perceptive will 


, :,~o.~",';~t:h";~I~:!:i;,p~I;~astic windows . (See photo.) 


(1886·1969), then one will recall his 
penchant for building sky scrapers 
on "stilts". By leaving a large space 
between the bottom floors and the 
ground (as in the Seagram Buildi~g 
in New York and 1 Charles Plaee 10 
Baltimore) Van der Rohe gives the 
impression that the structure is 
much more delicate or lightweight 
than is actually the case. Taking this 
into consideration one will soon 
come to the realization that the 
science building addition has actual· 
Iy been constructed upside down! 


MOSE ALLISON PLAYS TONIGHT 
9 P .M.-Oa1ton Th.eatre 


through the 
take the 


This 
that on sunny days need 


ex~nsive artificial light will be 
reduced. 


I~,:,~,,;;;';o;advantages of the 
methods employ' 


.. eretting the science building 
l there is one peculiarity 


I be explained to arch· 
I laypersons . The casual 
will note in the structure a 


girders pointing heaven. 
photo.) At first the 


I student might perceive 


It is hoped that this unfortunate 
defect can at least be correeted in 
the interior of the building. If this is 
not done it is anticipated that the 
addition will be less useful than is 
currently anticipated. 


MONTESSORI OPEN HOUSE 
Wednesday night. March 19, 


Children', Center 
hold another of its open houses. 


"l,,,d9;3w.iIl between 
:" Montessori 


of 


house is intended to 
'Iil'~~~;~:;~ the ideologies and 
lC of the Montessori 


~:~:;,~~:~o~';;"'~' ,~,aIlY conceived by . Over one hundred 
Asked to care for 


not attending 
she developed an environ. 


which the children were 
conducive 


experiential. and 
atmosphere. 
Children Center. 


the numerous Montessori 
throughout the country, 


in 1972, and has 


consistently increased its enroll· 
ment. The Center is a non' profit, 
non.denominational pre·school. affil· 
iated with Montessori International. 
operating solely from the tuition 
costs. Maintaining similar methods 
initiated by Marie Montessori. The 
center works wilh children between 
3 years of age and kindergarten, 
feeling that this practical type of 
education helps lead to a more 
intellectual and academic environ 
menlo The Center is staffed by two 
certified Montessori directreSSes 
and two elementary school teachers. 


Featured during Wednesday's 
open house will be a tour of the 
facilities. and a slide presentation 
serving to better illustrate Monte· 
ssori philosophY. material. and 
technique. The program will be 
conducted by President Pamela 
Boudreau and Directress Carol 
Harsch. 


Mose Allison, singer, eomposer States. (Village Gate. New York; 
and pianist was born in Tippo, Miss· Jazz Workshop, San Francisco; 
issippi more than a few years ago. Lighthouse, Los Angeles; Cellar 
He graduated from Louisiana State Door, Washington, DC. etc.). His 
University with a B.A. in English college concerts indude University 
but his constant exposure to funky of California ; Clark University. 
country blues and progressive jazz Massachusetts; University of Penn· 
led him away from a literary sylvania, Philadelphia; Universi~y 


career. of Utah; Santa Clara College, 
He had intended to write stories California; New England CoUege, 


but instead he found himself singing New Hampshire; and many more 
them in various clubs and concerts. 
Therein lie.!! the SCi:rel of Mose 
Allison .. he is a storyteller. Most of 
his material is original and relates 
directly to life, and it applies equally 
whether it is city or country. 


A fter a few years playing in 
various Southeastern United States 
night spots, he moved to New York, 
then the mecca of everything 
musical. lie played with many name 
jazz groups and this added another 
dimension to his music. Here indeed 
is a so called musical paradox. the 
funkiest down home blues singer 


..... ith a ver.v progressive, sophisti. 
cated piano style. This mixture has 
evolved into today's Mose Allison, a 
piano bippin. genuine blues singer. 
He has been called the "spiritual 
godfather of today's crop of singers 
and songwriters" and "possibly the 
best country artist playing today." 


Mose Allison has recorded over 
twenty albums to date on the 
Columbia. Epic. Prestige and Atlan· 
t ic labels. One of his latest albums, 
"We tern Man" (Atlantic SO 1534) 
wall recently given fa vorable review 
by Rolling Stone and rated 5 stars 
by Downbeat Maguine (the best). 


He has played almost every night 
and/or music room in the United 


too numerous to mention. Mose has 
toured England. Denmark and 
Sweden, playing various clubs and 
conterts. He has composed and 
published over 100 songs. Contem· 
porary artists who have recorded 
his material are The Who ; Blue 
Cheer ; Brian Auger aDd the Trinity; 
Bobby Gentry: Dave Van Rook; 
Johnny Riven; The Kingston Trio; 
and olhers. 
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BRAIN OVERLOAD 
by Patrick Uurgam 


With rinal exama approaching, 
quite a number of college students 
probably envisage themselves as 
suffering from "brain overloading." 
AP Dr. Ivan Khorol, a member of 
the Soviet Audemy of Sciences, 
reporl..!llhat the extended lengths of 
time taken up by education and 
training are accompanied by con
stant menLalstrain which has led to 
chronic mental strain or over
loading. 


In res])onse to the article, Dr. 
Donald VanLiere, a professor of 
psychology at Kalamal.oo College 
for the past 25 years and the head of 
Diagnostic Services at Kalamazoo's 
Bronson Methodist Hospital, said 
"You can't believe everything you 
read in the newspapers." 


Dr. VanLiere went on to say, "I 
don't know of any proof that has 
ever shown evidence of neurological 
strain . It (s exceedingly difficult to 
fatigue neurons. There is a theoreti
cal maximum to the brain's eBpacity 
but no one knows just how rar it 


Letter to t he Editor: 
Did the Index staU recently forge 


its prerogative to screen all poten
tial Index material, discarding that 
which may offend its readers? I 
refer to the Monte Carlo night 
cartoon which appeared in the 
March 7th issue of your paper_ 1, as 
well as many other students. found 
the cartoon highly distasteful in its 
presentation of the Jew as the 
power-hungry, mercenary monster, 
The cartoonist's use of blatantly 
slanderous material under the guise 
of "humor" showes that he was 
unable, in this case, to restrain him
self from the abhorrent catering to 


does reach." 
But for those who might Slill 


believe that they are suffering from 
"brain overloading", Dr. VanLiere 
indicated that the power of sugges 
tion may have taken control. 


"In the college situation," Dr, 
VanLiere explained, "students could 
learn more if they were motivated ... 
Motivation increases (learning) 
capacity," Dr. VanLiere noted that 
this was an area in which psycholo
gists know very little, but he 
pointed out that motiv:ltion has 
been found to be developed through 
identification with an individual in a 
certain area or profession. 


"The only possible way (that any 
strain could be created by excessive 
studying) is through extended de
privation of sleep," Dr. VanLiere 
concluded. 


So the final formula for handling 
those exams might read: Get plenty 
of sleep. eat regularly, drink lots of 
nuids and get motivated to relieve 
that nagging feeling of "brain over 
load". 


such worn stereotypes. I was 
amazed that he chose to include 
such a questionable means of 
conveying his parody. Granted, the 
ethnic slurs were just a small part of 
the whole cartoon but I find the 
introduction of even one such 
comment wholly unjustified. These 
harmful, false images of minority 
groups only add to the proliferation 
of negative sentiment directed 
against these groups. Why would 
the Ind ex. the sole journalistic 
representative of this supposed 
"liberal, enlightened" community 
allow such a contemptible "tradi
tion" of derogatory stereotyping to 


Stall: d.vid 8tudder , .bl cbou, jame. wbelptoa, arthur mitcbell, eel unge~ac:~, guy. ea.it;erI.DO, 
ketcham, patrick bursam, JOM mac.arthur. marty maddox, mark m.~kenZJe. lisa ItemmueUer, IUIIq 


bill watson [miI8iDg: karen &&ekman, joe taylor • ..uy tun 


LEnERS 
be expressed in its pages? Accord
ing to Mr, Maddox, the intelligent 
reader would regard such an anti
semitic view as "stupid" but how 
can he profess to understand his 
readership? The reader has no 
means of knowing whether Mr. 
Maddox's description of the Jew 
was made in earnest or in jest, For 
those who found his cutting depic
tion of the Jew funny, he was no 
doubt lauded for his "sense of 
humor" but for others who regard 
such an unnecessary depiction as 
tasteless and offensive, we can only 


criticize this thoughtless display of 
"fref! license." 


To the Editor: 


Sincerely, 
Barney Goldstein 


We are often amazed by lhe 
ignorenc and insensitivity of (some) 
students on this campus. We are 
even more amazed at the Index'l 
persistence to publish it as most 
recently shown in last week's issue. 
The carloon, aside from not being 
funny, contained an anti·semitic 
slur, upsetting some people on 
campus. We hope in the Future the 
Index will be less ignorant and more 
sensitive. 


Helen Etkin 
Steve Goodman 


To the College CommuDity 
The Index would like to 


appreciation upon receiving 
ponse from its readers. 


With regard to the 'Mont.e 
Night' cartoon appearing i:. 
March 7 issue, we wish to 
cate to our readers that no 
the cartoon was designed 
any person or group_ We 
extend an apology to those 
readers who interpreted 
as being prejudiced, and 
assure them thai the Index 
an open-minded p,','k, ";oo.~ 
ing as a viable medium 
college community. 


K-COLLEGE HEALTH SERVICE: A Grim 
by FAD. Ellen Pow 


I was walking from my room to 
the nearest cafeteria for some 
sustenance. My residence is a dim 
garrett, and, not having left it for 
some days, I WIS quite unaccustom
ed to the natural light. It blinded me 
somewhat, and the streets were 
slippery, and the combination of 
these two elements served to make 
me rather unsteady on my feet (I 
might also add that I had not broken 
bread for several days). 


As I approached what turned out 
to be a severe drop·off in the pave
ment, f fell forward and with a 
grand crunch of skull and a thud. 1 
hit my head squ:lre on the cement, 
forehead-first. I nearly !ainted from 
the shock, but throulth the red haze 


1 was aware of great quantities of 
blood combined with shreds of what 
seemed to bone, pouring from my 
gaping wound. 


I lay still, my life's blood staining 
the snow, quite unable to move or 
cry out for help. The pain from my 
gash was incredible and horrifying. 
I knew if I did not receive 
assistance, I would sure perish in an 
agony of blood and pain. I tried to 
call out, but no sound would come_ 


Then 1 became vaguely aware of 
footsteps behind me. A young man, 
obviously a student, peered at me 
with kind eyes and said, Wait 
right here. When I finish dinner I'll 
go (or help." Through the pain I felt 
a great pride in the goodness of 
human nature, and the natural gift 
our nation's students had for 
helping their fellow creatures. 


Some houflJ later a white figure 
approached me. It was dusk, and 
she looked \ike an angel in her white 
dress and shoes. I lifled my hands in 
supplication, and she ducked sym
pathetically as she wiped blood from 
her shoes. 


"Come along_ We're going to the 
Health Service," .she said authorita
tively_ She pulled me under the 
arms. The pain in my head was 
throbbing intensely, and she asked 
me, politely, to please stop dripping 
blood on her brand new uniform. 


She led me to a, darkened room 
pervaded by foul odors. "Doctor 
will be here soon," .she smiled, 


Doctor came a few hours later and 
asked me whay my problem was, t 
could not speak and so flashed my 
wound at her_ She nooded and said, 
"Are you having trouble sleeping?" 
I napped my arms negatively. She 
wrote something on a pad of paper. 


"Is it difficult for you to breathe?" 
she asked. At this point r felt the 
blood drain from me and I fell to the 
floor, 


"PLEASE ANSWER THE 
QUESTION!" she shouted, "1 
CAN'T HELP YOU UNLESS I 
KNOW WHAT'S WRONG." 


I lifted one foot in a "no" gesture. 
"Thank you. Please stop staining 


the floor_" I stuck my fingers inside 
the would like the little boy and the 
dike in the story. 


"Thank you. Does your family 
have a history of allergies"" I 
trembled all over_ 


"No. Is it painful to urinate'r' 
I kicked my left foot emphatically 


against the steel cabinet. I had 
composed an elaborate discourse on 
the mental anguish of urination in a 
flush toilet, because it was a purely 


/1 


creative act, and had to be put out of 
sight immediately, and I was only 
sorry I could not enlighten her at 
the time, 


She left the room and made a 
telephone call. The nurse entered 
the room and said, "Please get up 
now. You should try to do your 
sleeping at night like the rest of us." 


I staggered to my feet, knocking 
over the steel cabinet as I did so, 
and looked her in the face out of the 
one undamaged eye, 


"Doctor thinks you have hay 
fever. We want you to take a nice 
walk to the hospital and have some 
tests run. Now if you could just pee 
in this cup, we'll do the urinalySiS 
right here." 


In a last valiant attempt, I 
managed to fill the Dixie cup to the 
brim. 


I I 


"Here, Spot," called the nurse, A 
black labrador ran obediently into 
the room. The nurse offered the cup 
to him. 


He sniffed it and look a sip. He 
shook himself all over and splashed 
the contents of the cup onto the 
floor. 


"Your urine's all right." the nurse 
said, puzzled. 


1 managed to crawl the three 
miles to the hospital by daybreak. I 
was bleeding so profusely by then 
that the lab assistant dispensed 
with the nedle and took the cc's 
right from my wound. I was then 
instructed to put on a hospital robe 
and be x rayed. 


A day or two later my tests were 
finished. I was asked to leave, and 
told to ask the Health Service 
Doctor if I wanted to know the 


results of my tests_ 
My wound was starling to 


green at the edges, and I 
startled to find that I had 
feeling from my frontal 
lower back. My spine 
stiff, so t was unable to 
the Health Service 


inslructed me to sit"'''' "''" 
By the time Doctor 


room r was trembling with 
anticipation. 


"Your tests are all 
There's nothing wrong 
far as I can tell. If you'd like 
podiatrist about your po,"". 
recommend one," 


I oozed out the door '''ooilly. 
collapsed on the carpet 
lounge, I heard Doctor ask 


"What makes students 
lingerers?" 







NOTES ON FINALS WEEK 
by Oavid Scudder 


time ' 5th was. 
much 


the same mediocre 
that can't seem to make up 
a to what season it i~ . 


familiar doesn't it? Winter 


long ag~·the tenth week 
seems to race too fast 


..... , . one. That's even more 
quarter. finals 


d''''''''''" proposition. 
inevitable but 


congenial time again ... silling 
to contemplate the Health 


drug bill (substantially 
than last time); running 


to the Bookstore for the 
h,,',hNo,'" on nine hundred-odd 


pages: wandering about the 
at 4 A.M. seeing so many 
windows; staggering inUJ ·8,,,'d.,,,, a part of record-
crowds. It all makes you 


you're not alone. That 
feel pretty good until you 
that faculty have already 


of the 696 excuses 
as In SIP attempt by one 


';',m",.o, enterprising twelve-


year students. Then there's not too 
much left to you except to try to 
com .. up with number 697: and th .. n 
to wonder about that week in which 
you spent too much time partying .. . 
or maybe those three weeks .. . 
or maybe ten! ... 


What it all comes down to then is 
one's att.itude concerning the role in 
this coU .. ge community, of non
academic functions. Either you 
study away the entire quarter. bum 
out doing it, but then happily leave 
campus early toward home fronts of 
partying; or, on the other hand, you 
party away the entire qua rter, have 
a great time doing it, and then bum 
out right about now (unhappily not 
sure of departure dates)-·and when 
those dates finaily arrive, the home 
front is just one of extensions and 
incompletes. 


Now I am not going to endorse 
one of these specific trends, but. for 
the sake of a more interesting topic, 
we'll cheek out the to week social
izing theories. Of course this 
pattern can be maintained through
out a given quarter, it's merely a 
matter of discipling one's sell to do a 
certam amount every night. Once 


you can rationalize this idea out to 
yourself, the pattern then becomes 
surprisingly easy to continue. 


To mention a few t hings one 
following this pattern would do is 
relatively simple. You wilt be able to 
fiJI in all other noteworthy activi
ties. Attend all the films shown on 
campus; drop by the snack bar at 
least twice a day; ne ... er miss a party 
thrown on campus (there a re 
becoming more and more of them); 
get your share of the wine during 
the tasting contests: initiate 'food 
fight' or two from t he dar ke r 
corners of Saga; ci rculate among the 
iH!tlcr bars in town; and above all , 
sleep in every once in a while in the 
morning to get revitalized again for 
the eveni ng. 


If you can successfully uphold this 
style fo r even eight weeks, you will 
inevitably be entertaini ng some 
misgivings about it with respect to 
the academic side of life. In response 
to this, I can only offer excuse 
number 697: Go home on Monday, 
t hen return on Thursday night. Tell 
the prof that on Monday mor ning, 
after a string of six all·nighters, you 
were so strung out tnat you were 


Finals Week Disasters 


Seconds after thill picture 
and the u sassins had escaped 


by Steven Grimm 


major disasters which 
this week have 


doubts as to t he 
as a means of 


performance. 
College was 


by t he br utal 
three of its moat 


"" "'f" " .... , David Scarrow 
Kaufman (Chern. 


Harris (English) were 
down early in the afternoon 
walked towards lunch, by a 


at lean six students. 
the u susinat ions were 


""'m", on the part of the 
t,o prevent fina l exams, 


~Slns used a number of 
lnt:luding butcher'S knives. 


a World War II vintage 
d' Luger , a rusty Renaissance 
diPped in cyanide, and large 


ropped from a considerable 
attording to local police 
. Kala mazoo City Police 
of John O'Mal-


of th killings as 
e mOSt jobs I 


eVer seen." "Those teachers 
really deadJ" 
r .. lated eVents later in the 
a Chemistry major in Olds 


Hall Wl'nt berserk, smash-


ing over $12,000 worth of lab equip
ment, Tuesday. "I can't take fi nals! t 
can't!" he screamed. He had to be 
physically restrained and was taken 
to the Kalamazoo State Mental 
Hospital for observation and treat
ment. 


The following day an unidentified 
male caucasian sereaming "Death to 
Academic Facists!" threw a fire· 
bomb into Dewing Hall causing 
extensive structural damage to the 
window it went through. The 
attacker lert anarchist literature at 
the scene claiming that final exams 
are a form of mental genocide 
against the student population of 
the world, 


In an exlcusive interview with the 
IDdn , President George Rainsford 
analyzed the situation in this way: 
"No Comment." 


The investigation of these inci
dents is proceeding slowly accord· 
ing to local police. "We try not to get 
involved in college pranks," stated 
Kalamazoo Chief of Police Dean 
Lox . "First it was marijuana, then it 
was streaking, now it's usass~na · 
tion. Big deal." -


Despite t he apparent lack of 
concer n shown by local police, the 
College community is in an uproar, 


The College has hired a pack of 
attack·trained tracking dogs from 
the Charles Security Service, to aid 
in t he investigation being carried 
out by campus sec urity forces, 
according to J ohn Dozier, Vice 
President in charge of Total Con
trol. After five days of intensive 
search the t hree Chihuah uas have 
failed to turn up any new clues, 
Asked to com ment on the situation, 
President Rainsford said. "Leave 
me alone." 


On Thursday the coroner's report 
detailing the cause of death of the 
three assassinated professors, was 
released. Excessive bleeding was 
the cause in all three cases. Drs. 
Kaufman and Harris died almost 
immediately but Dr. Scarrow sur
vived t he initial attach and was 
taken to Lucreda Borgess Hospital 
downtown. "At first we t hought he 
would make it," ex pla ined Dr . 
Leonard Bruce of the Borgess staff. 
"He had sustained no debilitating 
injuries, though he did have five 9 
mm. Luger bullets in t he skull. But 
then he jUst stopped breathing." 
Under extensive questioning by 
reporters Dr. Bruce ex plained t hat 
Mr. Scarrow had received t he best 
medical care t hat Kalamazoo has to 
offer. 


As ked to comment on Dr. 
Scarrow's death President Rains· 
ford said "Look. I told you before. 
eet out of my ornce!" 


The question of adequate medical 
care has also been raised in regard 
to the student who went on a 
rampage in the Chemistry labora· 
tory. According to Chief Nurse 
Beatrice Ratched of the Kalamazoo 
State Mental H~pital, the student 
is now being "hung by his heels and 
beaten with willow switches to 
drive the devil from his body." 


The student's name is being 
withheld at the request of his 
parent!, Mr. and Mrs, E. Alfred 
Landon of 1375 '/1 Lake Shore Drive, 
Chicago. 


On Thursday t he recently deceas
ed Kurt Kaufrman estimated that it 
would take at least $12.000, and 


sure it was Friday, and then just 
decided to go home for the 
weekend--a fou r day one of course. 
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TAKE A RIDING COURSE 
With K-CoU .. ge Gym Credit 


Casa Bonita. Riding School 


Call Donald Dickerson 


377-3676 


Oungeon Theatre, Light Fine 
Arts Building, March 18th: show
ings at 12:00 and 4:00 . 


The "communications technol
ogy" class will present two 
showings of video tape project! 
by members of the course. Four 
television sets will be presented, 
t heatre-in-t he·round, for an hour 
of projects designed to give class 
members experience into various 
phases of planning, program· 
ming, and broadcasting problems 
in the television media, from 
weather reports to commercials 
and short drama. 


• 
..... 1 ~"' .. ............. ~ .. ~ .... .,u. ........ ... "' . ........... . . vt:WtJlg nau 


t hree weeks of hard work to put the 
lab facilities back in usable con· 
di t ion. "That boy sure broke a lot of 
test tubes," Dr. Kaufman stated , 


"Never should have told him what 
the final was going to be like. Once 
' he heard abou t that he cracked 
quicker t han a walnut. It's better 
just to surprise them." 


Asked to comment on the repair 
o f the chemistry lab facilities 
President Rains ford r emarked, 
"How did you' get in here again!" 


Repairs are also proceeding slow
lyon those portions of Dewing Hall 
damaged in the fire bomb attack by 
the as -yet-unidentified anachist. 
"You have to pick out all the broken 
glass, then scrape off the putty 
before you can even start putting 
new glass in," explained a K 
maintenance man who asked not to 
be identified. Police officials have 
tentatively identified the namable 
substance used in the attack as 
Souther n Comfort. Asked to com· 
ment on the attack Vice President in 
charge of Money, John Dozier, said 
"You should ta lk to President 
Rainsford." 


. Horrified student8 look on u the 8taff of the State 
Meatal Hospital removes violent 8ludent from Olds Hall. 
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THE GREAT 
ESCAPE 


by A. Sean Deleere 


Things had been going almost too 
well 9th week; I actually thought I 


might be home Monday of t he 10th 
week. (having all my finals already 
taken care of) lapping up the 
luxuries of a three week break. 


, snuck out of Kalamazoo's 
studiously quiescent atmosphere on 
Sunday and was off with my sign to 
Interstate 94; home to Mom's apple 
pie and Dad's liquor supply. I 
worked my way cautiously out 
Oakland Drive. dodging a maniac
ally-driven yellow VW, and a blue 
streak that looked like the loser of a 
ten-hour demolition derby, and then 
watched as a black hearse followed 
retrieving those less fortunate than 
myself. 


When I came to my point of 
departure' found not one or two, 
but dose to fi fty other hitch-hikers 
lall from K-College) also soliciting 
rides to various points in space and 
time. There were signs asking to go 
to anywhere from "Uranus" and 


"Star Base Ten", to "The O.M.Z." 
and the "Black Hole of Calcutta." 
Being an astute Rand/ McNally type 
of geographer, I figured New York 
to be somewhere in between and 
joined the migrating forces. We 
were all vying for the best position. 
like prima donnas in a high school 
production at curtain call. scream 
ing at passing cars: "Take me!" "No 
me!" '" just want to die; gel m; 
out!" "I'm paper trained!" Then. 
much to our surprise (with the help 
of two physics majors) we discover 


cd that all the cars were going in the 
wrong direction on the ramp. To 


ease our confusion an English Liter· 
ature student helped us to decipher 
the complicated signs. and four 
Ethical Theory (Philosophy 102) 
students deduced that we were on 
the wrong ramp. There followed a 
discussion of the various ramifiea
tions thus imposed by our actions, 
Needless to point out, as th is topie 
was in the interest of all. we 
immediately stampeded ~o the other 
side; the exception being our "Land 
of Oz"-bound individual, who 
obviously had second thoughts and 
decided he would rather play the 
part of Hood Decoration for a 
passing Buick four·door on its way 
back into town. 


Another flashy yellow V.W. 
?.oomcd by, then stopped to pick up 
some riders. I ran as fast as I could 
only to trip over a mislaid piece of 
"Your Highway Taxes at Work"
type gravel and crash miserably to 
the ground. The lemming sea of 


hikers ran on the ir tiny feet. 
brushing my back as they skittered 
past. When 1 awoke. the car. the 
migrating forces. and my hat were 
all gone. An off duty cop. "on his 
way to church." was showing me his 
shiny License ·to·get·Me badge. 
After a short lecture on the regula
tion s concerning obstruction of 
traffic, he let me off on Monday 
morning to tell "them intellectual 
college kid friends of mine" that 
such escapes were not tolerated in 
this area. "Besides, you can't get 
there from here anyway, kid." 


At the end of the quarter II. student's 
thoughts turn to ... ESCA PE. A 
difficult task at best, but harder if 
you plan to spend vacation in some 
out of the way place. Luckily a few 
people know how to do it in style. 


At the stop of a lone VW students 
politely vie for one of the [very J few 
seats, Devil take the hindmost. The 
driver had as much trouble with the 
destinations as the springs did with 
the load. 


FOR SALE 


Timex electric 
Textbooks--S? 
Popcorn pOpper and 
Rug .. S3.00. 
All wool sweaters--S4.00 
Olympic track i"",dW", 


shoes (like newJ sizel 
$8.00. 


CQwboy boots, 
cheap. 


work 
cheap. 


Old school tie (orange 
blackJ--Sl.00. 


K·College class ring--SIO,OO. 
Ten speed bike··$50.00. 
Aluminum 
230 












Ie TRANSMlnER 
by SUSIJI. Gates 


•••• ",. a COSnllC trans mitter 
holding medita· 


sessions. in Harmon Hall at 6 
nd in Old Welles at 7:30 P.M. 


a Monday, March 10. he will 
;:,,,,, .. sessions at 7:30 P.M. 


of the Redwood Building 
I ;;;;~'n"'" Valley Community 


h~,~;~~ :~:~ free sessions, Tyagiji's r. ~werful radiation put 
into s deep, sleeplike trance. 
hard to describe in words," 


"as it is beyond the 


"~d"'t",""lA'" when 1 come 
currents of life· 


flow, when they sLart 
the physical mind and 
start slowing down and 


the mind goes into 
I 


l'ull,,""gy," said Tyagiji, "rises 
the and goes about 


. head affeeting the entire body." 


blll«,,,t parts of the body are 
different feelings accord· 


to Tyagiji. Energy is centered at 
navel; love. bliss and joy have 
heart for a center; the detach· 


center is in the throat: peace 
at the crown of the head; 


silence's center is over the head. 


"The now of radiation is so intense 
that seldom can anyone remain in a 
sitting position- all have to lie down 
nat and pass into the regions of 
silence which people call sleep," 
continued Tyagiji. 


This is actually the highest and 
most powerful trance--one of total
ity. 


He went on to say. "It can be 
explained, this phenomena, by the 
self of all being one at high levels. 
This breaks the walls of the ego-· of 
self laws-as energy, love, peace. 
and silence come to all who are 
rei:eptive." 


Tyagiji came to the United St.ates 
at. the invitation of a friend. 
Commenting on the increasing 
number of people stopping by at his 
host's house to participate in 
meditation sessions, Taygiji said, 
"My friends house wouldn't contain 
them and the neighbors abetted. 
People used to come at 4:30 A.M., 
about sixty to seventy people used 
to visit and almost all the people 
remained in deep trances for two or 
three hours. One hour of trance is 
like three hours sleep." 


Individual meetings can be ar
ranged with Tyagiji and like the 
meditation sessions, are free. 


lnd611 reporters uncovering a hot story 


EXPLORING K'S PIPES 
by Ed Ullogemach 


In the past year or so K College 
been plagued with a rapidly 


number of leaks in its 


':,h';'i;::,,:system. The reasons 
I t are many, but what 
to be the major cause is the 


of a quality pipe in the 
of the system. The 


recently been using a 
pipe which uses a form of 
foam as its insulation. This 


is SUPposedly indestructable, 
within the short span of five 
,sections of the pipe (from the 
Center to the Upton Science 


have been dug up to find 
th" ;;,~i;t;"'; has totally disinte. 


into a I charcoal sub
. When this disintegration 
, the heat from the inner 
. pipe is allowed to escape, 
In turn melt.s the plastic outer 


Without this outer casing, 
"",,;.with its minerals and 


, Soon rots the pipe 
which is shown by the 


columns of Sleam one can 
arOund campus. 


In order to combat this growing 
maintenance has exes vat· 


number or sites around campus, 
most obvious have been in the 


~:~;;~e;D~ie;:w;:;aters/ Trowbridge, and the previously 
Center and Upton. 


after the replacement 01 


l-;'th:;~;:",:P,~ipes, these present 
r ~' in the form of heat 


again, to improper insula· 


~~:::,e~:I~:I"":~ t the system is making costly) attempt to heat 
the outside as well as 


This is the reason 
our dry sidewalks during 


and the ugly dirt trl\vers· 


ing our snow·white quad. 
As to when these heating prob


lems will be cleared up, it is 
somewhat difficult to say. For the 
present system contains only twO 
shut of( valves, (refer to "In the 
Business Office" ladeJl 96: no. 6, p.3) 
which means that the system must 
be shut down to fix anyone of the 
trouble area. This leaves the Main· 
tenance Department no alternative 
but to wait until Summer Quarter 
(we can't disturb the grounds 
because of the graduation ceremon· 
ies) before it could possibly tackle 
the massive job of digging up and 
rebuilding the rapidly corroding 
pipelines. One can only hope that 
when Maintenance is ready to make 
that first step toward alleviating the 
steam problems, it will be properly 
organized and funded, so that the 
wiSps of today won't become a fog 
totally engulfing Humphrey House 
tomorrow. 


WHoW's VINYL SHORTAGE 
Some uiloharmonioul so und s 


are playing down at the station. 
Twenty·five perc~nt of the rec' 
ord library is MISSING. victimli 
of too loose morals that exist 
among a few Iticky·fingered 
typel. Bad kharma ... Why Dot 
eheck your slacks for any albums 
that belong el.sewh~re and then, 
quietly reshelve them back at 
WJMD; the staH will naturaUy 
hun the other ear [prosecution' 
wise] on this gesture of hODe8ty 
reaffirmed. As WJMD i8 a 
student-organiution, 8tudent en' 
operation is necessary for its 
continuation as K's only Progrel' 
sive radio station. 


WJMDSTAFI-' 
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COMING 
FORUM EVENTS 


Kalamazoo f.;oHege Will present a 
number of Forum events next week 
including lectures by psychologist 
Rollo May and philosopher Keith 
Gunderson and a performance by 
singer Elena Cardas. 


Rollo May will appear in the 
Chapel at 8:00 P.M. Monday, March 
10, and will speak on "Creativity 
and Death". May has gained a 
worldwide reputation as a humanis· 
tic psychologist and is well known as 
the author of Love and Will (1969). 
Power and Innocence (1972), and 
Man', Search for HimseU (1953). 


Keith Gunderson will present a 


lecture on "What Aesthetics Should 
Be All About" in Dewing 103 at 8:00 
P.M. on Thursday, March 13. 
Gunderson is probably best known 
for his works examining the chang· 
ing relationship between man and 
machines such as his book Me.ntality 
and Machines (1971). 


Elena Cardas will appear in the 
Recital Hall at 8:00 P.M. on 
Wednesday, March 12. Elena is a 
German singer who has been 
acclaimed around the world for her 
musical ability, and will present an 
international and historical medley 
of songs with her guitarist, Alex 
Andrys1.ak of Czcehoslavakia. 


COLLEGE SINGERS TO 
PRESENT POP CONCERT 


On Wednesday, March 12, 1975, 
the Kalamazoo College Singers will 
present 8 Pop Concert at Dalton 
Theatre, conduct.ed by Russell A. 
Hammar, a«ompanied by Kathleen 
Lasley, with Barry Ross. violinist, 
as guest performer. 


Included in the program will be a 
variety of musical performances 
including Jacques OUenbach's 
"Neighbor's Chorus" (from the 
comic opera, "La jolie parfumeuse"), 
Maurice Ravel's "Pavanne (pour 
une infante derunte),', "Diversos 
diversa vivant" (different things 
please different people) by Jacob 
Gallus, and "Lonely People" by Jean 
Berger. 


In addit ion, "Orpheus and His 
Lute" by Thomas Beveridge will be 
pe rfor med, assisted by William 


Stoeri. horn. Mary Koteles, flute, 
and Derek Hybels and Kathy 
Boyack, percussion. An oratorio 
farce, "The Seasonings" P .O.Q. 
Bach (1807-18421), will feature 5010-
ists Barry Ross, violinist. Gary 
StoC'.k, James Mandrell. Ed Miner, 
and Jeff Geherdstein, tenors, Steve 
Seibert, JeH Holt, Kerry Geffert, 
and Scott Payson, basses. Aftn 
Gregory and Beth Longhurst, s0-


pranos, and Kathy Vanden Bosch 
and Laurie Taylor, altos. To further 
round out this light·hearted musical 
program will be a choral presenta
tion of "Three Epitaphs". 


The College Singers Pop Concert 
should prove to be an enjoyable and 
relaxing listening experience and is 
open to the public as well as to 
Kalamazoo College students. 


Down by our latelt I t~a.m leak 


5 C REPORT 
by Index Staff 


Well folks, you'll all recall the late 
controversial discussions that are 
finally bringing the long lost televi· 
sion to Hoben·· Mandell has purchas· 
ed the television, but more surpris· 
ingly, has also purchased an 
additional one! And, at last Tues
day's meeting, the Commission 
determined to send that second 
generous gift down to Crissey-- the 
intent behind the move was to 
create an even distribution over 
campus of color and black & white 
televisions. 


Back to more s~rious matters, 
aside from Star Tnk. an EPC su\)
committee has announced that it 
will begin interviewing juniors 
presently on campus, who are not 
taking part in the Foreign Study 
Program. These interviews sched· 
uled to start next week are 
following a similar series done with 
students who did not participate 
with CAREER Service Programs. 
Both series are being done in the 
subcommittee's effort to study the 
College's off campus programs with 


the ultimate aim of better improv' 
ing those programs' attractiveness 
to the student. 


Joe Folt brought to the Commis· 
sion a list of Saga's prices for 
various SC banquet alternatives. 
Letting one more end of the quarter 
and his appetite gel the best of him, 
he strongly recommended the Com 
mission's accepting the most expen· 
sive of these alternatives .. a 
55.00/ head steak or prime rib 
dinner. Although one can under 
stand Folz's zeal, it was not 
surprising that the Commission 
overruled his idea in favor of a meal 
to be prepared by Commission 
members and to be held in Old 
Welles·-all for a much more nominal 
cost. 


Provost Satterfield and Dr. Light. 
K College Trustee, will be invited to 
the affair. Asked to invite Satter 
field, Folz answered. "Yes, I'll take 
care of Satlerfield. " As the affair 
promises to be quite the affair. the 
Index hopes to be able to sneak its 
reporters in for a peck. 


Friday, March 7.1975 


THE GREAT 
COMPUTER 


CENTER 
FffiE 


by Rocky 


What happens when you combine 
fire with flammable material? Most 
or us know- you get a fire. It seems 
however, that at least one main ten 
ance man didn't know this. 


Early last week, February 27 to 
be specific, Dewing Hall's computer 
center's air conditioning system. a 
necessity even in winter due to the 
large amount of heat generated by 
the elcetrical equipment, failed. 


The maintenance department 
soon ",rrived on the scene to 
administer first aid to the faltering 
air conditioning system. Machinery 
was quickly pulled apart to deter· 
mine the source of the problem; t he 
fire then broke out when one of the 
maintenance men was soldering a 
pipe. The area immediately sur· 
rounding the pipe had been sprayed, 
over the years, wi~h oil that flew off 
the moving parts in the system, and 
it was just a matter of time until this 
carelessness had its effect. 


Fortunately, the fire burned out 
of its own accord. This ill indeed 
fortunate because 1100 one thought to 
call the fire department. And even 
worse, was the fact that the 
maintenance man did not have a rire 
extinguisher with him although he 
was working in a very hS1.ardous 
situation. 


Actual damage in the computer 
center (mostly smoke related) was 
kept minimal since the {ire did burn 
itself out. The computers are still 
functioning as smoothly as before. 
And in response to the fire alarm in 
Dewing itself, students and pro
fessor.!i managed to evacuate the 
building in orderly fashions so that 
no one reeeived serious injuries··one 
maintenance man, however, leaving 
the building. did stumble and sprain 
his ankle. 


K PLACE AND YOU 
by Tom Flynn 


Remember muddling through 
Prollpective Candidate for Admill' 
sion Letter,,? "Sure would like to 
talk to someone about this Kala 
mazoo place: looks good but..." 


As a student of this Kalamazoo 
place you can offer unique insights. 
experiences, and advice to Prospec· 
tive Candidates. True, Kalamazoo 
place is not all beer and peanuts, 
Spanish guitars and roses. books 
and papers, cafeine and nicotine ... 
But, the paradox is that K place is 
all of these, and more, to each 
individual student. 


The individual student's words 
cannot be capsulated. regardless of 
literary skill. into the catalogue. 
Th~refore, the Admissions Office 
and the Student Commission, are 
asking students to meet with 
prospective candidates and others 
concerning this K place. Spring 
break offers this unique opportunity 
for most starved and pennyless 
students as they return home. 


Those wishing to share their 
perspectives on Kalamazoo with 
prospective candidates over Spring 
break are invited to bring their 
dinner trays to the President's 
Lounge at 5: 15 this Tuesday. At 
that time information and printed 
materials will be available from the 
Admissions Staff and myself. I 
encourage you to participate in this 
opportunity to discuss Kalamazoo 
College with prospective students. 
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MORE FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
by Student Seminar 


on Workl Hunger 


Dote: The Seminar on World 
Hunger is a 193 Interdepartmental 
course, offered this quarter with 
credit in Sociology or Economics to 
students interested in discussions of 
international affairs stemming from 
the food crisis. Organized with 
C(H)peration from professors Deal, 
Cummings, and Brownlee. students 
meet weekly to ~uss relevent 
reading material that includes polio 
tical and international relations. 


Last fall, students expressed 
their concern about the increasingly 
widespread hunger in the world by 
fasting for a day, with the money 
saved going for food relief. Some 
criticized this as "at best mis
inrormed~ and argued that "to ease 
the suffering of a few creates the 
ultimate suffering of many." It was 
persuasively stated that population 
oontr91 should be implemented first 
and that it should serve as a pre
requisite for providing. the basic 
tools of agricultural sell-sufficiency; 
only then could food exportation be 
rationalized as an attempt to relieve 
hungry nations. 


But our efforts to control the 
exploding population have not suc. 
eeeded for variou s reasons. 


As any Third World peasant will 
tell you, security comes with a large 
family: it is cheaper for a parent to 
have children do manual labor than 
to have to hire workers. More 
children mean more income in some 
cases. Also, parents in under. 
developed countries look to their 
children to provide for them in their 
old age, 


The historical fact is that birth
rates do not drop until the standard 
of living rises significantly. Parents 
will limit the size of their families 
only as a result of healthier, more 
secure living arrangements. Speci
fically, when families on small, 
intensively-worked farms beoome 
self·sufficient, they realize the dis· 
advantages in having large numbers 
of children, It is becoming obvious 
that birth control as a pre-condition 
to agricultural assistance is a naive 
policy, conforming only to the 
interests of the affluent. 


(can't on page 4) 


LETTERS 
TO THE 
INDEX 


Dear Sir: 
February 13, 1975 


I would appreciate it if you would 
discontinue sending me the Index·-it 
is of no interest to me. 


Thank you! 
Mrs. W.A. Ratcliffe 
South Haven, Mich. 
(Honorary Trustee of Kala· 
mazoo College) 


Editor's note: Kalamazoo College 
Honorary Trustees are those who 
have previously served the college 
as Trustees, but who still remain 
welcome to participate in Trustee 
affairs. 


In this open letter, I would like to 
discuss attitudes and responsibil. 
ities that certain individuals in the 
administration should acknowledge. 
Specifically, r find that there is a 
lack of communication between the 
administration and the student who 
seeks counsel from an administrator 
yet simply reeeives what in popular 
jargon is referred to as 'the 
run-around.' During the last year, I 
have made an attempt to approach 
particular people in Mandelle with 
regards to mail service, dormitory 


conditions, etc. While there are 
exceptions, my overall reaction is 
that these matters are of tertiary 
concern to several in Mandelle with 
whom I have been in contact. In 
sum,l have found that the only way 
to satisfaction is to contact an 
administrator 'higher up' in the 
hierarchy which is perhaps bother
some to that individual, but is the 
unfortunate consequence of seeking 
a positive result. 


The answer to this dilemma does 
not require extensive debate. To 


I am I 


certain administrators to 
initiative to resolve issues 
in by students or to provide 
clear-cut answers to their 
It is a speedy route to 
between students and 
tors when the 
provide half-hearted ~~P!~~.:'~i' 
force the former to 


intention here is 
'wo 


to footnote a problem 
considered with lucid ob.j",,';' 


Having participated this fall in 
the macroanalysis seminar on world 
hunger, we feel somewhat less 
"misinformed" and more capable of 
offering some imptovements and 
responses to these needed critici
sms. 


CASINO D'OLD WELLES: 
First, the concept that population 


and food supply are the two sides of 
the coin, that is world hunger, is an 
oversimplification of the problem. 
We cannot afford to isolate the 
obvious factors and feel that we 
have adequately dealt · with the 
problem. It is common knowledge 
that population growth mUllt be 
curbed in over-crowded nations 
such as India, however, a period of 
famine is not always the result of 
overpopulation. Climatie conditions 
sueh as the drought in the Sahell 
region of Africa, and the storms and 
flooding in Bangladesh have des
troyed food crops. Food relief as a 
temporary supply until more favor
able weather eonditions return will 
oot result in greater suffering for 
more people. Furthermore, food 
relief programs in these areas are 
not without consideration for the 
future-a program in Bangladesh 
pays workers with enough grain to 
feed a moderate family in return for 
help in building dikes to prevent 
future flooding. Shnilar programs 
are underway elsewhere, 


In addition to overpopulation and 
weather conditions, unequal distri
bution is a major cause of hunger. 
The presence of starving people 
does not necessarily mean that 
there is not enough food, In many 
developing countries, power, wealth 
and land are concentrated in the 
hands of an elite few who control 
priee and distribution for their own 
benefit, regardless of the needs of 
their countrymen. In rural seetions 
of India for example, landholders 
give their workers just enough food 
to subsist on, seUing the majority of 
it to markets in eitiea. As a result, 
workers migrate to the cities where 
prices are high and jobs searce·
starvation foUows, 


To refuse economic aid on the 
basis that overpopulation is the 
chief evil is to address corruption as 
an absolute, It is not. Internal 
changes are sometimes made in 
response to particularly corrupt 
governments, as seen. in th~ ove.r
throw of the Selassle regime In 


Ethiopia-a result of the regime's 
refusal to acknowledge widespread 
famine in its feudal land system. 


However, population control is 
also needed . The U.S . has 
acknowledged this in its foreign 
assistance budget. The 1970 FA 
budget was the lowest since 1946, 
yet it allocated 75 million dollars for 
birth control. In eomparison, the 
1965 allocation for population con· 
trol was only two million dollars. 


THE EDITORIAL 


Marigene Aroold at the Blackjack table 


An atmosphere of knowledgeable 
gamblers, seasoned with more than 
enough hours of calculating the 
odds- mathematical, chemical, 
philosophical, historical and ethical·· 
pervaded mingling clouds of per
fume and cigar smoke etchings. 
These odds were good, calculated in 
thousands of dollal"S, better in fact, 
than any other odds one might play 
at Kalamazoo College. 


So then the reactions to CUB's 
calling up Las Vegas and New 
Orleans, asking them to send some 


festivities up our way was relatively 
predictable. 


Out of dusty closets a.ppeared 
those unsung heroes-·Humphrey 
Bogart and his crowd; and of course, 
the debonair Woody Allen. 


Of course, this isn't to say that I 
walked up to Bogart- and said "Hi 
Humphrey," or that he said "My 
name's Sam, kid." It's merely to 
mention our approval that K 
students - faculty - administration 
were able to partake in Monte 
Carlo- an atmosphere which if not 


wholly "natural," was at least 
different enough to allow people to 
express more of them selves than 
has been in evidenee this quarter. It 
was good to see that students could 
respond positively to what might 
have been eonstrued as a trite and 
corny artair.-"he imagination dis. 
played showed that hopes for the 
social part of Kaiamamo are not 
held in vain. And it was perhaps the 
more 'stilted' and 'unreal' aspects of 
Monte Carlo night that served to 
spark this imagination, 


I saw Humphrey Bogart leaned 
up against the wall, and like the 
figures In the paintmg above him, 
quietly eyeing what was, what is, 
and mostly, what should be. The 
money was already in his pocket, he 
was just there looking at you. And 
you were Ingrid Bergman or Lauren 
Bau11, holding the champagne glass 
just right, and watching Blackjack 
with just enough interest--the other 
interests roving around the room to 
Errol Flynn's suede lapels and 
purple ruffles, or Clark Gable's 
dazzling white shoes. And they 
were comfortable of course, match. 
ing wits with roulette wheels, then , 


with expressions sharing 


smile, quielly 'h~"':i'"-"",,'~;' 
men behind the counter 
money. 


Then the robbery-a 
that really had to be 
where was that m,x\,,,-d,, 
Masterson, who, though 
lately clad complete with 
tipped cane, seemed to have 
ten his derringer? 


But one couldn't reel ",bbo" 
when Monte Carlo 
assessed. The entire 
and spirit that floated 
Welles indieated a definite 
at Kalamazoo College, 
could students gamble 
College odds (as they often 
gTeater portion of four 
have a good chance of wi"i",. 
in doing so on this 


occasion, they saw lh;':;:;:7~:;:~ 
College faculty and 
in II. rare but nice congenial 
gathering. 


The end result was a 
Monte Carlo Night; 
applaud CUB's efforts and 
hope that those creative 
can stimulate more of 


David'" 







Stud Service: The Return of Pegasus 
by Geor&e LiDdsey 


stallion of K foe:k'n'jazz hit 


k~:i::r;~~la:;';'~F'~'ii~d'~;Y;.'o:B~Ut. those k animal: 
Pegasus had wings 
eertain other vital 


l ime around Pegasus picked 
missing necessi t ies. A 
expansion. Leonard 


on trumpet has finally given 
horse the additional full-time 
talent it has needed. All the 


is now in the very steady 
of Steve Hunt. In addit ion, 
Birch. the young mentor of 
o{Dreams sax/flute man Ken 
, is now doing a sim ilar job 


~i~:i:~i~;~::: have freed the ~ band members to 
do be5t. Main man 
now sticking to 


~"u''''.''~' ,. little guitar and 
given up such 


L.~'~~~gIK~;~~iSi toys as vibes, C . tape recorder. 
, Bonar, purveyor of light to the 


I.ogCl 
very first Monte 


Damn. "My God, 
suit coat," "Sport


.. "Hey, aren't, 
writin' on it 


, "Yeah, but I wanted to 
• I'm in the mood for 


"Hey, you are comin' 
, char "Yeah, OK, See 


Let me see, what's the 
" .• ihirt. l've got. .. Blue cords, ... a 


ILl Aw, hell, I don't have a 
solved: a sweat band 
neck ... Suave? .. Suave! 
look at all the people! 


man, 1 really thought this 
be another one of those 


't'li~ ·p!"pl~'ho'.·"p:·.;";,, here 
think any of those 


had clothes that slick, Solid, 
checked Sport coats, suits, 


a cOuple tuxes, a rurned shirt 
in everyone out of ten 


the girls ... the girls. 


1'::~.~~::'~~:,:~~straplesS,IOng. n. evening dress. 
ho, watch out! This just 


look like K! 
nice. 


'the 
hand. A scene 


Lo"""d Bernstein cocktail 
Looking so very demure, 
matter-of·fact glances across 


to the beautiful blond. "I 
if she came with someone?" 


""" ,h. champagne glass about 
, smiling for the image 


I three person clique in 
of the room. 


while t he games went on. 
I lakes one." The professors 


masses, is back to straight-ax 
'Iectric guitar work, also having 
given up the four string heavy stuff. 
Scotty Fulton, is concentrating on 
sax and clarinet, and Jay Donaldson 
has stayed firmly planted behind his 
drum set. Gut punching when they 
need him and rolling when it's best. 


With these changes Pegasus has 
mastered a number of styles t hat 
were fo rmerly beyond the reach of 
their ove r -exte nded ta lents. 
They've got everything from biotic 
evolution to jazz to Mologo-Plus dro
ogie tunes that are real horror
show. Jon invited the audience to 
dance but that. is not what neo-Peg
asus music inspires. More like chor
eography ... or street crime. 


Also t.he evil equus has changed 
its diet. Gone are the lar2"e doses of 
Mannix ment.or, Lalo Schiffrin. 
Repl8cing Lalo is the ... THE Herbie 
Hancock a definite step into the 
1970's. Also the pieces being com· 
posed by the group itself are much 
tighter. To t.his day we find 
ourselves with snatches of Jon 
Grier's "Lucky Day" running 


through our skull. "R" by Bonar and 
Duke was about as concise a musical 
statement as one could find. 


Pegasus displays a lot of raw 
young talent but several of them 
have got to learn that jazz· men pay 
even more dues than blues·men do. 
There is need for a good injection of 
coordination, espet:iaUy in the wind 
section. 


This is not to say that the talent 
isn't there; it just needs a little 
refining. In the technical expertise 
category Duke's double recorder 
solo has to rank, t hough he did tend 
to over extend himself a dram on 
bot.h the trumpet and recorder. Jon 
delivered some truly superb piano/ 
organ rifts, notably the pedal. piano 
rendition in "Vehicle". The most 
sinister parts of the entire venture, 
though, were powered along by that 
21st century pulse-producer that 
Mr. Bonar has cleverly substituted 
for his right arm. Very refined 
post-L.S.D. guitar wizardry, indeed. 
Luckily Greg's more Neanderthal 
instincts restrained by Jon's 


These combinations have pro
duced some of the most provocative 
jazz in the region. It i.!l too bad that 
they have also produced some real 
personality clashes off stage. If the 
boys would just face up to the fact 
that they need each other. The 
production is really fine when it hits 
stage. It would be too bad if 
something like a bad case of artist 
ego prevented it from getting there, 
A fatal disease if there ever was one 
for bands going somewhere. It goes 
back to paying those dues. 


staff 
editor david st':udder 
photography james whelpton 
sports john macarthur 
assistant editors guy calcerano 


ed ungemach 
dean thompson 


photographers scott ketcham 
mark mackenzie 


susan gates, arthur mitchell, tom 
flynn, patrick burgam, joe laylor, 
tim hennessey, marty maddox, 
karen zackman, 


CASINO D'OLD WELLES: the Iciclcback 
ran each of the tables, and an 
o«asional student, or should we 
say a guest also helped. 


... I'm glad 1 was on die hOUR 
side. it seemed like a lot of 
students were losing money .. 
[Jim Bear) 


"Are all bets down?" The guests 
at the Blackjack tables were a select 
group, the elite who eye-faked and 
unexcitably bet against the dealer, 
gambling with a special mystique. 
But that's the way it's done. 


"No I'm broke." 
... I've never seen people IOle 
so much money. I dOD't think 
111 e.ver go to Las Vegas ... 
[MarigeDe Arnold) 


"We have an opening over here." 
At t he crap tables the easily 
excitable spent their thousands 
betting against. the odds. losing and 
winning. Both basket tables invited 
the favorite-number-Iucky-people to 
try the one-through·six-one-to-one
odds--d.ouble-or-triple-with-pairs·or
three·at-a·kind-chances. I made a 
li ttle there. 


But to be a member of t he jet set, 
one had to play the wheel. Not just 
play the wheel but. Play ... t.he wheel. 
One had to bet big and bet 


... 1 didD't even know how to run 
the roulette wheel when I got 
there. They had to explain 
the whole thiDg to me __ . 
[Oonald FICllChe) 


it all, or one would not win. If one 
was in the group, one was confident. 
One always recognized a fellow 
member. He was the man with the 


:~;';:1:;';:: h~~i~~~~ smile, and be ~i bet all be 


had on an even or an odd--
$104 .000; $IBO,OOO; Sl05,OOO--and he 
would win . Because he was ... and we 
are were ... and it was ... nice. 


I left the casino that night with a 
winner's shirt slung over my 
shoulder and a great big smith on 
my face. Somehow the winning wa.s 
beUer than the gold T-shirt with 
Monte Carlo, 3/ln5, printed on it. 1 
can still remember the look on the 
dealer's face every time he came 
over to pay me off. "How many?" 
"Twenty-seven." "Twenty·seven?" 
"Yeah." 


... You had to sit there and 
count 'em out ... !Paui Olu.ia] 


.. .I'd just give 'em a big wad 
aDd say count out what you 
get, and they'd give me the 
change ... [Ralph Deal] 


Ind ex robbed of illicit rund l obtained at Monte Carlo Night 


LMt Tuesday the Index staff was 
busy at the last minute tasks of 
putting out a paper when three 
armed men stormed inlo the office. 
The following is a relatively ac
curate transcript. 


Mea: Everybody freeze! We're the 
Monte Carlo Bandits and, we want 
the truth known! Crime does pay! 
With guns at our heads, the Index 
staff was pleased to grant an inter
view. 
lndex : Is it true that you're the men 
who held up the Casino D'Old 
Welles on Monte Carlo Night? 
"Luger" Drew: Yep that's was us . 
Index: How much did you get? 
"Shot gUD" Ken : Well, we cleaned 
out the bank and got all the poker 
money ... 


"BoSI-MaD" Tim: 1 hit most of the 
blackjack tables. l"d say we got ten 
million in all, if they had that much. 
lndex: Ten millionmm 


we'd done a job for over a million 
"Bos-l'tfaD ~: That's right. The bank 
job in Chicago last year was only 
$900,000. 
Index: We heard that there were 
casualties. 
"Shotgun": God, it was hard. There 
were so many people. Some jerk 
tried to stop me. 1 had to shoot him 
in the head. 


"RosI·MaD": I'd say we killed 10 or ' 
20 people at leasl. 
Index: (tremb li ng): Ten or 
twenty?!?!?I?!! Don't you feel any 
remorse? 
"Boss-MaD": Well to tell the t.ruth 
we killed off all the skag girls .. , 
"Luger": Also we got a couple of 
profs. They gave bad grades to 
some of my friends. I shot 'em in the 
hands so they can't write . 
index: Only t hree of you did all 
that? 


"Shotgun": No there were two other 
dudes in on it. "Machine Gun Mark" 
and "Flying Fingers Tom." 
"Boss-MaD": We also had inside 
help. 
index: INSIDE HELP!!! 
"Boss- Man": Yes! Highly placed 
officials of the casino helped U.!l plan 
and execute the job. That's all you 
better ask if you like breathin'. 
Index: (quickly changing the sub
ject); Well now you've got ten 
million. With five of you, that works 
out to two million apiece. Are you 
planning to retire? 
"Luger": Hell no! We plan on doing 
t his again neltt quarter. 
"Shotgun": We're going to move on 
to bigger things. 
"Bolil-Man": Yea. Maybe we'll hit 
the Business Office right after they 
collect tuition. 
Index: But isn't it hard living with 
the police on your tail all the time. 
"Luger~: Nay, they've been after us 
all our lives, ever since we were 
young ruffians. 
"Boss·MaD": We. started out playing 
with cap-guns ... . 
"ShotguD~: ... then we moved up to 
blackjacks .... .. 
" Boss-Man" (from the window): 
Hey!! It's the Charlie Cops!!! 
"Luger": Oh my God ... 
All the burglers run for the back 
door. 
"Shotgun" (on the run): If you don't 
print this we'll be back!! 
Index : Help, police!! We've been 
forced to interview against our will! 
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FILM NOTES 
by Arthur 


OK kids, here's the rundown on 
the next bunch of mms_ Tonight 
we're showing that. film of films, 
Citizen KaDe, directed by the arch· 
blimp himself, Orson Welles. Voted 
best mm of all time in Sight and 
Sound poll of In~rnational Critics. 
The mm is, as you probably already 
know, the story of a newspaper 
tycoon patterned in part on William 
Randolph Hearst. In the film, 
Wcllcs, a newcomer to the film 
industry, introduced ' the then-rev· 
olutionary techniques of over-lap
ping dialogue, deep focus, wide 
angle photography, and a sound· 
t rack audio montage that was per
haps done more creatively than in 
any other film. This is a biggie folks! 


Saturday we're showing Gentle
men Prefer Blondes. directed by 
Howard Hawks, and starring Mari· 
Iyn Monroe & Jane Russell. Two 
showgirls, a blond and a brunette, 
embark for France seeking rich 
husbands, or at any rate, the 
diamonds which are a girl's best 
'friend.' The pursuit of millionaires 
and diamonds lands them in a 
Parisian Police Court, but the 
sirens' resources prove ample for 
any oceasion. 


Sunday, we continue our Chaplin 
series with A King in New York 
(1957) This is Chaplin's first film 
made outside the United Stales, and 
reflects his understandable dis
pleasure with the turn of events 
that had made him a virtual exile 
from his adopted home. It is a gentle 
satire on a society gone temporarily 
insane. During the film, Chaplin 
attacks McCarthyism, dogma spout
ing Marxists, the fifties rock and 
roll, and the wide screen movies. 


Wed nesday, we'll have The 
Mother and the Whore, directed by 
Jean Eustache. "A young man. Alex 
is involved with two women: a nurse 
named Veronika who titillates him 
with stories of her rampant promis
cuity, and an older woman, Marie, 
with whom Alexandre shares an 
apartment. 


The Mother aDd the Whore lasts 
three and a half hours. "It is a 
searing, painful. revealing, egotis· 
tica l, irritating, often beautiful 
document that captures in orgies of 
sexual gorging and verbal disgorg· 
ing, the clash among people of a 
certain generation and milieu, be
tween Left Bank libertinism and an 
astonish in g deep conservatism-
deep, because it is mystical rather 
than political. and based on matters 
of life and death rather than left and 
right," (Village Voice) Winner of the 
Grand Special Jury Prize·-Cannes 
Film Festival 1973. 


IN TOWN 
Cinema I & JJ (343-4455) 


Towering Inferno 
Murder on the Orient Express 


Piau I & II (823-1118) 
The Dove 
The Strongest Man in the World 


West Main (382-18181 
Earthquake 


Capitol (342-4823) 
Boss Nigger 


Slale (344·1537) 
Impulse 


Campus (345-4186) 
Lenny 
Coming Soon: The Night Porter 


Art Center (349·7775) 
Nothing PlaY~i~"~';;;;;;;-____ _ 


Bar Bands 
Colony Room (375'()560) 


Failh .. ·Fri.-Sun. 
Circadian Rhythm--Mon.-Thur. 


Coral Cables East (343-1587) 
Splash 


Toppers (382-5700) 
American Star Band 


Mr. T-BoDe (349-7274) 
Peace & Dreams- Sun. 
The Neo Collection--Mon. ·Sat. 


Dino', (349-8674) 
Jazz--Fri.-Sun. 


Theatre 
New Vic (381-3328) 


Abalard & Heloise 
Civic (343-1313) 


Sleuth 


Musical Productions 
Miller (383·0938) 


Parade of Quartets .. -March 8 
Kalamazoo Symphony, All Orch· 
estral Concert .. -March 11 
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SWIMMERS WIN CHAMPIONSHIP 
Simmons Most Valuable 


(Grand Rapids. Mi.) The Kala
mazoo College swimming team 
ended their season here at Calvin 
ClUege's Bergsma Memorial Pool 
with a big splash in the form of their 
fourth consecutive MIAA swimming 
championship. Kalamazoo scored 
140 points over the two day meet to 
runner-up Albion ClUege 
with 94 points. Calvin College was 
third with 78 points, followed by 
Alma with 48 and Adrian with 34. 


Kalamazoo's David Simmons was 
the unanimous choice for the MVP 
award. He also won this award his 
sophomore year. Simmons put on a 
record setting display that left 
coaches and swimmers dazed. He 
began the meet by winning the 500 
yard freestyle with a time of 
5:12.05, breaking the old record by 
four seconds. Later the same day he 
smashed the record in the 200 yard 
freestyle with a time of 1:51.61. 
narrowly missing national Qualify
ing time. In the evening his 
breastroke split of 1 :04.6 helped the 
400 yard medley relay team set a 
record. On Saturday Simmons fin· 
ished second in the 100 yard free
style to champion Steve Labbe of K 
with a time of 50.63, And to top off a 
near perfect weekend, Simmons 
swam the third leg of the 400 yard 
freestyle relay whieh set a record 
and also qualified for the nationals. 


Steve Labbe and Dave Dean also 
came up with outstanding perform
ances in the meet. Labbe won the 50 
yard freestyle Friday with a time of 
23.29 and took second to Simmons in 
the 200 yard freestyle with a 
1:52.68. Later that same day Labbe 
anchored the medley relay with a 
phenomenal 49.45 in the 100 yard 
freestyle leg. On Saturday Labbe 
came back for two more gold medals 
in wirming the 100 yard freestyle in 
record 50.06, and he swam the final 
leg of the 400 yard freestyle relay. 


Freshman Dave Dean collected 
four gold medals in as many events 
to put forth the most impressive 
performance by a freshman in 
years. Dave won the 100 yard back
stroke with a time of 1:00.22, just 
shy of the record he set in the 
preliminaries earlier the same day. 


He then broke his 100 yard record in 
leading off the medley relay with a 
stunning 59.48. On Saturday Dean 
won the 200 yard backstroke in 
2:11.15 to set a new record and also 
brought home the gold in 1,650 yard 
freestyle soundly beating Alma's 
Kevin Cuny, who had beaten Dean 
earlier in the season. 


Sophomore Fred Nelis also came 
up with ~trong performances in the 
freestyle events to continue K's 


domination. NeBs completed a 1·2·3 
finish in the 200 yard freestyle by 
taking third with a 1:55.08 and 
finished second in the 50 yard free
style behind Labbe. Saturday Fred 
came back to complete another 1-2-3 
finish by taking third in the 100 yard 
freestyle with a 50.97. Later Fred 
led off the freestyle relay to 
complete his events. 


Divers Bob Kost and Brent Bailey 
came up wth superb performances 
on both boards. Kost set a record in 
winning the one meter competition 
and just missed winning the three 
meter event as Jim Davis of Alma 
beat him on the last dive by one 


MORE MAN DELLE CHANGES 
[NUl ·Brian A. Hampton has joined 
the Kalamazoo College administrat
ive staff as Director of Develop· 
ment, according to an announce· 
ment by President George N. 
Rainsford. 


Hampton brings to his new posi· 
tion extensive experience in fund 
raising, planning, and communi
cations. Most recently, he was the 
campaign director for M. Robert 
Carr, candidate for U.S. Congress in 
Michigan's 6th District, and from 
1972-1974, was director of com· 
munications with the Division of 
Consumer Education, Federal 
Grade Comm., in Washington, D.C. 


A graduate of Alma College in 
1965. Hampton holds a M.A. in 
political science and advertising 
from Michigan State University. He 
will serve on the staff of John 
Dozier, Vice President of Finance 
and Development at Kalamazoo 
College. 


Jack Lawrence, who has been 
serving as Director of Development 
for the past two years, was ap
pointed Manager of College Ser
vices, effective April 1. In his new 
position, Lawrence will be res
ponsible for purchasing, off.·campus 
property management, and other 
administrative service areas. 


H. Thomas Francis was recently 
appointed Assistant Director of the 
College's Career-Service Program. 


A native of Park Forest, Illinois, 
Frands is a 1911 graduate of 
Kalamazoo College. An economics 
major with an African studies 
minor, he studied in Sierra Leone 
with K's Foreign Study Program, 


and served as administrative assist
ant for the GLCA African Studies 
Program the last six months of his 
senior year. 


Francis had been serving as 
account executive and researcher 
for Communication Services, Inc., in 
Mechanicsburg, Pa. Prior to that 
post, he served for 19 months as a 
U ;S. Peace ~rps volunteer working 
With an agricultural extension pro
gram for maize storage capabilities 
development in Dahomen, West 
Africa. 


Elizabeth S. Upjohn has been 
named Chairperson of the 1975 
Kalamazoo College Annual Fund 
Drive by the President, George N. 
Rainsford. 


In making this appointment, Dr. 
Rainsford has expressed his appre
ciation of Mrs. Upjohn's civic leader 
ship and her service to Kalamazoo 
College as a member of its Board of 
Trustees, her active participation as 
co-chairman in its Student Life 
Committee. (a liaison between the 
students and the Trustees), and her 
experience as C<H:hairman in the 
college's 1974 record·breaking Fund 
Drive with Chairman Louis Slavin. 


A graduate of Medill School of 
Journalism, Northeastern Univer
sity, Mrs. Upjohn is currently 
serving as a director on the boards 
of the First National Bank & Trust 
Co., the First National F'inancial 
Corp., and the Lakeside Residence 
for Boys and Girls (for 18 years). 
She is vice-president of Kalamazoo 
Artcraft Manufacturing Co. and is 
Public Relations Director of Park
view Hills. 


point. Brent Bailey finished third on 
both boards in coming up with his 
best performance of the year. Bob 
and Brent have c::ontinued K's fine 
reputation in the diving events in 
not pnly coming up with fine 
performances on the board, but also 
displaying a certain amount of dass 
and sportsmanlike conduct that can 
be considered exemplary for any 


'athlete. ' 


Junior Howard Holmes swam well 
in finishing third in the 200 yard 
butterfly and also came up with a 
fine 2:1165 in the individual medley 
to finish second. On Saturday 


WORLD HUNGER 
( continued) 


Fertility is an intelO'al part of the 
developmen~ process. The simplistic 
view that population control is the 
answer ignores this relationship as 
well as historical evidence showing 
d~lining birthrates as a result of 
the modernization of a nation. 


A policy which would alleviate 
long term hunger would emphasize 
development and population control 
equally. This could be done effect
ively by stressing fair land dis
tribution and supporting owners of 
small farms. But the U.S. now, it 
seems, can only give assistance in 
combating problems of hunger and 
overpopulation to countries of 
strategic interest (as in Taiwan). 
The destination of foreign aid is 
determined not so much by need as 
by the military and economic bene· 
fits the U.S. can derive from it. 
Changing to an effective form of Aid 
based on solving long term prob· 
lems wou ld mean withdrawing 
support from the powerful elites in 
developing countries, on whom we 
depend for exploitation of resour
ces. Americans will no longer be 
able to enjoy the 250 percent return 
on U.S. Corporations' investments 
in the Third World. 


But how long would such practi. 
ces be possible otherwise? The U.S. 
Depends primarily on Third World 
nations for 6 of the basic 13 
industrial raw materials. We are 
now learning our lesson from the 
oil-producing nations, will not 
others follow their example? 


The "American Way" cannot 
continue in ever-increasing rates of 
consumption. 


As a group, we advocate fasting 
and the giving of aid ~ause of the 
following reasons: 1) it symbolizes 
the inevitable need for a more fair 
distribution of resources to less 
prosperous countries; 2) It main· 
tains the sense of common humanity 
and shared responsibility for human 
survival; 3) It "brings home" the 
outrageous implications of our con
sumption for the rest of the world; 
and 4) It implements a change in 
values and attitudes to support 
national consumption. 


We must adopt this new attitude, 
since-the dangerous implications of 
irresponsible food consumption are 
rapidly becoming more evident. 


Howard finished fourth in the 100 
yard butterfly and swam the butter
fly leg of the medley relay. 


Mike Hartz finished sixth in the 
50 yd freestyle and then took a fifth 
in the 100 yard breastroke. On 
Saturday Mike came back to place 
fourth in the 200 yard breastroke 
and win his third medal of the meet. 
Freshman Mike Stoolmiller won two 
medals in placing fifth in the 200 
yard breastroke and sixth in the 200 
yard butterfly. 


In all, Kalamazoo set eight MJAA 
rl!(!ords. Dave Simmons in the 200 


yard freestyle (1 :51.61); 
the 500 yard freestyle 
Steve Labbe in the 100 
style (50.08); Dave Dean 
yard backstroke (59.48); Dean 
200 yard backstroke (2:11.151 
Kost in one meter diving ( 
pts.); 400 yard medley",,,", 
Dean , Simmons, Holmes 
(3:51.59); and the 400 
style relay team of 
Simmons and Labbe ,"'Zl.:l9, 


Kalamazoo has qualified 
mers for the 800 yard 
relay and the 400 yard 
relay, and also divers Brent 
and Bob Kost have qualified 
NCAA Division III ',,,lio,,,J,,i 
held in Pennsylvania. 
the funding is available 
will be able to make the 


Alter the meet the coaches 
vote for the All-MIAA 
team. Kalamazoo placed 
swimmers and one diver 00 


team. Named to the team 
David Simmons (also MVP), 
Nelis, Steve Labbe, Dave 
diver Bob Kost. These men 
engraved plaques for their 


In short, the swimming 
gave a lot of people much 
proud of. Coaches Bob 
Mike Winblad did an 
job in preparing the ,"';;;;;;;;; 
their fourth straight . 
good recruiting year, 
can look forward to more 
1976, and for years to come. 


WRESTLERS SEeo 


(Adrian, Mi.) K College'S 1091/r 
team points gave the grapplers both 
a second place finish in the league 
tournament, and an overall second 
place in the MlAA. 


Leading the way for K were 
Steve Zuhl and Dennis Bishop who 
were both named to the All-MIAA 
team and won their respective 
weight classes. Steve and Den were 
joined in the finals by senior Dave 
Martin and junior Steve Adams who 
placed second at 158 and 190 res· 
pectively. 


Third place finishers included 
Kurt Roscow, Tom Rizzo and Brian 
Anderson. Spencer Krane finished 
fourth. 


In addition to having two National 
qualifiers in Steve Zuhl and Dennis 
Bishop, Zuhl was also named Most 


Valuable Wrestler in the 
The team finished with a 
won-loss tie record in dual 
this season.This fine record 
attributed to good team 
strong coaching and a real 
win. 


Coach Latora looks 
good National placing 
likely medal winners in 
and Den Bishop. A 
fonnance by Bishop at 
meet would give Kits 
time All-American. Both 
Bishop have now received 
third All-MlAA placing. 


The future for K College 
ling looks bright with 
perienced wrestlers "t."",i< 
the ranks. With a 
year, 1916 just may 
has a c~ampionship. 












The Kalamazoo College 


• seminar proves 


November 18th, before an 
student turnout at Old 


two members of the 
Police Department 


Prevention Bureau con
a one-hour seminar on 


program was built 
• one-hour movie entilled 


Say No to a Rapist and 
The movie showed 


Storaska. noted author
rape. delivering • lecture 
a New York University 


concerning rape and 
of resistance. Following 
Jackie Angel and Steve 


the crime prevention 
the-


valuable 
weapon is attained by the victim it 
usually only worsens the situation, 
The only physieal defenses Stor
aska advocates in dealing with the 
rapist are the practice of karate, 
gouging the attacker's eyes or 
violently grabbing the rapist's 
groin. 


November 26, 1975 


theory discourages 
struggling and screaming 


mnfronted with a rapist. 
he believes the correct 


to be one of cairn, 
behavior. His advice to 
of an attack in which 


The second part of the program 
featured Jakie Angel and Steve 
Sarle. After reinforcing Storaska's 
method of handling rape situa· 
tions. Ms. Angel told the audience 
that she considered common sense 
to be the most useful weapon in 
the prevention of rape or any 
other crime. She outlined a series 
of crime preventive actions which 
were further explained in a 
collection of pamphlets handed out 
at the beginning of the seminar. 
Some of t he hints included: (1) 
keeping car doors locked at all 
times; (2) not picking up hitch
hikers; and (3) always lock your 
dorminory door, even when leav
ing for a short time. 


Student CommJllrion prelrident Kevin Me
Carthy attempted to oHer aD explanation of a 
probable tuition aDd feel increue being' 
conlridered by the Executive PIanDiDg and 


Budget Committee. Durin.g the Tburaday 
afternoon meetinl. approximately ISO stu
dent. aUu.ded aDd regiltered their dllCODtent 
witb . ucb an iDcrealMl. 


. ""'.,, to be the motive of 
is to cooperate with 
but simulteneously 


on the alert for an appro
opportunity to resist. 


Students selected to attend business conference 
emphasizes that it is 


that the victim of the rapist 
.. physical threat 


it be an infallible defense. 


Contact with the "real" world is 
offered to three K coUege students 
by Busioell Today Magazine, The 
magazine has invited Rodney 
Martin, Thad Huetteman, and 
Gene Bissell to attend a conference 
entitled: "Business and Govern
ment, Face to Face", held in 
Washington D.C. Business officials 
from major companies like Exxon, 
General Electric, and 3M will 


present panels discussing govern
ment regulation of industry, 
energy eoncems, and mu1tination
al corporations. 


a politieal science major, Thad, a 
sophomore, is also majoring in 
politieal science and economics, 
The 150 students attending the 
conference are chosen to represent 
a cross section of viewI, which will 
be expressed in the debatel 
following the lectures, 


of weapons is denounced 
. He argues that there 
lit.tle opportunity to 
weapon upon being 


that even when a 


considered 


Selection of students was based 
on academic major, recommend
ations by professors, and ,answers 
to questions on government inter
vention in business. Rod and Gene 
are seniors. Rod is an economics 
and political science major; Gene is 


Rod said he is eager to take 
advantage of the confere nce "to 
become dearer on these issues and 


Increasing tuition, fees 
costing an estimated $200,000 annually 
beginning in 1976. Inflat ion in the 
economy contin ues at a rate approximat
ing 8.0%for the year 1975 and little relief 
is seen for 1976. To keep pace with t his 
(which is really standing still) will require 
an additional S594,500 for the 197&-77 
budget. The enrollment increases at t he 
CoUege in the past two years virtually 
requires that four to six new faculty 
members be added to the staff to avoid 
further increases in typical class aius. 
This will cost an additional $66,000 to 
599.000. 


Students were confronted last week 
a probable increase in tuition and 
and board fo r next year. Although 


figure has been offered, a 
in general fees of ap


seeml conceivable. 
of a fee increase brings 


reactions from everyone. Many 
~",I,"" view it as an inevitable problem 


a small, private college. while 
strongly disapprove or 


idea of another increase, 
' .. ".Ii;.- students are discontent. in 


$405 increase incurred in this 
fees. 
Planning LDd Bu.dget Committee 
i. preM!Dtiy considering. geDeral 


for next They will 


.. , 
reasons 


aDd en
the 
in-


there has been a great deal of 
and rumor circulating on 


it seems appropriate to 
progress report on the prelim


budget preparation for the year 


by. which decisions are made 
tuition, and fees, enrollment, 


of available revenues. student 
aid, and wage and salary levels 
a number of committees, the 


administration, and the Board of 
. The begins in the fall 


in the Planning and 
which is composed of 


•• c . .. • • .. · , members, four administrators, 
students. This group reviews a 


projection of revenues for the five 
period immediately ahead. Once 


,agreement is reached on this projection 
and its supporting assumptions, it is 
presented to the President as a recom· 
mendation. At the same time a set of 
budget guidelines is prepared to be 
followed in creating a detailed budget, In 
December these materials are presented 
to the Executive Committ-ee of the Board 
of Trustees for approval Following this, 
determination of staffing and other 
proposed expenditures are developed and 
a total preliminary budget presented. (or 
approval in May. By August, a reV!.sed 
preliminary budget is reviewed and a final 
budget prepared and distributed by 
October 1, the beginning of the next fiscal 
year. 
Like most good quality private colleges, 


Kalamazoo finds itself with resources 
which are less than those needed to realize 
all of its program aspirations. It finds 
itseU having difficulties in ~eeping pace 
with the inflationary spu-a1 of the 
economy. It finds the shrinking pool of 
college age people !:bupled ~th a 
widening gap in cost between pubhc and 
private institution! a problem when 
constdering the college enrollment. 1'!'e 
problem of technologic,al .change. SOCIO


logical shifts, the eontmumg knowledge 
explosion, and dependence on student 
generated tuition and fees are also . real. 
The Planning and Budget Committee, 


the senior administration, and the Board 
of Trustee are aware of the urgent need 
to obtain additional capital resource~ ~d 
additional annual revenues to matntain 
fiscal stability. The College has an 
accumulated current fund debt of $203,-
978 The deferred maintenance problems 
for' which no funds are available are 
estimated to have a cost of S825.000. T~e 
new federal pension legislation will 
require changes in the College's program 


In attempting to deal realistically with 
these and other problems the Planning 
and Budget Committee and administrat
ion have sought to maximize all revenue 
sources other than tuition and fee income 
as a fu-st order of business. An expanded 
development staff has been employed and 
kgift and grant income is up S9 percent 
annually. This staff is expected and 
budgeted to raise $8 for each $1 of cost of 
the staff and program. A new approaeh to 
managing the endowment has been 
approved and cash income from dividends, 
interest and rents has beekn inerea.sed by 
about $250.000 annually. In addition, 
security lending and the writing of call 
stock options have been approved as 
techniques for increILSing revenues. 
It will be necessary to increase tuition 


because of the great need for additional 
revenues just to keep the Kalamazoo 
program u good as it is, Presently. 6Se of 
every revenue dollar in the budget is 
provided by tuition, fees and room and 
board charges. The base from other 
sources cannot provide the total increase 
required. It is the purpose of the 
Committee to keep the tuition and fee 
charges as low as possible un del' the 
circumstances. Presently, the charges at 
Kalamazoo College are the lowest save 
one of all the institutions it' the Great 
Lakes Colleges Association and weU below 
the mean of peer group institutions 
nationally. 


continued OD page 2 


to talk to business people and to 
share ideas with them," Rod will 
have a special opportunity to 
interview a chairman of the 
American Motors Company on the 
NBC radio program "Focus on 
Youth". 


Thad shared Rod's enthusiasm 
for gaining more insight into the 
problems of governmental inter
vention. U you know Thad or Rod, 
you may have noticed their 
haircuts prior to the conference. 
Thad explained, "I've got radieal 
ideas inside, but I don't want them 
(the officials) to know from the 
outside." 


The conference will last from 
Sunday until Tuesday. The three. 
accompanied by Dr. Chen of the 
Political Science dep&rtment, will 
!tay at Stouffer's National Cent-er 
Hotel. All expenses are covered by 
Basine .. Today. 


Udall campaign 
opens here 


Morris Udall has become the 
fll'St presidential candidate to 
organize and campaign in the 
Kalamazoo area. For the past 
several weeks they have had a 
table in the lobby of Hicks each 
Monday and Wednesday. lunch 
and dinner. They hope to continue 
there through the duration of the 
campaign (hopefuUy through Nov
ember 1976), 


From their table they provide 
background material. articles, and 
speeches relating to Congressman 
Udall, With this service they hope 
to acquaint the student body with 
"Mo"; providing some of the 
information a voter needs to make 
an intelligent decision. 


Though it may seem that it is 
too early to start worrying about 
the election. the Udall orgt.n
ization feels otherwise. They feel 
that with the eomplexity and 
volume of the issues to be decided. 
the groundwork for an intelligent 
decision must be done early, They 
emphasize the need for an early 
commitment if you wish to have a 
voke in the decision, rather than 
having the decision made for you. 
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Increases considered from page I 


number of factors affeeting the desiribility 
of any particular room. "slum dorms" 
..... ould not. develop. There is no way that 
the College can predict the saving in lime 
and money, available to any student by 
"trading-off' between hoursing arrange
ments and meal plan. Therefore scholar· 
ship students should be allowed to choose 
any of the housing options. 


Financial Aid budgets at Kalamazoo have 
been set at unrealistically low levels in 
the past two years. As a result, the 
budgets in the past two rears have been 
overspent S85,OOO and $50,000, respective
Iy . In the year ahead. it is clear that there 
will b e a major adjustment in available 
scholarship funds from unrestricted bud· 
get revenues. 


In the longer view, a campaign to obtain 
additional eapital resources will be 
launched. Work began about six months 
ago on the preparation of plans and 
materials for a major multi·million dollar 
campaign. It is anticipated that the 
campaign will be launched in the fall of 
1976 and conclude in 1979. This will. of 
course. ultimately improve the fiscal 
situation of the College in the future. 
The Planning and Budget Committee is 


aware of its responsibilities and aware of 
constituent group feelings on the campus. 
careful consideration of all points of view 
will be given, but ultimately a rational, 
thoughtful set of decisions must be made. 
Not all of these decisions will be popular, 
yet it is our hope and assumption that it 
will be understood that they will be made 
with the best interests of the College 
Community in mind. 
Reacting to the possible fee increase and 


expanded enrollment. Student Commiss· 
ion urged the adoption of several 
proposals to insure the proper housing of 
students along with suggestions for 
increasing revenues aside from increased 
tuition and room and board. 


Herewith. the Student Commission'a 
proposal [Plan B mentioned in the 
following propo8&!, wowd set enrollment 
at 1527 students. It also requires a sizable 
but undetermined rise in fees .[ 


The Student Commission urges the 
adoption of Plan B, with the following 
modifications; 
A. Do t he following to assure tl"oat the 
increased number of college students are 
properly housed. 
1. That the number of off·campus housing 
slots be kept at 30 but that the College 
adopt a policy that would fill all these slots 
for the fall, winter, and spring quarters. 11 
30 seniors do not wish to take advantage 
of this option it should become available to 
jUniors and then sophomores in turn. 
2. The college should utilize the Catherine 
St. apartments as a dormitory. 
3. The College should utilize the Grove 
Houses for both faculty and student 
hoursing. This would be done with the 
understanding that those faculty memo 
bers living in the Grove would have to 
meet eertain expectations with regard to 
program use of their homes. 
S. To raise the additional monies we urge 
the College to adopt the following 
proposals. 
l. Raise the additional charge for a single 
room. 
2. Institute a differential housing fee, 
maintaining the current room fee for those 
rooms deemed least desirable. Due to the 
diverse nature of College housing and the 


3. Increase the fee to all full·time Sludents 
not living on campus. 
In other actions, Student Commission 
president Kevin McCarthy and three 
other students met with the Faculty 
Council to explain the students' position 
(see related artide:Open Letter). At this 
timethey also outlined severa] methods of 
registering diseontent in responl!e to the 
likely increase in fees. 
t. All students should write letlers to 
President Rainsord to state their discon
tentment with the increas~. 
2. If step I proves insuffi~ient, students 
should petition the t rustees for consid· 
eration of student positions and needs. 
3. Students should inform their parents of 
a possible increase. Parents, too, should 
write Rainsford in response to an 
increase. They are urged to do SO 
immediately. President Rainsford will be 
back from his European tour by 
December 2. 
4. Students must renew their effort to an 
even greater extent during this year's 
fund drive. Hopefully. faculty and 
administration will feel the responsibility 
to do the same. 
.5. Student organization budgets will be 
closely examined in order to keep their 
increase in line with the budget. 


Open letter to faculty, administration 
The following article Waf! or· 


iginally presented to the Facwty 
Council during their meeting last 
Thursday. It was offered as a 
statement of student views reo 
garding the pending tuition in
crease. Herewith, the text of that 
speech: 


who's expense? 
Certainly all segments of this 


campus should share in this 
burden. Students, faculty. and 
administration alike. We. as stu· 
dents, are not going to be here to 
enjoy this hoped for future stabil· 
ity. Others will. But we are not 
asking anyone else to carry more 
than their share. We merely ask 
that everyone feel the responsibil
ity to accept some of this burden. 


asked to accept? 
With all due respect. we recog· 


nize th{' excellence of our faculty. 
We want to maintain the academic 
atmosphere you have so generous· 
ly given us. In order to do so. we 
must all make some sort of 
sacrifice. We made one this year. 
and we will be asked to do so again 
next year. Obviously there will be 
more. Can all of us make those 
saerifices? 


Signed. 
William Watson 


Title IX 
Physical Education 


department ca,nm,!nfl 
Title IX. a eontinuation of 


VI of the 1964 Act was passed 
law in 1972. Since then. the 
has been changed and the 
draft ~ame law on 
1975. 


The general requirement of 
Act is that ·'no person shall 
basis of sex. be "d,d" 
participation in, be 
benefits of. be treated 
from another person or 
be discriminated against 
interscholastic, i n t e 
club or intramural sport." 


How will all this effect 


Kalama7.oo College Pt::~:~" 
cation Department? .' 
Athletic Director, Rolla 
Title IX will require 
gym classes, which 
co-ed for the last five years. 
classes seem to work out 
Kalamazoo College." 


Title IX will also have 
able bearing on athl"U. 
Kalamll.7.oo College 
MIAA Conference. 


Title IX requires 
offer intercollegate 
rams for women 
those for men. 
housing, scheduling 
portation, locker space, 
and practiee time all all 
issues. 


The regulations in Title 
that all sports must be 
to both sexes, unless 
teams of the same 
provided. The only 
cluded from this p""i"oo 
major contact sports. 
volleyball and tennis can 
have segregated teams. 
ed teams will be chosen 
a skill basis, taking 
most qualified athlEltes. 
field hockey, cross 
soccer are a few of the 
will be especially affected 
rules are indeed enforced. o .4-_ 


Students reeognize that this 
school is under financial pressure 
and that a fee increase is one 
means of establishing a workable 
financial base. However. it is not 
the only alternative. The school 
faces a shrinking endowment and 
inadequate support from its other 
income resources. Students, too, 
face a similar problem. We su ffer 
from the same eeonomic con
ditions. You can not expC(:t us to 
bear this burden alone. 


At present. consideration is 
being given to a proposed fee 
increase, as well as an increased 
enrollment. Figures before the 
Executive Planning and Budget 
CommiUee range from $400·$600 
for fee increases and an enrollment 
somewhere between 1502 and 1527 
students. 


Students discontent 


-a 
1M 


The administration has stated 
its intention of moving this school 
from the bollom of the list of 
GLCA institutions to the middle, 
for student fees. They seek to 
stabilize the long·term financial 
condition of this college. But at 


Bearing in mind the plea we 
have just made, certainly there 
must be other alternatives. We 
aceept the need for increased f~s. 
But. must it be th~t much? Can 
you and the administration aceept 
the same burden we are being 


Senate bill receives criticism 
Jeanne Mirer. a lawyer for the 


U.A.W. and member of the 
National Lawyer's Guild. and 
Howard Simon. the Executive 
Director of the American Civil 
Liberties Union in Michigan. spoke 
Thursday night at Kalamazoo 
College about Senate Bill 'I (S.l). 


Mirer and Simon listed some 
provisions of the 153·page S.l. 
which they believe threaten civil 
liberties: 


1. S.I would restrict the First 
Amendment right of (ree speech 
because it contains a redrafted 
version of the Smith Act, which 
the Supreme Court ruled un · 
constitutional in 1951. Under S.I. 
"incitement to imminent lawleS!5 
conduet" would be a crime. Mirer 
said. "Incitement could be speech 


The lndu Is a weekly neW'S
paper written by the students of 
Kalamazoo College. 
Co-edilors: Sue Gates. Bill Watson 
Layout editor: Dave Jaskey 
Photo editor: Scott Davis 
Sports Writers: Charlie Brynel· 
sen, Andy Angelo, April Ken
worthy, Rick Kursik. Rob Liddel. 
Writers: Tim Hennesey. David 
Whitmer, Judy Kienle. Mary 
Russell, Judy Comeau, Chris 
Holly, Kim Gabellini. Paul 
Kiembalm, and others. 


... S.l punishes for advocacy.R This 
could "bring back the witeh · 
hunts". 


2. S.I would prevent the press 
f;om printing nstional defense 
information by imposing harsh 
penalties for possessing or pub· 
lishing it. Mirer said that "national 
defense information" is not clearly 
defined in the bill. She also said 
that if S.1 were law, the Pentagon 
Papers would not have been 
brought to the public's sttention. 


3. Use of voluntary confessions 
obtained by the police, with out 
presence of counselor reading of 
the warning deemed necessary in 
the Miranda decision, would be 
legalized by S.l. 


Simon and Miter also talked 
about S.l's provisions reinstating 
the death penalty, allowing tele· 
phone companies and landlords to 
cooperate with government wire· 
tappers. and restricting the right 
to remonstrate. 


Mr. Simon discussed the history 
of S. 1. The bill dates back to 1966, 
when the National Commission on 
Reform of Criminal Laws WM 
appointed by President Johnson to 
update the U.S. Criminal Code. In 
1971. the Brown Commission. as it 
became known, presented its final 
report to President Ni:omn arid 
Congress. In January, 1973, Sen 


ators Ervin. Hruska and McClel· 
lan, dissenting members of the 
Brown Commission. submitted a 
minority report called S.1. Presi· 
dent Nixon. unsatisfied with both 
reports, asked Attorney General 
Mitchell and Kleindienst to revise 
the 1971 fina l report. 


Mr. Simon says It is necessary to 
understand that the bill is a 
product of an "era in which 
members of the administration 
were upset. with elements prevent· 
ing them from running the country 
as they saw fit." Some "elements" 
he mentioned were anti·war demo 
onstrators and Pentagon Paper 
publishers. He said that S.l will 
probably be voted on in the Senate 
in early spring. 


Mirer said that most opposition 
to S.l has been in the form of 
amendment. Many people believe 
however. that the 753 pates 
contain too much that is broad. 
vague and unamendable. 


Jeanne Mirer and Howard 
Simon stressed the fact that 
pt'Ople must become aware of S.I 
and work against its passage. 
They suggested writing to Senator 
Griffin who is one of the bill's 
sponsors. Jeanne Mirer said, "Irs 
very possibl~ this kind of legisla· 
tion could g{'t by unless there is 
some sort of public outcry:' 


Wein's tenure Sl 
Dear Sirs: 


We are addressing this letler to 
the college community as an 
expression of our dismay at the 
recent decision denying tenure to 
Dr. A. Wayne Wiens. As Biology 
students who have had him as an 
instructor and know him as a 
friend. we are distressed at the 
prospect of his leaving and feel 
that his dismissal would work to 
the detriment of the college com· 
munity. 


Dr. Wiens has the following 
outstanding characteristics that 
compel us to demand he remain a 
part of our learning community: 


1. He is well·read and up·to·date 
in a wide range of areas at the 
heart of modern biological reo 
search. 


2. lie is able to effectively 
communicate that knowledge 
through his genuine understand· 
ing of the nature and illechanics of 
modern scientific research. 


3. He is an innovative teacher 
whose major thrust is a communi· 
cation of the spirit of inquiry that 
is at the heart of science. His 
understanding of the learning 
process makes him an effective 
and stimulating instructor, both in 
the laboratory and in the class· 
room. 


4. His research orientation as a 
molecular biologist complements 
the disciplines of the other memo 
bers of the Biology department 
faculty. At s school where the 
sciences are increasingly geared 
towards pr(>'mediC'al studies, his 
research appro.1ch is refreshing. 


5. 11(' has oc>e-n instrumental in 
revilling and implementing the 
new Biology curriculum. in direet· 
ing the- purchase of new equip' 


ment. in setting new 
goals. all of which 
school competitive with 
schools in preparation 
logists. 


6. As a person. he is 
easy-going. expresses a 
cern for the growth and 
his students and is easily 
ible for guidance and 


These reasons provide 
ficient base for our 
the college community as 
and the grievance i 
particular. reconsider 
to deny tenure to Dr. 


Cub 


This is for all you folks 
getting jittery about 
activities. Yes the 
been a low mark for 
the College Union Board). 
lations , key injuries. 
wrong approach to the 
seem to be the notable 
Saturday's Party, the 
Express, a canoe trip. 
snd the Costume Party 
the gaps in the line up 
quickly forgotten. 


CUB is charged and 
rather generously. to 
College Social Activities. 
not get elected to 
petitions. no elections. 
and no water, just 
meetings with ideas. No 
mess. CUB is open to all 


CUB will meet T, .. 'la, 
that's tonight. at 6:30 in 
Lounge. 







David Broder offers iournalistic, political views 
Page 3 


Broder, prize·winning 
torrespondeM for the 


PO!t, synditated col, 
""d •• " "oo,,was on tampull 


November 16-20 as this quarter's 
Woodrow Wilson visiting stholar. 


As a very adament supporter of 
the reporter's right to withhold 


) 


the names of his sources, Broder 
distussed the Supreme Court 
dedsion in the Cauldwell Case. 
Cauldwetl was a reporter for the 
New York Times who was tover· 
ing the Black Panthers in Los 
Angeles. He was subpoened by 
local prosecutors to reveal what he 
knew in regards to the leaders of 
the Panthers that he'd been 
investigating. Cauldwell refused' 
to devulge this information to a 
grand jury and was found in 
contempt of court. The case was 
appealed up to the Supreme Court 
whith ruled that reporters are not 
immune from grand jury subpoe· 
nas. In the meantime the prose· 
tutors had thanged their minds 
and there was no "final stare· 
down~ according to Broder. 


"If the Suprcme Court is right," 
said Broder, "'then wc've lost an 
essential first amendment right. 
We (reporters) are agents of the 
state every working hour." 


He suggested that when a 
reporter goes to interview a 
sourte, who's identity must reo 
main secret for various reasons he 
should say ''I'm a reporter for the 
Washington PO!t, and am not an 
agent of the federal or local 
prosetul.ors. What you tell me is 
confidential and I'm prepared to go 
to jail to protect that confiden. 
tiality." He also estimated that one 
hundred or maybe more federal 


Crosby, Nash 
"Saturday, November IS, at 


8:00 p.m. in Kalamazoo's Wings 
Stadium. Presenting David Cros
by and Graham Nash." 


and local prosecutors have sub 
peened reporters for grand juries 
and of them. twenty to thirty 
reporters have been jailed for 
contempt of court. 


Broder also mentioned that if 
the reporter reveals his sources to 
a grand jury he is virtually washed 
up as a reporter because sources 
would no longer have trust in his 
confidentiality. 


In regards to the turn towards 
intcrpretive reporting in the last 
fifteen years. Broder said that "the 
naked fact. the hard quote is 
simply not enough. it alone cannot 
give people an idea of what it 
really means." 


He went on to say that during 
the McCarthy Era, the press 
simply reported each of the allega· 
tions McCarthy made and failed to 
report that he'd made ten other 
similar accusations earlier that 
week, atcusations whith remained 
unproved. It's up to the reporter, 
said Broder, to tell what the fatt or 
quote means. He does this by 
putting the fact in context. 
"Whom you go to for comment 
shapes the contpxt", said Broder. 


This brings up the whole 
hornet's nest of the reporter's 
baises being relfected in the slant 
of the story. He suggests that 
reporters "be aware of how our 
values shape our stor ies . our 
editors have to know our preju. 


dices and baises" and edit attord· 
ingly. He used the Post's reporter 
who tovers the Food and Drug 
Administration as an example. 
This reporter believes that certain 
drugs are bad for people and his 
editor has to be wauh[ul that 
these biases don't tome out tpo 
blatently in the paper. On the 
other hand too much editing can be 
a problem. Broder commented 
"the surest way to ruin a publi· 
cation is to edit it for everyone. 
Pluralism in American journalism 
is healthy" he declared. He went 
on to say that "there are different 
audiences in this country and 
differences in meeting them ..... 


Broder then said newspapers 
deserve '"skeptinl and tritinl 
reading." The reader must "Iook 
at the Diece and see if the evidente 
support its arguments." 


Besides comment.!! on journalism 
Broder made some observations of 
the political stene. He said that 
although people are less likely to 
vote a straight, one party ticket. 
he has noUted a strengthen i - e~\- ' 
the parties in Congress po en· 
dented by the growth of relatively 
strong party cautuses. He also 
remarked that retcntly. members 
of Congress have been "asserting 
themselves against the President 
by making laws about the Presi· 
dent's role in committing troops 
and funds." 


play acoustic, electric music 


Kalamazoo students skydive 


Something docs happen in Kala· "Our House" Crosby stole up 
mazoo after all! Last Saturday behind him and joined in for a 
night at about 8:30 the lights rather pleasant scene. Also in this 
finally dimmed on a near capatity set, they tried out a new tune, 
crowd and out stormed Crosby. "King of the Mountain," whith the 
Nash and troupe with "Military KaJamazooites ~atly enjoyed in 
Madness." They surged on with spite of themselves. However as 
this same driving pace for several the set progressed the people 


. until after World War 
sportsmen turned to 


for recreation. Sinte 
sport has collected 
all over the world. 


Austin, an instruttor 
veteran jumper of seven 
who made his 902nd jump 


'~~::~' estimates that there 
1M 100 and 125 exper


jumpers in the Kalamazoo 
The skydivers meet at 


Airport, mostly on 
throughout the year. 


jump in all weather (Yes, 
. when it's 20 degrees out and 
I but electrital storms are 


50 are rainy days, 
gets the gear wet. 
instruction is normally 


Saturdays. The beginners 
starts at 8:00 a.m .. and four 


hours they are ready 
~'i' r~" i,""'p.The fee for the 


equipment and jump is 
The lesson t':()vers use of 


what to do if a 
octurs, and, of course, 


to jump. Everything about 
actual jump, except air 


tan be simulated on the 
the use of prattice 


PI~~f~~~:~ •• ::""the airport. 
~ after the 
. may oover 
hke how to load equip. 


the patk or "relative 
. i involved two or 
JumPers doing stunt exer. 


equipment is ex· 
so most people rent it at 


Lake for 54.00 a day. A new 
ala.ne OOsts $400.00. The 


I COSts approxi. 
and consists of a 


, two patks, suspension 
~eserve ~hute, a pilot thute 


elmet. The harness reo 
I Vest fitted on the 
back with loops for the 
arms. The packs (one 


a reserve chute in case 
wrong with the 


~.",,,,'i' are atlathed to the 


weigh only 30 pounds (9 pounds of 
it being t':8nopy). 


Students jump at an altitude of 
3,500 feet, while more experiented 
parachutists jump from altitudes 
up to 10,000 feet. At a speed of 
roughly 125 m.p.h., they free fall 
to an altitude of 2.000 feet. (Free 
falling is the period after exit from 
the aircraft and before the opening 
of the parathute.) Jumpers wear 
an altimeter gauge on their arm 
which inditates the altitude. The 
ripcord is pulled at 2,000 feet and 
the canopy billows out with air . 
The descent then relases to a 
leisurely glide of 5 m.p.h. 


To oontro1 the parathute's 
course, jumpers grasp steering 
lines attathed to the suspension 
lines, one in each hand. The 
direction of the jumper's body 
affects the speed of descent. 
"Holding", when you face away 
from the wind, decreases the 
parathute's speed. "Running" 
when you face in to the wind, 
intreases the speed of descent. 


Novites (anyone who hasn't 
jumped more than 5 to 6 times) use 
static·like canopies that open 
automatically upon leaving the 
airplane. The beginner counts to 7 
after exiting from the plane, and if 
his thute hasn't opened by then he 
pulls the rings that release his 
main canopy and yanks the ripcord 
of his reserve chute. 


It takes about 5 minutes to land 
from an altitude of 3,500 feet and 
nearly 10 minutes from an altitule 
of 10,000 feet. Either way given 
the parachutist sufficient time to 
steer away from bodies of water, 
trees and power lines. Landing in 
trees and lakes docs occur though. 
and quite frequently among be· 
ginners. . . . 


UsuaJly the impact of landing in 
the trees carries the paracnuUst w 
the ground (with or without the 
chute). Injuries are normally not 
serious if the jumper has taken the 
precaution of rolling into a ball and 
covering his head with his arms. 


In lakes, jumpers should try to 
descend as tlose to the shore as 
possible. On the way down they 
should inflate their life preserver 
either with the C02 plug or by 
blowing it up. 


The injury most tommon to 
skydivers is sprained ankles, the 


result of improper landing. Stu· more tunes to the crowd's obvious became increasingly rowdy. A 
dents are taught to roU upon delight. Danny Kootch, lead group sing was attempted with 
hitting the ground until they are guitar, and Craig Doerge, key. ''Teath Your Children," but Kala
experienced enough to land on boards and piano, laid out some mazon wanted to rock. Crosby and 
their feet. fantastic jams, not only in the first Nash relented and broke into a 


Skydiving isn't for eyeryone. set but throuR:hout the concert. much more uptempo series of 
"On[y one out of five students However, when it came time for tunes. The musitians tended to get 
comes back after the first jump," Nash to do some aooustic work the as tarried away as their audience 
admits D<lnnis Austin. Most of the crowd was unable to contain itself. and the music did breakdown in 
time the only reason they tome at Very serious about this part of his parts with Doerge beating on his 
all is to have something to talk repertoire, Nash pleaded with piano and the rest making similar 
about or to be able to say they "did Kalamazoo to "Listen!" He sang "I noise. Yet, in spite of these lapses, 
it". Usually after the sixth jump, Miss you" for an annoying- KT'oupie the energy and talent of these men 
when they start to free fall "they up front along with several other seems to take hold of you for three 
are hooked on the sport forever.t' easy pieces. As he was singing hours and never let you go. 


mmUUllltlllllttllllllllllillllllUllIIlIlIlllltlllllllUlIIllIlIIlIIlIllIIUlllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllnlUlIIlIlI1I1II11111111t1RnllmllllllllllllllllltltlfJlllJ!, 


i Hughes studies, travels in Mideast ; 
;;;; == - The "K" student in France. Spain. out. They were beating a shaven patch on -
2 Germany or England docs not usually travel their heads in a rhythmic manner. Tied to E 


=~ to Jordan, Greece, Egypt, and Iran. Nor does their paJms were knives and razor blades. ~ 
EI he play tennis while rifle reports from a "Some were collapsing. others were practi· ~ 
i! mile-away battle echo in his ears. or sunbathe tally catatonic, some had to be restrained § 


~=======_ while an Israeli fighter plane tireles in the from killing themselves. It was by far the = 
Mediterranean sky overhead. He cannot most bizArre experience I had over there" 55 
take five hour taxi rides for 53.00, sleep in a relates Evan. This strange parade continued E 
hotel for 60 tents a night, or watch a movie for three to four hundred yards, and takes ~ 


. for 26 tents. Evan Hughes, however, did all plate every year. = 
= of these things while a student at the After dining with a village chief and 3 
:: Ameritan University of Beirut in Lebanon witnessing twentieth century flagellants. § 
= last year. and he relates even more unusual dasses might seem boring, but Evan. a :: 
~==_ experientes. history major, found his fascinating. Since he _~ 


For instance, he and two female friends. knew almost nothing about the subjects i3 
=- while on a bus filled with thickens, baskets of before going to Lebanon, Arabian, Persian. = 
= flour, veiled women. and turbaned men, and Turkish History classes, as weU as ~ 
g beRan talking to a man dressed in traditional Eoonomits of the Middle·East, Art, History, -
~_ Bedouin sheik garb, induding revolver girt to and Arabic were very new and instructive. ~ 


:: ;:~~~s::dm=it~jot1~m t~~:i~~,:~ ~: ~a~~!t~?d~~~~ :;~; :f:~:'!:=s~b~ ~ 
~ Amerinns. somewhat hesitantly. accepted addition, he was able to visit those places he ;5 
:: and discovered that their host was the thief studied. § 
~ of a desert village! Evan and the men sat on Although the school was American, only ~ 
== the floor, eating thicken and rice with their 100 of the 5,000 students were American. The = 
§ hands from an immense tray in the center. others c:ame from many countries, but over ~ 
:: The women, one of whom the thief took to be haJf were Lebanese. Very Nationaliatic. the § 
~ Evan's slave, and the other his wife. ate students tended to associate mainly with = 
§=_ with the native women, apart from the men. others from their country. Since Evan's ben ~ 


After a tour of the village and a night's sleep, lriend was Iranian he was incorporated into § 
= the trio continued on their trip. (An that group. Thus, he was constantly exposed § 
~ interesting coinddence-the proprietor of the to non-American thoughts which significantly -=i = 60 cents/night hotel knew this same sheik broadened his knowledge of the politica1 
= and treated their mutual friend to several situation in the Mid·East. § 
E drinks.) Because of the fighting within Beirut (and 55 
~==_ Another time Evan and some friends went financial problems). the GLCA program 


to a village in southern Lebanon for an through Kenyon College under which Evan § 
== lslamit religious holiday ~ommemorating the went to Lebanon is at least temporarily :: 
~== death of one of their saints. At one end of a discontinued. However, students interested § 


huge square the passion of the saint was in the Mid·East may still study in Cairo, 2 
:: acted out. When the saint died. a cry arose Iran, and Istanbul. Evan would encourage = 
S from the mosque at the other end of the them to do so, as his experientes were so E: 
S square and a long line of men and boys flied unique, extiting and valuable. § 
~llllllllllllllll1lllllllllll1ll111111l1Ullllllllll llll llllll 1111JI1I1 11I11II1I1lI11Il1 11 11l111 1111111111111 [llll ll llnnnllllll ll11111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111lL= 
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The 
Little Foxes 


Poet Minty gives reading 
Any writer of poetry who 


regards his work with the eon
sciousness of an artist remains 
constantly aware of the import
ance of the selective process. The 
maturer, the more individual. the 
more conscientious he becomes, 
t he more frequently he discards 
the fragmentary moods and tag
ends of ideas which prod him as 
poetic material. He strives to 
know what is for him useless, what 
may be itself hackneyed or in
oomplete. and what is in reality a 
full-bodied conceptioD- a poem. No
body ever perfectly performs this 
process; but a great majority of 
poets write as though they had 


never heard of it. The poems of 
Judith Minty reflect that kind of 
carelessness and immaturity. For 
what is intended as high serious
ness is presented with an inoon
sequential slap of no distinction; it 
is as if she were attempting to 
build a handsome and decorative 
marble chapel to house the wor· 
ship of an old piece of rubber tire. 


Introduced at her reading 
Thursday evening as a contributor 
to Atlantic Monthly and Poetry 
Northwest. and even more sur· 
prisingly as the 1973 recipient of 
the Uniz Tiejen Award from 
Poetry Magazine. leads one to look 
on her work with more charity 


than her 
deserve. 
poems are such . 
lines like "They lie 
sticks after a wind 
"SomC()ne has been 
hole". Judgments like 
a quality not worth fost"" 
can only lead her to be 
tastelessness. 


Her poems display no 
completeness. Instead they 
as a su«ession of chance 
some of them effective but 
woven into a whole. 
around her subject 


Scottish National Orchestra performs • m Kazoo 


within it or on it, she 
incisive impact of .. "m". 
substitutes mute. if not 
ruminations which carry 


of the .n'~~~~:in; struggles 


The Kalamazoo Community 
Concert Association opened its 
1975-76 season Saturday with a 
beautiful performanee by the 
Scottish National Orchestra. 


The Scottish National Orchestra 
is making its fll'st concert tour of 
North America in celebration of 
the 25th year since its founding. 


The idea of traveling from city 
to city on a coneert tour may sound 
taxing, but the Orchestra comes 
weU prepared. It plays an average 
of 150 concerts per year in 
Scotland. This many coneerts is 
unheard of for a major orchestra in 
the United States. The orchestra 
also makes recordings and appears 
in many festivals throughout 
Europe. 


The Orchestra opened the pr& 
gram in Chenery Auditorium 
Saturday night with "Overture, 
Land of The Mountain and The 
F100d H


, by Hamish McCunn, a 
Scottish composer. At age 19, Mr. 
McCunn composed this, his most 
performed work. 


The t()mposition is a rich 
tapestry of sound with t()\orful 
tonal qualities, beautiful harmon
ies and expressive melodies. Tech-


nically not a challenging or im· 
pressive work, the overture relies 
mainly on flowing melodic lines to 
capture the listener's interest. 


Alexander Gibson, "the most 
exciting personality on the Scot
tish contemporary music scene", is 
conducting the Scottish National 
Orchestra for the 16th straight 
year. In addition to guest conduct
ing in Europe, Mr. Gibson has 
conducted with the Detroit, Cleve
land, St. Louis, Montreal and 
Philadelphia Orchestras and in the 
1976-77 season, will conduct the 
Houston Symphony. He also has to 
his credit the founding of the 
Scottish Opera. 


The timbre, or tone quality, of 
the oboe, darinet and bassoon was 
mellower than that of most 
American orchestras. This is char
acteristic of European orchestras. 
Our orchestras tend to have a 
more brash sounding woodwind 
section. This is good for solos and 
bringing out certain parts, but we 
lose the richer. deeper overall 
erred. The Scottish woodwind 
section demonstrated the fine 
blending quality of the mellower 
timbre. 


The Orchestra continued the 
Scottish theme of the program 
with Felix Mendelssohn's Sym
phony No.3. "Scotch", in A Minor. 
Mendel~sohn wrote in a letter. 
"Everything is broken and mould
ering and the bright sky shines in. 
1 believe I found today in that old 
chapel the beginnings of my 
Scotch Smyphony." 


Like the Overture. the Sym· 
phony is very melodic although 
somewhat less colorful. It relies 
heavily on the woodwinds, using 
them for the statements of ~ub
ject.s and for mON! subdued, 
choir-like effects. The piece is 
technically more difficult than the 
Overture. 


The sound was pure and dear. 
Attacks and cutoffs were precise. 
The composition was masterfully 
handled by all serlions under Mr. 
Alexander Gibson's direction. 


Mr. Gibson's style of conducting 
is said to be highly reminiscent of 
the late Fritz Reiner. conductor of 
the Chicago Symphony. No flow
ery beat pattern, no hidden cues, 
just straightforward conducting: 
no wasted motion. 


The t()ncluding work on the 
evening's program was Symphony 
No. ~ in D by Jean Sibelius. This 
piece exploits the talents of just 
about everyone in the orchestra. 
The strings have lengthy runs, 
pizzicato passages and melodies to 
showoff their lush sound. The 
woodwinds match these the best 
they can. trying to keep up with 
the horrendous pace set by the 
strings of the Scherzo. The bra" 
show off their intensity and 
volume In the finale of the piece. 


The Scotish National Orchestra 
did a nearly flawless job. For a 
medium size orchestra, they pro
duced an incredibly rich sound and 
their volume was. at times, 
overwhelming. The finale was 
tr-emendous and the uowd res
ponded with applause that bro
ught Mr. Gibson back to the 
podium four times. He t reated the 
audience to a short encore by 
Brahms. 


The next t()ncert to be spon
sored by the Kalamazoo Com
munity Concert Association is 
February 29 when the famous 
violinist Yhucdi Menuhin will play 
in Chenery. 


sequently, 
Fourth of July 
"Independence Day: 
feels as if they have ... ,iv •• ; 
scene of an a«ident hours 
has taken place. 


One of the qualities ! 


makes for distination in 
the sharp and sudden 
of actual the 
of events "I"od","" as 
a lens 
ordinary passers·by 
likely to miss. Yet one of 
t()nspicuous defects in 
Minty's poetry is this 
surprising information. 


Her poems dealing 
with Lake Michigan 
around the Leelanau 
eould have been written 
who has never visited 
west. These poems. II"king ' 
indigenous 


vague and u~:'~~~~ in need of some 
sensibility, they tend. 
than not. to dedine into 
monotony and the voicing 
and unexciting 
could only wish to 
heap of burnt out 
form too large a part 
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Commission Report 
Rick HolmaD . . 


week Student Commission 
it.! [1I'$t meeting of the qu~r. 
meeting was concerned with 


l~i~::,,'~~~'!~I'!1 to the various ~ posts. The formaJ res-
of Lester Farner as Vice


of the Student Commi,
the Commission then 


McCarthy in that 
for the spring quarter. 


. Houseman and Dave Fran
were approved as secretary and 


re!peclively. The follow
were appointed to 
Mimi Brown (Campus 


Ann Osborn (Edu· 
: Marla 


Commit· 
(Executive 


accepted a 
Among 


things, new constitution 
an advisory board which will 
the board of directors of 


Dave Francis was elected 
the Commission's representa


in thi3 advisory body. 


~~t;h~'~'~":id~ ,~O~f ,.t~h!.;:~m~.~et i n g , from ... . 
deposit in an attempt to 


n,,' ; ... musician Roland Kirk to 


of 
of an 


to i or min uses 
computing a student's grade 


A B plus final grade 
be worth more than 3.0. but 


A- would mean less than a 4.0. 
Commission rejected the idea. 
of the main criticisms of this 


wu that it would place an 


even greater emphasis on grades. 
The Campus Life Committee 


approved a proposal to cap the fire· 
places in Shale. The fireplaces were 
considered to be a potential fire 
hazard. 


The Commission discussed the 
upcoming Parent's Day event which 
will be held on May 17th. StudenL!l' 
experiences in Career-Service, For
eign Study, and other programs of 
the College will be presented to the 
parents. 


Finally, Commission discussed 
the possibility of a constitutional 
amendment prohibiting the Com
mission from appointing people to 
fill posts which are nonnally elec. 
tive. Further action was postponed. '. 


. -
~ 


Authors To Speak On The Short Story 


Course On Contemporary Literature 
The English Department of Kal· 


amazoo College, under the direi:tion 
of Or. Harold Harris and Dr. 
Howard Roerecke, is sponsoring a 
MShort Story Series" beginning this 
month. The Series will consist of 
readings by four contemporary 
short story authors: Mark Costello, 
University or lllinois, on April 22; 
Eve &helnut, Western Michigan 
University, on May 6; Stanley 
Elkin, Yale University, on May 20; 
and Joyce Carol Oates, on June 8. 
AIl readings will be held in the 
Olmstead Room 01 Kalamazoo Col· 
lege at 8:00 p.m. on their respective 
evenings. The Series is taking place 


in connection with a course offered 
at the College dealing with the short 
story as a literary genre. 


The first author in the Series, 
Mark Costello, is teaching creative 
writing at the University of D1inois. 
His flJ"St collection or short stories, 
one of which appeared in Bat 
Americu Sbort Storie8 of 1969, is 
entitled The Murpby Storie! and 
consists of a group of seven 
connecting tales all relating to 
Murphy's marriage. In a sense, 
Costello's collection has the ap· 
pearance of a novel. 


Currently teaching at WesLerD' 
Michigan University, Eve Schelnut 


has previously worked as a journal· 
ist, and while still in college, won 
the M.demoiaeUe prize for Short 
Stories. Her work has appeared in 
the O'Henry Prize Short Story 
Collection of 1974, as well as in other 
literary magazines including The 
Vqinia Quarterly Review, Most of 
Ms. Schelnut's stories take pla~ in 
the South. According to Dr. Harris, 
they are "slight, subjective. impres· 
sionistic, and symbolic," with little 
or no story element. She is a bright 
young literary talent with an 
"off-beat" quality to her work. 


has become one of the most proWIC 
writers of our time. Her writing, for 
which she has won several prizes, 
deals largely with contemporary 
social issues, On her first visit here, 
Joyce Carol Oates appeared as a 
poet. and novelist. This time she will 
read excerpts from her short story 
collec::tion entitled Marriara aDd 
Infidelitiea. 


Students Come Out To Stake Quad 


Professor at Washington Uni
versity, Stanley Elkin is presently 
teaching this term at Yale. Elkin is 
the author of three novels, three 
novellas, and a collection of short 
stories entitled Criert and Kibitz
ers, Kibitzers aDd Crier.. He is 
chieny a humorist and a particularly 
good reader, full of energy and 
imagination. 


Another short story writer being 
studied is Provost and Executive 
Vice-President of Kalamazoo Col· 
lege, Dr. John Satterfield. Having 
spent most of his professional life in 
the South, most of his short stories 
have southern settings, sometimes 
dealing with the Black· 
White racial encounter. Some of Or. 
Satterfield's work has been publish. 
ed in uterary magazines, one of 
which is the Southern HumanitJea 
Review, 


reMOn the Physical Plant 
recently joined in uking 


to Participate in • stakeout 
quad in hopea of keeping the 


" ''''k",utU~ntil graduation. 
-: • originally planned 


4, was postponed until 
April 11 because of snow 


C:1d W~ather. fo"rom 2:00 to 4:00 
n Friday students were able 


to moralize, joke and reflect with 
magic. markers on the wooden 
s lakes which maintenance men 
were pounding in around the quad. 


First iee c.ream, and then beer. 
peanuts, punch, and cake were 
available as refreshments, and by 
the end of the afternoon the quad 


• 


I 
was enclosed in an interesting corral 
of slakes. 


Some of the entertaining if 
cryptic remarks one can now enjoy 
while walking around the quad are; 
"Is it true that drunb have more 
fun?", "Give out warm fumes", 
"There will be time", and "America: 
leave it if you can!", among dozens 
of others. 


As Denise Hydahl. Assistant 
Director of Student Activities. said, 


"Last year we thought it would be 
nice to get people involved in 
something like this and it was. It's 
not a big deal or anything, but I 
think that the people who do come 
have fun." 


One of the most weU·known~ and 
anthologized writers of our genera
tion is Joyce Carol Oates. As a poet, 
literary critic, and dramatist, she 


On the afternoon of their appear
ances, each author will visit the 
College's short story class to discuss 
their works and answer students' 
questions. Their evening appear
ances are open to the public. 


Campus Trails To Be Paved 
by Patrick Burgam 


A proposal for a 150,000 side
walk system throughout the Kal· 
amazoo College quad has recently 


WJMD Notes 
by Bob Caatle 
WJMD News is on thll air! WJMD 


radio IItation, member of the Mutual 
Radio Network and Earth News 
Services, haa adopted a new "F.M." 
news format to better serve the 
Kalamazoo College Community. 
Here is the schedule: 
9;55·10:00 a.m. - Mutual Radio News 
2:55--3:00 p.m. - Mutual Radio News 
6:30-6:40 p.m .. Mutual Radio News. 


Local Sports and Weather 
7:00-7:05 p.m. - Campus Community 


News 
Under the new format, all aspects 


of news, sports and weather are 
covered in short but complete 
reports. Everything from the war in 
Southeast Asia to which band will 
be performing in concert at Wing's 
Stadium is covered. Oecasionally. 
we will be presenting a special 
report at 8:30 p.m. 


We are new and different. so give 
us a listen. WJMD and WJMD 
News. 630 and 650 on your radio 
dial. Anyone interested in working 
in WJMO's News department 
should call Bob Castle at 39682. 


been submitted by the PhYllical 
Plant Manager. Mr. Don Little, for 
future approval by the Business 
Office. 


Mr. Little later explained. "We 
would be laying approximately a 
half mile of sidewalk on the much 
used trails across the quad and on 
other campus grounds." 


The reason for such a move, Mr. 
Little stated was that, "Mainten. 
ance fees for the lawns includes 
yearly reseeding. watering. fertiliz. 
ing and constant grooming to keep 
them in shape. The grass areas can 
be used by the students", Mr. Little 
continued, "But just as long as they 
don't go anywhere on them. But the 
sidewalks will remedy all that." 


An informal meeting was held on 
Tuesday 01 last week to dixuss the 
sidewalk proposal, which would 


involve a S50 per student assess· 
ment to finance the plan. 


A member of the maintenance 
crew at the meeting in opposition to 
the proposal stressed. the fact that, 
"As any Kalamazoo College student 
should know the time differential 
involved in using the existent side
walks as opposed to employing the 
trails across the grassed areas is 
only 11 seconds, in most cases at a 
walking rate of two and one-half 
m.p.h. 


Another member of the grounds 
crew made the suggestion, "Well, 
why an't those kids stay off the 
gnu and use the sidewalks. 
They're young. It would save a 
helluva lot of money. Ya know." 


Soon after the man was asked to 
leave the meeting (or making such a 
ridiculous request. 


Election Results 
by Rick Holman 


On Tuesday, April 8th, an election 
was held for dorm representatives 
to Student Commission. 


Most candidates ran uncontested. 
Those elected as dorm represent
atives were: Jere Brooks CHarmon): 
Steve Beeker (Severn); Betsy 
Wendt (DeWaten); Herb Glazer 
and Rick Holman (Trowbridge); Jeff 


Webber (Honor Houses); and Debra 
Orselet (Town students). 


There was some competition for 
Student Court as three students 
vied for two positions on the Court. 
Kristel Heinz and Bob Lake won the 
positions. For food service commit
tee, three students, Karen Fitz
gerald, Bill Griffin, and Mike Stool
miller. were elected to serve. 
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Obiections To Yale Daily News Description Of "K" 
To the editon of the Yale Daily 
News: 


After reading the description of 
Kalamazoo College reprinted in the 
Kalamazoo College Index of April 
11, 1975 from The luiden' Guide 
To The CoUepl I would like to 
comment on a few of the statements 
made by the Yale Daily News 
editors. 


First of all, I resent the implica
tion made in the first paragraph 
that thOM of us who go to Kalama
zoo, however bright we are, some
how weren't quite good enough "to 
get into the prestigious honors 
program at the University of Mich
igan." Believe it or not. quite a few 
of us were accepted into the U of M 
honors program (and elsewhere) but 
chose instead to come to Kalamazoo 
College. Kalamazoo College is ooe of 
the few small U.S. colleges that h&!l 
not had to lower its admwions 
standards in order to maintain its 
freshman enrollment figures. 


Secondly. a correction needs to be 
made about the Foreign Study 
program; the majority of students 
sometime during the junior year 
spend from eleven weeks to eight 
months studying in Europe, Asia or 
Africa. Most of the students who 
participate in the program spend 
two quarters in a European center. 


While I agree wholeheartedly 


that the English and history depart
ments are two of the strongest on 
eampU5, 1 cannot eoncur with the 
slight made to the physiea.l sciences. 
The chemistry department, for 
eumple, is excellent with two 
nati<mally known professors to head 
the staff. Biology and physics in 
turn also have high reputations. 
Most Kalamazoo College science 
,"aduates do very well for them
selves after leaving Kalamu.oo with 
a high per«ntage of them going on 
to graduate school. 


Academics aside, Kalsmazoo Col
lege is a relatively quiet place; this 
is not a "party" school. Recent 
attempts have been made, however, 
by the College Union Board to 
increase the variety and number of 
activities on eampus, and with some 
success_ If one is willing to go off 
camPU5, the eommunity of Kalama
zoo has much to offer. 


Funny, I hadn't realized until 
reading the Yale article that Kala
mazoo's progressive students were 
provincial. Perhaps I haven't been 
talking to enough freshmen .... Per
haps I also hang around with the 
wrong crowd, but there are still a 
good number of students at Kala· 
mazoo who are far !rom affluent. We 
don't all have color TVs in our rooms 
or closets full of beautiful clothes or 
fancy cars. Between quarters many 


K's Literary Provost 
by M, A, Seaver 


A new class, offered for the first 
time this Quarter by the Enl{lish 
department will feature works by: 
five eontemporary authors. 


fitCnera1ly on the difficulty of making 
a living as an artist. 


In adaition to Eve Sehelnutt, 
authors scheduled for future ap
pearances in the class indude Mark 
Costello, Stanley Elkin, and Joyce 
Carol Oates. 


of us work rather than go to Florida. 
1 don't mean to imply that there are 
no afDuent members present, just 
that they are not the only ones 
present. 


Finally, I will assume that the 
Yale Daily News editors were 
speaking facetiously when they 
suggested that Kalamazoo's "happy, 


informal social life" might poasibly The lnsider.' Guide To The 
be like that of a Boy Scout campfire. is intended to be a serious 
Michigan is not a social backwater. guide for school 


The Yale editors are not wholly eollege ";;'~:,~~~:~~ 
uncomplimentary towards Kalama- see a Ie,ss 
zoo College; they make .some good We don't appreciate ..... c . ...... 
observations. Nor should they hesi- attitude of the Yale 
tate to criticize. My objections are: editors. 
based on the tone of the article, If Sheryl E, CoIIiu 


e ...... _II~ _ Par I . 


Entitled, "Contemporary Short 
Stories," and taught by Drs. Harris 
and Roereclte, the eourse is utilizing 
works by two localized talents: Eve 
Sehelnutt, affiliated with Western 
Michigan University, &lid Dr. John 
Satterfield, provost here at 'K'. 


Letters To The Editor 
Included in the dass format are 


appearances by each author. During 
these appearances, discussion will 
be opened up for students to pose 
questions. 


Satterfield made appearances be
fore the dass both April 8th and 9th 
to make clarifications , comment 
upon, and answer questions eon
cerning two of his stories being used 
in the course, The Man Who 
Wre:.tled Alliptor. For Tarun and 
A Hunaer Yet To Be Ful6lIed. 
During the session of the 9th, he 
also played a recorded version of a 
third story, But You Can't S- Much 
From a Turret. 


In an informal interehange, Sat· 
terfield provided some background 
information for the Index concern· 
ing his past literary achievements, 
which include several published 
short stories. 


The difference between the Ian· 
guage of mere: compoaition and that 
of creative writing was stressed by 
Satterfield, who says that 40% of 
the words making up academic 
prose don't mean a damn thing." He 
feels that the progress he has made 
in his writing style since his early 
eHorts is in part, due to his 
tendancy to move away from being 
"uselessly wordy," to not be in
nuenced by the "polysyllables I 
heard around educational institu
tions." 


Satterfield has, in the past done 
book reviews on a reguJar basis, and 
a two volume translation of a french 
music theory work, as well as 
having edited and eompiled a manu· 
script of a 16th century Englisb 
composer. In addition, he is the 
author of a study of private higher 
education in North Carolina. 


A native Virginian, Satterfield 
al.so plays jazz piano and trumpet. 
Wben asked in view of his back
ground and qualifications why he 
happened to chose to eome to 'K' 
College as provost rather than be a 
writer or musician, he replied 
undidly, "Provosts eat; musicians 
don't. Build a better mousetrap and 
the world will beat a path to your 
door; build a better cathedral and it 
won't get past the building commit
tee". He went on to comment 


Good God, they've turned the 
timeclock back again and the 
horrible manifestation has surfaced 
in the form of the Index for Spring 
1975, You dudes are .so grim and 
grey in your intentions of publishing 
a "serious newspaper" t hat I've 
been told your three best writers 
are casting lots to fllld out who will 
have the privilege of rebutting t his 
criticism. 


Briefly I could simply say (but 
briefly I won't) that I'm appalled 
that you dustbags on the editorial 
staff feel the lemming-like compul
sion to conform to the image of a 
high school newspaper circa 1958. 
(C'mon Dean, you've threateDed to 
really get me if I use that com· 
parison again- put up thy dukes- ) 
rve been told by Editorgeneral 
Wim Dean that spoofs, satire, 
humerous commentary, ect. does 
not have a place in m. newspaper, 
or any newspaper for that matter. 
Good, I hope you gracious servants 
of the 4th Estate choke on your self· 
righteousness as though it were a 
sawdust Saga sandwich served with 
treade and ink. Likewise just wait 
until you swallow all the eongrats 
from the Mandelle Mob and break 
each others arms as you pat each 
other on the back. It'd be cuter if 
you'd pick each other's asses. 


Not to mention that the INDEX is 
supposed to be a student organiza
tion. (but mentioned anyway-so 
there) Heck, 111 ignore the faet that 
Editor Wim Dean is taking no 
classes this quarter at all but is 
nevertheless trying to pay himself 
and staff from advertising slush
funds, but what about the fact that 
potential articles are getting cut 
beeause: ~there isn't enough room". 


it isn't hard to notice that the 
INDEX is trying to be a "house 
organ" that tries to reneet a 
collusion of students, faculty , and 
administration. When that happens, 
the purpose of being a "school 
newspaper" gets lost in an ozone of 
pure and utter bullshit. Sure you 
people have .some good technical 
craftsman on your starr, but Richard 
Nixon's speechwriters were operat· 
ing from the same point of depres-


sion u they aimed their pap at the 
"Great Squishy Middle". 


Hey Dean, even your mom agrees 
with me- the INDEX should be a 
place for creativity and fun, not a 
pale reproduction of the image east 
by the Detroit News. By taking 
yourselves too seriously and exclud
ing some of us who just might have 
something to say which could not 
meet the straight-laced standards of 
some lofty eonception of a "news
paper" as defmed by the Rotarians, 
you've limited student participation, 
self-censored creative thought, and 
embarked upon a jourDey into 
wastes of ignomy (l hope) . 


The new Student Commission 
should look into this exclusionary 
standard that the INDEX has set. I 
doubt that such a policy is in line 
with the spirit of a liberal arts 
education and even smacks of 
reactionary totalitarianism. (Potical 
slogans today. tomOrrow the world.) 


Firing of writers, rumors of hiring 
Western students as writers (your 
idea, Dean), threats of personal ruin 
against me, and stealing from 
summer quarter's budget all bother 
me. (You probably didn't think l"d 
mention ,the last bit there, did 
you?- now you probably can't do it). 
So does the fact that you are 
operating with a General Franco 
eoncept of journalism that can only 
lead to lousy news that any student 
would be proud to show to Grand
ma. 


I hope your listening INDEX, 
instead of eoncentrating upon re
buttal--and the rest of you out there 
in re:aderland; what do you think? 
The INDEX is your paper. Should it 
eonsist of crap and other related 
stuff that can only make King 
George happy, high in his air-con· 
ditioned office? It is up to us to 
demand that we be heard-and 
heard on the INDEX's printed page 


with malice towards all and 
charity towards none 


(and if the 
foo shits, wear it), 


Stephen A. Unger 


Dear Mr. Unger, 
As you requested, we have 


presented your letter in the exact 
form in which it was submitted, and 
without the tampering which you so 
apprehensively thought might take 
place. Therefore, there is no ",ced 
for you to xerox and c.i -:. ~ribute 
copies throughout t he campus, as 
you indicated you would if this 
letter were not published verbatim. 


Concerning the above letter, it 
must be regretted that the few 
positive ideas which you expressed 
beeame lost and hidden among "I've 
been told," "rumors of," misquotes, 
misinformation and an interview 
with my mother! It's unfortunate 
that neither of us could be there. 


Regarding your feelings eoncern
ing the belief that the newspaper 
should renect only the student 
body, and should only print articles 
which deal with that body, I must 
reiterate the belief I expressed 
earlier in your presence, and which 
was also stated in our opening 
editorial: That I feel the newspaper 
should concern itseU with events 
which are of . to the entire 
Kalamazoo 


Editor Dean Thompson 
Ass't. Editors Joe Hart and 


Mary Ann Seav... 
Lay Out Bill Watson, Jim 


Condon and Jim 
Rosen. 


Photography Mark Doyel edi· 
tor, Ann Os· 
borne, Neil 
Bowlby and 
Craig Crawford. 


Theatre Arts Judy Gibson, 
John Davies, 
Beth Wykstra 
and Beth Town... 


Film 


Music 


AI Gevinson, 
Mary D'Amour. 
Priscilla Bent 
and Jim Asbel. 
Linda Burdell. 


Lisa Beeker, Su-
san Sallee and 
David Ban. 


Waskow· 
Karen 


That ~'~~~~:~;..,~,%~~;:~ ultyand 
well as the student 
my hope that all 
concerned will find 
interest in the paper. 


It would appear 
Unger, that Witho:~~;i 
other such national s-
the public mind, and not 
be left out, you have cast 
among such notable 
Anderson, BernsLien, 
ward (Though on a scale 
position). Unfortunately, 
they circumspectly 
validity of their informatJII 
presented their facts with 
for unknown reasons 
naivete') you have chosen 
gard their example. 


We hope that at all 
be able to offer you 
your expression. My 
till now, you felt 
stifling your rreedom 
it's just that until now, 
showed any inclination to 
the paper. 


SPO'"" 


Cartoonists 


Feature 


Typists 
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To RpTYI.h' 1.0 
, 


With Thanks To Author John Park Sloan 
spring the guest lectures 


there, but we did not 
anymore. It was cold in 
in Kalamazoo and the 
very early. Then the CO"., . came on, and it was 


Academy Street 
;;ind •• ' •. We crossed 


up the steps of 
Ad;;;;;";'"'''' Building. Inside 


dark and we walked up 8. 


of stairs to the Olmstead 
The Olmlltead Room was 


room was warm and we 
our coats and sat in some 


that had been placed in front 
wooden table. There were 


, along the walls between 
~",do,w. and they were nice. At 
front of the room a lecturn had 


set up fadng the chairs. We 
sitting in the back. 
was Friday and we were 


to hear James Park Sloan, 
deliver a lecture on 


P.,pl", .. ,' People in Books". 
won the GLCA New 


Award for his novel, War 
His book was nice. Then in 
WTOte another book, Cue 


of Comrade V_. and that was 
Now he is teaching creative 


the University of minois 
Chi"". and reviewing other 


peopl~'s books tor the Chicago 
~un-Times and the Chicago Tribune. 
• Before we came to the lecture we 
had a few drinks and Catherine 
Barkley, my English girlfriend, was 
very tight. She had pretty hair and 
was still wearing her nursing 
uniform from WWI. She was very 
nice. We had supper and then took a 
cab to Schwartz's Chalet to wait (or 
it to be time to go to lecture. First 
we had a bottle of red wine and then 
a bottle of white wine and then a 
bottle of Chianti that was not so 
good and so we had another bottle 
of white wine and then two 
aguardiente and several glasses of 
brandy and then we tried the 
Chianti again and it was better this 
time although Catherine still did not 
think it was good. Then I had a 
Pernod while Catherine went to the 
bathroom. I held a sugarcube over 
the Pernod and slowly dripped the 
water through it and the water 
turned the yellow drink white and 
cloudy. Then J had another Pernod 
and a bottle of bianco. Then 
Catherine came back with two 
Basques who insisted on buying us a 
drink. So they bought us a drink and 
then we bought t hem a drink, and 
then they slapped us on the back 
and bought us another drink. Then 


it was time to go and we said 
good·bye to the Basques and walked 
up the hill slowly. We crossed the 
bridge without looking at the river 
and then crossed the railroad 
tracks. We walked very slowly 
under the trees and passed the 
gymnasium where Spider Kelly was 
teaching Robert Cohn how to box. 
Nobody liked Cohn. 


There were very few students at 
the lecture but the members of the 
English department were there and 
they were nice. This was Sloan's 
third visit to K rollege but we had 
not seen him before. The lights were 
lowered and Sloan went up to the 
lecturn and began his talk. 


"Some books make you real or 
unreal" he said. 


"Tom Wolfe, not to be confused 
with Thomas Wolfe," he said "claims 
fiction ill no longer valid. The 
characters are not real. Writers like 
Robert Coover, John Barth, James 
Purdy, Jorges Luis Borges, and 
Gabriel Garcia Marques are not 
nice. Their characters are not rea!." 


"Fiction should give a report of 
life", he said. 


''The neo-fabalists are not nice" he 
said. 


"James Dickey asked 'What is it 
like to be alive?' ., he lIaid. 


Then he said "To be alive is to be 
real". 


"The Rennaissance people realiz
ed that they were not living in the 
Middle Ages" he said. 


"They were aware that they were 
living in a different t ime", he said 
"and creativity nourished." 


"When J was in Viet Nam", he 
said "I thought that I was Frederick 
Henry from the Hemingway 
novel", he said "and my Vietn.amese 
girl-friend was his lover", he said 
"and I wanted to cross lake Geneva 
in a row·boat", he said "and live in II. 


brown wooden house", he said "in 
the pine trees on the side of a 
mountain at night where there 
would be a frost so that there would 
be thin iee over t he water in the two 
pitchers on the dresser in the 
morning" he said. 


I turned to Catherine. She was 
very pale. She was dying of 
boredom. 


''I'm not brave anymore, darling. 
I'm all broken. He's broken me. I 
know it now." 


"Everybody is that way." 
"But it's awful. He just keeps it up 


till he breaks you." 
"In an hour it will be over." 
"Isn't that lovely? Darling, I won't 


die, will I ?" 


"No, I promise you won't," 
"Because I don't want to die and 


leave you, but I get so tired of it and 
feel I'm going to die." 


"Nonsense. Everybody feels 
that." 


"Sometimes I know I'm going to 
di " •• 


"You won't. You can't." 
Then he said "Man just happens. 


Life is any molecule that replicates". 
Then afterward she said, "I won't 


die. 1 won't let myself die .... 
"Of course you won't." 
"You'U stay with me?" 
"Not to watch him." 
"No, just to be there," 
She took my hand. "Don't worry, 


darling", Catherine said. "I'm not a 
bit afraid. It's just a dirty trick." 


It seemed she had one fit of 
boredom after another. They 
couldn't stop it. I stayed in the room 
with Catherine until she died. She 
was unconscious most. of the time, 
and it did not take her very long to 
die. 


The lecture was over and every
one left. When they had gone I shut 
the door and turned off the light, 
but it wasn't any good. It was like 
saying goodbye to a statue. After 
awhile I went out and left the 
Administration Building and walked 
back to the hotel in the rain. 


Charyn's Classic Ping Pong Match At The S.R.O. 
N,,,II',' Jerome Charyn read 


his latest novel, Blue 
on the WMU 


has published six 


~';';::'~;'~;~:!ktthem Tar Baby, 
~4 , and The MaD 


YOWlger. 
native New Yorker, Charyn 


creative writing at the 
H. Lehman College of City 


of New York , and is the 
editor of Fietlon, a 


''"'Y,"""'',,I, .. His reading was 
by the 


superfluous 
took the po-


and at once proceeded to 
the plot of Blue Eye8 on a 


"'.Ud. This included an ilIus
' ,"odi,;, a ping pong paddle; 
r. ' it were the names of 
. characters and protagon-
. with lines ronnecting certain 


to others. 


The Blue Eyes of the title is a 
New York Cop named Coen who 
tries to clean up a R"anR" of Catholic 
converts, the Guzmanns, who run a 
drug-porno ring. They have produc
ed the likes of Odile, an 18 year-old 
porno-movie queen, who is pursued 
by a hall-Spanish half-Chinese man 
called Chino Reyes. Reyes wants to 
kill Coen, so he steals the boot of 
Coens' club-footed stool pigeon, 
Spanish Arnold, to anger Coen. 
Wearing the boot to The Dwarf, a 
lesbian bar where Odile has taken 
sanctuary, he tries to impress OdiJe. 
However, she is more interested in 
humiliating Coen. She hires a ping 
pong pro named Silvio for $100, and 
takes him to the SRO Ping Pong 
Parlour (Single Room Occupants, a 
sort of ghetto apartment complex 
housing all manner of NYC out
casts), where Coen, the acknowl
edged master, accepts Odile's chal
lenge and commences to play. 


Silvio, t he hired man, has a ping 


Costello Comes To Campus 
~"m."", College will host con


author Mark Costello on 
Tuesday, April 22. 
his book published 


e1ass offered for the fl1'st time this 
quarter by the English department 
here. In addition to a talk scheduled 
for 8 p.m. in the Olmstead Room the 
even.ing of the 22nd, Costello will 
also make an appearance during 
class time in the short stories class 
that day. 


pong paddle with a foam pad that 
sendll the baU back faster than it is 
sent, yet Coen accepts this and 
plaYli with a standard paddle to 
Odile's chagrin. She undresses to 
the delight of SRO's trying to 
distract Coen. Coen is unaffected 
and undistracted while for Silvio, 
the naked Odile bet:omes the image 
of a saint, causing him to lose the 
game. Odile splits, and Silvio is 
taken to his parlor. 


Something like that.. .. 
Ping eong was central to under


standing Charyn's reading, and he 
explained the subtitlell of ping pong 
to his audience with remarkable 
success. They seemed interested in 


hearing more about it. (Charyn 
maintained that he wasn't half.bad 
at ping pong himseU and had known 
the Master during the 50's.) 


His antic ethno-eeeentricity rould 
only be a product of a N.Y: up
bringing. Charyn said he was 
interested in the rhythmn of the 
written line and that street lan
guage had the beat he wanted. He 
apologized early in the reading for 
the "street language", but this was 
unnecessary as it is quite common to 
places other than N.Y. 


The bright spot in the reading 
was Charyn's Question and Answer 
period, a remarkable t hing ronsider
ing the apathy of many audiences. 


He answered all questions, includ· 
ing the inevitably stupid "don't you 
ever write about happy people?", or 
'Idoes N.Y.C. affect your writing?, 
'or "do you have an on-purpose mes
sage in your books?" with an 
amazing amount of courtesy and 
respect. 


Two things m8.de this reading 
different from others that have been 
held at WMU before. The first was 
its success: the audience reaUy 
enjoyed themselves, or so it appear. 
ed. The second was its candor: Mr. 
Charyn remained relaxed and very 
open, and the audience returned the 
feeling with their questions. 


Professors Examine City Evolution 


-
- , ........ _• Dr. Morita, oae of the partJdp&ata in the City Leetv.re Seriel 


by Helen Broolu 
The first in a four part series of 


lectures and slide shows on the 
"City in History" will be presented 
Wednesday, April 23, at Kalamazoo 
College in room loa of Dewing Hall 
at 7:30 p.m. The series is being 
offered by the coUege's Center for 
Management Studies and Educa
tionaJ Ser vices ana the Interna
tional Dimensions Project. 


. ' Murphy Stories, a 
tn the form of a collection of 


Costello teaches creative rm,,,, 'h, University of minois, 
has been a member of the 


1967. 
received his undergrad


from tRe University of by C, J. Holly 
The Battle Against Cancer 


According to Dr. Wen Chao Chen, 
Director of t he Center for Manage. 
ment Studies. the presentations in 
the series are Cree and open to the 
College community as well as any 
interested persons in the Kalamazoo 
area. One of the main goals of the 
se ries is to foster community 
involvement in the College's activ
ities. \Vo<.k;jh.,an M.A. from the 


at the Univer· 


t:[l~:~~,,~~~;~~:~h!.::w\'jas given award 
Th. 


the best flJ'st 
stories. In the 


was also awarded 
the National Endow
Arts. 


Oates in the Wash
World wrote of 


POrtrayal of the protag
Murphy Stories, " .. .It is 


achievement. the 
a complex, suffer. 


and very lyric 
as he endures his own 
at its most snarled it is 


vital." 
in the New York 


. Review sums up The 
Sona. as ..... versatile and 
prose ... can be read from 
CO~er with quickening joy 


~:t~p!Sto::n~'.e8 is being used 
C Short Stories 


Anyone wandering in the vicinity 
of 103 Dewing last Thursday night 
(April 10) at about 8:00 would have 
seen a short, somewhat portly 
individual with a large bushy 
moustache speaking before a very 
intent audience romposed of stu
dents, faculty, alld interested 
Kalamazoo residents. 


Dr. Ray D. Owen. current Phi 
Beta Kappa lecturer, was giving a 
presentation entitled "Progress to
ward the Conquest of Cancer." A 
very qualified speaker on this 
subject, Dr. Owen is a professor of 
Biology at CaJ Tech. He is and has 
been a member of various scientific 
societies, institutes and academies 
which are too numerous to list in 
anything other than a biography. 
Recently he was appointed to the 
President's Panel on Cancer which 
is forming a strategic plan of attack 
for t he war on cancer. hence the 
topic of his talk. 


Dr. Owen commenced his talk 
with a sober array of statistical data 
demonstrating beyond a shadow of a 


doubt that cancer ~ the biggest 
killer in the U.S. and elaims an ever 
increasing number of victims each 
year. He showed a close correlation 
between the rise of cancer and the 
increase in the number of people 
living beyond 55. However. he went 
on to say that the largest cause of 
death in women between the ages of 
30 to 54 is cancer and that more 
school children die of cancer than 
any other disease. Since 1949 the 
number of men dying from cancer 
has been increasing while the 
number of women overcome by this 
disease has decreased. 


Cancer attacks nearly every 
organ in the body in varying 
degrees of severity. Every year the 
number of carcinogens released into 
the environment surpasses the 
number taken away. Clearly, cancer 
is an important fador in the lives of 
many people. 


These facts are not presented to 
cause feelings of hopelessness but to 
bring home the magnitude of the 
task that confronts modern day 


researchers. 
Fortunately, with the passage of 


the National Cancer Act in 1971. 
increased funds have been made 
available for research in this area. 
The budget for the coming year ~ 
expected to be upwards of 600 
million dollars. 


Some of the results of cancer 
research have been increased un
derstanding of the nature of cancer 
and improved methods of detection. 
For instance, it has been found that 
tumors increase the production of 
certain antigens in the body whose 
levels can be measured to determine 
if a tumor is present. Another 
finding is that some individuals have 
high levels of a certain enzyme in 
their bloodstream which induces 
cartinogenic traits in nicotine, ex
plaining why some individuals react 
more severely to cigarettes. 


In dosing Dr. Owen stressed that 
although great strides are being 
made there will be no absolute cure 
by the end of this deeade or even the 
next. 


The program Wednesday, April 
23, will be presented by Professors 
Edward Moritz (H~tory) and Still
man Bradfield (Anthropology). 


Dr. Bradfield will discuss early 
developments of the city as a social 
unit. while Dr. Moritz will speak on 
the first industr ialized city of 
Manchester, England. 


Tuesday, April 29, Professors 
Richard Means (Sociology) and 
DonaJd Flesche (Political Science) 
will discuss the current political and 
sociological problems facing modern 
urban areas. 


Former City Manager, James 
Caplinger. is slated to give an 
imaginative talk. Wednesday, April 
30, on the "City of the Future" as 
part :3'of the series . 


A student organized slide show on 
the history of Kalamazoo presented 
by Mr. Tom Teske on Wednesd.ay, 
May 14th, will ronclude the series, 


All of the lectures will begin at 
7:80 p.m. in room 103 of Dewing 
Hall. 
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Complete With A Caning 
, 


The Classes Kalamazoo College Offered In 187 
if you have ever felt that your 


class schedule was too rigorous and 
demanding, or that your aeademic 
interests were prevented from 
culminating by general study re
quirements. you may find some 
relief by comparing your present 
workload to one you would have had 
if you were attending Kalamazoo 
College in 1878. 


At that t ime. candidates lor the 
Bachelor of Art degree would have 
dealt with only three faculties or 
courses during their four years. The 
first was the Classical Course and 
included the Latin and Greek 
languages. and "the studies usually 
pursued in the best colleges." The 
Latin and Scientific Course was the 
second area of study. In this course 
every study in the Classical Course 
was presented with the exception of 
Greek. although Greek could be 
substituted for Latin. Lastly, there 
was the Scientific Course which 
omitted both Latin and Greek. 


The following class schedule, 
extending through the four years, 
establishes the requirements for 
students pursuing a Bachelor of 


Arts degree: 
FRESHMAN YEAR 


FlRSTTERM 
The mad and Greelt Prose Compo
sition. Cicero de Senectute and 
Latin Prose Composition. 
Olney's University Algebra. 
English LiteratuN!. 
Physiology, 


SECOND TERM 
Boise & Freeman's Greek Selec
tions, 
Livy, and Roman History. 
Olney University Geometry. Part 
III 
American Literature, 
Constitution of the United States 


THlRDTERM 
Greek Seledions. 
Livy. and Roman History. 
Trigonometry. Plane and Spnerical. 
Botany. 
Universal Literature. 


SOPHOMORE YEAR 
FIRST TERM 


Demosthenes on the Crown. 
General Geometry, 
Chemistry. 
French, 


SECOND TERM 


Chemistry and Geology. 
Tscitus, 
French. 
Calculus 


Euripides, 
Geology. 
French. 


THIRD TERM 


General Geometery and Calculus. 
German. 


SECOND TERM 
Sophocles, 
Physics. 
German. 
Modern History. 


Juvenal. 
German. 


THlRDTERM 


Modern History, 
Physics, 


SEN10R YEAR 
FIRST TERM 


Aeschylus, 
Astronomy, 
Intellectual Science, 
Political Economy. 


SECOND TERM 
Quintihan, 
Moral Science, 
Logic. 
Natural Theology. 


THmOTERM 
Plato, 
History of Philosophy, 
Evidences of Christianity, 
Aesthetics. 


Here, also, were 
admission: 


Candidates for admU"~ 
department of the 
be of good moral 
correct habits; and if 
the Faculty, must bring 
from their pastor or 


testimonials ofi.~~~:~;~::, 
other colleges. c 
able dismission will 


In looking back, ~.:;:-
consolation for 
the cost: tuition 
College for the year 
term. Room rental, 
where you stayed, 
51 and 15. 


Student Instructing Samkya Yoga 
by LuanDfl Rouff 


1f one were to mention the words 
"yoga philosophy" ten years ago, 
few people would (or could) have 
'responded. excluding a small innoc· 
uous group of Westerners acquain. 


ted with Indian thought_ 
While certainly not a household 


term, neither is it an obsc.ure one, 
and an increasing number of Ameri
cans are examining the merits of 
various ancient philosophies. 


in a series of three. Ms, 


attempted to deflne, t;;h.e;,,'j;i:' 
and explain its C4 
psychology with emphasis 
sona! communication. 


Amarcord Free Of Bergmanic Analysis 
Sophomore Carol Myers is one 


such American, and in the Presi· 
dent's Lounge Wednesday night she 
shared her beliefs ill an unusual 
lecture relating Samkya yoga to 
modern psychology. 


The concepts presented 
vague but the elucidation ~ 
abstract priociple t hat inl"l 


questions of k~~~"~ ~:;,,~ 
reality is obviously 


Samkya yoga is monoth 
which may accout for part 
popularity in the United Stalt 
the simplest level. it invoht 
investigation of the mind. 0Dt 
will ideally lead to knowledge 
spiritual self (as opposed Ii, 
empirical or physieal seW 
consequently, contentment. 
The steps leading to thi! 


state of consciousness make 
elements relating to the sci8 
human behavior. Samky. 
recognizes four states of OOCI 
ness: deep sleep, REM (riP: 
movement) sleep, and wakinJ 
and the awakeness (ultimllt 
sciousness). 


by Jim A.bel 


My father has a chair. It is his 
chair and he sits in it a lot. Nobody 
else does. I sometimes like to get in 
his chair and fl8ht off his attempts 
to take it back. I always surrender 
in the end. I don't want his ~hair . 


Rather banal material. A cliche of 
family lHe. Yet, after all the conflid.s 
and character eValuation, I know my 
father as the man of the chair. 
Someday, even though I worked so 
hard to pin down his idea of reality, 
J will not remember why he thought 
I was crazy last year. 


Federico Fellinl seems to feel the 
same aoout the town of Rimini. In 
Amareord (I Remember) he cuts 
through the abstractions of politics 
in a fascist regime, religious dogma 
in a Catholic stronghold. and the 
historical schematics of a dead 
empire. Fellini expects us to take 
his characters at face value, remind
ing us that people have qualities 
basic to their nature that projed. in 
simple forms of expression, and are 
lost in the labyrith of intense 
Bergmanic analysis. 


Structurally, Amarcord is some
what episodic, with various scenes 
from the life of the community 
tenuously connected by the similar 
desires of the townspeople, and the 
chronological progression of the one 
year that Fellini presents in the 
ftlm. What really holds the film 
together is the pleasure the viewer 
obt&ins in becoming acquainted with 


the town. If one doesn't like t he. 
characters, he will not like the fLlm. 


This structural description should 
not lead to the impression that 
Aman:ord is a naturalist film as I 
might be inclined to describe 
Altman's McCabe ADd Mr.. Miller. 
In McCabe the town and its people 
seem to have a lHe independent of 
the film. 


In Am.areord, the characters live 
for the film, They are subject. to 
Fellini's theatrical stylization. 
Thirty Arabian eoncubines jerk 
their heads, simultanfJOusly inviting 
a pusheart peddler to their quar
to,"" 


Fellini is not an acting director so 
much as a movement director. The 
movement of groups, individuals 
and objects is carefully planned and 
carried out in nearly every scene, 
creating a rhythm which gives the 
visual image the quality of a dance: 
the fat black-skirted asses of 
peasant women alighting on bicycle 
seats, and beating like the hearts of 
aroused adolescent young men. 


In the last scene of the film, a 
wedding party held in a yellow field 
has ended. and t he characters start. 
to saunter away, one by one, L! a 
blind man plays an aceordian. They 
pause, scratch at the ground with 
their feet, and gaze about. A sense 
of contentment pervades: content· 
ment with the wedding. the year, 
the film; the recognition that 
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something has ended; the urge to 
take one last look around, perhaps 
in search of one more retainable 
image. 


Capsuiizing any philosophy is a 
risky undertaking, and Ms. Myers' 
lecture was no exception. The first 


Oratorio Society Performance 
by I...ia Beeker 


Music lovers at Kalamazoo Col
lege will have a world-renowned 
masterpiece brought to their door
step this Sunday evening at 8:00 
p.m. when the Kalamazoo Oratorio 
Society and members of the Kala
mazoo Symphony perform the 
Brahms Requiem in Stet.son Chapel. 


Originally titled Em Deut8cbel 
Requiem, the work was flJ'st per
formed at the Bremen Cathedral on 
Good Friday, April 10, 1868. The 
director was Johannes Brahms him
self, then 35 years old. 


In contrast to Catholic masses 
whose texts were traditionally 
based upon church liturgy and per
formed in Latin, Brahms' Requiem 
incorporated several Biblical pass
ages, ehosen by the composer. to 


convey in his countrymen's native 
German, an uplifting affirmation of 
Jes us' triumph over death snd 
man's inheritance of eternal life. 


Among the many factors which 
may have inspired Brahms to write 
the Requiem were the deaths of his 
mother and a close friend, Robert 
Schumann. Certainly this magnifi
cent work, considered by many to 
be one of the highest achievements 
ever reached in choral writing, is a 
fitting memorial to anyone, and a 
marvel to all. 


The 85 member Oratorio Society 
is directed by Jack Frey. Local 
soloists in the Requiem are soprano 
Marsha Lyttle Petto and baritone 
Daniel Christian. General admission 
will be $2.00. The beauty of the text 
and music cannot fail to soothe the 
most study-laden spirit. 


Present Food Crisis 
Dr. Louis Junker will come to 


Kalamazoo College April 21 at 7:30, 
to air "Some Thoughts on FOOD 
and CAPIT AlJSM" in the Olmstead 
Room, 


The discussion will begin by 
showing that what have come to be 
called the diseases of civilization 
may be related to the ,p~.ic.ular 
characteristir.s of the elvlilzed 
diet ." The discussion will also 
include some views on the nature of 
the capitalistic structure and the 
reistionship between dvilized diet
ary patterns and that structure. 


Dr. Junker is an eoonomist and 
professor at Western Michigan Uni
versity, where he sometimes also 
teaches anthropology. sociology, 
and philosophy. 


His interest in nutrition, ecology, 


and organic farming is of long 
standing. Further. he practices all 
three. Dr. Junker believes that 
when a person learns something, he 
should also practice it. 


Dr. Junker has a large amount of 
overseas experience, the latest 
being two years as the head of rural 
development in, and the UNESCO 
advisor to the Ministry of Economic 
Planning and Development for, 
Mauritius. an island near Madagas· 
car. The re his duties included 
almost every topic of major concern 
to an underdeveloped economy. 


In June of 1972 he was elected to 
represent Mauritius in the UN 
Conference on Human Environment 
in Stockholm, Sweden, and based 
upon his experience, will offer his 
views on the present world food 
situation. 


It is this last stage that inut 
one's surrounding with tIM 
Samkya yoga proposes thll 
through complete knowledge 
self can one expand their COIIJ 
ness to total (or cosmic) awan 


Although Ms. Myers insisll 
Samkya yoga is based df 
philosophy without contr'; 
some inconsistencies seem III 
reconc.ile. First. if one must 
nize the significance of the 
scious reality in a state akin 
sleep, how can one, at the saIl! 
incorporate the immediate et 
ment into that reality? $«II 
the empirieal self is only I 


manifestation of the real se! 
can one ever hope to truly re: 
another human being? 


Perhaps it is possible to rtt' 
the disparity of absolull 
empirical self through selfi 
ledge, but if this heightened ~ 
awareness is only to be ~ 
through austerity and will 
then the future of persoill' 
munication is indeed bleak. 


Ms. Myers' thesis mainld 
possibility of expanding ones' 
ness of self to include all e9 
objects; thus leading to the 
tive consciousness" deSired'l 
second of her lectures, Ms. 
will outline the means .. 
enlightenment and . 


importance of such, ,:~~::;~ 
(in relation) to the Ui 


social intereourse. 


BICYCLE SALES 
AND REPAIRS 


BJ¥ 
III ' ,sam (IIlRlIDRDDGM ItII 


PHON! 349·9423 
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Three Views Of Cavani's The Night Porter 


.""r~'. according to its 
,n:,~~::~:; ,,' • warning .-- _ .. _, r breeds fa· 


N"ht Porter. we 
happy couple (he, 


man; she, his former 
carrying out unrepressed 


00 each other. And some of us 
and say: "Give us good old 


repression!" 
I ant not particularl~ squeamish. 
it was not the cham. the open 


broken glass that. bother-
1m"""). Even the grim flash -


the concentration camp. 


;.~~;::~th,~OUR'h they were, did 
;;t' (mueh). It is that the 


. that bothered me. 


S",,,~dll,~!_!find totally offensive 
a woman who was 


humiliated. and terrified 
man would (literally) crawl 
to him and (literally) reopen 


wounds. Third, nowhere does 
ahout sexua l 


Our Own Relationships Are Sad ... 
Masoehistic! These are fine things to 
keep in mind, but they could have 
been said in fifteen minutes. and 
more 5uceinetly, 


Finally. I am tired. 1 suppose, of 
constantly seeing Nazism used as a 
metaphor for everything that is 
grim and hopeless. TheN! are plenty 
of grim and hopeless metaphors 
around; one has only to open one's 
eyes. 


II viewers of this filin can possibly 
keep from reacting personaUy to it 
(i.e .. with total disgust). then they 
must still be aware of the film's 
inadequacies. Cavani herself is 
admittedly obsessed with her past. 
and The Night Porter is a kind of 
symptom. 


by Mary D'Amour 
Lilian Cavani's The Night Porter 


wades through scenes of fascist 
rememberances and political in· 
trigue in a state of utter contri
vance. The two plou in the film, 
involving both the love affair and 
the ex-Nazis' struggle to purge their 
guilt. are very inauthentic. Also, t he 
scenes of Nazi terrorism and 


decadence are too slick to realisti
cally represent the horror of sadism. 


But what is authentic about the 
movie, and therefore fascinating, is 
the intensity of abandonment in the 
relationship of the Ex-Nazi (Dirk 
Bogarde) and his vidim (Charlotte 
Rampling). The plot line that allows 
the victim and victimizer to meet 
again is implausible, but the passion 
ignited in the sado-masochistic 
relationship is not. 


Passion becomes the great equal
izer, and both meet each other with 
the same forcefulness, Cavani builds 
tension before the lovers' meeting 
by an unsubtle use of close·ups of 
stolen glances. Yet the lovers' total 
loyalty to their passion (which 
eventually causes their starvation 
and demise) epitomizes the erotic 
ideal. 


Their situation is a cruel twist of 
our usual idea of the setting for a 
love relationship. The two loves 
sturggle against each other until 
their final love scene, which is truly 
erotic because they fmally abandon 
themselves to their act. One ques
tions i( Cavani is saying that such 
eroticism is our only escape and 


salvation. techniques, the direction can CN!ate 
There are poetic moments in the a well-eomposed film. However, in 


film, seen in the shots of the longing The Night Porter, the camera was 
faees of the women in the concen- not used to its fullest extent. The tration camp or the ballet of a 
tormented homosexual. These mo- montages weN! simplistiea11y com-


posed-with little evidence of experi· 
ments are not woven throughout taV t' h . 
the film and do not do enough to ~en crea Ive camera tee ruques: 
give the film and artistic content. ' Whatever camera techniques were 
Still, The Night Porter suggests used, they served to confuse the 
some interesting questions although audience rather than emphasize the 
they remain conceptually and tech- plot. 
nically vague. It is worth seeing. U Cavani had utilized the camera 


in emphasizing the plot. and elan-
by Rhea K. lying her ideas, the film may have 


With a simplistic plot embellished been a success. As it is presented 
with imaginative cinflmatographic now. it is a disappointment. 


Baroque Strains Of Spring 
by O.vid Baa Audrey Davidson. Her charming 


smile and enthusiasm characterized 
the spirit of the singers and 
perfonners. who themselves were 
obviously enjoying the music. 


Reservations About Urbanialc's New Album 


It was a day full of sunshine and 
the promises of spring. You could 
almost hear the grass springing out 
of the muddy earth of the quad, with 
the tree buds tuning up for their 
springtime symphony. The air was 
aching for the music of the birds: 
t he twitter and chatter of nesting. 
love-making, and territorial acees· 
sion. It was a day made just (or 
Baroque. and as if in response to 
that spirit. the Society for Old Music 
made the day perfection itself with 
the melodies of lutes, recorders, and 
song. 


The group sang several madri· 
gals. as well as some solo music 
duets and one vocal quartet. They 
were accompanied by harpsichord, 
lute. cello, violin and recorder. The 
recorders composed a barogue 
woodwind quartet and played a 
Sinfonia and RitorneUa by Monte
verdi that protrayed quite a degree 
of talent and hard work. 


Che,t.er Corpt 
An album to gain much attention 
these first weeks of spring is 


by David Urbaniak and his 
Fusion. To listen to the first 


;"tM~~'" is to immediately hear 
The mazurka, a polish dance 
usually in S/8 or 3/ 4, fmds 
an unexpected but natural 


to a little funk and then a 
simple progression reminis-


or Miles Davis' Kind 01 Blue 
(Urbaniak a1most certainly 
album in mind. beginning 


solos with a quote from Mil,,·"","" "Flamenco Sketches"). P:': ~,~~~juz violist has attemp
together the musical 
country and those of 


~:~;~~;;'~A~~merican jazz. Hence tt Well, it works and 


in this album seem to 
from the type of composer/ 


the liner notes describe 
to be . a constant 


forever adjusting a few 
here and theN!. This 


. is impressive in that 
listener becomes well aware of 
the study Urbaniak must have 


to include so many different 
".m"'~ in his music. He is a 


jazz musician and obviously 


knows his stuff. Yet, what he misses 
often in this album is a sense of 
organic growth within a song- the 
feeling that one nuance led to 
another. creating a pattern that 
never will be repeated precisely the 
same. 


There are two causes for this and 
they are probably interrelated. 
First, Urbaniak's strategy is decid· 
edly eclectic. Many tunes are 
composed of small stylistic inter· 
ludes and these various parts are 
attractive but together create an 
awkward, choppy whole. This is the 
opposite of the group Weather 
Report. for example, where the now 
and inner momentum are every
thing. He has yet to hear how all the 
different musics he likes fit toget
her. Secondly, his sidemen on this 
album are really no more than that. 


Drummer Czeslaw Bartkowski is 
adequate but unexciting like a 
musician who has been kept too long 
in a studio. Butterfly is a nice tune, 
but his monotonous hihat cymbal 
work really drags it out. Maybe 
what he needs is more exposure t-o 
other percussionists stateside. 


Keyboarder Wojciek Korolak has 
little solo responsibility and so 
is usually just background . Either 
these sidemen N!ally do not hear 


IN TOWN 
Movies 


Campus (S49.mS) 
Amacoro 


Capital (342-4823) 
Flesh Gordon 


Cinema I & n (343-4455) 
Godfather n 
Murder On the Orient Express 


Plaza I & 11 (823-1118) 
Do .. 
Paul and Michelle 


'Midnight at the Movies (Sat.) 
Play Misty For Me 
Magical Mystery Tour 


State (344.1537) 
The Great Waldo Pepper 


West Main (382-1818) 
Young Frankenstein 


Colony Room 
Faith (Fri.-Sun.) 
Circadian Rhythm (Mon.·Thurs.) 


Cora1 Gables East 
Camilla (Sun.-Sat.) 


Dino's 
Pyramid (Fri.·Sun.) 
Neil Harding (Mon.-Tues.) 


Holly's Bistro 
Steve Reidanus 


Ratskeller 
Home (Mon., Wed .• Fri .. SaL) 


Concerts 
Jackson Browne 


April 21. W.M.U. Read Field 
House 


Robin Trowec & John Mayall 
April 22. Wing's Stadium 


OLD BOOKS 
Out·of print & Collectable 


BICENTENNIAL BOOKS HOP 
310 N. R05t (A ..... h.", /III.,on ;< Te",plel 


Mon . ' Fri, 11·9 _ W.d. 11-4:30- 5at. 11-3 


Old Books Bought 345_59'7 


much more than what they are now 
playing or hopefully, they are only 
being contained by Urbaniak's over· 
seeing control. 


The voice of Urszula Dudziak, 
Urbaniak's wife. stands out enough 
as she joins the violin during many 
of the riff-melodies. She has one cut 
to herself. "Kama (Pt.l)", and, using 
some electronic devices, she sounds 
as if she has swallowed the cosmos 
and is singing it beck. 


Not a classic. but a good album 
with something I and many others 
have not heard befoN!. And it is a 
kind of a break from the lightning
fast riff-melodies and superman 
electronic technical feats that make 
up a genre of modern musie that 
was brought to a height by Larry 
Coryell and John McLaughlin. Of· 
ficial expert rating--31/1 stars out of 


. 5. 


In the lounge of Trowbridge Hall 
at four o'clock Sunday afternoon. 
the Society. made up of towns
people. sang, played and reveled in 
the music of Monteverdi and Schutz. 
These late 16th, early 17th century 
composers followed themes of heav
enly praise and unrequited love. 
Their songs have a distinctive 
quality that is at once humorous and 
tragically heartbreaking. 


The Society sang them with the 
ne«!ssary light-hearted seriousness, 
and made them come alive for an 
audience of students wandering in 
from afternoon activities. Each song 
was prei:eded by a short explanation 
of the theme. and a translation of 
the the 


All in all. the eont':ert couldn't 
have been better or more enjoyable. 
We look forward to future per
formances by the Society for Old 
Music. 


Union Board 
Plays Host 


To Parents 
The CUB would like to remind all 


students that Parents Day will be 
on Saturday. May 17. Letters are 
being sent to all parents inviting 
them to attend. and the CUB and 
college will plan a number of 
activities for the day which will be 
announeed in the near future. 


to 


sa _ •• THE GREAT 
PANT & SHIRT EXPLOSION I I I I 


SHI RTS&PANTS 


$3.00 each $2/5 
MENS?odWOMENS 


APRIL17-20 


Open Daily Til 9, Sun. Til 6 
1000 W. MICHIGAN 


INoxI 10 til. D.iry Duaenl 


• • 
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Director Jean Renoir Offers His Insights Into Film 


by AI Cevinaoa 
"In my view dnema is nothing but 


a new (orm of printing . another 
form of the total formation of the 
world through knowledge. Louis 
Lumiere was another Guttenberg. 
His invention has eause<t as many 
disasters as the dissemination of 
thought through books. ~ 


With t his thought Jean Renoir 
opens his recently published auto
biography, My Ute and My Filma, 
displaying his connieting character
istic love of cine ma and deeD 
distrust of societal progress. One of 
these films. toni. a!1 early Renoir 
muterpieee. is the Film Society's 
sele<:tion for this coming Wednes
day's presentation. 


Renoir at age eighty-one. along 
with Chaplin. is per haps the only 
giant. of cinema alive today who has 
spanned the silent and sound eras. 
An experimenter by nature, always 
at odds with producers and critica, 
Renoir today is finally being ac
claimed for the work he has 
achieved. In 1972 two of his films 
The Rule. of the Game and The 
Gruel muloa were on the list of 
the ten best films of all time chosen 
by international critics. Orson WeI. 
les haa Mid that the problem of 
choosing the best films of all time 
must be reduced to that of ordering 
Renoir's best. Francois Trufraut has 
acclaimed him as the greate!t of all 
directors. Who knows, per hap! even 
the public may soon appreciate him. 


Pottery Stud60 
Jean Renoir, son of Pierre Au


guste Renoir, the great French 
Impressionist painter, set up at an 
early age a modest pottery studio in 
which he planned to do hi! life'! 
work. However. the influence of 
cinema, in parlicular the films of 
Chaplin, soon became (or him a 
powerful addiction. 


His wife', resemblance to such 
American movie ,Lan u Gloria 


Swanson, Mae Murray, and Mary 
Pickford, eonvinced him to make 
filnu in order to make her a ,tar. 
Fully intending to return to his 
pottery after the project was 
accomplished, he instead was won 
over by the cinema to the detriment 
of both his pottery and his wife. 


It was the close-up above all else 
that Renoir fell in love wiih: "The 
marvel of marvels was l nc ClOSt: · 


up. I have never changed my 
opinion about this. Certain close
ups of Lillian Gish, of Mary Pick
ford. and of Greta Garbo are 
imprinted on my memory for IHe. 
The enlargement enables u! to 
delight in the texture of the skin, a 
slight quivering of the lips tells us 
something about the inward life of 
the idealized woman. I am ready to 
bear with the most tedious film if it 
give me a dose-up of an actre8l!l I 
like_ And in my passion for t he 
close-up I have sometime, inserted 
perfectly irrelevant sequence! in 
my rilf!lS simply because they 
allowed me scope ror a really good 
one." 


Personal Friend. 
Much of Renoir's book is com


posed of anecdotes concerning the 
friends he has know n through his 
life. Here he describes Michel 
Simon, an actor with whom he msde 
some of his better films: "Even at 
the beginning of his career legends 
sprang up around Michel Simon. He 
was reputed to be particularly 
inter ested in un orthodex sexua l 
practices. He did not deny it, and 
indeed'! think these rumors aroused 
him. .. Ilany mention was made of his 
~lIed perversity he would reply, 
'There's only one t hing on earth that 
has a little life in it, and that's a 
woman's clitoris.~ 


"He loved animals, especially 
monkeys; he was even said to have 
bada love-affair with a she-monkey, 
but I doubt the truth of 


Loot Enjoyed By Audience 
by Beth VVykatra 
Loot by Joe Orton, as produced by 
the New Vic on April 11, 1975 
Directed and designed by Ted 
Kistler 
McLeavy----Arnold Johnston 
Fay--------Linda Starkweather 
Hal- ·Kirk Swenk 
Dcnnis----Hal Wm. Vaughan 
Truscott----J. Wm. Fisher 
Measow------ Tom Mason 


"Absolut.ely delightful", is one's 
fll'st reaction to Loot. A comedy 
spoofing the Church, the police 
department, traditions and moral!, 
Loot produces one laugh after 
another. 


The charscters include a young 
nurse who has had !even husbands 
in as many years, all of whom have 
died suddenly after she married 
them, a bisexual man, Hal, who is 
involved in a theft with his bisexual 
accomplice, Dennis, who is an 
undertaker's apprentice, and s 
bumbling Sherlock Holmes-type de
tective, Truscott. 


All the roles were handled com
petently with Swenk and Vaughan 
standing out. Fisher was well· 


casted, but at time! he killed the 
comic effect of his part with 
stumbling lines and poor diction. 


The New Vic is a tiny inlormal 
theatre in a converted house sus. 
tained by contributing members. 
Seating consists of chairs around 
!mall tables and couches with 
atmMphere added by cand les and 
red checked tablecloths. The theat
re is run on a shoestring budget; the 
sets and CO!Itumes are often rough 
and the lighting is homemade with 
tin cans. Everything is done by 
enthusiastic, dedicated individuals 
who donate their time and energy. 


But even with these consider
ations there are some criticisms of 
the technical aspecls of this pro
duction of Loot. McLeavy's costume 
was tacky beyond providing the 
desired effect. The set design was 
adequate but there could have been 
some attempt to simulate actual 
wood on the doors and the casket 
through scene-painting. 


But, even with the!e slight pro
blems, Kistler's Loot provides a 
thoroughly enjoyable evening. 


the tales that were told aDOut him_ 
I n any case, the she·monkcy is 
concerned I can bear witneSS' to the 
purity of the irrelationship. That 
channing animal had a real affection 
for him, a need for love that was 
touching and utterly chaste." 


Definition of Art 
On film and art: "To the question 


'Js the cinema an art?' my answer is 
'What does it matter?' You can 
make films or you can cultivate a 
garden. Both have as much claim to 
be called art as a poem by Verlaine 
or a painting by Delacroix. If your 
film or your garden is a good one it 
means that as a practioner of cinema 
or gardening you are entitled to 
consider yourself an artist." 


"The pastry-eook who makes a 
good cake is an artist_ The plough
man with an old-fashioned plough 
creates a work of art when he 
ploughs a furrow. Art is not a calling 
in iUelf, but the way in which one 
performs any human activity. 1 will 
give you my definition of art: art is 
'making.' The art of poetry is the art 
of making poetry. The art of love is 
the art of making love." 


"My father never talked to me 
about art. He could not bear the 
word. If his child ren chose to go in 
for painting. acting, or music. t hey 
were free to do so, but they must 
never be pushed. The urge to paint 
a pIcture must be so powerful that it 
could not be resisted. My father said 
of Mozart, whom he worshipped. 
'He wrote music because he cou ld 
not prevent himselr, to which he 
added, 'It was like wanting to pee: 
He considered that the mode of 
expression was Unimportant. If 
Mozart had not made music he 
would have written poems or 
planted gardens:' 


lAfIuenee of VValer 
Renoir on water and film: "A 


thing t hat has unquestionsbly in. 
fluenced my development as a 
creator of rums is water. I cannot 
conceive of cinema without water. 
There is an inescapable quality in 
the movement of a film which 
relates it to the ripple of streams 
and the flow of rivers." 


"This is a clumsy way of des· 
cribing a feeling. The truth is that 
theaHinity between the film and the 
river is the more strong and subtle 
because it cannot be explained. 
Lying on the bottom of the skiff 
with Godefer (a childhood comrade), 
with the branches brushing our 
faces, I had a thrill very near to 
what I feel when watching a ftlm 
which moves me deeply. t know we 
cannot go back upstream, but 1 am 
free to relive in my own fashion the 
sensation of leaves stroking the end 
of my nMe. For me that is what a 
good film is, the caress of foliage in a 
boat with a friend." 


Experimentation 
Throu~h his mms Renoir has 


SOMEWHERE IN MY 
TROPHY ROOM 


Somewhere in my trophy room 
the crucifixion and other sacri
fices were still going on. but the 
flesh and nails were grown over 
with rust and I could not tell 
where the flesh ended and the 
wood began or on which wall the 
instruments were hung. 


1 passed by limbs and laces 
arran~d in this museum like 
hanging kitchen tools, and some 
brushed my arm as the hallway 
reeled me in, but 1 pocketed my 
hsnd, along with some vulner. 
able 'miles, and continued on. 


I heard the rooms behind me 
clamour an instant for my brain, 


explored truth. At various periods 
of his development he has experi· 
mented with what he calls interior 
and exterior truth. This has driven 
him to make extremely realistic 
films such as Toni, and later to 
make totally artificial film! like 
Elena and the Men. 


"I often make use of the following 
example to explain my approach to 
the basic question of interior as 
opposed to exterior truth. An actor 
is cast in t he role of Il fisherman. tn 
his concern for realism he decides to 
use no make-up. He pays a visit to a 
small Brittany port and takes part 
in fis hi ng trips out to sea. He has 
procured the worn out clothes of a 
real fisherman, and he acquires a 
genuine sun·tan; passing him in the 
street one may detect no difference 
between him and the genuine 
article," 


"After this meticulous prepar
ation he plays the part, some of the 
sequences being shot on a real 
Brittany fIShing boat. The director 
does not even use a stand-in for the 
scene of a real storm. And the end of 
it all is that our actor, unle8l!l he is a 
genius, looks like a ham. Indeed, the 
real scene surrounding him seems to 
have the effect of emphasizing his 
own lack of reality." 


Charlie Chaplin 
"But now let us suppose that 


Charlie Chaplin is playing the sailor. 
The sequence will be shot in t he 
studio, against a painted backctoth. 
Chsplin wiu not even trouble to 
wear a genuine sailor's get·up. We 
shall see him in his usual tail
coat, complete with bowler-hat, en
ormous boots, and cane, but after a 
few minutes we shall accept the ec
centricity of his attire and believe 
we are watching a real sailor." 


Writing about his method of 
directing, he relates: "J had realized 
what my path must be · to let myself 
be absorbed by everything around 
me. Life itself is an infinitely more 
rewarding spectacle thsn all the 
inventions of the mind." 


'" had learnt that t he only way to 
impose onc's personality is to help 
one's collaborators to express their 
own. Many directors have & passion 
for peering through the camera and 
deciding the exact frame. Why 
should not the operator be a llowed 
to use his own imagination? A 
director should know enough about 
his business to be able to determine 
the frame simply by knowing the 
number of the lens and the distance 
between the len! and the object. 
Our fundion is not to copy Rem· 
brandt but to put our own impress 
on every aspect of the film." 


M .... 
'1'0 a mm.cfireetor who will take 


the trouble to use his eyes. every
thing that oonstitutes our lives hILS 
its magical aspect. A metro-station 


can be as mysterious as a haunted 
castle. I think I now have a better 
understanding of the relationship 


between the film-maker and 
viewer. The latter is grateful 
former for having shown him 
the stairway in his house may 
to the castle of the I 
Beauty_ft 


"In my position as an 
director my approach to the 
tacle is the same as my .pp~~d 
the actor_ It is enough 
door open for him and to 
home with his personal 
pretation of the situation and 
feelings of the protagonists .. .ll 
the sentiments of the beings 
ed by the actors that the 
may lind food for his ow n 
nation and thus become the 
borator of the suthor." 


Citizen of Film VVorld 
Renoir's immersion in the 


of cinema is such that: "My 
friends all ask me the 
questions: 'Why have yo,u", c .. ,_" 


live in America? You're 
you need a French ,ovu'oom.; 
My answer to this is that 
environment which has made 
what 1 sm is t he cinema. I 
citizen of the world of 


Concerning film i 
states: (an exam ple of 
ideas and practice) "1 
dialogue not as a means 
ing the situation but as 
part of the scene .. .!n a 
to the close-up. so much i 
is unnecessary. The tex~ure of 
skin, t he glow in the eyes. 
moisture of the mouth - all these 
say more than any number 
words. M 


"MostCilm . 
been for the 
clarification. It is a false 
Dialogue is a part of the 'h"m',_ 
reveals character. For 
t heme is the person, whom 
picture, situation. set.ing. 
ature and lighting all 
together to depict. The world 
whole:' 


On Toni \ 
Discussing the fil m which wi!! 


s hown here. Renoir states: 
has often been described as 
forerun ner of the Italian 
films. I do not think that this 
correct. The Italian films 
magnificent dramatic 
whereas in Toni I was at 
avoid the dramatic. I attached 
much importance to the 
woman surprised while 
washing as to the hero of the 


"I had various thoughts in 
Forone thing. a number ot 
selected close-ups seemed to 
way of depicting my charscters 
was abstract and even stark; 
also the use of natural h.,k,,,,,". 
enabled me to achieve a 
was as little distorted as;";;;;;,"-


With this picture, 
SocIety will also show A Day 10 
Country, a short fi lm Renoir 
in 1936. two years after the 
pletion of Toni. 


and once the brain responded. 
out of habit.weakly, as if thinking 
someone else's history, and 
somewhere in that last tune it 
learned that it was not the 
Queen, it was a drone. 


There ahead of me extended an 
impossible trophy: the bright, 
great sky, where no men lived. 
Beautiful snd empty. now lumin
ous with a spendour emanating 
from my own flesh, the tuneless 
sky washed and washed my 
linele8l!l face and bathed in waves 
my heart like a red translucent 
stone. Until my eyes gave out' 
lived there as my home. 


o~ I?Y ~rophy room. Among the 
kdhng lDstruments again I am 
further from the sacrifice than 
when I began. I do not stare or 
plead with passing pilgrims to 
help me there. I call it disciline 
but perhaps it is fallen pride 
alone. 


Today 1 know the only distance 
that I came was to the threshold 


I'm not the one to learn an 
exercise for dwelling in the sky. 
My trophy room is vut and hung 
with crutches. ladders, braces. 
hooks_ Unlike the invalid's ca
~hedral, men nang with these 
Instruments_ A dancing wall of 
molecules, changing nothing. hu 
cleared a place for me and my 
time. 


-.. Leonard Cohen. 
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Baumgartner Replaces Burrows , In Saga Service 
by Bill Watsoo 


Saga Food Service at Ka1amuoo 
College recently underweot a 
change in management. Scott 
Baumgartner has now assumed the 
position of general supervisor left 
vacant by the departure of Frank 
Burrows. 


Baumgartner was formerly a 
manager here t.wo years ago, under 
the tutelage of Frank Burrows. In 
1973 he transferred to Marquette 
University. where he was in charge 
of the Student Union and catering 
facilities. 


He explained his return: "I was 
given the opportunity to come back. 
I enjoyed it here. and was happy to 
assume Frank's duties." 


He was origina1ly employed by 
Saga while attending Evansville 
College in Indiana. There. he 
worked as a student manager for 
four years. Graduating as a Europ
ean history major. he was commis' 
sioned in the Air Force under t he 
R.O.T.C. program. After spending 
four years in the service. he return· 
ed to Saga at the Hillsdale. Michigan 
orientation center. 


Baumgartner discussed his im
mediate intentions as our new 


supervisor reuntly. with student 
representatives. He conveyed his 
willingness to try anything new at 
Saga. as long as Sludents rerognite 
the limitations of menu planning. 
'Tm willing 'to meet with studenu 
to discuss new ideas on the running 
of Saga's food se..vice. 


He went on to ask for suggestions 
for the Snack Bar. He would 
appreciate any practical ideas that 
would serve to upgrade the present 
facilities. 


Saga will meet on a regular basis 
with the Food Committee to hear 
suggestions from the student body. 
It is Intended to act as a sounding 
board for the students. and will 
function as the official link between 
the students and the Saga manage. 
ment. 


Although he has only been here a 
week. Baumgartner is already fam
iliarizing himself with the opera
tions of Saga's food service. He 
explained that various operationaJ 
changes will go into effect to 
improve t.he overaJl service. We 
heartily wish to welcome Scott 
Baumgartner to the college com
munity. 


Also John Mayall, Joe Vitales, and Phoebe Snow 


Jackson Browne, Robin Trower To Appear In Area Next Week 
W.M.U.'s final winter concert will 


f!ature Jackson Browne and Phoebe 
Snow. 


The concert. which is sponsored 
by the student concert committee, is 
slated lor Monday, April 21, at the 
W.M.U. Field House at 8:00 p.m. 


Browne broke into the music 
stene in 1967, performing his own 
!ODgs in balladeer·type clubs in New 
York and Los Angeles. In 1968 he 
b!gan to gain some attention for his 
IOIIgs. and after Nlturning to Los 
Angeles. concentrated on his song 


writing. 
His work was soon recorded by 


several artists, including Johnny 
Rivers, Linda Ronstadt, Brewer and 
Shipley. and t.he Byrds. After 
recording his fIrst aJbum for Asylum 
Records in 1971, Browne appeared 
nationally in clubs and concert tours 
with Joni MitcheU during the spring 
of 1972. 


His most recent tours were in 
1973, when Browne headlined a 
forty-city national tour with blues 
guitarist Bonnie Raitt, Both tours 


played to sell out houses. 
Joining Jac.kson Browne will be 


recording artist Phoebe Snow, 
whose latest hit. "Poetry Man," is 
currently number seven of the hit 
charts of Billboard Magazine. 


Tickets for the April 21 concert 
went on sale Monday, April 7, at the 
Miller Auditorium ticket office. 
Ticket prices are $5.00 for genera1 
admission. 


S.S.I.G. Awards 


Appearing the following evening 
at Wing's Stadium. Robin, Trower 
will present electric music. a la 
Hendrix. Trower will be appearing 
with John MayaJl. as weU as Joe 
Vitales of Barnstorm fame. The 
concert begins at 8:00 p.m., with 
advance tickets costing $5.50. They 
may be obtained at Looney Tunes 
and Gilmores. 


Nearly 80,000 needy under· 
graduate students will receive sch
olarships averaging $500 next year 
through State Student Incentive 
Grant (SSIG) awards, HEW secre· 
tary Caspar W. Weinberger an
nounced April Sth. 


Almost $IS million will go to 37 
slates, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin 
lalands to continue existing State 
60andal aid programs {or students 
!nrolled in colleges and vocational 
khools. Another $2 million has been 
~rved for an additional 14 states 
and the District of Columbia which 
lre expected to apply by April 15 of 
fl!xt year, 


The SSIG funds must be matched 
by the states, dollar for dollar. out of 
th!ir own resources. The maximum 
that may be awarded to a student 
for fuU·time study is $1,500 per 
academic year. Halftime students 
are eligible for smaller amounts. 


The first SSlG awards were made 
last yea r when 41 states and 
territories qualified for the federal 
grants. With 50-50 matching, they 
are Supporting an estimated 76,000 
student scholarships during the 
1974-75 academic year. 


The size of grant available to a 
atat.e is based upon the number of 
Illldents enrolled in its post
~ndary educational institutions. 


Unds earmarked for a state which 
~nnot provide matching funds or 
Gas not partit:ipate for other 


rusons will be reallocated to 
qualified applicants, 
~h participant is required to 


~Ignate a single state agency that 
iii manage the SSIG program. 


Slates are given wide lali t ude in 
~tablishing student and institut
lallal eligibility. Since there are no 
11lt,Ornatic funding renewals, appli
titlons also must be submitted 
Innually. 


Note: SSIG allotments slated for 


the 1975·76 academic year are 
$881.056 for the state of Michigan 
for awards to 3.524 students. 
(submitted by the U.S. Department 
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Glitter On Top Of Country Funk 


by StepheD Grimm. 
ZZ Top: The Little 01' Band From Texas 


What's big and cold and drunk 
and holds three of the baddest 
boogie boys that the South ever 
produced? Wing's Stadium, April 
9th. 


Bluejeans, botas, teeny bop, beer, 
blacks and blues. One of the most 
diverse crowds Kalamazoo rock has 
seen gTeeted ZZ Top, that big 
volumn, big state favorite. Unfor
tunately ZZ can't match their 
southern popularity in the Midwest 
and played to a half full auditorium, 
or rather ice rink. 


ZZ Top has disearded the turkey
trot prosaies of their earlier days 
and taken a course in advanced 
glitter and funk. Sparkle suits for all 
and a slightly more conventional 
rock style. 


But deep down underneath 
they're still kick-&!S country boys. 
Billey Gibbons can sing, slide, 
.scrape, and slink through a number 
like few others (even if he does play 
a Rocket Roll), not to mention 
putting out enough sound for two. 
Dusty Hill exhibits an inanely fast 
wrist on four-string, as well as a 
few licks of what could be an 
excitingly innovative style. We're 
even sure that Frank Beard was in 
there on drums backing the whole 
thing up, even though he dimly 
showed through the wattage. All in 
all, a devestatingly effective three
man wall of sound. 


Of course, if you are not into 
country corn they can get pretty 
bad in between the cuts. (Ouuuu, us 
country boys are gonna boogie all 


night!) But the Wing's crowd 
seemed to take it all with a grain of 
salt, not to mention a snort, two or 
three sticks, and 16 oz. times 7St: 
worth of beer. 


Of course it helped that ZZ did all 
of the old favies ("Beer Drinkers 
and Hell Raisers", "La Grange") as 
well as an effective, though south· 
bound. version of the Stones' tune 
"Hip Shake". ZZ even previewed 
"Down" to the unintelligible which 
will be on their next album. The 
problem was t hat everything seem· 
ed to come out in a standard trio 
blast. leaving all the other facets of 
the band tantilizingly touched but 
never developed: a little blues, one 
C&W number, and a nasty ballad 
about two women from the Texas 
State Reformatory. 


Spring Baseball Season Opens 
by CnIa Jbua 


After two postponemenu due tQ 
snow, the "K" baseball team finally 
opened their season with a non· 
league encounter with Aquinas 
College, Although two games were 
scheduled, only one was completed 
for reasons of a time limit. 


Aquinas got of! to an early lead in 
the game by scoring six runs in the 
first inning. The Hornets came right 
back with three runs in the second, 
but could not gather any further 
scoring punch en route to a 11-8 loss. 


visible in what turned out to be two 
very dose and exciting games. 


U. of D. quickly scored three runs 
in the ftrst inning of the opening 
game, but were held scoreless the 
rest of the way by the exceptional 
6-hit pitching of Kevin Moody. 
However, the Hornets were only 
able to gather one run on Mike 
Gengle's triple, which was coupled 
by a U. of D. throwing error. Hits by 
Jbara and McBride proved to be of 
no avail. 


The "K" team this year is loaded 
with freshman ballplayers, and they 
are just beginning to become 
acquainted through playing well 
together. Many players have been 
forced to occupy unfamiliar p0.


sitions, in order to rill gaps left by 
last year's team. However, hitting 
has been a strong point of the team 
throughout the southern trip and 
the early games played here. 


It's taken a little longer for the 
team to truly gel, but all signs show 
that they will be ready and able for 
the M.I,A.A. season. "K" opens the 
league play at Adrian on Wed
nesday, April 16, then comes home 
for a game against Aquinas on 
Saturday, April 19. 


By far the most effective tune of kind of power and return 
the evening was their "Time for the fidelity. 
Blues in Michigan" interlude, a For those who want the 
mean and mighty wailer about the story, Wings has the longest 
way things are. Gibbons shifts and consequently piss, lines in 
between are welder rock sear and Yes! beer and wine on the 
;;~~~!!_b~l~u:e.:.:m:::od~e one's noDe ~in through the front door. 


, 
e&r!!l cream. When will ZZ learn that 
they are only a good rock'n'roll 
band, but a great roek'n'blues band? 
Do more of what you do best. 


It's too bad that a lot of the ballsie 
blues punch, when it was there, got 
lost in the rafters of Wings'. Blazing 
guitar leads ~ame slightly slushy, 
and vocals slid easily into incompre
hensibility. Gentlemen, you are not 
playing at the Garden. A steel 
oorregated roof just can't take that 


, 


Unfortunatley having '0'""'''" 
main band and the 
mention the lead group, 
Metal Kids. The Kids 
dard British bizarre 
lyon hot dog effects and 
er divides his time between 
like he needs an enema, and 
masturbation. Their last 
ended with the lead singer 
beaten up by the lead guitarist 
the bass player. He deserved 


The "K" runs came on two walks 
to Steve Gallas and Don Pobuda; 
singles by Dennis Kugle and J.P. 
McBride; a double by Craig Jbara; 
and a ground ball by Si Johnson. 
Kugle and Gary Harpe also obtained 
singles later in the game, with Mike 
Nolan turning in two solid innings 
on the mound before he was 
relieved by Brad Mallock. 


In the second game, Mike Gengle 
made a strong showing in his 
pitching debut, despite a 64 loss. 
All of the Hornet runs came in the 
fifth inning on two walks to Steve 
Morrison and J. P. McBride; singles 
by Steve Turner and Mike Holmes; 
and doubles by Pobuda and Bob 
Cross. 


Although disappointed by the 
losses, there were~ many bright 
spots which shed hope on the 
upcoming season. Good defensive 
efforts were turned in by shortstop 
Bob Cross, catther J.P. McBride, 
and second-baseman Steve Gallas. 


Women's Tennis Team Prepares 
The second scheduled double


header took the Horneu to the 
Motor City to play a very good 
University of Detroit leam. A vastly 
improved Kalamazoo team was 


Men's Tennis Has Good Start 


by Mark ThomllOD 


On a sunny, crisp Saturday after· 
noon the K College men's tennis 
team easily defeated Alma to open 
the MIAA season. 


Coach Acker used 12 players in 
singles and doubles, In an impres· 
sive showing of depth, K won by a 
score of 8-1. 


Kalamazoo swept each of the six 
singles matches. All confere nce 
player Dave Emig blasted Alma's #1 
Kyle Madden, another all confer
ence choice, 6-3, 6-2. Alex Dalrym
ple at #2 singles started off a little 
slow, but after being behind 8-2 
reeled off 10 of the next 11 games to 
win 6-3, 6-1. 


In his first MIAA match, Chris 
Bussert showed strength by easily 
winning 6-2, 6-0. In a continuing 
show of strength, Rick Moore and 
Mike Thomson, at H4 and H5 respec
tively, won by indentical scores of 
6-1, 6-1. To close out the singles, 
Harlan Smith dropped only one 
game, winning 6-0, 6-1. 


Coach Acker now went to six 
players of the "Avis" squad to 
represent K in the doubles. The HI 


team of Jim (Weasel) Hosner and 
Mike Chilicki battled back from an 
early deficit, but lost the first set 
7-6. With one set confidently under 
their belts, AJma's HI team of 
Madden and Swanson swept the 2nd 
6-1, to give Alma their only victory 
of the day. K's depth showed once 
more as freshman Dan Thomson and 
his older brother Mark (giving all 
three Thomsons action against 
Alma) decisively won at 112 doubles 
6-1.6-2. The #3 team of Paul (Inter
national) Warshawsky and Eric 
Connick dropped only I game, in 
winning 6-0, 6-1. 


Lots of action is in store for the 
men's team as they move into the 
final two weeks of their season. In 
t he upcoming week they have 7 
matches! The toughest of these will 
be the home matches with the 
University of Toledo at 5:00 on 
Monday and with Taylor University 
at 3:00 on Saturday. The team 
travels to Ann Arbor on Tuesday to 
meet U of M at 2:30. 


So pray for good, warm weather 
and support your local K tennis 
teams by coming to watch some 
great matches to Stowe Stadium. 


MlAA ST ANOINGS 
Baseball 


W 
Alma 2 
Albion 1 
Hope 1 
Adrian 0 
Calvin 0 
Kalamazoo 0 
Olivet 0 


Tennis 
Calvin 2 
Kalamazoo I 
Alma 1 
Hope 1 
Olivet 0 
Albion 0 
Adrian 0 


Track 
Calvin 1 
Albion I 
Hope I 
Olivet 1 
Alma 0 
Adrian 0 
Kalamazoo 0 


L 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 


0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
0 


0 
1 
1 
I 
1 
0 
0 


Mapes. Alma proved to be too tough 
on this occasion, however, and won 
6-2, 6-4. (Perhaps Snyder and Culp 
should try wearing matching bu
rettes?). 


Meanwhile K's number two and 
three doubles simple would not give 
up. Much to t he dismay of frozen 
spectators, both teams split sets 
with Alma. Frost bitten Coach 
Loveless turned the court lights on 
with a sigh. Copeland and Brooks at 
last conceded to put their warm-ups 
on, but didn't warm up last enough, 
dropping the third set to Alma and 
losi ng the match 6-4, 4·6, 6-4. 
(Maybe this team should transfer to 
some Southern schoo!). . 


Left alone on the courts, K's third 
doubles, Pinkerman and Muffie Mc. 
Kearnan, were finally out-hustled 
by alma 6-3, 6-7, 6-4.. (Wonder how 
t hey would have done with their 
warm·ups ofn). 


Sat urd ay , the team had an 
equally disappointing defeat as Ohio 
State easily breezed through the 
match, winning all six singles and 
three doubles. Doubles team Snyder 
and Culp came closest to ruffling the 
cool confidence of Ohio in a 6-2, 7·5 
match in favor of the Buckeyes. 


Despite the seemingly discourag
ing start of the season, this year's 
women's team shows great promise 
and good depth. Five of the top six 
players are returning from last 
year. 


UPCOMING SPORTS 
.... ball 


Aquinas 
April 19, 1:00 p.m. 
Spring Arbor 
April 23, 1:00 p.m. 


Men's Tennis 
Calvin, University of Toledo 
April 21, 1:00 p.m. 
University of Michigan T 
April 22, 2:30 p.m. 
Albion 
April 24, 3:00 p.m. 


Women's Tennis 
University of Indiana 
April 19, 10:00 a.m. 
Albion 
April 22, 4:00 p.m. 


Track 
Hope 
April 19, 1:30 p.m. 
Albion T 
April 23, 3:30 p.m. 


Marge (Barrettes) Bnyd,"" 
senior, is known not only tor 
elaborate hair ornaments, but 
her consistently excellent 
Back from six months in 
junior Lisa Culp is settling 
her smooth, determined style 
aggressive tennis. ~,tu'·nu'i.~ 
omores Jane (That's Better) 
man and Jere Brooks, along 
senior Jo Copeland, add depth 
humor to the team - ,!"m,,1io 
more humor than depthl And 
face on the starling line up is 
McCaslin - a promising 
whipper snapper with good 
and a desire to win. 


Backing up these six 
perhaps the strongest 
the women's team has seen . 
time. Headed off by junior 
McKearnan, who also plays 
doubles, they prove to be a 
working and dedicated group 
will, no doubt, be valuable 


team. 


'h mile 
Beaches-·in South 


Large Rooms with 
baths and showers. 
furniture and spacious 
ings. Grocery store, 
food, 2 minute walk 
""'gu" Rates: Single 


$45.00 a week, JlWJN'I, 
I month .. Double units, 


R week, $l,lQ.lJU 
I ~on.!h .. For information 


Dern, 309 Superior 
Haven, 49090. 


earn up 
home'ad,d,e~!I . 


List of firms 
sent for just $2.oo! 


anteed! W. G. Smith En',e':!'~~:11 
Box 561-COO, Sunnyvale, 
nia. 94088. 












Revised K Plan 
~~~~~;~::."~,~e~'n;:oon.Dr ' JOhn Vice-prosi-


of the College, 
meeting with the 


:~:i~~~f:,~:~,:~i~n order to feel '~ reaction to a 
.'"'~, .. better efficiency 


Plan. In short . 
:;i~i~:;:~';plan involves students' 
~i their on-off campus 


course choices for a 
consecutive quarters. 


'~g;;~ii;w::h~O works with both , ' Policies and Au-
Standards committees, en
his proposal as one which 


the college a much better 
of student trends within 
campus programs. As a 


the administration would be 
I.() improve aeademic planning 


~:ibe~t:tej:';r,~.;~te;;,:~to student needs. about the rea-
proposaJ. Satterfield 
the original K Plan 


:'~ti;;;ini;'h~d in efficiency. He 
in 1968. only 8 (if his 


;;ll~,i;;" were correct) sopho
deviated from the spring 
Career Service plan. but 
students did so last spring. 
indications of the K Plan's df,;;;n;y are reflected by figures 


40 percent of the 
student body are deviates. 


large percentage of deviations 
understandably costly to 


when one realizes that , ~,1l0i" must run out and hire a 
II instructor when 


;,f::~~~!i:,:i:t; for the course, him when those 
the following quar-


the 


rigid policy 
for deviations 


S'~dle~'~ four quarter 
would be asked to 


until the end of that period, 
incorporate desired deviations 


plans for the following 
course. in the event of 


~''''~i~''~:S~;'ttt::e~rfield admitted would approve 
When question. 


Tom Flynn. 
stated that the commit· 


would not consider imposing 


monetary penalties for that ap
proval. 
if effecting this proposal. Satter


field expects that procedure would 
be as follows: first, the administra
tion would offer to students an 
extended curriculum list encompas· 
sing four quarters; secondly, it 
would ask students. on the base of 
that list, to elect eourses and an 
on-off pattern for the four quarters; 
finally, after projecting the number 
of students on campus each respec· 
tive quarter. the administration 
would re-adjust its eourse list to 
respond to student needs. Satter· 
field emphasized that the plan 
would not exert a greater control 
over students. but that it would 
offer a better curriculum and 
greater diversity. 


Pending favorable response to the 
proposal, Satterfield hopes to be 
able to initiate it in April. 1975, for 
the present freshman class. The 
new plan would expand with incom
ing freshmen next fall. Current 
sophomores and juniOr! would. 
following consu1tation with their 
major departments. be able to fit 
their schedules into the plan. 
Although Satterfield's proposal 


does lend itself to criticism, one can 
see its inherent advantages. (Rem
ember Mrs. King's desk at the 
beginning of each quarter, and the 
poor lady fending off outraged 
phonecallers.) And. while the pro
posal may seem to retreat back to 
the conveniences of the earlier and 
more successful K Plan, students 
should get some satisfaction in 
finding a greater diversity in 
required distributional courses. 
The Student Commission heard 


Dr. Satterfield, asked him to clarify 
numerous points. and after further 
discussion. offered no strong objec
tions to the proposal. Flynn summed 
up SC feelings by expressing an 
understanding of the administra
tion's frustrations due to unneces
sary costs and inefficiencies. He 
suggested that the administration 
offer a longer period for students to 
register, and stressed that, regard· 
less of whatever proposal becomes 
policy, the administration must 
maintain an acceptable level of 
nexibility. 


Tarzan Missing 
by David Scudder 


J~;~~~:s;~tw:~o, years here at I often treated 
of diversion


activity by sneaking down into 
basement of the library to read 
favorite T&n.aD stories. I say 


hours because it never took 
two hours to whip 


one of Burroughs' master· 
I read the entire series in 


Ii siHing my freshman winter. 
Ifeguding entirely any classes 
ased during the marathon reading 
d the several days' sleep following 
! feat. Consequently considering 
'self an authority on the subject. I 
ver hesitated to recommend the 


novels in the collection to 
students-smiling at the 


)U~ht o! their finding my name 
~rlbed In neat parallel lines on 
~ library cards. I should add here 
It in addition to my sojourns in 
,john's basement, I brought home 
)Cific volumes to read as pre par· 


for projected all-nighters. 
keeping with my recommenda


TIlrU.D ud the Jewels of 
my favorite, soared in popu· 


. Basically the novel's 250-odd 


;'~~~:~'~:~', in the exciting char· ~ Burroughs detail, a loin· 
Tarzan wresting beautiful 


outfitted in skimpy leopard 
and brass breast plates from 


. terrifying clutches of lewd 


to this story-last week 
d.own to the depths of the 


• aVOided the glaring eyes of 
ccon and history majors 


their closed reserved 
'",001",. and sought out myoid 
'Onte. Undaunted by new stack 
·n gements. my eyes keenly 
leeted Upton Sinclair's The 
~Ie. Further search found me 
~g the E~gar Rice Burroughs 
. • and starmg at empty spaces--


all but two of the collection were 
gone. Remaining were only num· 
bers I and IV: T&n.aD of the Apea, 
and Jungle Tale, of Tan&II. I had 
never cared for these two; Tanan 
was still but a jungle lad and 
anything he might have known of 
Jane Porter was buried beneath 
ankle-long dresses covering layers 
of petticoats. Imagine my disap· 
pointment. There I was. my diver· 
sionary sources apparently stolen 
from me. I must have offered my 
recommendations to one too many 
students. On an optimistic note, I 
checked with the desk to see if by 
some remote chance. someone had 
checked out all those volumes. No 
luck, they were long gone. 


r arranged to meet with Ms_ 
Pinkham. the head librarian. to 
discuss this matter, but discovered 
that my particular concerns were 
minimal when compared with the 
distressing news she gave me: 
During the quarter break. 33 
pettent of the library's collettion 
was inventoried and 1487 volumes 
were reported missing; this repre
sents a replacement cost of over 
$18.000 (not including the extra 
costs of ordering. and cataloging 
and processing books upon their 
arrival-an average cost of $5.00 a 
title). Putting this staggering figure 
into perspective, it represents more 
than 20 percent of the library's 
annual budget. Ms. Pinkham ex
pressed a deep concern with this 
annual loss. That the dollar amount 
may rise even higher due to 
inflationary prices and out of print 
books is a point we should all be 
aware of. 


Finally, when Ms. Pinkham in· 
formed me of the growing frustra· 
tions experienced by students un· 
able to locate library materials. we 
decided that the college community 
must be informed of new library 
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SC REPORT 
Most of us are concerned with 


money these days. and our own 
Student Commission is no excep· 
tion. In fact, in their meeting this 
week. the major topic was money. 
(Note: student interest in the form 
of att.endance was again minimal. 
Even the golden retreiver did not 
show up). 


First on the order of busineS!!, Mr. 
T. Flynn informed the Commission 
that the $400 tuition increase is 
actually a $405 increase. This little 
gem was dreamed up by the 
Executive Budget and Planning 
Committee, since $400 per year is 
not evenly divisible by three 
quarters. The IDdn would like to 
add here that $402 divided by three 
quarter!! does come out rather 
neatly to $134 per quarter, and this 
three dollar difference multiplied by 
1400 students comes to a tasty little 
$4200 reward. 


Next. the- problem of Hoben's 
invisible television set came up. It 
seems that in 1972. Student Serv· 
ices agreed to buy Hoben a 
television. Are not all dorms eteated 
equal? Kilometers of red tape have 
thus far prevented the presentation 
of a television to the patient and 
deserving boys of Hoben. Right 


policy scheduled to go into effect 
this coming Monday, January 27th. 


I was given a sample of this 
policy: Told to walk past the desk 
toward the door with my briefcase, I 
did so and a pretty young girl 
emerged !'rom behind the counter, 
"Excuse me, but ... ah ... could I check 
you?" 


"Why sure!" I offered, handing 
her my bag. Noticing her obvious 
discomfiture at being called upon to 
check my person, I raised my arms 
to the standard frisk -formation, 


"Oh. that's OK. thank you." 
While to some of our readers. the 


prospects of being checked by 
pretty young girls may seem almost 
pleasant, I should remind them that 
there is the football squad also on 
duty behind the desk---one can't 
know who will be doing the 
checking. Then finally, although Ms. 
Pinkham didn't see how the present 
library budget would allow it. the 
library might be pushed into acquir
ing a full ·time guard. 


tn any event, aU personnel usinR" 
the library can expect the effectua
tion of the sign posted near the door 
that reserves the right for library 
staff to check exiting persons. And. 
while students at this college 
continue to express discontent at 
rising college fees. they should 
remember that part of those monies 
will be going toward the replace
ment of stolen library materials. As 
a concerned part of the Kalamazoo 
College Community. the Index 
appeals to that community for its 
full co ·operation with the new 
library policy in an attempt to curb 
losses. This eo-operation will help to 
alleviate the pretty young girl's 
embarrassment, the frustrations 
incurred in not finding desired 
materials. and finally. can be but 
one of many helpful measures 
geared toward maintaining stability 
in college fees. 


Kalam0100 Colege 
now, Student Services cannot afford 
a TVI Dean Dewey can offer only 
S300 towards Hoben's television. 


However. Student Services can 
promise on their word of honor that 
by October I , 1975. Hoben will 
indeed have a television. So what, 
you say. but this means that since 
the original promise. Hoben has 
already gone almost three years 
without a TV_ Perhaps this is why 
we hear so many strange sounds 
coming from Hoben! 


Student Commission Vice-Presi
dent Francis noted that television is 
an important facet of the College 
Community, since students tend to 
gather around the TVa. and occas
ionally talk to one another. For this 
reason he suggested that Student 
Commission take on the problem of 
Hoben's television set by itself. A 
proposal was then passed to loan 
(Dh, times is hard) money to 
Student Services for the TV, at 0 
percent interest, to be repaid by 
Student Services in October of 1975. 
Student Commission will not only 
loan the money, but they will also 
personally order the television, so 
that past red tape will be cut by the 
ever·sharp blade of efficiency. The 
sum of their loan is something under 
$300, since Dean Dewey has got his 
$300. and the TV's projected east is 
S5OO. plus 75 big ones for instal
lation. (Note: installation includes 
cementing the TV to the wall. so 
that no calculating, enthusiastic 
individual can remove it for his own 
selfish purposes.) 


In their final monetary negotia· 
tion. Student Commission approved 


Friday, January 24, 1975 
Mr. T. Flynn's proposal to offer 
three $100 grants from Commis
sion's budget to sophomores in the 
spring. This is an extremely consid· 
erate move on SC's part. since 
many of the Career·Service posi
tions offered t.o sophomores still 
uphold the romantic notion of taking 
a job for little or no pay. 


A Student Commission Commit
tee was formed to draw up appli
cations for sophomores, and to 
recommend nominees from the 
applications. This committee will 
also reorganize Flynn's proposal to 
include other quarters when soph
omores might be taking Career
Service jobs. 


Serving on the Committee are 
Kathy West. Betsy Wendt. Kevin 
McCarthy, and Melissa. Moe. Deci
sions will be made in the ninth week 
of this quarter. and interested 
sophomores should contact the 
above Committee members before 
the ninth week. Further information 
is upcoming in later issues of the 
Index.. 


On a lighter note, a W JMD repre
sentative requested that Student 
Commission appoint one of its 
members, along with a representa
tive of the student body, to serve on 
an advisory board for W JMD. This 
board would attempt to provide 
continuity which is lost with the 
turnover of changing quarters. and 
(dare we suggest it?) to straighten 
out WJMD's many tangles. 


Francis Broadway was appointed 
as the Student Commission repre
sentative; a student body rep will be 
appointed at a later date. 


Rainsford Holds Fireside 
·by Meepa Holland and Stephen Grimm 


Last Tuesday at 7:00 p.m. thirty year's freshmen suggested that the 
Kalamazoo College-students sat length of the program could be cut. 
down in the President's Lounge It was mentioned that some upper· 
with George Rainsford to discuss c1assmen felt that they were paying 
next year's tuition increase, "K-78". for a freshman program. Dean 
pass-fail grading, K's course offer- Dewey, the administrator for K-78, 
ings, the College calendar, and of and an interested observer, ex
course other matters of mutual plained that the K-78 budget was 
concern. put together with funds that would 


Anyone who was there won't normally be devoted to freshman 
recognize this description. orientation and other budget re-


President Rainsford has a aura of serves. Rainsford stated that K-79 
informality that is infectious: his will be funded through a special 
grin is just slightly wider than his charge to freshmen following lavor· 


able response to K-78, however, it 
seemed unwise to cut the length of 


I.~~ lf~ 
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bow-tie and he has a fantastic 
memory for fir~t names. Sitting in 
the blue chair in front of that 
nagstone fireplace has a sobering 
effect on anyone. though. espeeially 
when the president of the Student 
Commission wants to discuM next 
year's $405 tuition increase. It was 
then that the eager students 
learned that to talk to President 
Rainsford one must fu-st listen to 
President Rainsford. A short (1) 
philosophical monologue on the 
origin of college Presidents and the 
nature of the liberal arts education 
ensued. 


When it ended everyone was still 
staring at $405.00. 


In response to questioning, Presi· 
dent Rainsford explained that the 
tuition increase will dennitely go 
into effect starting next fall quarter. 
Most of the II percent increase will 
go to meeting the inflationary cost 
spiral. which is currently running at 
12 to 15 percent annually. 


In regard to costs, the expense of 
K-78 was mentioned, One of this 


the program. 
Concerning other matters. a 


transfer student stated that grades 
were of little worth and suggested 
that K adopt a Pass-Fail system. 
Rainsford mentioned that the facul· 
ty was coming to view K's "no 
credit" (N.C.) option as a failure. 
From there the discussion soared to 
stratospheric intellectual heights, 
eventually encompassing student
professor relationships, the evalua
tory process, the worth of the 
individual. and how many angels can 
dance on the head of a Co. 


Rainsford mentioned a K plan 
calendar change as a future possib
ility "We're trying to adjust the 
calendar so there are smaller 
segments than quarters which can 
be sued for intensive study." The 
proposed plan would utilize Septem· 
ber as an intensive study month. the 
regular fan and winter quarters 
would remain uhchanged. but 
spring would be divided into two 
one-month segments for intensive 
study. Summer quarter would re
main unchanged. This plan would 
incorporate the best features of the 
quarter plan, the 4·1-4 schedule, and 
semesters. 


Waning student numbers, the end 
of the hot chocolate supply, and an 
approaching Student. CoJ!'mission 
meeting brought the FireSide to an 
end. "The longest journey starts 
with a single step_" 
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Open Letter 
Going to Kalamazoo College is 


like running hurdles-freshman or
ientation. career service. foreign 
study. SIP. etc_, and is as tiring. As 
1 complete successive hurdles in the 
K Plan. various rules and policies 1 
was but conscious of before take on 
new dimensions. Soon I will have 
cleared the last hurdle by attaching 
a diploma to my future keychain. 
Yet businesses. grad schools, and 
school districts will not accept just 
the diploma-they will want to see a 
transcript. preferably an official 
one. to check my hurdling form. 
What are those transcript pol· 
icies ... ? 


Unofficial transcripts are easy 
enough to come by and relatively 
inexpensive- one can order hun
dreds to be put in graduation an
nouncements. But an 'official' trans
cript is an entirely different animal. 


An official transcript is a photo
copy of a student's academic record 
imprinted with the college seal. No 
students, present or past. are 
allowed to possess an official 
transcript. The first time a student 
requests one be sent to a grad 
school, employer or school distrid. 
the initial transcript is free and each 
additional one is one dollar. With 
regard to later requests for tran· 
scripts, the tlt'st will cost two 
dollars, and each additional one, a 
dollar. 


To charge one dollar for making a 
photocopy and imprinting a seal is 
outrageous, whether viewed as 
inconsistent with Ricardo's labor 
theory of value or as merely 
gouging. However, more important 
are ramifications that only come to 
light either after one leaves the 
College or by late in the Senior year 
when one can view the last hurdles 
more closely. 


Official transcripts are required 
by most graduate schools, some 
employers, and many school dis· 
tricts (for the employment of 
teachers). If a person holds more 
than one job. or more than one 
teaching position. or applies to more 
than one grad school, a considerable 
amount of money must be spent for 
transcripts. Because the graduate is 
not allowed to possess an official 
transcript. many times when one is 
not required for records, but just for 
proof, the graduate must still write 
the College and ask them to send 
one, incurring the two dollar charge 
for the first transcript. If he or she 
possessed an official transcript, it 
could be shown and photocopied for 
records. A raised college seal 
eliminates the chance of this photo
copy being mistaken for an official 
transcript. 


The graduate or transfer student 
who applies to grad schools which 
request that an official transcript be 
sent with the application (doesn't 
everybody apply to Harvard?) is in a 
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quandary. Either the transcripts 
must be sent under a separate cover 
or the application can be sent to the 
K College Records Office which will 
attach the transcripts to the appli
cation. However. the application 
may contain a Parent's Confidential 
Statement or other information "to 
which the College has neither a 
moral nor legal right" (said the 
transferee who inspired this ar· 
tide). So either the principle of 
confidentiality is sacrificed or the 
applicatant does not comply with 
the grad school's instructions. 


Kalamazoo College has a monop· 
oly on official transcripts-we can· 
not get them anywhere else. By not 
allowing students or former stu· 
dents to have official transcripts. 
the College has guaranteed demand 
for its product. Henry Ford would 
be envious ... Yet, the policy is not 
the result of a conscious, calculated. 
ingenious decision. The faculty 
decided long ago not to let students 
have official transcripts, but they do 
not set the fee. Perhaps we are 
victims of some long retired hurdle 
crew. 


The only probable reason for not 
allowing students to have official 
transcripts is fear of forgery. but if a 
person could forge a photocopy he 
could probably forge the College 
seal, or steal it, Other colleges allow 
their students to have official tran· 
scripts; of course, Kalamazoo is not 
other colleges. If the fees were 
halved the College would still be 
making money and we would not be 
gouged as badly. 


The College should allow students 
to have official transcripts and 
reduce the fee to halI its present 
rate. 


I am sitting in the Catskill 
Mountains completing my SIP re
quirement. I don't plan to go to grad 
school straight away nor get a "real" 
job; I'm tired of hurdling for awhile. 
Some people have more stamina 
than me though, so how about 
moving at least one hurdle off the 
track. Doug Short 


Miller Auditorium has announ· 
ced the new date for the Fifth 
Dimension Concert. The pro
gram will be held on Saturday. 
Februr.ry 1, with a 7:00 and 10:00 
performance. Tickets. priced at 
56.50 and $3.50, are available for 
both shows. 


On the following Tuesday, 
February 4, a Joho Mayan 
Concert will be presented at 
Miller. Tickets for this 8:00 p.m. 
show are priced at $4, S5 and S6. 
They may be purchased at the 
Miller Auditorium ticket office, 
or Boogie Records. The back·up 
band will be Dog Soldier with 
Keel Hartley. 


; 


------


Dryer Ripoffs 
by Tom l<'Jynn 


A stream of people carrying bags 
and backpacks full of laundry. 
looking like stomachless St. Nicholi. 
have worn a path between Trow
bridge and DeWaters. Is Marigene 
now washing dothes to supplement 
her teaching salary? "No, the 
capitalist bastards have raised the 
price of the (incestual adjec· 
tive deleted) drying machines to 25 
cents!" cried the gutsy, but sto
mach less, Trowbridgite. Sure 
enough, the legal and proper way to 
dry dothes in Mary Trowbridge is 
now with the use of two quarters. 


Just as one dime left them still 
dripping, so does one quarter. 


Mrs. Billy King. forget the Jean 
and the rackets, is reported to have 
said that the 150 percent price 
increase was brought on by the 
students who 'ripped-off the rna· 
chines with various devices. If all is 
well with the lnda staff, a picture 
of one of these Clock· Work Orange 
students should appear somewhere 
close by this article. This character 
said. "It's just like MIRVs and 
mousetraps, they make it more 
expensive so we use a bigger and 
better paperclip." 


When confronted with this situa
tion the eminent economist Jef
ferson Webber, pronounced Vebber 


IN TOWN 
Cinema & D (343-4455) 


The Towering Inferno 
The Front Page 


Plaza I & n (323·1118) 
Freebie and the Bean 
Where the Lilies Bloom 


Cinema (344-8104) 
The Hit 
April For Love 
It's All In Your Mind 


We8t Main (382-1818) 
The Groove Tube 


State (344-1537) 
The Godfather Part II 


Campus (345-4186) 
Pardon My Blooper 


Capitol (342-4823) 
Cry of the Wild 


Art Center (349·7775) 
East of Eden (Jan. 25) 
Zorha the Greek (Feb. 1) 


Tbeatre 
The New Vic (381-3328) 


Rosencrantz and Guildenstern 
Are Dead 


Civic (343-1313) 
How the Other Half Loves 


Weekend Bar Bands 
Colony Room East - Faith 
Coral Gables - The Wizard 
Mr. T·Bone -Judy Bryte Show 
Toppers - Special Delivery 
Whi8t.le Stop ·Junior Walker and 


the All Stars (Sun. night 
only) 


Art Center ExmbitJons 
January 7-26, 1975 


Art Center Student Exhibit · Main 
Gallery 


Betty Beeby, The Peterboro Letters 
-North Gallery 


Bill Farrell. Ceramic Sculpture and 
Pottery - Back Gallery 


Real and Surreal Images: Graphics 
and Photographs From the 


Permanent Co llection - Lower 
Gallery 


Gallery Library and Shop Hours 
Mon. - closed 
Tues. thru Fri. - 11:00 to 4:30 
Sat. - 9:00 to 4:00 
Sun. - 1:30 to 4:30 


east of the Rhine and in Sociology 
eiasses, expounded his Theory of 
the Price Rip-Off Elasticity. Mr. 
Webber explains. "Zee elasticity of 
price rip-off iz equal to zee perzent· 
age delta Q ripped off. over per
zentage delta P. In zis case zee price 
rip-off elasticity iz greater zen ein, 
zerefore zee perzentage change in 
price vill be lezz zen zee perzentage 
change in the quantity rip-off." 


Interrogation of the Business 
Office lead to the discovery of the 
fact that no one there knew 
anythin.l1; about either the price 


increase or the contract that the 
College should have with the 
company operating the washing and 
drying machines. As of Jan. 17. the 
Business Office offered two inform
ative items: First, they did not 
know where the contract was, or is; 
and SCi:ond, the college does get a 
commission from the company. 
Further prompting resulted in the 
Business office's agreeing to contact 
the company and give out additional 
information at a later date. 


In the meantime. students out
raged at even this small price hike 
are encouraged to boycott Trow
bridge dryers in favor of those in 
Hoben where, at last report, 1 dime 
(or realistically 2 dimes) stin goes. 


FILM NOTES 
by AI Gevinaon 


This evening the Film Society 
presents for your delectation or 
possibly your delicatessen. but most 
definitely for your delinquency, 
Bananas, that deliberately delirious 
deliciously delightful delicate little 
delicacy coughed up by Woody 
Allen. If you enojoy rolling in the 
aisles, be sure to come early to catch 
Howard Cosell caU the opening 
shots. Allan portrays no less than 
the dilemma of modern man: his 
love life is. to say the least neurotic 
and he can't find solace in his job as 
a products tester - even the 
machines hate him. Finally escaping 
to the jungles of Latin America he 
finally makes it as something- the 
president of banana.republic San 
Marco. As an extra added attraction 
we present a short with Stan Laurel 
and Oliver Hardy entitled Double 
Whoopee. Shows at 7, 9, and 11. 


Coming Wednesday: A Sense of 
Loilil. The flt'st major film to deal 
with the conflict in Northern 
Ireland. Made by Marcel Ophuls 
who earlier gave us The Sorrow and 
the Pity. this film presents the 
political realities alongside personal 
dramas in the civil war setting. 
Time says: A Seose of Loss is the 
cinematic essay at its finest ... Ophuls 
is the Orwell of the cinema." FUm 
Comment says: "If Ophuls must be 
called a journalist. then journalism 
may be called an art." At the 
abnormal times of 6:00, 8:30 and 
11:00. 


,taf! 
editor david scudder 
photography james whelpton 
about town abi chou 
sports john macarthur 
meegan holland, lisa steinmuel
ler. tim hennessey, kim chapman. 
paul robbins, tom flynn, kurt 
TOSCOW, sally urang. lisa archer, 
jim condon, mary d'amour, karen 
Ulckman, scott ketchum, guy 
caieerano, al gevinson 


DeWaters 
Auction 


of virginal underwear, 
the DeWaters vault 
before touched by male 
C'mon boys, you can be the 
into this rare set of 
DeWaters panties - let's 
virginity too cheaply!" 


What's this? A new twist 
Human Sexuality Lectures? 
something almost as 
The DeWaters Faculty 
Auction held last Sunday as 
the dorm entertainment 


Beginning January 12 


uing through ~:b:'~~~d,,~6 
dorm will sponsor a 
tainment evening to 
the monotony of the 
quarter. The next '"t~;:t,; 
evening will be Sunday, 
when Trowbridge Hall 
several of their own 
variety acts. 


At the DeWaters 
number of faculty ~ ... ;i;;;; 
sold as well as the 


career service PJ:'~O~b~';:::~~:~1 
streets of Portage. 


The highest bid of the 
was S5.00 for a pair of 
Mary Jean Arnold tennis 
the SCi:ond highest bid was 
ten McDonald's food 
generously by Saga 


Other items 


picture -iii,:"ij in his underwear 
services of Dean Dewey 
two beds (S3.50); a George 
ford bowtie (S2.10); Kurt 
man's first labcoat (S2.00): 
Satterfield candle ($1.80); 
Flesche hat (S1.70); Don 
plunger ($1.30); a Dean 
(S1.05); and a Dozier 


A dinner for two at 
Stop was also raffled off and 
John Lupino, and there 
of music and munchies 
after the auction. 


The proceeds from the 
went to the General 
Fund, and although it 
anything that will cut into a 
increase, the auction was 
help a lot of people face 
week of studying and work 
smile on their face. 


ERRATUM 


'" Wolpe. A week has passed; 
now reveal the truth. 
The gentleman in the 


formerly Dr. David 


prof ie~'~"'II;'gO,;:f philosophy at 
. Since last 


""'Y 
speeches, 


unable to 
,as he 


dashing about the 
We realize the rigors of 


the political limelight for fl 
may have had severe effects 
Wolpe-nee-Scarrow. For 
son, we feel we must 
to return to his former 
we sincerely apologize for 







e Girl Who Couldn't Stop 


ATngody 
by Sally Uru, 


Going to College 
was once a nice, contem


girl living and going to High 
I in a small town somewhere in 


~Udw''', .. Like most girls. she 
School for its dchumani· 


,,,'("',, on her and she held the 
wmtempt for formal edu


She rushed through High 
in a hurry nearly nunking as 


but still trying desperately 
g<.,d"." since t hat was the 


out. After she had 
taken off her cap and 


made her sweat her 
"My, you do have a 


"p;",;;o, problem; now what are 
to do?" 
dressing" she replied 


flippantly. 
I don't mean that; I mean 


are yOU going to-" 
with your LIFE" the girl 


.,,"'p".' She had heard it all 


-1><'" .. "sassy with me. missy" 
molher remarked undauntedly. 
I see it. you have two choices. 
can work at Binsky's here in 
and pay us rent, or you can go 


a nice liberal arts college some· 
in your realm, namely. the 


" 
you see it," the girl answered, 


don't see it at al1!" 
,what'll it be? You have one 


I,.",,"t,. 0"" week to decide." 
TO~' g.I! was angry, and slammed 


HARD and listened to the 
.""';riiSloiiiines until her mother 
li, THAT DOWN'" 


was agonized. For she was 
p"",,",d. naive girl after 


, ~', •• ,., courage to Cace life 
her mother 


in the girl's room 
of college students 


and laughing and 
' •• "" '_'_". with no pictures in 


girl spent a day at 
saying, "May I help you?" 


breath while wandering 
the stacks of girdles and 
hats. 


magazines were what did it. 
college students looked so 
drinking cocoa and reading 


and poking each other. The 
I envied them. They had it so 


Besides, she knew she was 
enough. So she sulked and 
out applications to several 


liberal arts colleges in her 


.students overheard her remark and 
gathered round the table. Some of 
them sat down, and one noHced her 
empty cocoa cup and ordered 
another for her. You see, they were 
all searching for their types too. 
They began talking about college 
and this set them to laughing and 
the girl noticed that they all wore 
attractive sweaters and beat up 
jeans, and they all had well-washed 
shiny hair. And she realized how 
much like a magazine picture it 
looked. 


More Cocoas were order~, and 
the girl felt ecstatically happy. Alas, 
the evening ended all too soon, with 
students scurrying here and there 
to study. The girl rushed off to her 
room and wrote a letter to her 
mother. "I am having a great time_ 
Aren't you glad 1 decided to go to 
college? Nyah, nyah. nyah!!" 


Well the semester wore on, with 
many evenings like the one here 
described, and the girl found even 
more of her types. After the Cirst 
semester, she began thinking ser
iously about her goal in liCe and 
decided to major in Psychology 
specializing in child development. 
For she had always felt that her own 
development was warped, and she 
wanted to figure herself out. She 
began taking courses related to her 
major field of interest and 10 and 
behold she did well in some of them. 
Her friends bought her cocoas in the 
toffee bar of the student union 
building and she was comforted. 


She found professors she liked 
and had many happy conversations 
with them and she was comforted. 


She learnt to eat the many 
varieties of food provided for her 
and she was uncomfortable. But she 
soon got over that . 


She dewrated her room with 
posters of wild animals and her 
friends admired them and she was 
conforted. 


The years went by, and as she 
was sitting in the coffee bar of the 
student union building drinking hot 
cocoa and perspiring, one of her 
professors approached her and said, 
"Well, missy, you're going to be 
graduating soon and what will you 
do then heh heh heh?" 


She thought for awhile and then 
said. "Don't call me missy you male 
chauvinist PIG!" and her professor 
was greatly disturbed and wander· 
ed away pulling his beard. She felt 
bad afterwards, but even badder 
than her impudence was the shock
ing reality of his question"What will 
you do then heh heh heh?" 


Knocking over her cocoa cup she 


ran from the coffee bar and back to 
her room. "I need to think," she 
thought. So she lay on the bed and 
tried to think. But she fell asleep 
instead. While she was asleep she 
dreamed that she was floating 
around inside a pink plastic bubble 
and having a really great time. 
There was a faint aroma of cocoa. 
Then suddenly a huge pair of hands 
descended on her bubble and tried 
to crack it against the side of the 
world. Then she woke up. 


''I've got it!" and jumping from 
her bed she certainly did have it. 


She had a plan, and it comforted 
her. 


1 can't tell you exactly what the 
girl did, b ut suffice it to say that she 
did something very bad, and when 
she was called up on the throw rug 
in the dean's office she was snotty as 
she could be and even confessed to a 
little contempt for the whole 
outdated ideal of higher education. 
The dean was shocked and said, well 
we were going to forgive you and 
forget your great wickedness but 
alter THAT speech I'm alraid to say 
that you are OUT, OUT, OUT on 
your ass and don't come crying to us 
for your transcripts. missyl 


Pretending surprise, the girl said, 
what are you going to do with them 
you old windbag, burn them? 


Rubbing his hands together the 
dean replied, "I think that's exactly 
what we'll do with them." 
Delighted the girl ran away from 


the ofrice and back to her room, 
which she had to vacate fast. 
Through the mist she saw the 


flames of her transcripts. Now her 
faLe was sealed as it were, 


And now we come to the pith of 
the story. The naughty little girl 
had discovered the awful truth: 
SHE COULON" STOP GOING TO 
COLLEGE! 


She couldn't face the ugly world 
and the only solution was to keep 
right on going to college! And that is 
just what she did. And each time 
she felt graduation was near, she 
did something wicked and was 
kicked out in the heat of her flaming 
transcripts. And each time she 
pa(k~ her bags and went skipping 
of! to another small midwestern 
liberal arts college where she drank 
hot cocoa and studied psychology. 
After ten years or so, her knowl· 
edge of psychology was immense 
and she shocked her friends and 
teachers with it. So she was granted 
a full scholarship w the college of 
her choice. And there were many. 
And she found hordes of her types 
everywhere and she never grew old. 
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At The New Vic 
The new Vic did have RoseD


cn.nU and GWldeD8tern Are Dead. 
And we did see it. 


Within an eight year period, the 
New Vic has gone 'Ia route' of coffet!
house entertainment turned re
nowned coffet!-house theatre. Locat
ed on the corner of Vine and John 
Sl. this theatre offers Kalamazoo 
the intimacy and warmth of an 
experimental theatre - few of a kind 
in the area. With presentations 
ranging from classical w modern 
drama, the New Vic has maintained 
the atmosphere of a coffee-house. 
Not only do they offer a variety of 
spiced leas and coffee, but the 
audience is seated comfortably at 
tables or on couches, both located 
close to the front floor stage setting. 
Surprisingly enough, the New Vic 
has not been in more demand. 
Director-designer-rounder Ted 
Kristler comments that this is the 
first season they've had such full 
houses, And though recognition has 
finally come to the New Vic, we leel 
that their accomodating and warm 
presence will keep them a success. 
Rosencranlz and Guildu8tera Are 
Dud 


by Tom Stoppard 
Rosencrantz ... Kirk Swenk 
Guildenstern... J. Wm. Fisher 
The Player .. _ Keith Clark 
Polonius ... Richard Niessink 


(for all you music majors) 
Rouncrantz and Guildenltern 


Are Dead is a black comedy based 
on the infamous HamJet . Not only is 
it based on this Shakespe rean 
tragedy, it also incorporates the 
same characters and direct quotes. 
In Hamlet, Rosencrantz and Guil
denstern are student friends of 
Hamlet who become innocent spies 
for Claudious (the King- Hamlet's 
uncle), and are eventually tricked 
by Hamlet into their own deaths, 


Tom Stoppard has taken these two 
insignificant characters and built a 
play -within-a-play around them. 
However, even within this play they 
remain insignificant identities to the 
point where they become one indis
tinguishable being. 


Perhaps t hese two represent 
every man, with no direction or 
knowledge of their essence. To 
them, life's logic remains a combin · 
ation of flipping coins and word 
games. and death merely a non·re
appearance. Stoppard also uses 
another insignificant character from 
HamJet, the head Tragedian (The 
Player) as a third principle charac
ter. He is able to step outside of the 
play. paralleling Shakespeare's abil
ity to step apart from life. Possibly, 
The Player actually becomes 
Shakespeare. 
''There is an art to the building up 


of suspense, though it can be done 
by luck alone ... " R & G Are Dead 
This is a complicated play in both 
performance and comprehension. 
Taken on as a challenge, the New 
Vic Players found it to be too much 
for them. It may have been the 
director's interpretation or the 
actors' ability which makes it a 
good-but·not-great play. The use of 
the bizarre masks to distinguish 
between a play-within-a-play and 
the unique presentations of the 
minor roles proves to be an 
interesting interpretation. Like
wise, it may have been the 
director's intentions w present The 
Player as the dominant character. 
Whatever, either ability or inter
pretation may have proved the 
play's weakness. 


It is a classic play, well deserved, 
and demanding to be seen. And, 
though not an outstanding per
formance, the New Vic Players do a 
competent job. 


Review: The Towering 
Inferno 


by Lisa Steinmuller 
If this latest celluloid wonder 


doesn't shock you out of your 
week-end stupor, nothing will. ''The 
Towering Inferno" is currently 
showing at the Maple Hill theatres. 
Don't be intimidated by the lines 
outside, the theatre is spacious 
enough. 


The cast is a star·studded one, 
including Robert Wagner, Fred 
Astaire, ,Jennifer Jones, and Faye 
Dunaway. Creditable lead perform
ances are given by Paul Newman, 
the building architect, and by Steve 


McQueen, the fire department chief. 
I almost needed my Polaroids, when 
those blue eyes flashed! The plot 
centers around a sumptuously ele
gant, glass skyscraper in San 
Francisco; the movie is based on 
two novels, The Glass Inferno and 
The Tower, 


started flooding in! 
said, thank you, we 


have 1200 nice, protestant 
·.dw"""" girls who are living in 


class languor. Another 
said why'd you do so badly in 


".---.,...1 girl? And one school said 
been a bad year for us and 


ANYBODY. The girl 
"That sounds like the school 
" And so she packed her 


it being that crisp, fall time of 


Massage Is The Message 


As the glassed·m elevator makes 
its first official glide up the 
140-story tower during the glitter
ing dedication ceremony, suspense 
begins to mount when a minor short 
ci rcuit in the electrical wiring 
triggers off a fiery holocaust and' the 
glass structure becomes a hellish 
death-trap. The audience is dragged 
through a potpourri of emotions 
along with those of persons trapped 
inside and of the intrepid fire· 
fighters. A minor sub-plot, concern
ing graft and corruption on the part 
of the bui lder, Richard Cham
berlain. keeps the action blazing 
until the inevitable watery end. and she went or! to her nice 


. arts college. tears of frustra · 
In her eye. 


Well that first week of college 
rough. All the courses looked SO 


Iteresting until she got in them; 
len she couldn't tell one Crom 
aother. And those books with no 


in them! Every time she 
'."". 0" she felt compelled to lie 


fall asleep with the book 
her chest. But she 


'''·;vod., as most college girls do, 
she began searching for her 


She WIl8 a very malleable 
~;d'~::,,,,,., girl and didn't get 


about her types. She simply 
, went to the corree bar 


~",a',"l union building and 
a cup of hot cocoa. This 


her perspire, but she drank it 


G',d"illy her types began pour
of them had beer cans 


jackets, but this did 
In"ho," her and she thought. ~I 
learn to like beerl" Gradually 


,~~~~", said, "Isn't that a terrible 
her heart leapt inside 


. replied casually "Oh, I 
mlfid it." A number of 


This Wednesday night, January 
29. a lecture-demonstration on Esa
len-style Swedish massage will be 
offered by Miss Danielle Robert. 
The program will demonstrate botb 
the theories behind massage, and 
also its practical 3pplication. 


In addition to speaking on the 
Esalen massage, Danielle's particu
lar field of interest, her lecture will 
cover on such topics as: group 
massage, erotic massage, reflexol-


ogy. polarity therapy_ and self
massage. In her lecture, Danielle 
will explain fundamental differences 
between different types of massage, 
and consider specific purposes of 
each. 


Although much of the equipment 
that can be incorporated into 
massage is optional and relative to 
individual preferences, Danielle will 
mention the use of tables. Ooor 
padding, oils and heat as well as 
other special e({ects. 


Danielle's lecture will be integrat
ed with demonstrations to illustrate 
various massage methods and 
strokes. She hopes to be able to 
teach some basics of massage 
through demonstration involving 
the audience. 


Danielle, in addition to the work
shops, soon hopes to be teaching 
massage at various colleges in the 
area. She became interested in 
massage after attending a Gestalt 
meeting where Esalen massage was 
discussed. Teaching herself through 
books and with the help of a close 
woman friend she worked at 
women's health spas. She has 
taught massage 3t Antioch and later 
in Quebec: (in French) until moving 
to the Los Angeles area. There she 
developed Ii system of teaching the 
subject by means of intensive work· 


shop sessions, which have now been 
refined to a single five hour period 
for two persons. In it, they learn 
how to give an hour and a half 
massage with over one hundred· 
fifty different strokes. 


Danielle welcomes any serious 
inquiries and warns that she is well 
versed in karate. She says in closing 
that "massage is fun. and once 
learned. is a gift you can share with 
those you love." 


As a sensation flick. this one 
passes the acid-test, with a little 
more than usual thrown in as ingre
dients, providing numerous tense 
moments and chilling visual spec· 
tacles. The crowded elevator dan
gling by a slender wire from the 
BOth floor kept me glued to my arm· 
rest. Physical effects are excellent 
and not over·dramatized. All that is 
lacking is a "Smoke Sensurround" in 
the theatre to complete the feeling. 


I found myself spe<'ulating wheth· 
er humans in a true-life situation 
would have reacted as producer. 
Irwin Allen, concei\'~ in the movie, 
Human dimension seemed to be 
sadly lacking here, overshadowed 
by the spectacular pyrotechnics. 
The only appeal of the conglomerate 
of the well knonw "names", thrown 
in to save the movie, was their close 
resemblance to animated cardboard 
cul-outs. 
However, I rewmmend seeing this 


as a lotal, three·hour escape from 
reality. or. if you merely want your 
funny-bone tickled, try the Front 
Page with Walter Matthau and Jack 
Lemmon next door. 
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Suspended 
by Liv Wetterling 


No, this isn't a report. on the latest 
Campus Criminals, at least not in a 
strict sense. Rather, 1 wish to speak 
as a resident of one of the College's 3 
'houses' -- i.e., Shale, Blair, and 
Nuss. (Perhaps I should say 4 
houses - there are people living in 
Hicks?) Yes, these are K's on. 
campus estates, or - off-campus 
dorms, or whatever you wish to call 
them. They are perhaps best known 
to the students as 'houses' -- of late, 
houses of III Repute. It has come to 
my at~ntion that many students 
don't quite know what to think of 
these residences: they may think of 
them as strange, isolated islands of 
humanity in an otherwise fully 
integrated, happy community. I'm 
getting ahead of myself here, but let 
me say your worst suspicions are 
correct. 


For those of us who want to 
forego the messy bills, water, and 
dogs of off·campus living, and to 
avoid the teeming hordes of dorms, 
there is an alternative. All you have 
to do is redeem your sophomore
plus status and anyone of a number 
of psychoses at the local center, and 
you may be 'placed' in one of the 
houses. At least that's how it looks 
to the untrainl"d eye. You will find 
upon close examination however, 
that each 01 these houses is very 
different from the dorm and very 
dirferent from each other. First, 
there are the obvious sex discrim. 
inations. Shale is all·male, Blair and 
Nuss are currently all-female. All 
thr~ houses are grouped under the 
ambiguous title of "Honor Houses." 


What the residents of these houses 
may have honors in, I can't imagine, 
unless it is something e ntirely of 
their own invention. So we are left 
wondering why these persons have 
been 'honored.' Some residents of 
Shale think they know why t hey 
have been placed at the outskirts of 
civi lized campus (suspended, in 
other words, from the very core of 
collegiate life.) In this black·and· 
white gothic structure reside the 
'undesirables' of the college popu
lace; persons who, for one or 
another suspicious acts, have been 
cursed with forever searching for 
their room and fellow house-mates 


run the gamut from inciting vio len~ 
to df'viating (oh, my god), to 
cheating on the dryers in Hoben. 


How have the residents of Shale 
borne up under the shame? A quick 
visit will tell you. The admin
istration fortunately, has been deli
cate in this matler and has allowed 
the men to retain ~rtain privileges. 
Like our Watergate defendants, 
theS(> fellows have been too dis
placed from their usual lifestyles
their main concern this quarter is 
the quality of wood for the fire. Any 
donations of the new artificial logs 
(colored name only), candles, or 
canned goods will be deeply ap
preciat.ed. (SEE Jason Christopher 
for details). 


The situation in NuS.!! (the large 
one alop the hill), and in Blair 
(adjacent servant's quarters), is a 
little different. Delicious odors 
wafting from the Great House bring 
sighs from the subservient memo 
bersofBlair. It·s not that they mind 
living in the potential woodpile for 
Shale's fires: and they do have a 
refrigerator (larger than the win
dowsill, but not as cold). After all, 
it's a bona fide 'house' with a great 
view into the library. Yes, here at 
last you can own a pet larger than a 
dying dimes lore turtle, if you're 
prepared to add a dormer. 


For those of you interested, Blair 
will soon have new space available __ 
there's at least 3 closets presently 
being decorated. Here you will find 
a unique group of people coping 
admirably with personal problems 
in an atmosphere one may cautious
ly call ·squalid'. Blair is dominated 
by the personalities of "Klepto" Joe 
and 8. ~Guru" Hefner, and is a 
veritable haven for aspiring psy· 
chologists. Where else will you find 
students taking full advantage of 
the 3 free visits to the school 
psychiatrist? (you didn't know about 
him, either?) An informed source 
attributes the rise in instability to 
too much curry powder served at 
the house's communal 'dinners.' At 
any rate, these folks are not actually 
considered dangerous·- but if you're 
wondering what happened to the 
chairs in Harmon ..... 


Nuss, I can't tell you much about, 
and it is this very aloofness that 
fuels suspicions. It may be the last 


Shale inmatell make the mOlt of confinement 


in this queer maze. Not that all the 
inhabitants of Shale are to blame. 
Surely, there is indeed a scholar in 
there - maybe under a twisting 
stairway'n My point is that t hese 
castoffs do exist. and that they are 
being duly banished. I mean. if you 
can't receive WJMD airwaves, you 
know something's wrong, right? 
Obviously the administration be
lieves these fellows are in some way 
dangerous to 'les innocents' in the 
dorms. Of course, the charges are 
never heard, but the peop le in Shale 
have pretty good ideas. The crimes 


An Off-Broadway Production 
If you haven't already caught the 


4:00 production of Hello Upstain, 
Goodbye Downstairs, there is still a 
second chance at 7:00 tonight. 
DirectorJames Welpton was able to 
spare sneak jtlim.pses. 


Two college students suddenly 
find themselves locked in a boiler 
room. The audience is face exam
ining their dealings with non
verbal communication. "The play is 
concerned with acceptance into 
society." Do see iL 


remaining outpost for Sigma Chi 
and like members of the bourgeosie 
(popular word these days). Anyway, 
you might go by and visit them, as 
they get lonely rambling about in all 
that space. 


Soooo, for all of you who see these 
houses as a safe compromise·all the 
advantages of a house and none of 
the hassles -- think again, and when 
filling out that housing fo r m, be 
careful what you put under "Com· 
ml."nts". 
GET YOUR COPY OF SHALE 
HOUSE ROCK, on sale now!!! 


THIS WEEK IN SPORTS 
Saturday, Jan. 25: wrestling at 


Valparaiso: Men's swimming 
at Calvin: basketball vs. 
Calvin (home at 3:00). 


Tuesday, Jan. 28: women's bas
ketball at Hope. 


Wednesday, Jan 29: women's 
swimming at Oakland: 
wrestling vs Alma (home at 
7:30). 


Thursday, Jan. 30: women's 
basketball vs. Hillsdale 
(home at 7:00). 


'--~~ Dcnnis Bishop has things well in hand 


STEFFEN 
WINS 300 


by John MacArthur 


Few coaches ever have the dis· 
tinction of winning 200 ballgames in 
their career, but Coach Ray Steffen 
obtained his 300th career victory in 
a 75-74 victory over Albion College 
on January 18th. The victory 
brought Steffen's career total to 300 
wins and 198 losses for a .660 
winnin/{ percentage. Steffen jOined 
the K staff after coach ing at Buchan· 
an High School in 1955. Twice his 
teams have tied for the MIAA 
crown· both with Eope in 1962 and 
1967. 


Led by Junior Ruben Billings and 
Senior Jim Venderweele, the Hor· 
net cagcrs now own an impressive 
nine game winning streak and 
continue to set the pace with Calvin 
i.n the MIAA race this year. 


On January 15th the Hornets met 
and defeated Alma College 68-62. 
Pacing the Hornet's was Ruben 
Billings with 21 points followed by 
Vanderweele's 12. Sophomore Kev· 
in York is doing his share of the 
scoring with a ten point average and 
Garner, Noble, Zuchson and Kess· 
enich are also scoring well. 


It was Kevin York providing the 
big scoring punch in K's 75-74 
victory over Albion. Although 
Coach Steffen is quick to pOint out 
the fact that the team didn't shoot 
too well percentage-wise, they were 
effective when they had to be. Led 
by York's 23 points, and Vander· 
weele's 18, the team kept their poise 
in running the streak to nine. 


With a season record of 10-1, and 
a MlAA mark of 4-0. Kalamazoo will 
meet a tough Calvin team Saturday, 
January 25 in Tredway Gymnasium. 
If you haven't been to a Basketball 
game, you just might like to try it to 
put an end to a dull afternoon. The 
game promises plenty of excite
ment. 


Snyda- Shoots 


by Kurt Roscow 


Due to strong desire and great 
spectator support, K's matmen up· 
ended Wayne State University 
making them a perfect 5-0 in dual 
meets for the season . 


Earlier in the week, the team 
traveled to Adrian and brought 
home their first league victory for 
new head coach Carl Latora. 


Saturday, Jan. 18. the K-squad 
placed second in the Franklin 
Invitational and had one individual 
champion in senior Den Bishop. 
Eight other grapplers placed second 
in the tournament. 


Outstanding efforts by Dennis 
Bishop, a 1973 All· American and 
Steve Zuht, 6·1 overall this season, 
have contributed significantly 
toward an undefeated record for the 
Hornets. Both Bishop and Zuhl 
appear to be bonafide All· American 
pros~ts in 1975. 


Freshman Kurt Roscow, with 
only one defeat in six contesls, is 
also expected to continue his 
winning trend. 


Another K victory 


K WOMEN HOST 
SWIM MEET 


(NS) The Kalamazoo College 
women's swim team played host to 
Western Michigan University and 
defending Big-Ten champs Michigan 
Slate University, last night, Thurs· 
day, January 23, in a double dual 
meet at 7 p.m. in the Natatorium. 


For the Hornet swimmers. who 
had a 6·3 dual meet record last year, 
it was their first dual meet of the 
season. Unfortunately, thf' results 
wl."re not available by press time. 


The Hornets, coached by Marilyn 
Maurer, are led by several out
standing performers. Cathie Kroe
schell, a sophomore breaststroke 
and freestyle swimmer, and An· 
nelle Kartal, a sophomore diver, 
were both undefeated in dual meet 
competition last season. Debbie 
Makos, a sophomore breaststroker 
qualified for thf' AlA W nationals 
last year in the 5O·yard breast
stroke. 


Outstanding performances are 
also expected from freshmen Marty 
Talbott, Lynne Williams and Robin 
Krum. 


fo'our out of the 16-member 
Hornet squad are from the Kalama
zoo area: Melanie Marsh and Stacy 
Semenczuk, Kalamazoo; Ann Dah
mer, Portage; and Patty Barker, 
Paw Paw. 


To 1\Iy Teammates in 9:0Il 
Volleyball 


Nine a.m. volley is the last 
gym class T will ever have to 4-
this is my last chance to hi. 
think the following applies to 
P.E. classes. 


Dear Teammates: 
Some of you are pretty 


sports. Look, volleyball is a 
sport. Many people in the cla~ 
it because they are not too g~ 
but want to get better becaust. 
like the game. Therefore anYOt 
volleyball class has got to exp. 
have some "lousy- players on 
team. I am one of the so·called 
players. 


But I'm pretty sick of the f 
play with treating Ole like dirt 
I'm not too good. Look, believe 
want to play better, I don't 
cause you pain. But it d,,,,,',; 
me when the way you react 
(numerous) mistakes is with 
ures of disgust and quite 
cutting remarks. 


This is, needless to say , 
male·female problem. I 
with good players (often 
feel held back by 
women) who aren't as good. 
skill gap can't be overcome' 
space of It few gym classes, 
a lot of women have been 
ed all their lives to 
themselves as clumsy. And i ' 
to break that pattern. Both 
and men will have to put 
eliminating the problem, 
it's everybodY's problem. 
men who spend time trying 
me improve my serve-I do 
ate it. But please, when 
improve immediately, don't 
ly?) jump to the conclusion 
just goes to show that 
clumsy.~ No--it just takes 


Many of the people who 
visibly disgusted with their 
mates' mistakes are also 
hard on themselves for 
Can't we relax? To use a 
hippy phrase, those 
ball games are full of bad 
Can't we stop being so 
up on winning that we are 
right tasty to each other? I'd 
play with you instead of against 
We all might learn faster that I 
Maybe we'd even enjoy ourset 


(By the way, none of It 
criticisms are aimed at the 
of the class. Coach Baker's fint 
difficult situation). 


VAlPO BEATS K 
by John MacArt hur 


It looks as if the K 
swimmers will have to wait 
next year to have another 
beating Valparaiso Uni 
Coach Kent summed up the 
very well, saying, "We gave 
best shot and came up two 
a second short." The final 
of the meet was not decided 
the free style relay. With the 
54·48 in favor of 
sent their best four '''''''y'''" 
against Valpo's best. Even 
mendous effort by K's Dave 
mons and Steve Labbe was 
qui~ enough as Valpo won 
by a fraction of a second, 
meet 61-48. 


In spite of the loss, there 
some bright spots. Divers 
Bailey and Bob Kost took 
second in the one and 
competition: Kost "'''''iI,;," 
Division III Nationals on 
metl"r board, and Bailey 
superbly to win on the three 


Other winners for K were 
yd. medley relay team of 
Simmons, Holmes and Labbe; 
Dean in the 200 back and 
Simmons in the 200 breast. 


Kent noted that 
teams like Valpo give our 
chance to look at good 
in preparing for the MIAA 
year." 


K is away at Calvin Jo,",,,y' 
and returns home to 
VVayne State VVcdnesday, 
29. 
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Future City To Be Eden? 
Luanne Rouff 


night. in the third 
of a serieA concerning the 


in History, Mr. James Caplin
former city manager of Kala


delivered a speeeh on the 
of the future. 
drawing his verbal sketch of 


Mr. Caplinger outlined 
of the city, 


slem from over
technology and gross 


density that continues to 
individual. Mr. Caplin-


'~:~~~.n~::~1 for the future is 
m but his steps to the city 


are highly idealistic. 
Believing hope to be the only 


bond of contemporary man, 
~'Ipli"g., proposes a new demo 


as a base from which 
city of future will develop. 
word "plan" is given special 


in the blueprints of this 
Instead of the 
in which the 


seem to build their 
the future must be 
of all elements of 


participation is the key
the construction. ineluding 


"1,,,,,.n,.,ti,," for the non· 
or non-politically oriented 
of society. 


must be a drafting of an 
document. wit.h extensive 


by the media. Further· 
. Caplinger added. the city 


shoot for more long-term 
Common objectives could 


be moved from the loeal level 
national level. 
Caplinger feeb that govern
emjplo,:e., should be payed 


success or failure of 
program. Common 


the country would be 
rewarded with government 


W!nm~l" it is only through 
involvement and greater 


"""n." t.hat. t~ese goals can 
to pass. But Mr. Caplinger 
to be asking more from the 


than they are 
transforms his 


an apparant 


believes a city 
to the highest 


attainment." I don't think 


anyone would argue that. to be an 
insignificant. goaJ. but if the alien· 
ation t.hat is so pervasive among 
Americans today is a result of the 
increasing technological growth, 
one cannot effectively eliminate that 
isolat.ion by wishing it away. To 
award the aformentioned prof,m, 
with additional funding woul only 
~~l"pet.uate selfish desires and is 
certainly not in keeping with t.he 
altruistic precept. involved. 


It would indeed be pleasant if all 
could share Mr, Caplinger's UD


bounding optimism, but unless a 
great deal of apathy and cynicism 
among the American peoples is 
eradicated, such a proposal seems 
doomed to the "planning" stages, 


Second In City Lecture Series 


Flesche And Means Explore Urban Problems 
by SUIWl Gate. . _ in oommon. He stated that. these for the cit.y, one of the worst of where neighborhoods elect repre-


The second City and HI~tory individuals have little identification which is the decreasing of tax sentatives to the city government.. 
lecture was held Tuesday, April 29, with the city as a whole and have potential. The wealthy move out Flesche stated that this merely 
and featured lectures by Dr. ~~ald "no unifying census or identification and leave the cities to t.he poor who accentuated the differences be
FI~sche, head of the Poht~cal with the city as political unit." He cannot. support adequate school tween the groups instead of puUing 
$clence Department and Dr . . Rlch- cited the various concentrations of systems, mass transportation, po- them together. He pointed out, 
ard Means, head of the Sociology ethnic groups in American cities, of lice and fire protection and such. however. that certain cities are 
Department. Flesche announced at tribal groups in African cities. and This further lowers the quality of involved in massive revitalization of 
the outset .~f th~ p~gram that. he of different nationalisU in Yugo- ' city life to almost unbearable. their downtown areas to bol$ter 
would do_ the lion s s~are of t~e slave dt.ies, Because of the highly Tn general, dty provided services business and increase community 
presentall~n because he d lost a OOID diverse backgrounds of the people are "pale" compared to those cohesiveness With CIVIC centers. 
toss for thiS h~nor to Means" . that compose modern cities, F1esche provided by the federal and state Most. dties .have little planning 


Concentratmg on the poht~tal commented that "government governmenU. As these services are and are chaotic when it comes to 
problems of modern metropoli~ emerges as a necessary attempt to of a more routine nature the citizens projecting housing needs, police and 
are~, F1esche stressed t.wo m&lD organize the unorganizeable." of most cities are rather apathet.ic fire protection and public transpor· 
toPI~; the nll:t~re of ~r?an govern- The high degree of conflid. that about city government and are less tation systems. He mentioned t.wo 
~ent and political actlv~ty, ~d the marks modern city life results (rom likely to take an ad.ive part in dt.y types of planning to help harmonize 
Importan ce of .p.lannlng In th.e many opposing forees. City dwellers elections, the supply of and demand for public 
develop~ent of Clt.les. He based ~IS seeking services for example, are Many phenomenons results from services; coordinated central plan· 
obse.rvatlons on, several books .lD- angered by the government's in- the above mentioned urban political ning and decentralized planning. 
dudm,g Banfiel~ s Uue.averur Ci~ ability to meet demands. F1t!sche problems. City bosses, although Decentralized city planning thea
ReviJA~ and hIS own excurs~ons lD also mentioned that because 50 now replaced for the most. part by ry recognizes the city as a false 
t~e Um~ States, Yugoslavl8 and many people are packed closely urban experts, arose from the polit.ical unity composed of individ· 
elgh~ AIrlcan ~enters. ,. together. they see their relative masses of apathetic individuals in ual neighborhoods, and gives them 


With the ~apld and ~asslV~ ~Oux deprivation, which results in con- the cities. Refonn movements often control over their police and school 
of _ people mto buddmg. Cities a Oicts between the haves and the sweep t.hrough city governments systems, His example of this was 
umque. growth pattern IS. created have-nots. aJthough they emphasized st.ruct- the communist Yugoslave cities, 
~cordlDg to Flesc~e. H~ views the As the conflicts of city life grow ural changes and do little to unify The coordinated central planning 
ot~ ,from ,th~ vlewpomt of the worse, more people are moving to the city, or make people part of t.he theory according to Flesche goes on 
~I~tl~ sclen~lst ~ made up of _ all the suburbs as soon as they can government, Many times the op. the assumptions that most political 
mdlvlduals With little or nothlDg afford it. This causes more problems posite occurs, as with ward politi~ boundaries are irrational and that 


Little Support For Landmark Day 
by Tim Hennessey 


On Saturday, May 3, CUB and the 
Physical Plant sponsored Kalama
zoo·s first LandmarK Day in an 
attempt to improve and beautify the 
campus. Volunteer maintenance 


men and students worked together 
to complete three projects, includ· 
ing a sundeck at Trowbddge, a patio 
near Shale House, and the planting 
of some shrubs in front of Trow· 
bridge_ 


forum Lecturer 
The activities began bet.ween nine 


and ten in the morning, and shortly 
after noon all 


explained before Saturday. "We 
really don't. expect. a big turnout. 
because many people are going 
home, and there are a lot of other 
things going on that day as well." 
Jim explained that future Land· 
marK Days be sponsored if 
t.here was ""do,n' in'''';'' 


dties need greater political int-er· 
dependence and coordinat.io n of 
police, fire, and airport facilities, He 
cited St. Louis county which con· 
tains 97 dties, 30 separat.e school 
districts, 2 county governments and 
18 fire districts. After carefully 
studying the situation with a group 
of urban experts, Flesche and the 
others decided that St, Louis county 
should be one political entity. 


F1esche maintained that neither 
the centralized or the decentralized 
form of city planning is fully 
accepted, but a mixtuN! of the t.wo 
works best.. Romance Of Chivalry 


Friday, May 2, the Forum 
Dr. Ray Green, gave a 


on t.he Spanish romance of 
during the sixteenth cen
main emphasis was on the 
development of this lit


He also discussed the 
form of romance of chival· 
iu infiuence on Can-antes' 


Qua .... 
first complete Spanish ro
of chivalry - which is often 


to in later romances . 
de Gaula, appeared in 1508, 


developed during the 
period. The sixteenth 


Spanish romance of chival· 
a sentimentalizat.ion of the 


Trent, and the appearance of the 
pastoral and picaresque novelistic 
genres. 


The Spamsh romance differs from 
the French in its reliance on motifs 
rather than entrelacement. Entre
lacement is an "artistic weaving of 
themes" which ignores the ideas of 
beginning and end. The Castillians 
employed a more nonconformist 
development of plot., while main
taining flexibility, by using free and 
static motifs, They also drew mON! 
heavily upon Christian themes, 


Don QuiJ;ote is the "ultimate 
N!generation" of the romance of 
chivalry, it. is its "supreme justi
fication and apotheos". Cervantes' 
work represents the novelistic form 
of the Spanish romance of chivalry; 
it includes irony and therefore adds 
a considerable depth of statement 
which the traditional romances 
lacked. 


Dr .Ray Green is an Assistant 
Professor at the University of 
Wisconsin. He attended t.he Univer
sity of North Carolina and John 
Hopkins. 


\ \ 


D, Se.mlVIUl., F. Broadway &ad J, DeVanay .how oft ....tnniD, T-8hirta 


oompleted . The shrubs and stumps 
used near Shale and Trowbridge 
were supplied by the Physical Plant, 
and with the help of $100 from the 
Student Commission plus student 
donations, Trowbridge was able to 
buy the supplies for its sundeck. 


Except for the Trowbridge sun
deck, which more than a dozen 
students worked on, there was little 
student support for the LandmarK 
activities. However, as Jim Bear 


it. is to have fun and do something, 
not to get free student labor," 


Some other CUB projects coming 
up in the near future are a wine· 
lasting party, a t.rip to a Tigers' 
game, and a roller·skating night, 
which will all soon be announced. 
The CUB is also participating in a 
Blood Drive on Wednesday. May 21, 
and anyone who would like to 
volunteer some time to work on it 
should inquire at the Union Desk. 


Dr. Means spoke next on the 
socio-economic problems of urban 
centeno He listed a lack of adequate 
housing, public transportation, good 
schools, a healthy environment, and 
public order and safety as the main 
troubles plaguing city dwellers, 


He labeled government planning 
as a "crazy quilt of contradictions", 


A1though Means felt that central· 
ized planning was rather ambiguous 
and stated that its sup porters 
tended to "dream in utopian mod
els", some areas such as pollut.ion 
and law enforcement which needs to 
be centrally coo rdinated since 
neither pollution nor criminals stay 
within one political boundary. 


Regional planning can be benehc· 
ial in ot.her ways. Many things are 
cheaper if done on a larger scale 
such as police training and fire 
protection. If several communities 
go together a larger pool of tech· 
nical advisors needed for modern 
city government and planning can 
be maintained. Regional planning 
also makes for more democratic 
participation as it involvell larger 
groups of people in bigger issues. 
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Index Criticized For Poetry Editorial 


Deu Index editors: 
I wonder if the Index editorial 


staff has any notion of the impact 
and the implication of the editorial 
("Critical Awareness Absent at 
Poetry Reading") published in their 
last issue. Although the article was 
written by one person, the entire 
editorial staff is to blame for 
condoning the printing of this 
editorial. The writer is in error, first 
of all, for presuming to define 
poetry, so that all subsequent 
criticism is based on that defmition, 
which forms the basis for a 
separation between the writer u 
critic and the subjects (or victims) 
as poeu. 


Student poets are aot profes
sionals. There is no fine line 
between amateur and professional 
poetry, and no amount of nebulou9 
and sometimes harmful critici.9m is' 
going to pU3b the Itudent poet into a, 
professional mode of writing. It is 
unfortunate. rather. that this type 
of critici9m may serve to stifle a lot 
of would-be poets on thil eampus. 


From the writer'l critique of the 
general atmosphere of student 
poetry readings. one must assume 
that he has attended many such 
readings. Why. then. could he not 
tell us more about the function of an 
amateur poetry reading? Wby could 
he not be pert:eptive enough to be 
aware of the kind of tension that 
exists at these affaris? It is wrong to 
generalize. but it must be said that, 
on the whole. writers of poetry do 
take themselves seriously, and 
simply by reading hiS/her works 
aloud. the non·professional poet 
demonstrates this fact. 


We are not all exhibitionisu. nor 
do we all need some sort of 
therapeutic outlet, as the Index 
editorial staff would have us be
lieve. True, there at1! momenu of 
comic relief. and a few non-serious 
poems are almoat necessary at a 
poetry reading. However. the ten
sion which is released at such 
moments comes not from our 
neuroses, but from the painfully 
embarrassing experience of relating 
a part of one's charact.er and 
experience to people who may be 
total strangers. 


Crit.icism of the type expressed in 
the Index editorial is exactly what 
we do not need. Yes, we do have 
"young minds." Surely Mr. Hart's 
realm of experience is not grossly 
different from anyone of the poets 
he criticized! While 9tudent poetry 
readings are not"Therapeutie hoot
enanies". what t.he writer of the 
editorial has done can be equated to 
going to a nude eonseiousness· 
raising group and then criticizing 
the bodies of the participant.s! 


Letters To The Editor 
that t.he criticism beeomes personal. 
in which the poets themselves are 
accused of having young minds and 
limited experience. How can a critic, 
by taking the stance he must take. 
accuse s young poet of being 
dishonest? Does the writer live in 
the poet's experience? 


Another poet is accused of failing 
to reDect his true feelings in his 
poet.ry. Does the eritie have t.he 
right to presume to know the poet's 
real feelings? I think not, 


tt is when our critie begins to 
make ststements about "women's 
poetry·' that we. as poets. must 
really start. to wonder about his 
sense of ~ponsibility. "To general
ize is to be an idiot," as one dear 
departed "real" poet once said. and 
there is infinite idiocy in the critic's 
remark about women's poetry. 


Women's poetry is accused of 
being "altogether personal." In t.he 
first place. I am tired of people 
going around thinking that t.here 
are two kinds of poetry: poet.ry 
(men'9) and "women's poetry." In 
the second place, I would like the 
critic to compose a list of "poeu" 
(men) whose poems are not "al
together personal." Come now, 
Index staff, how much "women's 
poetry" have you read? To write 
impersonally is to lie. 


Webster's Seventh New Colleg
iate Dictionary offers "emotion" as a 
defmition of "sentiment," so tell U3. 
please. with the limits of our 
language, how to "avoid confusing 
sentiment with emotion," I have 
attended quite a few of the poetry 
readings here. and I do not feel 
"glutted with t.he introspeetive 
poetry of the fu-st·person singular 
variety." All poetry must be some
what introspective. else the poet 
has nothing from which to draw. and 
first-person poet.ry (i.e., non-profes· 
sional poetry) is no exception. 


Any of us could easily change our 
first·person-singluar poems to t.he 
third-penon without affeding the 
meaning, and this might prevent 
accusations of "introspection!", but 
we won·t. 


being edited. and the editorial on 
whieh this letter is based has a 
desperate need of editin~. Many of 
the sentences (for example! "Joe 
Ferrara's poetry is obviously the 
work of a young mind equipped with 
some talent. but. 9uUering from a 
paucity of conseious selectivity and 
of rudimentary technique. lament
able where color, sensuous percep
tion. and imagery originate."???) are 
run-on, long·winded, and dimcult to 
read. and considering the subjed of 
the editorial itself, this is unforgiv. 
able. 


With hopes for the future, 
Sally Urans, with the 


support of: 
Mary D'Amour, 


Wi K8nz8Jd, 


Trieia Beaton, 
Terry MeGonrD, 


Dymplma BW'kharl. 


Let me &Ssure Ms. Urang (and 
friends) that the editorial staff is 
fully aware of the implications 
involved with the publication of the 
editorial in t.he May 2 issue of the 
Index and stronsll support its 
presentation. Although not all of the 
views found in that article are 
shared by me. its bask substance is 
concurrent with my own beliefs. 
Therefore, I heartily aeeept the 
blame, if blame it be. for allowing 
that editorial to appear in the paper. 


Yet., if tbe staff is to be blamed, 
let me examine what it is being 
criticized for doing. We have 
published an editorial (edited) in 
which the writer, Joe Hart, has 
expressed definite beliefs con
cerning the oral presentation of 
poetry and the responsibilities 
inherent in such an expression. He 
has also combined this editorial 
statement with a crit.icism of the 
individual poetry read at the first 
student. reading of this quarter. It 
would appear. since almost nothing 
substantive was mentioned concern
ing Mr. Hart's theories about the 
aesthetics connected with the verb
al expression of poetry. or the 
serious nature in which Mr. Hart 
views the poetic form and its 
composition, that the main objection 
with his article stems from the issue 
of whether or not Mr. Hart has the 
right to critically examine student 
poetry publicly in the p:aper. 


Need the role of student critic 
assumed by Mr. Hart be ques
tioned? Surely it is apparent to 
anyone who reads t.he paper that all 
of iu writers are assuming the roles 
of critics and reviewers. whose 
merits may always be qualified by 
the fact that they are "students" 


and not "professionals." Yet. does 
this situation abrogate the proprie
ty or t.he prerogative 01 students to 
critically examine or express their 
views as journalists in a student 
newspaper? U so, the validity of 
such an enterprise must be held in 
question. 


And what of the student poet and 
his work? Must his or her work be 
relatively dismissed from a critieai 
literary apprai5al and appreciation 
because of his or her student status? 
One must wonder at. the reasons 
behind t.he term "student" being 
depreeiatively applied to an individ
ual's WOrk, and moat. often by the 
individual himself and hi!; fellows, 


Nevertheless, even though an 
individual's position and work may 
be qualified by the term "student"'. 
this does not alter the responsibili
ties incumbent upon his role. 
whether it. be that of student critic 
or poet. For the student crlt:ic, one 
of the responsibilities which attends 
his po9ition i!; to critically examine 
and present his findings with 
exactitude (as you censoriously did 
in reviewing The NJcht Porter); in 
the case of the student poetry 
reader. it is to present one's work in 
a manner which substantively re
Deets the work itself. and to an 
audience whieh hopefully will be 
critieally appreciative. whether that 
appreciation be approvaJ or approb
ation. 


One is not excluded from the 
responsibilities implicit in an activ
ity, no matter how inconvenient 
they may prove to be. Mr. Hart has 
accepted the obligations wbieh 
accompany his role as a student' 
critic by closely examining his 
subject matter openly and honestly. 
Can the same example of responsi
bility be found in tbe student poet 
who wishes to avoid criticism?-D.T. 


So lone Saigon, Hello Ho 
Well, we finally lost the daum 


wu. After twent.y years of involve
ment, billions of dollars spent, 
thousands of lives loat. and tons of 
bomhs dropped, we still lost the 
damn war. Yet it ~ally came as no 
surprise, for we always knew what 
its conclusion would be. We will 
probably be told by journaliau, 
politicians. and historians, that 
Viet.nam was a lesson we can learn 
from . But learning from one's 
mistakes presupposes intelligence. 
Such a proposition is not a safe 
position to advocate concerning U.S. 
Foreign Policy. 


Since wwn, we have beeome 
quite aetustomed to being losers. 
We have supported the losing side 


in China, Cuba, Portugal, Cambodit, 
and DOW Vietnam. As we look to tilt 
future, t.here is every sign that _, 
will continue this defealive POliq. 
We will lose in South Africa; We 
will lose in Rbodesia; We willioae ~ 
Chile. 


Our foreign policy is directed 
against. the entire grain of hUIn&a 
development. In a very real !lelllt 
we are the world's oppressors. and 
the world's reactionaries. The 
greatest tragedy is that we will II« 
learn from our past lesson. 


H tbe Vietman debacle did any. 
thing. it showed us why we willn« 
be instructed by the past. 11 
exposed a confused. seeretive, IIId 
inept decision making process in our 
government. A misinformed ar.d 
misguided military and inteUigenf.t 
elit.e. The immense power and 
in.Ouence of the corporate-military 
structure in our government WII 
disclosed. These are things we weft 
aware of before. but the Vietnam 
conflict revealed them to the 
American publie with a disguaUq 
clarity. 


Perhaps the most positive devel· 
opment of the entire Vietnam war 
was the mobilization of s sUeablt: 
movement of dissent. The VietDllll 
protest. movement was an important 
step in the questioning of 0!Il 


American institutions. Yet much 01 
the energy diseovered in that 
movement vanished with the Amer
ican troop withdrawal several yean 
.go. 


There is no reason why lhiI 
constructive energy 9hould die. The 
Same forces that embroiled the 
American people in Vietnam IDII 
perpetuat.ed the war. are atill 
operating today. The military CI1t


porate structure is as powerful u 
ever, and continues to rape the 
world of its resources and humanity, 
Our leaders, though different. 
no less inept, perhaps more so. 


H the Vietnam protest m,>v.,m •• \ ' 
and its many corollaries is to 
any real meaning. it must contiDue 
to direct all of its efforts against this 
strueture. The whole world is telling 
u.s that we are ba.st.ards. As tht 
"educated yout.h" of this country. ~ 
appears that it. is we who possess 
the opport.unity to change the 
American image. We do not have to 
beeome part of a reactionary 
system, but can continue to rebel 
We can channel our energitl 
toward restructuring our society, 


The loss of South Viet.nam was 
yet another setback to an oppres
sive regime. With our effort, aDd 
the world·s. there will be more. 


Paul [JttIe 


Yes, the atmoaphere is informal 
at student poetry readings. It is also 
ridden with tension. We take our 
poetry seriously as we take our lives 
seriously. But who wants to go to a 
funeral? Neitber un listeners be 
expected to tbrow their instantan
eous criticism like tomatoes, 


I am reacting in anger to this 
piece of criticism. and to the Index 
for printing it., because 1 think many 
of t.he statements made we(e 
irre9ponsible and harmful. A3 a 
person who writes poetry, I found 
the nature of this critici9m some
what dangerous t.o the uneasy 
status of the amateur poet. How· 
ever, I and many of the poets on 
campus do not take criticism badly; 
rather, we seek it and value it for 
the sake of our own growth. It. is 
when the criticism bf!c()mes pe~ 
sonal; that is, a criticism of the 
writer rather than of that which is 
written, tbat we turn away from it 
in disgust.. Writers need criticism 
simply to prevent them from 
wallowing in self·indulgence, but 
criticism of this type we can do 
without. 


The Hermit A Supplier Of The VOJ'IOI: 


by Roland BluR 


One of the poets at the reading is 
accused of having read a group of 
"weak poems." How can such an 
irresponsible statement be consid
ered helpful criticism, or erit.icism at 
all? It is at this point in the article 


1 fmd it appalling as well, that any 
person who is a member of the elite 
Index editorial staH (i.e. , who is "in 
with the Index") un write with no 
fear of the editor·s peneil, while the 
rest of us find our best sentences 
missing on the printed page. Being 
an editor does not exempt one from 


Eugene lonesco will always re
main important to this reviewer. I 
had the opportunity to play the part 
of t.he fireman in The o.1d Soprano. 
Ionesco's verbal ability. coupled 
with his intensely absurd baclt
drops, have left their impression on 
me. I have read snatcbes of his 


"~~"""~"~=-"""""""""""""""""""'IDiary and his autobiographical 
Editor Dean Thompson Present Pall, Put. PreHDt as well 


Sports Mark Thomson. Mike Rhin . bo hid h ~ Ass't Editors Joe Hart and as . oeeNJs m t p ay an s On 
Thomson, Jo Cope· ,So 't 'th t Mary Ann Seaver story orm. I was WI grea 


Bill Watson. Jim land, Lisa Culp. Mu(· excitement that I purchased his 
fie McKernan, Ivers I Tb R • Condon and Jim latest nove e enmt. Bergs, Craig Jbara 


Lay Out 


Rosen Cartoonists Brick Mason and But something went wrong. I 
Photography Mark Doyel, editor, Marty Maddox actually cannot. decide if it was my 


Ann Osborne. Neil Feature Rick Holman, Ches. problem or loneseo's. It isn't a good 


Adv. Mgr. 
Theatre 


Film 


Music 


Mt 


Bowlby and Craig ter Corpt, Sslly Ur. book, yet snak-hes of it are iJO 


Crawford ang, Roland Bluff. dizzying in their intention ("What is 
Tom Brayne Tom Brayne, Guy time? The supplier of tbe void.) that 
Judy Gibson. John Calcerano. Paterick a paradox exisu. Perhaps t.hat's the 
Davies, Beth Wyk· Burgam. Tim Henne. point. 


·atra, Beth Towner The Hermit is an unnamed 
G · M say, Lusnne ttOUIl . AI eVLDson. ary n •••• to. who '-,·v .. an inh,ri-


I Susan Gates. Helen ...., ,,,,,-,,, 
D'Amour, Jim Asbe tance from an obscure American 


d B d U L· Brookes, C.J. Holly 
Lin a ur e. 1S8 . un-I" which "Iow, him to quit his 


S S U TypISts Karen Zachmann, '" ILl Becker, ussn a ee. mundane ,.. b and leave his dingy D ·d Ba Crystal Qirbaugh. 
aVI n Marion Rembelski, hotel for a leiSUrely life in a spacious 


}{~re! R~:skow skY Chester Corpt and well·appointed apartment. He 
plans to enrich his life, to travel 


sometime. but. remains couched in 
his loneliness and despair. 


That's the story, There's very 
little that actllally goes on, other 
than the narrator's monologues. his 
cross-examination of himself, and 
finally his hallucinating a war. a 
fantast.ic externaliT.ation of his own 
inner conOid. Prisons abound for 
the Hermit: love affairs. responsibil
ities, friend9 and even the sky seem. 
to this mind, to entrap innocent 
people in the ugly process of living. 


The Hermit"s response to this is 
straightforwsrd: dipsomania, He 
drinks constantly. While moderate 
in personal habi~ he is excessive in 
metaphysieal habits, and this in
cludes a relentless series of ,\u@1I
lion - answer -.negation - question -
answer ... etc. This makes the narra· 
tive more t.han sluggish-it beeomes 
intolerable. 


A!J a work of fiction this idea 
should have been contained in a 
short story. It repeau itself too 
often, beeomes self-conseious. then, 
in an effort to salvage the last 
seventy pages, simply becomes 
absurd. 


Now absurd is what mueh of 


Ioneseo'9 art is about. ana so k 
seemed logieal, when reading, 14 
expect that absurdity to take solll;t 
new turns. It never does. It I 
Rhinoctlrous without the rhinos. 


What. overrides my bad imprtl" 
sions about this book is my res~ 
for Ioneseo. rm willing to admit thi! 
man's book might be too simple Itt 
me to catch on- I might've bttlI 
tricked. The narrator's tone sUI· 
gests thst the paradoxes have DO 
answers at all: that we continuallJ' 
ask these questions with the kDO"· 
ledge that there will be no anstrd• 
and yet we will continue to ask 
them. 


In ~h~ sense the over~~ 
polemiCS m The Hermit are JU!U" 
able and interesting. But they ~ 
very strange msterial for a OOf 


This, of course, is my prejudice. }J 
a reviewer. I. too. ride the double' 
edged sword presented in tht 
Hermit: 1 am unable to make senJt 
of anything, but I can pretend tD ~ 
"". 


tonesco's authority will sell tilt 
book- I bought it.- and his reputJ
tion will proted it from too 01""
slurs. But. the question posed by tilt 
narrator still haunts me-WhY? 
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- Celebrated Art Theorist To Be On Campus May 15 
by KMen RuhDer PercepUoD, Film u Art, Toward. foundation for art education can be On this broad subject of art and plexes', that is, with information 


Kalamazoo College is fortunate to P.ychology of Art, and Vilual established. psychology, Arnheim deals with which, in their opinion, is irrelevant 
have obta.ined Dr. Rudolph Arnheim Thinking, He protests against the neglect of questions like these: Does the mind or may even produce harmful inhibi· 
as a forum speaker this quarter, arts in contemporary education" alwayslhink with images-are there tions" (from "Agenda for the 
'nlursday, May 15, at 4:00 p.m. in Art. as any mental activity, is neglect due to the fact that the arts imageleS! thoughts?, What is the Psychology of Art", Journal of 
tbe Recital Hall. subject to psychology, Arnheim's are based on perception, and that relat.ionship of color to sex or the Aesthetici and Crltlcilm, 


Arnheim, who emigrated to the main concern is relating important percePtion is considered unimpor- personality sf[ucture?; What is the 10:310-14). 
States in 1940, is a native of features of art, the process 01 tant as it is assumed not to involve psychology of foreshortening and Amheim is a versatile man when 
and received his education creating art, and the personality of thought. This is where Arnheim overlapping? Many artists shun it comes to the fine arts. He can 


with a doctoral dissertation the artist to psychological pro- beings with his theory that seeing is these aspects of art with, as di5C':uS5 the "mundane" elements of 
experimental psychology of cedures. Gestalt theories of percep- thinking. He has devoted many Arnheim says, "a not entirely the visual arts: balance, form. 


:~::;j:~~i~:~:' Since then, he has tion underly mueh of his writing. pages of writing to show that unjustified suspicion against the shape, light, etc.; he will tell us what 
~: of important posi- Arnheiffi adamantly believes that a thought is inherent in perception, undertakings of the psychologists. an arleriticis: analyze a cosmologic


in the field of education. and more intimate connection between vision being the primary medium In the minds of these artists, al symbol in terms of perception; or 
received several fellowships. art and psyehology is ne<:essary: for thought which, without percep- remnants of the romantic prejudice answer the question "Is modern art 


from the once the barrier between these two tion, would have no substance. that art excludes reason combine necessary?". It is safe to say that 
Memorial fields is torn down. today's wide- He contends that the fine arts. with the notion that the psychology Kalamazoo students and faculty can 


a faculty spread unemployment of the senses instruments of visual thought, lead of art is exclusively concerned with expect a faseinating lecture next 
of Sarah Lawrence College can be remedied and a more firm to productive thinking. the uncovering of personal 'com- week. 


York and Harvard Univer- c· . , G ds II E .. S 
,;;;';s,;;;,n;d ath~~e b~~':.. "se~::.:ti;.~ lVlC S 0 pe ntertalnln!! ' uccess 


Research York) and by Judy GiblOn words of Jesus' parables. younger high school student~nnie are incredibly dull. But sit tight, 
Columbia. Having just taken my mid-term Director James Pentecost ap- Vick, and Judas, acted by Bill once Judas enters singing "Prepare 


lectu~er, exam in Intro to the New Testa· proach~ the ,?usical with a showy. Spinning. a Western dance major, Ye the Way of the Lord", the show 
the Society ment, what could be more appro- vaudeville attitude that was pulled also deserve mention for delightful picks up and stays up, even through 


and president of The priate than to view the same off extr~mely well by the young and performances. intermission, when in a unique ap-
Psyehological Assoeiation material in a refreshingly vibrant energetie actors. Rarely have I seen Musieally, the show was aided by proach, the audience was invited on 
on Psychology and the musical comedy form, a community production that of- an excellent, small, offsta~ orch- stage en mass to share some wine 


Dr. Arnheim is currently a The Civic Players offered many fered such a competent cast. Each estra who carried off the show's well with the cast. The fact that 98% of 
Walgreen professor for the others and myself that opportunity actor had his or her highlighted known songs with much talent. The Saturday night's audience made 
of Literature, Science, and last night with their delightful moments, and it is difficult to praise popular and probably best-known their way up on the stage speaks 


at the Universit.y of interpretation of the Gospel accord- one above the others. but I must number, "Day by Day". was absol- for - the show's immense success. 
Over the years. he has ing to Matthew. otherwise known as me~tion that Sheri Schnyders. a utely beautiful as sung by Jill Try to get hold of a ticket for one 


articles for pop- "Godspell", which teaches a love and semor at Portage Northern High Halperin. another dance major from of the remaining shows, May 
,and among his own following of God based on joy rather School, carried off a hilarious Western. 6th· 10th, and be prepared to enjoy 


he is perhaps most than fear, and successfully explores burlesque act that belied her young The only warning I send is that yourself. After all. the story is 
his Art aDd Vi!ual the meanings rather than just the years. Jesus, played by an even t.he first five minutes of the show based on the best-selling book of all 


- - time. 


Cast Chosen For Hedda Gabler 
The cast for Kalamazoo College's 


quarter production of Hedda 
has been named by Mrs. 


Balch, director and chairman 
the Theatre Arts and Speech 


,e~:~;,~~~~ The play will be 
~ in Dalton Theatre on May 


and I? Curtain time will be 


T~fI!:~~~~:lead role of Hedda will 
! Towner, a senior 


major from Penfield, New 
Elizabeth has appeared be


'U~o;n,~;t;he Dalton stage in Six 
III in Search of An Author: 


From Americao Life, Boy. 
Syracuae, and Jacques RNII. 


played Lady Anne in t.he 
of Richard lII, 


, Warren's Profel-


Ron. 
Tesman will be played by Barney 


Gold stein, a Kalamazoo College 
junior from Ceneva, New York_ A 
psychology major. he hu had 
previous roles at Dalton in Boys 
From Syracuse, Richard m. and 
The Hostage. 


Terry Tucker will play the role of 
Julia. A junior theatre major from 
HoweU, Michigan, she has appeared 
in Scenes From Americao LHe and 
Much Ado Ahout Nothlnc. 


Quite new to the Dalton stage is 
Scott Ketcham, who will play the 
part of Brock. 


Lovborg will be played by John 
Davies, who has had previous roles 
in The Miser, Much Ado About 
Nothing. and Scene. From Ameri· 


cao Life. 
Paula Dewey. who plays the part 


of Thea, will be knows to area 
theat.re-goers lor her roles in the 
Kalamazoo College production of 
Caucuiao Chalk Cirde. the New 
Vic production of Cabaret, anti the 
Civic Theatre production of ImPOI
Albie Y tan. She has also appeared 
at Saugatuck's Red Barn Theatre 
last season. 


Finally, Berta will be played by 
Mary E. McNamara. who also 
appeared in the Caucasian 'CbaIk 
Circle, as well as Of Mice ud Mea. 


The stage manager is Rosemary 
Houser. with assistance from Nine 
Feirer. The set designer is Larry 
Jaquith. and costume designer is 
Linda Lyon. 


This Coupon \') NOT VvORTH 


35~ff 
MEDIUM 


o"'~ COI.oPr)~ PI R 
"IW. 
53_00 fO\ ,n,,,,u"l 


C . R The Dalton Theatre box office will 


Omnn·SSIOn eport be open from 1:00-5:00 p.m" May 
1'.17, '0' ,e .. ""tiono. Ti,ket, are 


Little Caesars' Pim 1'rc<lt 
382·5350 


Riek Holman 
Student Commission exteo· 


I used its only real power, the 
of student funds, last 
preparation for upcom


events_ rnA received $250 for 
Day of Gracious Living which 


held sometime during the 
week. 
requested Student Commis· 
allocate S50 to the American 


Service Committee. This 
;;';;~it';;; medical relief 


of Vietnam. The 
approved the request, 


announced that academic 


de .... ation must now be approved by IS~'r·50;' :W:i:th~gro~;UP~'~':te~.~a:Vail:.:a~b:le:.~~~~============~~~~~~~~~::=fl the Academic Standards Committee Telephone 383-8511 for information_ 
by the sixth week of the quarter 
before the deviation is to take 'il ,'- 'If 
effeel. CLC announced th,t, male 8PR.I~& t~T0 yOO(;Ir & . , ..,f ' ,- "'-
,o,op w;U be estobli'hed thi. .,/ WIr.\GIr; thl"Q'SP"INf>- ~'>y" ,(Y";;, 
summer in Blair House. yvv L IJ I' T\) 'J\..1' ':~.' , 


Student Commission then ap · ~': ' _I \ ... • •• ' ..If 
proved the action of the exeeutive ,.,- -. - (.: -'I ~ 
committee in allocation $100 for the .," 
construction of a sun deek on second 
floor Trowbridge during LandmarK 
Day. The Senior Soiree Committee 
received $400 (rom the Student 
Commission in preparation for the 


.:. 


The KALAMAZOO CIVIC PLAYERS 
With The Support Of The MicbJpD CouneU For The ArtI 


MAV1,3, 6 10 


SPECIAL STUDENT RATE S' 5100 


Call 343-13131or reservations lO-S M-F 
--~ 


..,.c - ....... ~ •• e 
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, Hedda Gabler: 19th Century, 1970's Alienation , 
by KeD Dina . Naturalist writer, Emile Zola, des- "torpedo the act.") believe them. She does not have the own. I mtght eve,n go so tar as tel 


19th century ~h?~logy had little cribes Realist thought more clearly_ However. A Doll'. HOUR did not eourage of a Nora from A DoD', oont.end th~t she 18 a symbol of 0Itr 
concern. for the m~':ndual. and the "The playwright should be like a penetrate the depths of revolt for HOllie. which enables her to walk culture. It IS outrageous to see bo. 
aesthetics and pohtu:a of t~e first doctor. who investigates a disease. Ibsen as deeply as Hedda Gabler. out on the life which brought her in the past century technology haa 
~~ ~f ~~e .~nt~y h~ subl~gd.tedl bringing the symptoms of that He now begins to unravel the horror unhappiness. for the courage requis. gone from the horse and buggy, lei 


e In 1'0'1 ua to t <!.SfI I ~'!I disease to the light in order to cure within a woman who is trying, on its is absent. tr~v.el among l.he stars, ~though 
~hought necessary to ~nng society it." the one hand, to remain within the Hedda's problem is that her Sptntual ex:t.enslOn hu not Incru.. 
11100 one mass revolutionary ~ove- It is also within thh!: social and traditional social myths, when she forebearers did not prepare her for ed: 'YIe still have not. found tbt 
~e~t for hu~an ~oT' ~ It wash spiritual context that the work of senses, internally, that they will the world in which she found spiritual courage W~leh Hedda 


a aerosa e woe 0 .nl11~t~nt writers such as Henrich Ibsen must eventually destroy her. herself. She found herself bound to Gabler needed so te~bly. 
century cul.t~re, the lD.dlVldual be viewed. For, not only had Ibsen out-dated myths which had been In a more spec~flc symb?1it 
human .condltlons was gIve.n. sec- needed to make himself aware of the As the play is Realistic in its pMSed along to her. And, her fear parallel, place ~he lile of Mariln 
on~a:Y unportance ~ the Sptntual, contemporary human condition. hut presentation of this "piece of would not let her change. - Monroe alongside that of Hedda 
po~tlcal and econonuc progress of he also had to question all the psychology", the play also expresses The play Hedda Gabler is, then, Gabler. I see. ~o diffe~ence in the 
society as a whole. changes which new discoveries emotional quslities which have not only the demolition of "the act", way that tradition, SOCial roles, lIId 


It should also n,ot be fo~gotten brought to light in his culture. never before appeared on the stage. but is also the demolition of aU ~i~ values brought about the 
that by th-: 1860~, Dar~111 had Ibsen's earlier writing is essen- (Remember that Freud has been outdated myths and aU out.dated su~c!de of Hed?a Gabler, or t.he 
already pu~hshed hiS ~ of the tially Romantic in form. His play working with psycho-analysis pre- alternatives related to those myths. SUICIde of Marily.n Mon~ (WIth 
Specie,: Nletszche. was .Iarmg the Peer GYDt (staged at Dalton in 1971) vious to this time). This new For. the self destruction illustrated more technological glitter, of 
foundations for E~ustentlalism, psy- stands as a major representative of emotional awareness appears, as by Hedda Gabler's dilemma pre- course). For, .at the roots ~f tllb 
cholo!". was takmg ~ha,pe as the this period. However, there are the will and the strength of Hedda sents a social ill which must, by parallel ~he dilemma seems Ide~ti. 
new ~Ien~e of the mmd , an~ th~t some interesting developments be- can, at one moment, equal to that of necessity, be brought to light and cal-the dilemma of th~ human. belbg 
the. historical aceur~y of ~ud&lc tween Peer Gynt and Ibsen's later Lady MacBeth: but in the next cured, and the cowardice and the who has not been eqUIPped With the 
scnpt~ was placed lD.questlon by Hedda Gabler. The development moment, Hedda reveals that this short-sightedneSA of society, which self-confidence ~ find peace !-Jttid 
the ~very of f~S8il man and shows most clearly the new Realist will and strength are actually a brings out the dilemma, must be the bond-crunchmg chaos of hili or 
prehlstonc act ~hlch had been outlook. mask to disguise her complete lack corf1!cl.ed. her culture. 
proven to h~ve eXisted 10.ng before Peer Gynt was a character who of these qualities. (Note that Rollo The dilemma of these two ~OmtD 
the date ASSlgDed to ereatlon by the was not able to construct his life May contended in his lecture here It is this observation which makes left them with two alternatives, • 
Church. according to the realities around that the lack of "murage to act" was this play of Ibsen's a suteftJent spiritual-emoti?nal death to pre-


The earlier artistic traditions of him and thus like a Romantic he the contemporary dilemma). about modern culture. I~ is ~ot ~)DJ)' serve the phySIcal self, or the dna 
the Romantics had achieved a cre~ted the w~rld in his own im~e. It is this marvelous dramatic about 19th Ciilntury alienation and of the physical sell. Ibsen's commeal 
separation for the individual from However, Ibsen's transitional work, ambiguity which makes Ibsen's the 19th century women, but the here is that ofte!1 the most sensitive 
the mass of society. At least, in the A Doll'. BOUIlfl, sets the story in the women such strong characters_ He alienation in the 1970's for male and choose a. physlt~a1 death becallJt 
eyes of a Romantic, it was possible ordinary realities of contemporary creates a dramatic and psychologi- female. they realize the value of their 
to see a member of soeiety as a life. Ibsen begins to show how the cal believability greater than any emotions. A physical death i, 
unique spiritual being, apart from Romantic world.view is drastically female roles for the stage since The Moral Question: who could preferred above the spiritual death 
all other members. But the Roman- out of touch with the individual Lady Mac Beth or the Daughters of actually testify that our tradition, of self-hate and self-destruction. 
tic approach to lile could not deal . h ' Lear. But, unlike Lady MacBeth, or h 'h _____ '" It' t rt . I th t BeeP-


needs present Wit in soclel.)'. Lear's Daughters, Hedda's ine.redi. and t ose generations w 0 p~- IS ~ue, .ce am y, a. . ... 
with the hard physical realities of Ibsen makes this point concisely ed us, did an adequate job of pre- Gabler lS, In past, a hlStoneal th h dOt' 'th th b tal ble personality lies as much in her ·d Ib e umorcon I lon, WI e ru when he allows the wife, Nora, m A poring us for the realities which we document. You cannot avol sen', I h' h d ified ··-h I h d weakness, as it does in the facade of re go w IC a e I ....,. no ogy a Doll's House. to walk out on a now face? So much of the time we approach to theatrical possibilities. 
assumed. marriage which she finds to be her strength. lind ourselves, as does Hedda But here is that incredible spirit 


without meaning. It is a shocking Our myth of human superiority is Gabler, having to side-step the which a "work of magnitude" 
act Cor a woman to take in 1879, lor demolished when we see Hedda realities because no one taught us emminates: when it can be a part of 
it destroys the cultural myth of a turn the weapon against her own how to be courageous. And, so its own history, and transcend it It 
woman's station in society. self in desperation. So it is that often, when we have courage we are the same moment. Through the 


Within this context, the Realist 
approach to life appeared as a 
reaction against the "ivory tower" 
of Romanticism, the remaining 
abstract philosophies of the idealist 
revolutionariea, and the technolog
ieal brutality of the contemporary 
culture. In short, the Realh!:ts saw a 
diseased society, badly in need of 
curative and creative solutions. 


The comment of the French 


Mel Brooks Returns 


Ibsen presents Nora's turning Freud's notion of "the death wish ftrst made to fight against the benificence of the creative form, we 
point when she refuses to be simply within us all" is not inappropriately restrictions of irrelevant social are given a chance to view ourseivel 
a Mdoll" in a house. Here is the end of to those in Hedda Gabler's condi- myths before we can proceed to from a distance, dressed up like our 
one myth-the Romantic view of a tion. She does not know how to live making sense of our lives. grandfathers and grandmothen; 
woman's role in lile. However, Ibsen in the world she sees with her eyes Beeausethe Western culture of the living with our present pel'SOllli 
only destroys the myth. He does not and feels with her emotions_ She is last one hundred years has remain- dilemmas and social confusion_ Willi 
suggest a replacement. (Ibsen was forced to live with her fantasies, but ed incredibly lacking in foresight, this distance, we might see IbJtD 
always expressing a desire to unlike Peer Gynt, cannot realTy Hedda Gabler's problem is also our more clearly, and ourselves as weD. 


Blazing Frankenstein Rides Again 
by Rou Wallaee 


I would agree that YoWlg Fnnk
eD8te.Ln is ''The most cinematically 
assured, coherent and (relatively 
speaking) tasteful of Brook's films 
(Newsweek D 28, 74'." However, 
the question of this article remains: 
How much can we expect of Mel 
Brooks? 


I want more. 


Give me Woody Allen. The 
question here is, of course, taste and 
personal perference, but I think 
(since I can only say Mel Brooks is 
low compared to somebody else) 
that Woody Allen (Howard Cosell, 
giant breasts and orgasmatrons) is 
better in the sense that he has a 
more difficult job, being the kind of 
cosmic (Chaplin, Keaton. Lloyd and 
Langdon) where laguhter hlUl one 


I IN TOWN 
Movies 


I 
aim among many. That humor wls 
for "broader artistry." Mel Brooks' 
humor calls for nonstop joke-and
gag sequences that end wherever 
you stop. In this case a grueling 104 
minutes later. Campus 


The Stepford Wives 
Capit.al 


The Timber Tramps 
Cinema I and II 


Janus 
The Great Gold Conspiracy 


Plaza I and n 
Mixed Company 
The Four Musketeers 


West Main 
Young Frankenstein 


Theater 
Carver Center 


The Boys in the Band 
May 16 thru 18 


Dalton Theater 
Hedda Gabler 
May 15 thru 17 


Kalamazoo Civic Theater 
Godspell 
May 16 and 17 


New Vic Theater 
Jesus Christ Superstar 
May 16 and 17 


Concerts 
Wings Stadium 


Aerosmith and Kansas 
May 23 


Night Spots 
Holly's Bistro 


Steve Heidanus 
Ratskeller 


Home (Mon.·Sat.) 


Of course Mel Brooks Is funny. 
However the feeling I get is that 
he's a stand up comedian who's 
trying to think up one more joke and 
deliver it, and one more joke and 
deliver it, until (he keeps looking at 
his watch) his time is up. He relys on 
our conditioned laughter Ot's tarn
ished, not fnlsh and new) to sex 
("what knockers," he says about 
door knockers with his head on his 
assistant's ehest, That is funnyl) Or 
violence as the monster goes 
crashing through windows and 
knocking down doors. But that's it. 
He's safe. He knows we'll laugh at 
sexual jokes and monsters crashing 
through doors. 


Written by Gene Wilder and Mel 
Brooks. the present-day franken
stein, played by Gene Wilder, an 


American surgeon· professor, re
turns to Transylvania and goes 
through a complete parody of Mary 
Shelley'S e1assic story. The monster 
gets loose, is brought in by violin 
music, and at the end of the movie is 
reading the Wall Street Journal 
married to Young Frankenstein's 
poof poof fiancee. The driving force 
behind the action is Frau Blucher's 
(horses rear, nay that is) affection 
for Young Frankenstein's grand
father ... you mean ... yes ... he was ... 
yes ... my ... boyfriend. 


Generally there are scenes where 
I try to laugh, e.g. Madeline Kahn 
doesn't want her hair mussed, so 
after a number of attempts they rub 
elbows. The movie goes on and I'm 
trying to laugh again and again at 
Igor's (Eye-gor's Marty Feldman) 
hump shifting shoulders, and at the 
horses that rear every time Frau 
Blucher's (rear) name is mentioned. 
I'm trying to laugh, when one of the 
rowdy's behind me yells "Go down 
on the monster lady. Go down." And 
I'm cracking up. 


Specifically. the two saving 
scenes upon which we can forgive 
Mel Brooks lor making the flick is 
when the mosnter visits the blind 
hermit (Gene Hackman). Gene 
pours scaulding soup on the mon
ster's lap. shatters his mug, and 
lights his thumb on fire. The other 
saving seene is when the monster 
and his creator do a vaudeville act, 


"Puttin' on the Ritz" in white lie and 
tails. 


The remainder of the movie is 
Punch and Judy, though I get tired 
of being punched after awhile. My 
gut is saying "smile, and I chuckle, 
and chuckle air in, air jerkily out
but I'm not laughing. I wish he'd 
make m, laugh my ass off period
ically, irastead of causing me to 
chuckle every 30 seconds until I'm 
exhausted. 


Mel Brooks will do anything to 
get you to chuckle. You wonder if 
his security in the world (not his 
profession) lies in trying to make 
other people laugh. Indeed, by the 
repititious scene stolen from Blarin:t 
Sadd les where Madeline Kahn 
screams at the size of her rapist's 
organ, and then one hears the "oos" 
and "ahhhs" of her ecstatic pleasure, 
you wonder if desperate Mel Brooks 
would tour around to America's 
movie theatres and before each 
showing pull down his pants for a 


laugh. 
So the question remains, whatw 


one ask of Mel Brooks? I hope he', 
just doing these fUms to earn a few 
bucks, and not thinking he's making 
a serious contribution to fdm art. I 
would like him to be doing these 
fUms so he can pay the rent while 
he's hopefully spending his timt 
working on a serious endeavor. Soil 
you're thinking of seeing the film. 
by all means see it. t's worth tht 
investment just to see Marty Feld· 
men's wall-eye. 


Hoever, the best description rYe 
come across concerning YOUI' 


Fn.nkeDlitein is "astoundingly wit· 
ty, but it's a great deal of low fun III 
the sort that Mel Brooks specialius 
in." I guess that's what I object to. 
Low fun. But let's support hinl. 
humor him, because though hell 
never have a monster organ, if vn 
pay his rent for awhile, maybe he'll 
come up with an artistic oomeG1 
movie. Mel Brooks? 


Did you hear horses rear? 


Rosenbloom To Sing 
Rita Rosenbloom will present a 


program of Hebrew and Israeli folk 
songs at KalamlUOO College on May 
10. The program will be presented 
in the Olmsted Room, Mandelle 
Hall, at 8:00 p.m. 


Heard regularly on the Barry 
Reisman radio show, Rita Rosen-


BICYCLE SALES 
AND REPAIRS 


BI~ 
III w,sOUTN (MUlIOIDUG! 11IG.) 


PHON I 349.9423 
MON,·FRI. 11-7; SAT, 9·3:30 


bloom has been performing for 
several years both on her own and 
as a member of the L'Chayinl 
Dancers and singers. She h15 
performed for 8'Nai B'rith, Had· 
assah, Pioneer Women, and DR'!. 
She has also performed at coIlef" 
community, and synagogue events, 
ine1uding the Philadelphia Je1ll'isII 
Music Festival, the Israeli Dallet 
Festival. the Independence 0'1 
Parades, and the Simchah Torah 
Rallies for Soviet Jews. In additioO 
to performing, Ms . RosenblooLII 
teaches music at several Hebre" 
schools. 


Saturday's performance at "K~ 
will ine1ude a program of 5Ont-' 
selected by Ms. Rosembloom as "eD 
as requests from the audience. ~ 
audience will be invited to rernaill 
after the performance to participate 
in a program of Israeli folk dancin,· 
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WoaM!lI', tellJU' team to hid fareweD 
to Maree Snyder, Jo Copeland 


·-.n -


taken place in Marge through the 
by Jo Copeland and years. As a !reshman, she entered 
Jane Pi.D.kerm.&D t he team as Marjorie Snyder "the 


If all goes according to the famous good freshman." Sophomore year 
Kalamazoo College plan, the Wo-- she was suddenly transformed into 
men's Tennis Team will be bidding "Moose" Snyder. Rumor has it that 
farewell to the number one and five she was tagged with this name 
singles spots at the conclUSion of because of the frequent moose 
this season. Both Marge Snyder and sounds she made on t he court while 
Jo Copeland are completing their calling for the favorite moose food: 
fourth and fmal Spring term at K. "Nuts!". Junior year saw a decided 


Marge Snyder began her tennis change in Moose. Firm ground 
career at K by pla~g the. number Yrokes, aggressive volleys, sm~h. 
four spot and combmmg With Polly ing serves and above all, Iightenmg 
Yocum to fill the number t wo qu ick footwo rk resulted in an 
doubles . fi nishing freshman year expansion of her name to Moose on 
with a winning season. As a matter the Loose." One of t he most distinct 
of fact, M~ge has ~ever had a losing changes in Moose t his year has been 
season while playmg for K. Soph· her budding sense of humor. As one 
omore. junior and senior years have of her teammates described it. "The 
seen Marge doggedly hoarding t he look on her race during prs.etice just 
number one court in both singles crackes me up!" 
and doubles. Through the years. Perhaps t he nickname of "Moose 
other team members have hoped on the Loose" influenced Marge to 
that Marge might get tired of the have unique experiences in every 
scenery on the number one court facet of her life at K. Marge has 
and choose to move to court two or participated in almost every WI>" 


three or maybe even the back · men's varsity sport offered atK and 
courts. But Marge seems to be on the side. has managed to major in 
taken with "her" court and it seems history, minor in P.E. and complete 
doubtful that even a te~ ton truck the requirements for a secondary 
could budite her from It. although teaching certificate. When asked 
Coach Acker has on several oeea· what was one of the most enjoyable 
sions. experiences in these past four 


A number of subtle changes have years. however, Marge referred to 


Kalamazoo Archers Victorious At MIAA Match 
Muffie McKearnan 


Kalam azoo's women's a rchery 
shot two dual meets last week, 


Calvin and the other 
, winning both. 


end at Calvin. Superb performances 
by Hunter , Covert, Glowacki, and 
Moseson gave Kalamazoo a total 
score of 6140, defeating second place 
Alma by over 300 points. Hunter 
and Covert tied with Sue Meyers of 
Olivet for top honors. each shooting 
an average of 515 points (out of • 
possible 648). Glowacki cam~ in 
third with an average of 506 pomts, 
while Moseson, a promising new· 
comer to the team, shot an average 
of 413.5. 


The tournament consisted of 
shooting four matches in two days, 
each match consisting of 72 arrows. 
During the last of these matches it 
started to rain, but the fearless 
archers decided to continue to 
shoot. Despite t his, scores remained 
very high for an excellent display of 
archery. Coach Ted Brooks WM 
pleased with the archers' perform· 
ances, and is hoping to be back next 
year with a men's team as well. 


Luck Does Not Prevail At MIAA Track Meet 
Inri Berga 


t he preliminaries for the 
t rack league meet got under 


last Friday. the Kalamazoo 
athletes felt that they had a 


t han average shot at league 


previous efforts in dual 
proved that they did have the 


, and all that t hey really 
was a little but of luck. Well, 


particular ingredient of luck 
the one element completely 


from the Hornets endeavors 


Duane Garners not making it to the 
fmals in the high's and 440, whe~ 
they would have been strong 
contenders. 


When Saturday rolled around, 
hopes we~ still high, and the field 
event results showed it. Neil 
Bowlby took a fifth in the long jump 
and fourth in the high jump. Alex 
Garrett won a fourth in the javelin, 
while Scott Graham heaved the shot 
put to a third place finish. Tommy 
Gray also pitched in with a fourth 
place in the triple jump. 


in a row. 
After this good start in the field 


events, the day just fell apart as K 
earned no higher than fourth. and in 
only five of the ten running events. 
The 440 relay team (Bowlby. Gray. 
Kropf, Blanchard) ran their best 
time of the year with a 43.9. and 
took fifth. John Call ran the mile in 
4:26.5 for a fourt h, and Mike 
Blanchard placed fifth in the 100 in 
10.2. with Bruce Johnson taking 
fourth in the 880 with a 1157.6. 


finish. 
In the [mal event, the mile ~Iay 


team (Dawson, Johnson. Garner, 
Phillips) ran t heir year's best time 
of 3:29.4 for a fifth place. 


Final scores for the meet: 
Calvin 761/ 1 


Olivet 43 
Albion 41 
Hope 36 
Alma 29 
Kalamazoo 25111 
Adrian 21 


her precious employment with the 
Checker Motor Company. "I really 
liked it, you know. It gave me a 
chance to work with my hands. I got 
• real seose of accomplishment 
putting nuts and bolts on car 
bumpers." Marge's immediate fu· 
ture plans are to work with Willard 
Washburn at the Kalamazoo Coun· 
try Club this summer instrueting 
tennis. She hopes to teach in the fall 
so if anyone knows of a job for • 
hotdog please contact Moose Snyder 
in Trowbridge Hall. 


Jo Copeland. the other Senior on 
t his Spring's sq uad br ings her 
tennis experience from Missouri to 
K. In her four years at K. J o hu 
improved her ten nis in many 
aspec:ts . one of the most important 
being a lighter outlook on t he 
eompelitive a.sped.s of tennis. Along 
with helping to keep spirits up on 
the team, Jo, by virtue of her 
experience. has also continued her 
post L!I f&.!lhion consultant for Ms. 
Snyder. "I have t ried to give Marge 
the more elegant image this season, 
supplyi ng her with cute little 
matching barrettes and tagging her 
with the more mature nickname of 
'Barrettes Snyder' ". 


Jo's love for tennis this Spring 
has provided spectators, teammates 
and Coach Loveless with HOURS 
of tension. It seems t hat the thought 
that this sea.son wou1d be her last 
for K led Jo to believe t hat going 
three sets in many of her matches 
would mean increased court time. 
But Jo, who relies on a hard serve 
and consistant forehand in her 
matches at Dumber five singles, 
thrives on these long matches. 


Hoping to stave off the "Super 
Senior" title (in other words not 
having to attend 14K" t his summer). 
Jo will graduate in June with a 
major in sociology, a minor in P.E .• 
and is intending to use her teaching 
certificate in any job she can get. 


When asked about game attitude 
and whether they had any words of 
wisdom to pass on to others, Marge 
and Jo had similar responses. Even 
t hough Marge no longer say a 
"Nuts!", she feels her attitude has 
not changed in four years, "I still 
like to win" 


MlAA STANDINGS 
_ball 


W L 
Calvin 7 2 
Alma 5 3 
Kalamazoo 4 4 
Albion 5 5 
Adrian 6 6 
Hope 3 8 


Temria 
Kalamazoo 6 0 
Alma 4 1 
Calvin S 2 
Hope S 2 
Albion 2 3 
Oli· .. et 1 5 
Adrian 0 5 


Trad. 
Calvin 5 0 
Albion 4 2 
Hope 4 2 
Olivet S 3 
Alma 1 S 
Kalamazoo 1 3 
Adrian 0 5 


two days. 
the prelims, K placed only 


in the 880 run. while 
Two Hornets had come up 


;th_~h~ •• am. thn •.. Dan Phillips ran 
in a fast heat and didn't 


for finals, but in the next 
Johnson ran in the same 


The biggest event for Kalamazoo 
of the day was in the pole vault, 
where the duo of Craig Boyak and 
John Barta took both first and tie 
for third respectively. This was 
Boyak's second MIAA championship 


The worst break of the day was 
dealt to Craig Crawford in the 
intermediate hurdles, who was 
running in second place near the end 
of the race when a hurdle decided to 
jump up and grab his leg. His fail 
lost K it's last hopes of a higher 


Kalamazoo Civic Players 


Olivet 
May 10, 1:00 p.m . 


. Alma 
May 14, 1:00 p.m. 


Tennis 
Northwestern T 
May 9, 2:00 p.m. 


1V"m',n·, Tennis 


Michigan State ~'~~:~';:~itY. 1 EMtem Michigan 
Central Michigan University 


9 & 10 2:00 p.m. 


2:00 . 







Women's Tennis Team Victors In MIAA Tournament 
by J 0 Copeland 


The Women's Tennis Team con
tinued their winning streak last 
week by winning two more matches, 
and then going on to claim a dedded 
victory in the WMlAA tournament 
this past weekend. 


K's varsity team travelled to 
Calvin, Tuesday. for their first away 
match of the seuon, winning easily 
over their final MlAA opponents 
7-2. The match was a perfect 
opportunity (or the team to adjust 
to t he decidedly slower court 
surface at the Calvin courts, in 
preparation for the WMIAA tour
nament to be held at Calvin the 
coming weekend. 


Following the varsity squad's 
winning examples. K's J.V. squad 
trucked over to Olivet the following 
day and annihilated their varsity 
team, 8-1. Veteran Muffie McKearn
an topped the st.rating line up (or K, 
winning 6-2. 6-8, while Belser (Jane) 
Butt found her competition a little 
tougher in the It2 spot. However, 
she came through in t rue Butt 
Boogey style, winning 7-5, 7-5. 


Rambling Roz Freas loped 
through her match 6-4, 6-4, playing 
superbly in the"S singles slot, while 
"4 Chris Allen psyched up her 
freckles to smash her competition, 
6-3, 6-2. Carol Saro, not to be 
outdone, won with the best score of 
the entire match, 6-2, 6-0. K's Kathy 
Greenberger must have looked too 
tough for Olivet. who defaulted "6 
singles to K because of a sprained 
ank1e. 


In doubles, Belser teamed up with 
pert Stacy Mick1e to play "1 for K, 
cleaning up 6-2, 6·1. Olivet's only 
satisfaction came from a It2 doubles 
victory over K's Annette Knight 
and Marty Talbott, 6·2, 6-3, who 
couldn't quite put their act. together. 
But with this competition exper
ie nce under their belts, these 
young'uns should develop into a 
dynamic duo. Finally, lIS doubles 
Unda Horsely and Grace Young 
pulled through a tense three setter. 
winning in a third set tie-breaker, 
4-6, 7-5. 7-6. 


This match is only one indication 
of how tough K's J.V. squad really 
is. With more and mo~ opportun
ities for competition play, there is 
no doubt that this squad, with their 
undying enthusiasm, will be seen in 
the victor's circle time and time 
again. 


Early Friday morning saw the 
varsity squad packing up for the 
WMIAA's to be held at Calvin 
College. A discussion on the trip up 
to Calvin concerning how to play the 
championshin rlouhl,,_'1 naid off, as 
"Brelts" Snyder (appearing at long 
last in her vogue outfit) , and spunky 
Lisa Culp won 6-0, 6-0 over their 
Olivet opponents in the "1 doubles 
Dight. while K's It2 doubles team 


Team Even for $ .. lOn 


Blueberry Brooks &lid Josephine 
Copeland warmed up ill a 6-4. 6-4 
victory aver Adrian. Both teams 
were rooted on by the lIS team, 
Tinkennan and Whipper-snapper 
McCaslin, who drew a first round 
bye. 


By noontime, flJ"st round singles 
were beginning, and Jane Pinker
man won herself a new nickname 
($queakin' Wane) for fast foot work 
in defeating her Calvin competition, 
6-3, 6-2. Brooks and Copeland both 
trounced Hope players in their first 
round matches 6.(). 6-4, and 6·1, 6.(), 
respectively. 


Late afternoon !law the semi-final 
singles matches beginning. Snyder 
and Culp. both being !leeded one 
with flJ"st round byes, quickly took 
care of their opponents. "Bretts" 
defeated Adrian 6-0, 6-1, while Cool 
Culp won over an Albion foe 6-1, 6-3. 


Squeakin' Wane Pinkerman play· 
ed her best tennis of the year, 
hustling for every point and winning 
6-0,5-2 against Adrian. Jere Brooks 
(bless her heart) played a grudge 
match against Adrian and, in a 


stupendous display of "beat her at 
her own game" strategy, won a 
tense third set tie·breaker to clinch 
the match 6-4, 5-7, 7-8. 


In the "5 singles bracket, Jo 
Copeland fought with detennination 
and consistency but could not out 
stroke S. Smid of Calvin, who went 
on to win the 1t5 singles flight. 
Copeland dropped the match 6-3, 
6-3. First .seed Whipper-snapper 
McCaslin, after a flJ"st round bye, 
played her first match of the day as 
the sun was beginning to set. She 
dropped her first set, but as usual, 
made a typical whipper-snapper 
come back, winning over Adrian 3-6, 
6·0, 6-2. 


On Saturday, K's squad, refresh· 
ed and ready for the kill, began the 
day with high hopes. Snyder and 
Culp met the number one seed from 
Albion and gave everyone a scare. 
until Marge got her executive 
barettes tuned in and Lisa decided it 
was time to rise and shine. After 
dropping the first set, the slow 
starting duo used their heads and 
upset their opponents 4-6, 6-4, 6-8. 


Brooks and Copeland also met the 
number one seed in their division, 
but wasted no time in using their 
consistcncy strategy to upset and 
quickly destroy their Alma competi
tion 6-4, 6-2. 


K's lIS team played their flJ"st 
match of the tournament in the 
semi's against Adrian. Wane and 
Whip began somewhat slowly, but 
quickly decided to make a bee
line for victory, winning 7-6, 6-2. 


In the finals, Marge Snyder 
played Carol Jones from Alma for 
the third consecutive year and 
handily beat her with some beauti· 
ful stroking, 6-4, 6·2. Lisa Culp also 
played an Alma opponent, Deb 
Mapes, defeating Deb with deter
mination, 6-2. 7-5. 


Jane Pinkerman met the rlJ"st 
seed in the lIS flight from Albion, 
but could not outstroke the "back.
board woman," and disappointedly 
dropped the mal.c:h &-2, 6-2. Jere 
Brooks abo met the number one 
seed. in her flight in the finals. 
Brooks' consistent stroking, how
ever. was not enough to ruIOe K. 


Tottis from Alma who won 
However, Whipper-snapper 
lin pulled through a gruelling 
set victory to win her flight. 3-6, 
7-5. 


By the time t he doubles 
ionships began, the tournament 
been moved indoors beeause of 
Snyder and Culp met 
foes from Alma, and could 
wrong. Smashing their 
victory, K took the 1st 
championship 6-3, 6-1. 
Copeland were equally ,t".nnin! 
they played their best 
season, winning their i 
Albion 7-5, 6-3. 
Caslin and Pinkerman 
hold out against consistent. 


hitting Albion. who wo;n;~s..I,;;', Ih'Im.~'i 
At the end of the ... 


had accumulated 
maximum Z1 points. 
second with 14 points, (oUo';,><I 
Ca1vin (12), Alma (10), 
(9). 100 percent effort 
team member and some be .• ~tU;1 
tennis has once again put K 
spot. 


Men's Tennis Team Sweeps MIAA 
by Marlr: Thom80D 


The Hornets fini.!!hed their home 
schedule in fine style this week by 
defeating a surprisingly strong 
EMU team, 8-1, and then sweeping 
all nine flights in the MIAA champ
ionships. 


K played EMU indoors on Wed
nesday due to rainy weather. In one 
of the best home matches all year, K 
displayed some real strength by 
dropping only one match. Tri
captain Dave Emig, at "1 singles, 
started thinp off by outslugging 
Cornel Ballard 6-4, 6-4. The only loss 
of the day was turned in by Rick 
Moore at "3 singles, losing a close 
one 6-4, 6-7, 7·5. Coach George 
Acker was pleased with the nerfor-


mance, and quickly pointed the 
team towards the MIAA meet on 
Friday and Saturday. 


The Hertz squad convincingly 
demonstrated why they are HI by 
winning every flight. with the loss 
of only two sets. Dave Emig and 
Alex Dalrymple had a little trouble 
getting tracked, but made it to the 
"1 doubles flight finals. with wins of 
6-4,6-4 and 6-1, 6-7, &-1 over Calvin 
and Hope, respectively. 


K's"2 and ItS teams of Rick. Moore 
and Chri8 Bussert, and Mike Thom
son and Spook Smith, made short 
work of their doubles flights, riding 
into the rmals on 7-8, 6-1, and 6-0, 5-1 
scores over 6-0, 6-1, respectively. 


The singles weren't as dose, but 


were equally devastating. Dave 
Emig, Chris Bussert. Rick Moore, 
Alex Dalrymple, Mike Thomson, 
and Spook Smith, at NI-6 singles lor 
Kazoo, dominated their nights and 
easily made it into the finaJs. 


,. Mike and Spook started things off 
Saturday by quickly defeating Cal· 
vin's"S doubles team, 6-0, 6-3. Soon 
after. Rick and Buzz won the N2 
doubles flight over Alma's team, 7--6. 
Dave and Alex at Itl snuck through 
a dose match to win 6-3, 6-7. 6-4. 


The season's tough schedule and 
hard word paid off in the singles 
finals. The only senior, Dave Emig, 
rmished his MlAA career by out
classing Alma's Kyle Madden &-2, 
6-4. The lone freshman among the 
top six, Chris Bussert, outplayed 
Alma's N2 man, John Duchaine, 6-3, 
6-3. At "3, tri-a.ptain Rick Moore . 
smoked Alma's Bob Swanson, 6-1, 
6-2. Holding the "4 position, K's 
other tri-captain, Alex Dalrymple, 
blazed · Alma's contender by the 
score of 6-0, 6-1. Kalamazoo's depth 
was further shown as Mike Thom
son and Spook Smith , zipped 
through their H5 and "S singles 
flight finals 6-2, 6-{). and 6-1, 6-0, 
Nlspectively. 


Further recognition was given to 
K as Dave Emig was elected the 
most valuable player of the league. 
Also, the five out of .!!ix AlI-Confer
ence choices went to Kalamazoo's 
Dave Emig, Chris Bussert. Rick. 
Moore, Alex Dalrymple, and Harlan 
Smith, with Alma's Kyle Madden 


receiving the sixth honor. 
The only remaining home match 


is tomorrow, Saturday, May lOth,1.S 
t he very same Hertz squad laces the 
fired -up A vis squad. A vis featu res 
such stars as Jim (Weasel) Hosner, 
Paul (International) Warshawsky, 
Mark (Mecca) Thomson, Mike (Chi. 
lucky) ChUicki. Eric (Turtle) Con· 
nick and Dan Thomson. 


This year's Avis squad is unde
feated, (as each Avis squad in the 
past has been), except for intra· 
squad competition against Hertz. 
Theyl1 be out to avenge t hOlll! 
losses, and come up with some good 
upsets. Check the Bulletin and .!!ip 
around campus for the starting time 
of the match. Go for illl 


CLASSIFIEDS 
TYPIST to do school papers. 
Copy must be legible. Terms 
arranged. Parson's Business 
School graduate. Contact Sara 
Johnson 344-7909, 


Anyone wishing to place a 
classified ad can do so by 
contacting the Index orfice, at 
383-8460. Deadline for all ads is 
the Sunday preceding the pub
lishing date. which always faUs 
on Friday. Rates for Kalamazoo 
College students are $1.00 for the 
first three lines; 20c for each 
additional line. For all others, 
$1.25 for the first three lines; 25c 
for each additional line. 


Kalamazoo College's Baseball Team Slugs It Out 
by Crais Jbara 


K continued its pace in the MIAA 
last week by splitting double-head
ers with Albion and Hope in two 
very crudaJ series. The baseball 
team still has a shot at the title. 
depending on how other teams have 
knocked each other oU. but it must 
at least keep up this trend to assure 
Kalamazoo of the all-sports trop~y. 


Against Albion, both teams had to 
win their respective games the hard 
way: by malting late inning rallies to 
clinch the victory. In the first 
contem., Albion jumped to a 2'() I~ad 
in the fu-m. inning off K pitcher Mike 
Gengle, and then added another run 
in the 4th. 


The Hornets couldn't get any
thing going until a break was given 
to them by the umpires. Albion 
pitcher Jim Knudson was called for 
two consecutive balks after J. P. 
McBride had singled for K. Then 
Mike Holmes walked and Craig 
Jbara and Dennis Kugle produced 
run·scoring singles to tie the game. 
The score remained unchanged until 
the Hornets' 7th inning, when Si 


Johnson singled and McBride 
doubled with two out. to bring home 
the winning run. 


Gengle went the distance on the 
mound for K, picking up his first win 
of the season by pitching a 7·hitter, 
and shutting out Albion during the 
last three innings. K catcher J. P. 
McBride continued his torrid hit
ting, with a 4 for 4 effort at the 
plate. vaulting him into the league 
lead in batting. Dave Holmes 
collected the other Hornel hit. 


The second game completely 
reversed the action of the first . K 
opened up quickly with two runs on 
Johnson's ground ball, and through 
singlu by Steve Morrison and 
McBride, with a sacrifice by Mike 
Holmes. Albion responded with two 
runs in the bottom of the fir.!!t . 
During the Hornets' third inning. 
Johnson singled, with Holme.!! and 
McBride obtaining walks before it 
began raining. 


After a45 minute delay, the game 
resumed. with apparently no mo
mentum lost by K. Don Pobuda, 
who was batting when the game 


wu called, tripled off the left field 
fence, scoring all three men on base, 
and giving K 5-2 lead. Pitcher Kevin 
Moody held Albion for the next 
three inning.!! before the roof fell in. 
Albion put together a string of five 
hits, including a homer, and scored 
four run.!! before Jbara came in relief 
to take t he Hornets out of the sixth 
inning. 


K couldn't strike back in their 
seventh and lost 7-5. with Moody 
picking up his rlJ".!!t loss in the 
r.UAA. Other Hornet hits in this 
game were by Mike Holmes, Mor
rison and McBride. For the entire 
day. McBride went 6 for 7, scoring 2 
runs, knocking in 2 runs, and 
stealing a base to highlight K's 
strong effort against top-running 
Albion. 


The weather didn't improve any 
for the following doubleheader at 
Hope , as a steady drizzle fell 
throughout both games, causing a 
few unusual mishaps. K began the 
scoring with a run in the flJ"st. Hope 
responded with two runs in their 
second, and another in the fourth . 


two of which scored on wild pitches 
by Mike Gengle. Hope scored t heir 
fmal run in the sixth on a home run. 
The Hornets could only collect one 
more ru n by le ft -fi elder Mike 
Holmes' home run in a 4·2 loss. 


Gengle pitched a superb game 
allowing only 5 hits and 2 wa\k.s, 
with 2 strikeouts. Though K topped 
Hope with 8 hits, it couldn't cash in 
on the opportunities it had, u they 
left 11 men on base. Besides Mike 
Holme.!!' home run, he a1so collected 
2 other hits, while Gengle contrib
utes 2 hits to his cause. Dennis 
Kugle and Don Pobuda each obtain
ed doubles, and Dave Holmes added 
a single. With any breaks, K could 
have pulled this game out, however 
such was not the ca.se on this wet, 
sloppy day. 


However, K did not play dead in 
the second game, u they won a 
pitcher's dual. Kevin Moody and 
Hope's Bill Folan each pitched 
brilliantly in this encounter. Moody 
beat his bem. previous pitching 
performance, with a sparkling 3-hit-


ter striking out 7 and keeping K in 
the game all the way. Folare pit.cl1ed 
five no-hit inni ngs, before the 
Hornets connected for 2 runs and 2 
hits in the sixth inning. 


Again the game winning hit was 
delivered by McBride, who doubled 
in Steve Morri.!!on from first. 
McBride was then singled in for 
insurance. Hope had taken a one-run 
lead in their fourth on two hits, but 
K was given a run in the filth 
without the aid of a hit before the 
Hornets put it away in the sixth. 


Moody raised his conference 
record to 3-1, which is among the 
league's leaders, as once again be 
came through with a big game 10 
even K's record at 4-4. Captain Mike 
Holmes supplied most of the offent" 
ive disaster for the K gang, with 4~ 
at t he plate, in which he scored 1 
run, 2 runs batted-in, and .!tole' 
hMo. 


K finishes their season with foUl" 
home games: two with Olivet 011 
May 10th, and two with Alma 011 
May 14th. 












Ity and International Conduct", 
and then on Tuesday instigated a 
hyperbolic dis(';ussion on th~ 
"Nature and Status of th~ Human 
itieli". 
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Offers measures 


Rape seminar increases awareness 
Be.:ause of II. n~d lor increased 


awareness among students. Kala
mazoo College will be sponsoring a 
program on rape and preventative 
measures. The progT8ffi set for 
Tuesday. November 18, at 7:00 
p.m. in Old Welles will be open to 
all interested students and faculty. 


The rape seminar will be 
presented by Jacqueline Angel of 
the Kalamazoo Police Department 
in conjunction with the Student 
Life oUice. The presentation will 
center around the rum, "How to 
Say No to a Rapist and Survive," 
by Frederic Storaska. 


Storaska is the Executive Dit
ector of the National Organization 
for the Prevention of Rape and 
Assault (NOPRA). His program is 
used in the classes of the National 
Crime Prevention Institute and is 
often used to train crime preven
tion officers. He has lect.ured to 
more than a million students at 
over 500 coneges. More than 275 
cases have been reported in which 


his program has prevented serious 
assault or saved lives. Storaska is 
acknowledged as one of the 
leading experts in understanding 
and preventing rape. 


The film is a one hour presenta
tion in which Storaska imparts 
information and conridence in 
women and in their abilities to 
handle a rape situation. Filmed 


berore a live audience of 1000 
students, he offers his principles 
for rape and assault prevention. 
He emphasites the importance of 
mental preparedness and proper 
attitude, demonstrating practical 


procedUres with the members of 
his audience. 


Along with the fll m, OffiCi:!r 
Angel and members of the Student 
Life staff will discuss additional 
information with particular refer
ence to student residency and 
precautionary proce<iUN!s. 


The program was previewed 
recently by floor advisors, head 
residents. and the Student Life 
staff members. Everyone thought 
is was an excellent. presentation 
and found it very informative. 


Immediately after the program, 
studenls will be invited to discuss 
the presentation. 


Student Commission 
repressive pie<:e of legislation 
considered by Congress in many, 
many years. 


locks considered for dorms 


The main focus of the November 
5 Student Commission meeting 
was the expenditure of funds. The 
major allocation was one of $200 to 
bring, in conjunction with CUB, a 
band for a post· play dance and 
party next week. Details for this 
have yet to be worked out. 


Next in order of the size of the 
allocation, was a proposal to give 
$50 to the celebration oC the 50th 
birthday of Mary Trowbridge 
House. 


Rounding out the evening's 
spending, $40 was given to the 
Science Fiction Society for the 
purchase of more books. These 
books, along with the Society's 
prior collection, are available to all 
students in room 16 underneath 
Old Welles. PO~~:~~.''''~~IUtiOn to campus ,J involving un· 


persons in the dorms 
suggested by Security 


Dale R. Nedervelt. 
50 pertent of the calls that 
to campus security deal with 


roaming the dorms, all of 


of the group's more pro
Mike Stoolmiller, 


and Yudit Mushnick, 
for members for their 
Food Co-op. 


group of around twenty. 
started out in the beginning 


fa.11 quarter as a group of 
tnterested in nutritional 


foods, who were 
with the service of 
had put together a 


. their group to use Old 
facilities to prepare some of 


meals and submitted the 
to Saga Director Scott 


This Proposal was 
various reaSIJl1s." 


I N",,,,j step was to petition 
I ' Foods and Nutrition 


Wells. The petition 
45 committed signatures 


190 supportive. The 
of signatures was approx
what the group expected, 


wasn't enough to 


M";h~"; ,;"';' "Saga 
trying and ..... some 


vegetarian dishes have been 
good," but the drom are 


not enough for the 
, who rind themselves 


with many of their 
have come to realize 
unable to cater to all 


groups. so they have 
~vork. to,!"'ard a CO-Op. where 
h eglcs could get together 


f1 e same roof and prepare 
oed to their own satisfac. 


Shresently have their eyes 
all' house for the spring 


quarters. M~. Mush
the 


which are open 24 hours a day 
except Dewaters. 


The solution to this problem is 
what Nedervelt calls "the Uni· 
versal Core". By this sY!ltem all 
outside doors to dorms would be 
locked throughout the day. The 
students would have one key that 
would get them into any dorm and 
also into their own room. The 
term "Universal Code" means that 
the core of the key will be the 
same Cor all entrances to all dorms. 


The Student Life Office is now 
~nsidering this proposal and the 
problems it presents. 


With the dorms perpetually 
locked, parents and guests would 
have no way of reaching the 
students. Security suggests three 
alternatives: there oould be a desk 
receptionist at each dorm, call 
boxes could be installed outside 
each hall, or all contacts could be 
made through the union desk. 


There is also a financial prob
lem. In order for the Univer.ul 
Core to work, the doors lock auto
matically each time they are 
closed. But the locks in Severn, 
Hoben and Crissey are not design 
en in this fashion, and it will oost 
$100 per door to replace them. 


Another problem arises con
cerning Student's rights. Accord· 


ing to the Student 
"there must be a 


Handbook. 
degree of 


self-determination in each resi
dence hall". Dorms have the right 
to determine their own policy 
concerning, among ot~er things. 
building security. 


Mr. Nedervelt r ealizes this Cact, 
and believes that students should 
be involved with se<:urity. 


Some people. though, think that 
24 hour protection may be un
necessary. Perhaps six hour pro
tection from midnight until dawn 
is ~ufficient. or 12 hour protection 
from 6:00 p.m. 


Political Action Chairperson, 
Chuck Hanover, requested and 
received, $60 for PAC activities. 
140 of this is for the weekly 
publication of a newsletter con· 
taining important political news, 
for the remainder of the quarter. 
The other $20 was used to bring to 
the campus last night a man 
speaking on behalf of the Michigan 
coalition of Senate Bill 1. This bill 
is considered by its sponsor as a 
strict crime control measure, but 
its critics claim that it is the most 


In the Campus LiCe Committee, 
a proposed health food-vegetarian 
co-op is under discussion, and this 
proposal will be voted on at the 
November 25 meeting of that 
Committee. Discussion in that 
Committee also included possible 
methods of setting priorities for 
housing assignments. 


With great spirit and unanimity, 
Commission extended its congrat
ulations to K's soccer team, both 
for its superb season and its 
Cantastic victory over Calvin's 
team which gave K a share of the 
Conference championship. 


'The Little Foxes' tickets on sale 
Tickets for "The Little Foxes," 


scheduled for November 20. 21 and 
22 in Dalton Theatre, Kalamazoo 
College. will go on sale Monday. 
November 17. Reservations may 
be made at the box office of the 
Light Fine Arts Building daily 
from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. or by 
phoning 383-8511. Tickets are 
priced at $2.SO. 


Lillian HeUman's "The Little 
Foxes" is a bitter. incisive drama 
about the greed and selfishness of 
a well to-do Southern family at. the 


turn of the century. The play, 
originally staged in 1939. is a 
parable of the industrial rise of the 
South in all of its ruthlessness, its 
savage sense of realism, and its 
scorn for the older trappings on 
Confederate romanticism. Origin
ally an attack of predatory capital· 
isls, the drama is still timely. One 
of Ms. Hellman's finest works. the 
portrait of avaricious. VICIOUS 


people lends a sense of realism to 
what might have been a melo
dramatic horror story. 


Both the set, designed by 
Lawrence Jaquith. and the cos
tumes, designed by Gayland 
Spaulding. are flowing and curved, 
placing emphasis on the sweep and 
culture and gentility. The design 
speaks just the opposite of the 
people who live within its confines. 


The production. directed by 
Mrs. Nelda K. Balch. is Dalton 
Theatre's rirst season offering. 
Curtain time for each performance 
will be 8:00 p.m. 


~Woodrow Wilson Fellow to speak here--
Kalamazoo College students will have 


many opportunities to discuss joUrnalism, 
politics, and other subjects of interest with 
Woodrow Wilson Fellow David Broder while 
he is on campus November 1620. Mr. Broder 
is a Pulitzer Prizewinning political cor 
respondent. syndicated columnist who 
appears fN!quently in the Kalamazoo Caz 
ette. and an editor of the Washington Post. 


Mr. Broder IS anxious to meet with 
students in his offire in 303F Dewing. during 
meals at Hirks Center, or in the living room 
of Harkavy House (the mal.- ro-op in Farulty 
Row). where he will be living. During hi'! four 
day "tay he will spNk to das'IC~. be 
Interviewed bv ColleJ;!e and t'ommunlty 
ne- ..... !ipape-r!i and radio statione;. and prf'<;e-nt 
public lectures and di!lru~~ions. 


The rirst of these meetings will occur 
Sunday at B p.m. in the Olmsted Room. Mr. 
Broder will open with a 15 or 20 minute 
statement to "American Politics, 1976 and 
Beyond" and Dan Ryan. Editor of the 
Kalamazoo Cazette. Dr. Donald F1esche, 
Provost and Political Scientist, and Dr. David 
Strauss, History professor, will respond. 
Monday evening. the 7 o'clock Political 
Science Seminar in the Olmsted Room ..... ilI be 
"pl'n to all. Tut·!>day. a leelure entitled "The 
Pre ~ and th.- CO\'f>rnment" will be presented 
by Mr. Sroder at 8 p.m. in the Olmsted Room. 


Kalamazoo College brings this very highly 
re!ipecte-d political reporter (he has covered 
eVE'ry national rampaign and convention 
"inre 19561 to it ... l;ampu~ through the 
WI)I.drlll\ \\ il..,,:! Foundation. Fifty schools 
throughout tht" n<.ltion enjo)' extended visits 


from di!ltinguished Americans from the 
non·academic world. In the past these 
Fellows have proved not only interesting. but 
also hE'lpful in career selection, sometimes 
providing contacts for Career Ser-viCi:! and 
SIP jobs. David Broder seems especially 
willing and eager to meet and help interested 
students, describing himself as a night man. 
ready to work hard and be available to 
students. 


Mr. Broder is the author of The Party', 
Over : Failure of Politic. i.n America which 
can be purchased in the Bookstor& and The 
Republica.n E.t.ablishment and is a frequent 
contributor to Harper's and Atlantic Month. 
Iy. His visit can be a very beneficial and 
interesting one for K College students and 
faculty, and e-veryone is urged to take 
advantage of his presence here. 
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Rape Seminar set for November 18 


Rape prevention techniques change with new facts 
Aetording to poliee files three women 


have been raped and one homosexual 
assault has taken plaee on or near the 
Kalamazoo College t:3.mpus in the past 
year. There is however, no way to know 
the actual number of sexual assaults 
whit:h go unreported eaeh year. 


i5 a violent erime not a sexual one. 
Another authority who emphasizes this 
fact is Dr. Fred Pesetsky, a psychiatrist 
who works with wnvicted rapists at 
Jackson prison. Dr. Pesetsky, spoke at 
Western Miehigan University earlier this 
year and was quoted in the Kalamazoo 
Gazette as saying that "it's the violence 
and the anger that is stimulating to them 
not the sexual aspects of rape." Dr. 
PesetskY'3lsosaid that about half the men 
convicted of rape are married and most of 
them are living with their wives at the 
time of the rape, lie went on to say that 
raoists use the crime to degrade women 
and to make them feel '·weak and dirty." 


feels she wants someone to be there. 
The Rape Crisis Line also offers short 


term counseling and refers women to the 
Delano Clinic at Borgess Hospital, coun· 
selors at Western, and the Children and 
Family Services branch of Social Services 
for long term counseling according to 
Sandy Gordon, eoordinator of the Wo
men's Center at the YWCA, which 
sponsors the Crisis line. She also said that 
with empathy training, counselors are 
urged to try and help the rape victim 
·'work through her problems, herself, by 
tellin~ her the options and letting hf'r 
decide herself." 


what she caBs confrontation. The 
often fee-Is as a result of a sexual 


that "no man is safe"'.:;~~~"~;~,:r.~ 
attacker is a stranger" ~ i 
This feeling that others 
increases the victims feeling of ;'l";',I': 
She- wonders what others would 
her if they knew about it, she stated. 
also dl;!creases her ability to 
with others. 


In the Kalamazoo area, one 
sU'lpected of twenty rapes in the 
years. lie usually enters the victim's 
and carries a knife. 


Because of an inereasing awareness of 
the problems women eonfront as a result 
of sexual assaults and because of the rise 
in ~he number of sexual assaults, both in 
the Kalamazoo area and nationwide (9% 
in the last year, 162%in t.he last 15 years) 
more people are beeoming eoncerned with 
preventative training and counseling for 
sexual assault victims. 


Two offieers from the Kalamazoo Police 
Department will be on campus Tuesday, 
November 18 to give a seminar on rape 
prevention. The officers Steve Sarle and 
Jackie Angel. of the Crime Prevention 
Bureau will show the movie, ··How to Say 
No to a Rapist and Survive" and help 
explain new techniques in rape pre-
vention. 


The vietim of a sexual assault feels this 
attempt at degrading her very acutely 
according to Debbie Pauler, a counselor at 
the Susan B. Anthony women's eenter at 
Western Michigan the rape victim feels 
·'dirty, violated because it is a crime of 
violenee and because the rapist treats her 
as an object. not a person." 


"She is more likely to come away with 
more positive feelings about herself if she 
work s it through herself," said Ms. 
Gordon. 


Bronson hospital alone has treated' 
rape vietims in the last six months. 
medical exam is necessary to 
the attacker so counselors urge 
reeeive medieal attention whether or 
they have deeided for sure to 
eharges. Unle-ss the attack is right on 
Kalamazoo College campus word does 
seem to get back to school 
Babette Trader, Dean of Student Life 
that two rapes and three or four 


According to Officer Angel the em
phasis has switched from the hit, kick, bite 
and struggle theory of rape prevention to 
a more psychological approach. Ms. Angel. 
one of fou r Ka lamazoo polieewomen 
who have graduated from advanced 
rape training programs said that the new 
method places an emphasiS on "keeping 
your cool and trying to work your way out 
of t he situation." If this doesn't work, said 
Angel. "then scream·'. Officer Sarle stated 
t hat ·'fifty percent of the time if a woman 
doe5 something (kick, scream) when a man 
attempt5 to grab her. the guy will leave. 
The other fifty per cen t of the time he'll 
beat her or threaten her with a weapon." 


A rape erises line is being organized by 
the Women's Center of the Kalamazoo 
YWCA. This line will be open twenty four 
hours a day to answer calls from rape 
vietims. The counselors are currently 
undergoing empathy training and when 
the training is completed the line will be 
fu lly operational. although the number is 
eurrently being answered. 


Among the long term problems that 
women face as a result of a sexual assault 
are feelings of fear. confusion and anger 
says counselor Merry Patterson. The 
Rape Crisis line refers women to Ms. 
Patterson for more extensive counseling. 


Ms. Patterson described rape- as '·A 
terrible ordeal because of the way society 
responds to victims." The vidim herself 
reacts with "fear and confusion", said Ms. 
Patterson because "she has been hurt by 
the rape and has to live it over and over 
again every time she describes it to a 
doctor, the police and the cou rts." 


or attempted rapes had been "",,,,,d 
the eollege in the last three years. 
5uggested that girls not walk alone 
campus and if they must, they 
friends know when they expect to be 
so that if they are very late, someone 
k now to look for them. 


Seeurity people patrol the campus 
four in the afternoon until six in 
morning. Dean Trader said that 
can reach a spot on campus wiLhin 
minutes in case of trouble. 


Both officers stressed the fact that rape 


When a woman calls the crisis line, the 
counselor who answers determines if the 
caBer is in need of an ambulance first, and 
then tries to convi nce her to go to the 
emergency ward of Bronson or Borgess 
hospital or to her own physician tor 
treatmenl. The counselor arranges for a 
woman to accompany the victim to the 
hospital and to the police station if she 


Many times the threats the man made 
toward the victim have been interntllized, 
she feels angry that this could have 
happened to her, of all people and that the 
crime was so senseles51y violent according 
to Ms. Patterson. As :1 counselor Ms. 
Patterson encourages the woman to re
establish eontact with her husband or 
boyfriend and other men in her life in 


Students have suggested an 
service to be manned all night to 
male to walk girls across campus or 
dorm to dorm. Most of the girls 
were walking alone. 


'Throwaways' destroy landscape 
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by Rob LiddeU 
No person can drive down a 


road, enjoy a recreational park. or 
walk through a forest without 
being offended by the uglines5 of 
"throwaway" cans and bottles. 


In a Michigan Student Environ· 
mental Confederation conference 
in East Lansing, Patricia 'raylor, a 
lobbyist for Environmental Action 
Inc., warned that the people of the 
United States must "look at how 
solid wastes are managed, nnd 
then they must change t he pat
terns of how they throw things 
away ." Ms. Taylor advised that 
Americans must reduce wasting of 
resources by reinstituting the use 


Congressman opens 


of "returnable~ bottles and ban
ning "throwaway" containers. 


In Michigan, a state Senate and 
House bill Inicknamed the '·Bottle 
Bill") has been proposed. It 
requires at least a ten cent deposit 
on glass, metal. and plastic oon· 
tainers of soft drinks and akoholic 
beverages. The bill also prohibits 
the sale of pull·tab cans. 


It is true that throwaway 
beverage eontainers are more 
convenient to use, but returnable 
bottles have several advantages 
over t hrowaways. 


The federal Environment Pro
tection Ageney (EPA) asserts that 
throwaway eontainers, when eom-


race 


pared to returnables, waste un· 
reasonable amountS of energy . 
Aeeording to the EPA, a nation 
wide return to returnables would 
save the equivalent of 92,000 
barrels 01 oil per day. It takes 
three times the amount of energy 
to make glass throwaways and 
metal cans than it docs to deliver 
the same amount of beverage in a 
returnable bottle that is reused 
ten times. 


In one of their publications, the 
Michigan Student Environmental 
Confederation (MSEC) determin
ed that 4.68 trillion BTU of energy 
could have been saved in Michigan 
in 1974 if beer in 12 ounee. 


Riegle gives press conference 
by J udy Kienle 


Congressman Donald Riegle, 
Democratic candidate for Senate 
held a press conference here last 
Saturday, although any other 
interested people wcre also wel 
come. He opened the eonfcrence 
with a twenty minute speech 
explaing the rea.llOM for his 


candidacy and his views on a few 
of the major issues faciDg .our 
oounlry. He stated that he was 
against President Ford's economic 
policies and that he·d fight for bills 
which would prOvide jobs for the 
unemployed, either eonstruction 
jobs, rixing the unusable railroad 
beds, or some similar job. Con
gressman Riegle also was against 


'little Foxes' set • • A difficult task 


Ford's hands off approach to New 
York City's financial problem. He 
declared correc::tly that sooner or 
later the fede-ral government will 
have to provide some assistance to 
New York since if it goes broke the 
whole nation·s ewnomy will be 
affected drastically. He feels that a 
loan program with tough restrict· 
i005 is needed immediately and 
plans to initiate a bi1J to this effect 
if he reache5 the Senate. 


by John O'Brian 
On the opening night for The 


Little Foxes it will be hard not to 
notiee the talent of the set 
designer, Larry Jaquith, or the 
time and effort put into the set by 
his erew, Tom Hennes, Ricky 
Kline, Bob Castle, Frank Kissin· 
ger , Zander Beal, Pam Kam
merud, Phil Dunean, Liz Tepsa 


The lndu i. • weekly Dews
paper wriltv! by the students 01 
Kalamazoo CoHeae. 
Co-editors: Sue Gates, Bill Watson 
Layout editor: Dave Jaskey 
Photo editor: Scott Davis 
Sports Writers: Charlie Brynel
sen, Andy Angelo, April Ken· 
worthy, Rick Kursik, Rob Liddel. 
Writers: Tim Hennesey, David 
Whitmer, J udy Kienle, Ma ry 
Russell, Judy Comeau, Chris 
Holly. Kim Gabellini. and others. 


allo Steve Roby. 
The I..ittle Foxes takes place at 


the turn of the century and is set 
in a wealthy southern home. To 
capture the authentic atmosphere, 
an elaborate set must be designed. 


A spiral staircase dominates the 
set. The actors use the staircase as 
" theatrical device to increase the 


drama. Thus Larry Jaquith is 
faced with what many people 
claimed an impossible job. 


Sprial staircases are not easily 
constructed in permanent homes 
let alone on a temporary set. And, 
in homes, solid walls help support 
the staircase. Jacquith, however, 
had no such walls to work with and 
so had to design a self-5upporting 
spiral staircase, 


He did just that but with many 
difficulties along the way. Each 
step of a spiral staircase must be 


eut individually at a different 
"'angle. The siding of flexible card
board has to be bent into the cu rve 
and, as Jacquith admits, "curved 
wood is not to be found unless it's 
warped." 


Another device for t he actors 
and another problem for the crew 
is the baloony. The part . of the 
strueture that protrudes over the 
main stage is biggl!r than the part 
that supports it. 


In order to genhe effect of wall
paper, muslin fabric must be 
painted, sponged, and stained 
before the print can be applied. 


Jaquith wants to balance the 
wide stage with a tall set. With 
actors running up and down the 
stairs and playing off the baloony 
Jacquith hopes to combine drama
tic movement and an illusion of 
Southern elegance. 


Up to th i5 point, most of the 
listeners were on Riegle's side. 
Then he mentioned another one of 
the reforms he intended to make if 
elected. He would like to see it 
eHected that a committee or 
subcommittee chai rmen, Demo
crats in "leadership positions" 
should be required to vote aetord· 
ing to the poliey decided upon by 
the seventeen member Demo
cratic House policy committee, if it 
was accepted by a decisive major· 
ity vote. If the ehairman refused to 
do so betause of his conscience, he 
should resign his position. This 
oompletely wntradicts his pre· 
vious statements on speaking out 
for what one believes in. 


Most of Congressman Riegle's 
stands were against thf' Ford 
administration rather than against 
the other Democrati(' candidates 
in the primary, 


throwaway containers had 
been delivered in 12 .un"" 
able bottles. 4.68 
equivalent to the .n,,,,n,,", 
heat 27,500 homes 
This eomparison 
MSEC on ly includes 
ounce containers 
in 1974: it does n.', 'n,oIu,l. 
other sizes, or any soft 


Another advantage 
able bottles is that they 
for the consumer t han' 
aways. The reason " ,,""di ,,, 
Lucien Smith, President 
Cola, is that the cost of 
aways is absorbed in only 


If t he Bottle Bill is 
Michigan, the 
proouce throwaway 
tans will become ,,,m,-.I>< 
They will be able to 


initial surge of '~~~:::~:~ 
but after a eertain 
many people will lose 
But at the same time 
people will have to be 
handle and distribute the 
abies. In Oregon, where a 
Bottle Bill was passed in 
jobs were lost, but 700 
were created. 


The Oregon Bottle Bill 
an overwhelming success. 
ing to surveys by the 
Highway Department, 
of beverage container 
decreased 90%. Prices of 
ages increased, but a sludy 
Oregon State University 
out that the increase 
caused by the Bottle Bill 
produet cost increases. 


Most importantly, the 
consumers appear to have 
ed and welcomed the 
and the sale of beverages 
drop. William T. 
Oregon Liquor Control 
sion said, ""There has been 
change from one-way to 
able bottles with no major 
lems encountered during I 


changeover." 
The Michigan Bill will 


on by the House of 
atives during their next 
and the Senate will vote 
afterwards. S"p,'.'['" 
Bottle Bill are i i 
passage. 







Gilot paintings displayed 
by Mary Sweeoy 


i the paneled walls of 
J,"'~."~ College's Olmstead 


the spirit of French 
Ist,c,-th," of Francoise Gilot. 


her colorful paintings and 
india ink print decorate the 
. Besides the influence of 


impressionism. the paint
reveal bits and pieces of an 


love affair. Francoise Gilot 
once the mistress of Picasso. 
met Picasso in May of 


I felt already that 
was my whole life," From 
she was seventeen, all 


her studies of law and 
at the Sorbonne. Gilot 


to painting in the 
:;;:::,';;-,;ri;,~ Roszda. However. 


Occupation forced her 
tutor to flee leaving 


to seek other artistie guid
In spite of the disapproval of 


daughter of Picasso and Francoise, 
The portrait is not a realistic 
representation of the girl. The 
lines are unplanned and "unseen", 
perhaps suggesting that Paloma 
herself was born from the artistic 
spontaneity of love. 


Bouquet With Bird. and Girl 
With Guitar. paintin,s done in 
gouache (a water based pigmet), 
carry with them hints of Picasso's 
"joi de vivre" style. During the 
period when his work was inspired 
by the affair with Gilot, Picasso 
painted "joys of the moment"
birds. animals and Mhappy-crea 
tures enjoying the pleasures of the 
body." Likewise, Francoise's 
works include boldly colored fruit. 
an awkward nying bird and a 
woman strumming her guitar. 


as quite a character of mystery 
and magnetism. 


In addition to being a scenery 
designer and illustrator of four 
books, Gilot is the author of Life 
With Pie&880. an explicit recount 
of her romantic liaison. Since her 
fi rst exhibit in Paris in '49, she has 
had more than thirty one-woman 
shows throughout the world, Kal
amazoo's Four Winds Gallery 
being the site of several. 


As of the 30th of September, 
1975. the collection, owned by H. 
N. Hayes. will be on permanent 
loan to the college having an 
estimated insured value of 
$39,500. However, such monetary 
value is insignificant as compared 
to the intrigue behind the paint
ings' creation. 


Francoise 


Gilot 
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r:,~~;:;;,:~:,~:I\::ft Paris indus-
Iii home to live 


a permissive g-randmother 
allowed the 21 year old to 


"1,,[",,,1, with the aesthetes at 
cafes. 


The backgrounds of the paint
ings let the viewer's imagination 
and analysis wander-especially in 
the c::urious painting called Bou· 
quet. If one looks carefully, a 
featureless human form appears 
amid the geometrically stamped 
background of blues and grays. 
Could such an obscure figure 
symbolize Gilot's disenchantment 
with Picasso? Could the bouquet 
represent a budding urge for 
freedom from her c::ompanion's 
demanding relationship or perhaps 
the bloom of a new Jove? 


Library installs cataloging 
say that her art suffers 


unoriginality, that it shows 
clearly the innuence of 


Chagall and others. 
himself has said , "You 


your life with me, I passed 
brand of anxiety along to 


and you assimilated it." 
because of this, Gilol has 
to show the results of 


,;,., ""hIP"" ."',;to so well. 
at the college's collection 
many mysteries of the 


A stark black and 
Dainting entitled Paloma 


P"o<hmd Hat portrays the 


Burdened with this fear of 
"revealing herself' artistically, 
Gilot left Picasso in 1953 only to 
fall in love with surealist painter 
and printmaker Luc Simon. Des. 
pite the birth of daughter Aurelia 
Franciose's marriage to her one· 
time childhood love faded quickly_ 
Wife now of Jonas Salk. developer 
of the polio vaccine, Gilot emerges 


With the aid of a S50.000 grant 
from the Michigan State Library, 
the Upjohn Library at Kalamazoo 
College has installed the rll'st 
on-line cataloging system in 
Kalamazoo. through the Ohio 
College Library Center (OCLC)_ 


Mrs. Eleanor Pinkham, head 
librarian at the Upjohn Library, 
has been working on the imple
mentation of the OCLC system for 
the past four years. ~We had to 
form a cooperative structure, the 
Michigan Library Consortium. 
that could enter the OCLC_ With 
the h~lp of the Michigan State 


enoir exhibit opens at Art Center 
Gilmore Art Center IS now 


"The Graphic Work of 
a collection of over fifty 
lithographs, and illustra


the collection o( Dr. 
Stella_ This is a 


'1;",.c~I"'b;it organized by the 
Cultural Center and will 


i in Kalamazoo until Nov. 30. 
showing is a representative 


of works from the 
II Press located in Chicago. 
Renoir exhibit brings to the 
a fine collection o( t he 


graphic work, among 
studies (or some of his 


~~~~:~Z~~~ iP,:a~intings. Many ,I: etchings are 
"I,,,,,,, and "onlY state". 
~.. are always eager to 


states of one plate or 
because they can study and 


the various changes in 
conception of his idea. 
interesting aspect. is 


of these graphic works 
Oh the stone or plate_ 


'''''';'' can sometimes lead 
of an artist's work 


Quite 
such 


that he has 
a number of years 


collector of Renoir's 
through the urging 


and other dealers, 
his collection_ This 


catalogue is available at the 
Gilmore Art Center for S25. Many 
of these prints have never appear· 
ed in print before. 


At first the exhibit seems 
disappointing: it is not at all what 
one expects from the name "Ren
oir." But repeated visits will 
surely reward the viewer: here 
one can see the gradual develop-


ment of some of Renoir's paint~gi 
in another medium. These studLes 
are important because they allow 
the medium. Renoir's subtle treat-


ment of nudes, children, and 
portraits are not just studies; they 
are ric::h, complete works of art_ 
But graphic media has had a long 
battle in gaining respectability as 
a fine art medium. and the general 
public is probably not familiar 
enough with it to be expeeted to 
appreeiate it. 


In the West Gallery a more 
bizarre and unusual exhibit is 
hung. The Lanfall Press of Chi
cago, like the Tamirad Institute, is 
a printing center where artists can 
have work done that is out of their 
technical ability or, more often. 
financial range. Works by well 
known contemporary artists suth 
&5 Philip Pearlstien and Joel 
Oppenhiem are among this 
exhibit. GeneraUy these graphic 
works are multi-oolored and com
plex serigraphs (silkscreen) or 
lithographs. Sometimes as many 
as 27 colors are employed, as with 
Nancy Grave's work which resem· 
bles infrared photography and i! 
easily some of the best of this 
colleetion. 


Roland Bluff 


Contest offers grants 
Students in college or graduate 


!ehool have an opportunity to win 
re!earth or travel grants in an 
essay contest on welfare reform 
sponsored by the Institute of 
SOOo-economic Studies. 


Leonard M. Greens, president. 
said the award will be made for the 
best 10,000 word paper on the 
subject "Income Supplement· 
ation- A Solution to Ameriea's 
Welfare Crisis." 


A second prize of $1.000 CMh 
and up to 10 consolation prizes of 
Sl00 each also will be awarded. 
The staff and trustees of the 
Institute will be judges, 


The research program of the 
non-profit foundation of White 
Plains, N.Y. is focused on explor-


ing possible reform of United 
States welfare policy. 


Deadline for entry of papers is 
March I. 1976. The essay contest 
winners will receive their awards 
at a presentation uremony in 
Washington, D.C. early in May, 
1976. While in Washington, both 
the essay winner and runner-up 
will meet with ranking members of 
Congreu in a symposium on 
welfare reform to be sponsored by 
the Institute for Sodo-ewnomic 
Studies. 


Registration forms and com
plete information about the stu· 
dent essay contest may be obtain· 
ed by writing to Essay Contest 
Director, The Institute for Sodo
economic Studies, Airport Road, 
White Plains. N.Y. 10604. 


Library we were able to set up the 
terminal." 


In 1967. the OCLC designed a 
sophisticated regional computer 
system to reach the objectives of 
improving services while reducing 
costs for libraries. It is a common
line file of bibliographic informa
tion located In Columbus, Ohio_ 
Each participating library has a 
terminal, connected with the data
baSe in Columbus via leased 
telephone lines. 


The information explosion has 
placed an unusually large demand 
on libraries everywhere. The 
volume of available materials that 
libraries must handle has doubled 
)ver the last 20 years, and 
procedures have remained time· 
consuming and costly. The OCLC 
is a not-for·profit corporation 
chartered by the State of Ohio to 
provide cooperative services to 
member libraries in Ohio, and 
since 1973 regional library sys
tems outside of Ohio. 


The system contains more than 
1,000,000 bibliographic records of 
all types of publications, except 
music scores and audio-visual 
equipment_ The data-base grows 
at a rate of approximately 1,400 
records a day. The bibliographic 
data is used for producing library 
cards. which are available from the 
data-base, and for locating the 
publications to purchase or to 
obtain through the Inter·Library 


Loan system_ 
Whenever possible, libraries use 


existing information for making 
library cards. This is often time
consuming and costly. U informa
tion iJi not readily available about 
subject classification. authors. ed· 
itors, and publishers, it could take 
as long as three weekJJ to catalog 
one pUblication properly. Shared 
cataloging through the OCLC 
data-base not only speeds up the 
cataloging process, but reduces 
cost and e£fort for the library_ The 
Upjohn Library has been able to 
reduce its staff because of the 
system and re-channel available 
funds for the purchase of more 
materials. 


The cost of operating the system 
is relatively low, compared to the 
amount of time and money it takes 
to manually locate the information 
that the system provides. There is 
a membership fee that is paid to 
the OCLC t hrough the Mic::higan 
Library Consortium and a per-use 
fee for each card catalog that is 
made for the requesting library. 
Card catalogs are then sent by 
mail to the library. 


For the most part, bibliographic 
information available through the 
data·base comes from the Library 
of Congress, but because of the 
volume of new material, the 
Library of Congress, is often 
slower in original c::ataloging. then 
member libraries. 


National Theatre Company 
to present 'Feelin' Good' 


The National Theatre Company 
(NTC) win present "Foolin' Good," 
a musical tribute to the black 
entertainer in America, on Nov
vember 24 at 8:00 p.m. at Dalton 
Theatre. Kalamazoo CoUege. This 
produc::tion is part of the Bicen
tennial events of the College and iJI 
sponsored by the Black Student 
Organization and the Forum Com
mittee. 


"Foolin' Good" premiered last 
season and went on to receive 
consistently good revelws and 
standing ovations wherever it 
played. It was showcased at the 
NEC Convention in Washington, 
D. C. where it wu an immediate 
hit with the students and faculties 
of the representative colleges and 
unive.-sities. 


Through song, danc:e. and 
humor. "Foolin' Good" traces the 
history of the American black 
man's massive contribution to the 
world of American musical enler-


tainment. It is the story of a 
syncopated beat, a rhythm that 
became the pulse of America. This 
sound has been re·shaped, re-writ. 
ten and expanded into virtually 
every modern artistic achieve
ment of our time. 


Producers Barry and Fran 
Weissler have chosen a young and 
talented team to create this 
tribute to the black entertainer in 
America. Sue Lawless hu direct
ed the cast in the spirited musical 
numbers and humorous comedy 
scenes_ Ms. Lawless iJI a seasoned 
veteran of the New York stage. 


Author Sean O'MaUey is a 
veteran of several NTC produc· 
lions, including Oliver Twist, The 
Age of Shaw, and Celebration 
USAI David Sad:eroff has design-' 
cd the set and Winn Morton has 
created the costumes_ Mr. Morton 
has designed for numerous region
al and Broadway productions. 


"Foolin' Good" is open 
public free of charge. 


to the 
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Soccer team beats Calvin, four chosen MIAA 


The Kalamazoo College soccer 
team finished a successCul season, 
with a 1-0 ... ictory o ... er Cal ... in at 
MacKenzie field No ... ember 5 and 
mo ... ed to second place in the state. 
The Hornet's win brought them 
into a tie with Cal ... in , last year's 
champ. 


The winning score came in the 
first half on a practiced play. 
Freshmen standout Peter Bouke
rna scored his ninth goal oC the 
season, from the right on a cross 
pass from sophomore Da ... e Min
kus. The pass headed straight Cor 
Ron Rybar. who drew the derense, 
and then split his legs so the ball 
would go to the other side of the 
goal. where Roukema was waiting 
in (ront of an open net. The 
emotion was high, as three players 
were ejected, and the final whistle 
brought the Cans out on to the 
field. 


Kalamazoo fmished the season 
with a 6-2 record in the MIAA, 
10·3 overall, Another brighl note 
was the recognition, by the MIAA 
coaches of nine of the Hornets ten 
starters. Roukema, Chris Pyne, 
Ralph Pearce, and John McVey 
were all selected for the Cirst tea'll 
All MIAA. Pyne was the only 
repeater, but greatly improved 
McVey, who finished with shut· 
outs in 3 of the 6 games, Willi the 
third straight UK" goalie to be 
awarded the honor. Pearce lacked 
one vote from being ... oted league 
MVP. Senior Jack Lambert was on 
the second team. He and Senior 
Jim Robideau are the only players 
who will not be back next year. 
Dave Curran, Da ... e Minkus, who 
scored six goals, Eric NorblrY and 
Ron Rybar each recei ... ed honor
able mention. 


KAza 


) 


Hope takes Cross Country Championship 
Some unpredictable disappoint


ments and some unpredictable 
upsets took place at the MlAA 
championship cross country run at 
Oli"'et on No .... 5th, and Kalamazoo 
College runners seemed to ha ... e 


their share or them. But with all 
scores tallied, Hope, the predicted 
winners, came out on top. 


The strong Hope team swiped 
half of the top ten individual places 
to win with an outstanding 25 


Gridders lose last game 
to strong Adrian team 


Last Saturday the Hornets 
tra ... eled to Adrian for the fmal 
game of the season and were upset 
13-9. After delivering Oli ... et a 
crushing 32-24 defeat the pre ... ious 


zone for 2 points. 


points. Kalamazoo took three or 
the top ten to total 60 points for ' 
scoond. Cal ... in followed with 97 
points, and the remainder of the 
teams failed to break 100. 


One predictable event was the 
Coaches' voting conference, whose 
member picked Hope's Stu Scholl 
as Most Valuable in the league. 
and Hope's Scholl, Hoekstra. and 
Moger, Adrian's Rusk and Kala
mazoo's Bruce Johnson as all 
MIAA performers. 


The unpredictable parts came in 
the indi ... idual finishes. The 
league's predicted leaders, Scholl 
and Johnson, found themsel ... es 


finishing in 5th and 7th places. 
With Scholl out of contention. 
Hope's interests fell to Moger. 
Moger, howe ... er, feU behind 
Hope's third runner, Lou Hoek
stra, who came through to become 
the 1975 indi ... idual champion in 
the MIAA. Rusk, the meet's early 
leader, fell to a weak third. and 
was almost overtaken by Kalama
zoo's Charlie Brynelsen, who was 
forced to settle for 4th. K's Jon 
Call caputred the 10th place 
medal. while disappointed Bill 
Giffin wound up 12th and Len 
Chase look 27th. 


Intramural enthusiasts 
themsel ... es playing in 
ship activities. The 
themselves busy on 
courts and the cross 
course. 


The freshman class 
their str ength on the 
courts, as six of the eight 
finalists in the men's 
tournament were 
bard Capes won that 
over Ken Rychwalski 6·2 
after defeating Da ... id 
and 6-3 in the 
walski got to the fmal by 
Eric Rodgers in a close 
match. 5-7,7-5 and 6·1. 
of the men's ""''''J:',loo 
ment was Kurt 
defeated Rick Frame 
finals. 


In women's singles 
leen Roche came 
defeating MufCie M,oJ("a"m 
The mixed .. -doubles win 
Merrill Smith and John 
over Kathleen Roche 
McCue 8-5. 


The participants 


two mile '::~~-~~;\r~'I:;:~ order in which they 
as follows: Ken 
Spencer, Brian Bonner, 
sen. John Hitchcock and 
Krane. There were two 
women's cross-country. 
Gilcrist finished first and 
Goan was second. 


Swim 
• practIces 


by Rick Kurslk 
The 1975-76 Kalamazoo 


swim team began 
No ... ember I in . of 
straight MIAA title. 


Coach Kent's Hornets 
the season by hosting 
Relays on December 
conference dual meet 
begin with a home 0:--0,' 
Adrian on January 
nets will try for 
consecuti ... e conference win 
that meet. 


The team is led by 
letterman Howard Holmes 
ior), Fred Nelis (junior), 
Bradley Dave 


tribute to the teams depth. 
Other MIAA foes will 


Alma, Calvin and 
addition to Adrian. 
MIAA season will 
February 27 and 28 
MIA A Swimming and 
Championships held at K 
pool. 


The expectations for 
are good, but a strong 
should pro ... ide a challenge. 


week the Hornets had a 4-3 record 
going into the game, Last weeks 
momentum carried Kalamazoo 
throl¥h the first half as the 
Hornets gained 103 yards rUShing 
to Adrian's meager 53. Kent 
Gunneson'a brilliant interception 
set up Kalamazoo's first score. 
Quarterback Tim Brenner took 
over f!'(lm there and marched the 
Hornets 31 yards in 7 plays to the 
Adrian goal line. The dri"'e cu]
minated in a fme one yard charge 
by Ke ... in Clark for the T.D. Mark 
Burgher kicked the extra point 
and the haU ended with the 
Hornets well out in front 7-0. 


Kalamazoo statistically romped 
Adrian in offense, out rUShing 
them 294 to 2()3 yards. Kevin 
Clark had an excellent day and led 
the rushing with 89 yards, Ke ... in 
Moody also turned in a fine 
performance with hi.s 86 yards 
rushing. The Hornets went 10 for 
24 passing for a total of 107 yards 
with one interception. Neil ToUa.s 
was especially effective in making 
the Hornet passing game work. 
The Hornet defense has been 


outstanding this year and last 
weeks game was no exception, 
Highlighting the defensi ... e action 
was a third quarter goa.! line stand 
where Adrian, with flrst and goal 
on the K one yard line, railed to 
score as the defense held ft>r fi ... e 
plays. 


K places 2nd in volleyball 


tn the scoond half Adrian made 
use or a few lucky breaks and 
managed two long field goals- from 
the 46 and 36 yard lines. 


The hornets did, howe ... er, come 
back to Kore just before the final 
gun sounded when they tagged the 
Adrian quarterback in his own end 


The Hornets ended the season 
with an even 4-4 record, a 
tremendous impro ... ement o ... er 
last year's 2·6 record. In MIAA 
competition- the Hornets were 1-4. 
but showed a great deal of 
potential. and next year's season 
should prove exciting. 


Mott CommunIty \,j()JJege beat 
K's women's ... olleyball team last 
'thursday, 15-11, 15--8, in K's 
second home triangular of the 
season. Hard spikes and serves. 
along with exceptionally 
placed dinls, helped Mott gain 
their ... ictory. 


The evening took a complete 
turnabout later, when the Hornets 
stung Muskegon Community Col
lege, 15·2, 15-2. This substantial 
win helped fire·up the Hornets for 
the WMIAA VoUeyball Champion
ships, held last Satruday at Calvin. 


Kalamazoo entered the double
elimination tournament with a 5-1 
WMIAA record, and beat Olivet 
first thing. 15·1, 4-15, 15-0. They 
lost the next match to Calvin, 5-15, 
17-15. 


Playing now in the losers 
bracket, they trounced Adrian, 
15·10, 15-8. to earn a match with 
Hope, the first seed of the tourna
ment. Kalamazoo took control of 
the first game and won, 15-5. But 
Hope rallied to win the second, 
15-3. The third game Kore was a 
dismal 8-0, in Hope's favor, before 
the Hornets won their- first point, 
and gained momentum. After two 
quick down-the-line spikes by 
Linda Horsely, they won 1510. 
This match was a great team 
effort, and the climax of the day 
for the Hornets. 


After a 20 minute combination 
rest period/warm-up period, the 
team took on the Alma Scots , who 
had also upset Hope previously in 
the day. After splitting games 


with Alma, 14-15. 15 ·~ they 
put into another tight spot 
third game. K was down S
came back to tie Alma 12-12. 
time ran out. April Ken" 
served the last two 


In the finals the H,,,,,," 
up against Calvin for 
time that day. With the 
Barb De Boer, a tall 
spiker, and other skilled 
they downed the He""'" 
15-10. 


The team's last volleyball 
starts in today's "",,_,a,"', 


1:30 p.m. They_a.','_qu.,II!yl" 
a small·school " 
ney taking place at 












The Kalamazoo College 


SGturday Padced With Events 


Parents Day Activities 
by Jere Broob 


This Saturday, May 17, students 
will discover that Parent', Day 
really does exist. Many sons and 
daughters have been bewilde~ by 
parental inquiries about some 
special weekend in May. "Oh. yes, 
my parenLs did mention something 
about coming up this weekend. I 
wonder why?" Maybe you would 
lih to know something about the 
!vents that have been scheduled. 
just in case your parents do show 
• p. 


The entire Saturday hM been 
",!.,"'"d with many evenlll inter


and enjoyable to botll stu
and their parents. In the 


~~~:f~'.gStudent t:ommisaion is 
II a welcome corree to 


parents to pick up schedules 


Conct!rt. followed by a banquet for 
parents, students, faculty, adminis
tration. and our guest speaker , Dr. 
Satterfield. "Hedda Gabbler," t his 
quarter's t heater production, and 
some Blackspot entertainment. will 
conclude the day's activities. 


Besides these scheduled events, 
there will also be an all day student 
art exhibit, W JMD open house. and 
an open swim in the afternoon. 
Hopefully everyone will take part in 
the day's activities. And if t hat's not 
enough to keep t hem busy. well .... 
how about another tour of the 
campus? 


Dabney Stuart Reads Poetry Here 


"Listen, Those Of You With Bones, day and recuperate from 
long trips. A slide show of Kala
mAZOO College, student poeLry read
lllgS, and Mid -American tennis 
!!latches will be available to flll up 
those hours before lunch at Saga, or 
wherever else you can persuade 
rour parents into taking you. 


To The Ceremonies Of AHention" 


In the afternoon, Commission is 


:::~~::~;r~;a series of student depicting orr-campus 
In all cases, slides will be 


;.n'·o"m~t; ,' e discussions 
questions answered as ""eol" tell of u.-shman orienta


Career Service, Foreign Study, 
(dear to all senior's hearts) 


experiences. 
These should prove to be very 


,,"orthwhile and particularUy inter
to parents. Afterwards. the 
Singers will present a Pop 


by Chester Corpt and 
Mary Ann Seaver 


Thus began the poem "Baby and 
Child Care," and t he Virginian poet 
with the funny first name wasn't 
kidding either. Dabney Stuar t's 
reading was a real ceremony of 
attention. The reading had to be one 
of the most difficult for the listener 
in the past couple years here on 
campus. Stuartl7ad for an hour and 
a half. He read poems from his latest 
collection. The OOer Hand, unpu!).. 
Iished poems, children's verse and a 
chapter from a novel. If t he listener 
was able to muster all the menta) 
concentration Stuart required (or if 


he Ii.stened to the reading again on 
tape as we did), he was rewarded 
with fres h and well-conceived 
poetry. 


The length of the reading made a 
question-and-answe r period un
thinkable, and t hat is a shame. 
Many of those in the large audience 
didn't have the opportunity to see 
and hear the easier going and more 
approachable side of the man. 


Fortunately, some did. Thursday 
morning, Mr. Stuart attended a 
seminar of t he Creative Writing 
class. and led a discussion of his own 
poems. He had the students take 
turns reading his work. which was 
an open invitation to enter and 


participate in his concerns as a poet. 
He probed when he thought he had 
not yet made evident t he workings 
of a particular poem to t he twenty 
students. 


Later that evening, Stuart met 
with nine students and Dr. Stavig 
for an informal dinner . Matters at 
first were as still as t he meatballs 
t hat were served in the splendorous 
French dining room of Saga, but he 
was not a shy man and took all 
questions openly and seriously. 


"understanding." 
A student asked if a writer today 


wasn't severely limited because. 
after all, it's almost all been done .... 
Stuart bristled a little and said t hat 
a poet now has more freedo m 
because he can, if he wants to, write 
a IIOnnet or he can write completely 
free verse. He has mottl traditional 
stylistic effects to use, granted t hat 
he or she understands them. 


But back to the reading itself. 


Day Of Gracious Living Next Week 


He told us a little persons I 
history. He has never taken a 
creative writing course. He wrote 
lor nine years (age 15-24) before he 
wrote what he would call a "poem", 
i.e., something that was not an 
imitation, conscious or unconscious, 
of his literary heroes. He said "I was 
Y.eats lor two years." 


He turned his attention towards 
student writing in college and said 
t hat only those interested in t he 
technical problems of language craft 
and how words are substituted for 
things and experiences, will con· 
tinue to write. Otherwise, a young 
poet is just burning to say some
thing and alter he has said it. he is 
done. 


Confide nt, and almost. excessively 
low-key, he alte rn ately read, 
t hought. and paused his way 
through the reading. He chose a 
slow rhythmn for t he evening, and 
managed to sustain it with his 
repertoire of southern aceents, his 
whimsy, and his personal delight in 
reading to an sudience. 


His poetry oft-en does without any 
immediately apparent story lines or 
actions. " Im agistic progression" 
takes t he place of narrative pro
gression. The images attempt an 
"acculumation of a context without 
actually making one." The listener 
heard a seeming "incoherence" that 
ventures to see "if it ean be msde an 
allusion," 


The second annual Day of Gra-
will be held sometime 


fun_gth" e;gh.th week. This special 
is one in which students desert 


. classes and head out to the 
for a day of sun and fun . This 
the Day of Gracious Living 


be held at Fort Custer Reerea
Area, in Augusta. 


The exact day haa not been set 
of the possibility of foul 
It will be held, however, 


fIrst nice day of the eighth 
. The decision of whether to 


~~;~~:;:r. of Gracious Living on a 
~ will be made early in 


morning, on the weather 
Representatives from IHA 
spread the word to all the 


Transportation will be provided 
by buses, which will leave from t he 
front of Hoben at 8:30. 9:80, snd 
10:00 a.m. Maps will be provided for 
those who are planning to drive. 


There is parking space for 125 
ears at the recreation area. The 
park facilities include a lake, as 
well as a baseball diamond. WJMD 
will provide the music. CUB will 
prov~de t he beer, and Saga will 
proVide the food , which include5 hot 
dogs: cole slaw, potato chips, and 
cookies. Please be sure to bring 
your Saga card out to the lake. U 
you wish. rnA will keep your Saga 
card to insure its safety or you may 
pay $1.50 for the meal. 


It is important to note that classes 
will not be officislly canceled. 


AIM Leader To Discuss 
Indian Struggle In U.S. 


~,~~:'d;'~:' in the liberation of 
VI in 1973 will discuss 


struggles of the American 
in our society Monday night. 


Gilbert, a Sioux Indian, 
leader of the American 


(AIM), who was 
acquitted of charges stem· 


her participation in the 
of Wounded Knee during 
headed a clinic. 


Gilbert haa been active in 
Indian struggle for the past ten 


In 1970 and 1971, she waa 
in the Indian takeover of 
1. She will speak on the 
of the Indian sturggle in 


SOciety. We have also asked her 
discuss her role in this struggle 


both as an Indian and a woman. 
Founder and current d~r of 


the "Cultural Learning Center", an 
Indian survival school in Rapid City. 
South Dakota. Mrs. Gilbert has abo 
founded other such Indian schools in 
St. Paul and Cleveland. 


This important lecture should be 
both informstive and interesting. 
Mrs. Gilbert's appearance is spon
sored by Hozhoni and represents 
our effort to bring important 
national figures involved with social 
change to t his campus. She will 
speak Mon .• May 19. at 8:00 p.m. in 
Dewing 103. If Gracious Living Day 
were to fall on this day. you would 
still be able to get back in time to 
catch this fascinating woman. Dis
cussion and refreshments will follow 
the lecture. 


Although 500 students, as well as at 
least a dozen faculty members. went 
to the lake last year, some profes
sors still held class. 


Before you decide that there is 
too much work to be done on the 8th 
week, talk to some upper-classmen 
who went to t he fint annual Day of 
Gracious Living. It may change your 
mind . 


$50,000 'S Raised 


"A writer" he said, "is writing all 
the time." The writer is aware in 
everyday conversation how people 
trade their words and achieve 


The question i.s.. of course, how 
spare can a poem get before it 
becomes too loosely defined and we 
feel t hat the poet really bas nothing 


continued on page 2 


Phon-A-Thon A Substantial Success 
The Kalamazoo College Annual 


Fund Phon-a·thon was suec:esafully 
concluded last week. when "K" 
College freshman Susan Kaiser 
secured a pledge which raised the 
phon-s·thon total to the $50.000 
goal. On the other end of the 
telephone line was Susan's rather, 
Paul J. Ksiser of Paw Paw. 
Awakened by his dsughter's 10:57 
p.m. telephone call, Mr. Kaiser 
promised to donate the $17 needed 
to make the phon-a-thon a success. 


Susan's call concluded twe lve 


night.!; of telephoning by Kalamazoo 
College students, alumni, adminis
trators. friends, and parents. Tele
phones st t he College, Checker 
Motor Company, and Brown Paper 
Company were manned lor over 800 
phoning hours during twelve days. 
Over 100 volunteer callers placed 
over 5,000 calls. completing 2,529. 
From that 2,529 completed calls, 
1,541 pledges were promised, 561 
said no. and 427 agreed to consider a 
donation this year . 


"It was a long. grueling project 
t hst over 100 volunteers made 


Red Cross To Visit Ned Week 


Blood Donations Sought 
by Tim Hennelsey The bloodmobile reqUlres el8ht 


On Wednesday. May 21. the Red student volunteers at all times. and 
C~ss and CUB will sponsor a blood anyone interested in volunteering 
drive from noon until 6:00 P.M. in time or donating blood should 
the game room of Hicks Center. inquire at -the Union Desk or 
This is ~he ftrst blood drive on r~gi$ralion tables in Hicks lounge. 
campus since last fall , and t hat was J im Bear, who is helping to organize 
the most successful blood drive ever t he drive, said. "It could be a very 
held at Kalamazoo College. even successful drive if we get the help 
though a st udent fast was also and psrticipation we need from the 
sponsored on the same day. student body." 


possible, especially the Kalamazoo 
College students. We did what we 
said we would, and at the end. when 
the last $17 eame in. it was a little 
like New Year', Eve," aaid Kalama
zoo College's Direetor of Develop
ment. Brian Hampton. The success 
of the phon·a-thon will give a real 
~st to the College's 1975 Annual 
Fund Drive, which hopes to raise 
$500,000 in unrestricted gifts to 
support the current operating fund 
of the College. 


Mrs. Burton Upjohn is general 
chairperson for this year's fund 
drive. Tom Flynn, a Kalamazoo 
College senior from Clark, N.J. was 
student chairperson for the phon·a
thon. 


Election News 
Petitions for Student Commission 


elections for Summer 7&·Spring 76 
will now be aoeepted today . at 
6:00 p.m. Positions up for election 
are President (Summer-Fall). Presi· 
dent (Winter-Spring). Edueational 
Policies Committee. Campus LiCe 
Committee, and Political Action 
Chairman. 
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Running For Positions In Student Commission And f.P.C. 


Candidates For Student Office Discuss Their Goals 
(The following is a summary of a 


phoned·in statement by AI 
Thomson, regarding the reasons 
why he would like to be St.udent 
Commission president and what he 
would like to accomplish in that 
office. AI is presently off-campus, 
and unable to write up an article, 
So, while the ideas are his. the 
wording is that of the lade!: staff.) 


The underlying concept from 
which AI Thomson views the 
student body, and the role of 
Student Commission, is "lItudent 
consumerism." It is the student's 
right as "purt:ha.ser" to examine and 
evaluate the "product,"the educa· 
tlonal environment. Academic pro
cedures, as well as the setting·up of 
other programs, should be guided 
by the needs of the students and by 
active student participation in the 
decision·making process of faculty 
and administration. 


AI consideres the Student Com· 
mission's role important because it 
represents ..... the student body-our 
interests, conceros, and ideas· 
before the faco1ty, administration, 
and community at large." He would 
hope, as president, to help direct the 
energy of the Commission and eause 
more communication between the 
student body and the Administra· 
tion. Also, he would like to see the 
students develop more power in 
faculty and administrative commit· 
tees. 


AI is most interested in seeing 
more student involvement in ad
missions policies. Problems such u 
high costs and low enrollment are 
presently affecting "K" and other 
sehools. Because admissions polides 
effect great changes in the school, 
AI would hope to have students help 
make the decisions that will attempt 
to compensate for these problems. 
Morespec.ifically, AI would like to 
encourage student participation on 
trips which are taken by admissions 


him to strengthen and enrith the 
Student Commission as a vehic.le of 
student input in the decision · 
making process at Kalamazoo Col· 
lege. 


Kevin McCarthy 


"My name is Kevin McCarthy, 
and I would like you to vote for me 
as President of Student Commission 
for next Winter and Spring quar-
ters." 


That is basically what this artide 
boils down to. I am a junior 
Eeonomies/Politic.ai Science major, 
and am presently serving as Vice 
President of Student Commission 
and head of the Inter-Housing 
Association (lHA). 


The most important problem with 
which we, as students, are faced, is 
that of money. Each year, due to 
inflation, the College is forced to 
raise tuition and other coats. Even 
with this increased income, the 
College is still operating in the red. 
Thus, both the College itself and its 
students are under a financial 
strain, 


In the past I have worked to ease 
both ends of this financial burden. 
One example is my eo-autborship of 
the proposal which led to direcl. 
student partidpation in the deter-


mination of the College's operating 
budget. Now students have a voice 
in the priorities assigned through 
this monetary amount. I also did a 
great deal of work, along with 
several other people, on the Career 
Serviee Stipend program, just insti· 
tuted this year by Student Com
mission, by whith four Sophomores, 
now on Career Service, each re
ceived $100 from Commission to 
help ease their financial situations 
while taking part in this off-c:ampus 
program. 


Since it is through us that most of 
the College's income is generated, it 
is reasonable that we should have a 
voiee in practically every area of the 
operation of K College. This is one of 
my main objectives. One area 
needing greater student input is the 
tenuring process. At present, there 
is a proposal dealing with this, and it 
is important that this and other 
proposals like it be worked on and 
approved. 


Off-c:arnpus programs, whith are 
growing in importance, need to be 
strengthened in several areas, es
pecially Career Service. We need to 
work with the Administration to 
upgrade these programs and make 
them more responsive to student 
needs and desires. 


I believe that I have both the 
nef:essary experience and ability to 
achieve changes where they are 
needed, and to handle situations 
that may pop up from time to time. I , 
have served as a dorm representa· 
tive from Trowbridge, Pt)litital 
Action Chairperson, a member of 
Campus Life Committee (where we 
drew up the Male Co-op Housing 
Propoul which will be implemented 
this fall), and, as stated earlier, I am 
presently serving as Vice President 
of Student Commission and head of 
rnA, which is planning the Day of 


Gracious Living. 
Such experience is needed in a 


Commission President, especially 
during Winter Quarter when the 
rather formidable task of budgeting 
student organizations takes place. I 
have been through this process for 
two years and feel thst I can 
organize and supervise it well. My 
experience on Commission is also 
helpful in thst I know what has, and 
haa not, been done in the past. what 
needs to be done in the future, and 
how to get it done. 


I would greatly appreciate your 
vote, and if 1 am elected, your 
support in improving the social and 
academic atmosphere at K. 


Kevin MeCarthy 


Dermis C. Wilder 


The E.P.C. is one of the most 
effective "meet.ing grounds" be
tween faculty, administration, and 
students. Hoping to create more 
effectual communications between 
these three groups, 1. Dennis 
WUder, a sophomore politic.ai sei
ence major, am running for one of 
the three E.P .C. student. positions. 


During my senior year in high 
sehool, I was a student council 
representative to the secondary 
!!Chools curriculum council, a group 


whose duties parallel that of 
E.P.C. Since "K·7S", I was a 
advisor, which enabled 
observe freshman reaction to 
plan. Many enter with . 
and innovative versions 


Unfortunately, that e,::'~~~:'~:: 
fades when faced with the 
of deviations. 


I am impressed with the oe,·f.,m. 
ance of this year's E.P.C. 
studies of the off-campus 
produced two 
which I find especially i 
first was to study further a 
ative Education program 
would allow students a 
undergraduate period with 
c.areer-oriented quarters. The 
ond was a further study of 
flexible off-campus patterns, 
ing: (1) Broadened foreign study 
programs which would utilize Soutb 
America, Mexico, the Carribean, 
and Canada to a greater extent; (2) 
Career service options that would 
not be limited to the spring term 01 
the sophomore year. 


The K plan can and should fit tht 
eeonomie realities of 1975. U elec:t
ed, I will do my beat to continlle 
these projed.a. 


Last year's rejedion of the 
Satterfield Plan disturbed me. That 
proposal woo1d have inc.Juded three 
five-week intensive courses in the K 
plan. I can understand the problems 
such a massive reorganizatioo 
would have caused, but I can also 
see the necessity for innovation, 


My desire is to serve the studeot 
community by eontinuing the work 
of revitalizing and updating the 
rewarding but often Inflexible K 
plan. Feel free to contact me In 216 
Hoben if you wish to di!!Cuss the 
issues and my candidacy. 


Dennll C. Wilder 


personnel, and participation In the Dabne y 
composition of materials which are 
distributed to high sehools. Continued From p ... 0.. 


Stuart Visits Campus • Continued 
Another area of interest is the 


EPC. More student input should be to show us. The kind of response 
and involvement Stuart demanded given to the EPC. investigating 


tenure proceedings, and oU-c.ampua in order to avoid this negative 
programs. Investigation of experi. extreme was nothing less than that 
mental techniques could change the he described during the reading: 
present frustrating schedule of final "We can pereeive words with our 
examinations oceurring within a senses. We can if we are not blind." 
short period of time. That is to say, we will sensually 


AI is also concerned about the fi- perceive the images and through 
nandal workings of programmed some natural body logic make the 
social aetivities, such as the concert nef:essary connections. 
fund and K-79. There should be a The artist trusts in the listeners' 
continual evaluation of these types ability to find his way into the poet's 


hi h red b allusive context without being led 
of programs w . c are sponso y there. And if the criteria for this 
the college. 


Besides these areas, AI is in. tenuous eovenant are met, the poet 
al and reader have achieved a deeper 


terested In evaluating the intern level· of communication without 
structure of student. government 
and its organizational budget: In ever having observed the usual rites 
other words, what money goes to of introduction: plot and character 
which organization? Are these or- delineation. Oropping by the Olm
gani:.&tions funded proportionally to stead Room to see "the poet." was no 
the number of students the organi. longer, (or better or worse, a casual 
zations benefit? enterprise. 


Such dut are" 
A. would accompaDY 
The b~ of VOWI 


It uc:eaded 10 Hraely 
Shattered 
It &eems whole 


A oky 
UDder which I begin 


Apm. 


Stuart's poetry might also be 
described as tempermental In the 
sense that it is erratically ex· 
pansive, It jerks its readers back 
and forth, jumping from literal to 
imsginary to imaginatively literal, 
and everything in between. His 
work is neither gentle nor serene; at 
its quietest moments, its tone 
approaches the mood of quiet before 
a storm. So that the student body is aware It is po$sible that Stuart des· 


of what Student Commission is mbes the type of unifying vision Its explosive violence is precisely 
doing, a possible form of information necessary to apPl'e(:iate his poems ir\ encompassed in his controlled tech. 
dissemination would be bi-weekly or "Major Work". It. tells how frag- nique and arrangement, or which 


ments make wholes: b I k f I tri-weekly summaries. These sum· the delicate a anee rna es one ee 
maries coo1d be po~ in the dorms. WheD I dled uncomfortable and exhilirated at 


It is towards these goals, among Tbelight around me that the same time. Stuart's artistry 
others, that AI Thomson hopes to Mold enabled him to tske his listeners 
strive if elected Commission Presl· Cracked where his whimsey willed. Whimsey 
dent, With your support, as well as Fell away is a key word in the context of 
,,~.~u~,!.~et~iv~e:,::in:t~e~,,~ .. :::..~y;.;u~w~ill::.:.~n~'~b~le:... ______________ , Stuart, a word that at once 
I embodies the sense of both the 
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work. 


Stuart. expressed the idea that 
the artists of this age have "no body 
of shared beliefs, "or no" construc
tion of ideas to which we can 
adhere." Concerned with the lack of 
tbis kind of shared tradition, this 
modern poet, instead of creating a 
"universe" with finely ordered and 
eoherent language and technique, 
assembles fragmented elements, 
hoping that together they will 
intimate a personal "atmosphere". 


This "atmosphere" appears se
verely limited in scope when 
compsred with the " universe" 
created by the poet of the past who 
thought that he conned the 


"mystery of the 
with is pen. 


universe" itself 


An exemplary poem ofthis nature 
was "Baby and Child Care". On a 
literal level, it is simply a poem 
about the poet's two sons, one of 
whom he reprimands after he has 
hit the other with a baseball bat. 
The poem mixes dialogue, word 
play, and quotes lrom the TV 
"Superman" series, and we're led 
slowly along to be devastated by the 
power of an ending in which one of 
his sons defends his (the son's) 
fantasy world: 


"Theile are the IIingiag mutera 
of my 1001.1 Mauger the &&el ADd 
let the shit fall on me where It may." 


On a deeper level, it is also the 
modern poet's declaration of the 
right to create as he wishes. 


After the applause had subsided, 
and the reading had apparently 


ended, Stuart. unabashedly asked if 
he could read one more poem. One 
more? Sure, Dabney, who's going to 
say no? We lower back into our 
chairs. But, now, what's this? he 
can't find the poem?! He perseveres 
and finds it. As Leo Durocher might 
say, this boy came to read! 


He said before that he couldn't 
write topic.aily and with this at·the


. buzzer poem he proves that he was 
only being modest. He gave the 
strongest statement we have heard 
to date about our late, great war 
effort. Some American male named 
Percy is digging in his backyard 
what would be our natural grave, to 
be put into use should we ever bep 
to believe t hat war and it! 
implications have ended. Stuart 
aptly paraphrases our perplexed 
national stante: 


The war is over. 
The war is Dot over. 
The war ia never over, 
The 1't"ar is over. 


Kalamazoo Civic Players 
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Pearlstein Works Being Shown At Art Institute 
., Cree Waakowaky 
I"~Philip Pearlstein, Drawings and 
~phicSH. is currently being shown 
_ the Kalamazoo Institute of Art. 
)is exhibit is the most significant 
~ the year. and offen a wide 
Jriety of work from one of 
~eriea's foremost. contemporary 
. ters. 


~earlstein is the key figure in the 
of realistic figurat.ive art 


has taken place in the U.S. 
the last decade. In the early 


Abstract Expressionism 
later Pop Art dominated the 


York art scene, he struck out 
his own and started to paint from 


model. Within a decade both 


body in terms of its forms and 
structures. deliberately using com
positions which emphasize the ab
stract qualities found in any natural 
form. Pearlstein treats all parts of 
the figure with equal importanCfl 
relative to their visual interest. 


Perhaps the largest barrier in 
approaching Pearlstein's work is his 
objective treatment of what has 
long been considered one of the 
most idealized forms in Western 
Art: the human body. In all cases he 
celebrates the individuality of each 
model. The slouches, bulges. and 
sags are those of a unique human 
being, rather than of a classical 
ideal. 


There is something refreshing in 
this. particularly in the fact. that the 
inflOite variations of the human 
form can be of as much or more 
interest than an idealized absolute. 
Indeed, Pearlstein's objectivity 
adds a new awareness to the visual 
concept of the figure. Why. the 
artist asks. cannot a knee or an 
elbow be as exciting in its abstract 
forms and structure as a face? 


In errect, Pearlstein's approach is 
both a positive and healthy one. 
particularly in an age when the 
image of the human body is locked 
in a sterotype of commercialized 
sensual slickness. 


It is significant that the present 


exhibit indudes several of Pear)· 
stein's early landscape paintings, 
which in many ways renect the 
origin of his approach to the figure. 
In particular, one can see his idea of 
the abstract aesthetie qualities 
which exist within natural forms. 
He states: "When I did the rock 
studies. and the landscape draw
ings, it was always with the thought 
of finding exciting compositional 
relationships and schemes. in which 
I was essentially abstract in my 
aesthetic. appreciation of them. I 
then used these drawings, that were 
always as accurate and as true to 
nature &8 I could make them, as a 
scaffolding on which to build a 


complex painting that could hold up 
as abstraetion as well as evoking the 
specific characteristics of a place. 
When J began working from the 
nude model it was with the same 
attitude. I saw the bodies as land
scape elements." 


The exhibit. itself, comprising 124 
works, gives an excellent example 
of the scope of the artist's work. The 
only disappointment, if any, is the 
small number of paintings, for it is 
in that media that Pearlstein's ideas 
are most clearly developed. None
theless, this is an excellent. exhibit, 
for in addition to its contemporary 
significance, it is a rewarding visual 
experience. 


~t~;~;:~r.P~op art had rlZZled out, 
p after quietly endur


the snears of the iconoclasts, 
the precursor of the "New 


!ealism ... 


Pianist Presents Memorable Performance 
consisting almost entirely of r0-


mantic works, including a scope 
from Schubert to Ravel. Her 
stylistic interpretation and execu
tion was both clear and impeecable, 
resulting in an exciting and enjoy


by Suaan Sallee 


What makes Pearlstein such an 
figure in contemporary 


art lies more in his attitude 
style. His approach to the 
is an objective and empirical 


which any psychological or 
;";001', connotations are absent. 


, he examines the human 


Last weekend Kalamazoo CoUege 
was privileged to host as guest 
artist Miss Niuta Isserlin, a Lith· 
uanian pianist, in continuation of the 
1914-75 Concert-Recital series. The 
evening proved to be one of dynamie 
vitality and virtuosity. Miss Iaser
lin, a small, spritely woman. chose a 
vigorous and demanding program 


able performance. 
The program opened with Schu


bert's B Major Sou-La. Op. 141. The 
four movements in the sonata pro-


Students Join Singer In Ballads 


Saturday evening, a group of 
I,dent~, faculty, and other mem


of the community came to 
an evening of song and dance 


Rita Rosenbloom. 
Rosenbloom's repertoire for 


eVE,""' 'g was a diverse one. We 


I';;,d;;;;';:i .'~,~g from religious 
1)4 on bible 


Mit"hell", "Chelsea 
I 'j;";'~~~'. The focus of the program, 


however, was on Jewish songs 
including Yiddish melodies. popular 
Israeli folk-songs and even anum· 
ber from the musical Fiddler OD the 
Roof. 


Within this framework. Rita 
Rosenbloom did a good job of 
balancing the number of English 
and Hebrew songs so that those who 
were not acquainted with Hebrew 
would not feel at a real dis
advantage. Ms. Rosenbloom also 
explained the background of the 


Elkin To Visit Campus 
language tan stand. it's what I 
admire in the fiction of other people 
and what I aspire to in my own 
fiction". 


Elkin is reputed to be one of the 
best oral readers in the country and 
is in the habit of reading fiction 
aloud to himself. 


He will be the fourth in a series of 
five visiting writers whose works 
are being studied by the Short 
Story class. He will be addressing 
the class at 2:00 in Dewing and will 
give a reading at 8:00 on the same 
day in the Olmstead Room. Both 
appearances will be open to the 
public. 


songs she had picked having He
brew lyrics. In these comments she 
made on various songs. and in her 
singing, one was immediately aware 
of Ms. Rosenbloom's very warm, 
open manner. The warmth she pro
jected throughout the program 
really added to the evening. 


I have only one criticism about 
Ms. Rosenbloom'a singing, and that 
is that the songs were invariably 
speeded up to a quick tempo. In 
some eases, with songs such as "On 
a Wagon Bound for Market", the 
song would have been more effect· 
ive and provided a greater contrast 
in the program had it been sung in a 
slower. less jazzy manner. 


However, 1 was impressed with 
the loose informal manner with 
which the program was conducted., 
After performing about a dozen 
songs, Ms. Rosenbloom asked for 
requests from the audience. She 
knew almost all the songs that 
members of the audience asked for. 
In the one or two cases where she 
was not completely familiar with a 
song t hat was requested, Rita asked 
the student to help her sing it. At 
one point, a few people in the 
audience got up and began folk
dancing. This whole sense of spon
taneous audience participation con· 
tributed to a relaxed and enjoyable 
evening. 


Manz Recital Dazzling 
by M. A. Seaver 


"K" students had the opportunit,. 
last Sunday. May 11. to hear senior 
Lorraine Manz in recital in the Fine 
Arts Building. This recital was just 
one of the continuing college musical 
events to be presented throughout 
the quarter. 


Manz, mezzo-soporano, sang a 
program including arrangements by 
Mozart. Gaure and Mahler in a 
presentation that both rich and 
lyric~. Her control was 
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ing her to conCflntrate upon inter· 
pretation , 


The richness and range of Man!:' 
VOiCfi also enabled her to SUttess
fully master and project such 
difficult numbers as Fauve's "Apres 
un Rene", "Aurone". and "Notre 
Amour" which otherwise might 
have been decidedly wooden. 


Manz sings beautifully and Sun
day's recital was one of the rare 
opportunities we've had to hear her. 
A recent winner in the National 
Association of Teachers of Singing 
auditions in April. she plans to 
continue studying at the University 
of Michigan school of music next fall. 


Upcoming musical events include 
a Wind Ensemble Concert to be held 
May 19 at 8:00 p.m .in Dalton 
Theatre. 


BICYCLE SALES 
AND REPAIRS 
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vide a fine contrast to each other 
and pose various difficulties for the 
performer. 


However, Miss Isserlin brought 
the contrast of these movements 
under skilled control, and produced 
a delicate balanCfl of complement 
and contrast in the sonata as an 
entire work. Thus. she transcended 
that barrier of isolated movements 
which ma,. sometimes cause prob
lems for the listeners and instead 
used contrast advantageously. Most 
notable in this sonata was Miss 
lsserlin's fine and controlled touch 
which varied from a deliberate 
crispneas to a delicate but rich 
legato in the chordaJ Andante. 


Three preludes by Rachmaninoff 
foUowed the sonata. Here again 
Miss tsserlin chose three prelude! 
which pointed up a niei! contrast and 
the great variety of mood and 
charact.er in Rachmaninoffs pre-


ludes. 
The.E Major Prelude, Oput 3213. 


began the tno with its energetic and 
brilliant opening phrase, certainly a 
starling change from the pl'eCflding 
rather subdued sonata. 


The G. Major Prelude, also of 
opus. 32, 115. continued this en
chanting mood of romanticism set 
by Miss Isserlin. The lovely Iyrie&l 
melody of the upper line was naw
lessly executed with a great deal of 
sensitivity by the performer. The 
result was a shining but subtle 
melody balanced by a rich sonorous 
b .... 


The B Flat Major Prelude, OpUI 
23112, brought the trio of preludes to 
a brilliant end. Miss lsserlin showed 


a tremendous amount of power and 
virtuosity in this demanding work. 
Never in this set of preludes did the 
heavy romanticism of Rachmaninoff 
become uncontrolled; rather, a 
beauty in restraint of the form with 
attentive sensitivity was the result. 
Such reatment of romanticism b,. 
Miss Isserlin was certainly refresh
ing. 


Following the Intermission, Miss 
I.sserlin performed a portion of the 
extremely demanding Le TomhMu 
De Couperin by Ravel. This work 
stands as one of Ravel's great 
accomplishments for the piano. 


Again, a nice balance between 
movements was achieved. Number 
1: Prelude, a shimmering but 
subdued movement, was performed. 
foUowed by Number 5: Menuel., and 
the group was ended with the 
lovely, high-spirited lUgaUdOD. Nr. 
C. 


All were impeccable in both 
interpretation and execution, and 
exemplified another dimension of 
the perfonner's versatility. The ar
rangement of the movements was 
weU-conceived, for the,. stood nicely 
as one work. and also led very 
smoothly into the subsequent c1os. 
ing work. the contrasting contra
puntal work by Franck: Prelude, 
Cboral aad Fugue. 


Niuta Isserlin presented us with 
an enjoyable and inspiring evening 
of piano music filled with sensitive 
musicianship and virtuosity. This 
was her first visit to our campus and 
we hope that many more will follow, 
As she said. "Music is boring to talk 
about. it is to be heard." 
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Devastate eMU And EMU Teams 


by J ere Droob 
Women's Tennis Team Ends Season On Triumphal Note 


On the second weekend of May, 
the Women's Varsity Tennis Team 
concluded their hectic spring sched
ule in a quadrangular mat.c.h against. 
MSU, CMU, and EMU, The f'i!igning 
MIAA champs provided some ex
cellent tennis as they overwhelm
ingly destroyed two of the three 
university teams. 


The fIrst, and dermitely toughest, 
match of the tournament came 
against a hard-hitting MSU team 
ranked 111 in t he Big Ten. Stroking 
to the tunes of Elton John and Neal 
Diamond, t hose determined Horn. 
ettes unfortunately came up with a 
disappointing 2-7 loss. 


The only two victories of the 
match were produced after Lisa 
Culp handled D'Angelo 7-5, 4-6, 6-3, 
and when "Squeakin' Wane" Pink
erman along with "Whipper-Snap
per" McCaslin obliterated the 
MSlf 113 doubles in two straight .. ". 


However , nne play was exhibited 
in the other matches. "Bretts" 
Snyder. our Moose on the Loose, 
could not seem to shake the con
sistent play of Sue Selke in their 


final showdown. &-2, 64. Our third 
and fourth singles players, "That's 
Better" Pinkerman and "Jer Bear" 
Brooks, completed their matches 
quicltly in order to save themselves 
for their ensuing confrontations. 


Playing II 5, Josephine Copeland 
put on an amazing display for her 
fans, but eventually gave way 6-4, 
6-4. In true Whipper·Snapper style, 
Vinne McCA..!Ilin fought hard for 
three sets, but fmally conceded to 
MSU strength. 


Waiting for a comeback, K's 
doubles teams were determined to 
s hake their opponents' overcon· 
fidence. Playing 111, Snyder-Culp 
split sets with a steady MSU team, 
but failed to pull it out, with a score 
of 3-6, 7-5, 1-6. Next in line, the 
suoburned duo of Jo and Jere (don't 
they play on the men's team?), 
never quite succeeded in becoming 
one with the ball. 


Undaunted by lheir loss to MSU. 
the Rorneltes finished up the day 
with five singles victories over 
CMU. Playing well into the dark of 
night, "Brettes" Snyder, in her 
Vogue outfit, amazed her Central 
opponent in a three set demolition 


derby. Lisa Culp then proceeded to 
daintily destroy Terri Cox 6-0, &-2. 


Fired up by her previous doubles 
victory, "Running Bear" Pinkerman 
breezed past J. Pohlman 6-4, &-2. 
Determined to see victory at least 
once, Blueberry Brooks won her 
match 6-2, 6-2 to the thundering 
applause of her one lone fan. 


Jo Copeland, not to be outdone by 
her teammates, provided thrills and 
excitement for the gallery by 
winning the second set on the ninth 
point of a tie-breaker. However, she 
and her freckles dropped the mat.c.h 
with a nnal score of 3-6, 7-6, 2-6. 
Playing 1#6, Vinnie McCaslin was 
determined to get as much court 
time A..!I possible and decided to play 
out another 3-setter, winning at a 
6-1, 4-6, 6-2 plan of attack. 


Early Saturday morning. those K 
College tennis players were eager to 
meet CMU again for a doubles eon
frontation . Snydel'-Cuip unfortun
ately lost their second set, but jelled 
as a team in the third to chalk up 
another win. McCaslin-Pinkerman, 
trying their best to win the 
milkshakes, defeated Central's It3 
team with a confident score of 64, 


6-4. Playing 112, Copeland-Brooks 
astonished their opponents, and 
themselves, with a quick decisive 
victory, 6-3, 6-1. 


The final match of the day was 


Men's Tennis Defeats Northwestern 


Saturday afternoon against EMU, 
Jane "Much Better" Pinkerman 
played in the Itl position as if she'd 
done it all season, by whalloping A. 
Sweet 64, 6-1. Nonetheless it did 
take Brooks a little longer to get 
used to playing 112, and she needed 
all three sets to win her match. 


Josephine Copeland, stroking to 
some MOtowD, decided to go three 
sets too, eventually winning her 
fmal collegiate match 7-5, 2-6, 6-4. 
Vinnie McCaslin concluded her 
match quickly with a 6·0, 6-8 
victory. 


by Mark ThomlJOD 
The men's tennis team ended t he 


1975 season on the road, wit h a lou 
to the University of Indiana and a 
win over Northwestern University, 


After a six hour trip to Blooming
ton Indiana, a still, tired squad met 
a surprisingly tough Indiana team. 
and came up OD the short end of a 
7·2 decision. 


Chris Bussert, and It2 singles. got 
things going by win ning quickly &-2, 
6-1, with t he two tri-i:aptains, Rick 
Moore and Alex Dalrymple, at 113 
and It4 singles, clinching their final 
singles matches of the season by 6-3, 
6-8 and 64, 7-6 scores, respectively. 


Mike Thomson hustled for anoth· 
er victor at liS , winning 6-3, 6-2 


their 111 doubles team, 6-2, 2-6, 6-4. 
Rick and Chris at It2 were not as 
fortu nate. and lost 4-6, 6-5, 6-1, but 
Mike and Spook at 113 finished 
t hings off by smartly defeating 
Northwestern's 113 team, &-1, 4-6, 
6-4. 


The dual match record for the 
year was 15-9. All is not finished 
yet, however, as Kalamazoo is 
sending its top four players to the 
College Division Nationals. which 
will take place in early June. 


Some new faces from our excel
lent junior varsity squad then made 
their appearances. Muffie McKear
nan had a long warmup that lasted 
during the first set, but she finally 
put on the presaure at the N5 spot 
and won 5-7, 6-4, 6-2. An upcoming 
freshwoman, Chris Allen, deddedly 


Sport Gains Popularity In Area 


upset her opponent in two 
sets. 
~ the quadrangular 


close, double play ,oo,m,,,,,, 
against EMU. MakinR 


appearance. Snyder-Culp mel'Cl 
lessly whipped Shultz-~reatt, 
6-0. Playing 112 doubles, Chris 
and Gracie Young almost got 
together before they lost to • 
sunburned Eastern team. Comin, 
up with some excellent shots, 
Mickle and Mart~ Talbot put up 
rousing fight, only to lose in a cloae 
6-4, 6-2 match. 


Wrapping- up t he tournament 
the day, Coach Loveles.~, . . ::.:,: __ 
the two victories over 
and EMU (7-2), and 
of attack against 
season. Along with 
the whole team wishes our 
seniors, Marge Snyder and 
Copeland the best of luck and 
that they continue their . 
tennis ways both on and off 
court. 


Lookout For The Ultimate Frisbee 


Dave Emig, at Nl singles, W&ll 


defeated 6-3, 6-0, by the tough 
return of serving opponent John 
Sullivan. Alex Dalrymple, back 
from an arm injury, outplayed Dan 
Richards at the 118 singles spot, and 
won 6-4, 6-4. 


The only other victory W&ll turned 
in by Jim Hosner, who CAme on 
strong at the end to win 3-6, 6-1, &-2. 
Mike Thomson and Spook Smith at 
N3 doubles. lost a heart-bf'i!aker, 5-7 
H 6-4. 


A determined K team t hen 
traveled to Northwestern on Friday 
to t ry to end the season on a good 
note. 


Dave Emig was leading 5-4, and 
serving, but could not knock off Bob 
Kaspers at II I singles. losing 7-5,6-2. 
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Spook Smith assured K of a win by 
outstroking his opponent 6-3, 7-5. 


Each of the doubles mat.c.hes went 
into three sets. Dave and Alex got 
things going and finally outslugged 


by Bruce JOhDlIOD 
The Frisbees are finally flying 


over the quad, but there is more to 
this seemingly simple sport than the 
average frisbeer realizes. Did you 
know that there is an International 
Frisbee Tournament held right here 
in our Upper Peninsula: or that K 
has played C&lvin College in Ulti· 
mate Frisbee: or that there is a 
frisbee golf tournament that offers a 
top prize of a ear?? 


For a small Dying disc, there are 
many possibilities other than just 
throwing and catching 
(better known as jamming or free
styling in frisbee circles). For 
instance. at the 18th annual Inter. 
nalional Frisbee Tournament (1FT) 
at Marquette this year, the main 
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Thanks to all thoae who helped 
fold Indexes last Friday. As 
before, cookies and refreshments 
will be on hand for those who 
come this 


AnyoDe wishing to place a class
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Rates for Kalamazoo College 
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the first lines; 25c for each 
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attraction will be, as usual, guts 
frisbee and plenty of beer. 


Guts frisbee is a five man sport in 
which the opponents stand 15 yards 
apart and try to ning the frisbee so 
that the opposing team cannot catch 
it. The frisbee must be within reach 
or the opposing players' outstretch
ed arms for the throw t.o be good. 
The throwing team scores a point 
fOr a throw out of reach. No points 
are scored on a good catch, which 
must be caught with one hand 
(though it may have been touched 
by some of the players prior to the 
final "clamp"), The player who 
caught the frisbee, or last touched it 
(if it wasn't caught). throws next. 
Games are played to 21, with a two 
point margin of victory needed . 


This year's tournament will be 
July 4-6. and, if there is enough 
interest., a bus will travel up. The 
eost would be approximately $5.00. 


Ultimate Frisbee is becoming the 
most popular of the frisbee sports, 
and will be offered as a gym class 
this summer. Last summer, "K" and 
Calvin played the ftrst Midwestern 
Ultimate Frisbee match. Another 
match is scheduled for this Satur
day, May 17, at Calvin. A return 
match will be held later after the 
completion of this summer', gym 
class. 


The object of Ultimate Frisbee is 
to cross your opponents' goal line 
with the frisbee. The only way to 
advance the frisbee is by passing. 
No running with the frisbee is 
allowed. The team in possesaion 
retains possession until they SCOre, 
drop the frisbee. throw it out of 


bounds (the field is 60 x 40 yards), or 
the defending team knocks it dowlI. 
One of the 7 players on the oPPOSm, 
team may then pick up the frisbee 
and begin moving it down the field. 


Frisbee golf, the most popular 
frisbee sport here at K, is simple. 
Just pick a tree or sign, give it a par, 
and you're in business. There's eveD 
a 36 hole course her e around 
campus! 


Hopefully, this article has u · 
panded your horizons on what ml, 
be done with your Whamp or CPI. 
See you on the quad and FRISBEE 
FREELY!! 


MlAA STANDINGS 
.....baU 


w 
C&lvin 8 
Alma 6 
Adrian 6 
Albion 5 
Olivet 5 
Kalamazoo 4 
Hope 3 


Final Tennis StaDdiDp 
Kalamazoo 5 
Alma 5 
Hope 3 
Calvin S 
Albion 2 
Olivet 1 
Adrian 0 


Fina.J.1'radt StaDdlql 
Calvin 6 
Albion 4 
Hope 4 
Alma 3 
Olivet 3 
Kalamazoo 1 
Adrian 0 












Different Saturday 
the experiential e<:Iuea
recently held an open 


acquaint students with 


What did first time participants in 
Insight's program gel out of it? 


activities. 


~'::: ~,:~~:.~; as the free ~ was expected 


Freshman Mary Russell respond
ed, ". cold, a skinned knee. a 
bruised finger, laryngitis and the 
greatest scare in my entire liIe." 


students but 
the""""" w'h, "gned 


She went on to say that the 
rappel off t he roof top gave her a 


get everyone over . 
to freshman Bill Wat· 


required everyone to 
• group. We had to decide 


what our plan would be. 
w!! a valuable experi-


morning it began to rain. 
program eontinued as 


groups learned to cross 
river or ravine using 


· The driveway at Hum
was used to practice 


p"",m,m', walk" method of 
fcal feeling of accomplishment and 
that the whole day had been a good 
experience. 


Doug Ray. an active Insight 
member, said that students had 
complained about the dub being a 
closed clique and the different 
Saturday was held to give everyone 
in the school a chance to get 


~----l~~ 


The Business Office 
Interview with John Dozier 


graduating from Duke 
in 1941 John Dozier, 


business manager, 
from an Air 


" II to an 
newspaper editor to Father of 


Year in Durham, North Caro
his home state. Most of that 


25 years) Dozier has 
; i;'~~I~;d'in the business side of 


education , first at his alma 
and then at Macalester 


in St. Paul, Minnesota. 
here from Macalester in 


' .• '0 •••• became Vice President 
and Development. He is 


~,""b. 1 . for all non-au.demic 
College. including the 
the Business OUice, 
meeting all payrolls, 


,--,,,.',, _. all bills are paid. 
its series of inter


members of the 
Index at last 


: How did you actually end 
· to K? 


I I'd known about K 
for a good long while, l'ts 


quality educational institu
.. Maealester College, where t 


IS a member of the Associated 
of the Midwest, which has 


programs with the Great 
Association of which Kala
is a member, so 1 knew 


",'hb'g generally about the 
in each. 


· Rainsford had approached the 
Auociation of College 
Business Officers office 


. people who might be 
10 the field, and he had 


to me about the possibility of 
consulting here. In our general 


he described what he 
for. After several 


the College and 
was intending to do. he 


· the possibility of my 
Interested. I wasn't sure I 
thought about it, and said, 
I think I'd like to talk about 


. that. we spent several 
10 dialoging and finally 
to .come to work together. 
Old you face any particular 


· when you came here? 
Well, one always faces 


problems at a new institution 
you've got to establish your 


no matter what sort of prior 
have, good or bad. You've 


to develop working relation
I,' b' · So VIOUS that we needed to 


improve the quality of our 
budgeting and ' accounting se
quences to obtain more manage
ment information. I'm very much of 
the opinion that every institution, 
private and publi<::. should have its 
financial affairs in the public domain 
and that has not been the practice of 
this institution. so that getting it out 
into the open has been some change. 
There are still those who don't think 
it ought to be. 


(continued on page two) 


PHILADELPHIA 
URBAN SEMESTER 


Beyond the perimeter of K's 
invisible walls lies another world
one that doesn't have to wait until 
after graduation to be discovered. 
Some contact with our increasingly 
urbanized world is afforded us 
through career service and foreign 
study, but a less talked about 
program, the GLCA Philadelphia 
Urban Semester, equally heeds 
John Dewey's experiential-educa
tion suggestions. 


Each spring, 20 K Freshmen are 
accepted (or participation in t~e 
Philly program for the Fan of their 
Sophomore year. With various 
individual goals and the stated 
collective objective of learning and 
adapting to the life of a city dweller 
and worker, students are now 
applying for the program. 


The program runs £rom Septem
ber till mid-December during which 
time one's "lessons" include: finding 
housing (and getting along with 
one's landlord) catching trains, 
trolleys and subways (for which one 
is inevitably late), grocery shopping 
(preferably at the 9th Street 
Market), traveling. meeting people, 
avoiding gang wars, attending Fly· 
ers games and-or ballets, and 
gaining knowledge from the city's 
historical wealth , economic poverty, 
and finally from its mistakes and 
successes. 


Though the program was once 
almost exclusively for Psych., Soc., 
or Polic. Sci. majors, it now offers 
job placements in 4 day per week 
volunteer work in the field of one's 
own interest. 


For aoplications or further infor
mation. see Dr. Harkavey in the 
Political Science Department. 


Kalamazoo College F'RInAY, FEBHUAHY 28. 1975 


Direct from the Austrian cap
ital, the world-famous Vienna 
Choir Boys will be heard in 
concert in Kalamazoo at Chenery 
Auditorium, Monday, March 3. 
The opportunity of seeing t~e 
Choir Boys (currently on their 
31st tour of North America) is 
obviously a step above Disney's 
living color. Unfortunately the 
wncert is sold out, but the Union 
Desk has announced ticket sales 
for the Kalamv,oo Choir Boys 
appearing in Vienna. Austria, 
February 29. 


SC REPORT 
The Commission got of! to a shaky 


sltart Tuesday. Members drifted in 
late, others drifted out early, some 
didn't drift anywhere at all. Then 
when one remembers that Purim 
did occur on that same day, why it's 
even a wonder that SC even 
managed to call itself to order--it's 
members being no different from 
other students who whiled away the 
day and shot chunks of jello across 
the tables in Saga. In any event, the 
meeting was ... mellow. 


Of course, business was attended 
to and duly recorded in the record 
books_ Of prime importance on the 
agenda was the Commission's re
viewing and consequent approval of 
four applicant.s for the 'Sophomore 
Career Servi«! Stipends'. In re
viewing those applications. the 
Commission decided to grant a 
fourth $100 stipend for this spring 
quarter. 


Recipients of the grants were 
Rick Marciniak, Mary Jo Hinsdale, 
Thomas Chida, and Keith Yank. 


In other matters, Joe Folz. 
speaking for the EPC, mentioned 
that consideration was being given 
to proposals seeking to giv~ aca
demic credit on the baSIS of 
examination (this would primarily 
concern transfer students). 


In later controversial discussions, 
Folz was overheard dropping one of 
his quotes to Mr. Flynn, "Don't give 
me any of that economic crud." Folz 
was promptly assignes the duties of 


, 
checking into arrangements for the 
Commission's end-of-the-quarter 
banquct- a gala aUaiT. 


Before adjourning, SC members 
soundly supported proposals to set 
up a student committee to work 
with SAGA in bette r meet ing 
student desires. Consequently to 
the preposterous notion that st u
dents are no longer receiving Grade 
B food, the committee would offer 
proposals aimed at increasing stu· 
dent input within Saga decision 
processes. 


MONTE CARLO 
NIGHT 


Gamblers Anonymous will face a 
serious setback at K College this 
coming Sunday as the CUB tempor
arily transforms Old Welles into a 
casino for Monte Carlo Night. 


Monte Carlo Night, for all those 
itching to put some money on the 
line. will run from 10:00 p.m. to 1:00 
a.m .. and dress will be semi-formal. 
Admission, along with punch , 
champagne and hors d'oeuvres will 
be free; and anyone who wants to 
try their luck at Blackjack, Craps, 
the Numbers Wheel, Chuck-a-Luck 
and possibly poker can receive 
$25,000 in play money for $1.00. 


The games will be run by (acuity 
members to assure all gamblers of 
the (dis)honesty of the set·up, and at 
1:00 a_m .. the top money winner will 
receive prizeS. 


Bach Festival Starts Tomorrow 
Bach Fest '75 will begin tomor· 


row, March 1 in Stetson Chapel. 
This year's Bach Festival Week, 
featuring 5 programs over 3 days, 
represents the 29th season of the 
Annual Bach Festival Week spon
sored by the Bach Festival Society 
of Kalamazoo. Organized in 1946 by 
Henry Overley, then chairman of 
the Kalamazoo College Music De· 
partment, the Society has sponsor· 
ed significant programs of cultural 
interest to the Kalamazoo com
munity. 


Many nationally and internation· 
ally known artists have participated 
in the Festival during its years of 
exist.ence. Consequently. the repu· 
tation of the Festival-one of half a 
dozen of its kind in the country- has 
spread throughout the United 
States and abroad. 


Dr. Russell A. Hammar, chairman 
of the Kalamazoo College Music 
Department. presently serves as 
Musical Director and Conductor of 
the Kalamazoo Bach Society. This 
week, he will give his fourteenth 
performance as conductor of the 
Festival. 


Although the Fes~ival is perform
ed in K's Stetson Chapel. the Bach 
Society's consistency is maintained 
through support and membership 
from the entire Kalamazoo area. 
Participants include K College fac
ulty. and members of the Kalama
zoo Symphony. In addition. out
standing K College students are 
selected to participate in the 
Society'S chorus and orchestra. 


The Festival will offer programs 
on Saturday, March 1: Sunday, 
March 2: and Saturday. March 8. 


MARCil 1---4 &. 8 PM, YOUNG 
ARTISTS' CONCERT. These audi
tions and concerts were introduced 
in 1965 as a means of encouraging 
young people to bei:ome involved in 
the exploration and performance of 
music of the Baroque era, especially 
that of J .S. Bach and the Bach 
family. Following a screening of 
over 120 applicants. the Young 
Artists' Committee selected 28 
outstanding finalists earlier this 
year. These finalists, including 
several from the Kalamazoo area, 
and Beatrice Ross of K College, will 
give individual performances during 


the two concerts. 
MARCH 2-3:30 PM CHAMBER 


MUSIC CONCERT. This program 
will contain the following selections: 
BRANDENBURG CONCERTO NR. 
6 (J.S. Bach) 


performed by the Bach Collegium 
the Festival orchestra. 


MOTET NR. 3 JESU MEINE 
FREUDE (J.S. Bach) 


performed by the Kalamazoo 
College Collegium Musicum- sel
ected group of College singers 
called the Motet Choir. 


KLEfNES MAGNIFICAT (J.S. 
Bach?-Bach 


scholars are still debating whe
ther he wrote this piece. or whe
ther he copied it from another 
composer; the issue may never be 
resolved. but the pieee remains 
worthy of being heard.) perform. 
ed by Instrumental Ensemble 
with soprano Elizabeth Anne 
Stitgen. 


From SONATA NR. 2: Chaconne in 
D moll 


(J.S. Bach) performed by Barry 
Ross--violinist. 


HELIG 1ST GOTI' (W.R. Bach) 
performed by Kalamazoo Kan· 
Torei and Bach O~hestra-the 
Festival orchestra with 32 singers 
from its chorus. 
MA RCH 8-5 & 8:15 PM I)ASSION 


ACCORDI NG TO ST. MATI'II EW. 
This work, considered one of the 
most revered musical expressions of 


the Passion of our Lord, was flTst 
performed by J .S. Bach on Good 
Friday. 1729, and was later intro
duced into the United States in 
1874. It will be performed by the 
Festival Orchestra and Chorus with 
guest artists Donna McRae, 50-
prano; Elaine 8ona.zz.i. mez.zo-50-
prano; Rich&rd Paige, tenor; and 
John Ostendorf, bass·baritone. All 
of these guest artists are well 
known. and have given perform
ances of Bach music. 


An Intermission Dinner will be 
served between the two concerts in 
Old Welles at 6:30. The public is 
invited; student tickets are avail
able at a cost of 53 with ID. 
Following the latter conce r t. a 
reception will be held in the 
President's Lounge. 


Tickets for the entire concert 
series are available at t he Bach 
Office, Room 210. Lights ~lne Arts 
Building. In addition to its normal 
weekly hours. the office will be open 
Saturday. March 1, from 9 am until 
1 pm. These tickets. valid for all 
three days of the Festival, cost $10 
to the general public; however, the 
same tickets are offered to K 
students for the special rate of $2 
(with IDJ. Students wishing to 
attend individual concerts will be 
charged full admission prices: 
March 1, $2.5O-each concert: March 
2, $3; and March 8. 52.SO-each 
concert. 
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THE SNACK BAR; A Case For Ultrabrite? Running 
As. lot of you may have guessed, 


sales in the Snack Bar these past 
couple of quarters have been down 
substantially. One theory on this 
decline is the general eeonomic 
slump in the tountry at the present 
time. However, looking at the pizza 


' intake of this eampu5, the faults in 
the theory become readily apparent. 
In my mind. the most plausible of 
reasons explaining the decline is a 
lack of appeal of the Snack Bar 
itself. 


t asked several people why they 
never went to the Snack Bar. and 
usuaUy the reply was something like 
'" dunno, I guess it's because it's 
dull." One thing to think about is 
that the Snack Bar is situated in the 
same building as Saga. and serves 
the same bulk-purthased wholesale 
food; so why go downstairs and pay 
for the same food you can get 
Up!ltairs? But then why are restaur
anta that serve the same type of 
food more appealing1-simply be
eause those restaurants have atmos
phere and are located someplace 
other than at K-college. A1so, in a 
restaurant there are new (aees·not 


the same people buying the same 
food. One un almost predict who 
will be in the Snack Bar buying 
what on a given night. Sinee the 
Snade Bar unnot be moved it is 
imperative that it should be im
proved. 


There have been several attempts 
to make the Snack Bar more 
attractive, including Wednesday 
Weekends, of which, ·at least two of 
the 4 or 5 planned each quarter are 
cancelled. Another attempt was the 
(non·profit organization) free beer 
of questionable quality. At one point 
in the past, a proposal was raised to 
get a beer and wine license. This 
proposal hasn't been heard of since 
it's origin; the shuffie or pigeon· 
holes obviously ended up with it 
somewhere-hopefully to be forgot· 
ten Other plans ljunking the juke 
box and replacing it with a stereo 
tape deck/WJMD hook ·up, art 
prints, plants, ete.) just died young 
aue to lack of funding. In a way the 
Snack Bar is caught in a vicious 
cycle: in order to make changes it 
needs money; in order to make 
money it must raise the prices. The 


Snack Bar then loses customers pri~s anyway. 
beuuse only the prices, and not the Lord Saga, in California is rather 
decorum, have changed. out of t-ouch ~ith the N!'!ities of the 


The Snack Bar is part of the I... latter day samts and thell' Dock. So, 
contract Saga makes with any being an emulating God, he has 
college it operates with. This leisure decided to emulate one of the mo~e 
service is looked upon as a sore spot successf~l Gods: Lord M~do~d •. 
in the bank books by Lord Saga in He is trymg to do so by gJmmlcks,
California. When he cheeks up on i.e .• free glasses, kites and other 
the Christ Sagas in places like such paraphernalia. An arch·angel 
Kalamazoo, they report on their passed through and left the. word 
apostle snack bars; which are so that we were soon to t>t: visually 
non ·profit that they are losing assaulted by poster advertisements. 
money. Our own apostle, until Anything to get us to buy and 
recently, was losing approximately believe, 
$100 a week' under new manage· If I were Lord Saga, I wouldn't 
ment it now b'reaks even. Lord Saga use th~ gimmi~ks, but ~ould 
in California has decided that the reorgamze the entire set· up. First of 
apostles should start making all, I would decree that all snack 
money. ?ars could .be Jea~d out to those 


The basic salary of an employee to mterested 10 runDing them for a 
an apostle is about $100 a week. year or two. Such a person C()uld set 
Who is going to bust a gut for that-l up his own salary. say $250 a week, 
wouldn't. It+ is also my guess that which adds up to about $12,000 a 
Saint Saga Frank really doesn't year. A person who had more than 
care mainly because he is salaried one or two quarters at stake would 
and ~akes money for the Lord by be mo~e careful in ho.w he r~ the 
catering to various true believers. operatIOn. He wouldn t be heSitant 
But just so he doesn't get on the ~ sink money into de<orum and/ or 
Lord's bad side, he might raise the different !oods (egg rolls, bar·b-q 


OF MICE AND MEN: A Review 
beef, exotic teas, etc). Perhaps he 
might be even set up some sort of 
corree house and advertise of( 
campus, bringing in some new 
faces . Obtaining a beer and wine 
license on a one-day·basis (say on 
Wednesdays and Fridays) should go 
over pretty well, too. All in all, the 
Snack Bar would be a better place to 
go, and when it came to Lord Saga's 
end, would no longer be such a 
hassle at auditing time. But as I 
can't see myself attaining the throne 
of Lord Saga in the near (uture, I 
will resign myseU to be Lucifer's 
advocate and can only hope that 
Lord Saga will return to face the 
realities of his apostle's business 
world- wherever they may preach. 


by Ed Uqemaeb 
David Scudder 


Last week. the Department of 
Theatre Arts and Speech came from 
behind, with a largely unseasoned 
cast. to stage a surprisingly good 
perfonnance of John Steinbeck's Of 
MJee and Men. 


The main characters, George and 
Lennie, were played by newcomers 
to the Dalton stage: sophomore Kim 
Chapman and freshman Duane 
Uteeh respectively, Chapman acted 
a solid George, hard and coarse; 
however, although these are true 
~Iements in George's character, 
Chapman tended to overplay them
he played George in much too nasty 
a fashion and therefore did not 
adequately reOccl. the affection in 
George's character which is war· 
ranted by the script. 


On the other hand, Utech's inter· 
pretation followed the script more 
closely; his was the more successful 
interpretation of the two. Unfor· 
tunc.lely, Utech detracted im· 
mensely from the simplicity and 
charm of his character by falling 
back to a whining level aimed 
mostly toward generating laughter 
in the audience. 


Other newcomers to the Dalton 
stage were freshmen Tom Morris 
and Ken McCardwell, playing the 
respective roles of Candy and the 
Boss, Morris was the most promis
ing of all the actors-the unimposing 
nature of his actions carried much of 
the play. Although McCardwell 
seemed to passey a confident stage 
presence, his vocal expression and 
control left much to be desired-one 
loses the meaning of his character. 


The remaining actors in Of Miee 
aod Men are not new to Dalton. 
Mary Liz McNamara offered an 
admirable interpretation of Curley's 
wife .. the tart who destroys 
George's and Lennie's plans. Partie· 
ulariy commendable was McNa· 
mara's voice control which lent 
credibility to her interpretation. 
Occassionally, she appeared som~ 
what uncomfortable in the role due 
to the awkward arm positions she 
assumed. 


Jeff Gerhardstein gave a fully 


adequate portrayal of Whit, so that 
the character was consistently 
reflected throughout the perform· 
ance. Tom Hennes, as the mule
skinner, Slim, initially impressed 
one with the easy going attitudes he 
interpr eted into the character. 
While the script does not encourage 
that attitude to change, there is no 
reason why he could not have 
brought a little vitality to his 
character. 


David Simpson offers a fine 
portrayal of Curley; however, he 
seems to have a problem ridding 
himsaU of an English accent acquir· 
ed in last spring's production of Mrs. 
Warren's Profession, Even so, and 
with all due respect to Simpson, he 
gives an outstanding account of 


tended to minimize this deficiency, 
SpeciaJ commendation should go 


to Larry Jaquith for the new 
standards of excellence in set and 
lighting designs that he has brought 
to Kalamazoo. 


Previous to the play's prodUction. 
Direetor Clair Myers noted that the 
play pessimistically treats the 
'alienation of man from man and the 
need to communicate somehow with 
someone.' It is evident that the 
actors tended to Duxuate their roles 
between positions to this overall 
tone. This tendency, which pro. 
hibited further development of 
moments in the script that touched 
upon the 'alienation and need for 
eommunication' can be aseribed to a 
lack of experien~. 


himself as a young upstart. Th!.~~~~~~~~~~~~t 
character of Carlson was interpret. staff 
ed very well by Greg Tushar in 
terms of tone, consistency and 
Duidity. AJthough the audience is 
moved to laugh at Carlson, that 
response is never the result of 
Tushar's playing to the audience. 
Francis Broadway, the fmal memo 
ber of the cast, gave a very good 
performance of Crooks, the stable 
buck, although he tended to vocally 
overrun his lines, giving the charac· 
ter a more-than-desired hyper state. 
As one of the more experienced in 
the cast. Broadway's acting ability 


editor david scudder 
photography james whelpton 
sports john macarthur 
assistant editors guy calcerano 


ed ungemach 
photographers mark madeenzie 


scott ketcham 


tuesday nite sLable shut down 
tim hennessey. susan gates. al 
thomson, allegra can gelose, 
karen zackman, patrick burgam 


Merrick Scott Ketcham 


Mose Allison 
Coming 


The Mose Allison Trio will appear 
in Dalton Theatre at 9:00 on Friday, 
March 14th, Mose Allison is a 
singer, composer, and pianist who 
has recorded over 20 albums to 
date. His most recent release, 
"Western Man", was rated 5 stars 
by Downbeat, and given a favorable 
review by Rolling Stone. 


Mose Allison has played in every 
major night dub in the country 
(Village Gate; Jv.z Workshop, San 
Francisco; Boston; Shelly's Man· 
hole, N.Y,: Quiet Knight, Chicago; 
etc.) as well as touring in England, 
Denmark and Sweden. 


Be sure to set aside your books on 
Friday, March 14, to see and hear 
Mosa Allison. Leonard Feather of 
the Lo. Angele. Time., wrote: 
"Mose Allison is something else. 
The perils of pigeonholing were 
never more apparent than in the 
singing, playing and compositions of 
this engaging jazz maverick. Old 
man Mosa has something refreshing 
to say in his wry blend of now and 
then. The preacnt callow generation 
of pop psuedo-bJues performers 
could learn a lot from him if they 
would take the trouble to listen." 


Tickets are now available at the 
Union Desk for $3 with K·Coliege 
identification. 


Fortunately, Dr "'i.,f.'d ~ 
which makes it 
the matter .f'h •• ,,,~.,"'e ~ 
professionalism 
area, the matter of 'mp~, .. 
development activity by 
the staffing- we only had 
working in that area- we 
can't do the kind of fun,d.,"O! 
we have to do espeeially if 
a capital campaign, which I 
inevitable. But K's been 
stable institution. It has a 
fmanciaJ operation than 
colleges. But I think time 
run out in terms of 
it, with the kinds of te,';;",,. 
had been employed. 
IDdex: Apparently from 
ments, the business office, w~ 
fll'st came here, was the bt 
as·usual-office. It used ted;, 
that had been proven sUCCQ 
a number of years and 
bothered to upgrade them. 
Oozier: Yeah, we had an 
accounting system in the 
getting cost data. We also 
operated with a true, 
line·item budget. It's been 
of sort of operating with a 
budget with very tight 
centralized situation, 
that you could control it. 1 
believe in that kind of 
tion, I think it's our role 
priorities on the edu,,'ti,;.;'-, 
by the advancing and 
of money. I think that's 
to run a railroad, I 
understand what the .~th;;ri> 
campus are and we 
certain that we es"t.Ii.!' 
educational priorities 
allocate the resources to 
those priorities. That 


the business o.C£li::,~e,~,:'::: 
professionally c 
the development 
allocation or the re"",,,,';:; 
determine the educational 
ities, 
IDdex: So that the .,;".;,,' 
with the college 
determined by the 
Budget Committee, the 
other appropriate "",,,cs. 
Dozier: Right. I'd like to 
something. (He gets up to 
thick grey binder from 
shelves) This will show 
mean by a budget (pause 
tries to decipher 500 
typed pages) I also think 
renects your •• "'on,,ilY 
Hence, most 
here. 
IDdex: I was trying to d."p"~ 
(pointing to print on 
oOzier: That's easy to real 
caligraphy: "Whoever you 
wish to see be 
"hen business is 0;";,;"" 
unless you are indeed 
able to assist him as 
Atlas in his need, &ad 
remember that whoever 
a footing must work 
pergerverence ... 
Index: That'll look good repnl 
the IDdex, 
Douer: I like this one: 
another medieval ".,;"d' 
"Said the Ancient, "'hi. II 
important precept of them 
bendiag forward tbe .u,,,,,,tI 
read the word8. 'Don't take 'If 
too dam.o seriou8Iy.''' 
Index: (indicating binder) f 
a ... 
Oozier: That's a budget. 


You see, when I came 
asked for a COpy of the 
is what I was used to w.,"," 
It says 'OK, there are 
revenues. and behind each I 
these summary items, it 
restricted, unrestricted, thiJ 
previous year. With thi! kI 
thing, I can See how much 
college spent for travel. You 
that here-we don't quote 
way. 'There, (Macalester 
somebody came in and 
question, I had a vvv,' .. 


kept current, which I 
the salaries. J could ans ..... er 
tionl. (continued on page(): 
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WHEN BUSINESS IS FINISHED, GO AWAY 


. So, if anyone had wanted to 
how much was spent for 


help in anyone year, he 
and add up all the line 


Interview With John Dozier (Continued) 
No saJaries, because the salaries 
were all lumped together. I was, as 
far as 1 was concerned, nying blind. 
I didn't have any budget. 


Look here, rm not interested in 
trying to be an assassin, implying 


anything about anybody who was 
here before me. It's of no advantage 
to me to say that anybody was inept 
or didn't keep track or whatever ... 
That doesn't help any. 
Indu: Now Kalamazoo College's 
budget. is going to resemble this, 
(lifting 500 page comput.er-printed 
document) 
Doder: The first thing that we had 
to do incidentally. and the reason 
that's hard is because you then have 
to generate a chart of accounts- we 
have a chart of accounts set up on a 
very simplistic four digit number 
sequence. What I really want to do 


that has now somewhere between 
15,000 and 16,000 separate accounts 
to keep track of, which means 
you've got to have a comp lex 
system. We don't have that many
we have 3400, but we're complex 
enough to have to be concerned with 
a more sophisticated accounting 
system. 
index: Is this actually going to 
re!wt in a monetary saving for the 
college? 
Dozier: This won't result in more 
savings, this will result in hard 
information. Now as far as ways to 
produce more money ... We have not 
done a detailed statement of each 
restricted fund, which I am used to 
doing. A bound volume, and sending 
the donor of the fund a statement 
about the money, thanking them for 
it aJl over again every year. It's a 


ladu: Do you have any target date 
on starting the capitaJ campaign? 
Oozier: We've been talking 1976. 
it'U take us about a year to get 
ready. Again we have quite inade
quate prospect files, and we don't 
have the batkground material we 
need in order to run a campaign. 
Index: What would be the goals for 
the campaign? 
Dozier: I don't know. That's some
thing we'll have to determine. 
Index: We know we need money. 
but we're not sure exactly where" 
Oozier: Well, I assume the emphasis 
would be on trying to generate 
additional endowment. We have one 
or two physical plant needs left, but 
mostly we have need ror additional 
endowment. 
Index: So rather than going into 
new dormitory complexes or ... 
Oozier: We don't need any dormi· 
tories-I don't see the enrollment 
expanding, and we have adequate 


by AI GevinsoD dormitories for our present enroll· 


the year 1971, the National ment. 
of Film Critics voted Indu: 1 didn't mean dormitorielJ per 


Knee as the belJt picture of se, I meant construction. 


campaign, 1 assume. 
Index: So the additional endowment 
would be generated and then on a 
yearly basis, this would be done. 
Dotier: Unless we can attract 
somebody who wants to do the 
whole ouuide environment thing for 
example. We might try to package 
that. 
Index: Into a separate fund? 
Doder: Well, into a proposal (or 
somebody to give us the money to 
do the catch-up maintenance, yes. 
It's hard to sell, of course, as you can 
imagine. It doesn't have pizzazz. 
Index: You don't end up with some· 
thing nice to put a bronze plaque on. 
Dozier: I've always said that if I had 
a lot of money, I'd endow a sewer 
line just to show people that grubby 
things can be endowed. 
Lndex : In addition to what you have 
already mentioned, instituting other 
changes in the operation of the 
business office? 
Dozier: Well, we're inl.erested in 
having an orderly flow of procedure 
that keep us from having to 
re· invent the wheel in making 
decisions, 


(continued on page fourJ 
Bernardo Bertolucci was Dozier: Right. We have very few 


the be!t director for his physical plant needs left. There is still room for you on 
The Conformist. Jane Fonda Indu: Not counting the gymnas· the backpacking trip to take 


picked as be!t actress for her ium? place in North CArolina this 
in Klute. The award for best Dozier: The gymnasium is one of Spring vacation. The $80,00 
went to Peter for his those needs, charge covers everything from 


Bloody Indu: I'd like to louch on the backpacks, moleskin, food, and 
award subject of deferred maintenance, transportation both ways (pleas· 


her It's rather dramatically demonstrat· ant company included free of 
Sunday ed down by Humphrey House. charge) to the tallest mountains 


Dozier: You mean the steam line? in t he Appalacians. and a chance 
to say, we are showing Sunday IDdu: Yes. to breathe in so deep you can 


Sunday (at 7,9, and 11) . We Doder: Do you know why the steam exhale in one blow all the exams 
brag about our superior line is not being repaired? you'll have just futished. 


f h 
.. fiU b l Index: It relates to a suit doesn't it? The trip is to last from 


o t e supenor m ms, u . must admit we weren't the least Dozier: No. There are only two Thursday night after exams to 
MaudeUe'. Money Man - Mr. John Dozier _. es·n th t· hat· t Sa d M h 29 A . ed aware of all this honor placed on VIUV I e en Ire e mg sys em. tur ay, arc . tram 


film. But then what did you is run nine digits, but I can't do that great stimulus to additional giving. We would have to shut down the Outward Bound leader, as well as 
us? Look at next beause 1 have a limitation on equip- Index: You mentioned that the entire heating system in order to several student leaders, will 


~
~~:~~;~~~!~~~has ever ment. We have to go back and redo college is expanding its develop- get to that before the heating aooompany the group to teach 


Ilia Will every aooount we've got-renumber ment activities. season is over, because we don't outdoor skills such as rappelling, 
you recognize as He them. Seems like you ought to be Dozier: Right. have any way to shut off that the postman's walk, and zip lines. 


After the War? no? Maybe able to that very quickly, but it Illdex: That is a su\).fraction of the section. (Although these skills aren't 
heard of the director. Nagisa takes a while. business oHice? Index: Above and beyond the applicable to everyday life, once 


Oh, you've not really been (Mr. Dozier explained the operation Doder: No, I'm responsible for that heating system, how much deferred you've tried them you will 
up with contemporary of the romputer account system area but it's not related to the maintenance is there on campus. probably wish they were!) 
cinema. But relax, that's where each individual college ex· business office directly. Oozier: About S200,OOO to $250,000. The trip offers you an exper-


here for. So come pense had its own identifying Index: And the staff th~re is being Index: And where is most o( that? ience in which you'll find how 
~!'''''~y night at 6:80, 8:80, or computer number. O(fice supplies expanded? Oozier: Well, there's no one item, strong nature can be, how strong 


and youll aJ80 see two short for the Biology Dept. might be Oozier: Yes. we've two people in the it's all over the campus. That is, it you can be, and finally how 
one from Japan, the other coded as 0001, for example. In this last three weeks as a matter of fact. has to do with exterior painting, strong boods between people can 


France. fashion, any specific details concern· Index: Is this related to the capital roofs and gutters , the exterior be. This trip is open to beginners 
won't believe next weekend. ing the financial operations of the campaign or hasn't that actually environment in terms of the land· as well as experienced back-


. . Cititen Kane. Satur. college are available at the press of started yet. scaping and things of that sort packers . 
. Gentlemen Prefer a computer button) Dozier: No, it's a matter of trying to primarily. Walks.... WE NEED YOU! 


And Sunday. Chaplin's A Oozier: (conld) By the way, Duke generate more revenues for the lndex: Are there plans to meet that Interested persons please con· 
New York. University's account numbers are current budget and look toward a need? tact Doug Ray before Monday 


An,nu,.Arthur! Why hath thou ,n~o:w~~~v~'~n~t:',~n~d~i~~·~~.~A~P~I.:"~li:k:e~,~,~p~it:&~,a:m~p~a:ig~n~. ______________ :Do::n:.,~ • .:lt~w:o:u:ld~be:.~P:'~rl~o:f~':h:'~;I;p;ho=n:e;. :~;;.;~::7:1.::::::::::::! 
me! • ' 


Tow,;ri1n&. D 1343-44551 
;,.~ Inferno 


on the Oriental Express 
U 1323-11181 
and the Bean 


Strongest Man in the World 
1344.81041 


and Fall of Sparky 
Senoritas 


1382-18181 


NOTE ON RESPONSES TO NEW SAGA PLAN 
by Patrick Burgam 


Subsequent to the first Index 
article on the new Saga meal plan 
system and now subsequent to the 
second Index article refining some 
statements made in the first Index 
article about alternative meal plans, 
we bring you a third Index article on 
the continuing story of "Saga 
Strikes Again". 


Holy shades of the economy! 
Economic gains plans; Alternative 
meal plans.".they both have a sort 
of ring to them (but one didn't work, 
remember?) As for the other, 
Kalamazoo College's on campus food 
,;;"rvice, SAGA, (that word still 
brings a shudder to my freshman 
mind) will put its new Alternative 
Meal Plans into errect as of March 
31. 1975. 


On that fateful day, 16 days past 
the Ides of March, 458 students will 
file through the toll gate into the 
SAGA eating arena and partake of 
their fiest of 20 meals a week over a 
period of 73.5 days (.5 days?). 
Another 282 students , myself 
among them, will cruise through to 
our predestined 15 meals per week 
ends. Among the more daring and 
independents of our student body. 
44 will show their faces in SAGA 
lines only 10 times a week at their 
own choosing. While 80 more (or 
less) fortunates shall be banished 
from 2 SAGA dinners and left to 
distribute their 10 meals a week 
among 5 breakfasts or lunches and a 
remaining ... But what is to be said of 


the 159 who. though registering for 
classes, did not register for any 
SAGA meals. Have they become 
aware of a higher truth? Mark one's 
words lest ye jump to conclusions. 


Talking with Frank Burrows, the 
Manager of the Food Services 
revealed tha~ other SAGA contracts 
with other colleges already offer to 


the student a variety of meal 
options. With regard to the new 
mea] plan finally to be instituted at 
K. Burrows does not foresee any 
losses or savings in the SAGA 
budget as a result of that plan. 
However, he readily acknowledges 
that there will be some confusion as 
the plan goes into effect, ''The 


outset wUl be a real mess ... We won't 
know who's going to eat when." He 
went on to say, "It should be fun." 


And after all, isn't that what 
we're here (or1 Why just the other 
day, I remember the look of surprise 
on a fellow student's face as he 
glanced over the familiar bulletin 
board. Gee, aren't surprises fun? 


.---------;00 
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CAGERS END ON 
WINNING NOTE 


by John MacArthur 
The Kalamazoo College basketball 


team dosed out the regular season 
at home last Saturday, Feb. 22, with 
an easy victory over Aquinas. 82-61. 
Pacing the Hornet attack was Jim 
Vanderweele with 17 points follow
ed by Kevin York and Rueben 
Billings with 14 each. The win was 
somewhat satisfying after a rather 
disappointing season. After a great 
start. the Hornets ran into cold 
shooting speels and lost a few costly 
MIAA games to erase any hope of a 
championship. Calvin College onct'l 
again dominated the league with a 
perfect 12-0 conference mark. while 
the Hornets flllished up 6-6 in league 


Vanderweele, Billings and Jackson 
each S«lred 18 points. 


Next K met league-leader Calvin in 
Grand Rapids and was soundly 
defeated 82-78. Calvin's Mark Veen
stra led all seorers with S4 points 
and hauled down 18 rebounds. Van
derweele was high for the Hornets 
with 18 points, followed by Jackson 
with 15 and Andy Noble's 14. Poor 
shooting was the difference as K 
shot a dismal 33% from the fie ld in 
absorbing their sixth loss in the 
MlAA, 


K wound up the M!gular season 
with a positive 13-7 record, and 
hopes of a better conference show
ing in 1976. 


Don't Take Yourself Too Damn Seriously 
Interview With John Dozier (Continued) 


You are aware as a student, of the 
fact that I think it makes no sense to 
have everybody n&nd in long lines 
and colled money on the day of 
registration. A.3 you know, I want to 
collect it long enough ahead to be 
able to colled the money and post 
all the student acoounts so that 
people can simply whiz through. We 
don't have long lines. We have the 
use oC the money for the extra ten 
days which of course, is helpful. But 
the primary reason is to have an 
orderly process dObe by mail-why 
should you come in and do it the 
other way? By doing that, we are 
also able to work out most of the 
bugs in the accounts. 


We traditionally had 200-800 
people who hadn't paid their bills at 
registration time, and we spent the 
whole quarter pursuing them over 
campus trying to get them to pay 
their bills; we didn't have the use of 
the money, which meant we ran 
close to having to go to the bank to 
borrow money to meet the payrolls, 
rather than having it in hand. 


We monitor cash much more 
precisely than we used to. therefore 
making a lot more money investing 
any cash that's collected in advance 
of the time we spend it. We've 
earned as much in the first quarter 
this year in short-term investment 
of that kind of money as we earned 


In all of last year put toget~ 
We have revised our t-otal 


plan, which had a flaw in it 
se nse that the d;;,tdbut;;o", 
earnings to the participating 


We have the approval 
board of trustees lo lend 
That was not done beCore. 
trying to get more mileage 
the Msets we have. 
Index: I wonder if you 
explain the total return plan. 
Dozier: Total return is a 
divorces the spendin.g,~::;:,:: 
the funds that are '2 
endowment, from i 


competition. 
' Earlier, Kalamazoo was defeated -~ .... ------------------------------------


decisio ns . You s hould free I 
investment dec.isions in a way 
says 'we don't care how we 
the money, whether it's 
interest, or market apI'''''''' 
we'd like to make the 


by Albion 76-69, then rebounded to 
beat Hope 81~.ln the Albion game 
Reuben Billings and Jim Vander
weele led the Hornets with 16 points 
each. The Hope game saw three 
Hornets with the hot. hand as 


SWIMMERS 


UNBEATEN 
IN MIAA 


The Kalamazoo College swim
ming team completed its fourth 
consecutive undefeated MlAA sea
son by finishing with an 8-0 
confeM!nce record and a 10-3 overall 
mark_ With a 4-0 conference record 
the swimmers smashed Calvin 66-43 
and then narrowly defeated stub
born Albion 58-55_ Next K squashed 
Adrian 81-25 and followed with an 
82-29 trouncing of Alma. 


In the only tough MlAA meet of 
the year, K was able to defeat 
A1bion with some last minute first 
and second place finishes. All things 
considered, it was a much closer 
meet than K had planned on. 


After a close meet with Albion, K 
was not about to have a let-down 
against Adrian as they won 11 of 18 
events in an easy victory. 


• 


In the final meet of the season, 
the inspired Hornets crushed Alma 
in running up their highest score of 
the year. The meet, as noted by 
Coach Bob Kent, was the last dual 
meet for seniors Dave Simmons, 
Steve Labbe and Mike Hartz, and 
sophomore J ohn MacArthur. K won 
12 of IS events in recording their 
84th straight dual MlAA win. The 
Hornets have not lost an MlAA 
swimming meet since February of 
1971. The winners in the Alma 
meet: 400 medley relay team of 
MaeArthur, Simmons, Holmes and 
Labbe: 200 free, Fred Nells; 50 free, 
Mike Hartz; 200 1M, Howard 
Holmes; 1M diving, Bob Kost; 200 
Oy. Howard Holmes; 100 free. Steve 
Labbe; 200 back, Dave Dean; 500 
free, Fred Nells; 200 breast, Mike 
Hartz; and 400 free relay team oC 
Hartz. Simmons, Nelis and Labbe. 


K winds up the season tomorrow 
night with the conclusion of the 
2-day MIAA Swimming and Diving 
Championships. Hotdog of t he Week 
Award: Howard Holmes. 


PROFILE: DENNIS BISHOP, STEVE ZUHl 
with Jobo MacArthur 


In this week's PROFILE. I talked 
with wrestlers Dennis Bishop and 
Steve Zuhl. Both men have compiled 
impressive records while competing 
for K. Bishop holds the school 
record for most consei:utive wins 
(27) and career pins, and is nearing 
the career win mark. Dennis was an 
All·American his sophomore year, 
and after a foreign study visit to 
France. he is back attempting to 
re gain All· American honors his 
senior year. 


Steve Zuhl has been a team leader 
since his arrival two seasons ago. 
An injury prevented a trip to the 
Nationals last year, and Steve is 
back for his junior year with hopes 
oC competing in the nationals, and a 
chance for All-American status. 
Q: First, fd like to know what you 
think it takes to be a good wrestler, 
and what are some of the things 
involved. 
Bishop: I think the main thing Is a 
question of time. You have to put a 
lot of time into it. For me I think it 
was the amount of time I was willing 
to put in. 
Zuhl: You have to make up your 


FINAL STANDINGS 
SWIMMING 


KALAMAZOO 
. Albion 
Calvin 
Aim. 
Adrian 


w 
8 
6 
8 
3 
o 


BASKETBALL 


Calvin 
AIm. 
KALAMAZOO 
Hope 
Olivet 
Adrian 
Albion 


12 
7 
8 
6 
5 
4 
2 


WRESTLING 


Olivet 
KALAMAZOO 
Hope 
Adrian 
Alma 
Calvin 
Albion 


6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
o 


1 
o 
2 
5 
5 
8 


o 
5 
6 
8 
7 
8 


10 


o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 


mind that there will be a certain 
amount of sacrifices involved to be 
successful. It involves hard work· 
outs, cutting weight and lots of 
hours. 
Q: Can you think of any goals you 
have or have had while wrestling 
here at K? 
Bishop: Well, at first when 1 R'ot 
here my freshman year 1 thought it 
would just be fun to wrestle and 
keep myself occupied. I wrestled 
one year in high school and enjoyed 
it, therefore 1 thought I'd give it a 
try heM!. I had a good year as a 
freshman and got to go to the 
Nationals , where 1 was beaten 
early, but I was still wrestling for 
fun. As a sophomore I had an even 
better year and was able to return 
to the nationals where I did make 
A11·American. I think it was then 
that I decided I would come back my 
senior year after foreign study and 
try to make All-American again. So 
in short I guess my main gaal is to 
M!peat as an All-American. 
Zuhl: As far as goals go. 1 can't think 
of any offhand. I try to do the best I 
can while I can. I suppose going to 
the Nationals could be considered a 
goal, 
Q: Just what do you think your 
chances are of going to the 
Nationals? 
Zuhl: Oh we're going to get there 
provided we don't get lost on the 
way, but whether or not we win a 
mAtch will depend on who wrestles 
well at the time. Anytime you take 
fifty good wrestlers and put them in 
a bracket over a three day tourna
ment, everybody's just going to be 
beating the bleep out. of everybody 
else, and whoever comes up with 
the good match will win it. U I have 
a good day, sure I have a shot at 
A11-Ameriean, but who knows? 
Q: How does college wrestling 
compare with high school wrestling? 
Bishop: I think it's tougher in 
college. It's eMier to get to the 
Nationals in college because you 
avoid the District and Regional 
steps to the State Tournament you 
had in high school. But overall I 
t hink it.'A tougher in college in terms 
of the competition. 
Zuhl: The difference is in the 
strength and size of the guys in the 
different weight classes. In college 


it's a rare OttMion when you run 
into a smaller, weaker opponent 
whereas in high school your chances 
of meeting such a guy is much 
greater. 


Q: What prompted you to come to 
Kalamazoo? 
Zuhl: Wrestling was a nice thing to 
be able to compete in a low.pressure 
atmosphere, but I would say it was 
t he academic reputation of the 
school. 
Bishop: The Coreign language de
partment and Coreign study. 


Q: What do you t.hink about 
athletics here at K? 
Bishop: 1 think you lose the old 
rah-rah of the high school days, and 
so anyone participating in sports is 
mainly an individual thing done 
because the individual enjoys it. 
Zuhl: I think athletics here are ok. I 
think a lot of people get involved 
either in intercollegiate athletics or 
inturmural sports. 


Q: Dennis, is this your last year as a 
competitor? What are your plans in 
M!lation to wrestling? 
Bishop: It it is my last year as a 
college wrestler, I hope to continue 
with wrestling by competing in 
AAU programs, Cree-style wrestling 
or Grecco-Roman wrestling. I'd like 
to learn more and maybe become a 
coach someday. 


Q: Steve, what about next year? 
Coach Latora has discussed a new 
and well-rounded recruiting pro
gram. Do you feel wrestling here 
will improve? 
Zuhl: I think things are looking up. I 
think the coach's ent.husiastic atti· 
tude, and the fact that he knows so 
many wrestlers has got to help. I 
think Latora's a good coach and I 
think the proof lies in the results of 
this year. I think we'll do pretty 
well. 


Q: What about futuM! plans? 
Bishop: I may be able to wrestle 
next year because of an NCAA rule 
which allows four year s of competi· 
tion to be completed in five years. 
So I'm really undecided. 
Zuhl: I'm leaning toward law schoo), 
but I may want to teach and coach 
also. So I'll have to wait and see. 


SPORTS BRIEFS: 
by John MacArthur 


Calvin has now won 27 straight 
league games breaking the old 
MlAA streak of 28, set by Alma 
between the years 1940 and 1948. 
Also, (are you ready for this sports 
fans and statistics freaks), Calvin 
College owns the best won·lost 
record of any, I repeat, any NCAA 
Division III school. Also Calvin's 
answer to Bill Walton, Mark Veen· 
stra. is number ten in the national 
scoring race. I just thought it would 
be a very sportsmanlike gesture to 
give Calvin all t.his ink since we're 
going to beat them next year 
anyway. 


Tired of the same old high school 
nicknames? t mean everybody's got 


their tradit.ional ~agles. Bears. 
Vikings, Tigers and Wildcats; but 
how are these gems that character
ize some of Michigan's high schools? 


1. Grosse Pointe Woods Star of 
the Sea (Tunas), 2. Mt. Clemens 
(Battling Bathers), 8. Dexter 
(Dreadnaughts), 4. Bloomfield Hills
Kingswood Cranbrook (Aardvarks), 
5. Kingston (Flivvers), 7. Bad Axe 
(Hatchets), 8. Lincoln PArk (Rail· 
splitters), 9. Temperance-Bedford 
(Mu les), 10. Jackson Northwest 
(Mounties). 


I found this list in the Kalamazoo 
Gazette a few weeks past and 
thought it might interest a few of 
you. 


return on our dollars: 
Having done that. 


establish a spending rate 
prudent, that would baJlan, .. 
needs of the present 
needs of the future. For 
you did not follow 
rationale, it would be 
justify investing in 18jM ;;~', 
Eastman Kodak, or 
growth items that have 
University of Rochester and 
wealthy institutions. Because I 
dividend on these stocks is I 
percent or less, you couldn't 
living on one percent return ill 
present, you needed more 
run the institution-so 
it in something else. If 
market appreciation 
as dividends and ;nt.~"t.a! 
you can invest in a stock 
which does not payout a 
money but plows it back 
company which makes it 


On balan .. , [tM'n k, "'t.t':,~t. 
a good plan to adopt, but it's 
way to invade the principal 
the college as some would 
One must always keep his 
the true historical book I 
funds. and not invade 
matter what the plan says, 
market appreciation is not 
you don't have the money to 
Index: Is the college, by 
techniques such as loaning 
and short-te rm ;n".,tm,,'t 
creasing the element 
Doner: No, it's not. 
investing is done only in 
investments, primarily 
of deposit. We're careful 
putting it all in one b .. ,k--wh" 
we invest it we're careful 
way we invest it. 


Lending securities is 
risk·free. There's some risk 
investment. of course. When 
lend a security. you reeeive 
day you lend it, cash equal 
value of the stock which 
use. That's the way you 
extra money. U the stock 
returned, you simply have 
that day for that amount 
The only way the stock 
M!turned is if the b",k,,,,,, 
whom you lent the 
bankrupt and couldn't 
stock for you again. Since 
the cash in hand, the real 
is to difference in market 
the stock went. up 10 
would lose that 10 poinU. 
there's very little risk in it. 
Index: So by and luge. this is 
to increMe return on 
without increasing the 
risk you are taking with the 
Douer: That's correct. 
Index: Have I left owt .. ,yt,h;. 
you think the student body 
know about the operation 
Business Office? 
Doner: Well, I think the 
world has entered into I 


difficult decade. and the 
institutions are especially 
gun. I think that we are 
need everybody's 
help, and ideas if we are 
survive significantly as a 
institution. 
Index: Thank you very mucb. 
Dozier: Thank you. I'm glad 
you're that interested. 












The Kalamazoo College 


Special Edition September 19, 1975 


elcomeToKalamazoo! At Me~;ers, Oakland, K Bookstore 
This special orientation issue of 
Index is meant to serve as an 


~,,;'""i·' '" to some of the things 
there are tor you to do in 


The activities examined here 
from the sophisticated · Kal· 


nazoo Symphony (oncerts - to the 
-actical . room decorations · to the 
ivolous . bar entertainment. This 


certainly not meant to be an 
:baustive survey of Kalamazoo 
tivities, but simply an effort to 
lOW a few of the area', offerings. 
'8 sincerely hope that future 
dues will continue to notify the 
Uege community of upcoming 
cial events. 


Please do not look at this wue 
an exercise in journalism, but. as 
e in information, for we in no way 
etend to be expert joumal.ists. 
Jch of this issue wu put together 
ring Summer Quarter's exam 
tek, so very few people were 
her willing or able to help us put 
II paper out. To those who did 


Politics~ 
K Style 


by Rick Holmaa 
Student government here at K 


Uege offen student.! a fine 
portunity to work with other 
!mbers of the coUege community 
IO.Iving the problems of • small, 
lidential college. 10 the put. 
tldent Commission hu provided 
'Ong leadership in affecting the 
i1y fUDctioning of the college, M 
,U 'u influencing the course of the 
Jege's development. Like other 
Ident organizations. Student 
mmission has suffered from the 
Modic disruptions inherent in the 
Plan. The advantage here is that 
eshmen can easily step into 
litions of responsibility and pro
le a fresh outlook on campus 
Ihlems. 


Student government consists of 
, Student Commission. which is 
I student governing body corn
ed of several elected student 
cials. representatives from the 
idence halls. a rep from the 
D.or Houses, and a represeot.ative 
eted by the town studenta. There 


three standing committees of 
ident Commission: I) Educational 
icies C<lmmitt.ee (EPC), whic:h 
ues on every edUCAtional Uped. 
the tolJege, 2) Campu.a Life 
nmittee (CLC), whic:h deals with 
de~t life and the problems 
~g c:ampus living, and 8) 
itlca1 Action C<lmmittee (PAC), 
c:h serves u a mec.hanism to 
~ulate student involvement in 
tical issues, both on and off 
,pus. 
Student Commission must 


it to continue to improve com. 
lieation between the administra. 
, the fsculty and the students, as 
1 &8 to improve the day to day 
:tioning of the college. Conse· 
nUy, students are needed who 


provide a new outlook on 
pus problems, who can provide 
lA~e student input on fac:ulty 
nllttees. who are prepared to 
ront the Administration on 
orlant issues and then work to 
~ve them. 


Elections 
:udent body elec:t.ions will be 
Tuesday, October 7, during the 


IfId week of Fall Quarter. All 
tions are open to any member of 
oollege community in good 


lemic standing. 


continued on page 2 


sacrifice their exam study hours to 
help us, our heart·felt thanks. 


Our main projec:t. planned for 
this edition was a student evalua· 
tion oC the professors here, but the 
number of replies that we reeeived 
from students about their profs was 
so dismally low that to judge the 
profs by such a small number of 
responses would have been unfair. 
We still feel, however, that a public 
evaluation of K's profs by a 
cross-section of the student body is 
a valuable and viable project, 
Hopefully it will be pursued another 
time. 


School Supply Prices Vary 


At any rate, we welcome you to 
the K College community with the 
hope that you will all take part in 
both the on campus and in town 
activities that this area oUers, We 
have no one but ourselves to blame 
for not taking advantage of Kalama
zoo's resources. 


It's good to have some new 
blood here again. Have a good time. 


The Editors 


by Tom Neublg 
If you're pinching your pennies 


or basically lazy, you1t make a 
different decision on where to shop 
as a rational consumer. Three 
different stores were surveyed for 
their prices of sc:hool supplies and 
dorm nec:essities. Each is within 
walking distance of 'K', and is 
frequented by diller-ent types of 
students. 


The Kalamazoo CoUege Book
store, conveniently located under 
New WeUes carries sc:hool supplies 
and small quantities of dorm essen
tials, suc:h as soap, shampoo and 
toothpaste. The major problem the 
'K ' Bookstore hu concerning prices 
is that it cannot buy in quantity. The 
bookstore lady buys most of her 
goods from the same wholesaler as 
the large chain stores, but can't get 
the same break on price. 


Many Fine Offerings 


Area Rich in Theatre 
by KtnDeth Hill 


Theatre is alive and well and 
living in Kalamazoo. The Kalamazoo 
area oUers the playgoer and theatre 
student a varied selection of plays, 
from Arthur Miller to Neil Simon, 
from the experimental to the Broad
way musiea1, performed in environ
ments that range from the ea.vern· 
ous Miller Auditorium to the 
intimate New Vic. All the theatr-es 
listed in this survey are within 
walking distance of K, 80 take the 
time to enjoy theatre this quarter. 


KALAMAZOO COLLEGE 
Some of the most challenging 


and enjoyable theatre that you1t 
find will be right here at K. K 
College has a reputation of perform
ing the most difficult and different 
plays in the area. and oeHorminR: 


them well. Each quarter one major 
production is staged in Dalton 
Theatre. Last season's plays includ
ed works by Brecht. Steinbec:k. and 
Ibsen. All auditions are open. 
During the summer the Department 
brings in outside actors and profes
sionals for Festival Playhouse, 
which last season produced A Uttle 
Night Music:. The CoDtractor, and 
HamJet. The Dungeon, a converted 
storeroom, houses K's experimental 
theattt! and ill u!!ed for student 
directed and conceived shows. The 
Dungeon will continue it!! program 


of Brown Bags - lunchtime one aets. 
The first will be HOlDe Free by 
Langford Wilson on Oct. 7 and 8. In 
addition to Dalton and the Dungeon, 
you1t notice a larSt! hole behind the 
Fine Arts Building. This imitatioo of 
the Mojave Desert will eventually 
house a 800-seat theatre. K College 
theatr-e is youl- theatre_ Come 
watch, work and ereate. Price for 
students: Dalton, free, Dungeon, 
generally 5Oe. • 


WESTERN MICmGAN UNIV. 
SHAW 


WMU stages its major produc
tions in Shaw theattt!. Generally 
these prodUctions utilize undergrad
uate and graduate students in plays 
appealing to a large cross-seetion of 
the audience. The first Droduction of 
the raU will be the musiea1, 


Compuy, on Od.. 29, SO, 81. and 
Nov. 1. Student directed works are 
performed in the Arena Theatre. 
Prices: plays, S2.60. musiea1s, sa. 
MILLER 


Miller Auditorium ill a huge 
theatre used for concerts and tour
ing companies of professional 
!!hows. These touring companie!! are 
oCten good and bring the late!!t in 
Broadway fare to Kazoo. Lighting 
and at:ousties are all right, but the 
size of Miller make!! any intimate 
theatre ridiculous. 
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A few item!! which could be 
considered "good buys" at the Book
store are records (although tbe sel
ection isn't hugel. posters, potted 
plants, winter jmets, and of course 
all items imprinted with the in
famous 'K' or "Kalamazoo College." 
The bookstott! has a majority of the 
market for textbooks, altbough that 
poc:ketbook pain is lessened when 
you hear the profita go toward a 
scholarship fund. The Student Com· 
mission Book Co-operative is the 
only alternative to the high prices of 
texta and hopefully will provide a 
medium for buying and selling U5ed 
books. 


Oakland Pharmacy, on the 
oorner of Academy and Oakland, 
next to Boogie Records, hu all 
kinds of medicine, a larger variety 
of consumer produeU and sales
ladies in their pure whites. AI· 


though having more variety, the 
Phannaey Is in the same dilemma as 
the Book.swtt!. of high prices on noo
quantity items. Special items of 
health care and beauty aids can be 
purcbased here and abo a decent 
selection of Hallmark cards. 


Meijer's Thrifty Acres. more 
oommonly referred to as Shifty's. is 
down Douglas approximately five 
blocks, It's a pleasant walk if you 
my to the side streets and don't 
plan on purehasing over thirty 
pounds of anything. Price-wise. 
Meijer's is the best as well as having 
the largest stoek. Beer and grocer
ies are much eheaper than at 
Stop-N·Go. 


A list of a few selected items is 
included so you c:an make the choice 
of where to shop. The rational con
sumer takes into &ecount eonven
ienee, service. quality ... and price. 


Price Comparisons 


Bayer Aspirin (24 tableLa) 
Kleenez: (200 count) 
Johnson Baby Shampoo, 7 oz. 
Pepsident toothpaste, 5 oz. 
Dial soap, reg. size 
Legal pads. 60 sheeLa 


smaller 


Spiral notebook, l1xS11a 
'K' Notebook 


Corrasible typing paper, med. wt, 
It2 Penc:ils 
Bie pens, med. point 
Records, LP 


00kIaDd 
K Boobtere Meljen . Pbarmaq 


6Se 3ge 59c 
700 S9c 79c: 


11.51 92e 11.59 
8ge 67e 76e 


l!I96e 24<: 2ge 
60e 27c: 3ge 
50< 3/11 89c 


100 pg. 160 pg 120 pg 
Ll9 1.09 1.29 


150 pg/2.09 
80 sht. 


1.95 
lie 
25e 


$4.49 


64 sht, 100 sht. 
94< 1.85 


15/52< 25e 
7/88e 25e 


14.74 14.99 
(Boogie Records) 


K's Book Co~op 
by Sally Noble 


Before you spend houn in Une at 
the K-College Bookstore, ooly to 
spend all your "entertainment" 
money on outrageously pric:ed 
books, ehea the Student Coop 
Bookstore to make sure that the 
book you need isn't there. The 
Student Coop Bookstore. located 
next to the Mail Hut, is designed to 
provide a plate for students to buy 
and sell their used books at 
tt!asonable priCi.'ls. 


The procedure for selling books is 
simple. Just bring your books in, set 
your pric:e, fill out a fonn with the 
vital statistics concerning your 
books, and let us sell them for you. 
When the books are sold, you will 
receive 90% of the price you estab
lished as the selling price, while we 
receive 10% for operating costs: A 
fine symbiotic: relationship, 


U you find that your book. are not 
popular and stare you in the face 
every time you enter the Coop. they 
remain your property for one rear 
and may be tt!turned to you any 
time during that year. 


So-at the beginning of the quar
ter, and at the end. when the "Resell 
Man" makes you an offer you'd 
rather refuse. visit the Coop and see 
if you aren't more satisfied. Se
tween the beginning and the end, 
pick up • few non-text books for 
your "free-time" reading. We even 
have a small coUed.ioo of trashy love 
stories, eompliments of one of your 
fellow students who enjoys an · 
escape into soap opera fantasiesl 


We can't guarantee we have 
everything you will need. In fad.. 
we're still feeUng our growing pains_ 
However, the more student support 
given to the Coop, the more 
efficiently it will run and the more 
rapidly our ltack of books will 
increase. With wide support we may 
be able to take on new projects. One 
luggestion hu been made that the 
Coop provide a Ipaee for students to 
see their art. works. What wou1d)'ou 
suggeg'} 


Remember our motto: 
Support your local Coop, 
Not your loeaI "Resell Man". 


TONIGHT 
Tonight need not be spent writing 


postc:ards to Aunt Minnie in Omaha. 
The Ken Morgan Jan Ensemble, 
with our own beloved, bearded, 
Barry Ross, will present a free 
concert at 8 o'clock in Dalton 


Theatre. 
After treating your auditory 


senses to Ken Morgan's progressive 
jazz, enjoy something a little more 
mellow in the Snack Bar as Rosie 
sings for you from 10 to midnight. 







JETHRO TUlL, who will b. at WilgJ Stadium Od. 8 


Wings Stadium Activities 
by TOlD Neublc 


Kalamazoo. home of the new
International Hockey League team 
Wings, haa a third hockey arena. 
Hockey fans and concert goers 
sboukl find several activities each 
year to attend. 


The Detroit Red Wings will play 
four games here at the end of 
September. The Kalamazoo Wings 
take the ice with two pre-season 
gall)eS, before the opening game 
Oclobe, 24. 


Jethro TuU and Chicago will begin 
the raU season. October 8 and 
Oetober 16 should be saved for the 
belt music in town. Concerts are 
expensive everywhere and in Kazoo 


is no exception. $6.60 reserved seats 
can be bought at the stadium on 
Sprinkle Road just south of 1-94. or 
down the street at Boogie Records. 


Without trying to get hopes up. 
but stressing the need to keep ears 
and eyes open for activities, Jeffer
son Starship is rumored to be 
eoming to Kazoo. Promoters said it 
was very tentative and there was no 
contract yet. but Wings Stadium 
will be the place for any big name 
bands, 


Also at the stadium, skating 
school will begin Oct, 27 with a 
discount for college students. A 
Men's Hockey League will begin 
Nov. 2. People interpsted in rorming 


Escapist Fantasies 
by U .. Steinmueller 


Tired of the same faces, old 
routine? Do you think reading back 
issues of National Georgraphic in 
the library is the moat exciting 
thing you can find to do on campus? 
Get out and e:r.plore Kalamazoo (in 
Indian lingo. place-where-water
boilt-in-a-pot.,.when obsessed by a 
compulsive desire to rUD away from 
K-College or to do something diff
erent. Try these activities to satisfy 
what pSYl!h majors would label your 
escapist fantasies: 
-Visit the downtown Planetarium 
above the library for a review of 
current celestial affairs. 
-Sit on a benl!h at Bronson Park and 
people-watch (more interesting than 
you thinkl. 


-Tour Battle Creek's Kellogg fae
tory for an enlightening experience 
in corn-nake pro«ssing. 
-Go to the Saturday midnite movie 
madneu double features at the 
Plaza I and n theatres out West.
nedge. 
-Sample all 31 Davon at Bukin
Robbins (or u many u you 
dare ~fore you drive the counter 
attendant cruy)! 
-Cyde out to Kalamazoo'a 500-
aae Nature Center and take • 
pknil!, (if allowed. chec:k before
hand). 


-Pick blueberries at one of the many 
u·pil!k farms in or near South Haven 
(season ends in October). 
-Take a stroll through the I!emetery 
and read the inscriptions. Fascinat
ing. expecially on Halloween. 


-Want to absorb some I!ulture? Visit 
Kalamazoo's Art Gallery downtown 
(open weekends. too). 
-Take a wine-tasting trip to one of 
the many vineyards in Paw Paw. 
AIter the first few varieties. you 
won't care what you're tutingl (too 
bad. becatLSe the fmest wines are 
kept for the last). Don't miss Paw 
Paw's annual Wine Festival, I!om
plete with pancakes and merriment, 
held over Freshman Orientation 
time. 
-If you're a junk freak, peruse 
newspapers for rummage and gar
age sales, visit used-car dumps for 
extra car parts (or discover un
limited junk in K's own back rooms). 
-Dress up for I!ocktail hour at the 
Metropol, Kalamazoo's newest and 
most chil! I!ocktail lounge with 
happy hour daily from 5-7, when 
drinks and hors d'oeuvres are only a 
doUar, plus live entertainment, The 
restaurant offers French-c:uisine 
style at matching prices. Or go 
Polynesian at the Tur Mai Kal 
restaurant. romplet.e with a water· 
raU inside and flAming eocktails ... the 
possibilities are many. 


Obituary 
Died: Planned professor evaluation 
for freshpersons in this Index issue. 
CaWle: Acute upperclass apathy, 


The deceased is survived by a few 
hardy Index editors who fervently 
hope for Its reinca rnation next 
spring or summer. 


their cwn team or being placed on a 
team should rontact Dave Smith at 
Wings. Open skating schedules will 
be available later in September. 


The September-October Sl!hedule 
for activities at Wings Stadium 
include: 
Sept. 21- Det. Red Wings vs. Minn. 
North Stars 7:30 p.m. $5.00 
26· D.R. w. vs, Washingt.on Capitals 
28- D.R.W , vs. Atlanta Flames 
0<:1. 2 and 4- D.R.W. inter-squad 
game $2.50 
8- Jethro Tull. $6.50 reserved seat 
8:00 p.m. 
12- Kalamazoo Wings vs, Muskegon 
Mohawks 7:30 p.m. sa.OO 
14- Kal. W. vs. Fort Wayne Comets 
16· Chil!ago 8:00 p.m. 
24- Kal. W. vs. Musk. Mohawks 
(opening season game) 
27- Skating School Begins 
30- Kal. W. vs, Dayton Gems 
Nov. 2- Men's HOl!key League 
begins, 


For Your 
Taste Buds 


We have included in this list only 
those restaurants which we would 
suggest to friends. No dives or 
tom&ine poisoners are listed. Let 
your tute buds enjoy themselves. 


me:t:pellIlve. In "aDdna dW.a.race .. 
Burger King . corner of Al!ademy 


and W. Michigan Ave., Burg
ers, etc. 


Schwan's - 815 W. Michigan 
sa to S8 dinners. 


MI!Donaids - 2026 W. Main St. 
burgers, breakfasts. 


Holly's - 645 W. Michigan, good 
breakfasts, fairly cheap meals. 


Arby's - 53S Burrows, 844-4147, 
roast beef • $1 Specials Fri .• 
Sat. and select other times .... 


Pizza Placet. -alkia&: distaDce 
Little Caesars, 1128 W. Michigan 


good ptu.a, small eating area. 
no alcohol, delivery. 


Gupare's Plal!e, 1408 W. Mich. 
S49-8674. Very good pil.za, 
plenty of room, beer, wine " 
mixed drinks. 


Bruno's • 1528 W. Michigan 
S49-3229; best pizza in town · a 
small, very informal Italian 
restaurant. 


I!ontinued on page 4 


Student Orgs for 
by Kevi.a McCuthy 


One of the best ways to both get 
a feeling of al!complishment and 
meet different people is to parti
cipate in some of the student 
orlranizations here at 'K' 


The orlranization whil!h diredly 
involves the largest number of stu
dents is our own radio station 
(WJMD), can usually be found 
on your radio at or new 620 AM. The 
station's signal can only be received 
in t he K dormitories because of the 
building·lO-building transmission 
system used by JMD. This radio 
station is totally operated by 
students, in that all the members of 
the _JMD's Board of Directors, lUI 


well lUI all OJ's, engineers and other 
personnel, are K-college students. 


Continuing with K's media 
organizations, there are three stu
dent publications. The college 
newspaper, lUI you have probably 
guessed by now, is entitled the 
"Index", for some reason. Under 
normal circumstanl!es, e i g h t 
editions are published each quarter. 
As with WJMD and all other 
student organizations, the Index is 
completely a student operation. The 
only aspect of its operation which 
students do not run, is the actual 
printing of the paper, which is done 
by a local commercial printer. 


The Boiling Pot is the Kalamazoo 
CoUege yearbook. headquartered in 
the same offices as the Index at the 
east end of Welles Hall. From what 
past editors and staffers say, the 
work put into the production of a 
good yearbook is the most time
consuming, yet most rewarding of 
their non·academic endeavors at 
this college. As rar lUI fscilities sre 
e:oncerned, things are a bit cramped . 
For example, the darkroom is 
shared by the Boiling Pot and the 
Index, as well as by the members of 
the Photo Society. 


Finishing up the desuiption of 
college publications is the literary 
magazine, the Cauldron, Two or 
three times a year, this publication 
is printed with samples of student 
poetry. 


The most patronized or all student 
organizations is undoubtedly the 


Film Society, whil!h runs 
20·25 films on I!ampus eal!h 
Besides showing their fUms 
a convenient spot as the Light 
Arts Building, they 
able prices for the 
present, as pril!es range 
cents to $1.50, depending 
movie shown. Some of the 
be shown by the Film 
indude Clockwork Oraage, 
McCabe and Mr.. Milll." , 
Warren Beatty and Julie 
As in thepaat, most o(Film 
presentation this year will 
notch flicks, well worth while. 


Several oth::'~~)~]t'~~it~ which deserve 
Spot. located 
bottom floor of Welles 
winR, is a showcase for the 
talents of K students, and 
time to time. those of 
recent years, it hlUl been 
toward folk music. 


A newly created Concert 
will begin this fall. The 


meant to allevif.:','~~'~h~',~~:J~~ of professional 
the K student 


The Women's Rights 
ution (WRO) exists to 
female awareness among the 
population of the campus 
to get people out of their 
stereotyped roles. 


Two other awareness 
campus are Hozhoni 
and Bagels Munching S;;;'.'y,;'i 
are respectively. the 
Jewish awareness """""ti.", 


The Volunteer Bureau 
dents a chanl!e to tutor area 
who would normally not be 
afford this service. 
several other rommunity 
may be offered. 


These organizations span a 
range of interests and offer 
equally wide variety of events. 
one has to do to benefit 


organizations i":';lo:" ,~';~::;i~::C or better yet, d 
them. During the 
of fall quarter, notices 
posted, informing the campus 
initial group meetings of the 
organizations. 


Elections 
continued from page 1 


Student Commission represents 
the student community. Commis· 
sion members indude a President. 
Vice-president, Secretary, Treuur
er and representativea from each 
donn, plus an Honor House and a 
town student representative. Chair
persona of standing committees 
(Educational Policies, Campus LUe, 
and Politiul Action) also serve on 
Commission. 


Both the Preaident'a and Vice
president's pos.itions are open this 
quarter. The secretary and treasur
er are to be appointed by Commis
sion. The President conduets week· 
ly Commiuion meetings and is the 
official representative of the stu
dent body. The Vice-president acts 
as the President's assistant in 
addition to chairing the Inter·House 
Auociation, 


One representative is elected 
from e81!h dorm (two from Trow· 


bridge) to serve as a 
of Commission. Each 
also serves on his or her 
dorm eouncil. 


Student Court ,,:~i~~;o:r 
open. This body h 
diction in infractions of 
rules. Members serve for u 
consecutive quarters u they 
campus. 


An amendment to the 
Constitution will also be on 
7 ballot. This amendment 
specific polley for conducting 
dent elections, by providing for 
establishment of an ad hoc 
tee to supervise elections, 
candidate eligibility, and 
persons elected of their 


Persons wishing to 
position must submit a ~;~::::; 
25 signatures to the . ( 
mailbdx by the Union desk no 
than Friday, Oct. 2. 


Special Edition Index 
Co-editors 


Kevin McCarthy Tom Neubig 


Special Assistant 
Kenneth Hill 


Writers 
Kenneth Hill. Robert Nolan, 


Muffie Mcl<.eaman, Bruce Johnson, 
LIsa s"i.einmueller, Tom Neubig, 


Kevin ~eCarthy, Tom Flynn, 
Karyn Clouse, Rick Holman, 


Kris Heinz, Sally Noble 
Typi!ts 


Lisa Steinmueller, 
Mary Russell, 


and others 
Happy Foreign Study, K.V. and K.K.I 







The First Day Revisited 
/ .- 'ti! ' 


--I. .• 







CUB in Search of an Author 
by Tom Flynn 


I don't know anything about my 
approach to this artiele. I know: 1) 
My phone just rang reo one broken 
door lock; 2) This article is about the 
College Union Board; S) The Old 
Grand Dad has found my red blood 
corpuscles. One style brands me u a 
young hack writer dead at the age of 
22; the other remains classiea1ly 
dull, but yes informative. 


The College Union Board (here
after CUB) promotes college social 
activities. Informative? Almost, still 
lacking the mechanism, composition 
and definition of a college social 
activity. 


Passing to the theoretical. a 
college lIOCial activit.y (here·after 
eSA) should involve the entire 
community. The bourbon makes this 
impossible. not to mention the 
diversity of the student body 
harped upon in The Catalogue. 
Therefore, eSA', must eater to 
specific portions of the student 
body, while making everyone feel 
they have something to do. 


It'. unfortunate that Tom Jeffer
son never spoke to this question of 
.. activity plurality"_ However, since 
Patrick Henry's granddaughter rsn 
of! to Ireland with my great-great 
grsndfather I feel ju.stified tonight 
in coining such phrases as "activity 
plurality"_ 


My spologies to all students of 
~e. 


Activity plurality requires the 
spectrum of student inteNlsts to be 
represented on CUB, ie_ composi
tion_ (Another therefor or thus and 
I'll have succeeded in writing a 


term paper on The Theoretiea1 
Asped.l of CUB) 


Okay, so CUB meetings are open 
to anyone and everyone. Come with 
your ideas whether they be Cruy 
Man's or PoliticaJ. Man's. I've been 
told I oscilate between the two. 


One glance at Fall Calendar 
shows the lack of already planned 
social activities_ Something must be 
done about Halloween and that 
lin~ring tradition named Home
coming. Occ.asionally CUB puts beer 
and peanuts into the Snack Bar on 
Fridays, drawing lar~ crowds and 
the frequent appearance of Bob 
Peanut-Chucker Dewey_SAGA 
Scott Baumgartner wants ideas, 
from the more challenged student. 
on how to make eating interesting. 
He hM an idea for a "Neo-Nazi 
Night". A formal dance has already 
been proposed by some Freshmen. 
Some talk of a Cabaret mills about 
after Sunday Night's Movie. And of 
coune for the German elements an 
Oct.oberfest could be planned. 


Now it's Lime for participa
tion plea, which 1 will skip for lack of 
the right words. People and ideas do 
not lack around the Zoo, but partici· 
pation does, and consequently social 
life lags. 


And so off to CrUsey to check the 
blossoming social life, and some 
drink to Nlwrite this: with. 


P .S. After drinking some beer I 
have dedded not to rewrite this. I 
ask the reader to drink some beer 
then reread this. This style is known 
as reader participation. 


Best of 
the Fall 


Fall Harvest and Crafts 
Fel!ltival, Kal. Nature 
Center 


4·Nov. 5. Bicentennial Exhibit, 
"Population" 


8 Career Service Orientation 
8-10 Arml!ltrong Lectures (Ors. 


Mead, Braver, Bellah) 
10 Jazz Concert, Nazareth 


College 
11 CUB! Forum Film Classic


"On the Waterfront", 9 
p.m. Free 


14 Kalamazoo Symphony Or
chestra, Miller Aud. 


14 Euell Gibbons - "Compe
tition Or Cooperation for 
Survival" 


18 Homecoming 
9:45 a.m. "Stalking the 
Quad with EueU Gibbonl!l 
Dance with Montage, 9 
p.m. 


24 Honors Day Convocation· 
Or. Philip Thomu 


25 Film Classic . "African 
Queen", FREE 


28-29 Winter Quarter Registra· 
tion 


80-1 Bicentennial Lectures-Or. 
Theodore Lowi and Dr. 
Walter Berns 


31-Nov. 11 Philosophy of Law 
Conference 


November 
1 Kat. Symphony Concert, 


Chenery Auditorium 
7-8 Photo & Camera Show, 


County Center Building 
10-11 Phi Beta Kappa Lectures, 


Or. Marshall Cohen 
11·16 New Car Show, W. Main 


Mall 
15 Community Concert, Scot


tish National Onhestra 
16 Woodrow Wilson Guest. 


David Broder of the Wuh
ington Post 


20-22 K College's Fall Theatre 
Production 


21 Kal. Symphony Orchestra, 
"La Bobeme", Miller Aud. 


December 
3 Career Service Orienta


tion 
6 Christmu Carol Service, 


Stetson Chapel 
6 Ka1. Symphony Onhestra, 


"The Nutcracker", Miller 
Aud. 


8-11 Final Exams 


Miller 
Auditorium 


Schedule 
Sept. 
21 Organ Recital - MaryLou 


RObinson, 3 p.m., Free 
27 Rich Little, 7 & 10 p.m. $7,6,4 
29 Words in Music - Sammy 


Otto"", 
Cahn. 8 p.m., '5.50, 4.50, 


3.00 


1 Guy Lombardo, 8 p.m. 
$5.50, 4.50, 3.00 


5 University Symphony, 3 p.m. 


"' .. 9 Hague Philharmonic, 8 p.rn .. 
on season sale 


11 Vicki Carr, 7 & 10 p.rn .. 
$7.6.4. 


12 University Jan Orchestra, 
3 p.m .• Free 


14 Kal. Symphony Orchestra, 
featuring Mary Ann An· 
derl!lOn , 8 p.m" On season 
oale 


16 "Irene", 8 p.m., $6.50, 5.50, 
3.50. 


21 French Garde Republiciane 
of Paris. 8 p.m., $5.50, 4.50, 
3.00. 


22-6 Holiday on Ice Perform
ances, Lawson tce Arena 


Profiles in 


Academia 
Incoming Kalamazoo College 


freshmen in 1973 and 1974 tended to 
be more liberal and academically 
oriented than the average student 
entering colleges throughout the 
country at the same time aeoording 
to data gatbered by the Cooperative 
Institutional Reselfth Program 
(CIRP) of the American Council on 
Education. 


This study, based on student 
questionaire responsel!l, shows that 
in 1974, 7.4% of K'I!I freshmen 
considered their politicaJ. orient4ion 
to be far left, while 45.8% classified 
themselves as Iiberall!l. as compared 
to national nonns for 1974 freshmen 
of 2.2% and 29.2% rel!lpectively. 


M for academic aspirations, 
57.9% of last year'a K freshmen 
planned to obtain law, medical, or 
Ph.D degreel!l. while only 23.8% of 
all the nation's freshmen last year 
were planning such advanced edu
cations. 


It is not surprising then, that K'a 
academic reputation was cited as a 
very important reason for corning 
here by 9 out of 10 freshmen. Many 
of our freshmen last year apparent
ly came from well financed back· 
grounds, as 42% had travelled 
outside of North America before 
entering college. 


Although It is not I!Ihown in the 
cmp data, there has been a trend in 
re«!nt yearl!l for a larger pe~ntage 
of entering freshmen to be from 
within Michigan's boundaries, tak
ing away I!IOmewhat from the 
variety of people and viewpoints 
represented on this eampus. This 
trend has had a detrimental effect 
on social life here, for with an 
increasing number of students liv
ing in Michigan, more can and do go 
home on weekends, leaving fewer 
people on campus for soc:ial events, 
such as parties. Oh well. 


One last note that should be well 
received is that 92% of lut year's 
freshmen affirmed the positive 
nature of K-78. HopefulJy K·79 will 
be as well l'9C8ived . 


For Your Taste Buds 
continued from page 2 


Mr. Tony's . 1504 W. Michigan 
345-2161; speeialites in sand
wiehes. only average pizza. del. 


Bimbo's - 3S8 E. Michigan FI-3134 
reviewed pg. 6 of this paper. 


Piu.a, delivery ia addiUoa to shove 
Domino's - 912 Buckout. 849-7888 


some people awear by their 
pi.u.a - it's good. 


Pizza King - 2007 W. Main 
345-8611, no one seems to know 
about them. 


Good. RMtaunaa 
Black Swan Inn - 3501 Green


leaf Bvd., 375-2105. very good. 
Corsiglia's - 5402 Portage, 


381-9300, Italian. I!IOme have 
had great meals there - others 
unimpressed. 


Current 
Campus Theatre 


SuperVixons 
next, Dracula and "'",',e.,,. 


Capitol 
Take a Hard Ride 


Cinema I & n (Maple Hill 
Funny Lady 
Once is Not Enough 


Plazas I & II 
Return of the Pink P."he, 
Jaws 


Slate 
Towering Inferno 
next. The Other Side 


Mountain 


West Msin Theatre 
Tommy 


Western Mich. U. 
at Wood Hall. rooms 156 &
Sept. 13, Ameriea.n 
6, 7, 8, 9, admission 


Sept. 20. Bob & Carol & 
Aliee, 6:30. 7:30, 8:30, 
admission, $1 


Who Is Here? 
Each quarter finds a 


composition of the ~'"de,,' 
and off campus. Fall 
quarters have the most co,,'umit 
Before having the thance 
campus program, you must 
see others come and go while 
remsin. 


This fall quarter'~'h~:e: ... ::.:will~. ~:""~! entire entering class of 
and transfers. The 
will be here except for 25 
Philadelphia on the Urban 
Program. At leut two-thirds 
junior class is "studying" ove ... , 
Several juniors who 
pating on F.S. or who 
will be overseas in the 
around. More juniors co;,fu,Od ioU 
U.S. will arrive in t he winter, 
the main borde descending from 
east for the spring. Slightly 
than half the senior class 
taking cl..... fall q"'rl., 
winter is the most popular 
write SIPs (or is it to escape 
Kalamazoo Last and 
bably least of 
super seniors be 
grudgingly an additional ten 
of study after they were to 
graduated. 


Great Lakes Steak Co. - 4525 
Kl Ave •• 875-3650. Ab'';'';'le! 
the best food in town; 
lent drink!:. 


Gull Harbor Inn -
629-9725, great food and 
phere, on Gull Lake. 


LeMerropol - 100 W. 
381-2130, newest . 
town, may be 


Red Brick Inn, 
68>-5144. good 
too far away though. 


Tur Mai Kai . 5630 S. w::~:~ 
Polynesian food, large 
great food, reasonable 


Whistle Stop - 403 E. M;elhigo 
882-3600. very good food, 
and atmosphere. 







Hornets Strive for a Better Record 
Page S 


Harrier Report 
by Robert J. Nolan 


KalamazoO College football .. 
Vh.t does it mean? At pruen! It 


.ns starting a new year .fter :mi.D' off one of the most disas
rollS seasons in years. Injuries have 
lagued the Horneta for the II!t 
bree years, and this year is no 
xeeption. Several pl.yer. were 
un even before full practice with 
ads began, including the starting 
uart.erback. Rod Dillon. Although 
one of the Injuries were serious, 


works, this will open up the 
opposing defense and promote 
Kazoo's running game. Returning 
standout Kevin Moody (So) will be 
at one running back spot. while the 
other running back slot is still up for 
grabs. 


positions. The defensive line may 
look as follows for the opening 
game: George Hamo (if not on 
offense). end; Steve Adams. tackle; 
trie Newman, center guard; and 
John Vertalka, tackle. The other 
end position will be contested for by 
Vie Zambardi and Mark Grime,. At 
present. three year slarter Mark 
Greenman will fill one linebacking 
spot with the other position being 
up in the air until Jim Heath returns 
from the injured list. Defensive 
backs · probably the most difficult 
positions to fill with good talent· are 
not yet set, and won't be until the 
first game. 


have been very frustrating to 
coaches who are trying to whip 
team into shape for the season 


The offenllive line is one place 
that will have to come together if 
the Hornets are to win many games. 
Aggressive hitters like senior Brian 
Anderson and juniors Fred Nelis 
and Mike Loegel are keys in the 
Line. The key players on offense to 
watch are Anderllon. Nelis. Moody 
and Dillon. From this reporter's 
viewpoint. the above mentioned will 
be All·League picks this year 
barring injuries. of course. 


pener Saturday, September 20 
nth North Central Illinois at 1:30 at 
lngeU Field. This year's coaching staff is quite 


different from thOAe of the put . 
included with regulars Baker, Mr. 
Robert Kent and Mr. Frank Jeremy 
are several former K College stand· 
outa. Mr. Dave Martin ('75) is with 
the defensive backs; Mr. Mike 
Holmes (,75) coaches the wide 


The Hornets. under the coaching 
of Mr. Edward Baker &I Co., 


this year showing a new look on 
. Making up for relatively 
pl.yers by capitaliting on 


, ,1kk"';~', the offense will be pro 
fast action geared for 


I«P''''" with precision timing. 
double slot of the lut 


is being scrapped and 
an offensive set con· 


two running backs and 
receivers with a tight end. 


Baker plans to have the 
keep wide splits to open up 


opponents' defenses. The keys 
the execution of the offense are 


t hrowing arm of junior Rod 
and the hands of junior 


~;"" Bruce Curry and Mark 
and sophomore Kim 


,- -"0", tight end position at 
appears to be taken by one 


three people; George Hamo (n), 
Clayton CFr), or Mark Zedro 


the linemen can keep the 
off and the passing game 


omen's 
Sports 
by Muffie McKearnu 


Any of you out there play field 
or volleyball? If you have, 


a welcome addition to 
~I:,~;~~~:'~, women's field hockey 
t teams. Even if you 


you are invited to give 
sport a try. Each year women 


their hand at a new sport and 
a great time learning a new 
while making new friends. 


is a eertain amount of 
in women's sportl, but 


about the 
people to 


people and 


hockey and volleyball. the 


w,~,~:~!,:;,~"',~e rcollegia Le aports, 
II . and junior varsity 


in order to provide a good 
people with varying levels 
For the winter. the scene 


to baaketball and swim. 
For IIpring, the competition 


outdoors for tennis and 


those who do not have the 
or the interellt for inter· 


Kalamazoo offers 
Each quar· 


~~;~:?;!i;;~ii games enter the 
fun. The spirit of intra· 


allows teamll of men and 
to break from the studies in 


:~:~~g ~'m,,,phe,,,: The purpose 
a good time. And if 


~,.';·PI~" to win, you will be the 
of Kalamazoo College 


do not. at least you 
r8i:eived your weekJy 


DEFENSE! The glory boys! They 
,trive for glory, honor. and pride -
and they deserve it. This year's 
defensive squad has many fine 
ballplayers returning to Slarting 


Frisbee Freely 
Have you ever heard of Guts 


Frisbee, Frisbee Golf, or Ultimate 
Frisbee? If not. you will get some 
exposure to tbese competitive as· 
pects of frisbee here at K. 


Frisbees were out even before 
you were born (Fred Morrison sold 
the patent to Wbam·o a year before 
you were born) though the debate 
lingers about when the fast "frisbee 
was thrown. Was it by a Yale 
undergraduate, Elihu Frisbie. when 
in 1827 he rebelled against chapel 
collection and winged the coll8i:tion 
plate across the quad, or was it pie 
tins from the Frisbie Bakery in 
Bridgeport, Conn., thrown by Yale 
and Princeton students. But 
for either building or releasing 
tension, depending on your outlook 
of the game. Five players on each 
team stand 15 yards apart and one 
team Mdisticaly throws the frisbee 
in an uncatchable fashion (some 
throws have been clocked at 100 
mph). The object is to throw the 
frisbee within arm's reach of the 
other team, but in such a way that 
the other team can't catch it. 


Two weeks ago K played Calvin 
College in their third intercollegiate 
game of Ultimate Frisbee, one of the 
fastest growing sports at the college 
level. The game was a classic 
thriller. Alter railing behind 6"() 
early in t he contest. K came back to 
tie it all up at the half 9-9. The 
second hslf was played equa11y well 
by both teams, and reg~lation time 
ran out with the score tIed. K then 
proceeded to beat Calvin in. not one, 
not two, but three overtime periods, 
23·22. 


Wham·o has been repaing the 


benefits even more so than from 
their superball or hula hoop invent
ions. 


Frisbee Golf is the most popular 
of the frisbee sports here at K, and 
interest was so great, a tournament 
was sponsored by CUB during the 
summer quarter. We had an IS-hole 
course which was pretty tough. But 
most people make tbeir own courses 
using trees, light poles and doors for 
holes. 


GUtl Frisbee should be familiar to 
mOlt Michiganders, as for the past 
18 years, it and beer have been the 
main attraetions of the International 
Frisbee Tournament in the Upper 
Peninsula. It's really a great game 


Ultimate is played with 7 player 
!.earns on a 6Ox40 yard field, though 
you modify those to fit the situation. 
The frisbee may only be advanced 
by passing it from one teammate to 
another. Scoring is done by passing 
the frisbee acrOAS the goal line to a 
teammate. The offensive team 
maintains possession until they 
score, throw an incomplete pass, or 
the defensive team knocks the 
frisbee down. The defensive team 
then gains po5se"ion and immedi· 
ately starts moving the frisbee 
down the field . 


Hopefully this article has enlight. 
ened you about what is happening 
as far u frisbee is coneerned on this 
campus. There will be some sort of 
frisbee competition during K·79. 
and awY ideas you have. jUst see me. 
You'll see me around, but if not, I'm 
also known as Bruce Johnson. Have 
a good quarter and FRISBEE' 
FREELY. 


receiven; Mr. Larry Kindbom ('75) 
bas the linebacking responsibilities; 
and Mr. Randy Van Gasae ('74) is 
working with the offensive line. 
This mixture of personal friendship 
and common experience should be 
an asset in u similating the best 
qualities of the 6tI players (SS of 
whom are freshmen) into a winning 
ball club. 


Prediction ror the Hornets by thill 
reporter: 


5 Wins, S Loases and 4th plaee in 
the MIAA. 


I Historical Highlighu 


Betsy Ross Or Accident? 


Many AmericaN .tll! be· 
lievi that Belay Rou made 
the fint n", althouah hia
torians diapute thia slory. 
Another diaputed .tory, ac· 
cording to the U.S. Marine 
Corp& Reserve, ia that the 
first Stan and Stripea dia. 
played in the face of an 
armed enemy was at Fort 
Schuyler, Auault 3, 1777. 
The na, was improviled. 
The white part came trom a 
loldier', shirt; a captain', 
cloak supplied the blue of the 
unioni and the red .tripes 
came from thl nannel petti. 
coat of • &oldier'. wife, who 
Ifladly donated It for the 
purpose. 


by Bnce JobJIaolll 
The nature of the K Plan (Career 


Service, Foreign Study and SIP) 
depletes the ranks of athletes, and 
crOlS country is no exception. Every 
year Foreign Study takes away an 
experienced junior, which hurts 
because there just aren't that many 
juniors or seniors. So K's incoming 
freshmen have much to do with how 
K flDishes in the conferenee. Along 
with the always solid group of 
frellhmen, the rest of the team 
consists of a good group of sopho
mores and a couple AlI·Conference 
runners. The squad always has good 
depth with plenty of competition for 
the top seven spots on t he team. 


This year seems typical, with one 
senior, one jUnior. four or five 
sophomores, and seven freshmen. 
Senior Bruce Johnaon .... as All· 
Conference his fre,hman year and 
MVP his sophomore year. Junior 
Jon Call bas been one of the top 
three runners in both of his years 
here. The sophomores are led by 
MVP and All·Conference Bill Grif· 
flO, along with Paul Burkett. Len 
Chase, Randy Ryan and Tom 
Guenther who should give K its 
expected depth. The freshmen 
should be an asset and consist of 
Steve Boden, Charles BryneJsen, 
Roy Carey, Tom Glenn, Don Kur
sick. Scott Reeves and Bill Spencer. 


As far as the Conference is 
concerned, it s hould be more 
balanced than last year. In t he past 
three years K and Hope have 
dominated t he league, but Hope lo,t 
two.key runners and the t itle should 
be up for grabs t his year . 


The seuon s hould prove to be 
quite interesting, so come and 
watch one of the two home meets, 
and also catch a look at the grand 
master at work . Coach Rolla 
Anderson. 


Fall Sports Schedule 
FOOTBALL 81 Olivet, 4. p.m. 


GOLF Sept. Oct, 
2(l North Central. 1:30 p.m. 9 Albion, 1 p.m. 'ZI Ohio Northern, 1:30 p.m. 


16 Olivet, 1 p.m. Oct. 21 Alma, 1 p.m. 18 Albion (Homecoming), 
2:00 p.m. 


Nov. FIELD HOCKEY 
1 Olivet. 1:30 p.m. 


Oct. 


SOCCER 16 Olivet, 4. p,m. 
2S Calvin, 4. p.m. 


Sept. Nov. 
26 Alma. 4. p.m. 6 Western Miehigan, 4. p.m. 


Oct. 8 Great Lakes Sectional 
1 John Wesley, , p.m. Tournament I. Notre Dame, 7:30 p.m. 


15 Hope. S:30 p .m. 
VOLLEYBALL 22 Albion, 8:30 p.m. 


25 Olivet. 1:30 p.m. 
Oct. 28 Michigan State. 8:80 p.m. 
'ZI Albion &r KVCC, 4. p.rn.. Nov. 


Nov. 5 Calvin, S:30 p.m. 
1 Lake Micb. College, 11 a.m. 


CROSS COUNTRY S Muskegon Comm. College, 
Mott CC. 7 p.m. Oct, 


11 Montcalm. 7 p.m. 17 Albion. 4. p.m. 
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Brighten Your 
Drab Rooml 


by Llaa SteinmueUer 


Got the new-room blues? A 
common reaction of freshmen in· 
itially entering their bare. musty 
abode to be their home away from 
home is to suec:umb to • cue of 
cinder block syndrome (fortunately. 
not a serious ailment) or complain. 
"I can't do • thing with my room," 


Help is on ita way. You canl 
transform any K-designed room into 
an interior designer's dream, no 
matter what your myriad talents ... 
but you can assert your own 


' individuality and make your bumble 
dorm quarter! • comfortable and 
even inviting refuge from academia 
and the wild world outside. once you 
close the door. 


Light pastels really brighten up a 
dingy situation. 


.NonwrinJde print percale meet. 
hung from walls are cheap to 
decorate with, giving the effect of 
wallpaper. IT you want the full 
effect. use matching print pillow
cases to cover the window shades. 


Use wide adhesive tape. which 
comes in a range of colors. or double 
sided tape, to adhere the material 
onto all surfaces. 


-Posten are tried and true 
college classics... shop around for 
ones which strike your fancy and 
them give them s eoat of dear 
lacquer to delay yellowing and 


Lighting un really make a differ- preserve longer. -Framed repriDu 


en- If w'odow. don', allow of famous paintings are rentsble for ..... your ... 
many rays through, compensate at S2 per quarter from the Library. 


. I eed Every room needs -eurt.ain., easy 
night with strategically p a to make by hemming alenglh of pre-
-c.andlu, the most esoteric and 
subtle (also cheap) natural lighting measured material at both ends and 
available, which also provides a slipping a curtain rod through the 
delightful scent. -Oriental ~re&d.. top hem. Gathered curtains are a 
to be found in a profusion of printa fine art, but good for heavier 
at Pier I, tan change harsh overhead curtains, which give rooms a cozy 
"gh" ,. mule<! illunun' .,,'on when look. Translucent dotted·swiss cur
u IIlg"' 
hung from the ceiling (or walls) and tams and sun filters let more light 
lend an air of ambience to even the in. 
most lackluster rooms. 


.l...a.IDp thad" covered in colored 
rice or tissue paper give the same 
effect, but are a strain to read by. 
The black light Kene is definitely 
passe, even if that's what brings 
your Duoreltent posters to life. 


-PlaDu don't talk back, are 
basically self·reliant, their foliage is 
easy on the eye and they breathe 
out oxygen to clear the air after a 
heavy session of studying or what
ever elMl you do for entertainment 
in your room. Grow some lavender 
or mint on your windowsill, nurture 
a miniature orange tree (if you're 
feeling exotic) and swing your 
hanging planta from crocheted or 
planic cords from the curtain-rod or 
ceiling. Craft your own clay pots in 
the pottery lab which meets in the 
Fine Arts Building ... tbey are health· 
ier for plants. Plants requiring only 
indirect light are ivy (mix different 
strains for a variegated look), 
cactus, and rubber plants. African 
violets and baby's breath are 
Mlnsitive and have a low survival 
rate in donns, (u I found out the 
hard way) no matter what the TLC 
given them, Swap plant cutting! 
with JOur neighbors. -Terrariuma 
are hardy and spice up any environ
ment; make JOur own! 


U one of your walls isn't already a 
different color, choose one of 6 
colors approved by K College and 
don your oldest jeans to -p&blt the 
wall yourseUl Unfortunately, this 
isn't allowed in the suites. Pull the 
room together by painting e10set 
doors, window sills and wall rims. 


-Bamboo rods or beaded lwagl.aas 
help M!parate roomates, sdd privacy 
and atmosphere. Create a -loUJl&tl 
out of your bed by propping an 
extra mattress sgainst the wall on 
your bed and covering both in print 
covers. And the more -cushion, the 
better! Watt:h for sales at The 
Bedding Shop at the West Main 
Mall-they stock quilted, velvet and 
large prop cushiona for your reading 
comfort in bed. 


Uyou don't fancy bare Doors (and 
who does?) invest in some easy to 
clean scatter rug!, or pick up some 
varied i'd' carpet samples dirt 
cheap from a carpet manufacturer, 
glue and sew them together and -
viola! - a colorful floor covering. 


If you are feeling avantga.rde, 
install a -loft in your room (it's been 
donel, swing a ·hammock between 
the walls or convert your beds into a 
bunk. Surround yourself with music 
by wiring your stereo-system for 
-quadropbOllk: IOUDd. which gives 
an eUed of music whirling round 
the room. 


Forage around at tbe Goodwill 
depot down on West Main for old 
-roddna chain or other bric-a-brae 
at nominal prices. Bean-bag chairt 
are fun, too, - JapaaeH wind-beOs 
hung on the door ensure that one is 
never aught unawartl by visitors, 
-~ Irtuffed uimaJa or even 
small, furry alive ones (if you are 
into keeping hamsters) are always 
comforting, but it is best to leave 
aquariums at home, unless you 
know of a fish baby-sitting service In 
Kalamazoo. 


Official 1975 Kalamazoo Bar 
Huuah and welcome to the 


all-star bar review for 1975. All bars 
listed here have been carefully 
researched and evaluated by con
sumer experts and noted by alcohol 
connoisseurs to bring you a repre
sentative cross·section of Kazoo's 
finest dives, 


Dance bars 
Back Door 


This former pit has become a 
fairly good place for drinking and 
dancing, In addition to Drink and 
Drown night on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays, the Back Door manage
ment is serving mixed drinks on 
Friday and Saturday nights for an 
incredible 2ge. Weak drinks, but 
still drinks and you can catch a fine 
buzz by ordering 58c doubles. The 
bands at the Back Door aren't all 
that great, but after those 58c 
doubles, who cares? For the un
attac:hed, there are plenty of people 
in the same predicament and if 
worse comes to worse, there are 
always the pool tables. Cover: S1.00. 


Colony Room 
Despite its location (annexed to a 


bowling alley), the Colony Room is a 
good place to drink and dance. The 
bouncing pins and gutter balls are 
drowned out by loud rock music. 
The bowling leagues and town folk 
are repJaeed by a college crowd 
later in the evening. Sundays: no 
cover, $1.25 pitchers. 


Coral G.ble. 
Gables caters to the college crowd 


with a special empbasis on the 
WMU fraternity and sorority set. 
The bands here are decent and 
restril1. themselves to danceable 
tunes. Drinks are expensive: pitch
ers S2.50 and drinks $1.50, but 
special nights relieve some of the 
financial strain (8oomba on Tues· 
days for you chuggers, Wednesday 
is ladies' night), On the weekends, 
the Rathskeller is OpeD for the 
overflow crowd and a darker, 
quieter atmosphere. The Rathskel
ler used to feature acoustic guitar, 
but has recently switched to elec
tronie, a move for the worse. 


Usbt Factory 
The Light Factory has all the cozy 


charm of U,S. Steel, Indeed this 
electronic, Rashing dISCO Iac:k~ Inll
maey and any touch of the human 
hand. It does provide recorded 
music with a drummer, a large game 
room, snacks, a lighted dance Door 
and as many Portage high-school 
graduates as one would ever want 
to meet. 


Bu, 
Bimbo', and Bowser'a 


A good downtown piu.a place 
with ragtime and polka mU.!lic, If you 
plan to put on your dancing shoes, 
you'll find some stiff competition 
from clientele older than your 
parents. You can have a fine time 
watching the band, but the biggest 
attraction is the lead singer, a 
rather hefty woman who can really 
belt out a song and who has a great, 
dirty sense of humor. A true 
Kalamazoo landmark. Drafts- SOc 
and piu.a expensive, but if you're in 
a polka mood·whoopie! 


Gupare's 
Fonnerly Dino's, this piu.a place 


provides a delightful break from 
McGonigles and Schwartz's (also 
reviewed in this micle), A big plus 
here is the live entertainment 
upstairs and downstairs on many 
nights, without any cover, Beer 
prices can get a little high but the 
pizZA is good. Gaspare'slatest ruling 
ststes- beer and pizza upstairs, just 
pitchers downstairs. This means 
those without pizza money may miss 
some cntertainment and atmos· 
phere. Curse you, Pizza Baron! 


Holly', Bistro 
A relaxing, intimate bar decorat


ed in wood and tiUany glass, Holly's 
Bistro is one of the nicer bars in 
town. The comfortable chairs, soft 
guitar music and beer served in 
large brandy snifters add a distinc
tive touch to the decor. Holly's may 
be a little too middle-dass for your 
every day drinking but it's a fine 
change of pace. Outaide walking 
distance-on Westnedge, Pitchers 
S1.85, drinks S1.80, 


McGonigle, 
McGonigles mixes a good drink 


but also has a strange mix in 
clientele, from the studious to the 


Theatre 
continued from page 1 


CMCTHEATRE 
The Kalamazoo Civic Players, 


an aet.ive community theatre group, 
performs popular and Broadway 
type fare in the Civic Auditorium. 
This season they have scheduled 
GYPIJ, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, and 
six American comedies (in keeping 
with the Bicentennial spirit), The 
Civic Players quality varies with 
individual performances, but they 
an! generally fairly good at wbat 
they do, Price: Season, S12. 


CARVER CENTER 
The Civic Players use the arena 


stage at Carver Center for their 
more Mlrioua or controversial plays, 
These plays are still popular theatre 
but popular theatre with a bit more 


challenge, Carver's season has not 
yet been announced, but produc
tions last year were really very 
good, 


NEW VIC THEATRE 
One of the most alive and 


aspiring theatres in Kalamazoo Is 
the New Vic. This community 
group, unlilte the Civic, performs 
recent ofr-Broa.dway plays, The 
quality varies, as in any community 
theatre, but generally the results 
are good. This season's playbill 
includes PhlJemoo, a new play by 
the authors of The Fa.ata,tika 
Death of • Sale.ma.a, and many 
others. The New Vic is an intimate 
theatre with limited seating in a 
coffee house setting, Price: musi
cals, $3.75, plays $3.25. 


blue-collar with just a trace 
gay. The bar is decorated a la 
with posters and overhead 
Within stumbling distance of 
Westnedge and W. Michigan, 
Gonigles provides an unique 
phere for social and serious 
ing. 


Whl,tJe Stop 
Converted from a train 


the Whistle Stop is tine bf 
mazon's nitest restaurants and 
The Whistle Stop is also 
except during Happy 
75c). Definitely the 
your parents, the is 
favorite hangout for profs. 


Schwan'. 
Schwarz's is not a da" bar. 


however, the K College 
beeause of its proximity to 
is only a short stumble down 
from Stetson, Pitcher nights, 
Tues .. area relief to one's wallet. 
these nights pitchers of Bud 
reduced to $1.25, The s",.~,~1 
their mixed drinks '7"-''', .,_.' 
ing upon who is tending 
they are generally a bit on the 
side, All in all a good place to go 
a few friendly drinks if it is 
atmosphere that you are after. 


WRO 
by Karyn Clouse 


The Women's Rights 
tion exists mainly to provide 
of community for people 
transitory life of K-col1ege 
The changes in sex roles and 
concepts of both men and 
experience today, are u",",,<o,I. 
ed and need to be 
together. There is no 
restrict the organization to 
ly female interesta, A 
sciousness raising group? We 
sizeable budget whieh allows 
relevant speakers, poets, ,'mpo", 
films, diHerent kin4s of 
whatever you want to 
ers are what determine 
tion of a group, so I on, t,'vU," 
together a party to welcome' 
ing freshmen and invite new 


Welcome to K College. 


Film 
Society 


This season's mm 
ings mark a new era 
cinema, Departing 
ditional emphasis on 
the Film Society is now 
more popular American 
addition to some of the finest 
national films. This trend is 
by such favorites Kine 
Animal Cracker .. 
a.nge and Errol Flynn in 
Hood, lea Enfaata TerriblM, 
ioni's classic, L'ueatur& and 
represent the foreign ""''"''', 
Films are usually shown in 
Recital Hall of the Light Fine 
building, Times vary but 
films are shown at 1, 9 
OCTOBER 
1 Heart.I a.ad Minds 
S Clockwork Orange 
8 Blond Venus 


10 RoariaJ Twenties 
12 To Have &. Have Not 
15 Odd OblHllon 
17 Pat Garrett 4. Billy the 
22 Firat P",doo 
24 Animal Craeken 
29 Shadow. 
31 Kine Ko .. 
NOVEMBER 
5 Les Enfant. Tern'bles 
7 The Ruliq: Clua 


12 NotorioUi 
14 OoD't Start the RevoluDI 


Without Me 
19 L'avventura 
23 Robin Hood 
DECEMBER 
3 Staviaky 
5 McCabe & Mrs, Miller 
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ve year plan is considered 
li~t~;~:;::"t program which is 
1..8 to many K College 


now being investigated 
Francis in the Career 


office. As a result of 
the Edu-


program 
quarters is being 


in which a student 
his way through K College 


academic and financial ad
such • proRTam are 


by the faculty which 
• resolution to further 


the matter. At the moment, 
is contacting students 


d.',;AI''''' from the tr.-


ditional K plan in order to make 
money for continuing their edu
cation here. or who have with
drawn altogether because of fi· 
nancial conditions. 


By determining how many stu
dents have deviated or left. why, 
what they did. what difficulties 
were encountered, how those dif
ficulties were resolved. and how 
the school could have helped, he 
hopes to be able to make specific 
recommendations for implement
ation of a co-op program at 
Kalamazoo College. 


Such a program is conditional on 
several factors. however, and is 
not yet an official option. In any 
co-op plan there are inherent 
problems whiC'!h must be dealt with 
effectively before action is taken. 


,on leclonLing festivities 
tonight 


The Homeeoming dance will 
feature "Montage" with music 
£rom the '3O's throught the '70's 
and entertainment by a far of!· 
Broadway revue .. 


HOMECOMTh'G CALENDAR 1975 
Friday: 
3:30 Beer and peanuts in the Snack 


II..-
7,9& 11 Pat Garret and Billy the 


Kid showing in the Recit.al Hall 
Saturday: 
9:45 SWking the Quad with Euell 


Gibbons 
11:00 Discussion with Euell Gibbons 
in 0-103 
2:00 Football game against Albion 


at Angell Field 
9:00 Dance in Old Welles 


Sunday 
9:00 Reveille 


10:00 Services in Stetson by Dean 
Dewey '47 
Night Hoben Root Beer. vintage '76 


For instance, is the curriculum 
flexible enough to allow a student 
to participate in an on-oU program 
and complete his or her major 
without undue difficulty? It should 
be noted that Drs. Kaufman and 
Kim Cummings worked on this 
question and feel such flexibility 
does exist in the schedule. 


The inevitable administrative 
and fmancial burdens of the pro
gram must also be considered. 
Some increased costs are unavoid
able, yet they should not be 
unnecessarily high: 


Another potential problem in
volves the scholarship policy of the 
achool. Would st.udents partici
pating in a co-op be given less 
fmancial aid, and thus aC'!tually be 
given an inducement to leave K? 
Or, would such students be more 
eligible for aid, and thus almost 
forced to participate in a cooper
ative program? 


Finally. the nature of the work 
itself, the salaries received, and 
faculty participation in the pro
gram must all be investigaged so 
that the program may be utilized 
to its full potential. 


The EPC subcommittee which 
studies the problem Spring and 
Summer quarters suggested that a 
limited number of students who I 
have already indicated plans to 
deviate form • pilot prog-ram. 
They would be assisted by person
nel from Student Life and Field 
Placement, and faculty advisors. 


U the problems outlined aboye 
can be satisfactorily resolved, the 
subcommittee "does strongly 
N!C:ommend increasing the oppor
tunities for orr-campus work, as
sisting students in flll4ing it. and 
tying it in with the total edu
cational experience." 


Any students who have com· 
ments, questions, or suggestions 
concerning this program may 
contact Tom Francis in the Career 
Development Office. 


Gemini, a two·plece acoustic bend, will be featured tonight at 
the Hom.comlng concert. Entertainment will conti nue through. 
out the week end, 


'The Little Foxes' cast 
In celebration of our nation's 


bicentennial, the fall prodUction at 
Dalton Theater will be an Ameri· 
can drama, "The Little Foxes," by 
Lillian HeUman, presented No
vember 20·22. 


The play deals with greed in • 
close-knit Southern family and 
takes place at the turn of the 
century. Ben and Oscar Hubbard 
(Keiran Beer and Duane Utech) 
conspire to steal 88 thousand 
dollars £rom their brother-in·law, 
Horace Giddens (Ken Hill), in 
order to make a business trans
action. Horace, dying of heart 
disease, finds Qut 'about the stolen 
mopey but does nothing about it in 


order to get back at his cruel wife, 
Regina (Sarmi Kajaks). Other 
characters are Birdie Hubbard 
(Sue McDaniel), Leo Hubbard 
(John O'Brien), Alexandra Gid
dens (Judy Comeau), Mr. William 
Marshall (Stephen Afendoulis), 
Addie (Larita Williams). and Cal 
(Mark E. Wilson). 


Director Nelda Balch calls the 
drama "bitter, incisive, and bril· 
liant." It is a realistic play. unlike 
many previous prodUctions at 
Dalton, offering excellent char
acter roles, and should be a 
challenging play for the cast. 


At auditions last Tuesday, 


morning at 9:45, Euell 


thirty·six students tried out for 
ten parts. an excellent tUrnout 


Strauss begins American studies ~~~r~:.~~!i~~~;.;£~~ 
participate in the Oral Ristory because of the talent shown by the 


Program, Dr. Strauss point.! out ~~hnital direction. fo'r "'The 
that together the two progTama 


well·known writer, 
'''n .. ,tOl'· rt and Post Grape


give a tour of the 
faculty grove with 


"Stalking the Wild 
, Gibbons will point out 
nora and describe the 


of the eeo-system. 
11:00 a.m. Gibbons and Dr. 


BatLs, Kalamuoo College 
professor and director of 


:oJ~;~:;:,N~ature Center will 
a, centering on the 


Land, Our Land" in 
103. 


women will play alumni 
hOC'!key game at 10:00 


Angell Field. At 2:00 p.m. H.,.".m"· 'g football game 
Field. The 


College. 


om:as presents 
awards 


Philip Thomas, professor of 
at Kalamuoo College, 
featured speaker at the 


~ ~I.~"., D,.y ConvOC'!ation to 
Friday, October 24, in 
Chapel at 10:00 a.m. 
who have ac:hieved aca· 


excellence will be honored 


d~;~:~~~ awards for the 
io year. 


Thomas' speech, "Human 
and EC'!Onomic Realities," is 


on the conflict between old 
and the new realities in 


, which he feels sheds 
a similar tension in the 


States. 


The American Studies concen
tration has been added to the 
curriculum this year under the 
direction of Dr. David Strausa, 
associate professor of history. The 
new concentration. funded largely 
through a National Endowment 
for the Humanities grant of 
$53,000. will be interdisciplinary 
and comparitive program wbich 
can be combined with a variety of 
majors to offer a view of the 
American experience in addition 
to departmental courses. 


The core of this new concen· 
tration consists of three inter
disciplinary courses which will 
analyze American culture in com
parison to the cultures of other 
nations. A1J Dr. Strauss explained, 
"Unlike American Studies pro
grams almost anywhere else in the 
country, ouI's will be an explicitly 
comparitive study of American 
and foreign cuhure." Although the 
three interdisciplinary courses will 
be open to all students, those 
concentrating in the program will 
also be expected to begin a project 
comparing some aspect of Ameri
un and foreign life while on 
foreign study. With research ob
tained while abroad, the concen
trators in this program would llJe 
their SIP to complete their com· 
paritive projects. 


During the sopbomore year 
participants in the prog-ram are 
expected to prepare for their 
foreign study experience by taking 
three interdiseiplinary courses in 
AmErican Studies in addition to a 


offer an excellent chance to Little Foxes" is by Larry Jaquity 
compare social institutions in and costume design is handled by 
Kalamazoo and foreign cities. Gayland Spaulding. Opportunity 


It will be. several years before for work .10 • set constructi~n, 
the success of lhis program can be ~tu~es, lighting, sound! pubhc
determined, but Dr. Strauss com- . Ity, . tlck.ets', and ~henng are 
meated that it offers a valuable available to anyone interested. 
and worthwhile experience for T~e rem~der of th.e .season 
students going into teaching and consIsts of 'The Imagmary In
government or on to graduate valid" .by Moliere. ''The Visit" b~ 
school in English or the social Duernnmatt. a faculty readers 
sciences. theater. and the Dungeon brown 


bag shows. 


WRO raises consciousness 


two-quarter sequence in either 
American History or American 
Literature. The fall interdisciplin· 
ary course to be offered beginning 
next year is "Ideology and Social 
Structure in Mid-Nineteenth Cen
tury America and Brazil," and 
deals with the treatment of slaves, 
lndians and other minorities by 
these two countries. The winter 
American Studies course to be 
offered beginning next quarter is 
"Mus Culture in Comparitiye and 
Historical Perspective," in which 
the values and institutions of 
modern Germany and America 
will be compared. A third inter
disciplinary course to be taken by 
the concentrators during the sum· 


m".(th.~S.ph.m".y"'will · and political awareness 
prepare them for a research ex· . 
perience during Foreign Study. The right to vote, or equal civil Iy an increasing awareness of self 


Also funded by . the 553,000 rights, may be good demands, but on all levels. 
grant (rom the Na~l~nal. Endow- true emancipation begins neither On the political awareness level. 
ment for the Humanities IS an oral at the polls nor in the courts. It WRO Is trying to get more woman
history program which should begins in woman'a soul. oriented speakers on campus, 
begin next spring under the .Emma Goldman better contraceptive and VD in-
direction of Kim Cummings of the formation for students, work with 
Soeiology DeparlJTIent. Under this The main gral of WRO the National Organization for 
program student'S on Career Ser· (Women's RightA Organization) Women on Alice Doesn:t. Day, and 
vice would find a job with one of this year is to fundion on two getting representatives -on the 
the many church, busines.s or levels. a consciousness raising Political .Action Comniittee. 
cultural institutions in the Kala· level and a level of increased One very . interesting and en. 
muoo area with the National political awareness and adivity, couraging fact to note about the 
Endowment supplying modest ati· according to Karen Clouse, head of organization is that the male 
pends. Students would use this WRO. involvement hu increased signifi-
Career Service experience to On the consciousness raising cantiy this year. 
compile a preliminary history of level, .WHO is setting up CR WRO is not an organization for 
t.hese institutions and complete groups for both men and women. only women. Nor is it just for 
the study during SIP with the use These groups are just now forming extremely pro-women people. It is 
of both written and oral materials. and are open to everyone. They an organization for all people. 


Although American Studies will be meeting once a week. For more inlormaLion concern-
concentrators are not required to Consciousness raising is buical· ing WRO contact Karen Clouse. 
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Capaccio directs resident life, plans housing 
By now. most studenLA are aware of the 


houling shortage that. has disrupted 
resident life this quarter. but not 
everyone knows the man who is working 
to correct the situation or at least to make 
it more tolerable. John Capacdo. the 
Director of Resident Life, is a newcomer 
to K. Arriving here on September 2, he 
wu not introduced to the position in a 
calm, easy manner; rather he was 
immediately challenged to aid and to 
coul1lIelstudents which K could not house. 


in Ellsworth at Western, Mr. Capaceio 
admitted that for 16 of these students 
Western could be a "real p05$ibility" for 
one quarter. These are the students who 
will not be moved to the new suites in 
Cr issey. He noted that the Co llege 
rejected the alternative to force these 
sixteen into "unnatural" triples on K's 
campus, which would have created 
crowded conditions and strained room· 
mate relaUons. Triples formed by consent· 
ing students, however. are welcomed by 
him, along with any other alternative to 
Western living that a person may have. 
The director empathizes with t he misplac· 
ed students, and, henf:e, is willing to 
co-operate in any way he can. "It's an 
uncomfortable environment," he said , "Of 
course they want to get back." 


complaints and needs are heard. They 
have full access to most of Western's 
facilities, including the library and the 
gym. tn considering the difficulties of the 
situation, Mr. Capaccio notes that the 
distance of Ellsworth from the K campus 
is not extreme: "I've been on University 
campuses where the distance between the 
dorms and the classrooms was longer than 
from Western to K." The director also 
notes that Western's housing facilities arc 
more expensive t han K's. but that K is 
absorbing the extra cost for its students 
there. Finally, Mr. Capaccio stresses that 
when some atudents appeared unexp8(!' 
tedly after the designated time. "We did 
take the philosophy to accept an obligation 
even to those coming back late." Appar· 
ently, the College is trying its best in a 
difficult and embarrassing situation. 


dropping drastically around 
he noted. hence. major construction 
be unwise. Rather, the director"",,:,,'~ 
a limit on deviation from the 
conceded the value of deviation 
but stressed that "an individual's 
dependent on everyone else's 
Dif(erences in the on-off pattern.';;"d;;;; 
difficult to predict the number of s 
that need roofs. 


Some of his other plans for making 
College residential experience as 
while as possible incl ude "'~:~~~:: 
educational programs in th~ 
halls. Mr. Capaccio would like to 
speakers of interest to the students 
the dorms. His goal is to "relate 
educational atmosphere in the i 
hall to the education in the 


Mr. c.paecio is a graduate of the 
University of California where he majored 
in Economics and Zoology and served as a 
resident advisor for 2 years. He received 
his Masters in College-Student Personnel 
Administration from Colorado State Uni
versity and also held the position of Han 
Director during -his two years there. Mr. 
Capaccio had several comments to make 
regarding hi. efforts to re50lve current 
housing problems and hi! Ideas for future 
guidelines and programs at K. 


Speaking first about the R5 men living 


Although the situation i. "'uncomfort
able," Mr. Capaccio believes that it is not 
intolerable. The Ellsworthians can keep in 
touch with his office through a staff 
member located in their dorm. Thus. their 


When aaked how he intends to avoid a 
reoccurrence of the housing shortage, Mr. 
Capaccio immediately rejected the idea of 
building more facilities. "Enrollments are 


Other objectives are "to polish the 
ments of the K residential .y,",,,m:· 
employ a staU willing to devote more 
to resident life. and to develop 
specialized focuses. 


a 
Drinking in Old Welles nixed for students 


• I .. 
• 
~ 
1M 


Student generated income is 
responsible (or 70% of the income 
of Kalamazoo College. All students 
must pay a $35 fee for the upkeep 
of non·reaidential facilit ies such as 
Welles Hall and the Administra· 
tion building. This seems to be 
forgotten. however, when stu· 
denta attempt certain aocial activo 
ities. 


The particular incident which 
has me infuriated at present 
concerm the use, or misuse, of Old 
Wellea. During K-79 Student 
Commiasion sponsored a dance in 
Old Welles and publicized it as a 
BYOB affair. When this news 
reached Dean Dewey, we were 


told in no uncertain terms that 
students could not even tarry 
beverages into that room. The 
reason for thia was that there 
would be spillage onto the carpet, 
requiring a $280 cleaning job. I 
was upset about that, but more 
recent news ha.s magnified my 
anger. 


Tomorrow night there will be an 
alumni, parent and student dance 
in Old Welles, at which an alcoholic 
punch will be served. Why the hell 
can we drink in Old Welles when 
parents and alumni are around. 
but not when only students .re 
present? There is a great deal of 
hypocricy here, unless it can be 


proven that alums and parents are 
incapable of spilling portions of 
their drinks on the floor . This 
contradiction must be resolved. 


One solution is t.o cut the carpet 
in Old Welles so that it ean be 
rolled back to provide us with a 
tiled floor to dance and party on. 
Mr. John Dozier is working on this 
at present. and I hope that he will, 
with the help of others, resolve 
this problem quickly. 


This is just one incident, but it is 
indicative of something else: that 


alums and parents are treated 
better here t han we are (because 


Student requests election statistics 
In covering the r~nt Student 


Commission election. I wa.s some
what a.stounded to learn that the 
Eledion Committee does not reo 
veal any election statistica what
aoever. The information is confi
dential80 u not to "hurt anyone'. 
feelings". It is the students' right 
to have access t.c thia information 
and even their responsibility to 
obtain it. The Commission i. their 
elected, representative body and 
ahould be obligated to diaclO3e all 
election results for their scrutiny. 


The rea.soning\ offered up by a 
put Commission president, that 
feelings might be hurt if exact 
numbers were made public, i! 
ridiculous and even insulting t.c 
Kalamazoo College students. It 
implies a lack of emotional matur· 
ity on the part of the student body. 
The paternalistic Qommi8!ion ap· 
parently feels that the body it 
represents must be protected from 
the harsb, cold reality of an 
election. In f.ct, Commisaion itself 
operates in much the same way 
with its "traditional walk" for 
members being nominated to 
various appointed positions. This 
entire attitude toward voting 
bring! to mind the elementary 
school teacher who makes her 
pupils cover their heads while they 
vote for class president. If anyone 
runmnX for office is going t.c be 
emotionally devastated because 
they only pulled in five percent of 
the votes, that penon should not 
place himself in that position. 


The IDdu. is • weeJdy lIewa
paper writlell by the Itadeata of 
kalamazoo Collece. 
Co-editors: Sue Gatea, Bill Watson 
Photo editor: &ott Davia 
Layout editor: Dave Ja.skey 
Writers: Tim Hennesey. David 
Whitmer , Judy Kienle, Mary 
Ruasell , Judy Comeau, Chris 
HoUy, Kim Gabellini, and others. 


by Chris Holly 


There will always be that risk 
when one attempts to win over 
support from a large group of 
people. Thus, I'd like t.c point out 
to Commission t hat Kalamazoo 
College ia not intended to be an 
elementary school and that a little 
reality now and then would be 
ml)8l benefi cial to its students. 


Another characteristic of Stu· 
dent Commission elections which I 
find difficult to deal with i! that 


three people count ballots and 
are accountable to no one but 
themselves. Any errors made in a 
close election would go undiscov
ered because no one would even 
know it W&.!l a close eledion but 
those select three. Of course with 
the alleged passing of the recent 
amendment an ad hoc committee 
will be formed to watch over 
(uture elections and 50me of these 
problems should be resolved. 


However, the question of account· 
ability still remains. 


1 maintain that it is the students' 
right to know the complete 
outcom e of theIr electio n and 
Student Commission being thl:ir 
elected instrument does not have 
the authority to withhold t his 
information. Pressure should be 
applied until Commission releases 
this information. 


Broder to talk 
David Broder, Pulitzer Prize-winning 


political correspondent and columnist for 
The Washington Polt is Kalamazoo Col· 
lege'a Woodrow Wilson guest speaker this 
quarter. Broder ia scheduled to stay on 
campus November sixteenth through the 
twentieth, giving talks and getting ac
quainted with students and faculty mem
bers. 


He ia opening his visit to Kalamazoo with 
• panel discussion on journalism and politics 
with local newspaper people, Kalamazoo 
College faculty members, and students, the 
evening of the 16th. He also will be 
speaking in several classes and parti
cipating in infonnal chats with students 
privately. 


Although primarily concerned with re
porting the political Sf:ene Broder's twice 
weekly syndicated column covers a broad 
sp8(!trum of American life. The column is 
carried by newspapers across the nation, 
including the Dewt Free Pre.. and 
occasionally t he Kalama,,", Gazette. Broder 
also is the auther of The Party', Over: The 
Failu.re of Potitic. In America, which should 
be in the bookstore very soon. 


President, St"d,,,' 


WRO 
CR 


Ours is without question 
the great harbors of 
resources. K College i! 
impressive learning, 
But in my first year at 
already see a negativity in 
being done with the 
rich intellects. The 
that admits only i~,.lIig;;u. 
surprisingIy not readily 
to intellectuals. 0,.;,,,,,, 
classes and lecture 


ments frustrate the. ~~;~:;:~~ 
not 50 much a.s the ~ 
my peers in dealing 
inadequacies. A comfortable 
built around a quad on an 
mellows the effects of an 
lating state. After a time, 
close to melting aU .",bl,,. 
that they run down 
Michigan Avenue, the real 
whe re they seem to 
belong. One may 
condition a nd call 
Experience, however 
that may be. In d"'i"'~ 
recognizing alternatives, 
forced into inconvenient 
awareness of national 
local community, and most 
tantly, at self·awareness 
faction. 


Appropriately, """io", 
raising groups are forming 
campus as one sample of 
initiative to step 
to vary input/output 
are otherwise 
One orga nization 
another dimension t.c 
iently varied atmosphere 
ing these CR groups, 
fairly convenient, ;~';;fo";b 
portunities for growth in a 
ening sense. Realistically, 
will not meet all one's 
thoroughly; therefore a 
of stimuli must be 


made use OOlf~~~;.:~!(:',::~\ 
atudent and 8 
K's harbor 
drained. 


The Index staff 
opinions of fellow 
faculty membeu. Due to 
of space we reserve the 
chooae the articles that 
printed. We also ask 
editorials be aigned, 
names may be withheld 
request. 
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Poet Gildner gives reading in Olmstead Room 
GildDer gave a rellding of 


on Monday night. Oct . 
Olmstelld Room. He hu 
three books of poetry. 


, Naill, is available in 


::'~::~::~~iG~:ildDer teaches at 


poetry of Gary Gildner 
fo rward pr ivate mono
which are less in the 


of comments upon exist-
than enactments of it. His 


of perception enables 
those actual and 


bo,tab.l, details that are crucial 
reconstruction of a specific ,,,,j,,,,,,d which creates a kind 


collective poignancy. Even in 
poems most obviously plot. 
thought, visual contact and 


I .. ,','''''" supply a sharpness of 
so invariably tempered by 


right sense of situation and 
that extravagance and mere 


corative cleverness are avoided . 
detail and imagery manages 


convey their shock and bril· 
without eve r becom ing 


otic or forced, and they build up 
Itrong and authentic atmospher. 
pathos. His flat, prose-like 


is suitable to this r .. ,,,.,,,' 01 detail and together 
ey fo rm a successful concord of 


and sound. 


Evidence of this may be found in 
one of his best poems "Prayer for 
my Father" with its purity of 
speech, its deep feeling, and the 
solemnity of its effect. 


That gleaming boat they took 
the time and grief 


to chrillten with carnations and the 
shakes 


of holy water 
let it go. 
And let the pain go with it. 
Let it stay down there below the 


roots intact, 
a tn"bute to t he undertaker . 
Let him join it. 
And let my father stand 
u in this photognpb-
planted to ms hips in curreot, 


bolding up a bucketful of 
. lImelt 
and beaming, all if any IIeCOnd he 


might Oy-


let him Oy-
and l'lt that blur, a child', hand 


that fluttered into view 
when he looked up, 
Oy with him, 


On the other hand, there are few 
poems t hat seem to represent an 
important experien~. Many of the 
situations evoked are too common· 
place or familiar to be classified as 
an intensely personal lyric. At 


mosL they are mere descriptions 
without the psychological sharp
ness to thrust like wedges into the 
cracks of character. They have 
insight. but little vision: tension. 
but no intensity; much sublety. 
but not much force. Their color is 
of ten· t imes neutral and their tone 
monotonous. the basic rhythmic 
pattern being identical through· 
oul. 


Another difficulty with these 
poems. in particular "That Sum
mer "'. "Statist ics"', and "Today 
They Are Roasting Rocky Norse", 
is that the detail and imagery do 
not fuse into a meaning beyond 
that provoked by their mere 
assembly. The customary deftness 
of Gildner in producing the tones 
and colors of life. in these cases, 
never gets beyond suggesting a 
checklist of his familiar references. 
and ends with the desultory effect 
of a characler moving against a 
literal and literary background. 
Too of Len reality is thought of as a 
pictorial essence and t he kind of 
poetry which is a ser ies of 
snapshots fails to convey the full 
meaning of the subject. Such 
poetry strives to be as ind ulgent to 
the readers attention as possible. 
and no generosity is greater than 
that exhibited in t hese and other 
poems read by Gildner Monday 


night. 
The external traits expressive 


of his talents become faults when 
not fu l!y treated. His accuracy of 
detail is frequently too dispassion
ate and his manner too literal. 
There can also be found in his 
poetry an admission that virtually 
any subject·matter or reference 
suitable to prose is fully as 
appropriate to poetry. 


With many poets, experience is 
like those dreams of which we 
know the whole content and 
purport only at the moment of 
waking. and of which we lose 
everything but a scattering of 
fragments at the first ef(ort of 
examination. It is this precarious 
moment that Gildner, when he is 
successful, manages to make per· 
manent. 


1-


brings tranquility through yoga 


~;"'d i'""y .. Pleasure comes not 
a graceful per formance 


, but also from a tranquil 


Myers is calm. Her voice 
to the corners of the dance 


falling on thirty quiet 
Ie"''"''': The class stiffly imitates 


movements. She begins 


I;~~~:~~:~:;": exercises, then II several new posi· 
. Her students' bodies quickly 


warm from the deep. 
r,~:;~\~~ breathing and constant 
~ . At the end of the 


lie face up on 
asked to relax 
and to let their 


now freely. 


As a Yoga instrucl.Or, Carol 
explained that she is able to serve 
the beginner in three ways. First 
she offers herself as a physical 
example of what is to be lear ned. 
She is also familiar with the 
physiological effects Yoga has on 
the body. Finally, Carol can guide 
the student through the complex 
system of Hatha Yoga exper
iences. Hatha is only one of eight 
branches of Yoga. Each of the 
forms harmonizes a particular part 
of the personality, having as an 
end the unification of the discor· 
dant divisions. 


Carol left Sarah Lawrence Col
lege two and a half years ago, not 
wanting to remain without an idea 
of where her interests lay. While 
in England, she begn studying 
Hatha Yoga at the Center fo r 
Human Communication. Last year 
she enrolled at Kalamazoo College 


with the idea of supplementing her 
understanding of Yoga with a 
background in Biology and Psy
chology, Carol organized a Hatha 
Yoga program last winter which 
has evolved into a class offered as 
a Physical Education credit. 


Many people dis regard the 
credit, coming to the Monday, 
Wednesday and Thursday after· 
noon sessions to unwind. The 
relaxed, personal atmosphere of 
the studio is a traditional element 
of Yoga. Carol asks participants to 
be frank in describing their 
personalities, daily routines and 
medical histories when they regis
ter fo r the course. She models this 
honesty when explaining to her 
new class that "a teacher is an 
example of what he or she is trying 
to teach; if you become dissatisfied 
with me. you owe it to yourself to 
fi nd a good teacher." 


'Folk nuts' gather, relax 
at Canterbury House 


by Holly Ernst 
Take a talented fo lk singer, add 


home· made bread, coffee, glowing 
candles. and hospitality: that is the 
Canterbury House recipe for a 
relaxing evening. 


The coffee house, just off W. 
Michigan Avenue on the Western 
Michigan University campus, of
fers folk music ranging from blue 
grass tunes to traditional ballads. 
Different musicians appear each 


week. They are professional per· 
formers specia lizing in small · 
audience appeal and have a way of 
inspi ring sing-alongs, toe lapping, 
laughter, and general audience 
participation. 


Jim Knapp, manager of Canter
bury House, attr ibutes its success 
to the homey atmosphere and 
close performer-audience contact. 


Tull menagerie astounds audience 


Mosl of Canterbury'S patrons 
are local "folk nuts". In fact, the 
audience is almost as entertaining 
as the performer. Old men in 
turtie·ne(:ks and sport coals, and 
young men in faded jeans and long 
hair sing the chorus in harmony. A 
little girl bobs up and down on a 
pillow on the floor "up front". A 
middle-aged man sits on the noor 
beside her, tapping his feet to the 
music. The mood is intimate and 
friendly. 


~~;,\,:~. a zebra, an orchestra of 
h~ ladies, and mortar fir e 


to the excellent perform
given Wednesday by t he 


Jethro Tu ll. 
for J ethro Tull 


"Passion Play", the 
most people had 


a fantastic impact. 
could possibly be done in 


Stadium, a hockey arena? 
were soon 1.0 see. 


{an Anderson bounded around 


shock 


the stage. Amazing the audience 
with his versatility, he played 
guitar and saxophone beautifully. 
But only when he played nute did 
he stand in his famous pose with 
one foot on his knee. His endur· 
ance did not seem human. He gave 
everything to the a udience. 


Ian Anderson, respected as one 
of the most intelligent and witty 
men in rock captivated his 
audience by using "original cli
ches," word puzzles fo r song 


offers movie, music 
r ho 


.IS Sunday marks the first 
I of dorm sponsored enter


for the quarter , and 
has come up wit h some-


a bit different. The people of 
. w~rk.ing with the student 


~~~:,:~:;:~;sponsoring an evening I and entertainme nt. 
'h ~ evening will begin at 7:00 


In Dalton Theatre with the 
of the controversial film 
Shoc.k". The ftlm will be 
up with a discussion lead 


ernine""~'.j~;~Ii;::~ P""oo~ Stan R 


community as possible in a d iSCUS' 


sion examining just how ou r 
rapidly advancing society is affec· 
ting us all. Emphasis is being 
placed on how the K graduate can 
fi t into such a society. The movie 
and discussion is open to all, and 
hopefully, many will attend and 
contribute some interesting input. 


Following t he discussion, the 
entertainment begins. The focus 
will shift to Hoben lou nge where 
local t.a.lent of t he caliber of Jeff 
Bean. Paul Karlsberge r, Gary 
Kee ne, and many other! will 
perfor m. Re fr eshme nts in the 
form of root beer floats will be 
served to all at no charge. 


introductions and apparent magic 
when, in one song, he caused 
explosions wherever he jumped. 


The other members of the band 
also gave their all. Barr iemore 
Barlow, the drummer. exploded 
into a cloud of smoke with a drum 
solo that survived machinegun· 
like strobe lights. 


John Evans on piano had the 
audience in the palm of his hand. If 
he played classical his listeners 
mellowed with him. But when he 
started to jam, they were right 
behind him. 


Goef(rey Hammond played e lec· 
tric bass and bass fiddle, both of 
which matched his black and white 
striped suit. Between playing his 
instruments and dueling with the 


lead guitarist, Martin Barre, Ham· 
mond showed his talent for 
juggling. 


Martin Barre showed the same 
fast finger ing on guitar that Ian 
Anderson did on flute. He blended 
into the music, not above it. 


The members of Jethro Tull are 
considered exceptional showmen 
by their peers. Kalamazoo College 
Tull fans were represented when a 
student stood up on his chair, 
stuck his fist in the air. and yelled, 
"K College!" 


But all Tull fans were surely 
satisfied with the performance. 
Wings Stadium is not an ideal 
place for a concert but Jethro Tull 
definately made the best of it. 


Alie joins staff, solicits funds 
On September 29, Raymond E. 


AJie became the senior development 
officer for Kalamazoo College. This 
position involves developing and 
coordinating a deferred giving plan 
fo r the college. determining the 
level of interest of the plan, 
contacting potential donors, and 
working with Director of Develop
ment, Brian Hampton, on t he capital 
gift campaign. 


Deferred giving, which has not 
been emphllSized in t he past. but 
which has great potential, involves 
gift.!; which come from t rusts and 


wills. Mr. Alie believes that the 
alumni and friends of K College will 
increasingly use this method of 
contributing to the school. 


This is a new experience for Alie, 
who has served as Dean of Admis· 
sions at Nazareth College, and as 
Assistant Director of Admissions 
and Director of Placement at 
Longwood College, Farmington, 
Virginia: The new member of the 
Development staff has found the 
people here very warm and friendly 
and is "pleased to have an opportun· 
ity to work with the faculty and 
staff of !il II"h ... r;n~ colle2e. 


"At a concert in a big audi
torium," says Knapp, "you can 
only hear the performer. Here you 
can listen, watch. and be involved 
at dose range, for about half the 
cost." 


Because the operation is run by 
volunteers and is located in space 
donated by St. Luke's Episcopal 
Church, admission is kept to a 
minimal two to three doll ars. 
Knapp says the goal of Canterbury 
House is "Keeping folk music 
alive" 


"The idea i. not to make a profit, 
but to continue to create a format 
for folk expression." 


Despite the fact that the coffee 
house offers inexpensive weekend 
entertainment and is on Western 
Michigan University's cam pus, 
few collel!:e students attend. 


"We have a group of regulars 
and local people who like folk 
come, but only about five percent 
of the audience is students. I'm 
surprised more "K" sb.dent aren't 
familiar with the place; it has a lot 
of intellectual appeal," Knap p 
noted. 
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Soccer team trounces Notre Dame by 2 - 1 
The Kalamazoo College soccer 


Leam defeated a strong Notre 
Dame club team 2-1 last Friday 
night at Angell Field. 


Kazoo took early advantage of 
what looked like a diIorganized 
Notre Dame defense, with fullback 
Chris Pyne scoring on a 20 yard 
blooper just over the arma of the 


Irish goalie. K continued to keep 
the play in the Notre Dame half of 
the field, scoring again, 6 minutes 
after the first goal. Dave Minkus. 
sophomore left wing, hit the 
se«lnd goaI on a Cf'OlII shot from 
the left side. Again K kept the ball 
in the lrish zone, but were unable 
to score, and Notre Dame cap
iWized with a goal 20 minutes into 
the first half. Goalie John McVea 
came out on the ball and the wBhot 
stOOted by him. It looked like K 
would score again in the first half 
when center forward Pete Rokema 
wu awarded a penalty kick. 
Rokema missed, but was given a 
second try when the Irish goalie 
moved before the kick. Again 
Rokema misaed, the ball sailing 
just over the top of the net. At the 
time, it looked u if that goal 
might have been needed in a close 
game, but the Hornet defense 
proved up to the test, totally 
dominating the rest of the half and 
the game. 


The second half wu just as 
exciting u the flJ'St, though no 
goals were scored. The .strong 
defense led by sophomore Eric 
Norbury, Chris Pyne, and junior 
Ralph Pierce excited the crowd 
with spectacular head shots, 
booming kicks and an ability to be 
on the spot that stymied any Irish 
hopes of a comeback. 


Cross country anticipates Ho 


The Hornets are now 6 and 1 on 
the season and play at Calvin 
tonight. The next home gamse is a 
return match against Albion, the 
only Leam to defeat the Hornets 
this year. It will be played on the 
soccer field at S:SO We«tflesday. 


Dutchmen swat Hornets 
by Dave Jukey 


Kalamazoo College'a football including five touchdown passes. 
team traveled to Hope lut Satul'- Kalamazoo was forced to sta:r on 
day where they suffered a 484 loss the ground due to the strong pass 
at the huds of the Dutchmen. defense of the Dutchmen. Kevin 
Both teams were ruked among Moody was superb gaining almost 
the nation's top 2S by the NCAA 100 yards and Freshmu Kevin 
Division m rating eommittee and Clark scrambled for 66 yards in 9 
entered the game with unbeaten carries. 
records. Hope had the advantage 
of a 1~ victory over Olivet, last 
year's divisional champs. 


A long kiclt-off set Kalamazoo 
in bad field position from the 
.tart. 


This week the Hornet.s take on 
Albion, a 4·1 team with the loss 
credi.ted to Alma. The Kalamazoo 
Homecoming promises to be an 
exciting game as the Hornet.s hope 
to get back to the businesa of 
winning. 


In one quick week, the hopeI! 
and dreams of "K'"s cross-country 
squad were both brightened and 
battered. It started with an away 
meet against Calvin. Calvin wu 
supposed to be one of the 
contenders for the title this season 
in a new league with more teams 
having a chance for championship 
honors, rather than just the usual 
battle between Hope and Kalama
zoo. But it didn't work out that 
way. 


Kazoo runners traveled to Cal
vin October 8th to set them back 
psychologically farther than they 
will probably ever be able to 
catch up. Bruce Johnson 
and Bill Griffm raced each other to 
the line for 1st and 2nd keeping 
ahead of Calvin's first runner. 
Charlie Brynelsen out ran their 
second best runner to fourth place, 
and they were soon followed up by 
Jon Call. Close finishes by Len 
Chase and Paul Burkett pushed 
Calvin to a 2S-32 defeat. 


With such minor worries out of 
the way, Coach Rolla Anderson's 
harriers were left free to concen
trate on Hope. The Notre Dame 
Invitational wu coming up on the 
10th, and since Hope wu going to 
be present, it wowd be a good 
testing ground for the "K" ath
letes. who were just cominlt 


around to the kind of shape they 
should be in. 


The meet in itself wu spec
tacular. Staged on a slightly windy 
afternoon on a relatively nat golf 
course, the invitational hosted 
almost every major university and 
colle.ICe from the nearby states. 


Thirt,Y-one teams came to 
see Michigan run off with the 
crown, even though one of their 
top runners was foreed to drop 
from the race, and the long
established distance powerhouse 
Eastern Michigan placed their 
runners 1st and 2nd. The city of 
Kalamazoo even had a spark of 
glory as it watched Western's Tom 
Ouit.s finish in fourth place. 


Against such colleges, of course, 
Hope and Kalamazoo found t hem· 
selves at the bottom of the ratmgs. 
However, as we can think of 
worlds within worlds, 50 these two 
teams found a battle within a 
battle, and the outcome was not 
too pleasing for the Hornets. 


The team was well bunched . 
The number of places and the 
amount of time between the first 
and the fifth runners wu minimal 
enough to make any coach proud. 


Griffin , Johnson, Call, Brynelsen . 


A short punt set up tbe firet of 
the three Hope touchdowns in the 
first quarter giving the Dutchmen 
a 20 point lead. The Hornets' 
800ring threat culminated in the 
last play of the quarter with a pass 
from Tim Brenner to Kevin Moody 
that wu stopped two nrds sbort 
of the end zone. 


Scarrow heads search for Provost 


Hope 800red 7 more before the 
half ended and 21 in the final 
quarter as Kalamazoo was forced 
to gamble on fourth down con
versions. Good field position &c. 


eounted for all of the Hope TO's 


Trent Foley 
by Mary Ilu .. U 


As a 5Ophomore, Trent Foley 
decided that hI" would rather go to 
England for Fore!p' Study than to 
any of the established centers in 
Africa or continental Europe. 
Lured by the "legends" of Britain's 
academic superiority, drawn by 
the prospect of being on his own, 
and reluctant to pursue language 
courses at K College (he had 
placed out of French), A1J a result, 
aix months were spent at Reading 
University in the United Kingdom. 


Tuition, room and board for the 
two terms was about 300 pounds, 
which is approzimately $600. 
However, Tre.nt paid tbe aame 
fees u those at reguJar centers 
and K paid the English school. 
Since he wu also able to Oy under 
the auspices of K, the alternate 


by Rob LiddeD 
The Provost Search Committee 


of Kalamazoo College is looking for 
a qualified person to fill the job of 
Dr. John Satterfield, the last 
Provost, who vacated the poaition 
to become President of Wagner 
CoUege on Staten Island in New 
York. 


The Search Committee is begin· 
ning its search by sending out 
seventy-five letten to candidates 


recommended to the Committee 
by 'acuity members and admin· 
istrators at K College and other 
colleges, An advertisement in the 
Cbroode for HiKher Educatioll 
also is helping to spread the word. 


The Search Committee, chaired 
by Professor David Scarrow, is 
composed of student Coulee 
Christ and Professors Richard 
Cook, Eleanor Pinkham, Stanley 
_Rajnak, Richard Stavig, and John 


Studies in United Kingdom 
school WII no more expensive than 
a regular center wowd have been. 


In other way., however, Trent's 
experience was very different. As 
the only K student at Reading, he 
wu able to have close and 
constant eontact with students 
from many countries and was not 
tempted to rely only on K friends. 


In fact, only at Christmu, when 
he went to France, Spain, and 
Italy, did he travel to the 
Continent or see other Kazoo 
College atudenu. He went to 
York, Bath, Oxford, Cambridge, 
Salisbury, and. of eourae, London. 


Although he was in an English· 
speaking country, Trent realiz.ed 
that "language study is really 
important." Whereas he had 
avoided languages before Foreign 


Study, Trent took two i'~rench 
cla.saes after returning and plans 
on a third. 


Seven. two-hour lectures a week 
convinced Trent that he did not 
like Computer Science, which is 
what he was studying. However, 
Trent's ~olled.ions of Foreign 
Study are otherwise extremely 
positive. He found (he Foreign 
Study Office, "Especially Joe 
Fugate. very helpful" when he was 
in the United Kingdom. 


Trent atrongly encourages stu· 
dent.s "to pursue their options on 
Foreign Study, to take some 
initiative. H none of the centers 
suit. them, they should pioneer and 
search for themselves." In Trent's 
case the reswts were excellent and 
the experience "enjoyable, 
REALL)' enjoyable." 


Wickstrom. They are looking for a 
person with a committment to the 
liberal arts, and with experience in 
the administration of a college. 
The candidates are mostly pro
vosts, administrators, and faculty 
of other colleges. 


As of this week about twenty 
people have expressed interest by 
submitting resumes of their ex
perience and qualifications. AJ· 
most seventy·five people are ex
pected to respond, but only 
twenty-five will be chosen to send 
personal references. Dr . Searrow 
said the Search Committee will 
then conduct "independent in
vestigations" of the semi-finalists, 
where that is appropriate. From 
that group of twenty-five, only 
three to five candidates will be 
interviewed. The Committee 
hopes the new Provost will be 
selected by Summer, 1976. 


A Provost is responsible tor all 
aspects of the academic program, 
including budgeting, personnel 
management, curriculum, and fac
ulty development. As the senior 
academic officer, the Provost 
represents Kalamazoo College in 
local , state and national meetings. 
He recommends faculty tor tenure 
and promotion, and interviews 
prospective facwty. The Provoat 
also encourages and instructs 
individual faculty members on 
teaching methods. 


and Chase, finishing 10 


seemed to have put out a 
showing. But it wasn't 
enough. With all places 
Kazoo found four Hope 
ahead of their first one. 
t hem soon followed. 


In a normal dual meet, 
takes is a 1-2-3 finish by 
to take the meet. In 
against Hope, it will 
siderable effort to 
men up and put them 
belong. 


Exchanges 
by JQdy Kienle 


The Inter-institutional 
change agreement bel.w'~n 
mazoo College, Western 
Unive::-sity, 
Community College, and 
College allows 'K' student.s 
more courses than just 
offered here. The only 
regarding which courses 
take is that it must be in a 
arts subjed. and isn't 
on-eampU!l, either because 
offered or it's only offered 
the quarler(s) when the 
to be olf-campus. The 
registered for at the records 
at the same time as the 
indicated as English 194, 
Math 194, etc. 


Since the start of this 
courses on a variety J . .. ;;' . 


have been taken. 10 the 
!ltudents have taken ~urses 
(jewelry making), ed,,,.'lio,~ 
guage (Russian), and ••. ,,,. ' •. c; 
most classes are taken at 
the education courses are ull 
taken at Nazareth College. 


The only disadvantage to 
program is that the other scb 
year is split into semesters' 
ours is split into quarters. 
example, Western's first semi 
runs from the beginning of 
tember until the end of ouf 


quarter and the second runs 
the beginning of our ." 
quarter until the end of M. 
This means that for about I 
weeks, the student taking ad' 
age of this progt'amO<em,~u;',t .. 'tL 
his own housing. 
may stay in a donn but 
off-umpus housing must be 


Despite this draw·back. 
Inter-institutional ExcD: 
agreement makes many col 
available to 'K' students that 
be offered because of its size· 
gives its students the (II 


selection of a large univt 
without the large student 
which usually goes with it. 












Beat Winter 


H~;e':::;~.lin~postponements o up lately- the 
Carlo Night, 


~:3e;~i;:~~ trips, and the 
ie Dinner in parti
. It seems these delays are due 


of Cilmmunication and poor 


",;:~:::r 14 Bowling Night 
pi because nobody had 


the date with Wayside. 
they couldn't give stu-


groUp However, a 
bus for 


beheld 
17 and 24 were 


wss taken to 
21 because 


Julian's decided it 
want to hold the demonstra· 


Fridays. 
Wine Tasting Trip is 


for Tuesday, Feb. 18 at 
the last one, fo rty students 


up and only twenty showed. 
sign up and change your 


,d. ''''''. you, name off the list so 
get a chance to 


Carlo Night, sc:hedul· 
Jan. 25, was postponed until 
1. 7. or 8. Again, the delay 


be attributed to failure in 
the details. The College 


Union Board wanted t he affair to be 
formal-champagne and the works. 
Unfortunately the police depart· 
ment wasn't exactly overjoyed 
about the idea of mixing booze with 
betting. Also. some gambling 
equipment couldn't be obtained in 
time. 


The Medieval Costume Dinner 
was perhaps the biggest flop of all. 
The people who arranged last year's 
dinner- Saga, CUB. and the Society 
for Creative Anachronism- were all 
,vague as to who was in charge this 
year. As of last Tuesday. they had 
not even contacted each other to 
organize the meal. The dinner was 
scheduled for Feb. 5. which left only 
a week to order the food . buy 
decorations. and iron out other 
minor details. This event will be 
rescheduled sometime in the future. 


Hopefully future events will be 
better organized. Otherwise these 
activities shouldn't be slated on the 
calendar until it's certain t hat they 
can take place at the scheduled 
place and time. 


Despite some problems. t he Col
lege Union Board has done their 
share in supporting events this 
quarter. According to CUB Presi
dent Jim Bear, "People visualize 
ideas for activities but they aren't 
willing to work for them" He added 
that the same 8--10 people do most of 
the manual work, such as Mltling 
and deaning up. 


SATURDAY NIGHT 
AT THE RITZ 


By Patrick Burgam 
don't want to be too specific but Whe~ t~eygot to Cr issey is was 
was silting on him and he had warm lfislde b.ut on t he lon.g wal~ 


his t hey were walking I from Schwarz s ba~ to 9r~y ~~ 
."'.i,.lI;" out the door and up was colder than, A Witch s .. . 


to somewhere else for "Yeah, or what about a brass .. . m""",. else away from t he ~hew. geez; th~t wo~ld. ~ ~Id,; 


'n' lb,,, had already been to the 
in Crissey, that pl~ 


of until the words. 
" noaied around campus. 


have left out the word. 
"m' ,u.," but when you're in 


can say those things.) 
got there too early ... you 


the [Ioor. "What about 


~~::~~:~~T:~h,ey had never been ~ hell buy you both a 


after the free beer at 
stairs were still co


his feet on the road 
Valley. "1. D.?" 


" " ... "Thank you" ... Smile .. 
~he !Iext time he got up, which 


~~~,~umber o~ ~~:e~~~~e~~ 
, "Hey, kid, watch 


trees. 
make it." Then 


"rn'yst.ri,ou, voice would b~ak in 
"Wait a minute. Just who do 


think you are? You're not 
to make ii. We'lI just put 


hidden stair in front of 
." O~ee he thought it over 


It Wasn't that his feet 
. COOperating with the stairs. 


was that his stairs weren't 
. . with the feet ... Yeah ... 


what it wu ... sure. (The old 
.was not working correctly 


night.) 
after, Schwarz's was not 


I to be. because the 
"',di" Trustees ran short 


his education. So he 
they get back to the 


for some more free beer. 


Gives me chills Just thlnkin of It. 
"God, it is cold out here. Damn, let's 
get insider' 


There were at least 300 kids in 
the basement. Somebody told us 
that we all came to have a good time 
and 1 took their word for it. They 
collected up ... "Donationsr "I al· 
ready gave." "Oh, O.K. go on in" ... 
and got together at least SEVEN 
kegs ibat I counted in the TWO 
rtlling sutions. 


I glued on my smile when I 
walked in the door (You know it's 
hard to smile that long) and I took a 
stationary position wit h some 
friends. equipped with whatever 
beer they were serving and just 
watched a little. 


I saw a lot of head!! that 
nighi ... wllS hard to see too much 
else. There were about 100 people 
dancing and a half dozen necking ... 
that got me to thinkin· ... every party 
has at least three people necking in 
a corner ... I'll bet the people who 
throw the party (just to insure 
success) rent a couple of people to 
come in and lock themselves to
gether ... to give the party a little 
effect. 


I also found out that. leaning up 
against a wall talking to your 
friends is cool only for SO long. then 
you've got to do something .else 
exciting like see how many limes 
you can walk from one end of the 
dance noor to the other. with a full 
glass of beer, without spilling a drop 
(or the whole thing·· whichever 
comes fll'$t.) 


Once was all it took. 
I'll beteha a lot of people did that 


last night ya' know. 
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Readers' Theatre 
(NB) The Kalamazoo College 


theatre art.! department will open 
its 1975 winter season with the 
rdteenth annual Faculty Readers' 
Theatre production on Friday and 
Saturday. February 7 and 8. 


The winter quarter opening p~
seniation, "Hemingway: A Teller of 
Tales," will feature selected read
ings from the novels and short 
stories of Ernest Heminrw8Y. 


Il was Hemingway who said, "A 
writer should always try for some
thing that has never been done or 
that others have tried and failed. 
Then sometimes, with great luck, he 
will succeed." 


Hemingway's great success was 
based on his great talent. One of the 
most original and powerful Ameri
can authors, he received the Pulit
zer Prize in 1953 Ilnd t he Nobel 
Prize for Literature in 1954 for his 
novella. The Old Man and the Sea. 


Born in 1899 in Oak Park, Ill., 
Hemingway lived his early life in 
Michigan's Upper Peninsula and his 
"Nick Adams" stories reflect the 
rugged outdoor character of that 
region. 


In the yea rs following 1918, 
Hemingway was exposed to many 
young writers and artists in Paris
write r s such !IS Fitzgerald and 
Gertrude Stein and painters like 
Picasso and Matisse. But it was not 
until 1926 that his flni novel was 
published, even though he had 
enjoyed a certain amount of success 
as a short story writer and as a war 
correspondent during World War II. 
This first novel, The SliD Also Rises, 
began a course of novels which 
would make Hemingw.ay a writer of 
world acclaim: FareweU to Arms 
(1929): Dath in the Afternoon 
(1932): The Green Rills of Africa 
(1935); To Have and to Have Not 
(1937); The Fifth Column (1938); 
The Killen, a collection of 49 stor ies 
of t he gangster era, begun in 1926 
(1938): For Whom the BeD ToUs 
(1940): The Old Man and the Sea 
(1952): and The Dangerous Summer 
119601. 


With its pungent vernacular and 
impressive descriptions of physica.l 
action. Hemingway's writing was 
indicative of a vitaJ engagement of 
life. 


But Hemingway. for whom writ· 
ing had always been an ad of self· 
disrovery. at the time of his death 
by suicide in 19tH, had arrived at 
the kind of despair he had spent his 
whole life in flight from; all the 
heroes were dead. There was only 
himself. 


Under the direction of Nelda 
Saleh of the theatre arts depart
ment faculty, "Hemingway: A 
Teller of Tales" will be presented in 
t he Dalton Theatre of the Light 
Fine Arts Building at 8 p.m. on each 
of the two evenings. Tickets. priced 
at $1.50 per person. will be available 
at the Box Office !rom 1-5 p.m. 
February 3-8. There will be no 
reserved seating. K Students and 
faculty will be admitted free of 
charge. 


A unique offering in the Kalama· 
zoo area, the annual readers' 
theatre production traditionally 
maintains a flexible format, allowing 
the presentation of a wide range of 
interesting works. This type of 
theatrical adaptation limits the 
action and pantomime of the 
characters. places greater import
ance upon the language and 
stimulates the imagination of the 
audience through suggestion. Past 
readers' theatre performances have 
included "The Wor ld of John 
Updike," "An Evening With Gunter 
Grass," and "Don Juan in Hell." 
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SC REPORT 
By IndexSWf 


Attendance at this week's meet· 
ing was. to say the least, stunning. 
Many hopeful fanaties sprawled, 
enthralled. in every available space 
in the Red Lounge. 


The Educational Policies Com
mittee announced that it had met 
last week to disc:uss certain pro
posed classes. Dr. Satterfield. they 
informed eager listeners. has 
presented to the faculty his proposal 
for the revision of the K Plan. 
according to which students would 
indicate their on-off patterns for the 
year. The faculty apparently ex
pressed surprise that there ha.s 
been so little student opinion about 
this proposal thus fa r. Faculty 
members were not quite sure of the 
full implications of the proposal, but 
approval was in t he air. 


Student Commission Prez Mr. T. 
Flynn proposed that Stude nt 
Commission call a rll'eside with Dr. 
Satterfield to discuss his proposal 
with students. This motion wa.s 
passed unanimously. 


The Campus Life Committee an· 
nounced that it has drawn up a 
proposal for a male co-op house, 
similar to Nuss in its guidelines. 
Possible houses are Hicks House 
and Dean Long's ex·house. although 
the present presence of admissions 
and college personnel in the latter 
make it a crowded idea. 


This male co-op idea ha.s ap
parently been in the making for 
quite some time. All that wa.s 
missing was a proper proposal. 
Dean Trader wa nted a viable 
method of sele<::ting participants in 
this program, and the Campus Life 
Committee has attempted in its 
proposal to set up suitable stand
ards for selection. As usual, stu
dents for a male co-op would be 


chosen by lottery this lottery would 
take place after the off·campus 
lottery, to prevent confusion? 


The newborn Stipend Committee. 
whose function is to draw up appli· 
cations for Career· Service sopho
mores needing additional grant 
while on the job spring quarter, 
announced that applications are now 
available at the Union Desk. 


And now, the continuing saga of 
the Hoben Invisible Television!! 
Although the details are not 
perfectly clear, it seems that the 
Mandelle Million do not quite accept 
SC's willingnes!! to lend the bucks 
for the TV. Pre!!ident Rainsford was 
unavailable for comment (in Florida, 
to be exact), but rumors are that 
Student Services will exhaust their 
own resources before borrowing the 
money from Student Commission. 
Unfortunately, this mailer will have 
to remain unresolved until Dr. 
Rainsford returns. Meanwhile, 
those Caithful feBu in Hoben are 
missing Star Trek every night! 


The most drawn-out and over
discussed item on the agenda of this 
week's meeting was the proposed 
approval by SC of the Christian 
Fellowship as a student organiza· 
tion with full organizational status. 
According to informed sources. 
Christian Fellowship has applied to 
Student Commission several times 
earlier. and has been unsuc:eessful. 
After a lengthy argument, Christian 
Fellowship's proposal was rejected 
by SC on the basis of some 
technicalities in the CF Constitu· 
tion. SC referred the constitution to 
Christian Fellowship and appointed 
a Committee to set up guidelines for 
CF in the re-submitting of their 
proposal. 


Finally, the Scorpio Kids an
nounced their brainstorm: a fun
for all, free weekend! Got the sixth 
week blues? Head over to Hicks 
Center and have a balll Yessir, a full 
weekend of beer, music, fun, and 
entertainment round-the-clock: in 
shor t, sensuality comes to K. 
Organized by Dale Kaplan, Jim 
K.1ein and Tom Teske, (with a little 
help from Student Commission and 
C.U.B.). the "WINTERBEAT 
Weekend" promises to be a gas, if 
aU goes well. Students are encour
aged to help in any way possible. 
Musicians (experienced or not) 
contaet T. Teske at 344-2501. We1J 
have fun, fun. {un, until daddy Lakes 
Old Welles away (and as long a.s 
students are interested enough to 
help out.) 


Commission MembeNl, on this 
happy note, responded Cavorably to 
motions to adjourn till next week. 


INSIGHT 
Last Tuesday night, there wa.s an 


invitation Crom INSIGHT to the 
faculty and administration of K 
College to meet with them. The 
purpose was to diseU5S experiential 
education. and how it fits in (if it 
does at all) at K. There were 12 
responses, and so refreshments 
were planned for a totaJ of 30. By 8 
o'clock, when the meeting was 
sc:heduled in the Olmsted Room, no 
one had arrived (save for 15 
students). Two faculty eventually 
showed up with three administra
tors. But those persons were 
~gular participants in INSIGHT. 


Nonetheless, the meeting pro
ceeded. The Cuture of Wilderness 
Programs at K was discussed. Do 
they have any Cuture? Do they have 
sufficient support? Considering the 
turnout of inOuential personnel, a 
positive response to these questions 
seems doubtful. 


For those still interested, there 
will be another meeting next 
Tuesday at 8 (in the evening) in the 
Olmsted Room. 


In addition. INSIGHT plans to 
meet each Monday night at 9 p.m. 
This Monday's meeting, previewing 
the rescheduled Olmsted meeting 
will offer a question and answer 
session in the C.U.B. room under 
Old Welles. 


At the reguest of INSIGHT. Dr. 
Robert Godfrey, Asst. Director of 
Colorado Outward Bound. will be on 
campus February 6th for a Forum 
Lecture in Stetson Chapel at 8:00 
p.m. He'l discuss some of the 
professional aspects of experiential 
education as a result of his long 
involvement with the Colorado 
Outward Bound School. 


The following afternoon, Dr. 
Godfrey will present slides on his 
ascent of EI Captain in Yosemite 
National Park. as well as other 
elimbs he's participated in. The slide 
show will be in the President's 
Dining Room during lunch. 







K's Michiganization 
In the last fi ve years Kalamazoo 


College has undergone a drastic 
change with respect to the composi. 
tion of its student body. Kalamazoo 
is no longer attrading its traditional 
wide variety of high school seniors. 
Increasingly. the entering duses 
are made up of Michigan residents, 
more specifically, of Detroit-area 
residents. This trend has serious 
implit:ations for the type of school 
that K is now and the type it will be 
in the future. 


The !!tope of the problem becomes 
obvious following a report reeently 
prepared for President Rainsford by 
Linda Delene, Oireet.or of Institu
tional Resean:h and Planning. The 
report. shows that in 1970 only 
49.3% of K's entering class came 
from Muehigan. In 1974 the figure 
was 76.4%. The report. concludes: 
"If the decline of out-or· state 
students continues at the same rate 
for another five years, ten percent 
or less of the College's freshman 
enrollment will be out-of-state stu
dents by 1979_" (emphasis added). 
The report further notes that there 
has been a change in the demo
graphic spread of in-state (Michi
gan) students_ A number of regions 
in the state show a decline in 
student representation at the col
lege, while the three ~nties in the 
Detroit metropolitan area show an 
increase in the number of students 
sent to K each year. As the report 
noles: "If the trend of in-state 
students continues within Michigan 
for another five years as it has the 
past five years, over 55% of 
incoming students will be from ... 
McComb, Oakland and Wayne 
Counties." 


The report concludes: ''This five 
year historical proflJe is fact.. If the 
trends are not altered, particularly 
the in-state ones, it is entirely 
possible that the College may not 
meet its targets for incoming 
freshman students." This is a crucial 
point. 


Kalamazoo College, like most 
private four year liberal arts 
colleges has been hit hard by the 
twin punches of inflation and 
reeession. Innation raises the cost of 
most supplies while recession has 
hurt the stock market, severely 
reducing return on the College's 
endowment. In a situation like this, 
the College simply cannot tolerate 
waning student enrollment and then 
still strive to maintain the level of 
student services that we aU expect. 


The fact. that the fortunes of 
Detroit ride with the automobile 
only makes the situation worse. All 
reliable sources indicate that this 
country's energy situation is only 
going to get worse. This forebodes a 
substantial period of recession, if 
not depression, for the Detroit area. 
If Kalamazoo College is dependent 
upon Detroit for 55% of its student 
body it will mean hard times indeed. 
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While hard·nosed economic con· 
siderations must of course maintain 
a certain prominence, they certainly 
are not the only issues raised by 
Ms. Delene's report. If 88% of K's 
student body is from Michigan, the 
residential status of this College 
would, de facto, be ended. Already 
(with a freshman class that is 76% 
Michiganders) Trowbridge looks 
like a tomb on weekends, as 
students leave to spend time with 
Mom and Pop (or perhaps even old 
high·school flames). If this trend 
continues, school regulations that 
require students to live on campus 
will be a mockery. A school that is 
populated only four days a week is 
simply not a residential college. 


In addition to these practical 
considerations, one should consider 
the cultural aspect of the K 
community. Exposing students to a 
wide variety of experiences is 
generally assumed vital to a liberal 
arts education; distributional re
quirements, foreign study, career 
service, etc., are all geared toward 
this end. If K ends up with an 
all.Michigan (and a predominenUy 
metropolitan Detroit) student body, 
a significant element of cultural 
diversity will have been eliminated 
from this school. Yes, maybe it is 
neat that your brother dated my 
sister's girlfriend back at Dearborn 
High, but will that make up for the 
lack of stimulation caused by such 
great similarity of background? 


Correcting this potentially miser-
able situation is primarily the 
responsibility of the admissio ns 
staff, of course. In particular our 
bank of area representatives should 
be beefed up with bright, young. 
go-getters. (Just because someone 
has been a loyal friend of K for the 
past 70 years does not make them a 
good addition to the admissions 
staff.) Perhaps current K students 
would be willing to help out in this 
department during vacations and 
quarters off-campus, if supplied 
with a suitable inducement (S). 


With or without inducement K 
students, especially those from out
of-state, must recognize the vital 
role that they can play. A good word 
from a friend who knows can be a 
powerful persuader when it comes 
to picking out a college. May we 
suggest that if Kalamazoo College is 
not worth that much to you perhaps 
Mom and Dad shouldn't be shelling 
out four+ thou a year to send you 
here. sg 


PAC NOTE 
by Rick Holman 


Apathy has become a household 
word here at K College, and this is 
an unfortunate turn of events. Stu
dents were once characterized as 
the national conscience. If you 
would like to regain that distinction, 
then there is an organization on 
campus designed for you. It is called 
the Political Action Committee 
(PAC) and it is geared for working 
on student issues at the local, staLe 
and national levels. 


PAC is considering several proj· 
ects for this quarter. One is clarify·· 
ing the issue of a student's right to 
his flies. Another is a potential trip 
to Lansing to speak with Legisla
tors. The list could be endless, but 
what we need is you. We want any· 
one who has ideas. concerns, or 
general interest. We meet on 
Thursdays at 8:00 in the Red 
Lounge - so please join us. 


Sorry, all you Woody Allen fans, 
but Bananu will not be shown this 
Friday. Originally re-scheduled for 
this Friday, the mm will not be 
available, or so say those in the 
upper strata of the Film Society. In 
its stead we will be showing the 
Fire8ign Funnies again. Firesign 
Funnies are a collection of three 
shorts by the infamous Firesign 
Theatre, and will appeal to those 
who split their sides over "We're all 
Bozos on this Bus", "Everything you 
know is wrong", etc. Martian Space 
Party is a film of the whole gang 
enacting one of their skits, inter
spersed with shots of Plastic 
Monster Island. It deals with. on the 
most obvious level, an absurdist 
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FILM NOTES 
By Arthur 


political convention. Love ia H.rd to 
Get stars Peter .Bergman as Nati 
Goering. a 10vH;razed gorilla. This 
mm features an excellent sound
track- the work of the bass player 
with Oregon Glenn Moore. TV or 
not TV. the third mm stars Phil 


,Procter and Peter Bergman as they 
tear television apart. 


Wednesday. February 5th, 
Woman in the Dunes (Hiroshi 
Toshigahara) will be shown. The 
plot is as follows: entomologist 
colleding beetles on the dunes 
misses his bus back to the city. 
Some natives offer him assistance 
and he is lowered by a rope ladder 
down to a sandpit where he finds a 
woman willing to provide food and 


Watch this Idd 


Touring Hicks House 
When an alert Index reporter 


overheard SC member Joe Foltz 
expressing some concern about 
rumors that students in Hicks 
House sleep with overcoats on, an 
investigation into housing condi
tions in Hicks followed. That 
investigation revealed a number of 
surprising conditions. 


Touring Hicks House, one notices 
numerous inefficiencies and draw· 
backs. The heating unit in Hicks did 
not operate during the fir':lt several 
days of t his quarter-temperatures 
were registered below 60 degrees F. 
And although the system is now 
functioning, only a portion of the 
windows are equipped with storm 
windows, the rest covered with 
plastic_ Kitchen facilities in the 
house are far from an optimum 
operating level. Granting that stu· 
dents are not encouraged to make 
constant use of kitchen facilities, the 
mere presence of those facilities 
invites nttasional dinners. Unfor
unately, the oven does not maintain 
consistent temperatures, water 
overflows from the dishwasher, and 
the refrigerator was broken during 
all of last quarter (it was repaired 
during the second week of this 
term.) In addition to the kitchen 
problems, Hicks House provides one 
telephone for all the students 
there-the Honor Houses offer tele
phones in individual rooms. And 
finally, some modification or even 
renovation of the eledrical system 
should be in order. The present 
wiring system is entirely inade
quate as the circuit breakers 
frequently short out due to over
loads. From hair dryers and stereos
this does not occur with such 
frequency in other college residen
tial buildings. 


We are quite certain that these 
conditions did not prevail when 
former K College president Weimer 
Hicks lived in the house. And even 
while acknowledging that 11 stu
dents are not Mr. Hicks-i.e .. they 
shouldn't need all the conveniences 
college presidents have, we strongly 
leel that some alteration of the 
electrical and systems should be 
made. 


Kalamazoo College has consis· 
tently endeavored to keep its 
students in college residential 
buildings during their "on" quar· 


lers. And, in an effort to make this 
recJuirement more appealing to stu
dents the college offers, in addition 
to dormitories, the more private 
alternatives of Shale, Nuss, Blair, 
and Hicks. We expect therefore that 
the college would maint.a.i.n, in those 
houses, standards designed to 
attract its students- and in so doing, 
make the residential requirements 
more acceptable. 


F inally, we must inform our 
readers that the students presently 
living in Hicks House expressed 
contentment with their situations, 
and although several (remaining 
anonymous) agreed to answer ques


' tions, the Index remains solely 
responsible for all implied and 
editorial comments. 


The Index 


SAGA NEWS 
This morning Dean Dewey held a 


chapel for the purpose or offering a 
question·and-answer session for 
students still confused about the 
various SAGA options coming up 
next quarter. Dean Dewey has 
emphasized that all students should 
be completely aware of each of the 
options oUered. 


With regard to this, the INDEX is 
compelled to re·evaluate a state· 
ment made in its first issue this 
quarter (January 17, Volume 98, No. 
l), which implied that dorm kitchens 
would be available at all times and 
the fire squad ready and waiting to 
put out Mary Trowbridge. This is 
untrue, and the INDEX regrets 
having misled students. Extensive 
use of dorm kitchens would not only 
be impractical, but hazardous as 
well. It is a well-known 'act that the 
continued presence of food brings on 
little uglies and eeks such as flies 
and mice. 


The Indes wishes to remind 
students that this new SAGA plan is 
a giant leap for studen~' rights and 
the only way to make it work is to 
stick to the rules. It is imperative 
that students consider the health 
and safety of the campus as a whole. 
and the best way to do this is by 
NOT abusing the dorm kitchens and 
by NOT cooking or keeping perish
able foods in dorm rooms. Hot plates 
and other potentially inflammable 
utensils are, of courM!, out of the 
question. 


-lodging in her shack. Hp"e,p'~'1 
and the next morning. 
leave. He is trapped. 
developing relationship ~~~7.~ 
man and the woman ~ 
shifting sand that the 
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in the 
- Judith 
stark irrefutable 
kett play, the severe ,,'t ' ;'''~ 
of a myth"--Micheal Kristow. 
and Sou.od. 


Sunday, Feb. 9th, there 
dooble feature: No.1: The 
(King Vidor) , "is so full of 
that it never will become a 
success .. "-FUm 
film's portrayal 
of several hundred 
insurance company's 
archetypal average man. 
ity to lift himself above the 
other people "is too d,p",,,"" : 
carries realism just a 'il:~;':;' 
than the public will A 


One of a string of Vidor's 
mortal" mms, it is "",,,'d'n 
some to be his finest 
Appearing alongside The em 
You Only Live ODce the 
director Fritz Gang 1~le t,"; 
Once transplanted to 
States, Gang never '''~h '~'; 
cinematic heights he had 
Germany. Nevertheless, 
of "a n outlaw couple" . 
Blurb Sheet) during 
gives an accurate ~:~::~~\ 
America during the [ 


Chem.lArt 
(NB) --Dr. 


president of Aldrich Ch,,,n',,J 
pany in Milwaukee, 
speak on "Chemistry and 
the February meeting of 
section of the American 
Society, scheduled for 
Tuesday, February 4, in 
of Dewing Hall at 
College. 


Dr. Bader, who describes 
as a "chemist-eollector", 
restores 17th century 
ings. In his lecture. 
open to the public free of 
will discuss ',I",ti" (',,,'.n 
restoration master 


Dr. Bader invites the 
bring to the meeting 
paintings on which they 
identification or advice 
restoration. 


Born in Vienna. Dr. Bader 
ed his B.S. degree {rom 
University (Ontario). He 
M.S .. M.A. and Ph.D. d •• _ 
Harvard where he was a 
Professor L.r. Fieser. 


Dr. Bader is the author 
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State Democrats Meet For Ho-Hum Convention 


Michigan Democ:rats met in 


By A1 Thomson 
Roving Political Reporter 


to the party's unity. 
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& 0 (323-11181 
and t.he Bean 


the Lilies Bloom 
Invisible 


and Sunday matinee) 


Detroit this past weekend for their 
annu81 spring convention. Except 
for a battle which erupted between 
8rd Congressional District dele
gates, the watchword of the con
vention was boredom. 


missioner Neil VandeVord, a close 
associate and preferred candidate of 
State Representative Howard Wol
pe . The other candidates were 
James Brign81l and Frank Lindsley. 


Labor delegates [rom throughout 
the district split Crom past agree
ments and unified in an attempt to 
pack the state central committee. 
They suc~dcd in electing only one 
represenlalive, John Whitman, 
president of the Kalamazoo labor 
council. over W.M.U. professor 
Roger Bennett, a liberal. Whitmans' 
counter·part in representing Kala
mazoo County will })() Ms. Jean 
Deal, a Kalamazoo County commis
sioner. 


Among the resolutions passed on 
Sunday was one which paid tribute 
to the Rev. B. Moses James, the 
first Democ:rat and also the first 
black elected to the Kalamazoo 
County Board of Commissioners. 
James died Jan. 16. 


in their own primary. Sunday's 
proposal was offered in an effort to 
bring the Michigan party into 
compliance with Democratic Na· 
tional guidelines (Those guidelines 
include closed primaries). If they fail 
to comply, Michigan faces the 
possibility of being excluded from 
the 1976 presidentia.i convention. 
Governor William Milliken, a 
Republican, opposes the change. His 
opposition may result in a face off 
with the Democratic legislature in 
future months. 
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Scenes 


noticed on your 
r~vii:;rER calendars. each of 


has been alloted a 
f"'Sun:d., to entertain the rest 


beloved sehoolmates. This 
Sunday, the twenty-sixth of 


was the debut of the great 
"',u'nn" in gracious living. our 


Mary Trowbridge. 


'~;:~;::~~ ten minutes Il and myself 
f1l'5t 6 acts, but 


a back stage view of a 
saw two nights before. 


the Groove 1\tbe is. in my 
not one of the greater fUms 


decade. just leave it up to 
ingenious Trowbridgites to 


its better points and adapt. 
their own pursuits. The act 


of John Michalson, 
Bidwell and Jerry Parto-


John, in his barber shop 
voice, gave us a beautiful 


of ''I'm a 
Led 


.~~::;~~. with a percussion 
:k played on his head. 


amazing talents, also in 
cc",.'~n , were saved for the fin81 


when he noored the audience 
his qu asi-jazz style cheek 


.U'~.PI"',,he intermission, my 
I"":". and myself were able 


our way to our front row 
seats at the feet of the 


crowd. As we sat down, the 
o~ this night of frivolity, 
Pier<:e and Seot Friesner 


in what has long been th~ 
the upper-eampus jelset, a 


bathrobe and hiking 


doing what M.e.s usu,jiy 
note filled the air as 


~;~:;:fd~:~~~~~~ingenues, Karen f. Geffert sang a 
musical Okla· 


e~!"tI,od "P~'n'. will say we're 


our Bathrobe boys present
" "me,s,traight from the depth of 
r ~ Trow, "The Andrewl 
,,'" to 'h,,,D~rag." Credit must be 
I" three fine young lads, 


Granning, Fudge and Tom 


At Sunday's session, delegates 
passed more than 30 resolutions and 
reelected, without opposition, the 
party's leadership for another two 
year term. Included in the election 
was labor·backed Morley (orr the 
record) Winograd. Stale liberals 
attempted to find a candidate to 
oppose Winograd but were unsuc
cessful in their efforts. 


Another resolution of note was 
one which called for a legislative 
change in state election laws to 
provide for a closed primary. 
Michigan law presently allows 
RepUblicans to vole in Democ:ratic 
primaries and vice versa. Should the 
Michigan Legislature enact the 
proposal, each party oould only vote 


Next week: A prelude to the 
Michigan Republican State Conven
tion, 


A brief address by Senator Phil 
Hart at the closing session failed to 
stir the delegates, although Hart 
hinted he may consider retirement 
after completing his present term. 


The Laborites were turned back 
by a newly formed coalition of 
Liberals and Wallace supporters. 
Both groups realized they could 
work together and succeed in 
gaining more representatives. The 
Wallace fadion received the sup
port of liberals for their candidate 
for alternate post on the central 
committee in return for supporting 
liberals Deal and Bennett. Charles 
Shephard was named alternate to 
Whitman, and Lana Boldi, a union
ist, was named alternate to Ms. 
Deal. 


FRESHMEN SURVEY 
Friday's peaceful sessions were 


disrupted only when a minor fire 
broke out in the convention hotel, 
forcing t he meetings into recess. 


On Saturday the delegates met in 
Congressional Districts to elect 
district officers and State Central 
Committee representatives. The 
third congressional district caucus, 
during a marathon six hour session, 
elected Myron "Mac" MacDonald 
chairperson. "In fighting" broke out 
in the caucus as four candidates 
battled for the position. MacDonald, 
supported by State Representative 
Paul Rosenbaum, of Battle Creek, 
was victorious on a third ballot 
edging out Kalamazoo County Com-


Stromp, for their gymnastic abil
ities, and for keeping the already 
high energy crowd appeased. 


Third noor east appeared next on 
stage in their, what will some day be 
famous, Alarm Clock Band, con· 
ducted by that music virtuoso Jeff 
Holt. This will definitely be a 
marked step for the world of 
electronic music; let's hope it's not 
in the wrong direction. 


Speaking of wrong directions, our 
M.e.s then followed up with a few 
more bits from the Groove Tube 
which led straight into the more 
serious side of the show. 


I will admit that Peter, Paul and 
Mary have never been my style of 
music, but I must commend Phil 
Wasserman, Jeff Gerhartstien, and 
Karen Hutchinson for their tremen· 
dous courage, in front of this over
stimulated audience. 


With the audience a bIt calmer, It 
was a perfect time to bring out that 
star of stage and screen, Scot 
Ketcham. Honorable mention is due 
to this aspiring actor for his reading 
from Kurt Vonnegut Jr's Happy 
Birthday Wanda June. 


To top this unbelievable array of 
t81ent, our M.C.s saved the choicest 
wine for the end of the ceremony, 
the beautiful Ms. Lindsey Rundles 
of Harmon. Ms. Rundles played 
three selections in all, starting her 
set with the famous Billie Holiday 
song, "God Bless the Child who got 
its own." If there was anything 
better than this woman's piano it 
could be her amazing voice which 
flowed through this piece and the 
following Olivia Newton-John top 40 
hit, and a final song, of her own 
composition. 


After the crowd had finished their 
rounds of applause for this talented 
young lady, our Bathrobe boys 
appeared again, with a preview of 


In an interview Saturday with the 
Kalamaxoo Gautte. Joe Ashley, 
Kalamazoo County Vice Chairper
son said, "There are times when you 
can work together and times when 
you cannot." He predicted that the 
battle in Detroit would not be fatal 


(NB) The largest single reason 
the 1974 entering freshmen class 
chose Kalamazoo College was due to 
its academic reputation. This fact 
was singled out by 89% of the 
present freshman class through the 
recent nationa.i survey conducted by 
the American Council on Education 
and the University of California at 
Los Angeles. The report revealed, 
further, that Kalamazoo College 
was the ftrst choice of 88.9% of its 
freshmen. 


As was true of a year ago, when 
Kalamazoo College participated in 
the study for the first time, twice as 
many students as the national norm 
planned to pursue a doctoral degree. 
Rated highest as to probable major 
fields of study were history and 
political science, the biological 
SCiences, and the social sciences. 
Fairly typical of college freshmen 
across the country, the freshmen at 
Kalamazoo College selected as im
portant for long·term career choice 
the matters of intrinsic interest in 
the field, work with ideas, work 
with people, contribution to soc:iety 
and independence. 


The objective considered to be 
essential to 1974 Kalamazoo fresh
men were "to develop a philosophy 
of life", "to be an authority in my 
field", "to help others in difficulty", 
and " to keep up with political 
affairs". There is strong agreement 
in the 1974 freshmen class that 
women should get job equality 
(95.8%): that the government is not 
controlling pollution (91.5%); that 
the government is also not proteet
ing the consumer (79.6%). 


Nearly half the Ka.iamazoo fresh 
men classify their political orienta
tion as "liberal"; another third, 
middle-of·the-road. 


Kalamazoo College began this 
academic year with the seoond 
largest enrollment in its history. 
Fourteen hundred students are 
currently enrolled. This year's 
freshman class, selecting Kalamazoo 
for its academic reputation and 
education81 program, brings to the 
college community its own unique 
set of attitudes and statistics. not 
too unlike its predecessors, and not 
least of which is its 1200 average 
tot&1 on SAT Math and Verba.i 
scores. 


Index at the Movies 
By Lisa St.einmueller 


our tenth week freebee Forum fUm, 
A Day at the Races in the form of 
Lance Tenant. Being a fan of the 
great Groucho, t enjoyed Lance's 
caricature, but unfortunately 
Groucho isn't six feet tall, so Mr. 
Tenant will never do. 


The following act is a bit hard to 
review for at its opening I was 
virtually sat upon by an obnoxious 
wench from First Hoor Trow. From 
what I could see and hear it seemed 
to me to be a strobe light version of 
the recent English style rock bands, 
titled Brian Koppy and The Copula-


tions. With the act over ana tne 
wench removed from my lap, I was 
able to get into a good position to 
view the final talents, Lorie Taylor 
and Jeff Gerhart.stein. This duet left 
the audience on a serious note with 
the selection "One Morning in May." 


Currently playing at the Plaza 
,theatres on Westnedge, Where the 
Lilies Bloom is as refreshin gly 
unexpected as a soothing, but tangy 
Tahitian seabreeze. For those dis
illusioned theatre-goera whose 
esthetic appreciation has been 
numbed by the media's super·sell 
saturation of lust and gore, this 
G·rated movie is gentle on the mind. 


Directed by Robert B. Radnitz, 
the producer who made last year's 
"best-loved" film- Sounder. the 


Short Story Course 
Offered in Spring 


This spring, the English Depart· 
ment will be offering a new course 
entitled Contemporary American 
Short Story Writers. The course, to 
be taught by Drs. Harris and 
Roerecke, will be built mainly 
around five contemporary writers, 
and will feature supplementary 
readings and-or lectures on campus 
by those persons. 


'rhe fu-st authors to be treated in 
this course will ine1ude Dr. John 
Sa llerfield of Kalamazoo Colle!(e: 
Eve Shelnutt. a professor at West
ern whose work will be represented 
in the 1974 0 Henry Short Story 
Collection; and Mark CostelJo, 
author The Murphy Stories 119731. 


During the latler half of the 
quarter, Stanley Elkin, considered 
by Dr. Harris as one of the besl 
contemporary authors, will make 
his third appearance at the college 
to give a reading. His works include 
Criers and Kibittters, Boswell, and 
The Dick Gibson Show, 


All in all this show of t81ent was in 
my opinion very impressive, my 
only regret is that I missed those six 
acts in the beginning. But as the 
M.C.s commented to me later, "the 
show must go on." 


Joyce Carol Oates will also return 
to Kalamazoo for the course. She 
was at K last spring in the capa· 
city of a poet and novelist: spring '75 
will emphasize her short stories. 
Oates' appearance should be II high 
light as she has published more 
works than any other living author 
in her age bracket, and is still going 
strong. 


story is based on the Newbery 
Award-winning Honor book. Stun· 
ning photography alone is enough 
reason for seeing the movie. Set in 
the blue-green hills of Appalchia, itA 
plot is woven around four orphans 
who successfully conceal their 
father's death in order to avoid the 
grim, ever-lurking spectre of a state 
home. Julie Gholson stars as the 
14·year-old surrogate mother of the 
brood; the determined suitor for her 
sister's aCfections is played by 
Harry Delln Stanton. 


The children somehow survive on 
money earned in wildcrafting (sell· 
ing herbs), but mainly, through 
their own ingnuity. Their exploits, 
performed with a disarming nai· 
vete, pull at the viewer's heart
strings-one cannot help but be 
endeared to them. Children are 
natur&.1 actors and Gholson brings a 
delightful pathos and candor to her 
part. The characterization of the 
simple, yet proud eountry-folk is 
sharp and sensitively tuned; no 
mushy, vapid portrayals herel Each 
character is a delight, from the 
acerbic general·store clerk to the 
chubby, charming 5-year-old. 


The movie's 'unexpeded' mo· 
ments arc those of suspense tinged 
with a poignant humor: a violent 
storm knoc:king the tree through the 
roof; curious neighbors wondering 
about the father. Moments such as 
these, intensified by skillful direct· 
ing, consistently threaten the child· 
ren's secret. 


Of course, this flick is a nostalgia 
trip and possesses that same wistful 
lure as "The Walton" . Small 
wonder--Earl Hammer directs the 
screenplay of both shows. 


The movie is not intended as a 
stimulus to the imagination, yet it 
soothes the viewer into reminiseing 
about his own "good old days." I 
returned to K with a restored faith 
in humanity. Those were the days 
when pride and respect for others 
seemed to occupy an airy niche 
above other qualities in personal 
moral codes. 
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More Insight 
by Kim Chpman and Paul Robbin8 


"It. Wll! gr~at. really greal,H was 
the closing phrase of an article con· 
cerning ~he Michigan by Land and 
Sea program published Oct. 7. 1974. 
Many of you could not recall such a 
memorable quote without a little 
assistance. 


We bN:ame worried that this lack 
of infIXmation might lead people to 
make erroneous tiloclusions about 
the program. In order to dispel any 
such ideas about the rail program 
INSIGHT. we have written the 
following postscript to that original 
article. 


It aU started in February of 1978. 
The GLCA was given $100,000 by 
the Lilly Foundation with onc 
intention: experiential education. 
At the invitation of the President, 
Joe Nold, the Director of Colorado 
Outward Bound, was on campus 
speaking to students and faculty. 
The response from the community 
was favorable, and as a result. 
experiential education became an 
interest of the college. 


The GLCA grant monies provided 
the opportunity to send four faculty 
and administration members to 
Outward Bound sehools: Bob Doud, 
Ed Baker, Dave Winch and Dave 
Evans. Simultaneously, Stu Simp
son, Con Hilberry. Kim Cummings, 
Bob 0 ewe y, John Satterlield, 
George Rainsford and Dave Scar
row participated in a one· week raft 
trip down the Gr~n River, which 
has now become an annual venture. 


As a mid-July meeting, President 
Rainslord appointed Bob Doud to a 
one·year post as interim director of 
experiential education. This was not 
a full-time position. Bob, together 
with Rick Medrick, an Outward 
Bound consultant hired by GLCA, 
designed a pilot program lor fall 
1973. involving sixteen Freshmen. 
The Freshmen were selected on the 
basis of their experience, geogTaph. 
it! distribution and sex. The Mich· 
igan environment was stressed, and 
the program was designed to be 
chall('nging, yet fun. with oppor· 
tunities for developmhit of a sense 
of self-awareness. 


The fall 1973 pilot program was 
evaluated as suCt':essful by Bob 
Doud. Rick Medrick and the student 
participants. An all-college review 
C(Immittee concluded that it would 
be worthwhile to develop a program 
that would bring experiential edu· 
cation to the college community. 
Fall '73·September '74 was des· 
ignated as a planning year. Objec
tives included: build student inter
est and leadership; draw up short 
and long·range goals; get faculty 
involved: run certain pilot pr~ 
grams. The pilot programs were a 
rock·climbing seminar at Grand 
Ledge. a winter campout. a canoe 
trip. a rart trip. and a literature 
seminar wilh Professor Waring 
culminating in II campout. In De
cember 1973. a $2.000 grant from 
the GLCA was utili1.ed to buy basic 
wilderness equipment. 


The hope was that these efforts 
would be augmented by the faculty. 
and administration. Proposals were 
written to the Lilly and DeWitt 
Wallace Foundations for funding. It 
was expected that a permanent 
director would be named for the 
program, September. 1974 would 
have been the first autonomously 
funded and directed program in
volving an increased number of 
participants. Michigan by Land and 
Sea WM to be the imp('tus lor the 
1974·1976 program year. 


Out of this came a necessity for 
com~tent stud('nt leadership. The 
program obj('ctivt'S recognized the 
need to train students as leaders to 
make experiential education a self
perpetuating program. The nucleus 
was form('d by sending four stu
dents to Colorado Outward Bound 
School and six students and two 
fa.culty to a ludership·training 
seminar in West Virginia. Funding 
was provided once again by GLCA. 
Th(' student leaders participated in 
wee k Iy organiza.tional meetings 
throughout the year and attended a 
Red Cross first aid training course. 
Toward the of the school year. Bob 
Doud assisted in discussion s('ssions 
centering around human interact
ions and leadershio. INSIGHT was 


decided upon as the name of this 
entire program. 


By spring of 1974, INSIGHT was 
lacking an administrational derini· 
tion of its role. an autonomous 
yearly budgei, and a permanent 
director. However, high hope and 
the opportunity lor the acquisition 
of grant money were to be the seeds 
from which experiential education 
would take root on the K campus. 


These expectations were never 
realized. The grants fell through. 
the director's job was ill·defined and 
burdened with other responsibil
ities, and the INSIGHT students 
were used solely for the fall Land 
and Sea program. INSIG HT fell 
silent. The few who still thought 
that experiential education was a 
year.round venture waited optimis· 
tically for the '74·'75 school year. 


During the first weeks of the fall 
quarter, Freshmen participants in 
Michigan by Land and Sea (MLS) 
gave a slide presentation of their 
experience to let the campus know 
what happened. Regular INSIGHT 
meetings resumed with new mem
bers from the Freshmen class, 
swelling its ranks. 


Then a new organization. the 
Orfice of Experiential Education 
(OEE). was created by the ad· 
ministration; the product of a re
shuffling of duties related to the 
MLS program. As of this writing. 
the pm-pose of the DEE is solely to 
organize future F'reshmen orient
ation programs using the wilderness 
as a medium, Numerous occur· 
rences during the year have pro. 
vided evidence of the short-sighted
ness of this single goal. An example: 
since the MLS program. two wilder· 
ness experiences hav(' been organi. 
1.ed. A canoe trip last quarter and a 
cross.eountry ski trip this quarter. 
In both cases. the organization was 
provided by t h (' student·run 
INSIGHT with subsidies from CUB. 
which had supposedly given up that 
role to OEE. The cross·country ski 
trip is being organized by INSIGHT 
members with the backing of 
American Youth Hostels. 


These wilderness programs are 
not intended to be outings. but 
legitimate educational experiences. 
However. without support, 
INSIGHT cannot function to its lull 
potential. This should concern OEE. 
which appears to be so involved in 
the fall program that it doesn't 
realize its true function. 


How can two organizations. 
INSIGHT and OEE. both conceived 
from the same idea. have different 
ideals? Regardless of the answer. 
t.his separation is causing INSIGHT 
and OEE both to flounder. Identical 
twins diametrically opposed cannot 
both function well. 


INSIGHT is going down for two 
reasons. First. the lack of funding 
prohibits any continuous program 
development. Second. the facult:y 
has not been encouraged to work for 
or recognize INSIGHT, resulting in 
campus disinterest. 


The campus's misunderstanding 
of INSIGHT is due to its inability as 
a student·run program to inform the 
College of its developments and 
achievements. INSIGHT cannot 
survive without funding. faculty 
support. and recognition Irom the 
administration. 


Where does INSIGHT stand now? 
Presently, a group of interested 
Freshmen and upperclassmen 
05-25) is attending the weekly 
meetings, (this includes leaders 
from the MLS program). Organized 
under the banner of INSIGHT. 
these students have short and 
long·range goals t'Stablished and the 
desire and energy to fulfill them. 
There is some promising faculty 
involvement, a good. albeit meager 
equipment supply. and a successful 
record to go on. Attempl3 are being 
made to offer various programs to 
the campus community like a ropes 
course, a climbing course. and a 
cross.eountry skiing program. but 
due to lack of interest, and funds. 
these propositions IIppear doomed. 


A casual solution tbut the most 
logical). would be the union of 
INSIGHT and OEE. This seems un 
likely. But, combine the inv('ntive 
energy and persistent interest of 
INSIGHT with the money and 
administrative sanction of OEE. and 
no mountain would remain unclimb
edt 


SWIMMERS 
WIN TWO 


by John MacArthur 
Aher a narrow loss to Valpo a 


week ago, the K College swimmers 
were back on track with a pair of 
convincing MIAA triumphs. The 
tankmen beat Albion 61 ·50 and then 
came bark three days later to beat 
Calvin 74·39. Although coach Kent 
is quicil to point out the fact that the 
times were a bit slow. he does not 
seem roncerned due to the large 
distances the tream has been swim· 
mingo When the workou ts begin to 
str('SS shorter distances. the times 
should also come down. 


Winners in the Albion meet werli': 
the 400 medlli'Y re lay team of 
MacArthur, Simmons. Holmes and 
Nelis: One and Three Meter Diving. 
Bob Kost: 200 fly. Howard Holmes; 
100 free, Steve Labbe: 200 back. 
Dave Dean; and the 500 free. won 
by Fred Nelis. 


Winn('rs in the Calvin meet were, 
400 medlcy relay team of Dean, 
Bailey. 1I0imes and Nelis: 200 free. 
Steve Labbe; 200 1M, Dave Sim· 
mons; One and Three Meter Diving. 
Bob Kost: 100 free. Steve Labbe; 
200 back. DaveDean; 500 free. Dave 
Simmons: 200 breast. Howard Hol
mes: and the 400 freestyle relay 
team of Nelis. Dean, Simmons and 
Labbe. 


Now sporting a dual meet record 
of 4-1. and MIAA mark of 2-0. the 
Hornets faCt' Adrian on Satu rday, 
February 1 at Adrian. and then 
meet the Alma Scots at Alma in the 
MIAA swimming showdown on 
Wednesday, February 5. 


WOMEN'S B·BALL 
by Sarah FortOythe 


The Kalamazoo College Women 
opened their 1975 basketball season 
with a home game against Hope, 
January 14. The team held their 
own in the nrst half. but was outrun 
by Hope in the second hall. losing by 
a final5C'Ol'e of 46-33. High scorer tor 
the Hornets was Marjorie Snyder 
with 25 points. while Mary Schram
ke pulled in 10 rebounds. 


Vast improvement was evident as 
K met the Albion Britons in Albion 
on Thursday. Jan. 23. A fast moving 
game saw K downed in the final 
minutes by a SCOre of 49-45. 
Marjorie Snyder scored 25 points 
and Jane Pinkerman pulled down 
nine rebounds. 


The women's next home game 
will be February 3at 7:00 p.m. when 
the Hornets meet Spring Arbor in 
Tredway. Support women's sports 
BE THERE and cheer them on! 


K MAT NEWS 
by Kurt &scow 


Wednesday. Jan 22. undefeated K 
College took the mats against de
fending league champion Olivet and 
bowed to their well·balanced team 
36-9. DesDile the loss the team 
wrestled well and shows promise of 
finishing runner·up or even as 
oo-champions in the MIAA. 


It should be noted that senior Den 
Bishop wrestled in a weight class 
higher than usual: and. in facing an 
outstanding opponent wrestling for 
Olivet. it was easy to see cause for 
his upset. Steve Zuhl showed real 
spirit with a come from behind 
victory while being hindered with a 
shoulder injury. 


Other scorers for K included Kurt 
Roscow (134) and senior Dave 
Martin (167). 


Next. the K grappling squad took 
on Valparaiso University, Saturday. 
Jan. 25 at Valparaiso. Indiana. For 
the first time in K mat history. the 
wrestlers came up with a tie. the 
6nal score being 24-24. 


Starting K off Saturday morning 
was SpenC1'r Krane at 118 winning 
by forfeit. Ray Applen (126) stood in 
for K's next win. Kurt Roscow then 
registered a pin for the Hornets 
with Valpo winning the next three 
weight classe8. Den Bishop won his 
match for K's next victory. K was 
down 24·21 going into the last match 
when Steve Adams took his match 
fi.1. as~uring K of the tie. 


CAGERSD ........... 
They S8Y all good things must 


come toan end. and to the K College 
basketball team this must seem like 
more than a philosophical state
ment. K's good thing came to an end 
this past week as the Hornet cagers 
absorbed two MJAA losses. and 
with those defeats went much of the 
hope for a conference title. 


The first loss was a 73-65 defeat at 
the hands of Hope College. The 
Hornets did not play badly. but 
Hope was obviously the more 
mentally prepared tern. Perhal)S K 
was caught looking ahead to the big 
game upcoming with league·leading 
Calvin, 


With the loss to Hope. the stage 
had been set for both teams. If 
Cnlvin were to win, they would have 
a commanding lead in the MIAA 
race. the game for K was a 'must 
win' to stay in contention . 


With Tredway Gym filled to 
capacity, the Hornets put on a 
dramatic fight which proved to be 
one of the more exciting college 
basketball games one could ever ask 
for. Down by as many as seven 
points late in the second half. K 
came back to send the game into 
overtime. In the overtime period 
the Hornets raced off to a seven 
point lead only to see Calvin. led by 
1).9 center Hick Veenstra. come back 
to go ahead by one with less than a 


---" 
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minute to play. A steal 
Hornets and a driving layup 
Vanderweele put the 
on top by a point. But 
seconds left in the game. 
the ball downcourt and 
desperation shot that 
through giving the Knights 
triumph. 


Highlighting the game 
Hornel$ was the play of 
Duane "Duke" Garner who 
21 points and led the.No:,,,,,, 
most of the game. Kevin 
Mark Jackson scored 14 
to round out the players 
figures. 


The Hornets play Adrian 
MIAA contest Saturday, 
Tredway Gym and travel to 
the 5th. 


THIS WEEK 
Saturday. Feb. 


at Naperville 
swimming at Ad,,,,, ,, 
ketball VS. Adrian 
3:00 p.m. 


Monday, Feb. 3: women's 
ketball vS. Spring 
at home 7:00. 


Wednesday. Feb. 5: 
at Olivet; Men's 


WOMEN'S SWIMMING 
by Cathie Kroe8cbell 


~d 
Marty Talbot 


Last week was the beginning of a 
dual meet swim season for t he K 
College women. Tuesday night, Jan. 
21, the Hornet women travelled to 
Ypsilanti to take on Eastern Mich· 
igan . The Eastern gi r ls were 
seeking to avenge a loss at the 
ha nds of Kazoo last year. Their 
erfort proved fruitleu as the K 
women won every event except the 
000 free relay. The final score was 
75 ·38. 


However when the Hornets host
ed Western Michigan and Michigan 
State last Thursday night. Jan. 23. 
the competition proved to be much 
tougher. Michigan State won the 
Big Ten title a year ago and it was 
easy to see why after they thrashed 
the Hornets. Things were much 
closer. however. with Western. The 
K College women came to within a 
mere point or winning. Coach Mauer 
felt the K women swam some 
excellent times and looks for 
improvement as the season pro
gresses. Annette Kartal kept up her 
winning ways by sweeping the 
diving competition on the one and 
three meter boards. 
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The Hornet women 
Rochester Wednesday. Jan. 
face Oakland University. but 
were not available for this 
mtion. 
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Kalama- ' 


Coi~;;'!'~~~~~-Chamber 
have its 


;~;~;~o:ro~":':, on Monday. ';. 
)\ 8:00 P,M. in ;: 


Among the 
,~;-i~,ltu,c>d in the pro-


will be Faculty Trio 
Harry Rayon the piano. 


Ross playing violin and 
Butler playing cello in 


'"do",,"'" of a Mendel· 


will be the 
Wood· 


a 
[rom • and 


Whaley on recorder 
Mary Beth Birth on harp


"",r~~,ru"g a sonata 
faculty 


~~i~~,~::~:~::~~a:~noth-~ 1st, :: 
to perform at least 


every quarter in 


the 197G-77 academic 
the National Council of 


Lamb da Delta will 
the following fellow


graduate study: the 
Leonard Fellowship. 


Alice Crocker Lloyd Fel
. • the Adele Hagner 


the Kath
Fellow-


the Yerges 
Fellowship, the May 
s.n'~.'~ Fellowship, " 


Anniversary Mir- _: 
Fellowship, 


Hous
the Bicenten
and Intern.- :: 
Year Fellow- .: 


amount of each .: 
is $2.000.00, 


member of Alpha .:~ 
Delta who was grad· 


a cumulative aver· 
Lambda Delta 


il~:;~~~::::~~:;;is eligible. 
1'1 may apply 


they achieved this 
to the end of the rtrst 


(or flHt quarter) of 
year. 


Application blanks and in· 
may be obtained 
Trader. The appli· 


be complet· 
herself 


the National 
of Alpha Lam· I : 


by January 6, 1976. 


• :. :: =: :: .: •• ' :. 


Kalamazoo College 


Pending review 


Faculty members face rent increase 
Faculty living in houses owned 


by K·College were shocked in June 
when an increase of up to 94% was 
added to their rent. Although the 
faculty admits an increase is 
needed they strongly object to the 
size of the increase and the way it 
is presented. 


Proper procedures were violat· 
ed in two ways according to Dr. 
Stillman Bradfield, a tenured pro
fessor and member of the ad hoc 
Tenant Action Committee. "First. 
no previous warning or ronsulta· 
tion was given prior to the added 
increase and, seeond, the increase 


from 2-5 P,M. 


is 100 steep . many tenants may 
have to seek cheaper residence 
apart from the roUege." This 
would be a disadvantage to all 
parties. 


Bradfield pointed out that the 
rollege is lucky to have its prof· 
essors nearby for students' sake. 


The residents or Mary Trowbridge 
House will be celebrating the fiftieth an
niversary of that dormitory th is Sunday 


Guests will include the trustees. alumni. 
and all interested students , 


Trowbridge celebrates anniversary 
Songs from the twenties, coffee, 


punch, and fresh baked goodies 
will highlight Trowbridge's fiftieth 
anniversery this Sunday after· 
noon. An open house in Trow
bridge house from 2-5 p.m. is 
planned to mark the event. 


Broadway is preparing a display 
on the history of Trowbridge 
House from the Archives in the 
library. 


Mary Trowbridge House was 
originally built in 1925 and was 
officially opened on November" of 
that year. It was considered orie of 
the most modern facilities of that 
era. 


Refreshments to be served will 
be coHee. punch, cake, nutbread, 
cherry bread, date bread, brown
ies. sugar cookies and mints as 
well as various hors d'oeurves. 


Invitat.iona have been extended 
to all college studenLs u well u 
fa.culty members, trustee. and 
alumni who .attended Kalamazoo 
College when Trowbridge was 
dedicated iii 1925. 


Likewise, close subsidized housing 
cuts on {acuity transportation 
coats and allows for "neighborly a.s 
well as professional friendships to 
develop." In addition, the houses 
so near to a busy campus might be 
difficult to rent to other than fac· 
u1ty. 


Jack Lawrence. Dired.or of 
Purchasing and College Services, 
commented that in order to main· 
tain the old homes and .keep the 
college from deficit spending, a 
substantial "rate increase of this 
nature is necessary. Each house 
was appraised and the rent we're 
asking is much less than the going 
market price." Lawrence thinks 
that, though, the increase should 
have been gradual throughout the 
yean, faculty can afford the rate 
increase being asked. 


Several compromises have been 
discussed, but the final decision is 
pending consideration by Financial 
Director John Dozier and a finan· 
cial review board. Until the issue 
is resolved, tenants are paying the 
lower rate but living in homes re
quired extensive repaira for which 
there may be insufficient funding. 


Post to sing 
here tonight 


Tonight at 8:80. WJMD will 
present folksinger Jim Post in Old 
Welles. Tickets cost $1.50 and will 
be available at the door. Old 
Welles will be set up 'coffee-house' 
style with beer served for thirty 
cents a bottle. 


Post has sung in many clubs 
around the country and ha.s built 
up a large following over the 
years, especially in Chicago and 
San Francisco folk circles. Jim 
grew up in southeast Texas and 
then moved to Chicago where he 
wrote for Hedge and Donna and 
the Siegel·Schwall Blues Band. He 
also traveled the city's club circuit 
with John Prine and Steve Good· 
man. He has released four albums 
on the Fantuy label with help 
from people like Jim &:hwall and 
Tony Joe White. 


Post is a flne performer and Will 
provide us with a very exciting 
evening of entertainlllent. 


Susan Kaiser, 4.,;arol Talley, 
Brent Baily and Kerry Giffert will 
sing songs from the twenties and 
dress in twenties' garb to provide 
entertainment for the event. Gary 
Stock will also entertain with a 
few piano numbers. Frances Scholar program sponsors Cohen 


Student Commission Marshall Cohen. Professor of 
Philosophy at Richmond College 
and the Graduate School of .the 
City University of New York and 
editor of Philosopby ud Public 
Affair .. will visit Kalamazoo Col. 
lege on November 10 and 11. as 
this year's Phi Beta Kappa Visit· 
ing Scholar. 


College, there will be three public 
events. They include a public 
address on "Mora1ity' and Inter· 
national Conduct" Monday eve
ning November 10 at 8 p.m. in 
Dewing 103, a discussion with 
Herb Bogart on "Film" Tueada~ 


A particular interest in political 
and legal philosophy as well as 
aesthetics and criticism has led 
Mr. Cohen to write numeroua 
articles including "Morality and 
the Laws of War", "Civil Dis· 
obedience in a Constitutional De
mocracy", "Appearance and the 
Aesthetic Attitude", and "Aes
thetic Essence". He gave the 
Lowell Lectures in 1957-58 on 
''The Meaning of Metaphor n


, and a 
Christian Gauss Seminar at 
Princeton University during 
1964-65 entitled "Aesthetics and 
Politics". In 1972-73 he was 
visiting professor of dramatic 
literatu~ at the Yale Drama 
School. He has written theatre 
criticism for Parti.sa.I:; Review and 
The Atlande Moathly, and is c0-


editor of FUm Tbeory ' aDd Critl· 
ciam. He has also edit~ The 
Philosopby of John Stuart Mill, 
and is editor with others of War 
a.nd Moral Relponaibility and The 
Rlghc.a and Wrong. of Abortion. 


a meeting last week, the 
Commission discussed 
on several minor issues. 


'7a!~:~'~~~ill~, was formed 
~J the Foreign Study 


canoes down the Pine 
cooking food donated by 


mostly just reining is 
K College studenLs 


this weekend . 
and inexper· 


have signed up for 
and one half day trip 
by Insight. 


River, 120 miles north 


.~~:~::~i':,~a slow. winding r: will encounter 
during their 


pa'I,\",o-I'.".. down the 


Program and another committee 
was set up to explore the 
possibility of purchasing swing· 
sets. The controversial decision of 
an early meeting to bu~ two-fifths 
of whiskey for the use of the 
Commission was rescinded. as 
being an action which would only 
benefit a few studenLs. 


The possibility of creating a 
Student Bill of Rights similar to 
Western's was discussed, al
though many members felt that a 


Bill of Rights would only repeat 
the student rights outlined in the 
Student Handbook. The Commis' 


sion also considered the possibility 
of bringing more local and outside 
speakers onto campus and unani· 


mously spproved Charlie Brynel· 
sen snd Carma Park as co-editors 
of the Cauldron. 


The Phi Beta Kappa Visiting 
Scholar Program was begun in 
1956 to enable undergraduates to 
meet and talk with established 
s<:holars in diverse disciplines. 
Under this program. a scholar 
spends two days at universities 
and colleges that shelter Phi Beta 
Kappa chapters. taking full part in 
the academic life of the institution. 
'During his stay. the Visiting 
Scholar meets students snd facul · 
ty in a variety of formal and 
informal encounters. which include 
classroom discussions. seminars 
and public addresses. 


During his stay at. Kalamazoo 


-morning at 10 I.m. in the OImatead 
Room, and a talk Tuesday evening 
at 7:30 p.m. also in the Olmstead 
Room on ''The Natu~ and Status 
of the Humanities." 
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Parking policy causes headache for security, studAn ... , 
224 traffic violat.ions were is


sued by the K College parking 
patrol in tbe month of Oet.oher. 151 
of them because the vehicle was 
not registered. 


The Student Handbook states 
that" All motor vehicles possessed 
parked or used on ampul by 
eligible faculty. ,taU and students 
must be registered" and that they 
"are to be parked in appropriate 
areas," 


Dale R. Nedervelt, Security 
Supervisor at K. s.ys that "part of 
the problem is a lack of eom· 
munieations." When he took over 


the job in February, 1975. DO 


written parking policy existed, 
and therefore "tickets were a 
waste of time." 


John Dozier. Vice President of 
Finance and Development, re
cently reee.ived a parking ticket, 
but explained to Nedetvelt that he 
~ given no information on 
parking policy when he registered. 
He did not know, therefore, 
whether or not he was in violation. 


But Nedervelt has already made 
some changes. By March he had 
established the existing Conn: The 
applie&nt receives: (1) a permit. 
free of charge and luting in-


definitely ; (2) a map of the campus 
and appropriate parking areas; 
and (3) a written statement of 
parking policy. Nedervelt is now 
working on a definitive statement 
explaining parking regulations so 
as to prevent misinterpretation of 
policy. 


Students, faculty and staff who 
do not regard parking policy as 
important are making a mistake. 
Parking surveillance is in effect 24 
hours a day throughout the year, 
When a ticket is issued, the license 
pl!,te number is sent to the 
Secretary of State through the 


Law Enforcement Information 
Network (LEIN). LEIN, in return, 
sends back the name of the owner, 
address. description of the car. and 
the vehicle number. Mr, Nedervelt 
identifies the owner, and if the fine 
is not paid in one week, S5 is 
charged to the person's account 
through the business office. 


If car-owners take violations 
seriously, parking control is not a 
problem. "I try to be easy on 
them," says Mark Wilson, a 
student patroUer, "but after an 
hour or so, I give them the ticket." 
The ticket specifically states that 


the fine for vi~lation is $1 
within 24 hours, $3 if paid 
a week, and S5 otherwise. 
states that after three 
tickets, the vehicle 
pounded. Flourescent 
parkers that cars left 
the dumpsters in Harmon 
the Shale House lot will 
away. In spite of these 
most people eontinue to 
parking policy. 


Registration of vehicles, ' 
causes most of the 
parking control, is free of 


!!.~£kley satire cha llenges r eader 


.. 
C 


Few political satlri5ts can write 
like William Buckley. This fact 
may evoke munnW'8 of "Thank 
goodneg", or "Who would want 
to?" But to those who enjoy 
commentary written with skill and 
spice, or to those individuals 
seeking a spokesman for their 
conservatism, there tan only be 
admiration for Buekley. 


calliope programmed at the Lenin 
Institute." 


Buckley's writing is compelling 
because he chaJlenges accepted 
eoneepts. He does not mince 
words, but bold1y expresses his 
personal views. The result is an 
occ:asional retraction. Buckley's 
comments on Senator Kennedy's 
free spending voting retord is an 


example. Buckley writes that he 
would "retiNI to the DMZ" If 
anyone could give an example of 
Kennedy's voting against govern· 
ment spending. When such an 
example is put forward, Buckley 
writes Kennedy an apology, listing 
the DMZ as his return address. 


Despite some rash statements 
made by Buckley. the book is an 


testimony to Buckley's 
current issues. ~ ';,~'n" 
exquisitely worded and 
constructed like fine sleel 


But when Buckley 
exacting arguments, 
of the spiee of his own 
his writing is both 
intellectually challenging. --o 


Executive Eve aad OOe.. Coo· 
temporary BaIlaO. Buckley's new· 
est book, testifies to his ability to 
command the respect of many 
liberals as weU as conservatives. 
The book is a compilation of 
Buckley's letters, addresses and 
articles written in the last three 
years, Many of the uticles are 
reprinted from Eaqulre, Playboy, 
Satw-day Review and other maga· 
zines. They provide sharp and 
humorous insight into the hap
penings of the past three years. 
i.e., Watergate, tbe 1972 campaign 
for President and the Detente. 


Carbohydrates essential to 
I:L. 


• CD --> 
From taking on TimtI for mi&


representing an oil company's 
profit statisties, to talking down 
Arthur Sehlesinger, Jr. in an 
exchange of personal letters, 
Buckley proves witty and well·in· 
formed. The piece he writes about 
Jane Fonda is further testimoney 
to Buckley's uticulateneas, Stat· 
ing that Ms. Fonda, in regard to 
her t rips to Hanoi, "hasn't been 
.informed yet that she is not ' 
Secretary of State," Bucklye com
pares Ms. Fonda's thinking to "a 


The old saying goes, "An ounce 
of prevention is worth a pound of 
cure." Well. in today's society, 
where the Individual has been 
conditioned to choose his food on 
the basis of appearance and taste, 
the majority of our population are 
not eating the adequate, pro
portional daily amounts of protein, 
fats, and carbohydrates, as well as 
vitamins and minerals. Now, you 
win say. "So what. I feel okay, and 
always take my "One-A-Day'." 
Before you jump to another article 
for rear of health food fanaticism 
take a f(ood look at what the 
effects of your diet will have not 
today or eveo tomorrow, but five 
to ten yean from now. Let me 
hasten to point out, it is not my 
intent to convert all K CoUege 
students to vegetariansim or 
health foods. I wrote the article 
from a "good nutrition perspec· 
tive," so that others may be aware 


Area schools aid han dicapped 
by Rob lJddol 


Grud Prairie School is one of 
six facilities to aid retarded child
ren in the Kalamazoo area which 
would be supported by the Decem
ber 15th bond issue. It fa a special 
educational facility for severely 
mentally impaired chUdren and for 


lQulti-handieapped children. 
The Multi-Handicapped Pro


gum serves people with ~wo or 
more severe handicaps who eannot 
function adequately in any other 
existing educational program. 


The Program for the Severely 
Mentally Retarded provides both 


Cauldron solicits writers 
in your newspaper to inform 
your readers of the creative 
opportunities open to them by the 
Cauld<oa. 


Ms. Carma Park and I are c0-
editors thil year, and we expect. to 
put out two copies of our maga.zine 
In the course of three quarten. 


Poetry has held the majority of 
pages in past issues. We know a 
great deal of poetry is noating 
around the campus, and we expect 


Vote coming 
To the editors. 


On October 22, 1976, Silva 
Goncalves met with the Student 
Commission to diaeus. a December 
16th bond !.saue which he is 
working on, This projeet it eon· 
cerned with instituting a new 
program to aid the mentally han
dicapped in Kalamazoo. 


The Student Commission voted 
to support Mr. Goncalves' project 
by a lQ.O.1 vote. The Student 
CommiASiOD entourages voter reg
mration and puticipation in this 
project. 


to receive our fair share from our 
talented clJa,umatea. We welcome 
wetry, but we are also interested 
in some well·written shQrt prose. 
We would like to see some black 
and white sketches and drawings, 
and are interested in ·publishing 
some creative photography. 


We are now seeking such 
material for our winter publi· 
cation, and we ask that all material 
be submitted as soon as possible, 
We ean return original artwork 
and photography, and we ask that 
our writers and poeta keep copies 
of their work. 


I urge your readers to submit as 
much material ,.. they like to the 
Cauldron'. mailbox or d.irect.ly to 
one of us. The magazine is open to 
an K students and faculty, and aU 
material submitted is careluUy 
considered. The Cauldron can only 
be as good &8 it's participants 
make it and we'd hate to see all 
thia talent and creativity around 
here going to waste. Any prob
lems, questions, or comments may 
be directed to Carma (39629) or 
myself (39679). 


Chari!!.!! A. Brynelsen. 


developmental and basic physical 
care training for mentally retard· 
ed students. Skills are taught so 
each youngster can achieve his or 
her maximum potential. All of the 
students in this program have an 
I.Q. of less than 30, and many of 
them also must cope With ortho
pedic impairments, 


In some instances, parents are 
trained with their children so that 
the parents cin more easily help 
their children. Some of the pupils 
Uve in foster·training homes and 
not with their parents bea.U5e the 
students need to be in a training 
setting constantly. 


A group of psychologists at the 
Regional Diagnostic Center test 
handicapped people to see what 
training they will need. 


About 150 Western University 
students help as therapists at the 
centers. These students re<:eive 
academic credit for their contribu
tions, but more importantly, they 
give the retarded children an 
exposure to regular society which 
the impaired students often do not 
receive from their families because 
they are hidden from society and 
are regarded as outcasts. TheN! 
are abo twenty·five specialists in 
speech, occupational and physical 
therapies. 


Kalamazoo College students 
have worked as therapists at the 
centers, but none are working 
there now. K College students are 
invited to work at the centers 
during their Career·Service and 
Senior Independent Study quar· 
ters. 


of the relation between carl» 
hydrates and proper diet. 


Carbohydrates, the body's most 
quickly digested molecules. come 
in the form of sugars, starches, 
and cellulose. There are many 
beneficial ways to obtain the 
body's needed carbohydrates. A 
balanced diet presents these in the 
form of raw or cooked vegetables. 
fruits and breads. The nutritional 
culprit is white sugar. which is the 
most widely used and consumed 
carbohydrate even though it con
tains no nutritional value save the 
"empty ealories", Brown sugar, 
although containing the minerals 
iron and sulphur, is naively con· 
sidered unappealing due to its 
color and heavy conaistency. Why 
then, is white sugar used in food 
preparation? It is cheap in com· 
parison to any other natural 
sweeting agent. Refined white 
sugar is also a component in 
so-called "convenience foods" i.e. 
dry cereais, white bread, soft 
drinks, and the "all·American" 
peanut butter and grape jelly. We 
have been raised from infancy 
thinking that these foods "build 
our body in at least twelve IU0D&' 
ways". Right? WRONG! The min
nute nutrients that any of theSE 
convenience foods could offer are 
outweighed by the chemieals and 
high carbohydrate content of "the 


package". Remember, 
artificially synthesized 
cannot supply needed 
ean they compensate for 
consumption of sugar. In 
the body comes out on 
when white sugar is 


Malnutrition is not 
effect of a diet ,0,.P';" 
earbohydrates. i.e. 
Diabetes and hYllO.'".m;. ' 
trouble at least per eent 
Itudent enrollment in 
ing form. Diabetes is 


the continuous ~~e:i::~~~~:~ of carbohydrates; 
pancreas is excessively 
ed. and it loses the 
se<:rete insulin when ""~:" 
the digestive system. 
cemia, on the other 
results when too much 
comes from the pancreas 
times when little or no 


drate·~{:~~~g~~:2~E. diabe~s 


Food Committee 
The Food Service Committee 


reeognizes the need to serve 
protein rich and nutritious vege· 
tarian foods at Saga. and in 
additon, t he desire of some stu
dents to be served foods with an 
absolute minimum of processing 
and additives, Specifically, we 
request of Saga that: 


(1) Whole grains (wheat, rye, 
riee) and their products be aubsti· 
tuted for their bleached (white) 
counterparts, in cuseroles and 
other riee dishes, and in at least 
one of the baked desserts offered 
daily. 


(2) Fresh fruits of at least two 
types be available at each meal. 
and at least five types during a 
week. 


(3) Fresh vegetables be served 
on the salad table at least. three 
times a week, and that there be 
enough of these vegetables to 
serve until the cafeteria closes. 


(4) Plain yogurt be offered 
whenever sweetened, navored and 
colored yogurt is served, either on 
the same table, or on the other 
side of the dining haU. 


(5) Baked or broiled 
served in favor of fried or 
fried foods. or that both 
natives be served. 


(6) Where Crying 
the unhydrogenated.I"~~~"~ 
oils be' used instead of 
ated oils. 


(7) Foods which do not 
sugar be offered wit.ho,, ' ~"' 
with some fruit 
replace it, alo,n.with 
sweetened 
those foods 


ieal.ly served ;:i~~~,~;:~ labeled so, ar.e: 
juices, eanned 
rhubarb and '''· .. '_bo.~,,,. 
salad, cole slaw, salad 


apple butter, baked,f'~;~~(:; bread, cornbread, 
ding, squash, and 
or cookie. 


These requests 
two ways : 


(1) By making available 
alternatives aJong w:·: ~~,~e~: 
food on all three 54 


(2) By opening a line 
these alternative foods are 
(scp petition). 
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Saga Scott responds to natural, vegatarian petition 
by Judy Comeau back" and anxious to direct a food 


service that pleases the students 
as much as possible. While willing 
to work with any special interest 
group. be stresses that his pri. 
mary duty is to treat all interests 
the same and not to favor any 
particular group. He aims to 
please everyone, and he expresses 
his frustrations in having "to cook 
like 957 different mothers". Of 
course the students complain: 


type of food served at Saga 
primary focus or stu~ent 


with endless complamu 
;egarding the palatability 


nutritional value of the meals. 
often this criticism is tossed 


forgotten along with the 
but last week, it was 


into a constructive effort 
t he food more closely 


I""'po"~.to the students' pre-
. petition concerning 


I"'~ ,,,' vegetarian foods was a 
more satisfying meals, and 


the studenlll await an appro
response from Saga. 
Director of Saga, Scott 


P~f;~~~:~,~had several com· ~ about his eUorts to 
petition and to 


1~,o~!i'<I:io,,,. Scott has return· 
to after working for two 


in Milwaukee: previous to 
time. he was a food service 


here. He is "happy to be 


"This isn't cooked right," Scott 
says, "because 'right' is different 
to diHerent people." Some like 
vegetables cr isp, some prefer 
them soft; some like spicy food, 
others crave the bland. 


The cry for natural foods and 
vegetarian dishes is only one 
example of a special need that 
Scott is trying to fulfill. As with 
most concerns, this one is not 
universal among the students, so 
Saga must provide these dishes as 
an alternative. and not force them 


on "meat and potatoes' people. 
The first problem faced. then, is a 
practical one; there is only a 
limited amount of oven space, a 
limited number of pots. and a 
limited number of hands. making it 
difficult to serve several kinds of 
meals at once. In addition to this. it 
is difficult to obtain many of the 
natural foods requestEd. Also, the 
extra expense must be considered. 
Scott, however, in assessing these 
problems. insists "We can do it; we 
wm do it! So far." he continues, 
"we have natural peanut butter. 
untoasted wheat germ. granola. a 
salad bar. and we are making 
efforts to get AU·Bran and to start. 
cooking the vegetarian recipes we 
have obtained. H 


The most discouraging problem 
for Scott in meeting the needs of 
vegetarians or of any group is the 
lack of communication. He is 
extremely willing to improve the 
service in any way he can, but he is 


frustrated by having to gueas at 
the students' preferences, rather 
than hearing them voiced. The 
best vehicle for initiating change is 
the Food Committee. and Scott 
complains that "only about three 
people show up at the Food 
Committee meetings each week. 
Everyone knows they are every 
Wednesday at noon," he insists. 
Scott is extremely easy to t.alk to 
and responds with enthusiasm to 
any criticism one makes, 10 
students' reluctance to speak up is 
unjustifiable. 


So far, Soott's efforts to heed 


students' complaints are by no 
means oegligable. To break the oft 
cited monotony, he has organized 
such programs as the Halloween 
party. the Homecoming Candle
light Dinner, Cider and Donuts, 
German Night with beer, anrl a 
coffee variety speciAl. He has 
brought to t he snack bar such 
novelties as cartoon glasses and 
Saga frisbees , and he plans to 
iasue Saga kites and Bicentennial 
coffee cups. He urges students to 
get to know the Saga staff: 
himself, Prescott Slee and Bett)' 
Bennett, and to stop by and see 
him anytime. 


ew Center attracts business 
by April Kenworthy 
most modern and striking 


in downtown Kalamazoo 
new 16 million dollar 
the Kalamazoo Center. 


Center is the result of a 
plan to rejuvinate 


Kalamazoo, which in· 
the construction of the 


un,,,,?","a" in 1959. Though a 
center was needed in Kala· 


high taxes prohibited pri· 
ownership. The City of 


could not afford the 
costs of running a hotel 


'~~,:~':.::,:t,~oi,P~ .. ~~vide facili· f~ . hoped to 
with a eivic center. The 
was a public·private part· 


between Inland Steel 


t~P~'~~,~~Co:,~poration and the 


Steel. a company inter· 
in "multi·functional real 
development", owns and 


about two-thirds of the 
. Their section contains a six 
hotel and commercial and 
development space. The 


Center Inn contains 
which run from $22 a 
or more per night for a 
Suite. tnland's section 


I in" !",l~.~ three restaurants, a 
club (with a swim· 


space for a future 
and approximately sa 
stores. (Jiffy Print is 


store now open for 
The Center is Dot yet a 
mall, but a sporting 


bookstore, and a 
r 't eooki'8 shop are schedul· 


by mid·November. A 
skywalk links the 


to a new parking ramp 
the street, which adds 


700 spaces to downtown 
. parking facilities. 


r.emaining one-third of the 
IS Owned by the City, and 


ten meeting room! and 
Ballroom. Designed 


n':?biJity convenience in 
they contain sound.proof 


to match the room to the 
the latest audio-visual 


controls, and no 


".'~~i:~;~:~~r'. Each room is ~p. with portable 
, In a which fulmls 


of each group, whether 


STAFF 
lnde. is a "eekJy oe"'8-


lVritteD by the at udents or 
College. 
Sue Gates. Bill Watson 


editor: Dave Jaskey 
editor: Scott Davis 


Writers: Charlie Brynel. 
Angelo. April Ken. 
Kursik. Rob Liddel. 


i Hennesey, David 
Judy Kienle. Mary 


Judy Comeau. Chr is 
Gabellini, and others. 


they plan a banquet, meeting or 
dance. 


earthy tones and Simple. geomet· 
ric shapes. Hanging plants and 
flower boxes enhance the winding 
stairways surrounding the atrium. 


The main advantage of the 
Center, other than attracting 
businesses and individuals down. 
town, is the added money it should 
bring into the city, mostly through 
conventions. The Inland section of 
the Center should also provide 
more tax money than previous 
businesses on the same site. In 
contrast. the traditional. govern. 
ment-operated civic-eenter is gen
erally a drain on tax dollars, and 
often ae<:rues debts which the 
State must pay. 


Though Kalamazoo students 
may not be willing to rent the 
Grand Ballroom for 5320.00 an 
evening. soon they will be able to 
enjoy shopping, dining, dancing 
and drinking. and perhaps a little 
lOitering. all under one roof in the 
Kalamazoo Center. 


The newly buil l Kalamazoo Civic Center cODtaiD' a hotel, a ball 
room, three rntauraDb, a bar, a health club, aDd apace 
for a future dilColheque and about 38 more retail .tore •. 


Though the Center still looks a 
little barren, its attractiveness 
promises it a bustling future. The 
archite<:ts, ElbasanilLoganlSever_ 
in of California. put the Center on 
the corner of N. Rose Street and 
Michigan A venue, conveniently 
close to the mall. 


Knights, lords, damsels elect officers 


The Center is also physically 
attractive. The main entrance is 
roofed by a glass arcade, which 
leads into an open, three level 
atrium. named the City Room. The 
Center is de<:orated with relaxing. 


The Borough of MauJdem was 
formed Wednesday night in Trow. 
bridge House. Alas. qo trumpet 
blasts acknowledged the christen. 
ing of Kalamazoo College's chapter 
of the Society for Creative 
Anachronism. 


The Society for Creative Anach
ronism (SCA) is an organization of 
people who learn about the 
Western Middle Ages through 


by Apel Honel 


research and re-creation of med· 
ieval life. Members of the Society 
participate in tournaments, revels, 
and feasts. besides learning about 
the crafts. dancing. music and 
other aspects of the Middle Ages. 
They make their own costumes, 
weapons, and other articles to be 
as authentic as possible. 


The Society. with over 3,000 
members. was founded ten years 


Political Action Committee plans 
informative Monday meetings 


Dick Gregory. Caesar Chavez, sponsor varied political activities. would announce what politica.l 
Julian Bond or Zolton Ferency Sending letters to public figures, activities were taking place in 
here at K? That's the aim of the the State Department. and con· Kalamazoo. The newsletter would 
Political Action Committee. tatting movie libraries has been a also highlight important national. 
(PAC), which met Monday, Nov. 3, part of this planning. state and local events, as its single 
in the President's Lounge. Billing The eleven who attended t~e paged format allowed. 
themselves as a group that "Wants meeting also voted to begm 
to deal with issues with impact", circulating a newsletter on a 
the PAC began planning to weekly basis. The newsletter 


Halloween ghostl in Trowbridge House mike off with In 


unsuspecting loeal resident. 


The PAC is a standlng commit. 
tee of the Student Commission. Its 
Chairperson, Chuck Harroun 
stated the group's purpose as 
being to inform and involve 
students in political issues. Ac. 
cording to its charter, the PAC 
may support candidates and take 
stands on issues. but may not 
support any political parties. 


Monday evening. the group 
voted to delay taking a stand on 
Senate bill S·1. The bill, a new 
Federal Crime Code. is controver. 
sial due to charges that it 
threatens civil rights. The PAC 
received literature from the Mich. 
igan Coaliion of Stop S·l. It had 
been suggested that the literature 
be Xeroxed and distributed to the 
student body. The group voted 
down that proposal when it was 
argued that the Coalition litera. 
ture was too biased. It was decided 
that more "information was needed 
if the PAC was to take a 
"responsible" stand on S·1. 


The PAC also voted to put no 
numerical limits on its member· 
ship. It was hoped that this would 
encourage greater student inter· 
est in the PAC. 


ago in Berkely, California, and has 
since spread thf'Oughout the Uoit
ed States into Canada. 


Four kingdoms make up the 
Society for Creative Anachronism. 
Michigan is included in the Middle 
Kingdom along with Ohio, Miss· 
ouri. lllinois, Wisconsin, Minneso
ta, Kansas. Kentucky, Indiana • 
Iowa and Ontario and Manitoba. 
Each May and October, a Grand 
Tournament is held to choose the 
King of the Middle Kingdom. The 
king usually rules for six. mooths. 


Countess Jessica of the Willows 
attended Wednesday's Society 
meeting in Trowbridge. Besides 
being a former Queen of the 
Middle Kingdom. she is the 
Deputy Kingdom Mistress of the 
Arts and acting Chancelloress of 
the Exchequer in the Canton of the 
Three Hills- Kalamazoo's SCA 
branch. She said that the Canton 
of the Three Hills has about 
seventy·five members. The branch 
has need1eworkers'. armorers'. 
brewers'. cooks'. and tarot guilds, 
pius a page school for children 
under ten years old. 


Some of the Canton's activities 
include a Winterfest in December, 
revels, craft fair . and an indoor 
tournament on Valentine's Day, a 
Medievel Conference at Western 
Michigan University's Medieval 
Institute held each May. and a 
Midsummer Tournament at Kala· 
mazoo College. Members of the 
Society for Crf!ative Anachronism 
give demonstrations for high 
schools, Cub Scouts and other 
groups. 


Near the end of Wednesday 
night's meeting. officers for the 
Borough of Maudlem were select. 
ed. They are Susan Runler. 
Boroughmeis tenn i Steveo Clark, 
Town Crier; Dick Bitzinger. 
Scribe; Cindy Ann Pavlinac, Mi. 
tress of the Arts; and Paul 
Bobandt. Guilder. The Society for 
Creative Anachronism also de<:id. 
ed to meet Thursday nights at 
7:30. Interested knights errant. 
distressed damsels. lords and 
Isdies are urged to attend" 
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Hornets ,'ay outstanding football against O'ivet 
b, Dave Jukey 


Outplaying Olivet S2 to 24 last 
Saturday in their last home game, 
the Kalamazoo Hornets gave the 
fans an exhibition of outstanding 
football. Early in the first quarter 
the Hornell began punching holes 
in the Comet defenae as they 
marched aeross the muddy field to 
the 80 yard line where Mark 
Burgher lUcked his fint field goal 
giving Kalamazoo a lead that they 
were not to relinquish. 


Burgher extra·point attempt went 
astray this time but the HomeLs 
were well out in front. 


A long Olivet runback combined 
with a facemask penalty against 
the HorneLs put the Comets 19 
yards away from scoring. An 
Olivet penalty and auperb defens
ive plays ended the Olivet threat 
and the Hornets took over on their 
own 17 yard line. Later in the 
quarter another potential scoring 
drive by the Comets was terminat· 
ed by an excellent defensive play 
by George Hamo who recovered 
an Olivet fumble . The following 
play Olivet regained the ball 


intercepting a Brenner pass. Kal· 
amazoo fans were horrified when 
quarterback Tim Brenner appear
ed to have been injured on the 
play. The defense held and Bren
ner returned to the game when the 
offense regained control on the 98. 
The h&ll ended 16 to 0 with 
Kalamazoo psychologieaL\y ready 
to double their score in the seeond 
half. 


Olivet tried unsuccessfully to 
halt the strong Hornet drives and 
almost succeeded in the third 
quarter when they recovered a 
Kalamazoo funble on the K 40 yard 
line. Bob Cross wasn't willing to be 


slopped. He intercepted an Olivet 
pass and suambled 55 yards for 
still another Hornet touehdown. 
The attempt at the two point 
eonversion failed and the Hornets 
kieked off from their 45 due to one 
of Aeven eostly Olivet penalties. 
Another Kalamazoo interception, 
this time by Randy Ross, brought 
the Hornets within 16 yards of the 
Olivet end zone. A costly personal 
foul against the Comets tnen 


paved the way for Doug Hewitt', 
TO carry up the middle. Mark 
Burgher's extra-point kick found 
it's mark this time and the Hornets 
had a 29 to 0 lead. 


Still early in the rll'8t quarter 
Steve Adama recovered an Olivet 
fumble on the Comets' SO yard 
line. Quarterback Tim Bz-enner 
then led the offense into the Olivet 
endzone with a deci.aive drive that 
ended in a short TO pasa to Jim 
Clayton, Burgher's kick added 
another point to the quickly 
growing Hornet lead. Another 
long Brenner to Curey p&SS 


brought the Hornets again within 
striking distance, this time only IS 
yards away. An Olivet intercep
tion ended the 800ring in the first 
quarter 10 to 0 but the Hornets 
were fired up. 


Cross country team defeats Olivet 


The second quarter scoring 
threat again began with a Brenner 
to Curey pass that picked up 57 
yards and brought Kalamazoo to 
the Olivet 10 yard line. The Hornet 
offenae came through for the 
touchdown this time as Brenner 
&ent Hewitt up the mJddle for a 6 
,ard acramble worth 6 points. The 


La.st Friday, while everyone 
else was busy reviving old c0s
tumes and collecting candy, the 
cross country team was busy 
dragging Olivet through the dirt. 
Olivet fell to its knees in s 21--34 
defeat at the Hornet's trecherous 
Arcadia course. 


The slightly cool and windy day 
saw a few sparkling individual 
efforts. the fint being freshman 
Charlie Brynelsen's rrrst college 
race victory. His time of 26:46 'ell 
One second short of teammate 
William Grifftn's Kalamazoo Col
lege course record of last year. 
After Olivet'a first runner tap
tured seeond, Jon Call could be 
seen trailing Griffin to the line, in 


Soccer players win 
by Bob 8Jkon. 


The Kalamazoo College aoecer 
team. recorded its eighth win last 
Friday night, downing Hope 1-0. 
The match " .. not d«:ided until 
Ron Rybar scored the only goal of 
the game mJdway in the second 
h&ll. The goal was unassisted as 
Rybar cut around the only Hope 
defender and delivered a hard shot 
past the goalie. 


The second half was a different 
story as K-College caught fire and 
atarted controlling play and keep
ing the aetion in Hope's zone. Thia 
type of play resulted in Rybar'a 
goal. Bob O'Brien played a great 
game in his first garite at halfback. 


After Rybar's goal, Hope 
mounted several threats but wen 
held off by a solid defenae led b)l 
goalie John McVey. McVey re
corded his ftfth shutout of the 
season and his second shutout of 
Hope. 


Kalamazoo ia only one game 
behind league-leading Calvin. U 
they beat Calvin in the season 
fina1e they will be tied for the 
number one place in the MIAA 
with Calvin. 


t~, cutting the infamouS!! 
Bruce Johnson down to 5th place. 
Len Chase finished out K's scoring 
by taking 8th place, and he was 
lOOn followed by Paul Burkett, 
Tom Glenn and Scott Reeves in 12 
through 14th. The meet produced 
an upset victory over a team that 
was statistically aupenor. 


By the time of this publication, 
the Hornet harriers will have 
already closed out their season 
with the MIAA meet on November 
5th. It is probable that rumors as 
to the resulta are floating around, 
so be sure to catch the full, true 
story in -next week'a INDEX. 


Kalamazoo was a heavy favorite 
going into the game on the 
strength of a S-O pasting Hope 
suHered at the Hornet'a field 
earlier in the aeason. Such was not 
the ease as the Dutchmen, minus 
AU-MIAA Capt. Glenn Swear, 
consistently beat Kalamazoo to the 
ball. The Horneta seemed to be 
mentally and physically down 
after a .-3 overtime loss to MSU 
the previous Tuesday. 


The fint hall was acorele5S as 
neither team could control mid· 
field. Hope's great hustle stopped 
several good offenaive thru.t.a by 
the Hornets. Harlan "Spook" 
Smith almost I!Jc:Ored a goal but hia 
hard ahot was deOected on a Jlt'Ut 
play by a Hope defense man. Hope 
a1Jo had aevera! 800ring opportun
ities. 


lJeJfockerplayssoccer 
Soeeer was always a man's game 


at K until Sue DeMocker joined 
the team. Sue. a freahman, became 
involved with the Leam to improve 
her aoceer skills. 


Sue flJ'St played aoc:cer with a 


'In . h' ff girls' team at Harley School in Slg t 0 ers Roche""'. New y"k. Oiopleued 
with her lack of progreas, ahe 


Ski tour sought other means of improve-
ment. 


For those atudenta wishing an 
antidote to the tenaion of finala. 
"Insight" is offering a croN-COUO


try ak.i tour beginning as soon as 
,the last exam enda. The trip will 
take twenty-four atudents to the 
Porcupine Mts. for a week's 
camping in Ottawa National For
elt. The crou-country skiers will 
ailently penetrate snowbound 
wildemeaa areas. The sport. ia 
inexpensive, easy to learn. and 
provides a quiet excitement which 
eontraata with the frantic pace of 
finals week. Students wiD spend 
six days in the forast, living in 
tarps and lean-loa, learning winter 
camping techniques as rapidly as 
the temperatures and the snow 
f&l1. 


The trip will run from Dec. 11-19 
and will cost. 545. Insight will be 
providing the camping equipment 
and handling rental arrangements 
for those without skills. Interested 
persons should aign up st the 
Union Desk. 


She was told K would let her 
plsy on the team. Sue remembers 
feeling excited at ftrat. but then 
began to have 5eCOnd thoughts. 
She recalled the frustrations of 
running on the men'a crou coun· 
try team in high ac:hool. 


Being a girl on a men's team is 
difficult. Not only does Sue 
conte.nd with awkward uniforms, 
unusual locker room aituations. 
and vigorous workouLs, but abo 
with the attitudes of teammatea 
and fans toward having a female 
on the team. Mlnitially there was 
tension," claimed Sue. "They (the 
team) did not know how to react to 
the situation; neither did 1, but 
most of the players were fairly 
positive about my being on the 
team." Some of the team members 
have been particularly helpful in 
helping her with fundamental 
skills and aupplying encourage-
ment. 


However, other people had 
different reactJons. "Neighbor
hood kids, watching a practice. 
picked me out and started throw· 
ing things at me. Another time, a 
member of an opposing team came 
up to me after a game and kissed 
me. Both experiences were humil· 
iating." 


Nevertheless, Sue says she's 


Volleyball team to 
The women's volleyball team 


decimated Lake Michigan College 
last Saturday morning in K', gym, 
15-2, 15-3. They played very 
strong defensive volleyball, with 
effective blocks and good emer· 
gency digs. Their hustle paid off as 
they initiated a good offense, but 
the driving defense made all .. the 
diHerence. 


Unfortunately, this was not the 
ease Monday night at Hope. The 
team was not moving well, and lost 
6-15. 10-15. The Hornets played 
stronger volleyball against Adrian 
in the other match of this 
triangular. Bonnie Damask. the 
team captain, gained many points 
from her consistent, "power" 
serving. The team does not, 
however. depend upon anyone 
outstanding player, but relies on 
good teamwork from a well· 


glad" she went out [Or the team: 
Because she is improving, she feels 
it's worth the work. Sue gauges 
her improvement by the eoach's 
remarks. "At the Notre Dame 
game. Coach Fuchs aaid 1 would 
have played if we'd ac:ored three 
more goals; last game it came 
down to two more goata. That's 
encouraging!" 


play last home game 
balanced team to win. 


The Varsity's conference record 
stands at six wins and one loss, 
alter Monday's matches and last 
week'a bout with Olivet, which K 
won 15-8, 12·15, 15-12. 


Hope is undefeated in MlAA 
play, but the Hornets will have a 
chance to beat them at the 
WMtAA Volleyball Champion
ships, Saturday. Nov. 8, at Calvin. 
Calvin will also be very strong 
competitora in this double-elimina· 
tion tournament, but K has a 
fighting chance if they play well. 
The last chance for K-College 
studenLs to see their volleyball 
team in sction at home will be next 
Tuesday evening against Mont· 
calm and Glen Oaks. Get out and 
Support A Winning Team! 


Randy Ross agaiD 
for the Hornets and ... ·a.'~ 
the Olivet 30. A 4th 
Dave Galindo gave 
first on the Cornel 20 
by Tim Brenner moved 
the 7 yard line. The 
when the Comets came 
quarterback sack as the 
ended. 


Mark Burgher began the 
scoring in the final quarter 
spei:tacular 35 yard field 
Mark Allen intereeption 
the Horoel.s in scoring 
this time Olivet's d"re", .. I'~ 
K was forced to punt. 
blitz, however, managed 
Don Pubuta before he 
the kick off. Olivet took 
their own 42 yard line 
sustained drive m.""ge<H. 
points, (The visitors 
scoreboard was still Dot 
so the scoreboard 
Hornets 32· Olivet 0 fa" " .. , 
the game!) 


An Olivet on·side 
successful desperation 
gave the Comets .an"th·,,, 
down and two point 
Olivet again tried the 
but this time the !I.a'n'~ 
over on the 50, 
eluded a host of 
and hit Hewitt 
one of the games ;;'~;t'~~';", 
razzle-dazzle moves, 
over on the 20 
penalties and a blc~k'~ , 
managed to add another 
down to their seore at the 
the game. 


This 32 to 24 victory 
Hornets' first MIAA wiD 
year, Olivet had a 1-2 recorc 
into the game with 
Albion. This week the 
up for an away game at 
the last game of the 


Frisbeers 
The home field again 


be the decisive factor ttd 
Sunday as K's ultimate f 
squad upended Michigan 
24-28 in overtime. It 
earlier 23-22 defeat to 
East Lansing three weeks . 
pushed K's fall record 
including a triple 28-22 WI 


Calvin College. 


As usual, K fell n:::~~c~ 
managed to get 
take a 11-10 lead at 


A combination of 
teamwork on K's part, and 
9 man 1 woman MSU 
K jumping to a n·HI 
battled back and took a 
with three minutes left. 
lose their poise and tied 
with SO seconds left. 
only15 yards to go for a 
to an interference call 
on to send the game 
minute overtime. 


K dominated the 
seniors Steve Simms 
Becker hooked up on a 
10 seconds left to ice the 
K. 


Colin Stone led nine K 
scoring with 8 goals_ 
Dan Nepstud turned in 
perlorman~ on defense. 


K's squad ia now 
spring with the ad,liti." 
from Ann 


a league. 
even include plana for 
and then national 
be held in some hig 
where the game was 
years ago. 


Though it ia getting 
play frisbee (They1] 
you use a CPU look 
Ultimate Frisbee Gym 
for c~t1) this spring 
until then. FRISBEE 
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The UFW vs. 
eamster/Grower Alliance 


by RicheUe Ogle 


1" ""I,,,,,, in! Those who vot-
continue serving only UFW 
in support of the nation-wide 


numbered 340: all other 
eo"",~'" totaled only 141. Si 


(Yes, it can be done!) VOLUME 98 NUMBER 4 
of vole 


strike on lettuce growers, asking (or 
the. UFW's support. The growers 
countered by signing "sweetheart" 
contracts (contracts beneficial to 
growers) with the Teamsters who 
imposed membership on all farm· 
workers: any farm worker who 
opposed representation by the 
Teamsters was fired and blacklist" 
ed. The UFW demanded free 
elections, regulated by the state 
board, to determine which union the 
workers preferred. Growers res· 
ponded by stating that the Team· 
sters were favored in the fields, and 
refused to open elections to impar. 
tial regulation, and they further 
neglected to present proof (such as 
signed authorization cards) that the 
workers had approved Teamster 
contracts. 


schooling was the average, and 17 
percent of the workers were 
functionally illiterate. 


~~::;;;~~:,~i~~;;~::! are not. ~ :: free elections, 
child labor regu-


";,,:~'~::l::~,,:'~',d~.~enforcement u! i and trans-
needs. unemployment in
or workman's oompensa


. Allhough wages are not the 
issue, one should know that 


average farm worker family 
2.3 working members earns 


annually (according to the 
Institute, 1970). 


"~ro,I '971,, the UFW. following a 
consumer boycott. nego
first contracts ever with 
grape growers. When 


contracts were negotiated, 
workers called for a 


In 1970, 33 percent of all farm 
workers were under 16 years of age. 
The UFW contracts have placed 
strict controls on child labor, not 
only through specific legislation_ but 
by providing the wages·benefits 
needed to make it unnecessary that 
children work to eat. The Teamster 
contracts allow children to work 48 
hours a week, often at the expense 
of the child's education. As of 1969, 
statistics given by both the Califor· 
nia Department of Human Re· 
sources and Development, and the 
U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Mi· 
gratory Labor indicated that 87 
percent of farm labor over 18 had 
not finished high school: 8.6 years of 


ill. 


UFW contracts have armed the 
worker with procedures to express 
grievances, a progressive medical. 
health, and insurance plan, and 
vacat ion and unemployment bene· 
fit s. Although Teamster contracts 
sometimes touch on these issues, 
their qualification requirements are 
unduly restrictive and exclude the 
majority of the farm labor work 
force. 
In the late SO's, the nationwide 


ooycoU on grapes proved that the 
consumer {the farm worker's sole 
economic powerl did care about 
other Americans. The boycott even· 
tually brought the UFW many 
contracts. Again, because of vic-
lence to strikers, the union has 
decided to leave the ultimate 
decision making to the American 
public. At least one battle is nearing 
its end: 1974 Michigan State Labor 
Commission figures indicate that 
Gallo sales arc down 15°~ nation· 
wide (t1.l0~ in Michigan), and that 
Italian Swiss Colony, the compar· 
able wine under UFW contract, is 
up 44.50~ in 


'ER'S GRA CIOUS LIVING 
the focal point of th iS quarter s 


to beat the winter of 1975 
Commission, C.U.B., 


Saga are sponsoring Winter· 
Weekend, February 14·16. The 


was con~ived as a pilot 
fo r the development of a 


full·time lifestyle here at K. 
idea is to 1) provide enough 


weekend activity 50 that 
~'m"",n,,~,essa!'y_~t'o run home 


encourage 


• ....,... 1\." • 
....... _L , '. ~t ..... ~ .. ..... 
.. - ....... boo .... "~-


-. 
0, 


I those students with previously 
talents to come out of 


those of you with psychic 
campus organizations 


P""';d. a number of pro· 
activities to get the juices 


It is stressed that these are 
" i",,", --, to be the tip of the 


Iceberg. The ultimate suc· 
the weekend will depend 


the involvement of the whole 
body·not upon the number 
provided. 
currently (and tentatively) 


stands here is the schedule of 
activities. 
FRIDAY FEB. 14 St. Valentine's 
D.y 
3:00·5:30 Free Beer in the snack bar 
4:30·7:00 Formal St. Valentine's 


Day Dinner 
9:oo·Sa1. AM All Night Dance in Old 


Wells. featuring: free beer and a 
1960's light show 


10:00·12:00 Movies (Old Welles) 
including the original 


.,' . '"'''' 
PhlJltom of the Open 


As long as you've been in Old Welles 
for most of the evening there's no 
reason not to make il a night! 
So unroll those sleeping ba~s. 
SATURDAY. FEB. 15 
12:30·6:00 A,M. Late night Game 


Room Tournament with prizes 
7:00-9:00 Candlelight Breakfast 


with natural foods! 
11:30·1:00 Carnival Lunch Frank 
Burrows M.C. 


12:00 Czech Art Exhibit opens in 
FAR Snow Sculpturing on the 
Quad (weather permitting) 


3:00 Basketball vs. Hope College 
4:00 (1) Saturday acting ensembles: 


skits, mime, comedy, etc. 
4:30·7:00 Special Saga Roast Beef 


Dinner, Frank Burrows M.C. 
with Chamber Orchestra music 


8:00 Movie Beau Geste Recital Hall 
9:00 mellow, and mellower music in 


Old Welles with free beer 
SUNDAY, .' EH, 16 
12:00 noon Celebration of Life 


folk music, poetry, and organic 
relreshments 


3:00-4:00 W. C. Fields Films in the 
Harmon Lounge .... 
Funds for these prognms have 


been provided by CUB, IHA, and 
the Student Commission. Anyone 
interested in helping plan or con· 
ducl activities is asked to contact 
Jim Baer (at the Union Desk), Tom 
Flynn, or Tom Teske. 


GREAT GATSBY 
REVISITED 


The novel that, In the words of 
Literary Review (5/2/25) "refuses 
to he ignored" is up for consider· 
ation again. 


Next Tuesday at 4:00 p.m. in the 
Olmstead Room, t.he Kalamazoo 
College English Department will 
sponsor a panel discussion on F. 
Scott. Fitzgerald's The Great 
Gataby. The discussion entitled 
Great Galsby Revisited will feature 
Professors Barrett, Bogart., Harris. 
Jlilberry, Roerecke, Slavig and 
Waring. In addition. several stu· 
dents from Dr. Slavig's American 
Literature II class will participate. 


It is hoped that the student body 
appreciates the uniqueness of this 
event. It isn't oft en that the 
Kalamazoo College English Depart.
ment can be assembled in one place 
for such a project. 


Kalamazoo College FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1975 


PATH b},Y.~!u~shops 
The first series of PATH Work· Throughout the four weeks, stu· 


shops came to a close this week dents were challenged with exer· 
after meeting for four sessions in cises which involved ranking their 
the Hoben and Trowbridge Loung· values, naming aspects of an ideal 
es. Bart Merkle. Direetor of Career career, and discovering their psy· 
Planning and Placement and the chological needs. Hopefully, the 
leader of the workshops, had mixed PATH program helped students to 
feelings about their success. find the field they want to enler and 


The sessions attempted to teach a how to pursue it in terms of a major, 
career decision· making process by graduate school, etc. 
helping students become aware of Merkle noted that some changes 
their interests, abilities, values, and will be made in the next workshops 
career options. Many students feel scheduled Lo start either the weeks 
this goal was achieved. of the II or the 18 of February. 


"It made me think about things (Keep your eye out for an announce· 
that had never even entered my ment. in the Daily Bulletin for limes 
mind before. Like we had to write and places if you are interested.} In 
down ten things that make us summary, Merkle said, "I have one 
happy, and experiences that were regret: the groups were too big for 
meaningful to us," one student com· me to get involved as much as I 
mented. Another said, "1 started would have liked. I turned oot to be 
exploring some other careers beside more of an instructor, telling 
teaching. I wish we could have everyone what they were supposed 
gotten more individual attention in to do. There was very little give and 
the workshopsC,"I"h.~"~g.h",." __________ """k"'o:.' __________ __ 


SC REPORT 
Tuesday's Commission meeting 


was mostly concerned with the 
'75·76 fiscal year budget proposals, 
but impressive amounts of 'old 
business' prevented this particular 
issue from being put on the floor 
until quite late during the meeting. 
SC vice·president Dave Francis 
fllied in admirably for Mr. T. Flynn, 
who was a bit under the weather 
this week following the perennial 
appearances of the Kalamazoo flu. 


As SC members awaited the 
budget discussions and, also of 
prime importance, the findings of 
the Career Service Stipend Commit· 
tee, they were informed that Star 
Trek is returning to Hoben-t he 
college has agreed to purchase the 
television. Joe Folz told SC that 
Dr. Satterfield, due to illness, reo 
quested a postponement of the sche· 
duled fireside until a healthier date. 


During this article's frantic com
position, Tom Flynn dropped by to 
suggest coverage of the new budget 
figures, which were unanimously 
approved by SC. With due respect 
to the importance of financial 
matters, and further calling readen' 
attention to Mr. Flynn's letter on 
page two, here is the latest in 
money news: 


('74-75) (new budget) 
Student Commission $2,500 $2,750 
Film Society $1,000 $1.300 
Index $8,364 $7,300 
WJMD $5,361 $7,000 
Boiling Pot $8,200 $8,600 
WRO $ 800 $1,100 
Cauldron $1.200 $1,300 
Lox & Bagles $ 200 $ 250 
Vols Bureau $ 405 $ 400 
Hoshoni $ 600 $ 675 
Black Spot $ 500 $ 600 
l.H.A. $1.100 
Concert Fund $3,000 


CAREER SERVICE GRANTS 
. .. sticking to those money matters, 
the SC committee drawn up to 
organize the three $100 grants 
available to aU sophomores going on 
spring Career Service, has offered 
the following info: 


A wards will be granted on the 
basis of financial need, interest 
displayed in one's job, and the 
extent to which the job will further 
the applicant's pursuit of a major 
field of study or career profession. 
Applications for these stipends will 
be accepted until February 17 -the 
forms may be obtained at the Union 
Desk, and should be returned to SC 
mailboxes in either Mandelle or 
Hicks Union. Final approval of 
applicants will be made by SC upon 
the committee's recommendations 
during the eighth week. 


More Administration Changes 
Last Tuesday, January 28, Ms. 


Sharon Bowman was relieved of her 
position as acting News Director for 
the college. Ms. Bowman, who had 
served in that position since last 
July assumed the duties of an 
administrative secretary in the 
Student Services Office on Monday. 
Randy Van Gasse and Carla Berg· 
strom, who assisted Ms. Bowman as 
sports information director and 
serretary respedively are no longer 
working with the college either .. 
having been also relieved of their 
posts II month earlier. 
Ms. Hinkle, who formerly directed 
both the Alumni and Public Re· 
lations Departments, assumed, as a 
full time position. the directorship of 
the Public Relations Department in 
January, a'l Richard Francois took 
on the duties of alumni director. 
These earlier changes were describ· 
ed bv President Rainsford as 


important inasmuch as they would 
give the college the 'benefit of 
fuJl ·time professional management' 
in the areas of both Public Relations 
a.nd Alumni Affairs. 


As new personnel have not yet 
been approved to nIl the vacant 
spots in the News Bureau, Ms. 
Hinkle willlemporarily take charge 
of that office in addition to her other 
work. Commenting on new person· 
nel with which she hopes to re·stalf 
the News Bureau by early March, 
M.s. Hinkle noted that she hoped to 
be able to "refine" the bureau's 
duties toward an optimum produc
tion level, and at the same time, 
channel the bureau's facilities and 
energies toward the most efficient 
means to this end. In summary, Ms. 
Hinkle soughllO offer assurance the 
continuity of the bureau's previous 
responsibilities under Ms. Bowman, 
will be maintained with the new 
staff. 







Index On UFW IS PARIS BURNING? 
Last Wednesday the students of 


Kalamazoo College voted for the 
third lime on whether Saga will con
tinue lO buy only lettuce picked by 
the United Farm Workers union. 
The timing of the vote is such that 
this can have no effect upon the 
lally, however, we feel it is impor
tant to express our opinion. 


pu nch in the J 970'5. but that has not 
changed the reality of the working 
conditions for thousands of migrant 
farm labor(!rs in this country. 


by Ed Ungcmach 


We urge Kalamazoo College to 
continue to boycott all non-U.r.W. 
lettuC(', grapes, and wine. 


It is vital to realize that in a 
capitalist economy every consumer 
purchase expresses a preference. 
The actions of the &'Towers·Team· 
sters alliance has brought out much 
that is wrong with America's social 
system. The facts are available for 
those who still aren't familiar with 
the issue. (See p. I)). Purchasing 
ooly U.F.W. lettuce, grapes and 
wine is the only definite way to 
ex press your opposition to such 
conditioos. The consumer boycott 
has been proven to be an effective 
weapon in this struggle. With our 
help it can be once again. 


In tnecontinuing wave of inform · 
;l1.ioo on 'K's alternative housing, 
you may have stumbled upon the 
name Shale House, the palac(!]ike 
mansion of lower campus. Like 
many of the other dorms. this once 
fine structure has deteriorated at 
the hands of the students who have 
wandered through its corridors. 
However. this quarter has been 
mil rked by a large scale move by the 
physical plant to renovate the 
beautiful old buildings. Whatis at stake here is more than 


just the easy accessability of certain 
consumer goods. The United Farm 
Worker.> arc engaged in a struggle 
for economic justice for an exploited 
working class as well as an op
pressed ethnic majority. Those 
words may have lost some of the 


:.:.:....:.::---- g.c. 


Wandering through the house's 
maze of corridors, one quickly 
r(lC~es the color scheme typical of 
that used throughout K dorms, 
modeled in a somewhat Romper 
Room fashion. This is the first step 
of a twelve point renovation pro· 
gram offered by Don Little (physical 
plant director) to the Shale house 
residents. Also included in this (irst 
step is an extensive paneling of the 
hallways. The second step of Little's 
plan is the simple removal of safety 
main locks from hallway doors so 
that none of the various inmates can 
burn down the house while room . 
mates are trapped inside. The 
rerrnining ten points include such 
rna l1ers as cleaning and repairing 
the furnace so that it will operate in 
a safer and more efficient fashion, 
ke(!ping many of the room tem· 
peratures at a pleasant 85 degre£s. 
to installing a large spottight on the 
house. facing its parking lot, ob· 
viously to give people a better view 
of what they ~ig~t be ripping.~rr. 


I Commend You Steven Goodman 
No group should be more oon· 


cerncd about the future than college 
studen~. Therefore, if we, as a 
more concerned party, do not. 
respond to controversial issues, how 
ca n we count on others to do so. We 
have been warned of the upcoming 
food crisis. wJlich is best solved 
before it is too late. If we cannot 
\'o\untarily adjust ourselves some· 
what to counter its causes and 
immediacy. we shall be forced to 
accept the severity of its imp II ' 
c.1tions later. 


The crisis is fast becoming reality. 
Not only has it affeeted Eastern and 
African nations, but America as 
well. As indicated by figures 
appearing in the 1968 edition of 
Vital Stalisliu of the United States, 
published by the HEW Department, 
thousands die of starvation each 
year. Pensionncrs are approaching 
it, Saga food service cannot continue 
its past quality, and. closer to home 
grocery bills grow shorter as the 
totals grow larger. It is not just 
inflation: there is an actual short· 


age. Of course we eQuid change the 
system, but just how many of us 
are? 


Systemal changes are simply tech 
nological changes: they can't change 
people's habits. An unlimited num· 
be r of systemal changes will still not 
solve the problems of overcon · 
sumption of diminishing food reo 
sourses. 


As Amer icans. we are the worst 
overconsumers_ Americans can sub· 
sist on one· third of their average 
food ·in·take. Obviously. students in 
this country, as one concerned body. 
can help by making some initial 
steps toward alleviating this over· 
consumption problem. 


The easiest person to change is 
you. YoW' neighbor ..... on't change 
you; you can't expect him to do so. 
Start with yourself by eating".less 
at this very dinner. Think about 
your consumption every time you 
si t down to cal. Do you really need 
that cookie? 


However, 01 these remaining 
steps, th(l one that pleases us most 
is the prospect of the maintenance 
men cOming into our rooms some 
morning at seven· thirty to brick up 
our fireplaces. According to Don 
Little's report. the fireplaces in 
question constitute a serious fire 
hazard, as they were not designed 


-----
Bill Griffin for present everyday use. When 


student opposition rose against this 
move (known as step eight), Mr. 


PIECES TOGETHER ~t~ I::~~:\:~:o~PS~il:h~~~: 
type of alternative to the 


by George Lindsey Jroblem. Spearheaded by Student 


The current revival of interest in 
ja7.2. was in evidence last Thursday 
as Pieces of Dreams played a free 
concert in Dalton theater. 


Those who managed to put aside 
their studying for the night were 
not disappointed. The Dreamers 
proved that even though jazz has 
been overshadowed by rock, it has 
not stopped evolving. This style of 
jazz h.1S a definite appeal to the 
over-glitter. post.rock generation. 


By 7:45 Dalton had already 
assumed the ragged look it takes on 
when nearly full with a restless 
audience. Unfortunately at 8:00 the 
band started its set with it weakest 
number, "Smooth Kevin's Song~ by 
Rob Hayes, the group's pianist· 
guitarist. Th(' audienee struggled to 
overcome feelings that it was 
lis tening to an old Star Trek sound 
track with an electric piano dubbed 
in. Dee Ann Benedict gave an 
excellent account of herself as II 


free-form vocalist, but Rob looked 
as though he had been caught 
between too many uppers and 
downers. Definite hype. Ken Mor· 
gan. who everyone really thought 
they had come to see. pulled the 
first high point of the evening with 
an absolutely aerial flute solo, to put 
the band on its feet. 


With the next two numbers. it 
increased momentum. Bill Richie on 
acoustic and electric bass and Jeff 
Wagnit1. and Tony Lavender on 
percussion provided the basic moti· 
vation without forcing a beat upon 
the audience. The contrast between 
Richie's fluid left hand and granite 
right hand bass fingering was 
almost worth a concert in itself. 


Morg'dn's saxophone ranged from 
the purest jazz improvisation to 
R"n·R. Sometimes you'd even swear 
thal he has a New Orleans clarinet 
hidden in there. Unfortunately he 
occasionally outpaced himself on the 
flute, the result being some un· 
pleasant strains. Ross had more 


trouble adopting to the tempo. The 
technical facility was th(!re but it 
S(l metimes seemed a bit too stiff and 
repetitive. In addition to vocals. 
Benedict's playing of the oboe, 
English horn, and alto sax provided 
the closest thing that Pieces has to a 
rock·up player. 


Th(l first set ended with a number 
composed by Steve Birch. a junior 
at Kalamazoo Central High . Not 
only was "lnvasion·KCHS Marching 
Band" a captivating tune but Steve 
distinguished himself as a soloist in 


a flute duel with Morgan, who 
incidentally is Steve's current in· 
structor. 


Luckily by the second set the 
I:nnd had corrected most of its 
earlier faults . Even Rob Hayes 
seemed to have mellowed out into 
!roper ja7.2. form. The second set also 
S.1w the only "tune" that the b..1nd 
did. the old ja7.2. favorite "Twisted." 
Dee Ann Benedict deliver(!d a 
ronvincingly tight, if sometimes 
weak. vocal line. 


By the time the Dreamers 
launched: into their entore number 
("Mr. Clean"; Freddie Hubbard ) 
they had done an evenings worth of 
work to (!nsure the new jazz 
generation. Those hungry -for·more 
can catch Pieces of Dreams at Mr. 
T. ·Bone. downtown on Sunday 
night s. 


Court's Eddie Krzeminski, the resi
dents of Shale House requested that 
Mr. Edward Thomas. a city building 
inspector. come and view the 
problem. then give assessment of 
possible alternatives. After viewing 
(and testing) the (our fireplaces, Mr. 
Thomas concluded that there is a 
greater potential fire hazard creat· 
cd by the smoking habits of Shale 
~sidents combined with the stove 
in the kitehen than is constituted by 
the four fireplaces. 


When asked by one of Shale's 
residents about the possible main· 


tcnance cost involved in the fi re· 
]llaces' upkeep. Mr. Thomas reo 
marked that there would essentially 
be no additional cost, for the school 
would still have to check the 
ch imneys periodically anyway, to 
check for deterioration in the 
masonry. What this means is that 
un less maintenance removes the 
chimneys completely it will be 
under no greater strain to maintain 
them for students' use. All factors 
considered, Mr. Thoma~ felt that it 
would be a ridiculous move on the 
part of the school to seal UII such 
line pieees of workmanship. He 
merely suggested that apllropriale 
screens and andirons be furnished 
to end worries of a smoldering Shale 
House. 


Unfortunate to the eause of the 
Shale House 4, Mr. Thomas noticed 
the other work being done in the 
house and inquired as to whether 
the school had a building permit for 
the work. It was later found out. in a 
meeting held by students with Don 
Little. that the school did not 
fXlssess the said permit and follow· 
ing this diligence of these students 
will probably have to obtain one: 


Along the line of fire hazards the 
boys on the third floor will be 
ha ving another rail installed to their 
makhwood fire escape, and will 
receive new·model fire extinguish· 
ers to put it out should that lime 
oome. 


The proverbial climax of Mr. 
Little's master plan is the con· 
version of Shale's front hallway into 
a lounge; four lights will be installed 
to transform the dark hall into a 
cozy room to read or play cards. 
Along with the lights, a couch and a 
few chairs will be provided for the 
area; and. if the house will part with 
its own mteen dollars of dorm 
money, a new carpet might also be 
added. 


Though the men of the Power· 
house do greatly appreciate the 
work being done on their behalf. 
they would like to have a few 
questions answered pertain ing to 
this amazing display of output 
o(fered by the Physical Plant: 
firstly, where does the college 
receive funds to do all this work? 
You remember our tuition is in· 
creasing. Then finally. will it be 
~ssible to hear the verdict on the 
closing of fireplaces before our two 
week limit is up? This would enable 
us to consider other alternatives. 


To the Student Dody: 
In two weeks. the Student Body 


will vote on how much money they 
want \.(I allocate to their Student 
Organizations. In the pa'St the 
Student Commission has spent up to 
1'1: quarters getting budgets ap· 
proved. This results in underfunded 
u-ganizations--organizations t hat 
are a major part of the students' 
oon·classsroom learning. The new 
budget proposal offers numerous 
positive points: 


I) The funding of IHA will allow 
an increase in quarterly d,orm allot· 
ments from $45 to 560. 2) The 


Concert Fund will, for t he fir st t ime , 
set aside some Commission monies 
to bring 3 groups. costing up to 
$2,500, to campus. 3) WJMD, for the 
first time. has foregone their $1,000 
ho noraria for $1.000 worth of capital 
equipment aimed at improving 
dorm reception_ 4) The P roposed 
Budget is only some $2,500 above a 
12 Ilercenl annual inflation rate. 5) 
This budget will require only $1.60 
more-student'quarter than at pre· 
sc nt. The increase will come out of 
the already·approved S135'quarter 
increase in student charges. 


The entire budget proposal will 
be posted shortly in the glass cases 
on your way into SAGA. This 
budget needs the approval of 
two-tbirds of 50 percent of the 
students on campus. I strongly urge 
you to vote for thi!\ budget as it 
offers many 'firsts' at a reasonable 
price. 


respectfully, 
Tom Flynn. SC President 


'Lion' 


Last weekend the 
located in Carver 


prese nted ; ;~:~~ ~,IC<I~ ~;:~: ::~~l James Goldman's 
The u on in Winter . 
presented in the round as are 
Arena productions, centers 
personal aDd political power 
the English court of 1183 
aging King Henry II tries to 
his successor from among his 
sons . Adding to the intrigue 
fact that Henry's shrewish 
Eleanor. his F'rench ;""""',", 
and Philip. tn" Y''"'' 
are also all present as the 
court convenes. Jim 
Henry) and Bea Beaupre 
nor), turned the evening 
emotional tour de force, 
commendable in view of 
plexity of portraying 
with great political pow(lr. 
real emotional needs. 
oceasional line was played 
for its laugh·value the 
1.3.tions were g(!nerally 
believable as they were 
the Arena's close oc~"'" 
audience found itself '",",,,d 
emotional roller coaster. 


The acting job was made 
more difficult by 
Goldman. though he 
history for the broad 
plot. has compressed 
years of political intrigue 
space of days and has relied 
imagination for the 
7.ltions. The results are i 
(Example: Alais. 
was raised from 
Eleanor and promised in 
to Richard. Henry's oldest 
it turns out is having a 
affair with Philip, king 
who happens to be Alais' 
A plot that complex was 
by a fine supporting cast. 
kudoos go to Michael Chase 
portrayal of Philip (you could 
hear the blue blood flowing' 
ve ins) and to Glen l Bur 
Geoffred Henry's middle son, 
his scheming made even 
Nixon look like an ethical , 
Ce nters as Richard the 
was a little too brash. 
ga ve a good, though~~'m~wh", 
mensional, performance as 
Henry's spoiled youngest 
Marsaden, a K College 
seemed a bit too taken 
standing around looking 
Whether this somewhat 
performance was her fault 
Director James 
impossible to tell. 


No small credit shoud 
set crew who did an I 
im itating the massive 
and furnishing of tte 
leaving the set open from 


The Arena Theater has 
reputation of timely and 
theater. partly because 
plays that are too 
involving for the 
class audiences .",e.,ole< 
large state at the Civic 
partly because of the 
theater in the round. Th e 
Winter can't help but add 
reputalion. We eagerly 
next production. 


I",e,d,y lIite stable -
ung<!mach, karen 
calcerano. susan gates, 


IW'''''" 
tim hennessey, patrick 


mitchell, ginny 
meegan holland, richelle 
marla musolff, al ,hom" 


kroeschell. marty 
kurt roscow and sarah 







A Bird's Eye View Of The Science Additions 
College's 1.8 million 


dollar addition to 
HaU will 


inadequac=ies that 
eixsted within the science 


,,,,,m," " "for the last 10 to 12 


years." says Dr. Wayne Wright. a 
professor of physir..s at the college. 


Dr. Wright has been involved in 
planning the new facilities for the 
past six years together with Dr. 
Kurt Kaufman. chairman of the 


Severn-Crissey Entertainment 
basement of Crissey took on 


the excitement and flavor of a 
Vegas game room last Sunday 


as tables of card players and 
contestants fought for the 


;"np'" championships in nine 
games. 


tournament., sponsored by 
and Severn as their Sunday 


;'~'ai'.,!,~" ~" ,,,,;,g., settled once 
the debate over who was 


on campus in chec:kers, 
p;"ochl. and (believe it or 


winks! 


I & n (3484455) 
Towering Inferno 
Front Page 


w. I &. n (323.1118) 
Freebie and the Bean 
Where the Lilies Bloom 
~erna (844-8104) 


Maid 
Snatchers 


MaiD (382-1818) 
Grove Tube 


(coming) (Feb. 14) 


oral Gables East (343.1587) 
Wizard 


1382·57001 
Delivery 


, T Bone (349-7274) 
The Neo Collection (Fri. night) 
Velvet Touch (Sat. night) 


Theatre 
Vie 1381-33281 


• ~;~~~;~:;,g Feb, 13) 


Sang For My Father 


rt ~ot.er Exhibitioo. 
Guild-Back Gallery 


~·.~~"~o Area Show-Main & 
Gallery 


~:~~.n,", Collection·West Gallery 
to be AUctioned.Downstairs 
71 


rounds the eventual winners were: 
Dave Haan in chess, Bob Burch in 
cribbage, Steve Beeker in pinochle, 
George Hamo and Mark Greenman 
in euchre, Denise and Jim Hyldahl 
in bridge, George Baldwin in tiddly 
winks, Dave Thurlow in Monopoly, 
Charles Frohman in backgammon, 
and Craig Crawford in checkers. 


A constant flow of hotdogs, 
popcorn and lemonade sustained the 
contestanls and galleries of fans 
throughout the competition, and 
except for the collapse of one 
Monopoly table and the decision of 
the checkers' championship by a 
disputed coin toss. everything when 
according to plans. 


When the competition ended close 
to midnight all the victors received 
bright orange "Game Champ '75' 
T-shirts. 


The next Sunday entertainment 
evening will be on February 16 
when Harmon will be host. 


There will be no mm this Friday. 
On Sunday. as mentioned in last 
week's issue there will be a double 
feature: The Crowd (King Vidor) 
and You Oo1y Live Once by the 
infamous Fritz Gang. 


Wednesday. Feb. 12, (if all goes 
well), we will be showing David 
Holzman's Diary_ L.M. "Kit" Carson 
plays David Holzman. viewing life 
from a small New York City flat. In 


Republicans To Meet 


For Power Showdown 


by Marla Mu.solfl' 


by Patrick Burgam 


chemistry department. and Dr. 
Wayne Wiens, chairman of the 
biology department. 


The projec.t, which involves both 
the addition to and the remodeling 
of the seience hall. will provide 


\i ,/ 


·three new labs (two chemistry and 
one physical, additional chemistry 
and biology instrumentalion. new 
romputer tie-ins within the labora· 
tories , facilities for educationa l 
televisions hook·ups. and increased 


....... ,,' 


stockroom area. 
According to Dr. Wright, a chern· 


istry and biology research library 
and an air conditioning system. 
originally planned in the construc· 
tion. will have to be sacrificed as a 
result of increased costs. 


"But," says Dr. Wright, Mthe 
addition will be a great improve
ment in meeting the students' 
educational needs, especially with 
respect to Senior Thesis Projects." 
Dr . Wright explained that areas 
badly needed for such individualized 
Senior Research will now be provid· 
ed by the new lab facilities. 


The construction, which began in 
October. 1974, was supposed to be 
completed by December, 1975; but 
with the '74 coal strike and the 
following steel shortage, materials 
for the construction have not yet 
been delivered. The new completion 
date has been set for no earlier than 
March. 1976. Remodeling in the 
Olds Science Hall will begin in 
August of this year . 


With the construction last quar
ter, "it made it kind of hard to 
lecture," says Dr. Wright. "But they 
really haven't interfered during the 
winter quarter." 


Dr. Wright predicts. however. 
that within even another len years, 
additional facilities, equipment. and 
space will be needed to parallel the 
rates of scientific advancement. 


The con,truction, begun last fall, "al scbeduled for completion by 
December of this year; the 1974 coal nrike caused. steel shortage, and 
some COD8tnJCtiOD materials have Dot yet beeo delivered, 


WhCD completed, the project will offer new laborat()ry facilities, 
inllrumentatioo, and both compuur and educational television book-up,. 


~J 


, tz 


FILM NOTES by Lefty 


the course of the mm. Carson's 
girlfriend leaves him, his friends tell 
him off, and a lady of the street 
reviews her life. With the theft of 
his camera, Carson's drama comes 
to an end: nothing is resolved, only 
the mystery of mm is explored. A 
terse statement (and youll love 
this) with explicit sexuality. Direct
ed by Jim McBride. 


Friday, Feb. 14th: The Girlll (Mai 


USU~HY. tne oll-.electlOn year 
State Convention of either of the 
major political parties is a dull 
affair .. the same hierarchy is reo 
elected; ambiguous, glossed·over re· 
solu tions are passed; and the con
vention-goers just party Friday 
night and sleep in the convention 
h.,11 Saturday. However, something 
quite different than the norm is 
brewing in the pre-stages of the 
Michigan Republican Party's con· 
ve ntion to be held February 14-15. 
A big h~rarchial reform platform is 
being pushed on both a grass·roots 
level, and the upper one!! of rank 
and file member!! of the Republican 
Party. The planks include making 
the State Chairmanship a volunteer 
job, "timitingH the expense accounts 
of the Chairman and of the 
Executive Diredor to $6.000 each 
per year. 


This is considered to be a 
renegade movement because it 
oHers a threat to William Mc
La ughlin's (current State Chairman) 
apparent omnipotence within the 
party. and in turn affects Governor 


Fetterling). "On tour With Lysistra· 
ta (Aristophanes's comedy about 
women who refuse their husband's 
sexual favors until the men put an 
end to war). the actresses find that 
the play is a catalyst, and, as they 
become immersed in their roles. 
they confront the truth about their 
own personal oppression. Finally, at 
a festive Felliniesque dinner party. 
Bibi Andersson makes her own 


William Milliken's influence since he 
has already endorsed McLaughlin 
for the job in its unmodified stllte. 
The proposal would also put an end 
to the exorhilant lifestyles led by 


pathetic gesture of liberation ... this 
is an endeavor of greater depth than 
her previous directorial efforts, 
Loving Couples (969), Night Games 
(1966), and Dr. Glas (1968). And it is 
an angry. but neeessary voice .. " 
- Marjorie Roren. Saturday Review. 
"The three, (Bibi Andersson, Har
riet Andersson, and Gunnel Gind
blom). deal in Ci:centric, often funny. 
and very positive ways with the 
tragic mess of their lives." 


Republicans, lost out due to mis· 
management, and faulty priorities 
and de.:ision·making at the State 
It.'vel. 


The upcoming eonventlon M"Laughlin and J",y Hoe (current 
.. definitely promises to be a deviation 


Executive Director) at the expense from the normal boring and pre. 
of the party and also, to an extent, dietahle affair. 
at the expense of expected victories 
for some fine Republican candidates As this article was going to press, 
that ran last fall. Their defeat might the Republican State Committee 
be atlributed to faully financial met and decided to table the reform 
priorities. resolutions. Barry Brown 's organi 


There is also talk among party 1,ation has also announced that they 
people of a possible challenger to will discontinue their campaign 
McLaughlin for the Slate Chairman {'Horts. Governor Milliken is still 
ship itself _ Barry Brown. Mr. supporting Party Chairman Mc
Brown's possible candidacy is in Laughlin, who is now unopposed . 
dicalive of an insurgent movement Thus it appears that the Republican 
of many Republicans expressing Convention's calling to order will 
dissatisfaction with leadership at follow ho-hum tradition. Some dele· 
the top. He, among others, gOl Mthe gates, however, appear to be 
shaft" from the McLaughlin.MiIIi- continuing to hold out for an 
ke-n·Roc boys at the August con ('xciting and spontaneous dark
vention when his candidacy for horst> movement. 
Atlornt>y General nominee was Two weeks from now. the Index 
destroyed when a "nasty rumor" will present a full report on what 
about "conflicts of interest" WitS actually developes at the Republi 
Mleaked:' Brown, along with other ran Sl.1te Convention. 


3~, ~~~~~~~ ____ ~ 







PROFILE: STEFFEN, JACKSON, 
KENNEL, VANDERWEELE 


by John MacArthur 


With this article begins a series of 
interviews to be published weekly 
on the sports page. The purpose of 
these articles is to give the college 
oommunity an insight into what 
small college athletics are really all 
about. I hope to find the weak points 
as well as the strong points by 
conducting informal interviews with 
various coaches and players among 
us. If successful, I may just clear up 
a few miSC1)nceplions of yours and 
mine. 


This week's profile centers 
around basketbaU coach Ray Steffen 
and the three seniors on this year's 
learn, Mark Jackson, Dave Kennel 
and Jim Vanderweele. 
Q: 1 understand you did your college 
playing at Michigan State. Can you 
give us an idea of your playing days 
and early coaching days? 
Steffen: I played in the late (orties 
and early riCties and then went to 
coach at Buchanan near Niles. At 
MSU I played center and was quite 
small for a Big Ten center. At 
Buchanan I had team!l ranked as 
high as third in the !ltate and in '55 
we went to the !ltate final!l to play 
one of Lofton Greene's teams at 
River Rouge. We 10!lt the game. but 
felt second in the state after a 9-7 
season WL!l not too bad. 
Q: What team here at K do you feel 
has been your best? 
A: Well. I've had a lot of good teams 
that have wound up in second place, 
but I guess I'd have to say it was in 
'62 when we won the championship 
with a very tall team. We finished 
with an 18-4 record that year, 


Q: Who are the perennial powers in 
the MlAA? 
A: Hope and Calvin because of their 
great feeder systems, they always 
have good ballplayers. 


Q: What about K's basketball 
program? 
A: For what we have to work with I 
think our kids do a fantastic job. 
You have to consider that K is an 
academical1y oriented school and 
again, I think our kids have won 
some dose ones because they have 
the heart and the will to win which 
is so important. 


Q: Do you feel basketball is a 
relevant part of the curriculum? 
A: Very definitely, When we go out 
and recruit players, we talk about 
the academics first. and provide 
athletics as an outlet for the 
students who want it and can 
participate. Of course we like to see 
a fine athlete come lo K, but let's 
face it, they're here for the 
academics. We're here to provide 
activities and challenges for the 
students. Sports have become 
almost professionalized at the major 
college level, and at K we don't have 
to bring in money from sports. 


Q: What about attendance Ln the 
last few years? 
A: J think it's coming back. I think 
the low attendance was due to the 
Viet Nam situation when the kids 
had other crosses to bear. But I 
think there's a new trend toward 
athletics and physical fitness in 
general. 


Q: What about the rest of this 
season after two tough conference 
losses? 
A: We need help. Somebody's got to 
beat Calvin. and of eourse we can·t 
afford another loss. We have an 
ideal squad this year and I think 
that with our good group of 
sophomores, basketball at K has a 
bright future ... 


Next. I spoke with the three 
seniors beginning with Jackson. 
then Kennel and last but not least. 
"wheels" Vanderweele. 
Q: Can you give me a brief back· 
ground of your basketball career? 
J aekson: I played three years of 
varsity at Parchment and came here 
primarily because of the foreign 
study program. 


Q: Steffen points out that sports at 
K provide the students with an 
alternative. How do you feci? 
A: I play because 1 like the sport. 
But let's face it. if I were a really 
good ballplayer. I wouldn't be at K. I 
think !..he competition in the MIAA 
is good and I enjoy playing. 


Q: Any other comments about bas· 
ketball for you in general? 
A: I don't know whether or not 
coach Steffen mentioned it or not, 
but Dave, Jim and I were in on his 
worst season as freshmen when we 
had a hard time putting fifty people 
in the gym with a 4·18 record. That 
was a ticket club! 


Dave Kennel prepped at Grosse 
Pointe South. He al~ came to K 
primarily for the foreign !ltudy 
program and career service. and 
hopes to attend med school after 
graduation. 


Q: Can you think of any high or low 
points of playing here at K? 
A: Well, not really. I've enjoyed it 
:>.nd t think I've played as well as I 
can. The high point had to be last 
week against Calvin. But general1y 


• 


I've just been glad K has given me a 
chance to play again. Frankly. I 
thought my career was over in high 
school. 


Jim Vanderweele played his high 
school basketball at North Shore in 
Muskegon where he was an All· 
LMAC player and honorable men· 
tion All·State. 


Q: How do you feel about the 
relevance of atheltics here at K? 


Wheels: I think Lts a bLg part for the 
athletes themselves. but I don't leel 
too many of the people here really 
get into the sports. It helps to have 
the support, and it has been good 
this year. 


Q: What's kept your interest in 
playing here? 
A: I'd say because of the players. 
We're a fairly dose group and we do 
II lot of things together and I really 
enjoy that especially. It's a great 
group of guys. 


Q: You've been called the team 
leader this year. How does that 
strike you? 
A: I think it's true in that I play 
point guard and run the offense. I've 
just enjoyed playing here and I'll 
hate to see it end ... 


HOW THEY STAND 


SWIMMING 


KALAMAZOO 
Albion 
Calvin 
Alma 
Adrian 


BASKETBALL 
Calvin 
KALAMAZOO 
Hope 
Alma 
Adrian 
Olivet 
Albion 


WRESTLING 
Olivet 
KALAMAZOO 
Adrian 
Alma 
Hope 
Albion 
Calvin 


MATMEN 
CONQUER 


by Kurt Roscow 
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The mat squad, under t he leader· 
ship of coach Carl Latora, rolled up 
its sixth victory Wednesday by 
beating the undefeated Alma Scots 
24-12 in Tredway Gym. The win 
moved K into 2nd place in the MIAA 
with a 2·1 league record. 


The well·balanced K.lineup reo 
ceived fine performances from all 
ten wrestlers. each bout of the 
evening's match offering plenty of 
excitement. The heavyweight bout 
was a prime example of individual 
dedication. Steve Adams, regular 
190 Ibs., moved up to heavyweight 
to wrestle Alma's 245 pounder. 
After a rough eight minutes in 
which his eye was slightly injured, 
Adams' hand was raised in viclory. 


K BEATS 
HILLSDALE 


by Sarah forllythe 
Chalking up their first win of the 


season, the Kalamazoo women's 
basketball team defeated Hillsdale 
47·20. K dominated the entire game, 
as Hillsdale scored a mere five 
points Ln the first half. K built a 
halftime lead of 21 points to the 
final margin of 27. Marjorie Snyder 
scored 17 points and Val Walters 
puUed down 10 rebounds in a well· 
balanced team effort that virtually 
paralyzed Hillsdale. 


The win over Hillsdale was a real 
moral booster for the women as 
they were defeated by Hope for the 
second time 63-43 in a game earlier 
in the week. Tiller Otis and Marjorie 
Snyder combined for 31 of K's 
points in that game. 


The women's next home game 
will be February 11 at 7:00 p.m. 
when the Hornets meet Alma. 


by John MacArthur 


Things were both good and bad 
for the K college swimmers this 
week as they lost to Wayne State 
University 68-44, but then defeated 
Adrian College 81·29 for their 29th 
straight MIAA win. 


Wayne's depth proved to be the 
difference in K's second loss of the 
season. This meet gave K tankmen 
another chance to get a good look at 
some real competition in tuning up 
for the big meet with Alma Feb. 5. 


K started things off well by 
winning the medley relay with the 
team of Dean, Simmons, Holmes 
and Labbe. Mike Stoolmiller took 
third in the 1000 free and Jim 
Rehmus followed with a third in the 
200. Fred Nelis won the 50 free and 
Dave Dean and Howard Holmes 
took a second and third respectively 
in the 2OOJM. Wayne swept the 
diving as K'!I Bob Kost took a third 
on both boards. Steve Labbe won 
the 100 free and Dave Dean and 
John MacArthur lOOk a first and 
third in the 200 back. Stool miller 


took third in the 200 
Nelis followed with his 
by taking the 500 free. 
things up on a good note by 
the 400 free relay with the 
Nelis. Holmes. Simmons and 


The K tankmen then 
Adrian and the meet 
be little challenge fo r 
K won all thirteen events in 
Adrian 81·29 for their third 
triumph of the year. W;."",,. 
Adrian meet were: 400 
relay, MacAnhur. Bailey, 
and Labbe; 1000 free, Dave 
200 free, Fred Nelia; 50 free, 
Labbe; 200 1M, Dave 
three meter diving, Bob 
ny. Howard Holmes; 100 free, 
Labbe; 200 back. Dave 
free. Fred Nelis; 200 
Simmons; and the 400 
team of Rehmus, Holmes, 
Simmons. 


K's next opponent is 
home, Feb. 12 at 7:00 p.m. 


-.--=--,;; -- -


Jim Rehmus in the 200 free 


OAKLAND DOWNS K 
by Cathie KrocIICheU 


and MaTty Talbot 
The Kalamazoo College women 


suffered their third swimming loss 
ol the season at the hands of 
Oakland University, 68·54. The K 
women swam well, but were not 
strong enough to deleat a rtred up 
Oakland team. 


Winners for K were: 200 medley 
relay team of Williams, Makos. 
Kroeschell and Talbot; Deby Makos 
in the 50 and 100 yard breastroke; 
Lynn Williams in the 50 backstroke; 
Cathie Kroesehell in the 50 fly; and 
Annette Kanal in the one meter 
diving event. Marty Talbot, Ann 
Dahmer and Mary Beth Bullock al~ 
swam very well. 


The Hornet women swim at 
Indiana Saturday, Feb. 8 in a quad 
meet with Eastern Michigan, Mich· 
igan State, Purdue and Indiana. 


TlIIS WEEK IN SPORTS 
Suurday, Feb. 8: basketball at 


Alma; women's swimming at 
Indiana U. 


Tuesday. Feb. 11: women's bu· 
ketball vs. Alma at home 7:00 


Wednesday, Feb. 12: wrestling 
at Hope; men's swimming vs. 
Calvin at home 7:00; basket· 
ball vs. Albion at home 8:00 


Thursday, Feb. 13: men's swim· 
ming at Albion 


by John ~"~~e~;': 
The Kalam~ 


ball team was back on 
week with a victory over a 
Adrian team 58-46. Adrian, 
for their aggressive 


beaten by a very' e:~:;~;f~: 
offense and timely r 


Leading the Hornet 
Jim Vanderweele with 18 
followed by Ruben Billings 
Duane Garner played a fine 
sive game and Kevin York 
Jackson continued to hit the 
well. Both players are 
top ten rebounders in the 


In other statistics "Ie.,,,.j 
MIAA. Andy Noble and 
derweele are second and 
pectively in free throw 
and York is eighth in 
seventh in field goal .. ,""," 


K will oppose 
Saturday, Feb. 8 and return 
face Albion Feb. 12 at 8:00 


Attention music 
you, you jazz freaks. 
Altison Trio will be at 
Friday, March 14th. 
bluegrass and folk 
RoV.C.C. presents Sweet 
The New Friends and 
W.W.F.A. (Worlds Worst 
pickers Association) on 
21st. More Information 












News 
will remember Mr. Flynn. who 
himself such a sparkling inter
in Jut quarter 's Index. Well 
the plan of ''The Man With • 


said to be conceived over 
Millers on the Blair House 


last summer is quickly 
reality. 


co-operation from John Do
and Frank Burrows offers us a 
Saga meal plan. consisting of 
alternatives, to go into effect 


Spring Quarter. In brief, the 
are as follows: 


' i (ipHo, No.1 will allow students 
same meal plan in effect 


meals per week 
sum of 5250.00 


No.2 is for those less
';h;;;i,~.i'. but somewhat lazy. 


didn't go to breakfast 
'Y"" .... still refuse to walk to 


. This plan offers any 15 
at the rate of $220 a 


• are the sole reason 
and its many jobs exist, 


true. 
light of all this, some of us might 


surprised at this plan's happy 
;~,,;ti~~. But we must acknowl· 


offered from the offices 
S.,> ",d Mandelle that helped to 


Plan ," 
of rrre. Dean Trader 


students planning to 
the plan and heat 


in their rooms are potential 
Hot plates will be even 


before. Imagine 
overload of 400 


Elec:tric toaster·ovens took-
up a mess of prime ribs! Why, 
can almost smeU Trowbridge 


right now! 
desire to keep their 


for awhile longer, but still 
home tooking, the dorm 
will always be available as 


past. We may still be standing 
, but for far more desirable 


namely, our own! 
Saga option for town 


is being considered at the 
of this release. but we have no 


concrete information at this 
regarding that plan. 


the best o( our knowledge, the ' 
meal tickets will still be 


will not be aUowed to 
options in mid-quarter, and 


requested to decide upon one 
during registration for t heir 


quarter in residence. This will 
February 4th, 5th and 6th for 


planning to be on·campus 
Quarter. The payment must 


basis, i.e. weekly 
is unacceptable. 
money will be due, as 


at the hme time as tuition 
'''ml r .... 


has it that SAGA will 
a counselor during regis. 
time to assist confused 
in opting on a reasonable 


joins in applauding the 
efforts of Dozier. Frank and 


Flynn, who will only experience 
quarter of his Plan. But then, 


the juniors may lose their 
by graduation time! 


U. F. W. 
Activities 


by Tim Beane.lleY 


'"The main goal of our boycott and 
other work is to make people aware 
of the situation in California and 
what they can do about it," explain
ed Nancy Dolan, one of the area 
coordinators of UFW act ivities. She 
added, ''I'm constantly amazed by 
the number of people who are 
completely unaware of the UFW 
and the farm workers' struggle. 
Nancy is a part of a small but 


dedicated Kalamazoo group who 
have been working for t he last year 
on a nation·wide boycott of "scab" or 
non·UFW lettuce, grapes and wines. 
The UFW has been struggling to 


represent migrant farm workers in 
a battle with the growers and 
Teamsters Union for most of the 
last decade. 


When Caesar Chavez, who is the 
leader of the UFW, and others 
originally tried to organize farm 
laborers in the middle sixties they 
forced most growers to accept the 
idea of unionized labor. Rather than 
negotiate the demands of the UFW, 
however. many growers made 
agreements with the Teamsters 
Union without the knowledge or 
support of the workers. 
These agreements between the 


growers and Teamsters benefit ed 
both groups, but have been criticiz
ed for doing little to help the 
workers . Through these agree · 
ments the growers were able to pay 
lower wages than the UFW de· 
manded, and the Tamsters gained 
the union dues and power of 
thousands of new members. Al
though the workers did not author· 
ize the Teamsters to act on their 
behalf, t hese contracts req uired 
that they join the Union before they 
could work. 
Since that time the UFW has 


battled to regain representation of 
the farm workers t hrough t he 
courts and national boycotts. The 
UFW claims that workers have 
been tricked and coerced into 
joining the Teamsters, and that 
their true support lies with the 
UFW. 
Another problem for the UFW has 


been the widespread use of illegal 
aliens by many growers. Instead of 
negotiating with the UFW these 
growers use workers brought ill· 
egally into the country from Mexico, 
and treat them even worse than 
other migrant farm workers since 
these aliens can be turned over to 
the border patrol and deported at 
any time. 


In Kalamazoo UFW supporters 
have been working for several 
months on a boycott of local stores 
which sell non-UFW lettuce, grapes 
and wines. 
~ Although we were concentrating 


on the Meijer's chain for most of last 
fall, we are now going to work 
mostly on area liquor stores that sell 
Gallo wines where we think we'll be 
the most effective," said Ken 
Valdez, another UFW coordinator. 
in a recent presentation at Kala· 
mazoo College. "Successful boycotts 
have resulted in 19 pereent decrease 
in the sale of Gallo wine nation· 
wide." 


In the past UFW supporters in 
Kalamazoo have used hunger 
strikes, marches and boycotting to 
bring attention to their cause, but, 
as Nancy Dolan pointed out, "you 
can't explain the issues to people 
from a picket line. ~ To help people 
understand what the boycott and 
the UFW are all about, local 
supporters have develo~ a sho~ 
film and lecture presentation avail
able to area homes. sc:hools and 
other interested groups. . 


Nancy Dolan will also be workl!'g 
on campus this year to help organl~e 
any students who are interested III 


working with other UFW support· 
ers. Anyone who would like mo~e 
information on the UFW or IS 


interested in working on any of 
their activities can contact Nancy 
after 5:00 P.M. at 349·9159. 
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Students F ace Tuition Increase 
by Tom FIYIIII 


Olmsted Room (1·10) Bang. bang 
(lightly, it's 9:30 a.m.) "This meeting 
will now come to order." The 
shuffling for seats began: The men 
and women, Trustees of Kalamazoo 
College, bow their heads in a prayer 
to God for guidance in the business 
that lay ahead (or the day. The 


-SC REPORT 
The results or last week's Student 


Commission Elections should be 
known by now but for those of you 
who don't remember faces or 
names. the returns were as follows: 


Honor Houses-Bruce Popke 
Severn·Melissa Moe 
Crissey-Laurie Russell 
Harmon·Margaret Weitzel 
Hoben-Ron Rybar 
DeW.ters·Betsy Wendt 


Town Students-Chris Matthews 
Strong voting turnouts forced a 


last-minute run-off election in Trow· 
bridge. Commenting on TuelOday 
night's run·off. President Tom 
Flynn remarked, "All the Trow· 
bridge politicos were out in force ." 
Finally elec:ted were John Michael· 
sen and Herb Glaser. Index photo
graphers dogged braved inclement 
weather to cover the Trowbridge 
event, and we now offer you a 
picture supplement. 


Elec:ted to Student Court were 
Mike McNamara, Steve Stanke
wicz, and Ed Krzeminski. 


business of the day was business 
(i.e. money, tuition, endowment, 
profit.) Tn economic lingo, which 
prevailed in the room, renumeration 
fo r goods or services rendered: 
tuition-an education; salaries·teach· 
ing; profils-t=apital. 
In an effort to increase the 


College's return on money held for 
the short term, the Trustees first 


Vice PU8ident Dave 
minding the ballot hos 


-


• 
Frallel, 


The new representatlvea for 
Trowbridge· above, John Mlt-hael· 
sen; below, Herb Gluser. 


Upon receiving word of the dance band and free entertainment 
Student Commission's first meeting next Friday, January 24. When 
of the quarter, the Ilides adjourned Flynn reminded the Commission 
itself and proceeded up to the that last quarter's spending was 
President's lounge last Tuesday minimal, a consequent proposal for 
night. Though there was no blazing $100 toward a Hoben party the 
fire by which to warm oneself, the following night was also approved. 
Ilidex remained th roughout nearly Before adjourning, the Commis
all of the meeting. forcing all sion agreed to schedule a Fireside 
produclion deadlines far behind with interested student body and 
schedule and into Wednesday's AM the EPC subcommittee for off· 
hours, in order to bring its readers campus programs; i.e, students 
the latest in Commission notes. should consider the advantages, or 


Expressing satisfaction at finding disadvantages, of making the facul
all SC members in attendant-e , ty more readily available for advice, 
President Tom Flynn brought the input-output, eU:. during students' 
meeting right down to business. The participation in off-campus pro
Commission rec:eived petitions from grams. 
four students seeking to serve on 
the Educational Policies Committee; President RainsFord recently an· 
Francis Broadway was approved to nounced another Fireside to be 
fill the vacant spot. Following held this Tuesday night, January 21, 
further debate, silence, and thought at 7 p.m.; its purpose will be to 
on nominations for the Executive discuss pertinent affairs. 
Committee of the SC. Bruce Popke, Indes photographers hope to find 
John Michaelsen, and Herb Glaser cover·story crowds at the event. 
were elected. Student attendance at last Tues· 


In othcr business, Tom Teske, day's meeting was disappointing
making his first guest appearance of one handsome golden lab rado r 
the quarter, eloquently persuaded retriever requested entrance, and 
the Commission to approve $300 remained for several minutes before 
(the SC and CUB to split costs) for a retiring to the Snack Bur. 


approved the investing of these 
monies in The Common Fund for 
Short Term Investment. Previously 
such cash on hand was put into a 
savings account. By investing these 
funds the College expects to receive 
a larger return on the investment 
then a savings account would show. 


Some gloomy news concerning 
the College's endowment followed: 
The College's endowment decreased 
in value by 48 percent last year. 
Comparing this figure to compar
able educational institutions the 
College did better than only 8 
percent of the 1000 institutions 
surveyed by H.E. Becker. This 
revelation prompted the Trustees 
into a lengthy concentrated discus
sion on ways to increase the endow
ment's contribution to funding the 
school. The method finally adopted 
was a proposal from Mr. Dozier, and 
supported by the Finance Commit
lee. to lend stocks from the 
College's endowment. The resolu
tion empowers Vice President 0o
zie r to lend stocks. under the 
direction of the Trustee's Finance 
Committee. at the market price on 
the day of the transaction. The 
money from the transaction would 
then be placed in The Common Fund 
for Short Term Investment, with 
the possible result that more money 
would be earned in the short term 
investment then with the st.oeks. 
The loan could be terminated at any 
time by the Collegt! . 


This is surely a case of blind 
leading blind, but partially true of 
the Trustees also. Observation 
showed that not more than 10 Trus· 
tees took part in this discussion. 
With paper profits, amortized rates, 
and t-oncurrently therewiths flying 
back and forth, anyone who failed to 
read all of last month's Wall Sreet 
Journals lacked 'concurrent with·it· 
ness: Silence solves lacking 'concur· 
rent with·it·ness: 


The other 65 percent of the 
College's operating budget, student 
tuition and fees, eame up next 
Silence being no answer. the 
stude nts pointed out that the 
$400.00 tuition increase coupled 
with the shrinking real income of 
parents will cause some students to 
leave. (Some 3 hours later Dean 
Dewey reported to the Trustees 
that the third major cause of 
withdrawals from the College is 
fmancial.) With the fIrSt two "nay" 
votes I've heard during three 
Trustee's Meetings, the Trustees 
approved a $400.00 increase in 
student tuition for 1975-76. They 
also approved the addition of two 
professors for 1975-76 and an 
increase of 7-10 percent in the 
facu lty salary pool. 


The Equation reads: 2 professors 
+ inflation= +$400 per student. 


Copies of the Trustees Report and 
the College's Operating Budget for 
1974·75 are now on closed reserve at 
the library. 


In the Dungeon 
"Hello Upstarisl Goodbye Down


stairs!" a one act play dealing with 
the problems of communication will 
be presented in the Dungeon 
Friday. January 24 at 4 and 7 p.m. 
The play. written by Off Broadway, 
is being directed by Jason Chris
topher, assisted by Michael Ster
ling. The two main characters will 
be played by Jerry Partovich and 
Ed Ungemach. with guest star Scott 
Ketchum. Also appearing in the cast 
will be Lolita Daniels and Bathsheba 
Smith. The music will be by Dr. 
Gregory Lambert. Admission is 
free. 
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La Puerta Por Favor Open l.eHer 10 College Community REVIEW: 
tN.B.) Puerla de Oportunidad, a 


program of English for Spanish· 
speaking people in the Kalamazoo 
area, opened its 1975 winter session 
at Kalamazoo College on Monday, 
January 13. Dr. Betty G. Lance. 
associate professor of romance 
languages at the College. is director 
of the program. 


ology and classroom management 
proeedure. Tutors are used for 
participants with spl!(:ific needs and 
difficulties. 


The Kalamazoo College Index 
operates on a le\"el from which it 
should function as an expressive 
vehicle for both the student body 
and administration. In past quarters 
the Index may have reflected more 
of one than of the other. While the 
Winter '75 Indell recognizes the 
need to cater to student opinions. 
simply by virtue of its being a 
collegesludent publication. the staff 
wishes to be able to attract a 
greater portion of both the student 
body and administration. To this 
end. the Index welcomes all letters 
in good taste from both parties. And 
with the aim of maintaining the 
Index as a viable in.o;trumcnt toward 
the above-mentioned purpose, the 
staff encourages any suggestions 
and,or critical comments. Corres· 
pondenc .. -e should be directed to the 
Index office or mailbox. both located 
under New Wells. Finally. the staff 
wishes to remind its readers that 
signed letters do not necessarily 
reneet the view of the Inde,.;. 


How The Other Half Loves 


Offering three levels of English 
instruction ,- beginning, intermedi
ate and advanced . taught by bi· 
lingual instructors, the classes will 
mee t for three, ten week sessions. 


The classes 8rc scheduled on 
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday 
evenings from 6:30 to 8:00 p.m. in 
Room 203 of Dewing Hall. and are 
free of charge and open to all 
interested members of the commu· 
ity. 


The program uses the language 
facilities of Kalamazoo College. The 
leaching staff is recruited among 
junior nnd senior Spanish majors at 
the College, who have spent from 
six to nine months studying in 
either Spain or Colombia, and who 
receive WPf'kly classes in method· 


In addition to instruetion in 
functional e\'ery-day English, assis· 
lance and counseling is also provid · 
ed for personal and specific prob
lems, such as immigration mntters, 
job counseling and placement, and 
information about requirements for 
U.S. citizenship. 


Puerta de Oportunidad was init· 
iated in 1972 by a group of 
community leaders from all sectors 
as a response to the growing need to 
break linguistic bnrriers. to estab, 
lish cultural awareness and to open 
doors of communication, under
slanding and healthy interaction 
between the growing Spanish. 
speaking population of Kalamazoo. 


This program ean oHer to stu· 
dents a valuable experience in 
bi-lingual community work, and any 
students interested in volunteering 
their services are encouraged to 
conlact Dr. Lance. 


David Scudder, Editor. 


by Abi Chou and lIe1en Elkin 


Beers. Tears and Romance The 
Artistic Realm of a Workingman:s 
Compensation 


We have jointly dedded that 'K' 
lacks the enthusiasm to enjoy the 
artistic endeavors outside the col
lege. Often times one bad play 
might have been seen which result
ed in a total lack of desire to see any 
more. We agree. Or maybe yOU felt 
that art was no more than the 
pretty pictures in McGonigles, We 
also agree that there IS some value 
10 MeGonigles. They do have a good 
pitcher of beer. However, that 
hasn't stopped us from giving it a 
try. We intend to inform you of 
of Ci:!rtain community endeavors 
whether they be truly artistic or 
not. With optimism in mind. we will 
report back to you the main attract
ions of K zoo ou tside the zoo. 


Friday Night to Saturday Morning 


How the Other naH Lovell by Alan 
Ayckbourn: directed by Bertram 
Tanswell. or much ado about 
nothing. 


One snowy saturday night we 
arrived half·a n·hour early to the 
KaL.1mazoo Civic Theater. Noting 
times. dates and prices, the show 
runs from January 14 to 18: tickets 
are $3.25 on Friday and Saturday 
nighls, and $2.75 on all other nights. 


by Phil Wuserman 


Having passed up the temptation 
to leave this beautifu l campus and 
return home this past weekend. I 
decided to celebrate Friday night in 
high style: a movie, a trip to the 
snack bar, perhaps a drink or two, 
then call it an evening. Little did I 
know what was to come in the hours 
ahead. 


Let me set the scene. The last 
class was over, dinner had been 
eaten and playtime was at hand. My 
roommate had packed up and gone 
home, my suitemate's girl friend 
had arrived, my other suitematc 
having moved into my room. Enter 
mo. 


1 tcamed up with a couple of guys 
in my hall and we made for the 
Lenny Bruce movie. For lack of 
better names, I'll call these guys Bill 
and Jeff. 


After arriving at Dalton. we 
discovered thiree things: firstly, t he 
place was packed: secondly, the fi lm 
society people didn't know what 
they were doing; and t hirdly, t he 
Lenny Bruce flick stunk. 


Exiting halfway through t he 
movie, Bill, Jeff and I made a fourth 
important discovery: Bill had a 
truck-wheels. real wheels! We piled 
in, then made an eve n more 
important discovery--the truck's gas 
gauge was on empty. We pulled out 
nevertheless, heading off toward 
the lights. women, and wine of Coral 
Gables. 


We arrived with the gas gauge 
still registering empty, but. to say 
the least. we were there. Paying the 
cover charge, we enterted a differ· 
ent world. Jeff and I were amazed, 
we had never been at the Gables 
before. Bill took it aU in stride and 
while the band boogied, we found a 
table, next to which was another 
with two cute members of the 
opposite sex. 


I immediately wanted to ask them 
to dance. this rcally freaking Jeff 
out. "Hold on," he said, "we've got 
time." So I sat impatiently through 
three numbers , the n got real 
nervous as another guy approached 
their table. One of the girls got up. 
walking away with him--but that 
was OK with me because she wasn't 
the one I wanted to dance with 
anyway. Forgetting about Jeff, I got 
up to make my move. Just as I 
reached their table, someone else 
sneaked up and beat me to the 
draw. 1 sat down disgustedly and 
shot Jeff a dirty look. 


Jeff apologized. Bill was already 
smashed so that hedidn'tcare, Then 
the real excitement started. 


The lights flickered, then died 
out, leavinlt an unfinished chord in 
th(' band's hands and dozens of 
previously boogying kids in the 
dark. Shouts of, "What the hell's 
happened." and "Where'd the lights 
go," immediately rang out, 


f'm proud to say that Bill and Jeff 
and I behaved ourselves in the 


had I1Cver driven a truck before. 
In spite of all. we arrived back on 


rampus safely. the gas gauge slill 
showing cmpty. and Bill still drunk. 


melee and that we didn't smash any 
glasses or bottles on the floor like 
the rest of those rowdy people. And 
though we had just paid a buck 
apif'{!!' for twenty minutes of music. 
we sat waiting patiently, 


I'm also proud to say that whcn 
the announcement was made that 
power would not be restored that 
evening and that we would all have 
to leave. Bill and Jlrf and I led the 
cries for refunds. 


Entering my room. I found a 
suite mate inside, sick from indulg
ing in too much liquor. 1 smiled, 
he;Iring about how he got sick on the 
floor of the Light Factory, and was 
then promptly bounced out. 


If you see ml' carrying a knapsack 
this weekend, wn\'e goodbye and 
re!;( as~ured in the knowledge that 
my one weekend at K this quarter 
was enough to send me off in search 
of saner places. See you at Bronco 
High. 


Previous to our visit. we found an 
ad in the Kalamazoo Gazette and a 
rather discourn!:j:ing review of t he 
play (Jan. 11. pp. A-7J. Undaunted. 
we sought out the theatre, remind
ing ourselves that critic's views do 
not often comply with one's own. 


Outside by the truck again. and 
still out a dollar apiece, Bill decided 
he was too drunk todrive and, thal t 
should I hesitantly agreed. but 
when told that the four-wheel drive 
stick shift was not the automatic 
transmission. went into shock-- I 


Another View 
Dear Students, 
12·17-74 


Few see the college this way: 
A thousand of you have scattered 


across the state and nation. Christ
mas break has come and the snow is 
falling over the deserted campus. 
The buildings are dark. Campus 
lights reflect their light on the fresh 
snow. Flakes fall past the Chapel 
tower to the grtIund, A "Charlie 
Cop" can be seen making his rounds 
near Hoben Hall A Head Resident 
and his wife walk their three· 
legged dog through the fresh 
powder. The stillness is broken with 
the ringing sound of steel on steel 
somewhere on upper campua (a 
notable campus figure split.! fire
place wood), 


The quietness belies the activity 
of the day just ended. Teams of 
people have started a major effect in 
your dormitories. It's hard to 
imagine the scope of the task fa cing 
the service personnel nt the begin· 
ning of the Winter break. 


There has been no Significant 
break for maintenance and cleaning 


for almost a year. When all of you 
hastily vacate your rooms, there is 
created, by some, an expensive form 
of chaos which only the house
keeping personnel fully know. The 
first few days of effort to remove all 
the trash and accumulated heavy 
dirt from the buildings is monu· 
mental, discouraging, dirty, and just 
hard work. Slowly things start to 
come together. A bathroom gets 
cleaned, furniture gets washed 
down, windows are washed, walls 
are washed, carpets are shampooed, 
noors are stripped and sealed and 
waxed. 


Crews of men come in and remove 
broken furniture, bring furniture 
replacements, repair windows. re
pair faucets, replace lamps. These 
many and small tedious details 
taken together create the kind of 
environment in which we want to 
live. 


Only five minutes late the curt.ain 
rose well. The Set presented an 
interesting arrangement of furni· 
ture. doors. and walls into one which 
merged two contrasting classes. 
The character use did not help to 
distinguish the two living 
Neither did the lighti 


it's expeCled, it's not heroic: but it is 
necessary. 


Three weeki later: When the 
count.! came in , t was amazed at the 
productivity, One hundred forty ·six 
panes of glass replaced, 63 bath tub 
drains refurbished, 54 shower heads 
exchanged. 240 ceiling tiles replac
ed. 63 eleClrieal unils repaired. 206 
light bulbs repla ced, 73 rooms 
painted. the equivalent of 127 
room-sized carpels shampooed, the 
equivalent of 320 rooms have had 
their Doors scurbbed and sealed and 
waxed--·and so it goes, the statistics 
never really giving a measure of the 
results. When break was over. 70 
pt(Iple experienced the tiredness 
that .!lOme of you a.ssoc.iate with the 
final exam period. Many of us have 
gained though, a satisfaction at 
having accomplished the task. 


As I stand looking down onto the 
campus on this quiet. snowy eve
ning, I wonder how many hundreds 
of thousands of man hours of effort 
it has laken people at this place to 
sustain it for 141 years, Most of the 
work is routine, it is not glamorous; 


I wish to thank, in print. the 
teams of people of the maintenance 
and grounds and housekeeping 
groups who brought it all together. 
When you see them, you might wish 
to thank them too. 


Sincerely, 
Donald T. Little 


Director of Physical Plants. 


which, technically speaking. 
dull. 


It appeared the Gazette's 


was right. Alan AyCkbou,'.nn" .... ti 
low class British farce 
the similarities of two 
whose husbands work at 
levels in the same 
first appearing 
that of an 
exeeutive. Art i 
doddering husband 
and Nona Mason, listed 
College faculty, played a 
ously gushing wife (Fi.,"). 
second couple of lower 
income, were played by 
Thurg3.land, an . 
some husband t Bob 
Kris Nartel (Teresa 
usual involved 
their son, unseen by all 
way throughout the play. 


The circular plot revolved 
Fiona and Bob's affair. The 
lems they came across because 


unaccountable W.;d::'~:l:rn;!~ lead to a cover-up 
while lie. Our third cou ple, 
Detweilers, played by David 
Cann (William) and Suzy 
(Mary). Noted as the boring 
we instead find Mary 
better moments; her 
nocenee remaining true 
acter. 


Excellent British humor is 
pre~nted dry and with a 
touch. Director, Bertram 
should polish up on his 
humor. The humor was a 
ation of American slap-stick 
T,V. variety shows without 
eanned laughter. Basically, 
were thrown to the audience 
indiscriminately gobbled them 


Characterization was not u 
different implied sets, one 
actors often relating out of 
the wrong ·house'. The 
anticipated lines and the 
consistency in their roles 
some confusion as to what 
actual chaucers were. 


The one exceptional m"m"~ 
the play was held by the v< ... ... 


during the table scene, 
the major connection betw,e;,' 
different dinner tables 


separate ~;~:::; 
The precision in I 
of the actors made it very 
able. 


The performanoo attended 
Saturday night show in the 
of the play's run, and all in all 
disappointing. This play, 
inferilr in directing and 
should not represent 
stage as a whole. We look 
to viewing Rosencrantz 
atern Are Dead at t he 
Theater, But, if you are Ilooking(~ 
true-to-color scotch, or a 
very dry martini, or even 
believably red table wine. 
How the Other HaU Lovea. 


Don Juan in 
To Be Staged 


(WNB) "Don Juan in HelL' 
second Broadw ay ~"od""i.n .. ! 
current 1974-75 
Se ries, will be held 
Auditoriu m Tuesday 
J anuary 21. Starring in 
Bernard Shaw's classic 
Ricardo Montalban. 
hare, Kurt Kasznar and 


"Don Juan in Hell" is 
presented th ird act of 
monumental work "Man 
man", which was fIrSt 
1905 in London. In ';',iti"I, 
classic over seventy 
Shaw decided to make . 
treatment. not of his own 
torian England. but of the 
foresaw sexual and social 
problems as they 
Portraying the role of 
be Mexican·born ....... . 
lrained actor, Ricardo 


Tickets for this Readers 
Production of "Don Juan 
are available at Miller A".",. 
and are priced at $3.00, 
$5,50. 
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What's Political in Kalamazoo 
County Democrats Meet 


by AI Thomson 
RoviD« PoUtieal Reporter 


Kalamazoo County Demo
Party held its annual sering· 


. Saturday at the 
Inn Expressway. 
chairperson, Mary Brown, 


i<.I.m,~~. called the meeting to 
p.m. The convention 


to eleet state represent· 
Wolpe convention 


and Ms. Nancy Ellin 
. A report by the creden· 


was given and 
by voice vote. One hun


eight permanent delegates 
present (including a few K. 


faeu lty and one K. student). 
vacancies were filled to 


a total voting delegation of 


debate was heard 
proposed by a 


headed by County Com
and wife of K. College 
Ms. Jean Deal. The 


, addressed the issues oC 
i income 


urged an increase in the 
Civil Rights Commission 


opposed an increase in the 
Food Stamps; advocated 


appropriations for Day Care 
: called for the establish· 


a comprehensive youth 
to serve the country in peace-


activities such lIS conservation, 
development. and social ser· 
demanded that legislation be 


to oonvert industries 
mili"'", to civilian forms of 


xluction: and, asked federal legis. 
to recognize and honor the 


of Dr. Martin Luther King 


AT WESTERN 
;~:~ifn,.~~:~t. music of Johann 
~~ will be offered by 


Fox at Miller Audi· 
evening. Jan. 23, 


atmosphe~ of 
Lights" accompan i· 


as many as 
ro",,'" a season. will be 


protable. 5&-rank 
amplified by 144 
his appearance. 


. at 8:00 P.M. 
the student 


WMU. 
years, Mr. Fox was 


at New York's Riverside 
but his gT1!atest fame is in 


:1'''"'''.-\ and recording fields, He 
American organist ever 


paid·admission ooncert at 
Hall. He was also chosen 


~~~~~,,~ the new organ at Phi· 
~ I in New York's 


lor the Performing 
and he has returned for 


" n''O,",sold·out performances 
since that time. 
has appeared as solosit with 


York Philharmonic, the 
Symphony, the National 


plus the orchestra of the 
Opera. He was the only 


ever invited to play at 
I .• ''''''no Thomaskirche in Leip


Sebastian Bach 
he has 


organ in 
of the 


in , on which 


:' ~"I~i.,.,.composed his organ 


;'[i~;';;r up with Virgil Fox will 
'" SnYder's "Reve lation 


, lighting the stage with a 
of ~oating forms. shifting 


Images. Snyder will be 
lighting console ol 


t! ::~~'.·~ddi'il' in full view of the 
at the core of all this 
is a heavy dose of 


'tatf 
david scudder 


james whelpton 
abichou 


urang, tom flynn. al thom. 
tim hen nessey, phil wass. 


kurt roscow, helen etkin, 
mitchell, mary d'amour, 


karen zackman. 


by dedaring January 15th a national 
holiday. 


Three of the ten resolutions 
seemed to be of particular ooncern 
to the delegates. The convention's 
action on an anti·war resolution 
showed that t he Viet Nam mistake 
is still a concern of Kalamazoo 
County Democrats. The ~solution 
was passed unanimously and reads: 


Years of fruitless waste of Ameri. 
can lives and resources in defense 
of a regime in South Vietnam 
have shown us that further such 
activity would be a tragic mis. 
take. A new 'Gulf of Tonkin' 
would be unpardonable. We 
Therefore urge t he United States 
government to avoid any military 
maneuvers Or economic build.ups 
which might lead to greater in
volvement in Vietnam. 


Representatfve Howard Wolpe at Saturday'. Convention 


Debate on a resolution calling for 
t he establishment of a law school at 
Western Michigan University in. 
duded probing questions on our 
society's needs. Some delegates felt 
that a new medical school would be 
more beneficial to Michigan than a 
new law school, regardless of its 
location. However, a majority of the 
delegates felt that a positive desire 
for the la w school had to be 
expressed so that sho uld the 
Michigan Legislature appropriate 
fu nds, Kalamazoo would be the new 
school's location. 


A somewhat emotional issue 
presented at t he two-hour con. 
vention was that concerning the 
rights of non·smokers. A resolution 
called for the recognition of non. 
smokers rights at the convention 
inasmuch as smoking be prohibited 


during the session. OpPOSition 
proved strong, but a final compro
mise was st ruck, calling for a 
division of the room·-one side for 
smokers, the other for non·smokers. 


In other oonvention actions, all 
precinct delegates to the County 
Convention were elected as dele· 
gates to the 3rd District Conven· 
tion. held the following Sunday, 
January 12. These same delegates 
will serve at the Democratic Party 
State Convention to be held Jan· 
uard 25 and 26 in Detroit. (The 
Inde:l report on t he State Conven· 
tion will appear in a future issue). 


Another of the Index's political 
coverages scheduled to appear in a 
later issue will offer an in depth 
report on the Democratic National 
Charter Conle~nce held in Kansas 
City, Missouri, and attended by 
your reporter. Through a series of 
interviews with presidential hope· 


AYYANGAR PLAYS TONIGHT 
(NB) R. RangaramanujB Ayyan· 


gar, currently artist·in·residence at 
Thomas Jefferson College and pro
bably the only living repository of 
the 19th century traditions in South 
Indian music, will p~sent a discus· 
sion and demonstration of this 
ancient Indian art on Friday eve· 
ning, January 17, at Kalamazoo 
College. 


Ayyangar, who has dedicated his 
life to the propogation of Indian 
music and the Hindu cultu~, has 
studied the highly complex music 
system of southern India, called 
Carnatic, for 5(] years. 


One of the world's most accomp· 
lished players of the main vehicle ol 
Carnatic music. the voona, Ayyan· 
gar will perlorm in concert at 8:00 
p.m. in the Olmstead Room of 
Mandelle Administration Building. 


The event, sponsored by the 
College's Forum Program, will be 
open to the public Croo of charge. 


The voona, reported to be the 
oldest musical instrument in the 
world, is the predecessor of the 


North Indian sitar. According to 
Ayyangar, the seven· stringed 
instrument is unique because ol its 
close relationship to yoga. 


"The veena is related to the nerve 
centers in the human body," says 
Ayyangar. "It is possible to make 
every cell vibrate to t he veena, 
making it quite useful for purposes 
of yoga practices." For the Brah. 
man, playing the veena has pro
found religious significance. "My 
purpose is not entertainment. It is 
an offering to God." 


A high school teacher in Madras 
for 34 years prior to his retirement 
in 1959, the septuagenarian is a 
scholar not only of the ancient 
histories of the art of South Indian 
music but also of English. 


His pionoor publications in both 
Tamil and English have brought him 
eminence in India and the United 
States. His most recent book, A 
History of South Indian Music, a 
digest of the literature of 25 
centuries in Sanskrit and Tamil, was 
published in 1972. 


A Piggish Proposal 
Most of t he animal ·love rs at 


Kalamazoo College have become 
resigned to the fact that pets in the 
dorms are impossible. If they don't 
make nasty messes on the floor, or 
frighten others, they sit in the 
window and are found out by some 
responsible individual(s). 


Most of us who have gone the pet· 
route and paid the price have done it 
in the conventional way, i.e., dogs, 
cats or gerbils. But what about pigs? 
Pigs, the most·abused of all animals, 
should actually be the most respect· 
ed. They are smarter than any other 
land animal, and eieaner (yes, 
cleaner!), if kept in an environment 
of cleanliness. They are not vicious 
unless provoked, have the 'patience 
of Job. and can be very eflecllve 
objets d'art, if t.rained properly. 


Unlike most other animals, pigs 
despise their own excrement and 
avoid it Castidiously. The old ideal of 
the pig rolling in the dung is one of a 
by·gone era and should be cast out. 
Contrary to popular belief, pigs do 
Dot particularly enjoy wallowing in 
the mud (the rolling action is 
actually a last-ditch attempt to 


bathe), and have been raised very 
successfully on conc~te. 


Consider for one moment the 
positive aspects ol the noble hog. All 
pigs used in scientific experiments 
have proven to be extremely 
co-operative and intelligent. They 
are, in fact. regular little hams. 


They do not produce Coul odors, 
like our other bucolic friends. The 
female of the species is, of course. 
far easier to get along with than is 
the male. This is to be expected. If 
pigs of only one sex were brought 
up in a college atmosphere, they 
would not reporduce astoundingly. 


This is not meant to suggest t.hat 
each student should be allowed to 
indulge in the pleasure of cohabiting 
with a pig. Perhaps, however, a sort 
of "house hog" could be procurred at 
the discretion of the head residents. 
One point to keep in mind before 


finally selecting a pig with whom to 
spend your life is t his: Pigs are 
sensitive creatures who will succeed 
insofar as their environment is 
conductive to success. A pig. like a 
child, will imitate its companions. 
Your pig will be what you make it. 


ruls. including Morris Udall, Scoop 
Jackson. Lloyd Bentson, and 
George Wsllace, I hope to have 
gathered some information that will 
be of interest to the Kalamazoo 
College Community. This week's 
sample of that inlo: from one of 
Governor George C. Wallace's top 
lieutenants and coordinator for the 
north-eentral states, ''The Governor 
will announce his political plans lor 
the next two years sometime late in 
January or early in February." 
Question: "What will those plans 
beT' 
ADswer: "Well, I can tell you this 
much. I will be setting up campaign 
state headquarters in two or three 
states within the next month." 


Look for the announcement that 
Alabama's GQvernor George Wal· 


'lace is a candidate for the Demo
cratic Presidential nomination! 


This is Al Thomson reporting. 


FILM NOTES 
by Arthur 


The Film Soeiety. contrary to 
popular belief is still alive and 
kicking under the expert guidance 
of David Simpson. Stu Keith, and 
Nancy Futterknecht, there prom
ises to be a rum this quarter 
guaranteed to excite at le&.!lt one 
part of your brain. 


Due to circumstances beyond our 
control all films are a dollar, 
however, being the friendly types 
we are, we have cooked up a scheme 
to save your money. Ready?you 
can buy a ticket-specifically design. 
ed for "K" College students·that will 
allow you to soo 5 films for a mere 4 
dollars. This equals. if my mathema. 
tics are still accurate, SOc per fIlm. 
And, if you're really on the ball. you 
can purchase a ticket Cor 7 dollars 
with which you can see 10 movies-
70c each. Another advantage to this 
plot is that after you buy the ticket. 
every movie seen will seem free . 
(You see, everyone not as bright as 
yourself will be plunking down 
dollar bills. and all you'll be doing is 
showing a piece of orange card. 
board.) As this article appears you 
may have missed Di&creet Charm 01 
the Bourgeo8ie by Bunuel , but if 
you're quick you may be able to 
catch Chabrol's Le Boucher. In any 
event take some time out and enjoy 
quality celluloid. It is last disappear. 
ing these days. 


Next week, t he Film Soeiety will 
present the Seven Samura.i (Wed· 
nesday night) and BUana8 (Friday 
nighL) 


Jan. 9· State Representstive 
Howard Wolpe (D·Kalamazoo) has, 
in the new session of t he Legislature 
re·introduced a biU, House bill 4057, 
which would allow Michigan motor· 
ists to make right turns at red 
lights. 


The bill was approved over· 
whelmingly by the House last year, 
but died in oommittee in the Senate. 


The legislation, Wolpe explained, 
would permit a motorist to turn 
right at a red light after stopping 
and yielding the right of way to 
other traffic and pedestrians. 


At least 17 other states permit a 
right turn against a red light after a 
full stop and 19 other slates permit 
the right turns when a sign permits 
them. In addition. the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administra· 
tion has recommended in proposed 
fedral standards that each state 
enact laws permitting right turns 
against a red light unless the turn is 
prohibited by a sign. 


"Other than the mere logic of the 
right turns, there are other advan· 
tages to my proposal," Wolpe said. 
"The turns would facilitate the flow 
of traffic, thereby reducing conges· 
tion which can result in traffic 
accidents. It would also reduce the 
idling time for cars, which unneces· 
sarily uses fuel." 


He added that recent studies in 
states which permit right turns at 
red lights indicate that there has 
been no significant safety problem 
for pedestrians. 


Wolpc's bill last year had the 
support of the Department ol State 
Police, the Kalamazoo Board of 
County Road Commissioenrs, the 
Kalamazoo County Safety Council, 
and the Kalamazoo County· 
Chamber of Commerce. __ ..... 


IN TOWN 
Cinema I & n, Maple Hill Mall 


"The Towering Inferno" 
at 7:00, 10:00 P.M. 
"Front Page" 
5:30. 7:30 P.M. (343-4455) 


Plaza I & D, 6200 S. Westnedge 
"Freebie & the Bean" 
at 7:00. 9:00. 10:00 P.M. 
''The Klansman" 
at 7:15. 9:20 P.M. (323-1118) 


State, 404 S. Burdick 
"The Godfather Part II" 
at 8:30 P.M. (344·1537) 


Capitol, 138 E. South Street 
"Winnie the Pooh" and 
"The Island at the Top of' 
the World" 
at 7:00. 9:00 P.M. (342-4823) 


Campus, 2620 W. Michigan 
"The Man With the Golden 
Gun" 
at 7:00, 9:00 P.M. - Fri. 
at 7:15 , 9:20 P .M .. Sat. 
1345-4186) 


West Main Theatre, 148 W. Main 
Mall 
''The Gambler" 
at 6:45, 9:05 P.M. (382·1818) 
Art Center 
"The Last Movie" 
at 2:00 P.M . . Sunday 


Western, 2750 Knauss 
"The Last Movie" 
at 7:00, 9:15 P.M .. Sat. 


Civic Theatre, 329 S. Park 
"How the Other Half Loves" 
at 8:30 P.M. (343-1313) 


New Vic Theatre, 134 E. Vine 
"Rosencrantz and Guildenstern 
Are Dead" 
at 8:30 P.M. (381-3328) 
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Francois and Hinkle Assume 
New Posts in Mandelle 


(NB)Riehard Francois wu named 
alumni director at Kalamazoo Col· 
lege in an announeement made 
December 26, 1974 by President 
George N. Rainsford. 


Francois, 1969 graduate of Kal· 
amazoo College, had been serving as 
assistant dean of admissions. He 
takes over the alumni activities 
from Ms. Marilyn Hinkle who was 
acting as director of both alumni and 
public relations. Ms. Hinkle will 
devote her full time as director of 
public relations in a move to 
broaden the public aHairs area. 


Other appoiintmenl.!l in the public 
relations and development staffs 
will be announced at a later dale. 


Francois joined the Kalamazoo 
College suff in 1910 as admissions 
counselor. In his previous assign· 
ment as assistant dean of admis
sions, he developed an adminissions 
program, effectively using alumni in 
the admissions process. In August, 


Joumalism 
Competition 


Being 
Sponsored 


Last fall, a college journalism 
writing competition on alcohol use 
and abuse was announced at the 
Associated Collegiate Press 50th 
Annual Conference in Hollywood, 
Florida. The response was over
whelming. Both student and advisor 
attendees not only preceived alcohol 
as the number one drug problem on 
todays college campuses, but also 
considered it a legitimate issue 
worth writing about in their college 
newspapers. 


The consequent nationwide, col
lege writing competition on alcohol 
was initiated, designed to recognize 
good journalism while communicat.
ing the facts, issue~ and conc::erns 
about one of our nation'~ leading 
health problems. 


he represented Kalamazoo College 
at the 14th Annual Summer Instl· 
tute on College Admissions held at 
Harvard University. He was among 
43 admissions officers invited to 
attend and gave the summary 
reaction at the conclusion of the two 
week program. Mrs. Francois (the 
former Susan Kilborn, 1968 grad
uate of Kalamazoo College) is a 
member of the College admissions 
staff. 


Ms. Hinkle is knows to alumni 
across the country, through an 
active alumni program she has 
developed and directed since 1974. 
Reeognized professionally. she ra. 
cently completed a term as presi
dent of the Great Lakes District of 
the American Colleges Public Rela· 
tions Association. Kalamazoo Col· 
lege publications, under her direc· 
tion. have frequently woo national 
awards. 


President Rainsford noted that, 
"These are two important admin
istartive changes that have been 
under consideration for some time. 
They have the full support of all 
parties involved including the Board 
of Directors of the Alumni Associa
tion Council. 


"Both the public relations and 
alumni activities of the College will 
require the benefit of full -time 
professionsl management as the 
College moves into the exciting yet 
critical years ahead. We need to be 
adequately prepared to meet the 
important challenge of these times 
and we will be a great step closer to 
that preparation now. Ms. Hinkle 
now will focus her experience and 
talents on programs directed to the 
local and national general public of 
the College. Mr. Francois will take 
over the development of programs 
for alumni and the many and vital 
ways they can serve and be served 
by the College. Thus the College will 
be immeasurably strengthened in 
its ability to communicate with and 
receive support (rom both its alumni 
and the general publics." 


Dannon 
Art Contest 


Art Students Invited to Design 
Yogurt Posters for Prizes: Dannon 
Yogurt Sponsors Second Annual 
College Competition 


SWIMMING '75 
As the 1974-75 Swimming season 


once again is upon us, Kalamazoo 
attempta to capture its fourth 
straight M1AA title_ The loss of four 
of last year's top performers has not. 
puta damper on any of Coac::h Keot's 
enthusiasm that K c::an repeat as 
Conferenee champs with proper 
training and a solid team effort. 


The Hornets have two All·MJAA 
performers returning in Senior 
Steve Labbe and Sophomore Fred 
Nelis. Labbe swam at Cody High 
School in Detroit and has just come 
into his own as a fine sprinter. 
Labbe, a co-eaptain this year, is 
expected to be a big part in K's 
hopes for a repeat of last year's 
performance. Nelis did his prep 
swimming at West Ottawa in 
Holland. In last year's conference 
meet, Fred won the 200 and 50 
yard £reestyle races, took seeond in 
the 100 and was a member of the 
recordsetting freestyle relay. A 
repeat performance by Nelis is 
essential for another good season. 


Senior Dave Simmons returns 
after three outstanding seasons. 
Simmons. a ireestyler and breas
troker, was the MtAA's best in '72 
as MVP and was All·MIAA in his 
sophomore year. Simmons could be 
a key to success this year as he 
attempts to gain a few personal 
goals missed in '74. 


Howard Holmes, a junior from 
Richmond, Indiana returns to add 
strength in the 200 individual 
medley and butterDy races. How· 
ard, an excellent performer in all 
the strokes, took a second behind 
departed Lee Kremin in the indivi· 
dual medley and was a finalist in 
two other events last year. 


Freshman Dave Dean appears to 
be another sign of the Hornet's luck 
at grabbing outstanding underclass· 
men, Dean, from Boston. Mass· 
achusetts, is an excellent all-around 
swimmer. his specialty being in the 
1M and breastroke events. Dean is 
expected to crack MIAA records in 
the 100 and 200 yard backstroke 
events, as he has already approach· 
ed both times. 


Sophomore lettermen Brent Bailey 
of Parkersburg. West Virginia and 
John MacArthur of Mt. Clemens 
should add more depth. Bailey will 
be diving as well as seeing action in 
the 1M and butterfly events. 
MacArthur, a finalist in both back
stroke events a year ago, should 
repeat if he can stay away £rom 
injuries like those incurred last 
year. 


Other freshmen on the team 
include Bob Kost, a diver from 
Trenton; Ralph Thomas, a freestyl 
er from Kalamazoo; and Mike Stool
miller from Troy, also a freestyle 
man. Sophomore Jim Rehmus, a 
freestyler from Dexter, rounds out 
the team. 


The A-warda: Three first prizes of 
$500 cash plus an expense·paid, 
three-day trip to Washington, D.C., 
on June 11 -18, and a national 
recognition award. Three second 
prizes of the trip to Washington and 
the recognition award (no cash 
prize). The six winner~ will be 
presented their awards at the 5th 
Annual Conference of the National 
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and 
Alcoholism on June 11·18. 1975. 
The Story: The three entry cate


gories are: editorial (including edi
torial cartoons). feature story (in
cluding photo essays). or feature 
series on the subject of alcohol use 
and abuse-no matter what the 
slant. The entry mu~t have appear
ed in a college newspaper or 
new~.magazine and been written by 
a full·time college student. In the 
event a co-authored article is chosen 
as a top entry, the award will be 
divided and the ~election of a 
Washington visitor is up to the 
editor. 
The SpoDlIOr: The National Council 


on Alcoholism in conjunction with 
the National Institute on Alcohol 
Abuse and Alcoholism is the spon· 
SOl'. They are interested in promot· 
ing student awareness of campus 
dialogue on the issue while promot· 
ing good journalistic writing- no 
matter what the point of view. 
The Judeea: A panel of profess· 


ional journalists from the news 
media will be selected to judge the 
entries. There are no restrictions on 
length. Don't hesitate to ~ubmit a 
story with an unusual or innovative 
format . The judges will use wide 
latitude in assessing the entry's 
communication value. 


Art students at colleges and 
universities throughout the Eastern 
United States have been invited to 
take part in a unique poster design 
competition for cash prizes. The 
Seeon Annual Poster Design Com
petition. is sponsored by the makers 
of Dannon Yogurt. and the chal· 
lenge i~ to design a poster that 
reflect.s the "natural and fresh" 
qualities of Dannon. 


Top prize in this year's contest is 
$1,000. and there will be nine other 
cash awards, including S750 for 
second place, S500 for third, S200 for 
fourth, and six honorable mentions 
of S50 each. Last year, students 
(rom over 100 colleges and univer
sities entered the competition. 


In competition thus far. Kazoo fell 
short by six points in taking 
runner-up honors to Alma in the 
MlAA Relays. In a triangular meet 
January 10 the Hornets nosed out 
Kalamazoo Valley 81-78, while Mott 
of Flint was a distant third with 36 
point.!!. 


The Deadline: The entrie~ must 
have appeared in a coUege news· 
paper or news·maga.t.ine from No
vember I, 1974 to Apri115, 1975 and 
be postmarked no later than April 
22, 1975. 


Further information, sourc::e doc
uments for the purposes of back
ground information, and entry 
forms may be obtained in the Indu 
office. 


In all cases the Dannon c::ontainer 
must appear in the poster, and the 
poster must reflect the theme of 
"natural and fresh". Additional 
details on the contest and informa
tion regarding yogurt, are ave.ilable 
in the todu office and Snack Bar 
respectively. Deadline for this 
year's entries is February 10. 1975. 


THE WEEK IN SPORTS 
Saturday, Jan. 18: wrestling at 


Franklin College; Men's swim
ming at Valparaiso; basketball 
at Albion. 


Tuesday, Jan. 21: women's swim
ming at Eastern Michigan. 


Wednesday, Jan. 22: wrestling 
vs Olivet (home at 7:80); wo
men's basketball at Albion; 
basketban at Hope; men'a 
swimming vs Albion (home at 


71. 
Thursday, Jan. 23: women's 


swimming vs Michigan Stale 
& Western Michigan (home at 
7). 


-


WRESTLING IRS NOTES 
Taxpayers living in the 


Wrestling at K got off to a good 
start with the grappling Hornets 
winning three matche~ in the lU'St 
exhibition of the season. The 
Hornets. coached by Carl Latora, 
beat Concordia 21-18, Lake Forest 
31-18. and North Park 40-10 in a 
triple-dual January 11 to finish the 
day with a perfect 3-0 record. 


zoo area can "hl.ain ." ..• ;",,,,,. 
Ilfl4 federal ,·n".m. 
Monday through 
week at the IRS office in K.""o(. 
according to local district 
representative, Lewis M. 


The IRS will also again 
toll·free telephone service 


more convenient for "::~::r.~:':;:' 
obtain information and Recording triple victories for the 


day were Steve Zuhl, Dennis 
Bishop. Kurt Roscow and Dwayne 
Adams. Double wins went to Tom 
Rizw and Spencer Krane and other 
victories to Tom Taylor. Russ Picus, 
Dave Martin and Steve Adams. 


service being offered 
from 8:30 a.m. until 4:30 
Saturday service to be -;"--- 0·' 
later date. 


The team victories were due to a 
combination of experience and a 
well·balanced line·up. Hopefully the 
grapplers can improve on their third 
place finish in the league last year, 
and there is a possibility of a 
championship team as long as 
injuries and other unforeseen situa
tions do not develop. 


1'uesday, the team carries its 8-0 
record into the First league dual 
match against Arian, and should 
come out with a 4-0 record. On 
Thursday there will be a match 
between the Hornets and Wayne 
State in Tredway Gym. and a mateh 
it should be. 


Filling the weights this year for K 
are; fr eshman Spencer Krane (l18 
Ibs.), senior Tom Taylor (126), fresh
man Kurt Roscow (1M), junior 
Steve Zuhl (142), sophomore Tom 
Rizzo (1SO), freshman Russ Picus 
(ISO) senior Dwayne Adams (l58), 
All-American senior Dennis Bishop 
(167), senior Dave Martin (177), and 
junior Steve Adams (1oo). 


B-Ball Winning Big 
For the first lime 1lI tne 14-yelU 


history of the Marshall Optimisti( 
Basketball Classic. Kalamuoo Col· 
lege reigns as champions. 


Coach Ray Steffen's Hornets 
swept past MIAA opponent Albion 
College 78-65 Monday night. (De· 
Cf!mber 30, 1974) to gain the crown. 
Both Kalamazoo and Albion had 
drawn byes in the first round of 
action with Kalamazoo knocking-off 
Taylor University 81-69 in Saturday 
night's (Deeember 28. 1974) semi
final contest. 


Kalamazoo's Mark Jackson, who 
scored a game high or 18 points in 
the victory over Albion, was chosen 
as the tournament's Most Valuable 
Player. Senior Guard Jim Vander
weele joined Jackson on the All· 
Tournament. team. 


The Hornets, with a 4·1 record 
traveled to Manchester, Indiana on 


Thursday, (January 2), to 
Manchester College by a 
98-a2. 


Following Thursday's 
team defeated North 
lege (January 4) in 
lllinois, then went on 
Adrian by a SCOnl of 
Wednesday. Following 
(January 11) defeat of 
basketball team sported an 
ive record as they _.,." 
here at home this past 
night. Standings showed 
8-1 on the season: 


K 81. Spring Arbor 62 
Goshen 54, K 45 
K 76, Aquinas 71 
K 81, Taylor 69 
K 78, Albion 65 
K 92, Manchester 82 
K 95, North Centr al 75 
K 84, Adrian 74 
K 50. Olivet 46 












SC REPORT 
by Index Staff 


' :;,h:,:\'::"i~;;Co~'~m~~m::iSSion settled ~~ issues lut 
the Indn faith


corner seat, Joe Folz ,,,,,',O<! that corner to offer his 
quote of the day--"Life is a 


this may be true, and 
must be sometimes. the 


~mmi,;si'," took care of plenty of 
fed carpet of IImooth 


ri:il;:~~~iS:i;'~O:~II~ing into Hoben 
~I [ members deliv-


several estimates for the new 
television; Mr. Flynn is to 
with Mr. Dozier shortly to 
the choi~. 


r~,~;;'o;;h,;";,f;I""h~ might have 
House following the 


to convert it to an all-male 
answer is 'no.' President 


r.T;;';,d has decided to use Hicks 
• guest house on campus. 


next year, maybe Nu!! 
entertaining male appli-


" Ah~r having been revised several 
due to mechanical technical
finalized form or the Career 
Grants proposed was ateep


Although the grants afe offered 
. the program in its 


~]i~~~~~next 


$600 will be set aside yearly for 6 
$100 grants to be offered all juniors 
and sohpomores participating in 
Career Service programs winter 
and spring quarters ... 
DEADLINE for this spring's appli
cations is Sunday, February 17 ... 


As the student body is being asked 
lo vote next Wednesday, Feb. 19, on 
the next fiscal year's budget for 
student organizations, the Commis
sion discussed at length various 
methods of better informing stu
dents about that budget. SC mem
bers agreed to tour the dormitories 
in an effort to contact the entire 
student body; an information table 
will be set up during lunch and 
dinner on Monday; and a fireside is 
scheduled for Tuesday night at 6:30 
to answer any last minute questions 
before the polls open. Those who 
wonder about the 'doings', or 
'undoings' of student organizations 
should cheek out this issue's feature 
articles on pages 4 and 5. 
Before adjourning, the Commission 


(almost unanimously) approved a 
proposal to offer a mural-design 
contest-the work to appear on those 


white walls down by the 
2. 


TSBY DISCUSSION HELD 
informal discussion 9ponsored 


:'~"~~~i:~i;: ', Department on The F. Scott Fitzgerald's 
novel, attracted sev


students to the Olmstead 
on the afternoon of Tuesday, 


. 11 . 
I of the forum leaders 


the illusions within the 
particularly t.he idea of a 


. Ame rican Dream 


[;;;;;;:~';-D;' bring Jay Gatsby 
II'. Dr. St.avig said, "The 


Cataby isn't as much about 
American Dream as it is about 
limitations of t.hat. dream," 


h~:,b:i~;~';~~ in the discus-
d on the structure and 


nove\. "I think it's the 
texture of the book which 
to me so much now," 


i" '''l.d Dr. Bogart, ''I'm always 
I:",;;,;;;.;'y Fitzgerald's ability to 
I ~ work in symbols at 


time." 
added, ..,.he Great 


Gatsby is a novel of balance-a 
complex balance between light and 
dark, color and the absence of color, 
and between characters." 


Most of the discussion, however. 
revolved around the characters of 
Jay Gatsby and Nick Carraway, Dr. 
Barrett argued that The Great 
Gatsby was really about Nick 
Carraway and not Jay Gatsby. and 
that Nick was just as corrupt and 
immoral as any of the other 
characters. Dr. Bogart and several 
others maintained t.hat the integrity 
of Nick's moral sense was one of the 
few credible character traits in the 
novel, and that it is this sense of 
moral integrity presented with an 
equally unscrupulous Jay Gauby 
which supplies balance and contrast 
to the novel. 


After extensive discussion the 
debate on Carraway and Gstsby 
came to a stalemate, and with that 
question still unresolved, the discus
sion ended. 
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COLLEGE FORUM GODFREY VISITS INTERBEAT 
WEEKEND PRESENTS 


NORM GEISLER 
by John A. Michaelsen 


This Monday night. February 17th, 
the Kalamazoo College Forum, and 
the Kalamazoo College Christian 
Fellowship. will present Dr. Norm 
Geisler, speaking on ''The Philos· 
ophies of Religion." Dr. Geisler is a 
well known speaker who is in great 
demand as a speaker at conferences. 
colleges and universities. 
Dr. Geisler has had a wide range of 


leaching experience. He is presently 
the chairman of the Department of 
Philosophy of Religion at Trinity 
Evangelical Divinity School. 
Dr. Geisler is also the author of 


several books and articles appearing 
in magazines and professional jour· 
nals, The title of the Monday night 
Forum address is taken from his 
latest book, Philosophy of Religion. 
Zondervan, 1974. In reviewing the 
book, Clark H. Pinnock of Regent 
College, Vancouver, says, "First, 
Dr. Geisler looks at religious ex
perience and considers whether we 
can argue from it to the reality of a 
transcendent. objeet of that experi
ence. 8ef:ond he analyzes the logic of 
the four major thei.~tic arguments 
(cosmological, teleological, moral, 
ontological). You will look long and 
far for a discussion comparable to 
this in its understanding of all issues 
involved. Third, the author enters in 
to the discussion about God and 
language. Here again the reader is 
treated to an acquaintance with the 
whole debate since the Greek 
Philosophers. Fourth, Geisler faces 
up to the most important and 
difficult objeetion to the Christian 
Faith, namely, the problem of evil. I 
cannot honestly point to any other 
source available in print today, 
which more adequately grapples 
with this question. All in all. it is 
hard to point to any evangelical 
book which offers so much solid. 
scholarly help in some areas as 
crucial as these in the philosophy of 
religion." 
§The Forum Monday night will take 
the format of a Lecture-Discussion. 
With the material for Dr. Geisler's 
lecture coming from his book, 
reviewed above, this should prove 
to be one of the best Forum events 
yet. one you won't want. to miss. The 
Forum will be held at 8 p.m. in 103 
Dewing. 


by J oe Taylor 


For a few days last week Dr. 
Robert Godfrey. Assistant Direetor 
of Outward Bound, visited the K 
campus. He met with students 
twice: Thursday night to discuss the 
experiental education, Friday at 
lunch to show slides of his difficult 
climb of EI Capitan, a bare rock face 
rising 3,400 feet out of the Yosemite 
Valley in Yosemite National Park. 


Thursday night Dr. Godfrey 
talked about the relative merits of 
different ways of evaluating experi
ential education. He stated that 
experiential edueation is becoming II. 


more acceptable mode of learning; 
over 400 institutions in the U.S. use 
it. Godfrey claimed that experiential 
education is a neeesity in modern 
colleges. He noted that in the 192O's 
the U.S .. being mostly rural was an 
"expe ri ence-rich eult ure". No w, 
with much more urbanization and 
supplied cognitive education, we 
have become an "information·rich 
culture." he implied the need to 
move hack to an "experience-rich 
culture" and hence the need for 
experiential education. 


Returning to his topic. Godfrey 
said that empirical research doesn't 
work for evaluating education in 
general. let alone experiential ed
ucation. "We must. accept our 
subjedivity," he stated, "and use it 
as best we can." 


During the Friday lunch hour, the 
audience listened intently as God· 
frey narrated slides of last sum· 
mer's ascent of EI Capitan. Godfrey 
said that climbing El Caiptan was 
the pinacle (no pun intended) of rock 
climbing. It was easy to believe, 
seeing climbers precariously dangl
ing 2500 feet in the air from ropes 
secured in the sheer rock by l/a inch 
diameter pieees of steel. 


Today-St. Va..Ientine'l Day 
4:30-7:00 Formal 8t. Valentine's 


Day Dinner 
9:oo-8at. AM All Night Dance in 


Old Wells, featuring: free beer 
and a 1960's light show 


10:00-12:00 Movies (Old Welles) 
including the original 


Phantom of tbe Opera! 
As long as you've been in Old 
Welles for most of the evening 
there's no reason not. to make it a 
night! So unroll those !deeping 
bags. 
Satu.rday, February 15 
12:30-6:00 AM Late night Game 


Room Tournament with prius 
7:00·9:00 Candlelight Breakfast 


with natural foods 
11 :30-1:00 Carnival Lunch. Frank 


Burrows M.C. 
12:00 Czeeh Art Exhibit opens in 


FAB 
Afternoon snow sculpturing on 


the quad (weather permitting) 
8:00 Basketball vs. Hope College 
4:00 Saturday acting ensembles: 


skits. mime, comedy, etc. 
4:80-7:00 Special Saga Roast 


Beef Dinner. Frank Bul'TOws 
M.C. with Chamber Orehestra 
music 


8:00 Movie Beau Gene Recital 
HoII 


9:00 mellow, and mellower music 
in Old Welles with free beer 


Sunday, February 16 
12:00 noon Celebration of Life 


folk music. poetry. and organic 
refreshment.s-President's 
Lounge 


3:00-4:00 W. C. Fields Films in 
the Harmon Lounge ... 
Special thanks to the Student 


Commission, CUB, IHA, and 
Harmon Dorm Council who pro
vided the necessary funding and 
organization fo r this weekend. 


Smoking Seminar 
by A. Sean Deleere 


I choose not to smoke. I choose 
not to smoke. I choose ... Maybe if t 
say it enough times it will work. 
This phrase is one of the things we 
addicts are supposed to say when 
we feel the urge to smoke. As Dr. 


the whole operation start to ftnlsh 
with 2 nurses standing by for those 
who might be squeemish, but they 
were not needed as we addicts are 
hardened to that SOrt of thing. 


The first day's plan was the 


by Tom Hennelsey TO BE STAGED 
and Men, the popular 


the novel of the same 
Steinbeck, will be 


Dalton Theatre Feb· 
at 8:00 P.M. under the 


of Clair Myers. 
play Of Mice and Men was 


performed in 1937 and it deals 
the injustice and poverty of the 


" i.~",;DekpreS5ion, a theme which 
:: .also used in his two 


novels, Tortilla Flat (1935) 


::~;:::Du~~:b"~~U'~~BaltJe (1936). In Steinbeck writes about 
people of his 


~~::'~,':,.~:n~d their constant 
Ie in the "Prom-


the West". his 


all of his works. 
The play Of Mice and Men deals 


Specifically with a few days in the 
lives of two wandering farmhands, 
George and Lennie. who fmd work 
at a ranch on the banks of the 
Salinas River where the play 
unfolds. 


''This play is about the alienation 
of man from man and the need to 
communicate somehow with some
one." explained Director Clair 
Myers. "It's really a very pessimis
tic view of relations between 
people-there is a feeling of es· 
trangement which no one really 
tries to overwme." 


Clair Myers went on to say, "Of 
Mice aod Men is almost II. docu
mentary of the thirties, and that's 
one of the reasons why we're 
presenting it -- we try to put on a 
wide variety of plays and we haven't 
done anything this realistic in a long 


time. Also. we've jUst graduated a 
lot of actors and this is a good play 
for less experienced people to 
develop acting ability because the 
play is so easily understood." 
Appearing in the play will be Kim 


Chapman as George. Duane Utech 
as Lennie. Thomas Morris as Candy, 
Kenneth McCardweU as The Boss, 
David Simpson as Curley. Mary 
McNamara as Curley's Wife, Tom 
Hennes as Slim. Greg Tushar as 
Carlson. Jeff Gerhardstein as Whit, 
and Francis Broadway as Crooks. 


As a final comment about the play, 
Myers said. "I was a bit pessimistic 
at first. but we had a lot of good 
people tryout, more than we could 
use in fact. and I think it will be a 
good performance." 
Tickets for the performance will be 


availahle starting Monday. Febru
ary 17 from 1·5 p.m. in the Dalton 
Theatre Box OUice, 


Delong says. when we make a 
statement like '( will never smoke 
again: and fail, we lose much faith in 
our own will power; however, if we 
say we choose not to smoke. and 
smoke. it mellns we choose to smoke 
but can later choose not to. "You 
have only lost a battle, not the war." 


This week's Smoking Seminar 
included 5 movies and some leetures 
and unusual rules to follow. Mon. 
day's movie, Count Down, was 
about a man who discovered he had 
cancer; he had an operation in which 
a portion of his lung was removed. 
We sat and watched in cancer color 


roughest: A liquid diet of water. 
fruit juice, and more water. <Person
ally. 1 felt that I chose to quit 
smoking Dot eating.) This diet was 
supposed to cleanse the system of 
much of the nicotine, thereby 
helping to reduce the urge. I found 
that my urge was reduced, but that 
was because rather than wanting a 
cigarette, my mind was concentrat
ing on how to liquify a French 
crumh cake, or define alcohol and 
coffee as fruit juices. It is a tough 
program to follow but hopefully as 
you read this. there will be 15 less 
fire breathers on campus. 
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READERS l'HEATRE 
A Review by Ed U ••• m"h 


Lout Priday, February 1. Kalama
zoo College's Department of Thea 
trc Arts and Speech opened with 8 


show that, in my opinion was and 
will be the Theatrical event of this 
academic year. The event was the 
15th annual Faculty Readers Thea
tre, based on the writings of Ernest 
Hemingway. Compiled and edited 
by Ms. Nelda Balch, the script 
maintained an ams7ing now, while 
at the same time, contained a tempo 
that kept the audience wide awake. 


As is typical in a Hemingway 
novel, the men in this show were 
much stronger than the WOOlen. 


This should not be taken 85 a nega
live criticism of the female read
ers: it is much to the contrary in 
that the women interpreted their 
characters in a very proper Heming
way fashion. Of the three women 
readers (Nelda Balch. Margo Bosk· 
er, and Jean Rainsfordl Ms. Balch 
wll.!l the most outstanding. creating 
various characters, including a male 
or two. through her seasoned skill of 
oral interpretation and theatrical 
presence. Ms. Bosker and Ms. 
Rainsford also did quite well. 
though each held a lesser degree of 
importance within the show itself·· 
Ms. Bosker played a number of 
ex tre mely weak women, and Ms. 
Rainsford various character roles. 


In contrast. the men of this show 
were unusually forceful. the star 
being the type·cast Laurence Bar· 
relt of the English Department. So 
uncanny is Dr. Barrett's resem· 
blance to Hemingway that when he 
quotes Hemingway in that growling 
low voice of his. you could almost 
swear it's Hemingway's reincarnat· 
ed !!elf. The only criticism 1 have for 
our Hemingway was that at times. 
he seemed to be at a loss for energy. 
The most consistent of the male 
readers had to be our Dean of the 
Chapel and Vice· Provost, Robert 
Dewey. Dean Dewey was well cast 
for all his roles. and calmly moved 
from one to another. His contrasting 
t"ounterpart was Dr. Donald Flesche 
who played a young Hemingway 
and Nick Adams quite well. though 
at times resembled a child with a 
bladder problem. Unfortunately he 
seemed miss·cast in his final role of 


an old man. which came orr much 
more like a disturbed child than the 
Non-Political. senile old man. 
Another consistent reader of the 
male cast was Kurt Kaufmann of the 
Chemistry Department. His roles 
varied from the gangster in the 
Killer, to a husband sitting with his 
neurotic wife in HiUs Like White 
Elephants, all of which came off 
well. The two true character actors 
of the performance were Clair 
Myers and Paul Olexia. Mr. Myers 
performed well in his roles of 
gangster and Roman Lieutenant. 
and at the same time gave excellent 
interpretation as a narrator in the 
oollage MHemingway the Man~; Dr. 
Olexia's roles consisted of Sam la 
black cook). George fa Judean 
tavO"n owner). and Hemingway's 
father··all were well done well. 
though at times, the roles. like those 
of Mr. Myers, ran together. The 
final member of the cast was our 
assistant provost. Warren Board. 
Mr. Board's characters were pro
I:&bly the weakest male roles in the 
script. and this combined with Mr. 
Board's narration during one of the 
mllages did not strengthen his 
position among the more forceful 
male characters. Again, this is not a 
negative criticism of Mr. Board's 
abilities, as was the case with the 
female roles. Mr. Board's characters 
were intended to be portrayed as 
weak persons. 


The only problem I found with 
this conglomeration of Hemingway 
(as Man, Myth. Writer. and Roman· 
tic hero) was the sho ..... ·s use of an 
anti·climactic epilogue .... The Old 
Man at the Bridge." with the poorly
cast Dr. Flesche mumbling aimless
ly in a fetal position. Although the 
epilogue's purpose, as a summation 
of Hemingway's personality. was 
technically correct. it destroyed the 
previous scene's climactic peak in 
which Myers narrates Hemingway's 
suicide. 


Even so. the script, and the 
readers' interpretahons of that 
script maintained that same br il
liant quality that Hemingway used 
throughout his writings .. that sort of 
dirt reality. 


Would you paint. w.n fortbeMi two genUemen? 


MAKE YOUR MARK 
by Tbom f lynn 


Every K·er wants to leave 
something of themselves to this 
Academy on Carmel. Witness the 
frantic scratching of loves and 
philosophies into the Snack Bar's 
history·plagued table tops. NOW. 
For those of you who never learned 
to carve; For those of you looking 
for the next step from canvas; For 
those latent Michelangelos; For 
thOllE! poets of painting; et. al. The 
Student Commission and the Col· 
lege Union Board bring you a wall. 
A ..... all. uncarvable. but paintable. A 
wall. 26 feet of present day white· 
ress. A wall. at a slight incline. A 
wall at a slight decline. 


To sweeten this offer, the combin· 
ed treasuries of the aforementioned 
organil.ations will award a $50.00 


prize for the design they choose to 
dcccrate the wall. They will also 
oough up an additional 550.00 for 
material and labor to allow the 
designer to put the prize-winning 
mural permanently upon the wall. 


The Wall is situated. rather per 
manently. between thf' Union Desk 
and the Bookstore ... the right wall as 
one climbs to the Bookstore from 
the sunken Union Desk. 


So hurry now that wall won't be 
white much long~r. Designs should 
be submitted. in scale. to the Union 
Desk by Friday of the 8th· week. The 
winner will be announced shortly 
thereafter, with the mural to be 
completed by the middl4! of Spring 
Quarter. 


La Renaissance a revenu. 


A ~l essage To The ~tudent nod)" 


Why do people believe it is wrong 
10 bekh in public? Often. we even 
stop ourselves from belching when 
alone- when it's impossible to be 
rude 10 anyone. People who think 
it's impropt'r to belch contribute to 
that etiquette that discourages 
emotions from being expressed. 
Parents teach their children that 
expressing bodily emotions publicly 
i5 taboo. But nothing is more 
unassuming than a small child 
enjoying his meal so much that he 
sees fit to gurgle a little here and 
there. In contrast. when a grown 
man does the same thing, one's 
stoma~h curdles with disgust. Is 
saliva degraded by age. or is it 
society and education that play with 
our minds. forcing us to detest 
things that are simple and natural? 


Understandably. these physlcai 
inhibitions invariably refle<:t psy· 
chological deterrents. Why is there 
always an awkward thirty minutes 
or more at the beginning of dances? 
Why the hesitation to run across the 
quad to hug a friend you'd love to 
lOuch? Why do people watch to see 
if someone lights his cigarette 
properly. Why do people close their 
doors and sit as if they don't want to 
talk to anyone? Haveyou heard how 
they scurry and run to the door 
when someone knocks? Have you 
noticed how quickly they pick up the 
phone when you call? Take a walk 
through Hoben or DeWaters. These 
places are morgues. Note sometime 
the worthless "Hi's," "How ya' 
doin's," and plastic smiles you 
receive. Note all of the people you'd 
like to meet. but instead avoid, just 
when eye contact is about to be 
made. These petty inhibitions haunt 
all of us from the moment of 
awakening till ..... e go to sleep. 


Everyone has their anxieties and 
restlessnesses. But people must feel 
free to express their emotions 
however. whenever, and wherever 
they desire. We all have our setrets 
to hide. and that's alright, but only 
until one's confidence begins to 
decay. Destroyed confidence limits 


conversations. and prohibits one 
from introducing himself. 


Obviously. this campus LS small; 
the student body is not a large one. 
But in camparing the states of 
tension and uneasiness between K 
students and Western students 
respeetively. one can readily ob· 
serve how much freer and more 
nonchalant the larger school's stu· 
dents are. K's size should not be a 
negative excuse; it should be a 
posiUve asset aimed at breaking 
down those tensions. 


Kalamu,oo College ranks high in 
academic status. but socially. it is a 
washout. The administrators are 
forced to plan intricate weekly 
'happenings' to bring us out of 
dormitory hibernation. But still. 
student participation is low enough 
to warrant regular activity cancel· 


lation. 
Most of us 


well financed f~"~':~:'~'I~:'~ raised us to be 
respectable, but it's been 
We are too proper. 


The College can offer 
than it already offers 
principle responsibility is to 
us; however. that factual 
is only half the reason 
here··the other. and more' 
half. is to learn about 0"·"";; 
we wish to live. And it is 
point in our lives where 
begin teaching ourselves. 
we are potential P':?p'~""m. 
lectuals. there' i 
and think. and catch the 
awareness and warmth. 


David 
David 


WEIMER, WE HARDL Y KNEW YE 
While pondering my four years at 


Kalamazoo I have found myself 
seized with the overpowering urge 
to state t he truth about the 
philosophy of education here. I leap 
up off my stool now to say. "George. 
your school does not entertain me. 
As head mucky·muck you depress 
me with your glib political banali· 
ties. Don't send me to your provost 
to be told to love it or leave it." 


Don't give me any more of your 
jive. Show me your elevator in your 
ivory tower. Talk in tongues ... Wait. 
I'm remembering what it was like 
when I was still lusting after my 
English grammar book. Suddenly, I 
was overcome and taken aback by a 
paranoid delusion. A voice said. "We 
are here to make you socially 
maladjusted. tn four years you will 
be obsessed with hanging out in the 
snack bar and urinating on flowers 
to stay interested in life. You will 
know that knowledge is power and 
will compose looney tunes to prove 
it." 


Fortunately, from my association 
with certain campus radiuls. I 
knew this was the work of the 
demons again. I knew that the right 
thing to do was to bury myself in my 
books to shut out the demons trying 
to make me drop out. Suddenly. an 
urge hit me to run to the john to 
pass my Saga starches. With 
satisfaction I flushed the toilet 
which t.o my surprise seemed to be 
smiling inanely at me as things went 
swirling out of sight. I took this to 
be a sign like a burning bush in the 
bathroom and I knew it was my fate 
to stay lour years. 


In my four years, the first thing I 
learned was purpose. At Kalamazoo 
College work is taken to be an end in 
itself. I asked myself why this was 
so. What would Ernest Hemingway 
say if he went to Kalamazoo 
College? There was a professor on 


by Carter Merryweather 


campus who looked just like him and 
so I asked him. 


"CoJ1ege is a parental surrogate 
with the aim of putting hair on your 
chest." he told me with an air of 
benign condescention. So that's it. 1 
tbought as I ran quickly bac.k to tell 
my roommate passed out over his 
books from too much excitement. 
Several students were hanging out 
in the hall looking at each other for a 
study break. They, being fools. 
thought I was making a beeline for 
the john since it was only fifteen 
minutes past lunch. None the less. I 
had the Truth. 


Later on in my career it was lime 
to get it on with foreign study. I 
went out in search of an expert and 
found one in the foreign study oUice. 
He was there pondering civilization. 
being an expert. He tac.tfully 
implied that Japan (where I wished 
to study) was not part of civilization. 
It turned out that the Germans had 
cornered the market. Kalamazoo 
College should feel lucky to have 
this man who is always ready 
willing and able to tell students 
where to go in several languages. 


Another Kalamazoo <.:allege phil· 
osophy is that if a little bit of 
something will do you some good, 
then too much is too good to be true. 
An example of this is the physical 
education requirement. Gym is to 
make a good body. As any coach will 
tell you. a good body is a good body. 
Seriously. the physical education 
requirement teaches one the value 
of time. If you waste your time, you 
know how valuable it was when 
you haven't accomplished anything. 


Dear Mom and Dad. 
Today I studied. I went to 


Gym. One guy ran like a duck. 
He was a sociologist. 


Your child 


Then there was the day I 
upon the john wall about a 
professor's se<:ret 
caught by an apparent 
monitor in the library who 
was sick and busted me. 


Social probation is one 
confusing punishments. 
it? My ignorance confined 
room. I slept in my closet 
shame. I changed my 
psychology and ~~~.,,,,,ed.' 
ingout my 
a.m. in the d;;.;;.;;dl~i· ~·i;;.;~; 
police. What to 
little bird. 


Now I must go out into 
of real employers. How 
them that I've been In an 
for four years? How do I 
that B.F. Skinner is 
do I tell them that I 
demoralized so that I 
read anymore? How do I 
the value of a clean sentence 
content? How do I tell 
I've spent four years 
unreal case of 
never doing 


transcript to the cab 
will know. 


editor 
photography 
sports 
about town 
photograpbers 


tuesday nile 'l.bl •. ··.". 
susan bill 


calcerano, 


nynn. lisa I 


1 :~,~:1;~~i al gevinson, 
, al thomson. joe 


michaelson. kurt 
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ANESE WEEKEND AT OBERLIN REPUBLICANS 
TO MEET 


CZECH ART 
logital, but different 


are the words of 
Maim (University of Mich


used to compare Japanese 
music with the kinds of 


,;.i,' we in the West are accustom· 
to. The location was 8 classroom 
Oberlin College full of teachers 


students from various schools. 
occasion was 8 series of 


"k.h",p' and performances or· 
the G.L.C.A.'II Center for 


Studies. During Ober-
brief mini-study session (they 


the 4·1·4 plan), they had put 
S weekends of Asian 


~r~i~:~:::~~~;T:~h;'.~, previous 2 on Chinese 
and dance. Jan. 


Wa.lI set aside fo r Japan, and 
Wen Chao Chen of the Political 


Department at K arranged 
students to attend. 


of drama were em· 
in the program: "kabuki· 
'classical' dance, and the 


>io>C DI", Both create 'settings' on 
by means of music and 


,""'m;;~t: in which to tell the 
of the royal court and of the 


people tales of love, 


't;;~:~:;:~tragedY. We saw a live 
e: of "kabuki" Friday 
•• ""' ••. :.:' . •.. was quite beautiful. 


is an elaborate perform
of rich costuming and 


movements. Da nce and 
are inextricably inter
actor being a dancer 


foremost. We were able to 
students rehearsing these 


,,,.men,e."th. dance is a series of 
struck by the actor. Masks are 
to help establish the actor's 
Often these a re used to 


men (known as "onnagata") 
",,,,,i'n. female roles. These 


smaller than the actor's 
they are not meant to 'hide' 


actor beneath. Indeed, these 
are thought to be able to 


femininity better than a real 


a few other props are 
up, used, and then diKarded 
stage after aiding in the 


to:.>;~~!i.'~~~w~~.~iw~ere fortunate in 
hi dancer demon


the use of the fan. A fan can 
the audience visualize the 
of blossoms, the blowing of 
and other elements of t he 


in t ime and place, The 
of t he "koto" or t he 


" ;:~.i::;';' i (wooden stringed in
~ ~ together wit h wood


and singing, also helped to 
the story. Diffcrent sounds 


by Lisa Archer 


might announce such different 
events as the opening of the curtain, 
an actor's arrival on stalte, a 
dangerous situation, t he sound of 
the sea. or t he onset of darkness
shown by t he singing of the cicadas. 


It is important for Westerners to 
realize that Japanese theatre music 
has structure, harmony, and rhythm 
like other music. The tendency is to 
dism iss t he strange vocal and 
rhythmic sounds as incidental, or 
worse, as mean in gless. On t he 
contrary, the beats of a drum and 
the drawn-out vowels of the narra
tion are quite purposeful, giving 
emphasis to the play's action. This is 
especially true in the "Noh" play, 
where musicians (playing drums 
and flutes), and choruses are 
permanent parts of the company. 


"Noh" is an even older form than 
"Kabuki", originating about the 
11 th century, and maintaining its 
traditions into this century. There 
are several 'schools' of "Noh", and a 
young actor will be t rained in one of 
the different methods. He will not 
learn a principle of acting so much 
as one particular role at a time. He 
will play that role in the same 
manner as those actors before him. 
Innovation is not consciously allot· 
ted fo r. The actors do not rehearse. 
and rarely make suggestions to one 


another (this is unimaginable In 


Western theatre). A mistake such 
as missing a time-honoured cue may 
call for a respedable actor to retire 
for a period. 


"Noh", which also employs the 
use of fantastic costumes and 
masking, has even more exagger
ated movements than "Kabuki". 
The pace is s lower and more 
deliberate. It may take an actor 
many minutes to raise his hand to 
his forehead in the traditiona l 
gesture of crying. It is not that 
"Noh" is not 'realistic' as compared 
with EUropean drama; but rather 
that the "Noh" is the "celebration of 
experience, not the imitation of it", 
to quote Dr. Arthu r Little of 
Earlham College. Dr. Little has 
written the first American "Noh" 
play, which has narration in English 
with the traditional Japanese 
movements. 


Dr. Chen has mentioned the 
possibility of bringing some of t hese 
performers and/or ledurers to K. 
We certainly support him in any 
efforts to do so. A good solid 
program that takes as its premise 
the prejudice of the Westerner in 
viewing Oriental drama can hope
fully give interested people an 
insight into this "equally logical" 
and exquisite system. 


AT THE MOVIES: ORIENT EXPRESS 
wonderful Turkish delight 


hit Kl.lamazoo in a few 
' '''''', '" I couldn't resist. reviewing 
' .:~,, :,:.~~~~ti, The name Orient 
~l conjures up immediate 


(inscrutability)--I promj~ 
be let down. A veritable 


. of celebrities, including 
Sean Connery, and 


sortie aboard 
train to corroborate 


a deviously concocted murder of 
revenge in the gilded opul-


of the Or ient Express, speed. 
towards Pa r is. All quickly 


D"',d,.m'h"roUded in myster,Y and 
as viseious as t he 


locomotive smoke. 


Our hero, Monsieur H. 


'~~~;iig~~::h~ Christie's immortal 
~' character, who man


fight off the locals at the 
with their proferred mel· 
wares enough to board 


Finney manages 
drolly ingratiating 


~~!~~t""I.. When confronted 
_. __ :--, accompli", he is forced 


his prior words to the 
·:"!~:~!.;executive , "I am afraid 
~: in your case is dwind· 


clears away the murky 


~~::~.';~~"~~ ••• n~cs the truth, . .... ", n •• hl,,,,,, in a phanoas. 
haze of past connected 


, the audience is able to make 
Own deducements, but DCH'IDe 


is prepared for the finale. AU this 
while the train is halted by 
snowdrift in remote Yugoslavia! 


The characters are gems, though 
to the extent of straining one's 
credibility in their somewhat erratic 
portrayals. Lauren BReaU stands out 
as the loquacious mastermind. Ag. 
atha Christie, who reputedly instills 
her own character in the plot, is not 
to be missed as an aging German 
princess, complete with Pekingeses 
and lurid fi ngernails (an outcast 


[rom Warhol's Dracula, perhaps?) 
When asked by Finney if she ever 
smiles, she croaks that her doctor 
advised against it. 


The intrigue and counter-intrigue 
threatened brieny to become 
grounded by their own weight, but 
the marvelous soundtrack, by Rich
ard Rodney Bennett. kept t he plot 
deliciously airborne. 


For straight entertainment. it is 
defmiteiy one of the movies of the 
year. 


FILM NOTES 
by AI GeviD800 


THE GIRLS opened the Women's realization or their own roles in lile. 
Film Festival in New York and Schmeerguatz is the name of a short 
tonight at 7, 9 & 1l it wili have we picked up to show also tonight. It 
found its way to Kalamazoo to open won first pnze at the '66 Ann Arbor 
the WOMEN IN FILM festival here. Film Festival and has been describ
Not to be outdone by t he Big Apple, ed as "one raucous belch in the face 
Kazoo's festival from Feb. 14 until of the American Home." 
the 22nd. includes among its 11 films DAYS AND NIGHTS IN THE 
such renowned gems as Antonia: A FOREST is one of Satyajit Ray's 
Portrait of tbe Woman and Belle du latest creations. Ray, India's finest 
J our. Tickets on sale at the Union filmmaker, has achieved interna
Desk cost $1.25. Most of the mms tional acclaim and ranks in the same 
will be shown at WMU. class as Fellini, Bergman, Anton-


Mai Zetterling, novelist, actress, ioni, and Truffaut (or contemporary 
and filmmaker from Sweden uses lyrical portrayals. This film is a 
three of her country's leading visually pieasant and beautiful view 
actresses - Bibi Andersson, Harriet of four bourgeois businessmen from 
Andersson. and Gunnel Lindblom · Calcutta who take a holiday in the 
to portray actresses in a road show country and relurn to their jobs in a 
with the play Lysistrata. As with all sadder but wiser state. Showing on 
good artistic endeavors, reality and Wednesday Feb. 19 at 6: 15. 8:30, 
fiction dialectically react and the and 10:45 with a short documenlary 
play acts as a catal,Yst for the girls' about Satyajit Ray. 


by Marla MuaolH 


The weekend of March 6, 7 and 8 
there will be somewhat of a 


1 revisit at ion of the "Democratic 
Mini·Convention" held in Kansas 
City last December; only the March 
event is being sponsored by the 
Republican National Committee and 
it will be held in Washington D.C, 
Technically, it's called a "RepUblican 
National Leadership Conference," 
but its purpose is t he same as t he 
aforementioned mini-convent ion: a 
call·to·order of t he party loyalists 
for increasing partisan cohesion and 
cooperation with the 1976 elections 
kept in mind as a top priority. 


Thursday the 6th there will be 
registration all day at t he D.C. 
Hilton, the focal point of the 
conference. Thursday evening there 
will be a reception for all the 
participants. 


Friday there'll be registration fo r 
the late-comers, and at 9 a.m. the 
meetings and seminars will start. 
Various speakers and distingui!!hed 
guests will include President Gerald 
Ford and Mary Louise Smith, t he 
National Chairperson. Some of the 
topics and interest areas to be 
covered are grass-roots campaign
ing, organization structuring, lead
ership development, and other such 
political methodology. 


If the purpose of the Republican 
Conference is fulfilled, the partici· 
pants will leave with re·enforced 
sights aimed at '76, along with those 
who had participated just recently 
in K.C, 


A touring photographic exhibit of 
Czech theatre sets and productions 
will be on display Feb. 18-22 in the 
lobby of the Light Fine Ar ts 
Building. 


The 85 black-and-white photo
graph!!, taken by Jaromir Svoboda, 
the official photographer for the 
National Czechoslovakian Theatre, 
include productions by Josef Svo
boda, Otomar Krejca, and Alfred 
Radok, as well as examples of highly 
unusual "ma(ic lantern" lighting 
effects. 


Cultu ral enrichme nt programs 
such as t he theatre and Opera are 
we ll subs idi zed by t he Czech 
government and received interna· 
tional recognition during the 60's for 
their creativity. 


Josef Svododa, lauded as one of 
t he most original minds in the field 
of scenic design, uses simultaneous
ly projected mm shots on multiple 
screens for a very unique effect. 
Svoboda designs the sets and leaves 
it to his technicians to figure out 
how to produce the desired results. 
Through the use of mirrors and 
lights , people and objects ca n 
appear and disappear, and scenes 
can look totally changed, at the will 
of the director . 


Svoboda has designed over 300 
sets for plays, ballets, and operas 
around the world, including the 
New York Metropolitan Opera and 
the Arena Stage in Washington, 


The exhibition is presently on 
loan to t he State University of New 
York at Albany from the Theatre 
Institute of Prague, Kalamazoo is 
one of 12 schools on its cross
country schedule. 


IN TOWN 
Cinema I & n (3434455) 


Towering Inferno 
Front Page 


Plua I & U (823-1 11 81 
Freebie & the Bean 
Clockwork Orange 


Cinema (344-8104) 
Johnny Wide 
Fulmlment 


DANCE CONCERT 
TO BE HELD 
AT WESTERN 


Thf' deal for the people LS nere 
again. The annual Westen Michigan 
University dance concert will take 
place next Friday and Saturday, 
Feb. 21-22. Among t he many 
performers and choreographers to 
be featured is a former K-College 
student, Tom Cooperman. Having 
attended a preview, the writer was 
amazed to see an ex-history major 
move with such speed and grace. 


The real deal, however. is that 
this is one of the few chances to see 
professional quality modern jazz 
dancing for only 52.00. For anyone 
not familar with modern or jazz 
dance this is a rare opportunity to 
catch some killer perfo rmances. 


Tickets for the performances are 
available at Miller Auditorium (it's 
only a five minute walk and a 
bargain at twice the price). So warm 
up your feet and bop on over to 
Miller next Friday or Saturday, and 
be ready to be entertained. 


Broadside 
Wellt Mal.o (382-1818) 


Earthquake 
Capitol (342-4823) 


Abby 
State (344·1537) 


Mr. Ricco 
Campus (345-4186) 


"Lenny" 
Art Center (349-7775) 


Diary of a Mad Housewife (Feb. 
151 
Belle De Jour (Feb, 22) 


Bar Bands 
Colony Room (875-0560) 


Faith 
Circadian Rhythm (Mon.-Thur.) 


Coral Gables East (343-1587) 
Freeway 
Ianquail (Mon.·Sat.) 


Tappen (382-5700) 
Special Delivery 


Mr. T·Bone (349-7274) 
The Neo Collection 


Theatre 
New Vie (381-3328) 


Scrimshaw 
Civic. (343-13131 


1 Never Sang For My Father 
Shaw (383-1760) 


Tempest 
Miller 1383-(933) 


Sun Shine Boys (March 31) 
Art Center Exhibitions 
Weaver's Guild·Back Gallery 
Kalamazoo Area Show-Main & 


North 
Gallery 
Permanent Collection-We!!t Gallery 
Works to be Auetioned-Downstairs 


(Feb. 7) 
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A Look Into Student Organizations 


STUDENT COMMISSION 
The Student Commission. Iilte au 


SGA's. democ.ratically represents 
the student body. in theory, It is 
charged with voicing student opin
ion, and transforming this opinion 
into action. The Student Commis
sion holds an impressive track 
record this year: Off-Campus Hous
ing for 30 Seniors; a Saga Meal 
Plan; the soon to become visible 
Hoben T.V. The Student Commis
Bion is still working on securing a 
Male Co-Op. and an increased 
student input on tenuring decisions. 


The Student Commission also 
generates ideas, and supplies funds 
for ideL! generated by others. The 
Commission will grant. for the first 
time this quarter, three $100 
stipends for Sophomores doing their 
Career Service this Spring Quarter. 
The Commission will also spend $75 
to encourage artistic endeavors. and 
beautify the CoUege Union. (see 
accompanying artidel The Commis· 
sion has contributed funds towards 
the Winter Beat Weekend. Hoben's 


Party earlier this quarter, and other 
activities in conjunction with C.U.B. 


For the ftrst time the Commission 
is requesting that part of it's budget 
be reserved for enhancing the 
musical quality of life at Kalamazoo 
College. This is in the form of a 
Music Fund to the tUQe of $3000.00. 
This will allow the Commission to 
bring 3 progressive music groups 
(jazz., R&R. country/western R&R 
etc. etc.) to campus per year. The 
Music Fund would make up the 
difference between receipa and 
expenses. In short. the Fund 
subsidizes the venture to offer the 
students good live music at a 
minimal price. The creation of the 
Music Fund will free Commission 
monies that have been used for this 
purpose for other ideas and pro
jects. Commission funds for con
certs have been limited. which has 
reflected in the musical quality of 
the groups. This Music Fund will set 
aside specific monies, guaranteeing 
musical excellence. 


CAULDRON 
by SaDy Uraq 


The Cauldroa belongs to and 
represents that ever·increasing 
number 01 studena who are "closet 
poets". Although. when the time 
comes, most students attach their 
names to their works. studena may 
submit poems to the Cauldron 
anonymously or pseudonymously. 
In this w.y. their secret identities 
are maintained, Since nearly all fU'st 
poetry is painfully person.I, it 
would be really cruel to demand 
names with all works submitted to 
the CauJdroa. 


Most of the poetry and prose 
printed in the CauJdron is decidedly 
not professional, and probably 
would not be printed elsewhere. It 
exists for the sake of those students 
who might not otherwise (at least 
not at this stage of their writing 
careers) see themselves on the 
glossy (or grainy) page. While no 
one deludes himself with notions 
thst the Cauldron is as influential a 
publication as the aew Yorker or 
other such magazinea, it ia still 
encouraging and rather exciting to 


1900 
Remember when: 
"Expenses: 


AU bills must be paid in advance 
for young men 


Tuition in any 
department 


Room rent in the 
donnilory: 


corner rooms: 
inside rooms: 


Table hoard at 


$10.00/term 


S5.00/term 
$4.00/term 
$4.00/term 


ladies' hall: S2.25/week 
Summary for term of 12 weeks: 
Tuition: $10.00 
Board 12 week: $27.00 
Room rent in 


dormitory: $5.00 


Total: 542.00 
AnnuaJ catalogue 
Kalamazoo CoUege 
1899-1900 
Affiliated with the University of 


Chicago. 
crooos 


see one's own small work of art, or 
potential work of art. cireulating 
among our community at Kalamazoo 
CoUege. 


Even those students who have 
never attempted to write poetry, 
seeing copies of the eauldroa 
floating around, may realize that 
most of us are potential writers, and 
that all it takes is encouragement (a 
lot) and criticism (not too much at 
firSt). 


The Cauldron, with a little luck 
and plenty of contributors, is 
printed twic::e-yearly, containing not 
only poetry but also photographs, 
drawings, and some short prose. 
The C.uIdron editors aJso try to 
sponsor events on eampus related to 
poetry: the most popular of these is 
the on-eampus poetry reading. The 
student poetry reading serves the 
same purpose as the Cauldron: to 
take poetry out of the closet and 
into the public ear where it belongs. 
Although anonymity is not so easily 
maintained in this case, it is a 
rewarding experience for students 
to read their own poetry and to hear 
othen' poems as well. 


And what sort of people write 
poetry, anyway? Alter weeks of 
collecting students' poems and 
prose, this writer must conclude the 
inevitable: everybody writes p0-
etry. And those who don't, either 
draw, paint, or take photographs. 
Even with this bit of information in 
mind, it is a.iways astonishing to 
thumb through a CauJdroD and 
discover that uHe writes poems! He 
writ-es poems?" or, corny as it may 
sound, that someone else has been 
feeling the same way you have, and 
has expressed it in a poem instead of 
obscenities or overeating. 


And writing is, finally. thereapeu
tic. If William Burroughs had not 
been able to express his tremendous 
sickness in Naked LUDc::b, God 
knows what he might have done. So. 
while the Cauldroa does not pretend 
to be a major work of art, its aim is 
still poetry. Poetry, although not 
nearly truth and not always beauty. 
is still a necessary good. 


WJMD 
"You're listening to WJMD, 630 


and S50 on your A.M. dial. and now 
returning you to more music::." Yes. 
Kalam81.oo College does have a 
radio station and it is functioning 
strongly, daily, in the basement of 
Hicks Center. In case you haven't 
been down in that area lately. 
wander down next time you're in 
the vicinity. Yes, the rumors are 
true about t he station expanding. 


The newly-build broadcast and 
produdion studios will have the 
best sound facilities of any place on 
CAmpus, and will be opened for 
general use by trained persons in 
the near future. Our record library 
is one of the largest in the state. 
News broadcasts are some of the 
most complete in the city of 
Kalamazoo. and as for music. what 
c::an I say? Every type of music is 
played at some time during the 
week-from the latest r ecord com
pany releases to the classics of 
Beethoven. 


But what is even more important 
is the student support of the station. 


by Lynne Hitc:hwck 


Over 100 students are Involved In 
one eapadty or another, but more 
un be as well. If you're interested, 
let someone at the station know. 


And now for what is close to 
everyone's heart-news of the pro
duction studio. (Yeah, team!) The 
production studio is where F.M. 
broadc::asting will be from when the 
time arrives. The facilities there 
(tabcdceks, mics, turn-tables and 
the like) will make almost any type 
of sound production possible. Play 
soundtracks. music for parties. even 
radio dramas or live music shows 
c::an be created there. 


Of course, this all takes money. 
For WJMD to continue to expand, 
the student body needs to support 
us, and that includes accepting the 
budget. But it isn't aU a one way 
deal. W JMD was created by and 
fu nctions for the student body, and 
is responsive to the $ludents. It's a 
great way to learn about radio. 
about music·to have a good time and 
create a product that's pleasing to 
everyone. WJMD Radio's t he thing. 


BLACK 
The B1ackspot is K Colli ••• ·, 


struggling coffee ..... , .• _~ 
the basement of 
Blac::kspot provides the 
munity with a unique OPI""'''' 


view the mellowe"':.~,::I:"~:' 
the mirth and m 
music_ 


In addition top.,co,m,.,,,,, 
Blackspot. all 
and Wednesday vv ... li.!,~ 
Snackbar are 
efforts. Recently 
fine songster of 
Friesner, & Bean; 
Carson have played 
functions. tn the future 
Steel. composer 
"Garbage" from 


Kalam~~~;~,t~:'I:i~:~:E String 
Marrion, and the 
Steve Schmidt. 


The Blackspot is alway.'! 
for new entertainment, be 
jazz, or even interpretive 


If you know of anyy,;~~:,~: 
such talents please-e 
to sign up for shows. 
drop their name. phone. and 
description of their act in 
,no at the union desk. We 
workers to plan and set . 
show. and make and serve 
special corree blends, tea and 
as well as our delidous 
wheat bread! 


For the first time, this 
Blackspot received a budget 
the Student Commission: 
quently, improvements 
made in t he Blaekspot. 
have a coffee har, table 
candles. Work has been 
the B1ackspot's own sound 
Next year we hope to finish 
system, buy a dehumidifier. 
our refreshments. and bring · 
outside entertainment. With 
more financial backing, 
from the administration, 
from the students the I 
full potential can be 


There is talk of a 


Workshop to be S~~~.~~~~~I! Blackspot. Mike 
lead a banjoteach·in. Kevin 
guitar teach· in, and Steve 
will lead a Song·writer·s and 
ist's Workshop. If you're . 
in these activities, please 
the union desk: a date 


In closing, there ia 
exdting and different to do 
College campus; with a 
the Blackspot will survive. 
interested let us know-
10, union desk. 


Steve, K .. ·." .. 


WOMEN'S RIGHTS ORGANIZATION 
The Women's Rights Urganu.a-


tion isn't for everyone-but it. doesa.'t 
try to be. Although the organ.izatiob 
is open to everyone on campus, tbe 
membership is usually a solid tore of 
women genuinely interested in the 
feminist movement, either on II 
personal Jevel or on a larger seale. 


The organization's budget is used 
for small but worthwhile causes. We 
can't say we are out to c::hange the 
world (although we would like to in 
some areas), but we do as muc::h as 
possible. A contribution is made to 
Planned Parenthood of Kalamazoo, 
whic::h provides servic::es for a 
number of women on campus. Since 
our school can't get it together to 
provide such services, supporting 
Planned Parenthood for the use of 
their overcrowded facilities is more 
than warranted. 


The budget a1so includes money 
Sj)@nt on particular books for the 
library, and occasional movies, both 
of which we hope will spark some 
thoughts in a few of the liberated 
heads on eampus. There is no 
honoraria appropriated among 
W.R.O. members: other monies are 
spent on guest speakers and special 
programs. 


by Sherri Cranmore 


We bave afmiated ourselves with 
~the Ka.l.amazoo area chapter of the 
National Organization for Women, 
hoping to contribute our efforts to 
their programs and to learn from 
them. We are also supporting the 
Western Mkhigan Association of 
Women, which has a lot to offer. The 
annual Awareness Week at WMU is 
from Friday, Feb. 14 through 
Sunday, Feb. 23. This week of 
events will include: Martha Grif
fiths, former Congresswoman, 
speaking on "Equal Rights for 
Women" (8:00 p.m., Feb. 17 in East 
Ballroom of Student Center). 
Awareness Workshops led by II 
variety of resourte leaders (8:30 
a.m.-5 p.m. Tuesday. Feb. 18). 
Karen DeCrow, new president of 
the NatioftaJ OrpnizatiOD for Wo
men , speaking at the Student 
Center (Wednesday, Feb. 19 at 8:00 
p.rn.), Susan Stark, rom critic from 
the Detroit Fret! P~IS, speaking in 
Brown Hall, followed by a film 
festival of shorts on varioua aspects 
of women's lives. (Thursday, Feb. 
2O,--speaker at 2 p.m., films starting 
at 7:30 p.m.) 


A complete schedule of the week's 
planned activities is avaUable at the 


Union Desk_ In addition 
schedule, a number of films 
shown during the week-s 
ticket can be purthased at the 
Desk until Tuesday, Feb. 
tic::ket is valid for aU of the 
films: 


The Girls (by MAi Z.t1~,li"~ 
14. 7 p.m.-Recital Hall 


Diary of a Mad 
Eleanor and Frank 
15, 7 & 9:15 p.m.-2750 
Hall WMU.; }o~eb. 16, 2 
Kalamazoo Art Center 


Three Uvea (by 


Irvine, Susan K:::;'~:~: Z' Mide) Feb. 18, 10 ~ 
Student Center 


Blaclt Womaa 
p.m.-rrn. OO;:209 _~;: 


Love-Sex aad the 


collec::tion of '~~~~I:~ 7:30 p.m.-2750 K 
Antonia: A Portrait of the 


(by Judy Collins and Jill 
ow) Feb. 21,7 p.m.-2750 
Hall WMU 


Belle du Jour (by Luis 
22, 7 & 9:15 p.m ... 2750 
Han WMU: Feb. 23, 2 
mazon Art Center 







BOILING POT 
by Cathie Collins 


Th. p.bli,"i,," of the Boiling Pot 
few student activities 


over a whole year. Its 
changes of course. every 


but the eo-edilors remain 
giving it at least some 


~~:ft~~S~in:,~.~t~h~'~':t~'~ff,~w~~orkson ~i rather than 


:;,5(,;;;' i ,,";,';,il:h'o.:g;,Pot is co-edit-
I [ who concerns 


mainly with photography, 
Nancy Carty who handles 


layout. Kathy Geiser is in charge of 
layout this quarter while Nancy is 
on SIP. Nancy OeSolmes is business 
manager. 


The staff would like to put out a 
yearbook which is more than a 
collCi!lion ofpiclures.lt is their hope 
to give a more representative 
portrayal of life at K by using photo 
essays centering on the common
place: the Saga scene, music, 
movings in and movings out, 
parties, studying. This format 
should give the Boiling Pot some 
coherence and let students say 
something through it about their 
experiences here. 


HAVERIM 
by Helen Etkin 


Haverim, formerly known as Lox 
, is an organization that ,,,op'''. bring an understanding 


life and culture, in all their 
Kalamazoo College. We 
to do this by seleeting 


or two holidays to celebrate 
the whole campus, that scems 


. quarter we celebrat-
of Sukkot by building 


"shack" on the quad. 
have already 
ofTu B'Shvat 


Arbor by planting 
have had one get-together 


dancing and will attempt 
before the quarter ends. 
, our major project is the 


play and party, 
Purim is a holiday that celebrates 


overthrow of Haman - a man 
plotted to kill all the Jews in 


kingdom-by Esther and Mor
i (see the Scroll of Esther, Old 


It is a time of celebra
legend has it that to really 
you are supposed to get so 


you cannot tell the difference 
Haman and Mordeeai. 


holiday is more than a 
debauchery. Plays and 


are put on, With nobody 
from the barbs being tossed 
. It is a time of good feeling. 


Most important. it is a time of 
giving. Traditionally, presents arc 
given to friends and to the poor. The 
custom is to give ostensibly. 


We will be celebrating this 
holiday of the Book of Esther on 
Tuesday, Feb. 25 at 9;00 p.m. in the 
B1ackspot. There will be a play, food 
to eat and something to drink. 
There will also be a half shekel box 
for contributions to a charity. And 
most important there will be good 
feelings. We hope to see you there. 


Reading last week's lndn, as all 
concerned K-students do, you found 
a short report on the Student 
Commission's proposed student or· 
ganization budgets for next year. 
Concerning yourself with every 
"nook and cranny" of this report as 
all "money grubbing capitalists" do, 
you were sold on (hopefully) or 
skeptical of (probably) the fact. that 
two empty slots in the old budget 
had transformed into two full slots 
soaking up some $4100. The "Con· 
cert Fund," previously the "Joint 
Music Fund" renamed for obvious 
administrative reasons, flUed the 
second empty slot and doubtless 


In the meantime ... The Film S0-
ciety is under the new management 
of three knowledgeable and trusting 
novices (a Mr. David Simpson, a Mr. 
Stuart Keith and a Ms. Nancy 
Futterkn t (you can make up the 
last part yourself, even she does.) 
Under the advice of two prominent 
trustees (a Mr. Alan Gevinson and a 
Ms. Rii Kanzaki· another damn 
foreigner), the three co-heads, men· 
tioned earlier, are doing just dandy. 


We are pleased to see such an 
increase in membership but are 
sorry we can't employ into "active" 
duties all of those who are interest· 
ed. Anyone can sign up, that is true; 
but right now we would have to put 
you on our "auxiliary" list. This Jist 
will be used for substitutions in 
cases where other members have 
been expelled for embezzlement, 
loafing, general uselessness or "un· 
innuencialness." The auxiliary list 
will also be passed on to Mel 
Dickerson and our two faithful 
trustees for spring quarter employ· 
ment. 


With new management comes 
new ideas; and in order to better 


FILM SOCIETY 
by David Simpson 


serve K College students, we are 
trying to be helpful, understanding 
and more communicative. If we are 
with you, then hopefully you will be 
with us by overlooking the problems 
which seem to occur regularly at 
presentations. The truth of the 
matter is always forgotten and we 
have to remind people all the time; 
"It is not always our fault." The 
Audio-Visual department and the 
film companies themselves take 
part of the blame. Remember, we're 
not allowed to run A.V:s projectors 
and we don't own the films, 


tn order to show our sincere 
concern for quality performances 
(love those announcements) the 
three co·heads and two trustees 
have been meeting often. Next 
week we will hand out question· 
naires offering everyone on campus 
a chance to criticize, suggest, and 
help pick the Friday films they 
would like to see (as long as they are 
within reason and don't distort our 
reputation.) As far as I know this 
has never been done here and will 
be experimental in nature. Please 
give us a chance and cooperate. 


IHA by Dave Francl8 


caused little dissonance in your 
K·College heart or head; the name 
being sell explanatory. But that 
first slot, now that's a different song 
and dance altogether. "What's an 
IHA, anyway?" you asked. Next, 
you wondered. "Who are those guys 
and what do they want with my 
money?" For my next trick, I will 
try to shed some light on the matter 
of IHA and their request for 
Commission Funding. 


The obvious but not very helpful 
answer to "What's IHA?" is "the 
Inner House Association." No, it's 
not a branch of the Physical Plant 
Department. Actually IHA is a 


Due to flnancial strains the Film 
Society has been forced to raise 
admission to $1.00. If we recover 
from our present standing we would 
like to return to the 75c chzlrge of 
the past. The questionnaire should 
help us draw crowds to moderately 
priced movies. So done, we will 
make money and be able to lower 
prices. 


As most of you know, discount 
tickets are available (to K College 
students only.J You can see any 10 
films for $7 or any 5 films for S4. 
Colleen Thor will be selling tickets 
in the Fine Arts office for the 
remainder of the quarter. Tickets 
are valid only for this quarter but 
anyone else can use your ticket. 


Note; The Emmigrants, which 
was originally scheduled for Marth 
14 has been cancelled and resche
duled for this summer. It was the 
desire of the Forum Committee to 
have a music concert that night so 
we have agreed to give them 
Dalton. 


If there are any complaints see 
the "Heads." 


sion funding. dorm allotments will 
increase to $60 for each dorm. $I,W 
for Trowbridge, and an equitable 
figu re for the Honor Houses, 
Increased allotments will give dorm 
councils unlimited fiscal power. 
With $45 they couldn't do much 
other than buy party supplies. 


HOZHONI by Paul Little 


standing Committee of the Student 
Commission consisting of one per· 
son from the dorm council of each 
dorm (2 form mother Mary at the 
top of the hill) and the vice
president of the Student Commis
sion. IHA controls the storage 
lockers in DeWater's and Hum· 
phrey House and therefore a portion 
of their income comes from locker 
receipts. A small percentage of the 
money taken in by the vending 
machines around campus generate 
the other portion. Now, don't get 
upset! True, IHA has an income; 
false, IHA is a profiting organiza . 
tion. Both sources of income are 
extremely variable from quarter to 
quarter. Each dorm receives a 
portion of lHA money to use as their 
dorm council sees fit. At present 
each dorm receives 145, Trow gets 
$90, and the Honor Houses S15 each. 
The dorm councils are responsible 
for spending the money, they can 
use it for purchasing anything from 
party paraphernalia to pots and 
pans provided they don't procras
tinate past the present purchasing 
period (say it ten times fast, Flynn). 
Once tHA has paid out their dorm 
allotments for anyone quarter, they 
have overspent their income for 
that particular quarter-i.e., income 
does not rover expenditures for any 
given quarter and as a result lHA is 
running out of bread sticks. Oon't be 
disillusioned, the poor house hasn't 
claimed IHA yet; however, they 
could be the end of the 75-76 school 
year. In fact IHA was able to kick in 
Sloo to the Winter Beat Weekend 
which starts tonight. Again, don't 
be disillusioned. In no way will this 
trend be able to continue if IHA 
does not receive additional funding. 


Along with increased allotments 
lHA oould sponsor their own events 
involving all of the various dorms. 
Currently they are financially em· 
barrassed into supporting someone 
el.se's, such as CUB's, imaginative 
endeavors, Upper·classment will 
undoubtedly recall the euphoria 
generated from the lHA-headed 
"Day of Gracious Living" last 
spring. This year's "Day" is yet to 
be seen and it is extremely doubtful 
that lHA will be able to contribute 
much more than manpower. But, 
can you imagine next year! Next 
Year! "Day of Gracious Living" 
could become "Spring Salvations." 


T~is Tuesday night at 8;00 in the 
Hall, Hozhoni will sponsor a 


C'.iii;; for the college community 
f ' Indian America. This 


" let us put 
our minds 
together 
and see What 
life 
we Will ma I(e 
for our 
Children," 


.. ". 
r 


documentary, released in 1970, will 
focus on the Indian experience in 
American history and also deals 
with current Indian arfairs. 


The followmg Monday night (Feb. 
24th), Hozhoni will host a discussion 
centering on anthropologist Carlos 
Castenada's apprenticeship with the 
Yaqui sorcerer don Juan. The 
meaning of don Juan's works and 
the implications it holds for us will 
be explored, along with other 
relevant topics participants may 
wish to pursue. At our Monday 
night meeting of the ninth week 
(March 3), two short fUms, Father 
Eagle lind IncUan Influe nces in the 
United States, will be shown. 


Hozhoni's big quarter will once 
again be spring; We are now 
planning for our third annual Indian 
Awareness Week featuring mms, 
speakers and a special program still 
to be selected. HOlhoni sponsors 
these events because its members 
feel that they offer important social 
informalion to the college com:nun
ity and. because we believe thal 
everyone can benefit from a gr{'atf:r 
understanding of Native American 
culture. If IHA receives Student Commis· 


I hope that you now have some 
idea of what lHA is or at least what 
they do. I wouJd give you a dollar by 
dollar breakdown of how they 
expect to spend the money they 
requested but it is an impossible 
task. Obviously a set amount will go 
to the dorms, the rest to campus 
activities. I can't say whether 
"campus activities" will be a beach 
party summer quarter, or a ski trip 
winter quarter, or a part Friday 
night as 1 will not be the head of 
lHA next fall. I can tell you though, 
that whoever makes up rnA next 
fall will be able to do nothing with 
the funds presently received. I can 
also tell you that the account 
requested from Commission allows 
fo r IHA to be a vital input to 
student life. 







FILE: KENT, LABBE, SIMMONS 


This week's article is about two 
senior swimmers and their coach. 
Steve Labbe and Dave Simmons are 
the aole survivors of a group of fine 
swimmers reeruited by Coach Rob
ert Kent four years ago. With their 
group began a tradition in Kalama
zoo College swimming: winning. 
Labbe and Simmons have not lost an 
MlAA swim meet in four years. 
Last. week they took an active part 
(four pool records) in K's 30th 
straight MIAA win, and that streak 
should continue to 34 at the end of 
the campaign. I spoke with Coach 
Kent to try and find out how he feels 
about the dynasty he's started and 
how he feels in general about 
coaching at K. In speaking with 
Steve and Dave I wished to fmd out 
their feelings on being a part of it 
all, and just how they felt about 
their last year of competitive 
swimming, 
Q: First of all, I'd just like to get 
your general feelings on small 
college athletics and then being 
more specific, what do you think of 
athletics at K? 
Kent: I like the way small coUege 
athletics operates, and really I can't 
see any other way for them to go, I 
think the pressure put on athletes at 
the major college level has got to 
take something away from it, At the 
small college level guys are partici· 
pating beeause they love the sport, 
not because they can get money 
from their ability. I think that 
before long the major colleges are 
going to be t.os!ing out money based 
on fmancial need and not necessarily 
ability, 
Q: What about at K? 
A: Well, I think there's always room 
[or improvement, but generally I 
think the program here is very 
good. I think RoUa Anderson is just 
in putting emphasis on the total 
program and not any particular 
sport. At some Khools you will find 
the emphasis centered around the 
"money" sports like Football and 
Basketball. But I doubt if these 
Umoney" sports do indeed make any 
money at all. 
Q: How do you feel athletics at K 
fits into· the college curriculum? 
A: Yes. I think athletics might be 
the reason for a lot of guys being 
here, I think athletics are defmitely 
a relevant part of the cUrTiculum in 
that. without them it would change 
the whole complexion of the cam
pus, You would only be getting the 
academiully oriented student here, 
and I think the school would lose lI. 


lot of its appeal. I'm not knocking 
the guy who gets everything he 
needs out of a book, but I think the 
blend of the Kholars and athletes is 
a good thing where both sides can 
benefit, 1 think that without ath
letics, there would be a terrible 
void. Let's face it, a lot of guys need 
an outlet, and athletics provides the 
alternative. 
Q: Now I'd like to know, what's it 
feel like to know you will probably 
fmish the year having won your 
34th straight MIAA dual meet? Can 
you see room for improvement? 
A: I think K can definitely keep the 
streak going, How things go in the 
league are going to be pretty much 
determined by what the rest of the 
league does, not Kalamazoo. 
As you know we were very 
fortunate to have a fme group of 
freshmen four years ago, and these 
guys have carried us through. 
Simmons and Labbe are the only 


two left. from the group, however Q: Do you feel athletics are a gOOd 
guys like Dave Dorer last year and thing for the college community? 
Dave Dean this year have filled in Simmons: I think so. When you 
very well, Everyone on the team is consider the fact that over half of 
important this year. We are so down the male students on campus 
in numbers that if we were to lose participate in varsity athletICS, and 
one guy, we'd really be in tough the fact that almost everybody 
shape. 1 believe K will remain takes part. in inturmurals, I think 
strong and l'll do my best to keep us you have to consider it a pertinent 
strong, Next year will have to be a part of the college experience, 
rebuilding year, however I hope it Labbe: I agree, I think the place 
can be a rebuilding year and a would be pretty dead without sports 
winning 'year, as an alternative for the students, 
Q: Any high or low points of your it's relevant for some people and 
career? What's been rewarding for others find it doesn't mean a bleep 
you as a coach? to them. 
A: 1 suppose the most rewarding Q: How does it feel to be graduating 
thing was the first championship in knowing you probably won't have 
'72, It's a high point whenever a guy lost a single dual MIAA meet? 
swimming for me does well and is Simmons: It feels pretty good. In 
pleased with himself. As far as a low high school we never won a 
point, I can't think of any real championship and being here at K 
crushers, but if I had to pick one I'd h8lij given me the chance to be a 
say it would be the fact that Dave winner team-wise. 
Dorer, Lee Kremin and John Beck Labbe: As with Dupe, I never had 
are not with us this year, There the chance to swim with a winner, 
were many different reasons among We never really ame close in the 
them, but nevertheless I feel they PSL in Detroit. 
let themselves down as well as the Q: There's a good chance you can 
team and myself, I'm not bitter qualify for the NCAA Division 1lI 


~--


about it by any means, for they 
certairily had their reasons, 
Q: Just to wind it up, do you feel it 
tough to coach small college ath
letics? 
A: First of all, I think there's a 
difference between coaching small 
college and coaching at. K college. 
It's much easier to coach the 
athlet-es on scholarships at some of 
the other schools were foreign study 
programs and ot.hers don't interfere 
with the program, It's challenging 
and frustrating, but I like it. Sure 
we lose swimmers because of some 
ofK's programs, but we're doing the 
best we can and I think it's worked 
out well, 


Next 1 spoke with Steve Labbe 
and Dave Simmons, Labbe did his 
prep swimming at Detroit Cody and 
has really come along for a guy who 
did not swim competitively until 
11th grade. Dave Simmons swam at 
Trenton, a school wit.h a fine 
swimming tradition, "Dupe~. as he 
is known to his teammates, was a 
state quali6er in four events and 
was All-Lesgue his junior year. 
Q: Can you give me a general idea 
on how you feel about small college 
athletics: 
Simmons: 1 like the competition, I 
don't think I would have had the 
chance to swim at a major college, 
so I'm just glad small college 
athletics was able to let me continue 
swimming. 
Labbe: 1 must agree with Dupe, The 
main reason 1 came to K was to have 
the chance to swim. I didn't think I'd 
be swimming after high school until 
I heard from coach Kent and was 
able to attend K, I like it. 
Q: What do you think about 
athletics at K? 
Simmons: I think the programs at K 
and some of the other MlAA schools 
are pretty good, I feel that MlAA is 
somewhat unbalanced in swimming 
as is evident by the results so far 
this year. t think scholarships would 
improve the quality in the league, 
although I can't see it happening in 
the near future. The MIA A has its 
traditions, and they are well estab
lished. 
Labbe: 1 like the programs here at. 
K. They've given me a great 
opportunity and I've really enjoyed 
it. Like Dave I feel the competition 
within the league is lacking at limes, 
but for what we have to work with, I 
feel we do pretty bleep good. 


Nationals in Pennsylvania, however 
if you don't, you will wrap up your 
careers at ealivn, March 1st. What 
are your feelings on hanging up that 
ounce and a half of nylon? 
Simmons: Every year for the past 
four years I always get kind of sick 
of swimming, but. I'm always back at 
the pool the next year, I think I'll 
miss it. It will be very strange next 
November to not feel compelled to 
be working out somewhere, 
Labbe: I'll miss it, I've only been 
doing it for six seasons now, but I 
feel I'm going to miss it a lot. 


Hoth swimmers have enjoyed 
their careers here at K and have felt 
they have had many great times 
that should provide some fond 
memories in the years that follow. 
&th Simmons and Labbe feel as I 
do in that &b Kent has done a 
fantastic job as swimming coach. 
They are quick to point out the 
many breaks he's given them and 
how he's made swimming so re
warding for them, K is fortunate 
to have had two swimmers of this 
caliber and a coach like &b Kent, 


CcKaptain Simmons 


LATORA 
by Kurt RoIICOW 


Wrestling coach Carl Latora has 
pushed the team dual meet record 
to 9-2·) with a second and ruth place 
tournament placings to his credit. 


This past summer coach Latora 
participated in an overseas . ex
change with Japan, His team, the 
Michigan Alistars, wrestled Japan's 
state champions and produced a 10·0 
record, 


Lator's coaching record extends 
beyond the Japan trip to nine years 
of successful high school coaching. 
The past eight years Latora has 
coached Portage Northern to four 
conference championships - beating 
previously unbeaten Niles. In addi
tion he has produced a 59-24-2 
win/loss/ tie dual meet. record with 
the Portage Northern team. 


Wrestling for Kalamazoo Central, 
Latora scored second in the state his 
senior year losing 1-0 in the state 
finals. At Western Michigan he won 
the Mid-Ameriun championships 
his junior and senior year and was 
second as a sophomore. Although 
never competing in the Nations.ls 
(lack of school funding), Latora beat 
the defending 3rd place finisher his 
junior year and ended his college 
career with a 39-4 overall record, 


CAGERSLOSE 
by John MacArthur 


Kalamazoo College's hopes of a In the 84·73 loss to Alma 
basketball title for 1975 will have to Duane "Duke" Garner 
wait at least another year, The points followed by 
Hornet cagers lost two MIAA Vanderweele's 13, 11 
contests this past week, and with Rueben Billings and )0 
those losses K can only hope to round out the players 
salvage second place this year. figures. In the loss to 
After a great start the Hornets have is quick to point out the 
played mediocre basketball in losing "Dawkins played a super 
four of t.heir last five games. Coach Alma. He scored 24 
Steffen feels the team has merely pulled down almost as 
"lost its poise after the near loss to bounds," It seems that of 
Calivn." He suggests that the teams are coming up with the' 
Hornets quite possibly peaked emo- game" against Kalamazoo, It 
tionally for the Calvin game and seem that Kalamazoo is dUl! 
have had trouble getting back on "great game." Let's hope a 
track, Whatever the reason, the fact come before it's too late, 
remains that championship hopes place is no disgrace an 
that were so dominant. in the early philosopher once told 
parts of the season have all but been always nice to come out 
drowned out. It looks like another the loss of only three I 
"wait until next year" season is once year. 1976 could just be 
again upon us, 


t I K will face tough Hope 
nosing to Olivet 70-67, K fought home tomorrow, Feb, / 5 at 


with a well,balanced attack as live Tredway, and will try to 
players scored in double figures, Calivn that K won't die 
Andy Noble scored 18, Billings and Wednesday , Feb. 19 
York had 11 points each, and C alvin may just be in 
Vanderweele and Jackson scored 10 ,"""i,. orange and black 


each, Kevin York and Andy f f 
each hauled in seven re- orm 0 one fired-up hoir::!:;._'III' __ ... __ '!II .. ..,~basketball players, 


ALMA FALLS, 75·35 
(Alma) The Kalamazoo College 


swimming team Climbed another 
rung on the ladder in their quest for 
an unprecedented fourth straight 
MIAA swimming crown here with a 
convincing 75-35 thrashing of the 
Alma Scotts, In what had been 
hilled their "tough" meet of the 
season, the Hornets swam well 
enough to set six pool records, They 
now hold a total of eight, 


The meet began with the 400 
medley relay team of MacArthur, 
Simmons, Holmes and Labbe win, 
ning the event by nearly 80 yards. 
Next Dave Dean was beaten by two 
seconds in the 1000 free as Mike 
Stoolmiller took third, Dave Sim· 
mons followed by winning the 200 
free and setting a pool record, Next 
Fred Nelis won the 50 free in pool 
~ord time and Dave Dean followed 
by winning the 200 1M. narrowly 
missing a pool record held by K's 
Lee Kremin, &b Kost set a record 
on the one meter board and also won 
the three meter event, Howard 
Holmes took a first in the 200 fly 
followed by Steve Labbe winning 
the 100 free in record time. Dave 
Dean easily won the 200 back, with 


HOW THEY STAND 
SWIMMING 


KALAMAZOO 
Albion 
Calvin 
Alma 
Adrian 


BASKETBALL 


Calvin 
Hope 
KALAMAZOO 
Alma 
Olivet 
Adrian 
Albion 


WRESTLING 


Olivet 
KALAMAZOO 
Hope 
Adrian 
Alma 
Calvin 
Albion 


w 1 
4 0 
3 1 
2 3 
1 3 
o 5 


9 0 
5 4 
5 • 
• 4 
3 5 
2 6 
2 7 


2 0 
3 1 
3 1 
1 1 
1 2 
1 2 
o 4 


John MacArthur taking third. 
Nelis followed by narrowly 
a pool record in the 500 lree 
K's Dave Dorer. Dave 
followed by winning the 
with his second pool 
evening. The Hornets 
meet by winning the 400 


'in record time with a team 
Holmes, Nelis and Labbe. 


When the pool was 
Hornet tankmen had 
with a very satisfying 
Alma had beaten the 
four points at the MIAA 
earlier, With an overall 
&-2, and an MIAA mark 
Hornets swim Division 
Wabash Feb, 15 at C",wf"ni; 
Indiana and return home 
face Adrian and hopefully 
another undefeated MIAA 
paign. The win over Alma 
80th straight MlAA win for 


K MAT KNEWS 
by Kurt Roseow 


K punished Albion College 
for their t.hird MIAA win ill 
starts. Last Saturday the K 
men knocked orr Hope 37-12 
Manchester 38-14. but 
nationally rated Taylor 
43,6. Triple winners in 
meet for K were Dennis 
Steve Zuhl, the 
year's team, 


In the North Central 
a 24 team 
College had two 
Stever Zuhl and Den 
ed all their Opponents to lead 
fifth place finish overall. 


THIS WEEK IN 
Saturday, Feb. 15: 


Hope at home 3:00: 
at Wabash; 
ming, state meet at 


University 
Monday, Feb, 17: Women'S 


ketball vs, Grand Rapids 
at home 7:00 


Wednesday. Feb. 19: 


at Cahlv;iih"~; m:;~:~'~~::; Adrian a 
vs, Calvin at home 7:30 


T~:::i:~;r;;Feb, 20: 
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City Lectures Begin 
Luanne Rollff 


Monday, April 21, Drs. Brad
and Moritz delivered the first 


";." •• lectures on "The City in 
'!li",,:~ .. Dr. Bradfield opened the 
I' examining the anthropol-


I ~~i:::::~:~: the city; aaking the 
is a city?" and 


its growth?" It was 


1!!;";~;;;i~~,:';h;a;,.~~~ one theory . city growth 
conditions combin· 


expansion. Several cities 
as a result of craft special


IUtinn, religious or educative 
,.mrlions, or any combination of 
iese. None arc sufficient alone, but 


.. u mentioned that agricultural 
I., .. ,,,,d to promote city growth. 


• brief look .t political 


I~~~:~:"~ and the Industrial lit Dr. Bradrield turned the 
Dr. Mortiz who foeused 


j~. N •• m'<i~'~C~ of the lecture on the 
of the flul industrial city, 


1~;;:~;~~~·;~,England. came into being as a 
industrial growth. It 


the first city with developed 
:AJtilutions, a stock exchange. a 


sypmhony, and university. 
with lhese attr ibutes, it 


beset by the growing 
disease. and 


,:;:,~~::~l~ Manchester 
~ a depression marked 


unemployment. 
flrst city to generate the 


rowth of the slum. Manchester abo 
the gradual rise of Socialism. 


inhabitants of Manchester 
lugely men of industry, not 


llembenl of the church or aristoc· 
In 1760 there were 15.000 in 


1 :U'~~"'I". By 1821, that number 
kd intteased to 250,000, 
It WIS a young population and 


:emained politically impotent until 
1832. By this time, the city also 
Iostered gambling and prostitution. 
There was a growing animosity 


. «wom the classes. 
The view of the city as an evil 


phenomenon was widespread and a 
lineteenth century bias against 
vIlan life was renected by several 
"itWrian writers. 


Beeause of itlJ enormous Irish 


~~~:::~S~ a small area within beume known as "Lit-
", a poverty·ridden see· 
city, itlJ 4000 inhabitants 


IrIlwded into 200 cottages. 
Although several writers reveal· 


cd the horrors of city Iile to the rest 
of the world. the plethora of articles 
and novels were often one sided and 
the doctors. lawyers. and cultural 
aspect.'J of the city were often 
ignored. There was both a psycho
logical and economic drawing power 
operating on the minds of the 
people. Not only did the city offer 
economic opportunity, Manchester 
also provided an excitement not 
available in the static, rural 
countryside. 


Monday's lecture ended with a 
slideshow of modern reactions to 
city living. Dr. Flesche will deliver 
next week's lecture focusing on the 
problems of the city. 


Capitalism Condemned As A System Of Waste 
by Tim Henbssey 


Dr. Luis Junker, a professor at 
Western Michigan University and 
the 1972 delegate from Mauritus to 
a U:N. food conference. spoke on 
"Food and Capitalism" before an 
audience in the Olmstead Room on 
Monday, April 20 as the first in a 
three part series on the world food 
crisis being presented at Kalamazoo 
College this quarter. 


Dr. Junker began his lecture with 
a criticism of capitalism, which he 
described as the purest manifes
tation of the arbitrary and heirarch
ical structures which men create in 
order to divide people into the 
controllers and the controlled. He 
claimed that this division expresses 


itself in all social institutions and 
exists not lor the benefit of the 
masses but for the benefit of the 
controlling elite. 


Or. Junker condemned capitalism 
as "a system of organized waste" 
and as an alternative he proposed a 
system of whole-is tic ecology where 
Nature, our consuming patterns and 
social Institutions would all be 
balanced in a program of total 
ecology. Dr. Junker explained that 
through holi:itic ecology, "We must 
expand and integrate the forees of 
our lives and unite concepts or 
systems which have been previously 
unconnected." 


Holistic ecology rejects the idea 
that the consumer should be the 


ultimate decider of his consuming 
patterns, and favors instead a 
lire-style where society and the 
entire world would benefit just as 
much as the individual. 


In this holistic ecology the pursuit 
and application of knowledge would 
be a major concern, because as Dr. 
Junker explained, "Only through 
organized knowledge can we find a 
path to direct our world in a more 
humsne trend." 


Junker commented that by not 
taking the pursuit of knowledge 
seriously we make it useless and can 
even do harm to ourselves. As an 
example of how capitalist structures 
and our ambivalence towards know. 
ledge combine to produce harm. Dr. 


Grants Available For Study Abroad 
The Institute of International 


Education today announced the 
official opening of the 1976-77 
competition for grants for graduate 
study or research abroad in academ· 
ic fields, and for professional 
training in the creative and per
forming arts. It is expected that 
approximately 550 awards to 50 
countries will be available for the 
1976-77 academic year. 


The purpose of these grants is to 
increase mutual understanding be
tween the people of the United 
States and other countries, through 
the exchange of persons, knowledge 
and skills. They are provided for 
under the terms of the Mutual 
Educational and Cultural Exchange 


Act of 1961, (Fulbright· Hays Act' 
and by foreign governments, uni
versities. and private donors. 


Applicants must be U.S. citizens 
at the time of application, and who 
will generally hold a bachelor's 
degree or its equivalent before the 
beginning date of the grant. In most 
cases, they must be proficient in the 
language of the host country. 
Except for certain apecific awards, 
candidates may not possess a Ph.d. 
at the time of application. Candi. 
dates for 1976-77 are ineligible for a 
grant to a country if they have been 
enrolled in a university of, or doing 
research in, that country during the 
academic year 1975-76. 


are not required to have a bachelor's 
degree, but they must have four 
years of profeSSional study or 
eq uivalent experience. Social work 
applicants must have at least two 
years of professional experience 
after the Master of Social Work 
degree; candidates in medicine must 
have an M.D. 


Junker cited the food industry and 
the "saccharine diseases" of modern 
civilil.ation. 


"Saccharine diseases" are all · 
ments common in many advanced 
societies because of their use and 
abuse of sugar and processed carbo
hydrates. Many studies have shown 
that there is an increase in the 
number of several diseases among 
people who eat a lot of sugar and 
processed grain, and Dr. Junker 
believes that it is our heavily 
sugared and processed diet.'J which 
are the cause. 


Sugar, he explained, upsets the 
pancreas and insulin levels of the 
body among other things, while our 
diets of processed grains upset the 
intestines and chemica1 balances or 
the body. t;ven though it has been 
proven that these can have deleter
ious effects, the food industry 
continues producing them beuuse 
they aN! concerned with profit r1l'st' 
and not quality. Because the con. 
sumer wants sugar and foods which 
are over processed and treated with 
chemicals, that is what our society 
gives him without concern for the 
consequences. 


To combat this Dr. Junker said, 
"The challenge to power must 
come ' from all of us, we must 
operate and act with intelligence 
and challenlle the power which 
distorts our knowledge, Only then 
can we move towards a society 
based on holistic ecology," 


Foresees Political Turmoil In The Future 
Creative and performing artists 


Selection is based on the academic 
and/or professional record of the 
applicant, the validity and feasibil
ity of his proposed study plan, his 
language preparation, and his per· 
sonal qualifications. Preference is 
given to candidates betwei'n 20 and 
35 years of age who have not had 
prior opportunity for extended 
study or residence abroad. 


To wrap up the three part series , 
on the world food crisis Charles 
Houston will speak this Monday. 


Dr. 
In I session lasting I little over an 
~r, Dr. Chen of the poli tical 
ltitnct department here at 'K' gen
@t(jusly gave of his time to share 


of his expertise and opinions 
members of the Index staff 


I ~;.:~';~~~I:to the most recent 
I ~ in Southeast Asia. 


with the reeent tak
. ... ,(.~';;h ;'Vietnam by the comm


short and lonll range 
effects he foresaw in 


:'~hi'", .• Dr. Chen replied that in 
to such countries as Thai


Indochina and the 


~~~~~~~h~.~~saw "a pressure on 
; of these countries 


sharply towards the left." 
he doesn't see this shift as 


i b ad, he feels that it is 
the direction in which the 


of these countries will 
that 


situation. 
U.S, is concerned. Dr. 


~;;i"~:r::~':~;i~"::'~i.::'::na tional and 
!~ the credibility of 


\'IiJI be in "Low profile," 
CUrtent developmentlJ in S.E. 


Analyses The Present Situation In Indochina 
Asia probably will not have much 
erreet one way or another Upon U.S. 
credibility in Europe. Domestically 
the entire Vietnam issue will 
probably, Chen thinks, foster "some 
real political problems. People here 
will be debating the issue repeated· 
ly in the next few ),ears. This will 
have repercussions in the 1976 
elections." 


Did he see a coalition gov 
ernment as a liklihood? 


''The communilits would be foolish 
to allow remnants of the Thieu 
regime to take part in their new 
government," Dr. Chen replied. 
~For the sake of appearance they 
may put one or two people there, 
but they will he only window 
dressin2'." He went on to cite the 
similarity of probable future dev· 
elopments in Vietnam with events 
in China in 1949·50. 


What e{feet will the communist 
takeover have upon the attitude of 
the Thai government regarding the 
presence of American troops there? 


Dr. Chen thinks that Thailand will 
probably step up demands for 
Americans to get out. "Americans 


probably wouldn't be willing to go 
all out to &ave Thailand from the 
communists, so Thailand would 
probabl)' feel safer without Amer
icans there." 


Did he think that the political 
change in power would benefit the 
people in Cambodia and South 
Vietnam sociall)' and economically 
in the long run? 


Dr. Chen commented, "These 
people will have a 'new deal' which 
will probabl)' be better than the old 
deal for the simple reason that the 
old deal was very bad." He 
explained that these countries had 
been ruled in the traditional way, 
which was to have a number of sma11 
groups hold power in small areas. 
What's happening now is that these 
countries "are going through the 
pains of uniting themselves into a 
country. Give them twenty years 
and the people wiJI be better of I. 
This is not to say, of cot.lrse, that 
those in the ruling class now are not 
going to suffer." When asked if the 
people would not have been better 
off under almost any "new deal" in 
view of the former situation. Dr. 


Chen nodded hili agreement and 
pointed out that the communistlJ 
were better organized and more 
wiJIing to right. Reformers who just 
talk normally don't get very far. 
You can't talk somebody out of 
wealth, power and prestige. You 
have to fight them for it." 


Will the South Vietnamese de
feat foster any changes in the 
relationship between communist 
China and the commun ist Indochin. 
ese nations? 


''There may be some struggle 
between Vietnam ADd Laos, and 
~m~ia to become one country. 
Historically they were divided ... the 
North Vietnamese as a whole would 
probably like to see Cambodia and 
Laos put together. Whether the 
communist idealogy shared by the 
rebels of the three countries will be 
strong enough to Overcome their 
small nationalistic feelings is ),et to 
be seen." In relationship with 
communist China, there is going to 
be very strong nationalistic feelings 
on the part of the South Vietnam. 
ese, so the Chinese will probably be 
ver)' careful not to step on It. The 


Chinese wiJI probably feel that as 
long as the Vietnamese don't align 
themselves with another power 


against the Chinese, that China 
would just as soon leave the 
Vietnamese alone. I would guess 
that the Vietnamese themselves 
would have to be very careful not to 
make the Chinese mad at them. It's 
one thinJf' for the Chinese to leave 
them alone: it's another thing for 
them to provoke the Chinese." 
o Dr. Chen said that "American 
involvement was initially a mistake. 
but once in, it was probably a 
mistake to withdraw under domest. 
ic preSSUN!. J don't think there is 
anything we can do about It now. 
My own feeling has always been 
that the U.S. should not have been 
there in the fu-st place, but since 
we were in there we ought to have 
stayed until the thing got settled to 
our reasonable satisfaction ... Mr. 
Ford right now could probably do 
the country a great service by 
having a crying·towel session nat· 
lonally and then saying "Forget it, 
it's our national collective mistake." 
Up until this time, he really hasn't 
taken that position clearly. 







Pa2'e 2 Critical Awareness Absent At Poetry Reading 
Poetry. when viewed as an 


auditory medium. is speech framed 
in likeness-difference patterns of 
sound within a recognizeable 
rhythm pattern for contemplation 
by the ear. These patterns are to be 
heard for their own sake as sound 
patterns even over and above their 
interest as meaning, though not 
presumably apart from it. or 
without it. A eucceuful body of 
verse should demand to be uttered, 
to be variously tried in the organs 
and imagery of breathing and 
speech. to be listened to and heard. 
until its intricate spreading patterns 
of response develop themselves and 
possess the listener_ Consequently, 
one of the essential virtues a poet 
must possess in order to project his 
verse, to convey the emotional 
char~, to transmit the energy 
operating l! a sustaining force 
within the peom. is the a'ility to 
release the oftentimes subtle sound 
patterns through the proper control 
of brt:!ath (apart [rom hearing) as 
it is direc::ted by the written form of 
the poem_ Without this element of 
control. which is so strongly and 
dogmatically insisted upon by 
Charles Olson snd the Black Moun
tain Poels. the presentatiM of 
poetry as a form of communication 
and a transference of energies is 
impaired. snd the enjoyment which 
could undoubtJy result from a listen
ing of poetry is reduced. 


For these reasons it is unfor
tunate that this chief concern was 
not specifically a part of the Student 
Resding which was given in the 
President's Lounge on Thursday, 
April 24_ Little attention was given 
to presentation. therefore the ap
preciation which should have been 
given to many of the poems was not 
fully fell The presentation was so 
casual that it detracted from the 
poetry and forced attention upon 
the readers. Although it is custom
ary for student readings to be 
rela.xed and informal. one is ulti
mately led to wonder whether the 
students participating are trying to 
provide an opportunity to amuee 
themselves. or are simply reluctant 
to take themselvea seriously. 


One o( the difficulties which the 
listener inevitably encounters at a 
reading, is that he must put to
gether for himself the items of an 
impression: the intimacies of per
son&! bacltground, the hopefully in
tense corulCiousness, some measure 
of humility, the stature of intellect-


ual attainment. the poetic zest and 
pertinacity, the instinctive laboring 
fire in the cause of awareness and 
understanding, which combine to 
en~nder a body of poetry in which 
no word or syllable is wasted. no 
word make-believe; a body of versee 
the importance of which is to 
restore to verse something of its 
proper heritage as simple, sensuous, 
and paSSionate. This difficulty is 
increased when the reader is 
subjed to confusions about the 
integrity of the work and the limi
tations placed upon his res~nse. 
Reader or listener reaction IS one 
of the essential ends of literature 
and it is unfair to the poem and the 
listener to be deprived of this enjoy
ment. 


The reading was organized sev
eral weeks ago by Joe Ferrara who 
has just recently completed a S.J.P. 
in poetry. He invited several of his 
[riends, including Dr. Hilberry, to 
read their poems on this evening, 
and encouraged other students who 
wanted to take part to bring their 
poems since they would be given an 
opportunity to read at the end. 


The reading waa opened with a 
group of weak poems written by 
Nancy Sulfridge. The poems char
acteristieally employed extrinsic. 
decorous images which failed to 
reveal any intrinsic motive, or any 
substance of experience. Lacking a 
distinct intention the poems were 
dishonest and unconvincing. The 
conclusions were naive. not to the 
point of poetic simplicity, but the 
point of grandiloquent absurdity. 
She seemed to be grazing in poetic 
pastures fenced off from actual ex· 
perience and the images which 
evoke a natural set of responses, 
Her poems displayed a mild sensi
tivity and a hint of competence, but 
she hasn't yet discovered the appro
priate images to reflect it. Witb a 
more careful selectivity she may be 
able to produce a series of poems 
with more richness and vitality, and 
at the ssme time come closer to 
herself aa a writer of poetry. What 
one misses throughout most of her 
poems is the stamp of an individual. 


Mary Hess and Fran Albernez 
read only a few poems which were 
simple and direct, and were remem· 
bered as adroit, well-fashioned and 
honesl There seemed to be no un
mistakeable expressions involved. 


'The poems reflected an excellence 
of observation aJthough the picture 
of the world which they depicted 


often seemed flashing and indefin· 
ite. They each have, very notably, 
the ability to develop not merely a 
decorative idea, but an idea in a 
genuine and active way. Perhaps 
the only element lacking in the 
poems they read was the intensity 
which is the indefinable yet alway. 
recognizeable life of poetry. At a 
reading where the written form of 
the poem is unable to be considered, 
the listener has to depend upon the 
impact of a predominant personal· 
ity, and at times a more potently 
outra~ consciousness is the most 
satisfying. 


Joe Ferrara's poetry is obviously 
the work of a young mind equipped 
with some talent. but suffering from 
a paucity of conscious selectivity 
and of rudimentary technique, lao 
mentable where color, sensuous 
perception, and imagery originate. 
He has a heightened sense of 
eaution and paranoia. but is too 
easily threatened by banality. His 
poems makes one rewnsider: if this 
is poetry, where then is poetry not 
to be found? The choice of images 
fail to represent or clarify his alate 
of mind. The directness, the ironic 
force, the fll'm impact with real 
experience, lacks dynamic co
herence. He is undoubtedly very 
aware of himself and his feelings, 
but his poems do not correspond to 
these feelings and the initial energy 
is neither caught nor transferred. 
This uMatisfactory element consists 
of a certain vagueness or slippery
ness of tone that sometimes leaves 
the listener and reader in doubt of 
the flDal intention. He approaches 
!..n intensity in a few of his personal 
lyrics, but never seems to arrive 
and consequently the listener is 
never quite sure where he was 
supposed to be taken. 


The most outstanding presenta· 
tion was provided by Diane Seue 
whose poems were active with a 
relentless and inconsolable violence 
of tone and point of view. Her 
poems. attended by a sense of 
horror and morbidity, extended 
beyond the circumference of easy 
pessimism. She hal taken a definite 
attitude tow8J'ds the world and 
knows how to communicate this 
attitude even while maintaining the 
integrity of personal experience. 


Her talent, it may be admitted. 
does not cover a very wide compass. 
Most of her work iso-as most 
women's poetry apparently will 
always be-altogether personal. She 


risks. however, the harmfulness and 
harmlessness of obsessions without 
having to reat upon cold-blooded 
exploitation of personality. She is 
wise enough to know that a feeling 
for subject i. neceseary if one is to 
be a poet: also that poetry can never 
be made oul of purely intellectual 
exercises in however magnificent an 
objec::tive or metaphyaical conven
tion, She has learned to rely on 
feeling; and tbis reliance has kept 
her poetic statements genuine and 
emotionally apprehensible. She suc
cessfully weaves her experience 
into the fabric of a poetic belief 
which is able to influence our 
interpretation of her ideas. 


Debra Wierenga abo seemed to 
be aware of the inextricable relation 
between experience, feeling. and 
expression, and the importance of 
balancing them to create a cogent 
r eality which is definitive and 
acceptable. 


At the reading she exhibited 
pleasant virtues: honesty of inten
tion. sincerity of address, a restrain
ed solemnity of attitude, and a 
thorough· going, although not em· 
phatic. respect for contemporary 
poetry. All of these are qualities 
which need to be nourished and 
given a wide working scope for 
everyone approaching the writing of 
poetry. 


She avoided confusing sentiment 
with emotion, and accepting a too 
facile resolution of emotional in· 
quiry, and was therefore able to 
achieve an individualized realization 
which had the force and immediacy 
of good Although of 


to listen 


with the introspective 
fll'st-person-singular 
did seem to project some 
and originality. 


On a whole, each of those 
read showed an effective 
talent. but lacking .d,,,,u.;' 
aration, eUlTendering 
and slighting the needful 
brooding, they 'eQu"",",, 
force meanings not 
see and feel. Many of them 
be more cautious in p.'m'i';;: 
those meanings to arise 
rather than desire. Such 
caprice, while important 
ality. needs to be un,d,,"uoOd ;.~ 
limit. place, and state~ment, 
becomes ruinous to talent. 


My diswntent is not 
limited to this one 
the ~neral attitude that 
are somehow excluded from 
responsibilitiee inherent in 
continuation of the literary 
cultural traditions in which 
have consciously decided to 
pate. The lack: of critical .wi""" 
and aesthetic values haa 
student poetry readings to a 
putic hootenany in whicb 
readers seem to perfer I 
instead of appraisal. 


People with talent who wish 
honor their mysterious election 
study and effort are rare. I hopt 
that some day these students 'IIilI 
give up their giddy delight 1\ 
discovering some new proficiency iG 
themselves, and settle down to build 
something upon it. Inefiectuallt, 
often appears as a theme which life 
thrusts upon us; and the poet ClII 


suffer for it.-J.H. 


Dean Thompson Sports 
Joe Hart and 
Mary Ann Seaver 


Bill Walson. Jim 
Condon and Jim 
Rosen Cartoonists 
Mark Doyel. editor. 


An n Osborne, Neil Feature 
Bowlby and Craig 
Crawford 
Tom Brayne 
Judy Gibson. John 
Davies, Beth Wyk
stra, Beth Towner 
Al Gevinson. Mary 
D'Amour, Jim Asbel 
Linda Burdell. Lisa 
Becker, Susan Sallee. Typists 
David Ban 


Greg Waakowsky 


tee 
ang. 
Tom 
Calcerano. 
Burgam, Tim. 


Lookout Cartridge Anticipa tes A New Genre 
by Roland Bluff 


Lookout Cartrldlttl by Joseph 
McElroy. is a mixed bag of tech
nology, intrigue and psychology. It·s 
a montage of scenes arranged in the 
style of a film I!ICript. a shooting 
diary and a personal diary. This 
style and structure are beautiful in 
conception but difficult to maintain 
throughout. Uneveness ruins the 
brilliant, polished treatment Mc· 
Elroy gives to hie multi-level 
technological symbol atructure. 


The books narrator, Cartwright. 
searches for the person(s) who 
destroy a ftlm he'd made with his 
friend Dagger OiGorrio. Although 
Dagger never enters into the ' 
present we hear much about him 


through the reminiscence of people 
Cartwright talks to in his search for 
those parties incriminated by cer· 
tain scenes he and Dagger had shot. 
The plot attempts to be sinister. 
with Cartwright involved with 
various maverick Cilmmakers, revol
ulionaries, vampy women and biz· 
zare Midnight RituaJs at Stone
henge. As an American expatriate 
and father of two gifted children 
(the son is a math wizard naturally) 
he is even less convincing. 


McElroy is a deadly serious 
writer when dealing with science, 
machinery Md "Systems 01 Power." 
Stonehenge becomes a loop, like an 
eight·track tape or a Cilm cartridge 
or a printed circuit. His intrigue 


comes (rom the mysteriel! of closed your living·room television; or 
systems containing power. There you've had it shown you in the 
are similarities to Blo" Up in the enlarged privacy of a dark theater; 
photographic decetive·work motif. or you have it from less pure 
In addition, he uses the cut-up and sources. someone has told you .... " 
(old in methods pioneered by Sometimes the imagery is barren: 
William Burroughs in individual Subways, alleys and warehouses 
sentences Md paragraphs, finally provide settings for several very 
refining the entire structure by unportant scenes. The Unplaced 
shifting time sequences until there Room -one scene in the missing film 
is no time at all. Scenes shift aa they where two American Army desert. 
might in a movie, but this book does ers sit in an empty room and talk . 
not try to be a movie; the sources repeatedly intrudes on the narra. 
mentioned-diaries. scripts. notes- tive like a nightmare. But once 
are always written ones. Memory inside a film laboratory or a museum 
speaks in the present through or on location shooting, McElroy is 
Cartwright. himself a circuit, a off, dazzling the reader again Md 
power·loop. The mysterious Druid. again with his kinetic machinery 
one of the film's principal charact- (the Camera!) Md optical meta
ers, reminds Cartwright before he phors. His style can sustain the 
begins searching: ..... You have this complexity of describing a computer 
in your head . You have it from because its syntax is that of 
grainy wire-service photo on the scientific writing. It is beautiful and 
way to the editorial page or the rich prose because it ca.n do this. But 
fishing column or real estate; or you it cannot handle intimate scenes. 
have it moving live contained by The language is too precise for the 


Commission Notes 
by Rick Holmu 


CLC started off the Student 
Commission meeting by announcing 
the male co-op proposal for summer 
quarter is all but dead, even though 
President Tom Flynn has been 
working to keep the idea alive. He 
suggested that a CfHlp for six maJes 
he sel up in Blair House, but the 
Commission reaction was cool. 


IHA discussed plans for the Day 
of Gracious Living. It will take place 
sometime during the eighth week. 
IHA has had so me trouble in 
obtaining approval from the County 


Park Commission for the use of 
their park. There ~ also some 
difficulty in planning the distribut. 
ion of food to those who have 
dillerent meal plans. 


EPC discussed the possibility of 
revising the college's policy on the 
use of no credit. (N.C.). Some feel 
that an N.C. is used as a catchall 
device. The Registrar. Mrs. Collins. 
felt most. grad schools interpret 
N.C:s as failure. It was sug~sted 
that the current policy may be 
replaced by one of withdrawal but 
passing and withdrawal. but failing. 


flesn and blood characters 
evidently tries to create. It 
mismatched, Cart wrights wife (l!


not be as seeuctive as we are ttid 
she is when all her husband can do~ 
talk about the mm or their SOlI'. 
mathematical prowess while lryin( 
to unfasten her bra. "the last thiDl 
she wears at night." No ziple51 
fucking here. Family tile is desent 
ad in the clattering of everydl1 
machines. It is noise, and unnetd' 
sary noise at that. 


The book's style and subjert 
matter is encouraging. There lit 
very few writers who can handlt 
scientific subjects well. much Ietl 
weave their stories through theJII 
subjects with precision and beauty 
McElroy removes the chrome flo~ 
and buttons to show us thaI 
machines are not threatening atJd 
that they can be used .in literature 
with great success because they aJt 
part of our world, an intregal part-


Modern literature that used 50-
ence is often shunted into tilt 
science-fiction realm and for fill 
good reason, the for~er as is poetic 
and the latter spe4::ulative. Just -' 
electricity infiltrated music, so .,nI 
science innuence literature. Me 
E1~ry is one of a very small group of 
writers attempting this. 


Lookout Cartridge is an expert 
ment. and it succeeds only becllU!ll' 
it is very lightly constructed ~ 
executed. But although McElroytJO 
deal with tec::hnological structurdo 
he still isn't at home with them'. 'J1!e 
book is not on the level of Pyncholl'~ 
Gravity'a Rainbo", but it is vert 
close. With continual refinernellt. 
McElroy may be acclaimed- for ~ 
present he can only be applauded-







Costello Makes Presence Felt On Campus 
Pagel 


., MarT ADD Seaver 
IiId Jim Asbel 


Mark Cost,ello. ~ontemporary 
.lIthor of The Murphy Storiel , 
being used in i. contemporary short 
5tories clay offered by the English 
department this quarter. made an 
appearance in that class April 22. 
Several students were also privil
edged to share an inlormalluncheon 
"ith Costello that day during which 
the eonversation began with a 
eertain lack of ease. Bul then the 
let:ture stand was removed and a 
1Il0re relaxed atmosphere filtered 


•• In eontrast to Costello's later 
dusroom appearance, in which 
analysis of his finished work domino 
.ted. the topic of conversation at 
lunch was the process of writing. 
Costello charatterized his writing as 
tlploralion. It is exploration of his 
feelings and experienccs."My work 
is about as autobiographical as you 
can get.


H 


Although autobiograph
ial. his stories are not a representa
tion of reality, but a reconstruction, 
elaboration, and exaggeration (fib
bing) to elicit the truth of the 
lxperiences as he sees them. 


Costello claims that writing is 
essential to his nature. He identities 
totally with his writing. On the few 
Ott1Isions that he has gone for any 
length of time without writing he 
has felt a terrifying lack of identity. 


admires certain writers who leap far 
beyond their own experience in 
their work, he does not see that u 
po99ible, necessary, or desirable for 
himself. 


Criticising his own work, "Calla
han's Black _ Cadillac", the moat 
recent of ' The Murphy Storie., 
Costello said that it was out of 
control. He had been so absorbed 
from moment to mOment in the 
immediate present of the story that 
he had lost hi s overview. He 
literally described himself as having 
his nose on the page as he wrote. 
Consequently. he feels that the 
story, while containing some very 
expressive language, is weak. 
A$k~d about specific themes in 


The Murphy Storiel, Costello repli· 
ed that themes are something the 
reader identifies in the completed 
work. He emphUized his belief that 
the best writing is instinctuaL He 
cited Camus' description of the 
"thesis novel", which sets out to 
elucidate a preconceived doctrine, 
88 merely boring. In reply to one of 
the students, he said that he would 
not classify Flannery O'Connor U a 
"thesis writer". This left a certain 
amount of confusion in the student's 
mind, since O'Connor does write 
from a set of religious convictions, 
and in spite of her skill, does not 
manage to obscure a didactic tone 
which can be overbearing. Co!tello 
likes O'Connor. 


the way he directed his life, but that 
now he is more confident of the 
relationship between his art ana 'his 
life, He mentioned a story about a 
friend that he will not write until 
such time as he has enough love in 
him to do it so well that he will not 
lose the friend. He is presently 
working on a novel which he hopes 
will retain the qualities of his short 
stories. 


A low, slow midwestern drawl 
and easy movements are the 
characteristics one easily associates 
with Mark Costello after seeing and 
hearing him for the first time. Yet 
his manner and bearing are strange
ly incongruent with his direct and 
intense gaze. A week ago Tuesday 
evening, in the Olmstead Room, 
author Costello gave a reading of 
"Murphy's Xmas." one of a series of 
interrelated stories collectiveJy enti
tled The Murphy Stone." 


Those who have read The Murphy 
Stone. know that the' power of 
Costello's talent diffused through 
~Murphy's Xmas" would have en· 
abled it u a work alone, to draw 
into his reality all who recognize the 
truth of his depiction. But the 
addition nf the author's voice made 
all who were not party to this 
knowledge at least aware of its 
presence, almoat as though it were a 
tangible thing shouldering all in the 
room for acknowledgement. 


The atmosphere that Costello's 
esse,nce made possible that evening 
precipitated an emotionally charged 
session. that betame more so as he 
began to answer questions and 
discuss himself and his work. 


"An author should work towards 
the area of his greatest embar· 
rassment in his writing," Costello 
said. ''I'm embarrassed, therefore, I 
am," he continued. "I can't fault that 
maxim much," he said. And his 
assertion that one can be made 
acutely aware of one's own exis· 
tence by embarrassment seemed to 
prove itself out. Several in the room 
seemed to be uncomfortable in 
Costello's presence; his openness 
and confessional tone invited all to 
participate in a frightening baring of 
oneself, which of course, superceded 
all the boundaries of cultural, 
formal conduct and courtesy. A few 
even seemed bored with his seem· 
ing inarticulateness, and what mig
ht have appeared to them to be 
literary drivel; but those who do not 
understand the canary's song us
ually do not understand why it sings 
either. 


The crowd in the room left quietly 
after Costello had answered all 
questions and thanked them collec
tively for their participation. A hush 
hung over their departure, and 
mingling with those present after 
the reading to pick up comments 
and reactions. I noticed that at least 
two students had even bei!n moved 
to tears. But for most, the effect was 
not mainfested in such a readily 
observable manner. Aside from a 
lew initial comments that were 
positive, moat whom I approached 
seemed reluctant to speak, I sensed 
because or an unwillingness, as one 
of my peers would put it, "to 
bastardize their sentiments and 
impressions before they themselves 


had had a chance to embody them:' 
But opinions and reactions express
ed to me since that time have 
convinced me that Costello's pres
ence made an impact that won't 
soon be forgntten by those at the 
reading. 


If literature with value to the 
general reader can be C1Jmpared to 
oranges, and literature whose value 
cannot be fully appreciated except 
by those who have made a study of 
literature to mangoes. then carrying 
out the metaphor, Costello's work 
~uld be compared to an orange 
flavored mango. And that's one of 
the keys to the complex beauty of 
his writing; it has value for the 
general as well as the specislized 
reader. His art is first and foremost 
a creative enterprise. and his 
writing manages to evade the trap 
set by otherwise intelligent snd 
sensitive minds: that of intellectual
izing art to death with literary 
theories until it lies dissected but 
elusive still upon tbe page. Men 
such as these must find work like 
Costello's ultimately frustrating 
since it's ttealive element makes it 
synergystic. On the other hand its 
literary value obviously counteracts 
the possible charge of his writing as 
purely emotional expression, rather 
than as baving any true artistic 
value. Costello's work treads the 
thin line between emotional and 
intellectual, and The Murpby Stor. 
iea capture the cruel contradictIons 
and horror of the human C1Jndition. 
Costello is a man unafraid to live his 
passion, and externalize it in his art. 


Referring to Costello's emphasiz
ed use of form and rhythm, one 
student asked if these elements 
ever play the dominant role in 
leading out the syntactic ideas of Il 
story. He replied with a tone of 
rewgnition that this is very often 
the case. Further, he stated that he 
particularly values writing that is 
just on the brink of control. 


He likes an author if the author 
has at one time given him something 
he values. He does not like Thomas 
Pynchon's Crying of Lot 49 could 
not read \'~, and does not like what 
he has heard about Gravity'. 
RaiDbo" , Yet, he likes Pynchon on 
the basis of some of his earlier short 
stories, in which, Co!tello says, 
Pynchon really communicated. 


Black Spot Delights Audience 
A general criticism Co!tello made 


of bad writers and young writers is 
that they try to accomplish things 
oot of their range. "Genius functions 
withiD limitations," he observed, 
Idding that the artist should 
Ittempt to achieve the maximum 
within carefully chosen boundaries. 
Realization of this objective will 
tend to force out the boundaries in 
!uttessive creations. Using his own 
work as an example, he pointed out 
that it is not invention. Although he 


Explaining his use of overlapping 
or non-paragraphs Costello said that 
people don't think in paragraphs. 
"Most people don't, anyway," he 
continued, "and those that do should 
be shot." 


Betause his writing is so cloaely 
related to his experience, Costello 
does view his experience as poten
tial material and make judgements 
about itas such. He admitted that at 
one time this did put pressure on 


by C,J . HoDy 
Perhaps it was the lure of the 


applesauce bread and yogurt and 
the siJ[ ~vely ladies serving it or, 
perhaps, Just perhaps, new life has 
been breathed into the long dor
mant Black Spot. 


Friday night, April 26. marked 
the realization of the type known 
until then only M "The Super 
Weekend." When I walked 'into the 
Snack Bar to see it filled (an 
uncommon event) with K students 


Alumni Toast Founders' Day 
by Patrick Burgam Carrying on with the dinner in a 


Kalamazoo College recently com- toaster's roast fashion Richard 
rnemorated the 142nd anniversary FranC1Jis, Master of Cere~onies and 
of the granting of their eharter in Director of Alumni Relations intro
~ form of a special Founder's Day duced three past friend~ and 


quet. . acquaintances of Mr. Ryan to speak 
. ApproXlmately 250 people includ- on behalf of his nomination for the 
III.g alumni, trustees, parents, award. 
friends an~ students of the college Dr. Raymond Hightower. a form
gathered m the Welle's Dining er Kalamazoo College professor and :m; fll'M for a well prepared a distinguished local politician 
-.:r served by the most beautitul and Andrew Gallagher, sufficienUy 


sses that Kalamazoo had to did the roasting of Mr. Ryan 
offer; an~ later to witness the leaving no side unexposed yei 
~nlation Of. the first Dinin- inevitably ending up with an 
CUished AJu,,?nJ Award given to impressive picture of the man. 
~ Ryan, editor of the K· lamaz.oo But the highlight of the night 


tte, a former trustee and a 1942 fittingly came at the end of the 
l1'&duate of Kalamazoo College. evening. when Dan Ryan finally 
Bef~re the presentation of the spoke to the guests. 


1I11mni award, Executive Vice Presi- His personality beamed through 


;~~,";;>~~ Dr. John Satterfield his All-American smile and his 
behalf of President Rains- silvery hair. as his first words came 


as to the history of Founder's out in the (orm of a confession. The 
But Dr. Satterfield chose not man receiving Kalamazoo College's 


on the past, reminding all of first Dintinguished Alumni Award 
::;"~;~,~':~, economic and critical told his audience with a 9mile, "J 
':: that faced private institu- didn't really want to go here in the 


such as Kalamazoo College first place ... but 1 was glad I did." 
Mr. Ryan delighted his audience 


with a cascade of additiona1 con
fessions ranging from tbe fact that 
e~e~ th~ugh he was receiving the 
DIst~ngmshed Alumni Award for 
continued support of the college 
~is was his first Founder'S Da; 
dinner he bad ever attended.' And 
he later topped that revelation by 
admitting, "That he was never so 
glad to gel out of anywhere as he 
was when he graduated from Kala
mazoo." COncluding his acceptance 
speech, Mr. Ryan called for a 
peat~r amount of faculty, admin
IStratIon and student under9tanding 
to weath~r the rough waters that 
sehools !ik:e Kalamazoo might en
counter In the future. 


Earlier in the evening Dr. Satter
field expressed a comical anecdote 
that Kalamazoo College's duty, "was 
not to produce a kid sitting on a curb 
who ~ give you the square root of 
eve~y hC,~nse plate before it gets out 
of slg~t. It seemed that Dan Ryan. 
the witty man seated next to 'hun 
the respected editor of the 'Kalama: 
ZO? G,uette' and the President of the 
MIchIgan Press Association was not 
that type of kid. 


Three K Singers Win Awards 
On April 19. the Michigan Chap


of the National ASlJOciation of 


~~~l::i~of Singing held a voice '. at the University of 
In Ann Arbor for music 


. from throughout the state 
Michigan. Five of the winners 


~::::",,~'.~students. Lorraine Manz. 
of Dr. Russell Hammar of 


Second place iD the same diVISIon 
was Lisa Becker. Craig Hodges won 
second place in the Men's Upper 
College Division. &th Lisa and 
David are students of Dr. Hammar, 
Janice Oldani, a student of Thomas 
Hardy of Western Michigan Uni
versity, won first place in the Lower 
College Women's Division. 


The National Association of Teach
ers of Singing is a professional 
organization which represents all 
who are concerned with singing and 
vocal instruction in private studios, 


conservatories, schoots,cqlJeges and 
community life. Regions and Chap. 
ten or the NATS regularly sponsor 
auditions and contests for students 
of members. This provides students 
with "unequaled professional stim
ulation and serves u a means of 
rewarding talent and diligent 
effort." The administration of the 
organization is composed of the 
Officers and the &ard of Directors 
and the Regional Governors. Dr. 
Russell Hammar of Kalamazoo 
College is the Michigan Regional 
Governor. 


just quivering in anticipation as the 
aforementioned beauties invited 
them to come to the Cabaret, I knew 
that something unusual was in the 
air. It almost looked as it people 
were enjoying themselves. I sniffed 
the air suspiciously-nothingl 1 
searehed for empty wine bottles and 
beer cans but to no avail. The 
chemical analysis of the yogurt and 
applesauce bread still hasn't come in 
so until then 1 find myself forced to 
attribute this uncommon plellSure to 
no other than the performers front 
and center. 


The team of Mehl and Bailey sent 
ripples of delight through the 
audience with their ludicrous antics. 
The crowd mellowed to some more 
serious singing by Chris Allen and 
an adequate presentation of "J.C. 
Superstar" by three other aspiring 
young actor-singers, including the 
talented Karen Fitzgerald who was 
instrument.al in the planning and 
pulling off or"The Super Weekend." 
Excerpts £rom "Fiddler on the Roar 
featured wizardry of Barry Ross on 
violin, looking very suave in a large
brimmed hat. These and numerous 
other people pooled their talents 
and spent many hours in prepar-


ation for the Big Weekend. They 
attracted a large audienee which 
enjoyed itsell immensely. That says 
a lot in itself when one remembers it 
was a Friday night. 


The second part of the Super 
Weekend commenced on the follow
ing Saturday night. The Snack Bar 
again was filled with K students and 
even some £rom WMU_ This time it 
was immediately obvious why the 
audience was there. Jon Grier, of 
Pegasus fame, was playing a superb 
guitar to the enchanting voice of 
Marcia Baldwin. A very enjoyable 
and professional performance which 
completely mellowed out the audi
ence. 


They were followed by a newly 
formed troupe composed of Scott 
and John from WMU and Lue and 
Em from Nazareth. Some very good 
guitar picking combined with a nice 
mix of contemporary Country-Folk 
and very impressive original pieces 
by Scott finished off the very 
$Uccessful Super Weekend. 


The Black Spot appears to be 
staging a comeback and there are 
plans for a silent movie evening and 
some entertainment from our own 
talented faculty, so keep your eyes 
open for more announcements. 
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The Hendrix Nebula Haunts Robin Trower's Style 
by Stephan Grimm 


-


• 


The Space Analogy was en· 
couraged: The Space Analogy stuck. 
Moonscape backdrop ... slow lights. 
.. as the white cloud heavily CCCed 
its 0 ·2 way across the stage. 
Neutron pulsar ... bass. How far 
can this be extended? Finally the 
penultimate insinuation of hazy 
pedal guitar played almost too well. 
Physical ghost. However, nobody as 
ugly as Robin Trower could be an 
illusion. 


The Hendrix Nebula was there. 
from the MBridge of Sighs" to the 
three encores. Trower pushing the 
!tyle . , . expansion at the edges. 
Sometime! more strictly rock 'n' roll 
than Jimi ever played; sometimes 
more !implistically blue than Jimi 
eve r was; or more technically 
precise; or more audience adaptive: 
white to white. 


Spreading colorful cosmic, but 
never the essence or the com· 
bination. Trower will never be Jimi. 
He knows it, &dmil! it, stresses it, 
yet can never escape from the 
analogy. It is there, buried in his 
music. 


There is even the physical reo 
minder in the presence of bassist 
Jim Dewas. The black playing to 
white audiences . . . the wine
sop vocals (but without the edge) .. ~ 
the tight black satin pants and shiny 
leopard print shirt open to the 


Medieval Seminar To Be Held 
Children of the Middle Ages, tion to the first-t ime representalion 


deviant behavior and a greater of Africa by four persons (two from 
emphasis on art are just some of the Libya and one each from Egypt and 
new direction! to be examined by South Africa), upwards of 25 
some 1,000 medieval scholar! from medieval scholars are expected 
around the world May 4-7 here at from Europe. 
Western Michigan University's One or the latter will be Dr. Jean 
10th Conference on Medieval Stud- Leclercq of Clervaux, Luxembourg. 
. and Rome, Itaa' where he is 
''', f h Africa will be represented for the pro essor at t e regorian Univer-
first time with four scholars from sity and also at the CoUege of St. 
there among par ticipants in what is Anselm. Dr. Le-clercq. who received 
considered the premier medieval an honorary Doctor of Humane 
conference in the world. It is also Letters degree from WMU last year 
traditionally the largest medieval at the conference. will present a 
conference held anYWhere, general address to the conference at 
attracting five times as many 9 a.m., May 6, in Goldsworth Valley 
persons as the next largest. attord- II dining room on "Bernard of 
ing to Dr. John Sommerfeldt, Ciairvaux and the Language of 
professor of history and director of Love." He is an adjunct professor of 
the WMU Medieval Institute. con. medieval studies at WMU. 
ference sponsor. The first general addreS8 will be 


This year there will be 132 made at 9 a.m, May 5 by Ilene H. 
sessions, 15 more than last year. 8.!1 Forsyth of the University of Mich· 
lh ·onf. e - -nl' to _ 'n igan on "Children in Medieval Art," e... r n, ... ,...... mues 0" ow I 


scope. All speaker sessions will be also in the Goldsworth Valley IJ 
held in Goldsworth Valley Resi- dining room. 
dence Hall Complex II and Ill. One of the "new directions" of the 


Sommerfeldt notes that in addi. conference, says Sommerfeldt, "is a 


'


great deal on children in the middle 
ages, with at least six sessions to be 
devoted to this subject. matter." He 
said no one in the past had spoken 
exlusively about children in the 


I IN TOWN 
Campus 


Movies 


Rancho Deluxe 
Capital 


Flesh Gordon 
Cinema I & II 


The Godfather Pt. II 
Murder On The Orient Expreu 


Plaza I & n 
The Dove 
Confessions Of A Window Clean-


" State 
The Great Waldo Pepper 


West Main 
Young Frakenstein 


middle ages. 
Another new subject he points 


out is deviant. behavior, with two 
sessions on this. And art will be 
greatly emphasized, with 11 ses
sions on medieval art, compared to 
two or three in the past. Sommer
feldt notes that sessions on psycho
analysis and psychohistory will also 
be offered for the first time, 


In conjunction with the medieval 
conference at WMU there will also 
be concurrent meetings of the Fifth 
Cistercian Conference. the North 
American Patristic! Society. the 
International Center of Medieval 


Art, the Academy of Research 
Historians of Medieval Spain, and 
the Canadian Committee of Byzan. 
tine Studies. 


A number of free public special 
events will be held during the 
conference. At 1 p.m., Sunday, May 
4, the Society for Creative Ana
chronism, Inc .. will hold a jousting 
tournament near the Goldsworth 
Valley pond including demonstra. 
tions of personal combat with 
wooden !words, cudgels and other 
weapons between "knights" wear. 
ing homemade "armor M of sorts. 
These combat tournaments some
times get quite exciting. 


Also at I p.m., May 4. the 
Northwoods Mummer Guild will 
present a medieval play in the 
lounge of Goldsworth Valley Com
plex III. the same time that an arts 
and crafts fair is scheduled to begin 
in Goldsworth Valley near the pond. 


AT 8 p.m" May 4, the Collegium 
Musicum of WMU, directed by Dr. 
Joan A. Boucher, assistant profes
sor of music, will present a 
MProgram of Medieval and Renais
sance Music M in the Goldsworth 
Valley II dining room. 


Also at 8 p.m., May 4, a medieval 
dance class will be held in the lounge 
of Coldsworth Valley II. 


At 9:30 p.m., May 6, in the 
University Student Center west 
ballroom, a group from the Institute 
for Medieval and Renaissance Stud
ies, City University of New York, 
will perform a medieval concert on 
"Season, Sex and Sense." 


In addition. a book display will be 
held in the Goldsworth Valley U 
lounge throughout the conference 
and also feature examples of medi
eval weaving. musical instruments, 
brass rubbings, and the making of 
bread, paper and dolls in medieval 
times. Night Spots 


Colony Room 
Faith (Fri.·Sun.) 
Circadian Rhythm (Mon.-Thurs.' 


Coral Gables East 


Dabney Stuart To Read 
Camilla 


Dino's 
Pyramid (Fri.-Sun.l 
Neil Harding (Mon .. Tuea.) 


HoUy's Bistro 
Steve Heidanus 


Ratskeller 
Home (Mon.·Sat.) 


Theatres 
Civic 


GodspeU May 2 
New Vic 


Jesus Christ Superstar May 2 
Carver Center 


The Boys In The Band May 16 


Concerts 
Wing's Stadium 


The Guess Who May S 


Mr. Dabney Stuart. poet and 
Professor of English at Washington 
and Lee University, will give a 
reading of his poetry at Kalamazoo 
College on May 8. The reading will 
begin at 8:00 p.m. in the Olmsted 
Room, 


Mr. Stuart is currently serving I..! 
the McCully Lecturer in Creative 
Writing at Ohio University. He 
received his A.B. degree from 
Davidson College, where he WI..! a 
member of Phi Beta Kappa, and 
M.A. degree from Harvard. where 
he was a Woodrow Wilson Fellow. 
He taught at the College of William 
and Mary and Middlebury College 
before accepting his current posi-


tion at Washington and ~. He has 
won the Hoawrd Willet Research 
Prize, the Dylan Thomas A ward of 
the Poetry Society of America, and 
a NationaJ Foundation of the Arts 
Creative Writing FeUowship. 


Mr. Stuart has published four 
books of poems: The Divia&' BeD 
(1966): A Particular Pla~ (1969): 
1'heOther H8.Qd (1975): and Friends 
of Yours, Friemb of Mme. an 
illustrated book of poems for 
children. Mr. Stuart's poems have 
appe~ in periodicals here and in 
E'ngland. They have been translated 
into Greek and Polish. He is a 
regular reviewer for The Library 
Journal and has published articles 
about Kafka and Valdimir Nabokov. 


waist . 
To hell with the necessarily 


negative analogies. Trower's music 
is his- not 50 much guitar wizardry 
as meter),; a constant !leMe of 
place even in the most soaring 
numbers; being at home even in the 
slowest pedaled note-to-note float. 
And oh can he run, backed by those 
six big Marshalls; racing ahead of 
the drum maelstrom of Reg Isadore. 


Isadore is an advocate of the 
metal school (many cymbals do a 
good drummer make), yet makes 
very good use of them all. We were 
amazed that heeould keep his place. 


To hell with comparisons--Trow
er is good! He displayed the best 
sense of what sound is all about of 
any of the groups which hsve graced 
Wing's Stadium. Though Dewas 
bass-bassed the scoreboard, and 
'ITower lanced the furthest wall 
with his chords, the whole thing was 
controlled. Pro? Pro! 


However, the biggest surprise of 
the evening was not Trower at all. 
John Mayall (father of super 
groups: legend of the British music 
scene; godfather to the blues; etc.), 
has decided that he wants to be 
loved. 


Seldom have we seen such a 
change. Mayall has put together a 
new !n'oup based around three old 
buddies and a bunch of new faces. 
Super-competent, Cretless bassman 
LaITY Taylor is back along with Don 
(either hightide or Hurricane) Har· 
ris on violin, and the relativel 
unknown Soko Richardson on 
drums. 


Mayall has personally given up 
piano and. to a large extent, guitar 
on stage. Jay Spell, a blind white 
boy from down South, has taken 
over keyboards. Rick Vit..o. a friend 
of Taylor's, is now playing lead 
guitar. And. surprise within sur
prise within surprise. there is now a 
female singer with the group: one 


DEE McKinnie. a Memphis slngft 
lately with Jeff Beck. 


The possibilities open as a OO"'ft 
to the sun. Mayall is now more , 
band leader than a group member 
He sings in close duel-conjunctioo. 
with Dee. But as always, Mayall', 
only real singing voice is his harp: 
with that he can hold it with the 
best of them. Still, when John dOlt 
pick up the axe, it now has a funk}. 
Caddy . almost blacked out rhythlll 
style. 


The cross currents in this nell' 
band are something to behold 
Harris and Vito play remarkably 
similar·sounding instruments (be
lieve it or not), though in other 
contexts Vito's six-string sounds 1$ 


fitting as a poorly done heart 
t.ransplant. Spell is adept at rhythm, 
or a careening lead; but doesnl 
seem to be able to spot any middle 
lO'Ound. Last here, but first in the 
hearts of the Wi'!B"s audience, Dee 
McKinnie wants to be the second 
Janis Joplin. A good voice with III 
even better range, she is only bent. 
not withered, by the blues. 


If any of you looked at Mayalf, 
silver body jewelry and worried 
that he was turning eommert.iaI, the 
last number conflJ'med it all. "Room 
to Move" is the one song that hl$ 
been a monkey on Mayall's back for 
years. He has lectured countless 
audiences on the stupidity of asking 
for it. Still, here. without one single 
request shout. he played it. And yet 
SO twisted. The interior was turne<l 
into a war cry from the planet Dune. 
and the end was used as a show ease 
for individuru talents. Un-blues-evil. 
able! We are dealing with a De", 
John MayaU it seemed to shout. 


He has discared the bottle that 
had increasingly ruled his life, and 
put together a new yet intro· 
spective band. What will develop 
{rom these roots? 


Only For The Rugged 


K '79 Land/Sea 
Ki9 Land/Sea launches the Kal· 


amazoo College year with ad
venture. Designed primarily as an 
orientation progrsm for entering 
freshmen (although upper-classmen 
Ill'e welcome to apply, and a mini
mum of 10 are guaranteed s chance 
to participate), K'79 Land/Sea will 
take sixty students to Georgian Bay 
and adjacent wilderness areas for 
three weeks of hiking, sailing, and 
canoei ng. The adventure is a 
demanding experience: all the com. 
forts of home are left behind and 
students must learn to rely on 
newly acquired knowledge and 
skills in rugged environments. 


Faculty and student staff mem
bers attOmpany students on each 
segment of the expedition, offering 
expert guidance in sailing. naviga
tion, orienteering, canoeing. first 
aid, cooking, ampc.raft. biology, and 
a number of other subjects to make 
the trip safe, exciting, and reward. 
ing. Students return to campu.s with . 
new friends, a wealth of shared 
experiences, and a sense of accomp-
Iisment- ready to face the chalJenge 
of the academic environment. 


K'79 Land/Sea begins on campus 
September 1. After getting 
acquainted, learning a few basic 
skills, and parceling out group 
equipment, students leave for the 
north country and three weeks of 
adventures, spending. in groups of 
twenty, one week aboard the Sail 
Training Ve8sel Pii'yfair, and two 
weeks hiking, camping, and tanoe
ing in unspoiled forests, lakes, and 
rivers. The group returns to ampus 
just in time to move in, register for 
classes and begin a new year at 
Kalamazoo College_ 


The Sail Training Veasel Playfair 
is a 6O·foot brigantine. a square 
rigged vessel with square sails and 
yards on the foremast. Students 
become her crew under the com. 
mand of the captain and three 
mates-professional sailors employ
ed by her owners, Toronto Brigan. 
tine, Inc. 


The Playfair provides a unique 
educational experience. A student 


must learn-and learn quickJy- l11r 
handling of ship's gear, saill, 
halyards. sheet!, braces. buntliDs. 
and the helm. The ship is not a 
democratic institution; studenu 
learn to stand wstches and foUow 
orders, to cook and live in cramped 
quarters, and to respect the power 
of wind and sea. Returning from a 
week 's sail, Kalamazoo Colleg! 
students do not always classify it a!I 
a "pleasant" experience, but all eaIl 
it "rewarding." 


The inland segme nt of K'79 
Land/Sea is designed to encourage 
personal growth and self-confi· 
dence. Although the program elll' 
phasizes building friendships and 
teamwork, exercises in sell-ehal· 
lenge such as rappels, zip lines, solo! 
and final marathons are built in. 
Personal challenge and group wort 
combine as students are taught ho'll' 
to hike and camp comfortably, 
safely, and confidently in a varlet! 
of environmen18, from marshes j(I 


mountains. Students learn to ~ 
spect the wilderness, from the 
dangers it presents to the promise il 
hold s for future generations of 
conscientious campers. 


A new addition to this year'J 
Land/Sea program will be a canoe 
expedition. Lakes, rivers, and 
streams will provide the setting for 
students to learn the basic skills of 
canoe camping. The teamwor) 
required to hand1e a canoe provides 
an interesting contrast to life 
aboard the ship, and the skills to be 
learned are interpersonal as well a!I 
technical. Along with the var10UJ 
stroke8, map reading, packing, and 
POrt.agi.n.g, students must learn to 
Conn partnerships for the attai& 
ment of a common goat 


The cost of the program is $400, 
which includes equipment rental. all 
transportation, food. and insurancf· 
It is our hope that some scholarshiP 
assistance may be availabJ e 10 
eligible Participants. 


For an application, please write: 
K'79 LAND/SEA 
Kalamazoo College 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49007 
(or call 616/383-8405) 







by David J . Baa 
Music Becomes Expression Of Life For Barry Ross 


PageS 


Dr. Ross is now in the third year 
of his dual role u Concertmaster for 
the Kalamazoo Symphony and As. 
sistant Professor of Musk at K 
College. Coming here to fill in the 
place left vacant with the retire· 
ment of Voldemar! Rushevies, Bar. 
ry sees one of his roles as the 
"performing liaison between Kal· 
amazoo CoUege and the music com· 
munity of Kalamazoo." A noted 
violinist, he is a familiar figure fo r 
music lovers and concert·goers 
throughout this community. 


that the candidates would leave 
Yale, after a year of residency 
beyond the C1Jmpletion of their 
masters degree, would delve them. 
selves into the profesllional world of 
musk and hopefully do lIomething of 


significance in the way of research. 
teaching, recording. or performing 
with professional organizations." 
Within five years the candidates are 
expeet.ed to submit a scrapbook 
detailing their professonial endeav· 


ors. This resume forms the basis for 
admittance to the final stage of the 
degree which entails a recital.nd an 
interview by the doctoral oommit.
tee. About the interview, Barry 
said, 


mu sic lor K College students, 
particularly for the student whose 
main interest and commitment may 
lie elsewhere, Barry drew the 
roUowing picture: "Wben a person is 
working ereatively with a Musial 
instrument. there is no separating 
himself from tbe instrument. .. he is 
looking within himself. he is dealing 
directly witb bis physieaJ, intellec
tual and emotional state at that very 
moment. Also, he is striving for the 
best, really going after something 
better in quality aU the time ... For 
students here who are constantly 
expected to perform to externally 
applied stanaards, I think it is of 
incalculable value to spend a certain 
amount of time completely within 
themselves. It doesn't matter how 
old one is or where his interests may 
be, that intimate part of one's life 


At the beginning of this quarter, 
Mr. RoslI received a Doctor of 
Musial Arts degree from tale 
University, where he did graduate 
work before coming here. In the 
~ght of this accomplishment, The 
Lodu felt it appropriate to talk w(th 
Barry about his Doctoral work, his 
involvement with musk in the com· 
munity, and his general understand. 
ing of the nature of his art and the 
role it plays in his life. We talked 
first about his degree. 


"'The idea behind this degree is 


~It is not often that one is offered 
an hour and fifteen minute. to talk 
about himself. There was something 
nice about being able to do that...I 
was a little bit idealistle in thinking 
that everything that wa. important 
to me would automatically be 
important to them. In fact their own 
criteria were quite different than 
my own. And yet, I got it." 


In speaking of the experience, 
Barry was pleased that he was able 
to get the degree in the normal 
oourse of his teaching and sym. 
phony involvement, without having 
to "take a quarter of! to get my 
doctorate." His whole leeling for the 
experience was positive: 


"My experience at Yale was • 
oonfIrmation of the importanc:e and 
worth of my efforta here ... tbat are 
on a much broader spec=trum than 
Yale wouJd expeet them to be ... 1 


Baseball Team Rises Out Of HiHing Slump ;:~!~~~~~:~hr~~20r:'~~£!i!~; 
by Craig Jb&ra _ where if you don't know the key 


Finding themselves in the Kugle and Mike GenR'ie ron· the Hornets when they failed to signatures of Beethoven's symphon. 
midst of a !levere hitting slump, tributed the only other 1<; hits of ICOre for three innings. Tbe ies. then you're not worthy of the 
K opened up its home seL!lOf' the day. In the first game, difference in this game was the degree." 
IgaiMt a tough Spring Arbor pitcher Craig Jbara went the outstanding pitching of freshman He also spoke of the presaures 
squad. distance for the Hornets, pitch. Kevin Moody. He pitched the behind being a violinist and how 


Obvio usly, t he rained·out ing six shulrout innings with all best game all year for K in narrowing that could be. "One of the 
games had ea.used somewhat of a Spring Arbor's runs coming in reoording his seoond victory 8.2. reasons I'm here is that I'm not just 
bIIek·up in their schedule by the mistake-r idden third inning. Alter Calivn scored in the third a violinist ... my performing stan. 
fordng them to play four games Brad Mallock and Bill DiBrasi inning, K broke the "drought" on duds are very high but it'. not my 
in three day •. And on this day. it pitched the second game while a run-scoing single by Dave only source of interest ... The de-
reilly took its toll with the receiving little support from Holmes scori ng Gengle from msnds of being an always fU'strrate 
Hornets dropping two humiliat.- their teammates. 5e(:ond base. Calvin then receiv. violinist are so extreme- in terms of 
. defeate. Nothing seemed to The offensive drought oon· ed sn unearned ru n in the sixth hours spent alone practicing, relin. 


right as the weak hitting tinued last Saturday when the inning and the score remained ingone's art and then existing as an 
;;'o~lin;' .. j" aided by poor fielding Hornets went to Calvin for an the same until the bottom of the image on stage. That whole process 


inadequate pitching. To top M.I.A.A. encounter. The first seventh. After two outs. Steve removes one from people, removes 
this disappointing day, the game saw K collect only three Morrison walked, J. P. Mcl3ride one from life. It remove. you from 


suffered two very costly hits off pitcher Randy Woltheis singled, Mike Holmes walked and other people's feelings and earinga ~::;~~ Shortstop &b Cross, in extending their scoreleu then a ground ball by Don and needs and it remove. you from 
... supplied much offensiv,,", streak to 2B innings. Left-fielder Pobuda got through Calvin's your own feelings and earings and 


, broke his thumb in the Mike Holmes belted a triple and second·baseman sooring one run. needs. It's very safe to be just a 
game and is expected to ~ single and Dave Holmes · filling Rounding third and seeing no- violinist, but that's 100 narrow a 
most of the season, if not aU 10 for &b Cross at shortatop · body going after the loose ball in world for me, I don't want to limit 
In addition, pitcher Mike contributed a single. Since mak· right field. McBride came home myself to that." 


returning to the ing the switch from second to with the winning run. ? Barry spoke instead about is 
having arm trouble, short. Dave Holmes has played Moody pitched a 4-hitter' in totel expression". "My expression 


his pitching arm by a superb defense as was the ease raising his M.I.A .A. reeord to is my living, my life. All of that is 
",.d'i',,~ against Calvin and Spring Arbor. 2.(). Having been called into the reOet:ted in my violin playing. I have 


He appers to be more than starting rotation to fill t he a lot of energy that wante to express to 
the . pitching rotation 


i needed strength, will he out 
least a week. Beeause the 


I:,h.d,'. is '0 short, t hese 


adequately picking up the slack vacancies left by last year's itsell in a creative way." That 
left by Cross's injury. Mike pitchers, Moody has responded expressive need is finding outlets in 
Gengle, having to split duties as with 8 very fine performances. many ways for Barry. In addition to 
thu:d baseman and pitcher turn· McBride breaking his personally his responsibilities as a member of 


offers some of the most nourishing 
experiences. The looking inside hu 
everything to do with an integrated 
existence. 


"Beyond that. there is the en. 
semble aspect of getting together 
with othera to share penonal 
musical efforts_ That is • very 
oomplele. very difficult, very com. 
plex thing to share. When the 
sharing works suceessfuUy, as for 
example, in a good performance, it 
is a human life experience beyond 
words." 


He would like to see the fonnation 
of a small symphonic orchestra but 
was distressed by the lack of an 
adequate performance and rehears
al space, as well as by the .maU 
number of active string players. 
However, in his opinion, t his 
quarter'S chamber orchestra is the 
best he'. seen here. "I have very 
great expeetations of the chamber 
orchestra. our standards are getting 
higher. This is an expression that I 
am taking very seriously." 


"The big lacking in my life here is 
• quality performing chamber 
gToup, preferably a string quartet. 
When I leave Kalamazoo College it 
will be lor a position that affords 
that opportunity." 


As for tbe luture, ~I can't deal 
with the future without tbinking 
about the present fll'St. Rigbt now, I 
am tending towards a de-emphasis 
of the violin for a oouple of months 
after a very strenuous year. rd like 
to do something pr od Udive in 
music, possibly directing a summer 
musical. preparing some s tring 
qurtet concerts, or doing a jazz 
violin workshop at the University of 
Wisconsin this summer." 


as well as other losses 
lessen the team's depth of 
are extremely important. 


all this, some bright 
show through against 


Arbor. Center·fIelder Si 
had a deeent day at the 


coUeeting two hits against 
excellent pitch in 11'. Dennis 


ed lD a good pert;omance on ~he "rare" hitting drought collected the music fac ulty here and conduc. 
mound before helDg tagged With three hits and two stolen bases in tor of the chamber orchestra. be 
a a·run home. J bara relieVed him the victory. hnds his efforts as Concertmaster of 
in t~e 5th to finish the game. Morrison, Gengle. and Dave the Kalamazoo Symphony take a 
Again, however, mental and Holmes got other K hits. Dennis good portion of his time. In addition 
?hysical mista.kes, played an Kugle made many good de. he has done a lot of performing in 
Important part 10 K s defeat. fensive plays at fU'st.base in the last six months: "everywhere 


The 5e(:ond game appeared to leading a seemingly revitalized from the Women's Auxiliary to 
be going in tbe same direction for team in the field_ Sprague Hall at Yale Univerelty." 


$857 Million Awarded To Colleges For Student Aid 
than $857 million has been 
to . of posLlec· 


in the 50 states, 
Columbia, Puerto 
the Virgin Islands 


Grants ranging from $200 to $},500 
a year for up to four full years of 
vocational or undergraduate study 
must be matched by the institution 
with other forms or ftnandal a.$Sist. 
ance, such as loans, jobs, or 
scholarships from State or private 
organization .. 


Caspar W. 
oo"".,..j May 2, 


HEW 


or graduate program may qualify 
for a National Direet Student Loan 
provided they can demonstrate 
financial need. A total of $2,500 may 
be borrowed for vocational study. 
up to $5,000 for undergraduate 
s tudy . and up to $10,000 for 
graduate study. 


off-campus jobs. 
Federal funds will prOvide 80 


percent of Work· Study student 
payrolls. College, contribution. 
will provide the remaining 20 
percent. 


"My interest often vacillates 
between an intense involvement in 
the art, science, and literature of the 
violin and an often conflicting desire 
to broaden my mwiw and personal 
endeavors. Obviously I need both. I 
need an environment which allows 
me to perform aa conc:ertmasier, 
' oloist, chamber musidan and 
teacher of violin. I also need tbe 
opportunity to conduct a willing and 
enthusiastic orchestra, perform in • 
Forum-sponsored jazz oonc:ert 01' a 
Friday night Black Spot, and parti
cipate in theatre productions. Being 
at Kalamazoo College has aUowed 
me to do all of these," 


awards are in support of the 
" student aid 


I Ed ucation· 
National 


Loans, and College 


Under the National Direct Stu. 
dent Loan (NDSL) program, more 
than $819 million was awarded for 
the same academic year. These 
funds will benefit an estimated 
780.000 students at 2,905 institu-
tiOns. Federal support will provide 


'''~ t h .. $239 million in Federal 90 percent of the new NDSL capital 
provide Supplemental while a matching contribution from 


~~"~o,"al Opportunity Grants to the institution will provide the 
844,000 exceptionally needy remainder. 


who are enrolled at least Students enrolled .t least half. 
in 9.894 colleges and time in a vocational, undergraduaie. ----::..-......., 


BICYCLE SALES 
AND REPAIRS 


BI¥ 
III r. SOUTll (MIILIOIOUU 11lI1.) 


PHONI 349.9423 
11 SA T. 9·3:30 


Funded at nearly $299 million, the 
College Work·Study program at 
3,205 institutions will create em. 
ployment opportunities for more 
than 620,000 undergraduate and 
gTaduate students who are enroUed 
at least half·time and who must earn 
a portion of their educational 
expenses. These students may work 
as many as 40 hours a week while 
attending dallSe8 and generally are 
paid at least the basic minimum 
wage for on·campus or approved 


The KALAMAZOO CIVIC PLAYERS 
With The Support Of The Micbl,pa Cou.ocU For The Arts 


MAY2.3 ,610 


SPECI AL STUDENT RATES: 52 .00 


Ca ll 343- 1313 for reservations 10-5 M' F 
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New Record Set By K Student 


College Track Team Holds Hopes For MIAA Meet. . 
by Ivan Bergl. . Barta taking the honors. Duane Kalamazoo College school record swamped Adrian by taking fltst in place.s maklng.the difference. A fiIIt 


The track season 1$ now mtdway G I th 440' 522 . h bl· 56 Th H ,,12 of the 17 events and winning the run In the mile by Jonathan Cal through the dual·meet schedule of arner a 50 won e In. Wit a azlng .1. e orne . 01 'th 4'32 8 was good for a fl1lt 
MIAA competition, and the Hornet seoonds and Dan. Phillips wo~ his al~ had enough sti~g left for. the meet by a.n 83·62 margin. :~ile a G~rr~tt. Crawford, BowlbJ 
runners have been workin hard fltst college race In the 880 with a mtle relay team to finish ftrst WIth a particular Interest Wall the re G e th rem' 
Their present record of I an: 3 doe~ swift 1:58.6. The day, just the same, 3:34.3. Final score oUhe meet: K·57, ~urgence of !ommy Gray. by. break· ~ya~. ~nd . r~1ew:;me :vents ~ 


., was not to be a happy one lor K as Albion.88 Ing out of hIS rut and winning the Ing VIC rs 1lI II 
notservethell'runmngprowessany Alb· d·· I·· I· I· ·Ih • 41'2J1." effort against Adrian. The honors for tilt . I· Allh h Ih'- h Ion possesse superior sprln IDg rip e Jump WI ~. . h. d I 
JUS Ice. oug e ...,am as a power and an unexp«ted 1.2.3 by On Saturday the 26th, the K Other firSts came from Bowlby in ert~rt and will on t IS ay mus golt 
very str~ng array of first place them in the high hurdles put the runners headed for Adrian College's the high jump and the long jump, Net! Bo,:"lby. who collected a total Qj 


power, It lacks the depth a~d meet out 01 reach. Nevertheless, lJ'ack facility lor a double dual with Blanchard in the 100 and the 220, ~}I" pOints lD th.e vast array of.h. 
numbers needed to be successful to Craig Crawford came back in the Olivet and Adrian. The feelings of Graham in the shot put, Garrett in fIeld and run~lI1g events. Filla! 
one-to·one meets. As a result, 440 yard intermediate hurdles with the day were split between an easy the ,·avelin. Crawford in the highs, score: K-67, Oli


l 


veL·78. I ill. 
however , Coach Ed Baker is . to h d d h I Th MIAA •• gue mee w 


a strong and smart race to capture VIC ry on one an, an a very Garner in the 440, Boyak in t e po e e . k d Alb' n COU 
anxiously waiting for the MIAA both first place and a new · close loss on the other. The Hornets vault, and Bruce Johnson with a h~ld thl! wee. en at "'-'d10 d ,. 
league meet at which he predicts a good 1:57.4 in the 880. The 440 relay With the prehms on r rl ay an lbt 
high finish for Kalamazoo. was also victorious. finals on Saturday. If you should bt 


During t he past two wceks, the The sad part of the day was caught with nothing else to do, ret! 
Hornets have run against teams dished out by Olivct who held K to free and please do come and yell f(l 
from Hope, Albion, Adrian, and only 6 wins. It was !till a close meet, the K track team who just could "'q 
Olivet. On Saturday the 19th the however, with the 2nd and 8rd the meet. weather wasn't in any mood for 
cooperating at all for the meet with 
Hope as there was a stiff 40 mile per 
hour wind luhing down the 
straightaway. Despite the adverse 
conditions both teams trudged 
ahead and ended up with good 
performances. Duane Garner made 
his track debut with a win in the 
open 440, Craig Crawford took both 
hurdle events. Mike Blanchard won 
the 100 yard dash in ten nat.. and 
Jon Call, Bruce Johnson, Scott 
Graham. and Craig Boyak each won 
the mile, t he 880, shot put and the 
pole vault respectively. Even so, the 
Kalamazoo team lost to Hope by the 
score of 61·84. 


The following Wednesday was by 
rar a better day for track competi· 
tion. Albion played host to an 
aggressive K team which started 
out strong with wins in the shot put, 
javelin, high jump, and pole vault 
with Scott Graham, Alex Garrett, 
Neil Bowlby, and Craig Boyak, John 


Tennis Team Eyes Title 


Strong Finish Expected 
by Mike and Mark ThomlM)D 


In the second to last week of the 
season, the "K" college men's tennis 
team proved their continuing dom· 
inance over the MIAA. and also 
performed excellently in their non· 
conference matches. 


In a triangular match on Monday 
evening, "K" di!~ed of the confer· 
ence leaders, Calvin by a score of 
9-zip. The Hertz squad of Blaze, 
Buzz, Larry, Mike, Spook and 
Weasel, swept the singles, and left 
the doubles to be cleaned up by the 
Avis squad. That night, (again at 
1tJ.6 singles, nave Emig, Chris 
BUssert, Rick Moore, Mike Thom· 
son. Harlan Smith, and Jim Ho!ner, 


respectively), Kazoo smoked 
Toledo 6·0. The doubles 
stopped by rain. 


On Tues., a fired up "K" 
traveled to U. of M. to meet onr 
the top ranked teams in the natioa. 
Excellent tennis was seen l! 


Kalamazoo came UP on the ,ho'I •• 
of an 8-1 score. Noticable 
were turned in by Dave Emig at Il 
single!, losing a power 
t hriller 7-6, 7·5, to Victor 
Rick Moore at 113 stuck in there i 
junior national tennis champiol 
Freddie DeJesus, but lost 6·8, 8-i 
Mike Thomson and Spook Smill 
won at 113 double!, 6·2. 6·3. Cold. 
Acker commented that it was oneal 
the best UK" showings against U. If 
M. ever. 


Women's Tennis Team Wins Three Straight Matches 
Coach George Acker 


combination of Herb·Avis m"m.t~1 
to beat Albion 9·smoke, 
Lick Moore led UK" by d,"e.'",1 
their In player, John Dupes. 6·4, 
For the first two matches on 


by U .. CuJp 
On Tuesday April 22 the women's 


tennis team met and defeated the 
Albion College women by a score of 
8-1. KBrettes" Snyder, tastefully 
attired in blue butterfly barrettes, 
handily defeated Betsy Irwin 6·3, 
6-2, while Lisa Culp at It2 singles 
daintily beat the pants off Ruth 
Lang 6-0, 6·1. At the 1t4 spot Jere 
Brooks ea.!lily dominated 6-4, 6-2, 
but Jo Copeland at N5 waited until 
she was down 4·6, 4·5, before 


sbe was down 4-6, 4·5, before settl. 
ing down to busines! and winning 
the last two sets 7·5 and 6·3 in a 
good display of determination. Then 
Vinnie McCaslin won the 116 !ingles 
!pot by a 6-1, 7·5 margin . The only 
loss of the day came as Jane 
Pinkerman, playing 113, W8IJ out· 
steadied by Cathy Landstra 5-7, 7·5, .{I. 


In the double!, Snyder and Culp 
took the first match 6·8, 6·4 against 


Irwin and Lang, Then everyone sat 
and cheered as Brooks and Copeland 
at It2 and McCaslin and Pinkerman 
II.t Ita battled out 3 set matches. "K" 
was victorious both times with 
scores of 4-6, 64, 6·3 and 6-7, 6-2, 
6·1, respectively. The only disap
pointment 01 the day was the 108! of 
the "exhibition" matches by "K's" 
JV team. Albion showed a good deal 
of depth as Roz Freas, Chris Allen 
and Kathy Greenberger were de-


Archery Team Continues Undefeated 
by 4Ja Culp 


Tne Kalamazoo College Archery 
team is extremely strong this year 
aDd 50 lar is undefeated in three 
conference meets. On April1l, they 
ea!ily beat Alma College, and then 
on April 22, they de,troyed Albion 
CoUege by a score 011,449 to 705 in 
SD impressive showing. Karen Hun· 
ter was top scorer for "K", shooting 
a 504. Nancy Covert was next with a 
493, and Faye Tomaszewski follow· 
ed with a 452. Karen Glowacki 
rounded out the team !only the top 3 


MIAA STANDINGS 
Bueball 


Albion 
Calvin 
Adrian 
Alma 
Kalamazoo 
Hope 
Olivet 


Kalamazoo 
Calvin 
Hope 
Alma 
Albion 
Olivet 
Adrian 


Calvin 
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Olivet 
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Kalamazoo 
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scores are counted in a match) with 
a 404. 


Kalamazoo shot superbly against 
Hope College on April 24, defeating 
them 1,524 to 1,402. Nsncy Covert 
and Karen Glowacki shared first 
place with identical 512 $Cores. 
while Karen Hunter also was in that 
range with a 500. Faye Tomaszew· 
ski also shot a strong 458. The fact 
that our top three were aU in the 
5OO's shows our strength and depth 
this year. Kalamazoo is favored In 
the WMIAA Championships on May 
2 and 3, and they are looking 
forward to winning for the second 


year in a row. 
Backing up juniors Covert, Glow· 


scki and Hunter and senior Thomas· 
zewski are junior Lesley Mellis and 
Freshman Debbie Boverhof, Susan 
Mellinger and Carol Moseson. There 
is also a strong men's team that 
shoots with the women. but unfor
tunately they are unable to find any 
men's competition. It con!ists of 
RodrlKO Andrade, freshmen Jeff 
Goan and Greg MacDonald, sopho
more Paul Harvey and junior Brian 
Andenon. The two teams are 
coached by Ted Brooks, over of 
Kalamazoo's indoor archery range. 


CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR RENT 


MOTEL UNrrs I/r mile !rom 
Public Beaches· in South 


Haven. Large Rooms with cer· 
amic tile baths and showers. 
Modern furniture and spacious 
!urroundings. Grocery store, 
cocktails and food, 2 minute walk 
away. June-August. Rates: Sin· 
gle units $8.00 a day, $45.00 a 
week, $150.00 a month, Double 
units, $10.00 a day, $55.00 a 
week, $190.00 a month. For 
information contact R. R. Dern. 
309 Superior St .. South Haven. 
40090. 


HELP WANTED· MEN OR 


WOMEN OPPORTUNITIES _ 
sparetime, earn up to $100 
weekly in your home addressing 
circulan! List of firms witb 
offers sent for just $2.00! Guar· 
anteed! W. G. Smith Enterprises, 
Box 561·C30, Sunnyvale, Califor· 
nia, 94088 
...................................................... 
Anyone wishing to place a 
classified ad can do so by 
contacting the Index office. 
Deadline for all ads is the Sunday 
preceding the publishing date, 
which always falls on Friday, 
Rates for ads are $1.00 for the 
first three line!; 20c for each 
additional line. .. _____ ----1 


feated at 117, 8 and 9 !ingles, 
respectively, and Carol Saro and 
Stacy Mickle, and Annette Knight 
and Marty Talbott lost at fourth and 
fifth doubles. With a little more 
experience "K's" JV should improve 
quickly. 


On Thursday, Kalamazoo easily 
defeated Hope College by a score of 
8-1. "Brettes" Snyder won the 1t1 
spot in Singles 6·0, 6·1. Jane 
Pinkerman won second singles, 
after dropping the rlrst set, 3-6, 6.{l. 
6-4, and Jo Copeland played well at 
the 1t3 spot in winning 6·0, 6-1. 
Vinnie McCaslin defeated her op
ponent in the N4 spot 6-1,6-0, Muffie 
McKearnan won at 115 6-0, 6-1 and 
rookie Jane Belser did a fine job at 
the sixth spot in her first varsity 
singles appearance, also winning 
6.{l, 6-1. 


Pinkerman and McCaslin played 
first doubles and won easily, 6-1. 6.2. 
MeKearnan and Belser won 6.{l, 7.6 
in the 112 spot, while Linda Horsley 
and Grace Young put up a good 
fight. but bowed to Hope's third 
team 63, 6-2. 


On Friday the women met Notre 
Dame in their third home match of 
the week. Again they turned in a 
fine performance in winning 7.2. 
Going down the singles roster, 
Brette! Snyder (yellow nower bar. 
rettes today) defeated Betsy Fallon 
6-1, 6-4. Lisa Culp whomped Jane 
Lammers 6-1, 6-2, while Jane ("First 
Done") Pinkerman won 6-1, 6-3 
against Pam Leary. Jo Copeland 
1000t a tough match on the ninth 
pOint of the tiebreaker, the final 
SCore being 6·4, 5·7, 7-6. Vinnie 
McCaslin out·hustlf>d her opponent 
to the tune of 64, 6·2 and Muffie 
McKearnan tried her best but was 
out·steadied by Notre Dame's 116, 
6-3, 6·3. 


To wrap up the week, Kalamazoo 
showed some improvement in doub. 
les playas they won all three 
matches in straight sets. Snyder 
and Culp won 6-3, 7-6, Copeland and 
Pinkerman won 6·1, 61 and Mc. 
Kearnan and McCaslin won 6.2, 
6-1. The team score at this point is 
3-1 in conference play and 4.4 
overall. 


against Olivet;::.~n~d~A~ld~~"i;·:.~"i~.:~ Acker turned to 
squad. In an i 
"K's depth, the Avis team 
both schools by identical 9.{l scom 
Paul (lnternationall Warshawsky 
smothered Olivet's NI singles pla)'e' 
6-3, 6.{l, and Mark Thomson took 
~re of Adrian's 111 player 6·0, &0. 
The rest of the work was done bJ 
Mike Chilieki, Mark Henderson aJ'Mi 
Brian Belt as they won by 
devastating Scores. The 


squad will have to ~I~;,';io;'~ May 17 to beat Avis. , 
A well rested top six euib' 


defeated Taylor U. 9-0, to closeout' 
succeS!ful week. Chris Bussert &ad 
Rick Moore were equally impressirt 
winning at It2 and 1t3 singles by 6-l 
6·1 scores. After final .m'''''". 
against U. of Indiana, Hope 
E.M.R., the Herl! team will 
ready to blaze through their 0p


ponents at the MIAA champiot 
ships today and tomorrow at "1<" 


Come watch lL'I tne lone seMY, 
tri·captain Dave Emig, leads 
Hornets to the ftnish of a 
season. 


UPCOMING SPORTS 
Women'! Archery 


Albion 
May 3 


Ba~ball 
Hope 
May 3, 1:00 p.m . 
Albion 
May 7, 1:00 p.m. 


Men's Tennis 
Kalamazoo 
May 2 & 3 
Northwestern 
May 9. 2:00 p.m. 


Women's Tennis 
Calvin 
May 2 & 3 
Michigan State University 
Eastern Michigan University 
Central Michigan Univer!ity 
May 9 & 10, 2:00 p.m. 


Track 
Albion 
May 2 & 3 
Calvin 
May 7, 3:30 p.m. 
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McCarthy guides Student Commission 
byC. V.HoUy 


a week of heavy campaign
election wu held last 


fln eighteen open posts 
-;;;;" St"d,ol Commission and 
rious committees. Also. an 
tendmenl was proposed which 
,.Iel in"tit." an ad hoe committee 


over future elections for 
o! eliminating any 


which might arise. 
Broadway and tohorb 
several long hours' over 


.",n.I,I1. thundreds of ballots to 
these results: 
Student Commission 
is Kevin McCarthy ; 


.pn~d''"t, Robert Nolan; De
Representative. Cindy Her


Hobin Rep., Bill Bellew; 
Rep., Barb Kurth; Severn 


, Nancy Nolan : Crissey Rep., 
In Belt: Honor Houses Rep., 
lee Johnson; Ellsworth Rep., 
n Noonan; and Town Student 
" David Ban. Deb Clarkson was 


to the Campus Life Com
Food Service Committee 


of Michael Gibson . Bill 
.. " " ' ;Mih Stoolmiller. There 


elections held for 


wnt:'!~:~'I~r~~bbetween Gregori, 
10 • Run-ons will be 


for Educational Polity 
posts between Bailey, 


and Vogel. The pro-
amendment passed, also. 


ends 


Trades 
picketed near the entrance of 


$988,000 addition to Dalton 
They picketed because the 
workers from the Pioneer 


,tn,di". Company in Grand 
are building the addition. 


Pie,,.,, Construction Company 
when the price it asked 
$300,000 less than the 


given by Kalamazoo com· 


number of men pickettng 
but different trades 


",p"."to.d each day, accord· 
Wiles of the Carpenters' 
He estimates that about 
of the men are unem· 


Karsten, the job superinten. 
tbe Pioneer Construction 


the picketers 
<d'P""';'ction, some men have 


and an supplies 
in from Grand 


'~~:!~;~~::~:~have~u~ tl site. About 
picketer claimed he 


a vehicle driven 
Pi,'n .. " worker hit him. The 


of the vehicle, however, 
that h19 car only "touched", 
not "hit", the picketer. The 
worker a]so said that, after 


the picketer jumped on 
started to sma.sh the 


picketer is bringi.ng 
the Pioneer Construe· 


~~,pan~ , Since this incident, 
been infrequent. 


li"od,.v morning of this week, 
'k~,t:';:n~h:od!,agreed to negoti· 
~it Construction at 


Theatre addition is fully 
again, with completion 


sometime in August 1971\. 


After the election, Kevin 
McCarthy found time to address a 
few words to the student body: 


"Fall quarter traditionally holds a 
promise for constructive projects 
since there is a large influx of new 
people on campus who seem to have 
a great deal of energy. A fresh view· 
point of the College is offered by 
these people. and this can be very 
valuable to us, for Commission's 
thinking has become rather 
stagnant over the past few quar· 
ters. All projects, proposals and 
ideas that come to Commission will 
be seriously considered, and we will 
at least attempt to implement the 
good ones. Student input will be 
very important. 


As far as my own goals, J have 
several things in mind. The most 
important area is that of tuition and 
fee increases. At the Trustees 
meeting it was stated t hat over a 
fairly long period, the costs of 
attending 'K' will be raised relative 
to other liberal arts colleges similar 
to us. This is unnecessary and 
overly costly to students' bank ac· 
counts. The other two students on 
the Executive Planning and Budget 
Committee and myself can fight to 
keep 'K's costs as relatively low as 


Trustees discuss , problems 
they are. The Kalamazoo College Board of ' surplus. Credit for this was given to 4) that the P.R. staff 11 aet.ive 


More activities for students Trustees, in their fall meeting conservative budgetmR', a large trying to make K better known. 
should be promoted. The catch·all discussed a broad range of topics enrollment, and a higher·than ex· Some problems he perceived are: 
social events sponsored hy Commis- including the crowded housing sit· petted level of gifts to the College. 11 the declining size of the 
sion in the past have been keggers, uation and faculty sabbatical leaves. Much appreciation was expressed appllUDt poo); 
and while there is definitely a place Much discussion was centered for Business Manager John Dotier, 2) the small size of the facultJ for 
for that type of event. we need to around t he fact that the quarter for his work on both lut year's and program development we need 
come up with a variety of other started with 78 more students than this year's budgets. The budget for more relOurees, including more 
social activities. available beds. thia year was unanimously approv· professors; 


A long·term project for Com· Many of the Trustees expreased ad by the Board. Both the Board and 8) the relatively .mall financial 
mission is to increase student dismay at this situation and the fact Mr. Dozier expressed concern about bMe; 
participation in the tenure precep. that the College planning proeeP the relatively small financial hue of 4) the planning ProteM, which 
Several excellent professors here seems to have a major flaw on it. the College and vowed to attem..pt to failed to anticipate the overcrowded 
have not received tenure recently They do not want as many people expand it in the near future. conditions thia quarter. 
who deserved it. This will be taking classes at one time as there President Rainsford outlined One of the more interesting 
difficult to accomplish because the are now, since they want to main· what he saw as the strengths and reports came from the Building and 
faculty will be unwilling to give up lain K as a s:mall residential liberal weaknesses of the College. He cited Grounds Committee. which dealt 
any control over this precep. This is arts college. as strengths: with the construction projeets on 
important, so we will push hard on ~ for student fees. it was pointed 11 that the College continues to campus, and the labor situation on 
thia. out that of the 12 G.L.C.A. colleges, attract its share of qualified stu· the theatre project was explained, 


Another important project 19 to Kalamazoo has the serond lowest dents; 
improve the quality of service at the costs. Trustee consensus seemed to 2) that students seem more There waa a SS42,OOO diHerenee in 
Health Service. Its hours must also be that, gradually. K's cost will ri5e satisfied as reflected in tbe lowered bida between the union and non· 
be expanded. to the middle of this group. It was attrition.rate thia vear; union contractors, so the CoUege 


There are other programs I have emphasized that this will occur over 8) that K attraelS outstanding aeeepted the lower, non·union bid. 
in mind but these are the most a period of time, not quickly. faculty and staff, who help with the The projected completion date for 
important. What we will need is a There was also some good finan · busineS! of the College and cur- the aciente building was given aa 
lot of input from the student body cial news in that the College finished riculum changes in addition to their April 15, but work on that is already 
about what they want." the 1974·75 fi.seaI year with a small reguJar duties; two weeks behind sehedule. 


~----~~~~~----~~--~--------------~~~ 


Housing 
Shortage 


This rall has presented returning 
K students with a rather ironic and 
very disturbing problem: a housing 
shortage. About a month before the 
opening of the quarter, 40 to 50 
students were informed that there 
was no campus housing available for 
them. These are the students 
currently Uving in Western housing. 
and rumors about why they are 
there, and when and if they will 
return to K are spreading wildly 
about the campus. 


Although the statistics and the 
full explanation of the situation will 
not be available until next week, 
Dean Dewey was able to dispel 
some rumors and to supply some 
information regarding the problem. 
Foremost, the situation ia an 
immense emharrassment to a resi· 
dential school that stresses the 
value of the campus experienee. 
This was the primary focus of irate 
parents and students who phoned or 
visited, immediately after reeeivinll 
t he upsetting news. 


The "how" is a compilation 01 
several factors . Only 40 nol 50 
percent of the Seniors an on SIP 
this quarter. fewer Juniors are 
going on foreign study, and the 
attrition rate in the Sophomore 
C1as.s has dropped significantly. In 


addition, out of the 8 to 10 
Freshmen predicted to drop out, 
only 2 left, and although the 
projected upperclassmen figure was 
15 to 20, only 4 withdrew. These 
factors were not yet visible when 
the admissions office was reeruiting 
new students last spring, so they 
did not decrease the number of 
newcomers to pass through K's 
doors. 


Of course, a list of reuons for the 
shortage is by no means a solution 
to the problem, nor is it a comfort to 
students who are inconvenienced. 
Dean Dewey stressed that the 
College is working as best and as 
fast as it UD to place all its students 
in K houseing by October 18, 19'15. 
So far, of the 45 or so studenta, 2 
have been moved back to campus, 2 
have been placed in a (ac:ulty home, 
and 8 have found an apartment. 
Projected plans are to house 20 men 
in 4 new suites in Cirssey. to form 8 
triples in the available larger rooms, 
and to take over 2 college houses 
and one apartment building. Work· 
ing with a standard capacity to 
house 885 students, the College 
must flnd roofs for 960 this fall. 


Althnugh many stories are fla· 
vored with details of hostile parents 


Md shrewd bargaining, "official" 


information states that most par
ents, though concerned that the 
aeademic performanee of their off· 
spring might be hindered by West· 
ern social environment, were un· 
derstanding onee they received an 
explanation. Students facing the 
situation, however. have had less 
patience as they struggle with noisy 
halls, restricted visitation, delayed 
phone service, missed meals, cor;.· 
fused shuttle service, and general 
Isolation. 


Some may be interested to know 
how it was determined which 
students wer-e to be pushed over to 
Western's dormitory. Generally, the 
mi!plaeed students are those who 
did not pay their room deposit by 
July 15', who failed to return their 
housing forms, who changed their 
minds aft.er indicating they would 
be oH-campus, and who had failed to 
organize and usentl.ng sUite group. 


This view of the problem, as 
outlined by Dean Dewey, is of 
coUrse. a limited one. Certainly, it is 
a broader perspective than thOle of 
individual students, and it ia more 
credible than frenzied rumors. How· 
ever, h19 opinion laclts the intensity 
that comel from undergoing the 
experience, and, hence, it must be 
considered with lupplementary, 
more immpediate peraped.i.ves. 







Tim Weisberg creates 
fantasy without lyrics 


Jus • rock flutist, Tim Weis
berg. will be playing in Dalton 
Theatre Friday, October 17, TickeLs 
are on sale now at the Union desk 
and Boogie Reeords {or the per
formances scheduled for seven and 
nine in the evening. 


Weisberg baa put out five albullUl 
since 1971, the latest, "Listen to the 
City" was played on Don Krishner~1I 
Rock Concert, the Midnight Special. 
and was per~ormed at the Monterey 
Jazz Festival. His range of musiea1 
influences include classical, meUaw 
juz. free form jazz, and get-down 
rock. which .«ounts fot his appeal 
to music lovert of all kinds. 


. , 
As one of the few jau·roek Dute 


playen with • band of his own. 
Weiaberg write •• Jot of his own 
material with the help of Lynn 
Bleuing who playa vibes .nd key 
board. in the group as weil as 
~producing their ~buma. Since 
Weisberg's flute does the singing, 
none of the lOngs his group per
forms have lyriCl. Weisberg ex· 
.2!!ined to ':Cobbleatone Magazine", 
"Mulie without lyrics hu III advan-


tage because everybody can fanta
size their own trip when they're 
listening to the mwic ... in addition 
to it being enjoyable and many 
times very light and IOOthing, it also 
can open up a lot of thinking chan· 
nell in people's minds." 


Ever since Weisberg picked up 
his first flute in junior high sehool, 
he hu loved to perform for aud· 
iences and friends. This love of at
tention has prompted him to turn 
from his classical bacltground to jazz 
and rock. 


"I couldn't perform at a fraternity 
party or a beer bust or a rock club 
because I just didn't play that kind 
of mwic said Weisberg to "Cobble
stone". Almost all of my friends 


weren't coming to the type of 
function I would play at and being a 
performer by nature I wanted the 
gntification of getting up and per· 
forming in front of my friends. So I 
started jamming with rock and roll 
bands and that's where the change 
gradually took place." 


In addition to Blessing on key
boards and vibes backing up Weis· 
berg and his electric flute are drum
mer, Ty Grimes; guitarist. Todd 
Robinson; bassist, Doug Anderson. 
The whole group works together to 
write their material, adding finish · 
Ing touchel to their own parts. The 
group's efforts certainly paid off in 
well balanced lounds tied together 
by Weisberg's flute. 


Coming upon Homecoming 75 
For two days during Fall Quarter ' 


K's history can be seen walking 
among the leaves on the Quad, 
knocking on rooms where history 
lived, and heard cheering recent 
history on to Abuse Albion, or 
Assassinate AJbion. A lot of 're
member whens' will be said, but 
these days are for students to make 
the future 'remember whens'. To aid 
in this process an interesting and 
varied program has been arranged 
to make K a cu1tural milieu for two 
daya. 


The show starts at 3:30 Friday 
with free beer and peanuts in the 
Snack Bar for the entire College. 
Students, kidnap your 3 o'clock prof 
to the Snack Bar, after the clasa of 
course, for a beer or two or .... 


That evening Tim Weisberg, a 
jau flutist who just sold out the 
Troubador in L.A. for four nights. 
will be playing at 7 and 9 p.m. in 
Dalton Theatre. Ticlteu are $3.50 
and are available at the Union Desk. 
Also that night. at 7, 9, and 11, 
the Film Society will present Peclt· 
inpah's Pat Garret and Billy the IUd 
starring Kris Kristofferaon, Bob 
J?yland, and James Coburn. 


.... }'low off to bed. 
The foUowing morning EueU Gil>


bona will stalk the Quad for edibles 
at 9:45. Walch for tour information 
in the Daily BuUetin. At 11:00 EueU 
Gibbons will lead a discussion in 
0 -103 about what's really happening 
to our land. I 


on tolunch and then The Game at 
2:00 p.m. Bring a friend or spirits 
(school or other) to keep you warm 
and your throat quenched. 


Back to SAGA Steak Night:, then 
off to your room to prep for the 
Homecoming 8&11 at 9 in Old Wellel. 
Admission to this is $.75 for 
students; beet, wine and cham· 
pagne will be available in the Round 
Room lor reasonable prices. Put on 
a little something extra for this one, 
dance your feet off, and maybe meet 
a member of the Clasa of '45. 
(They'll teU you all about Hoben and 
Trowbridge in the olden days.) 


Then for the nightcap, or week
end cap, the boys in Hoben are 
brewing up some of their vintage 
root beer to be served a la mode 
Sunday evening in Hoben Lounge. 


By the way all this is filed under 
Homecoming: Oct. 17, 18 and 19. 


President voices welcome 
Welcome to the beginning of a 


new year, By now the campus it 
familiar even to our new freshmeg. 
and tranafer atudents. It is good to 
have them with us, as it is to have 
our returning students. The pur
poae of K'79 and the Land/Sea 
programs was to malte them early 
and truly Ka1.amuoo College stu. 
dents. 


As you look around you there are 
evident signs of growth - not in 
numbers: for our new entering claas 
i.e only 10 larger than Iut year's -
but in facilities and in program. The 
new theater building may attrad. 
your attention because of ita at· 
tendant picketers resulting from the 
lact that the low eatimate on the job 
came from a non·union contractor. 
The aeienee building it moving along 
well and will be a great addition t.c 
our plant. 


Unfortunately there are growing 
paina and aome temporary dit
loeatiolll resulting from any im
provement and the science faculty 
are unfortunately atill apread out all 
over the camDua in temporary 
quarters. However, they look for· 
ward to the new building with 
enthuai.asm as well as impatience. 


There are also some dislocations 
due to growth in another area. Our 
desire to try to individualize edu· 
cation at Kalamazoo College bas led 
to a growing movement away !rom 
the Kalamazoo Plan as conceived 
ten years ago. The price paid for 
this effort to reapond to individual 
atudent interests ia a larger on· 
campus enrollment than antici~ted 
this fall. Like the science [aculty, 
some atudentl are housed in tem
porary quartera at Western. Thua 
there it both enthusiasm and im
patience. as well as lOme individual 
fruatration there. Change an d 
BT0wth often bring these reactions 


but I believe the change is in the 
right direction and the growth is 
needed. How good that in a time of 
increasing difficulty for many col
leges we are experiencing the pains 
of positive change and growth, not 
stagnation and declinel 


The year ahead can be a good one 
for there is much important work to 
be done. The administration and 
laculty have already begun the job 
of organizing themselves to get on 
with it. We await only the atudent 
representatives to join w on CoUege 
committees, on Planning and 
Budget meetings, in diseusalons of 
Dew currieular proposals. and in 
analyzing the capital needs of the 
CoUege for the years immediately 
ahead. Your eleetions for Student 


Oct. 10 
Jazz Concert with Pieees of 


Dreams and others 8:00 p.m. 
Nazareth College 


Soct:oer team va. University of 
Notre Dame 2:00 p.m. Angell Field 


"Roartaa TweDtIee" dlreeted by 
Raoul Walsh (1939), Starring James 
Cagney and Humphrey Bogart 7:00, 
9:00, 11:00 p.m. F.A.B. 
0et.11 


Football at Hope College 2:00 
p.m. 


CUB Forum Film CJa.uie -0. tIM 
Waterfroo'" 9:00 p.m. 


Villi Carr, Miller ADClitorium., 
7:00. 9:00 p.m. 


"Cat Ballou" 2302, 2S04 Sangren, 
WMU 6:30, 7:30. 8:30, 9:80 p.m. 
Oct. 12 
"To Have uti Ibn N." (INC) 
starring Humphrey Bogait 3:00 
p.m. F.A.B. 


Western Michigan University 
Jazz orcheatra 3:00 p.m.Free, Miller 
Aud. 


Commiasion will be coming up soon. 
Take them seriously for the rest of 
the campus has learned to do so. 
The Incies: ia in the handa of two 
good sophomore editors, Sue Gates 
and Bill Wataon. Support them and 
their eHorta to make The Index an 
important College institution. 


While Vice Provost Dewey and 
hia ataU may be more immediately 
accesaible to you than before, the 
reat of us also have our doora open 
and enjoy our communication with 
you. I have planned a Fireaide for 
later in the month to make sure I 
atay in touch with you. 


Have a good Fall Quarter. 


,Oet. 13 


Veryaincerely, 
George Rainsford 


Volleyball vs WMU 4:00 p.m. 
Oct. 14 


Cross Country at Hope 4:00 p.m. 
Field Hockey at Hope 4:00 p.m. 
Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra 


with Marian Anderson 8:00 p.m. 
Miller Aud. 


Oct. 15 
"Odd Obealioo" (1960) by Kon 


Ichikawa, Japanese Cannes Film 
Featival winner 6:30. 8:30, 10:30 
F.A.B. 


Soccer vs. Hope 3:30 p.m. 
Golf va. Olivet 1:00 p.m. 


O<t. 16 
" Ireoe Miller auditorium 8:00 


p.m. 
Lecture by Euell Gibbons, "Com· 


petition or Cooperation for Survival 
8:00 p.m:-5tetson Chapel 


Field Hockey vs. Olivet 4:00 p.m. 
Volleyball at Hillsdale triangular 


with Spring Arbor, 7:00 p.m. 


T. V. finds Ross 
A relatively unknown fact at "K" 


College this raIl is the presence of a 
newfound TV celebrity in our midst 
- namely, Barry Ross. Many of us 
who were on campus for K i9 
witnesaed his recent appearance on 
the Mike Douglas Show. Although 
he played a rather miniscule parl in 
the production, Trowbridge lounge 
was filled to capacity on the 
afternoon of September where 
Barry served fresh apple cider (en 
lieu of ehampagne). 


While camping in the Berkshire of 
Massachusetts l89t summer with a 
friend, Barry was lueky enough t.o 
be traeked down by well-known jazz 
musician, Chuck Mangione, who 
needed an extra violinist for hia or
chestra. Enter into stardom: Barry 
Ross. 


Dr. Ross has been the concert 
master for the Kalamazoo Sym· 
phony for four years. In addition, he 
is on the Board of Trustees to the 
symphony, representing the players 
in the orchestra to the board. which, 
according to Barry. can be a highly 
confusing and contradictory role. To 
the board, the orchestra may be a 
philanthropic sideline: to the play
ers it is their lives. Barry is caught 
between the two. 


While playing in the Kalama%OO 
Symphony means a great deal to Dr. 
Ross. his greateat concerns atill lie 
with the eollege, and most of his 
work il with his students. On cam
pus, Barry is t he profellor of the 
conducting course, conductor of the 
chamber orchestra, coordinat.or of 
ensembles, academic advisor, and 
friend to many. One of his favorite 
accomplishments was in 189t year'a 
performance of "A Little Night 
Music," directed by Claire Meyer 
for which Barry was the musical 
direetor. 


The 1975-76 season 
Kalamazoo Symphony, du· .","" 
conducted by Yoshimi 
promises to be packed 
variety of attractions. The 
conaislA of seven concerts, 
student rate for the seuon 
price. All concerts will be at 
Auditorium. 


For avid music lovers, 
will be playing an American 
lennia! concert March 28 
Joseph High Sehool, 4:30 
eluded in the program . 
land's Fanfare for the ~,~,o. 
Piston: Suite from "The 
Flutist", Barber: Violin 
Op. 14, and Bernstein's 
from Weat Side Story. 


1975·76 Season· 
Kalamuoo Symphony o..,h •• , 


directed and conducted by 
YOIhimi Takeda 


Tueaday, October 
Marian Anderson, NomtO, 
Ivel, Variations 
Copland, A Lincoln Pm·'",i, 
Bartook. Concerto for 


Friday, November 
The Michigan Oper~.o·TI;~;;;'. 


duction of "La Boheme" 
como Puccini 


Saturday, December 6. 7:30 
Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre 
duction of "La Boheme" by 
como Puccini 


Michael Semanitzky. Guest 
duct.or 


Tueaday, Jan~y 20, 8:00 
Leonard Pennario, Pianist 
Lilz\, Piano Concerto No.2 
Mahler, Symphony No. 1 
Major ''Titan'' 


Tueaday, Febr~y 17, 
Mozart, Eine kJeine N •• h,." 
K.525 
Milhaud, Le Boeuf sur 


Woolcock studies in Swed 
by Mary RUlfeU 


Most K College students spend pants {If the twelve room, 
their two Foreign Study quarters in corridor. ThUl, elose 
France. Germany, Spain or Africa. 'established at m~altimes . 
Patty Woolcock, however. studied dentaUy, the K students 
in Sweden for nine months last year, participated in this program 
and received lull credit for her last three years have all lived 
leven cIassea. same corridor. Since the 


AJthough the program at the students have retained their 
Institute for English·Speaking Stu· from year to year, Patty and 
dents is now approved for K year's participant, Owen 
atudenta, the Foreign Study office were able t.o introduce 
has not promoted it. Therefore, to Swedes who knew the 
Patty made many of the arrange- students. 
menta herself, including writing for Travel is an i~P:,~~;,\::;;': ' 
information and actually applying to Foreign Study 
the school. It ia not difficult to be Patty's was no exception. 
accepted into thia program which is trips within Sweden were 
a part of the University of Stock· ed by the University. In 
holm because the Institute needs Patty visited Finland, 
thirty·five foreign .tudents a year Denmark, Germany, 
to remain self-sustaining. and hu France. Because she w." '" o. 
had fewer than that apply in reeent College student to study in 
years. Unfortunately, it is not inavia last year, she ;~;&;~:2 
covered by the Light Trust Fund "cut off' from her 
and so is more expensive than the continental Europe. 
other K College programs. feels the benefits far 


Since a knowledge of Swedish the disadvantages. "Being 
was not a prerequisite. and in fact. K student forced me to get to 
Patty spoke very little of the student forted nri .............. ... 
language, most of her classes were other students, 
conducted in English. As a result of experience hetter. 
four Swedish Language classes, and so nice and friendly 
constant practice (she began to ule made the year so ".jo,.bl.:' 
Swedish in the dorm in Oetober) Patty's experiences 
Swedish became her dnminant lan- and unusual, and included 
guage and she uaed it almost the presentation ceremony 
exclusively from February until her Alexander S~~h1o~it(:~,,;~ 
departure. the Nobel J!ize for 


During her three quarters in lottery was held on campus 
Stockholm Patty atudied Swedish twenty free tickets made 
Art and Architecture. Swedish to students, and thus Pattv 
Cinema. Scandinavian Archeology, to be present at an event 
Swedish Economics. and four lan- otherwise restricted to 
guage classes. Patty feels that the those' involved with specisl 
language classes were the most tulions. 
enjoyable and worthwhile because After spending nine moo"" v 
they were most helpful in making Land of the Midnight 
friends, in getting around the city. returning to Kalamazoo, 
and in traveling, The courses were difficult adjustment? "I felt 
ellier in comparison to courses went through a sort of 
offered here. but generally more shock," admits Patty. "and 
difficult than those of other foreign myself accidentally saying 
centers. Swedish once in a while. ~ 


There was a great deal of Patty is now (o,wo" 
interaction between Patty and the return to Sweden 
Swedish studenta because ahe lived A Math major and 
in a dorm with regular University minor, she plans to <O;~~:::;~~ 
students. One "Gigantic kitchen, ing Education at the 
with a big table" served t he occu- Stockholm next year. 







Congress takes up resources Beer hi 
by Kimberly GabelliDl 


After two long years of delay 
r~;!';:~iS fmally taking up camp
.: solid wllSte legislation. 


our chance u citizens to 


~~~~~~:~,;,!' effort to rtlverse tj which encourage the 
resources and energy and 


;;,;;;.;'"'''' recycling. Senator Philip 
Michigan, in particular 


,~,~"". our support. He wu one of 
to introduce the "Reso~ 


·~,;;dling and Con~rvatiOQ Art", S. 
Provisions in this biU include 


';;;;;;iol;meMures for conserving 
II energy by reducing 


new legislation would 
the U.S. Environmental 


;;;"""'';0" Agency with the author
to set stAndards on the many-


and or distribution of 
;';';~~~to encourage their reuse. 
n~ lifetime and dur-


imperative that you write him 
letters of support and encourage- Recipe for an Octoberlest, hor
ment-concerning both S. 1744 the rowed [rom an old Gennan Grand
"Resource Recycling and Conserva- frau: Beer. brauts, one Um·pah·pah 
tion Act" and S. 613 the "Returnable Band, tent. and people (sprioklitags ' 
Beverage Container Act." of the young and old). 


It is about time that the state of Alter erecting tent piKe beer, 
Michigan took an active interest in people. and band inside tent. 
environmental problems. Recycling Sprink1e with ein, swie. drei. This 
conserves money and natural re- serves into a laughing, rollicking, 
sources. Michigan highway officials polka filled casserole that both your 
estimate that it eom about 32 cents, grandherre and young damul will 
or about $2500 per mile to pick up enjoy. For best reswlll Aerve as a 
each piece of litter. In 1970 over 8 fund raiser for your local symphony. 
billion nonreturnable beer bottles This method enables the partic. 
and 4 billion soda bottles were ipants to be charitable about their 
sold- all of them destined to end up money on the ftrst pass of the beer 
along a highway, in a town dump. stand; after that the beer and 
landfill. or incinerator. It comes to people make them forget about the 
almost 400 billion dollars just to pick marks, yen. buck or a pound. 
up disJ)Mable soft drink and beer Being the gracious host that you 
bottles. are. you viU enjoy the student 


Of course. most of them are not professor drink mingle that ensues. 


hts Oktoberfest 


, S. 613, also 
;;t~u'oed 


picked up. But they end up 
complicating the work of incinerator 
and land fill people. The costs for 
this is again picked up by the 
taxpayer. 


Hearts and Minds film falls short 


things require a man
deposit on all beer and 


containers and prohibit 
of "pull-top" tab cans. Since 
Hart chairs the subcommit· 


on the environment it is 


Support the fight against non· 
returnable beverage containers and 
sloppy resource management_ Solid 
waste is energy which must not be 
wasted. Write to Senator Hart and 
your own representative now. 
Whatever you do. buy bottles that 
you can return and boycott stores 
which do not seel them. 


by K1eraa Beer '19 
Despite being billed as such. 


Hearli aDd Mindll falls short of 
being thoughtful documentary. The 
film, a Mstudy" of American involve
ment in Vietnam. bombards the 
viewed with images. There are 
streams of footage cutting from the 
battlefield at one moment. then to a 
football field in the next. This 


survive wilderness ordeal 
by April Kenworthy 


Rappelling, the descent of a rocky 
by means of a double rope, was 
most exciting event of the K '79 


according to 
Others 


in the 
ship, Playfair, stand-


night watch under the stars. 
student's greatest challenge 


jumping off the course yard, a 
high in the rigging of. the 


shop. Daring young 
put some fun into their 


,"hl,i';'; by plunging 40 feet into 
so cold ::it would make a polar 


wondered what to 
signed on as crew for 


At first it was tough 
at occasionally as they 


the ship, but soon 
knew their jobs 


was the 
at 


a blessing 
which 


'-:-;;:~d~~~I'~ weather. 
.cl also spent a three 


two day period alone and 
in the woods on an ordeal 
"solo". One girl dreamed of 


,;i,i ... ~bu::t:t;er and restaurants she 
In to. Another ate a tube 


but still felt weak. 
the extent of their 


as they tried to entertain 
While one lonely girl 


to remember each object in 
"h";,~ at home, one lucky fellow 


visitors-a frog meditating 
him on his tarp one morning 


a SQuirrel nibbling his ear one 


""".,01 students remarked that 
physically demanding wilder
stripped off all mulu of civil


and their true selves shone 
. Groups became close


strong friendships were 
The rugged life also spark-


.. ,-im.. thinking about our 
and its values. 


group had 
but many amusing 


had wheelbarrow 
the Playfair's deck. 


with a red candle 
d<,,;;;;d in oran~ short. sur


campers one night by 
a raccoon he suspected of 


"urbi' .. his pack. Canoeing part
encountered a drifting log 
turned out to be a swimming 


foUowed it noisily and 
it disappeared »p a 


a girl on solo on the 
peak complained about pesky 


chuing a bear up into 


campsite. 
All 48 students survived lake 


bathing and doing laundry lake
style. but they had never ap
preciated the modem comfort of a 


hot shower as they did their first 
time back. It took one adventurer 
only "four or so really good 
shampoos to cut the grease" when 
he returned. 


Science Hall Nears Completion 
by Rob LiddeD 


Starting this week, studenlll 
working in science lab .seasions can 
break their concentration by gazing 
out the picture windows of the new 
science building. Upton Hall looks 
like new on the inside. while Olds 
Hall ahould be completed in the 
Spring of 1976. The major remodel· 
ing and new additions to Upton' 
Olds building will expand the 
laboratory and classroom space by 
one third. 


On floor of physics labs and two 
floors of chemistry labs will make up 
the new wing of Upton Hall. With 
the new addition the College will 
have specialized laboratories for 
cellular biology. ecology. botany
microbiology. elementary physics, 
and inorganic. physical and analytic
al chemistry. Some classrooms hsve 
been enlarged and several small 
classrooms added_ 


A cluster of four small rooms will 
house large scientific instruments. 
including an atomic absorbtion spec
trometer, a nuclear magnetic reson
aneil spect.romet.er. and an infrared-


ultraviolet spectromter. Up to now. 
these large instruments have been 
stored in one small room. 


According to Chemistry instruc
tor Dr. IA.wrence Wilson. the 
Biology. Chemistry and Physics 
Departments decided to combine 
their stockroom-repair services, to 
make the handling of suppUes 
divisional instead of departmental. 
This improvement will be realized in 
the new complex. 


These improvements take money. 
and lots of it. President Rainsford 
spent nine months soliciting funds 
from various roundations and fam
ilies. He collected $1.6 mlllion 
toward the total cost of the addition. 
remodeling, and equipment, which 
will come to approximately $1.9 
million. The Kresge Foundation of 
Detroit contributed one-hall mlllion 
dollars. and the Upjohn family game 
one quarter of .. million dollars. The 
Dow Foundation. the Kalamazoo 
Foundation, and the Upton and Olds 
families also contributed substantial 
amounts. 


presentation of material by the 
rums' dired.or. Peter Davis. doe. 
not allow reflection on what ii 
taking place on the screen. It only 
asks that the viewer reset.. When 
the fUm was shown here at. 
Kalamazoo College. the bad guyll 
and good guys were quickly identif· 
ied. The audience gasped and 
muttered in outrage wben Ameri· 
can soldiers were shown brutally 
interrogating what appeared to be a 
Viet Cong prisoner. There was even 
dapping when North Vietnamese 
anti·aircraft weapons shot down an 
American bomber. Because the rum 
primarily evokes emotional re
sponse, its value as a documentary 
is queMionable. 


In an otherwise complimentary 
review of Bean. aDd Mmd .. James 
Wall in Chriatiaa Century calls the 
movie. "propaganda from the left." 
Making no attempta at objectivity, 
the ftIm only fire!I the emotional 
furnaces now operable on the 
political left and right. What it 
needed in regard to Vietnam is 
sensitive analysia as to how we 
beeame entanrled there. In con
trast. Bearu aDd MJod. is what 
Waller Goodman in the New York 
Time, ealJed ·'trite images simpli
fied to the point of distortion." In 
this way the movie confirms the 
worst suspicions of those blindly 
committed to leftist presupJ)Mition. 
and angers equally devoted right
ists. The presentation of our own 
leaders u liars alongside footage of 
Ho Chi Minh in flowing robes. 
playing with children. cannot prove 


Biology goes afield 


we were villians and the North 
Vietnamese "liberators". (The word 
was used by Bret Schneider. .c0-


producer of the movie. in reference 
to the North Vietnamese when he 
accepted the Academy Award for 
the film.) 


In the conservative magazine. 
Nadoaal Review. M. J. Sobran. 
writes that a aimiliar 61m could be 
'Made by conll6rvatives. Jane Fonda 
could appear praising the North ; 
Vietnamese as the Uberators of all 
the Vietnameae people. The amera 
could then cut to the rubble of 
homes and heapli of bodies following 
a North Vietnamese rocket attack. 
Anthony Lewis. the New York 
Timet columnist could be filmed 
complaining about the corruption of 
the Thieu government. An inter
view with tbe Canadian truce 
lIupervisor who quit that post 
beeause of North Vietnamese dis· 
respeet of the treaty could follow. 
But of course these would be cheap 
shots, not dealing with the compleJ:' 
ity of the Vietnamese situation. 
That Peter Davis uses this tech· . 
roque in HeutI: aDd Mind .. to show 
our own "corruption," muea it no 
more noble. 


In trying to make the stupidity 
and emotional idealism of our 
Vietnam policy appear repulsive. 
Bearu and Mllub offen another 
narrow and emotional idealism as a 
replacement. Hopefully. the nen 
years will bring more quiet and 
thoughtful analYliis of our Vietnam 
role. Only by such analysis will be 
avoid another Vietnam. 


Bahama trip planned 
by JohD Hftc:bcoek 


A new course being offered this 
winter ill u a systemic approac:h to 
the study of biotic communities. 
introduced into the duaroom and 
demonstrated in the field~. It will 
inquire into the limiting factors 
determining the members of a 
community in an unspoiled marine 
environment, and-ah yes-the last 
five weeks of the course will be 
spent in the Bahamas. 


The Bahamas? 1a this courae 
designed for pre-meds learning to 
spend sunny vacations? Is it merely 
a winter escape? 


Dr. David Evans of the Biology 
Dept. and Dr. David Winch of the 
Physics Dept. are quite serioua, 
when they speak of their "Marine 
Ecology" course as an exceptional 
academic experience. The first half 
of the quarter will be spent on 
campus. Twenty-three studenta will 
be trained in research procedures 
and taught the social. political. and 
historical background of the field 
sites. Following this, the class will 
spend two weeks at a biological 
research eilnter on San Salvador 
Island run by the College Center of 
the Finger Lakes. New York. 
During the remainder of the quarter 
the Kalamazoo group will be on its 
own. doing field reaellrC.h on Hum. 


mingbird a.,.. 
In an interview, Dr. Evans 


explained that the course will give 
science studenta an opportunity to 
study first hand the environment 
which is usually respreaented by a 
grey. rubbery, lab specimen. The 
Bahama sites were picked beeause 
of the rich marine life found there 
even during the winter. 


The prognm is an expensive one, 
a fact which has caused most tehools 
to abandon similar projects at a time 
when grant money ia scarce. The 
course must therefore operate with 
money from the Colle~'s Course 
Development Fund and a U40 fee 
paid by each of the participaDts. 
Studenll must. also arrange for 
transportation to and from Miami. 
pay full tuition, room and board 
costs, and auffer scheduling con
ructs. 


The interested student must. 
consider these saerifieils. But Dr. 
Evans saya that aside from academ
ic benefits. the student will have an 
opportunity to participate in an 
unusual social setting, where the 
group itself will help determine the 
sueeeas of the program. The two 
learning experiences together. he 
hopes, will make the courae worth 
the price. 







Volleyball scrimmages open season 
Out to improve their reeord over 


last year, Kalamazoo'. women's 
volleyball team opened tbeir 1975 
season with several 8Crimmage 
games in Battle Creek. last. Friday, 
Oetober S. Both opponenta, Kellogg 
Community CoUep and Spring 
Arbor College, are members in • 
strong division. Having had only 
three practices. the "K" team won 
one game, but 1m the match to the 
otber teams who had • month of 
training behind them. 


The volleyball team Is eoaehe<rby 
Ms. Betty Pifer and is open to any 
Kalamazoo College woman. The 
team will eventually be divided into 
both. varsity and a reserve team. 
According to Couh Pifer. every 
student interested in learning the 
game will have the chance to play. 


Four team members are return· 
ing players: IIOphomof'fla Chris 
Allen. Janet Van AlateD, Deb 
Boverbor. and Lind. Horsley. The 
other IIOpbomorea participating in 
the 1975 8eUOD include Annette 
Knight. Claudine LeVaaseur, Nancy 
Nolan, Renee Oshinski, Sheila 
Wang. Senior Bonnie Damask and 
freshmen Julie Halstead. Sean 
HolidaJ. Wendy Hurhes. April 
Kenworthy, Gail Luecke, Maureen 
Piennan, and &nnie Taylor, round 
out the team. 


• 


Coach Pifer is optimistic about 
the season's ouUook. Although she 
leans toward a defensive strategy 
which has been relied upon in the 
past, more height in the players this 
year will allow the team to play 
more offensively. 


According to the team's coach, 
"Volleyball is a good overall eon· 


ditione r." Ms. Pifer feels that it 'is a 
good team sport which demands 
that six people think and work 
together, "It is," she says, "a mental 
exercise," which demands know
ledge about many plays and p0-
sitions, It is an exciting, fut-paced 
game, and the tesm responds to any 
fan support. 


Soccer team loses 
The K·College soca!r team suf· 


fered a minor setback in the pursuit 
of the MIAA conference title last 
Saturday at Albion. The Hornets 
had won their fIrst games on 
shutouts, 5-0 over Alma, and 8-(l 
over the Grand Rapids School of 
Bible and Music. Kalamazoo held a 
2.() lead in the first half, but 
succumbed to an Albion rally in the 
second half, 3-2. 


There was no socring until the 16 
minute mark in the first half, when 
K·Zoo scored first on a headball by 
F'reshman center·forward Pete 
RoukemL He was assisted on the 
tally by Don Podalis' free kick from 
the eomer. 10 minutes later, Rou· 
kema was held down by the Albion 
goal-keeper and Roukema's penalty 
kick put Kalamazoo ahead, 2-0. 


The second half started with the 


Hotnets eontinuing to dominate 
with a contained passing attack.' 
Kalamazoo was unable to score, Ilnd 
Albion launched their rally 15 
minutes into the second half. Abion 
capitalized and a eontroversial call 
in the Kalamazoo penalty area 
which resulted in a goal for Albion. 
Seven minutes later, Albion chalked 
up another score, again on a contro
versial call in the Hornets penalty 
area, Sophomore goalie John McVea 
got his hands on both penalty kicks. 
almost making a fine uve on the 
first one. 


Play teeter-tottered after the 
penalty kicks until 5 minuts w go, 
when the Albion center-forward 
(who scored both penalty kicks let 
loose a fine booming shot from 18 
yards out, icing the game for Albion. 


Gridders wIn 3rd inrow 
The Hornets have done a fine job 


so far this seuon. Freshman 
Roukema has scored two goals in 
each of the three games thus far, 
and Goalie John McVea has im
proved a great deal in his attempt to 
ffiI the gsp left by graduating Steve 
Unger, an AU·MlAA selection last 
year. McVea has given up only three 
goals. and two were penalty kicks 
which few goalies are e:zpeeted w 
stop, Eric Norbury has added 
strength and speed, and rullbac:k 
Dave Curran has made the switch 
from right wing without any 
trouble. Another freshman, &b 
O'Brien ia doing a good job filling in 
for injured All·MIAA fullbaek Chris 
Pine. 


by Mark Grepoa 
The Hornets will be looking to 


eontlnue their perfect record of 
three vidories in as many games as 
they open their league schedule 
against. the Flying Dutchmen of 
Hope in the annual Wooden Shoes 
game, The eontest. will be played 
Saturday, October 11, at Hope's 
Riverview Park with the opening 
kiekoff IICheduied for 2:00 p.m. 


first wuchdown. Kevin Moody ac· 
eounted for the other Kalamazoo 
wuchdowns on runs of 8 and 9 
yards, both coming in the third 
quarter, Mark Burger rounded out 
the scoring for the Hornets with a 
24 yard field goal in the fourth 
quarter. Burger also added the 
extra points on all three Hornet 
touchdowns. 


This Saturday's game at Hope 
should prove to be an eIciting 
encounter as both teams strive to 
protect. their undefeated reoords. 


.. a 


Hope will alea be going into the 
game defendiDg an undefeated 
record of 4-0, ine1udiDg a league 
vietory last. Saturday over Olivet. 
1~. 


The Dutchmen are led defensive
ly by four returning members of lut 
&eISOn's all·MlAA squad. They are 
tackle Craig Van Tumen, end &b 
Lees. middle guard Dave Yelter, 
and halfback Rfek McLouth. 


Flesche takes temporary provost duties 
Hope's offense, thua Car. has been 


very exploa:lve, Going into last 
week's game. the Dutchmen were 
averaging 409 y&rds per game and 
5,8 yards per play. They were also 
ranked third nationally among 
Division m sehoola in team KOr1ng. 
The offensive unit ia led by tailback 
Kurt Bennett. end Dave Teater. and 
t.aekle Tom Richards. 


The Hortieta have won their first 
three games for tbe first time since 
1966. Last week eomiog from behind 
14-7 in tbe first half. Kalamazoo 
went on to defeat Olinoia Benedic
tine 24-1., 


The ICOnd balf eomebaclr. can be 
attributed to u outstanding all 
&round effort. sparked by a hard 
driving offense. The Hometa pieked 
up a total of 226 yards on the 
ground. mo.t. of which came In the 
second half. Sophomore running 
back Kevin Moody turned in an 
eJ:cellent performance picking up 
162 yards rushing on the day, 120 of 
which came in the aeeond balf. 


The offensive line. eonsitting of 
center Vic ZambardJ, guards Mike 
Loegel ud Brian Anderson, and 
tackles Gerard Weston and Fred 
Nelia, did a eommendable job In 
clearing the way for the Kalamazoo 
running backs. 


In the KOring department qUIr
terbaclr. Rod Dillon engineered a 
fir.st quarter drive ud carried the 
ball In from the one for Kalamazoo's 


Tbe IDdu " a weekly HW.,apeI' 
writteD by tIM ltadeaq of Kalama· 
... CoOop. 
Co-edit.ors: Sue Gates, Bill Watson 
Photo editor: Scot.t Davis 
lAyout.: Dave Jukey 
Writers: Tim Henneaey, Helen 
Miller, David Whitmer, Judy 
Kienle, Ann Schafenac.lter, Mar, 
Ruuell, Judy 1.. Comeau, Anne 
Hilton, Chris Holly. K, G. Byrd, 
John O'Brien, Kim Gabellini, Kieran 
Beer, April Kenworthy. 


"I think it will be an exciting and 
enjoyable year," eommented Dr. 
Donald F'lesche on his recent 
appointment as provost of the 
college for the following year. Dr, 
Flesche, who officially became pro
vost on October I, will be the 
temporary succeasor of John Satter
field who left the office of provost 
after three years this fall to accept 
tbe position of president at Wagner 
College. 


When Dr. Satterfield decided late 
in the summer quarter to definitely 
leave. a !earth .13 made for a 
temporary replaeement from within 
the coll68" for someone already 
f.a.miliar with the duties of the 
provost. On the ba.sUI of faculty. 
administrative and other recom
mendations Dr. Flescbe, already 
head of the Social Services Division 
ud the Political Science Depart.
ment. was asked to serve u provost 
for one year, During this year a 
searth eommittee under the leader
ship of Dr. David Scarrow will 
atempt to find possible candidate. 
for the office of provost. 


Although most students would be 
hard·pressed to uy just what a 
provost does, the provost probably 
has a greater effect on students and 
studies than uyone else in the 
administration, ~ provost, or deu 
of academic aHairs as the office fa 
called in mfJl;y other IChools, Dr. 
Flescbe will have responsibilftiel 
and inIluence in all aspects of 
academic life including faeuhy re
cruitment, teoUnl, curriculum 
changes, academic policiea. and the 
!everal academic and educational 
eommittees on campus. 


Although his eonapicuoualy cleu 
desk and empty bookshelves betray 
Dr. F1esche'. newneaa in his pol_ 


silion, he quickly points out that he 
plana to do more than just keep the 
walls standing over the next year. 
"The three years while John Satter
field was here were very Innovative 
and we plan to evaluate some of the 
put ehanges as well as look ahead in 
the upcoming year," said Dr. 


Fleache. 
When asked if there was any 


possibility that he might eontinue as 
provost after this year Dr. Flesche 
replied, "ru cross that bridge when 
I eome to it," but added thst he 
would probably have a negative 
view towards such an offer. 


Combined with the death of Dr. 
Hamm lut summer and the de
parture of Dr. Harkavy, Dr. 
FlellChe's acceptance of the office of 
provost left the Political Science 
Department pretty well depleted, 
ud although he will continue as 


Dept. Chairman the only eoUr$EI he 
will teach thia year is the introduc· 
tory course, Political Science 58. Dr. 
F1esche admitted , ''The big decision 
I had to make before accept ing this 
position was the effect my ac
ceptance would have on the Political 
Science Department, It was not an 
easy decision, but in a situation like 
thia disruption was inevitable so we 
have tried to minimize it." 


The only eourae change eaused by 
Dr. Flesche's move was the move
ment of Constitutional Law from 
this Fall w neIt Sprug. Replace-


menta wilf be found w 
other courses, and 
Constit utional Law . 
bot h the Fall and Spring 
studenta who have been 
ienced by that switch. 


Although Dr, Flesche_,' ,On;,'"ed;",·, 
desire (or a pennanent II' 


live post, he did 
dramatic shift from te.,hi""." 
added that the upeomi,n;;"",;;<;", 
provost "offered a good 0 


to see what is involved 
tration" should he ever be 
u administrative post in the 


Bushong heads financial aid 
Financial Aid has a whole new 


look. There is a new man filling the 
director's chair ud a new location 
on the first floor oC Mandelle. 


Filling the post of director of 
financial aid ia Mr. Charles Bushong. 


Mr. Bushong ia quite familiar with 
the awarding of monies in a small 
college situation. He eomes to 
Kalamazoo with siI years of exper· 
lence as Director of Financial Aid 
at Wagner College, Staten Island, 
New York. Before that time he was 


the eoordinator of the Office of the 
Dean of Studenta and director of the 
Center for Continuing Edueation at 
New York University. Among his 
other credentials, Mr. Bushong has 
a B.A. from Ball Stste University 
and an M.A. from New York Uni
versity. 
~ chief "money man for stu


dents" Mr. Bushong will counsel 
students and parents on. financial 
aid, plan aid packages. and be 
responsible for the administration of 


Bicentennial events scheduled 
by .Iudy lUeaIe 


With our country's2OOth birthday 
Jell than a year away, Kalamazoo 
College. like many others, is spon
.oring several bicentennial lectures 
and exhibita. 


One such exhibit, entitled: MPOp
ulation: The Problem ~ Us," ~ now 
in progress and will continue until 
November 5th. It consists of a series 
of murals in the foyer of the Light 
Fine Arta Building, The presen
tation is made up often photographs 
accompanied by paragraphs, each 
highlighting various aspetta of the 
population problem and possible 
solutiona, Topics discussed include 


the shortagl:! of space, food , fresh 
wat-er. energy and tlme. As with the 
study of population growth, this 
diaplay presenta more questions 
than it answers. It shows how close 
we are to a diustar and how far 
from a solution. 


Thia exhibit is just one in a series 
or many bicentennial events sched· 
uled for this year Including a lecture 
later this month on "The Con· 
stitution; ita origins and viability." 
The purpose of this serie s of 
presentations is to make 'K' stu
dents more aware of their country's 
history and its relevance to present
day problems. 


institutional student aid P"' ..... ' 
Mr, Bushong was able to 


great deal about where 
money eomes from and how . 
to us, He explained the four 


federal ,r.;~'::~;;~:' 
(BEOG. ~~:r:.~ 
a limited Supplemental 
Opportunity Program; and the 
state grant programs. Theae are rl 
by the government and aid 
awarded on the basis of 
need, Mr. Bushong does 
who is eligible. He od,,;n;Sl'. 


these programs. 
Mr. Bushong feels there 


not enough money 
these programs, but 
probably one of the top three 
for financial aid to students 
private eolleges. 


Financial aid packages are 
ed so that no one student 
loan or all grant. Mr . 
explained that the rec=ipient 
money and the program 
which they get it are by no 
entirely up w the college. 


the college must fOll;:O:.W':r,l;h~:':~~h:~ ment standards for 
Financial Aid's basic:: 
to give every student 
through whatever program is 
able. 
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Area College Heads Meet To Consider 
New Ways Of Achieving Goals Jointly 


Mood.,. March 17 t he Kala
:;;,., C"",,,il of College Presidents 


at Kalamazoo Valley Com
College to present it's first 
report. 


present at this meeting 
State Senator John Wei· 


and State Representatives 
Sackett, Bela Oennedy. 


Welborn, Paul Rosenbaum. 
Wolpe. The remaining 


of the Consortium are 
B. Lake of K. V.c.e .. Dr. 


J. Hamilton of Nazareth 
and T. Bernhard 


are eapLtallzlng on their separate 
strengths through cooperation. 


A consortium arrangement be. 
tween Kalamazoo College. Western 
Michigan University, Nazareth Col. 
lege. and Kalamazoo Valley Com
munity College, established as the 
Kalamazoo Council of College Presi. 
dents some 20 months ago, is 
proving beneficial in such areas as 
cross-enrollment. and joint usage of 
libraries. computer and sports facil. 
ities. according to the Councils 
report. 


The consortium is designed to 
maximize the uniqueness of the 
schools. "complementing one an. 
other rather than competing." ac. 
cording to Dr. George N. Rainsford, 


President of Kalamazoo College and 
chairman of the Council. 


Consortia in higher education. of 
course, are nothing new. In fact. 
most of t he fou r schools individually 
are a lready members of other 
consortia. What distinguishes this 
one from most. however. are the 
facLs that it was arranged voluntar· 
ily. and that its membership is a 
representative cross section of the 
entire U.S. higher educational sys· 
tem·from private four·year colleges 
to a publically financed university 
and community college; all located 
in the same city. 


Other consortia are experiencing 
problems because of their high OO5t 
of membership and operation; this 
one is not burdened by an expen· 
sive, separate administrative staff. 
Instead. it is governed by the 
Council which meets monthly for 
breakfast, and a coordinating com· 
mittee of faculty and administrators 
set up by the Council to help 
facilitate cooperation. The Council 
has thus formalized a spirit of 
cooperation existi ng for years 
among the four schools. 


Probably the most important gain 
for students is the flexibility in 
enrollment opportunities··some· 
thing of which they have taken 
advantage for 302 academic credit 
hours worth of study since the 


Council's inception. Students at any 
one of the four schools can take 
courses (on an enrollment aUowing 
basis) at any of the other three 
without any additional tuition 
charge. In heaviest demand were 
courses in Geology. economics. 
industrial education. language!, lin
guistics, marketing. psychology, 
and theater. Thus, studenLs now 
have the opportunity to tak e 
electives not normally available to 
them as well as the chance to 
encounter other faculty members. 


Another aspect appealing to 
students is the consortium's arrang· 
ments faciliting interinstitutional 
registration. Students can simply 
register for courses at other ca m· 
puses on their own cam pu!. 


In addition to expanding Course 
offerings. the consortium has bol!t· 
ereel the U!e of various facilities. A 
library loan program among the 
schools. already in operation, is now 
a key component of the Council's 
program. Among the other more 
important .!Ihared facilities include 
WMU's PDp·lO computer for !tu· 
dent and faculty use in classroom 
and research projects by Kalamazoo 
College. 


Faculty in !uch disciplines as art, 
biology, and geography have had 
opportunities to teach on the 
different campuses. In one in!tance 


Kalamazoo College and Nazareth 
College shared in the appointment 
of a new laculty member in 
education. 


A number of academic program!. 
some already underway. have open
ed or been promoted by the Council. 
Weslern Michigan is participating 
in several environmental programs 
and teaching internships at KVCC. 
All schools are cooperating on 
several programs in psychology 
offered on each campus. 


In addition, a number of work· 
shops, colloquia, and guest lecturers 
have been ongOing among the 
schools. 


There are also other areas of 
cooperation. The student o~rateel 
radio station. WMUK. at Western 
Michigan regularly tapes cultural 
events at the other schools. includ· 
ing the recent Bach Festival at 
Kalamazoo College. Other avenues 
for cooperation in audio-visual tech· 
niques and equipment are also being 
explored. 


Upcoming are studies of various 
options for international studies and 
research proposal activities. In 
addition, the Presidents have a keen 
interest in a developing cooperative 
program in adult education as an 
expansion of the various individual 
programs already maintained by 
each institution. 


News About Faculty Members 


Chapel aa HeD thro\l8h the trees 00 a receot "spring" morning 


Kalam87.oo College's Vice Presi· 
dent for Finance and Development. 
John Dozier, ha! co-authored a 
revised ma nu a l on institutional 
planning and budgeting. to aid small 
liberal arts colleges which find 
t hemselves strapped hy a tight 
economy and lack sop histicated 
modern techniques for fi scal man
agement. 


Recently published by the Na· 
tional Association of College and 
University Business Officers in 
Wa!hinl{f.on, D.C .. under the title 
People, Rellourcea, Process . A 
Practical Guide, the manual is 
written in a narrative style design· 
ed to be under!tood by any Cilliege 
planner, without the &s!istance of a 


Union Sponsors Landmark IKI Day 
Saturday. May 3. has been des. 


as the first annual Land. 
Day. This day will 


f£~~~l~:';~ staff an 
mark on 


contributing 


needed to work on individual pro
jecL.!l (it's rumored that Saga will 
have some tasty snacks availa@el: 
but they need student ideas for 
these projects so that materials can 


be acqUired. If you have any 
for work projects. contact 
Rhorer or Jim Bear. 


ideas 
Tom 


LandmarK Day wilt be successful 
with your help! 


consultant. The book stresses that 
small colleges need to usc a team 
approach with clearly·defined ob
jectives and policies in order to 
achieve good management. 


Dr. Richard L. Means. professor 
of SOCiology and anthropology at 
Kalamazoo College, wrote an article 
for the March 17 issue of the 
Christian Century, a weekly ecu. 
menical magazine. Means described 
his ongoing study of various aspects 
of police work, and also argued that 
Christian theolog18ns have been 
negligent in developing an adequate 
theology of public order and safety, 
of police work. and of the criminal 
justice systems. Such a theology, 
Means stated. is essential "to make 
Christianity. in its various forms. a 
viable democratic defense for ttn{ 
future society." 


Dr. Richard .!. Cook, an assistant 
professor of chemistry at Kalama. 
zoo College, was recently IIwarded a 
$10,000 grant by Research Corror 
ation of New York to aid in a 
chemistry research projecl. The 
grant was made under the found
ation's Cottrell College Science 


.i,,,·,i,,, to environ· 
improvement projects 


the campus. These projects 
different things. 


would be an 


Harkavy Book Examines Arms Trade 
for studenL.!l The Arms Trade and lDterDatioD


complete a aI Systema is the title of a recently 
residents of Crissey published book written by Dr. 


could make an aUrac· Robert E. Harkavy, assistant prof· 


~~:1~~t;~!~:~~,'~h1;'~ir dorm!. essor of political science at Kalama· day when zoo College. 
back into Dr. Harkavy's assessment of the 


is not new. For the impact of weapons technology, 
two or three years. several distribution of power among major 


. faculty. and !taff memo nation!, international business prac. 
have improved areu around tice and ideological COnniels pro


on. an informal buis. The. vid~s II sober perspective on a 
In front of Hicks Center subject of great significance in the 
mainly by a group of light of contemporary events. Hark. 


I ~,'"~:~ faculty. avy traces the arms trade phenom. 
Life, t he Physical Plant. enon in its historical context by 


l 'nd;;:~~'K working together on assimulsting data gathered by the 
I" Day. Th ey hope to M.l.T. Cente r for Internati onal 


people with the materials Studies. the London Institute for 


Strategic Studies, the Stockholm 
Internationsl Peace Research Inst· 
itute, and the Modern Military 
Division of the U.S. National 
Archives. 


Dr. I-Iarkavy has ~n a member 
of the Kalamazoo College faculty 
since 1970. He is a graduate of 
Corneli, and has his M.A. degree 
from the University of California. 
his Ph.D. from Yale University. In 
addition to his teaching duties. he is 
currently serving as /I consultant 
with the Washington. D.C., branch 
of the Strategic Studies Center of 
the St'anford Research Institute. 


The Institute is conducting a one· 
year study on nuclear proliferation. 
Harkavy is scheduled to partiCIpate 


in the preparation of the report. 
writing the chapter on the role of 
nationalism and sovereignty in 
nuclear proliferation. and discussing 
.....hy nations want nuclear weapons 
other than for military strength. 


Grants Program. which supports 
basic research in the physical 
sciences. Cook's project concern! "a 
systematic study of the effect of 
electronegative C·substitutes on 
planar nitrogen inversion in 
imines." 


Dr. Howard H. Rocrecke, assoc
iate professor of English at Kala 
mazoo College. attended the annual 
conference of the Northeast Modern 
Language Association in Montreal. 
Canada. April 3-5. where he deliver 
ed a paper analyzing The Moral 
Fables by Robert Henryson. a 
!ixteenth century Scottish poel. 


Dr. David Collins. associate pro
fessor of Romance Languages and 
Literature at Kalamazoo College. 
has been awarded a fellowship from 
the National Endowment for the 
Humanities to attend an eight·week 
summer seminar dealing with the 
nineteenth eentury French novel, at 
the Univ('rsity of Piu.sburgh. The 
seminar will begin June 16. 


ABA Loans 
Major changes have been pro


posed for the Guaranteed Student 
Loan Program in ABA testimony 
~fore the Hou!e Subcommittee on 
Postsecondary Edueation. 


A major element of the ABA plan 
would eliminate the interest sub
sidy, where the federal government 
pays the 7% interest while the 
student is in school. 


Under the ABA plan, the govern
ment would pay the interest for all 
borrowers. including those now 
with unsubsidized loans. while the 
students are in school. Afterward. 
the lender would reimburse the 
government for the interest and add 
the amount to the note. 
The savings of $250 million a year 
would make available more funds 
for grant and work·study programs. 
the ARA testi fied. They also said, 
this would eliminate the problems 
that have made non·subsidy loans 
IIlmost impossible to obtain. 
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Are Cross -Enrollment fees Equitable? 
The presidents of Kalamazoo 


College, Western Miehigan Univer· 
sity, Kalamaroo Valley Community 
College, and Nazereth College 
should be applauded for their efforts 
to extend their individual resources 
and fat:ilities to the en~ire academic 
eommunity of Kalamazoo. The pr~ 
grams enaeted by the Consortium 
now offer each student, irrespeetive 
of his school of enrollment, the total 
speclrum of education available in 
the Kalamazoo academic commun· 
ity. The benefit.s of these programs 
cannot be underestimated. Through 
the use of joint work shops and 
colloquia, as well as coordinated 
research and study between groups 
with similar pursuiLs and interests, 
one ean hope that the now of com· 
munication which should result will 
prove to be an enrichment for all 
ooncerned. 


(rom Kalamazoo and Nazareth Col· 
leges, seeking the greater diversity 
of classes available at W.M.U. Thi.!l 
finding, as well 8.!1 the almo.!lt 
negligible partieipation in the pr~ 
gram by W.M.U . .!Itudents, is 
further explained by the program's 
stipulation that no student may take 
a course at one of the other univer· 
sities which i.!l already o(fered at his 
own college. (Unless there are 
difficulties arising out of schedul· 
ing). 


by the student, but instead, the en· 
tire amount remains in the posses· 
sion of the parent institution. Thua, 
in our deseribed instance, Kalama· 
roo College retains the full $275.00 
tuition charge for a dass taught and 
offered by another university. The 
only service rendered to the student 
for this fee is that of accrediting the 
student for the class taken at 
W.M.U. 


who comprise almost 90% of 
persons utilizing this arrangement. 
whether or not they feel that their 
having to pay additional tuition 
oosts is justified by the opportunity 
available to students from state 
sehools of rarely taking dasses at 
their campuses for lower tuition 
rales. 


The programs whlcn nave been 
initiated by the Consortium are of 
decided benefit to the academic 
eommunity. and were implemented 
with the best interests of that 
oommunity in mind. Still, it may be 
that these programs, aa in the case 
of cross·enrollment, should be more 
dosely examined. Perhpas after 
re·evaluation, at least of the pro
gram of eross·enrollment, that pr~ 
gram might be re·shaped, and out of 
that new form might be born a 
program which better reflects the 
goal of the Consortium: to offer to 
the academic community of Kalama· 
zoo, whose welfare is their primary 
eoncern, the complete richness of 
variety of its four distinet educa· 
tional bodies.···D.T. 


Friday evening at 8:00 
the President's Dining 
Author James Park SlOtA 
present a lecture entitled 
People, and People in Books,' 
§Sloan is presently teaching l 
University 01 Illinois in 


first novel, War G~'h~'1i.Z~~.~ in 1971. receiving the 
Writers Award. His 
book, Cue Hiltory of 
published in 1972, has _ .... , 
~ by the Friends of 
Award. 


Editorial 
We fee l that the 


reflect and foster 
tion and integration of 
zoo College eampu!! 
surrounding community. 
tails ooverage of all the 
events pertinent to or 
interest for the student. 
age the students, as 
members of the faculty and 
be a part of your 
functioning as an 
offering oonstructive 
servations, and 
as any artides which you 
be presented in the 


~~'h.~ 


The opportunities in eurriculum 
for the individual student has 
eertainly increased. He is no longer 
eonfined to the academic limits of 
his own sehool, but is able to 
broaden the scope of his education 
by partaking of oourses at another 
university whieh are not offered at 
his school. For the student at the 
small, privately·funded oollege, the 
additional availability of the large, 
state·(unded university eurrieulum 
offers a greater depth to his educa· 
tional experience. The Consortium 
must be further commended for the 
fact that all of the~e ~erviees for the 
faculty and student bodies have 
been enaeted without any additional 
costs to the partit:ipants. 


No serious questions arise con· 
cerning the program as it is 
described above. That the individual 
institutions do not desire their 
students to take oourses elsewhere 
that are oHered in their own curri· 
eulum is easily understood in terms 
of income and financial coMider· 
ations. However, a question does 
Arise when one examines the deter· 
qlination tlf oost for the student 
participating in this program. On 
the surface, the charge to the 
student who utilizes this program 
appears extremely reasonable. No 
further tuition fees are accrued by 
the student in taking a dass at 
another university. He simply pays 
the same tuition fee he would 
normally pay for a dass taken at his 
own college. However, a doubt as to 
the equitability of this procedure 
begins to surface when one realizes 
that there are inherent differenees 
between the tuition rates of the four 
colleges. One soon discerna that if 
he were attending a dass offered by 
another university as a student of 
that university, or a.s a part·time 
student, his tuition eosts might be 
very diUerent. 


The Consortium has been question· 
ed concerning the reasons behind 
this procedure of charging the 
student a substantial difference in 
tuition costs for a dass taken under 
its program, and the rationale 
behind paying the institution which 
neither offers nor instructs the 
oourse. No answer has been oHered 
for the latter, and it may be of no 
ooncern to the student who is the 
recipient of his tuition fee; the 
institution whieh provides the 
course and its instruction, or the 
institution which provides the stu· 
dent. One response to the fll'st 
query was that the present arrange
ments had been made to faeilitate 
the records offices of the individual 
eolleges. Is this an appropriate 
justifieation to the student who is 
having to pay additional tuition fees 
for a class he is attending at another 
university? And would the records 
of offices o( the colleges be 
devesiated by having to handle 
approximately 362 separate cross· 
enrollment records a year? 


BOOK REVIEW 


However. though these new op· 
portunities are of positive benefi
cence to the academic eommunity, 
there are eertain aspects of these 
programs which should be more 
dosely examined, in particular that 
of cross·enrollment. Since the fall of 
1973, 362 students have taken 
advantage of the eurriculum of 
other colleges for credit at their 
university. Out of that total. 216 
were students from Kalamazoo 
College. 108 were from Nazareth. 35 
were from K.V.C.C., and 13 were 
from W.M.O. Proportionately, the 
majority of students which have 
partit:ipated have been students of 
the two small, private colleges in 
Kalamazoo, with the students from 
Kalamazoo College eomprising al· 
most two-thirds of the partieipating 
body in the cross·enrollment pro
gram. This migration from the 
private institution's curriculum to 
that of the large state university's is 
predictable. The state university, in 
this instance W.M.U., has a broader 
range of courses than is offered at 
any smail, private college. It is not 
surprising to find most of the 
students utilizing this program to be 


Let us look at a hypothetical case, 
one in whieh a student from one of 
the private institutions. Kalamazoo 
College, is attending a class at the 
university to which he is most likely 
to cross·enroll, i.e .. W.M.U. The 
tuition cost per mss, or unit, at 
Kalamazoo College is, including 
fees, approximately $275.00. The 
tuition costs for a dass at W.M.U. 
runs betwcen $63.00 and $105.00. 
Therefore, a student at Kalamaroo 
College who takesa dass at W.M.U. 
under the Consortium's cross·enroll· 
ment program ends up paying 
between $170.00 to $212.00 over the 
tuition costs eharged by W.M.U. for 
the same class. Now it must be 
asked whether or not it is equitable 
to charge a Kalamazoo College 
student who is taking a dass at 
another university above the cost 
whieh that university charges for 
the oourse. An added perspective to 
the situation is offered when one 
discovers that under the Consor· 
tium's arrangement W.M.V. does 
not receive any of the money paid 


A second response was that if 
students had to pay the tuition eosts 
of the school whose class they were 
atLending, in eases where the 
student was from a state university, 
the tuition costs of a private ooUege 
might prove to be above the means 
of the student, and therefore the 
opportunity of taking advantage of a 
dass offered at the private school 
would be dosed to the state 
university student. This, it was 
noted, would defeat the purpose of 
the cross·enrollment program: to 
provide to the total student body of 
the Kalamazoo area the complete 
range of subjects available at its 
institutions of higher learning. 
While this argument has substance, 
it beoomes seriously qualitied when 
one remembers the stipulation 
earlier noted: that a student may 
not take a course at another 
university which is also available at 
his own college. It becomes ap· 
parent that only on rare instancea 
will either Nazareth or Kalamazoo 
College offer a dass which is not 
already available at K.V.C,C. or 
W.M.U. And even il this were not 
the case, one must ask the private 
school students who are participat· 
ing in the program, those students 


RyM.A.SCllver 
If you can persuade yoursell to 


look beyond the pseudo· trashy 
build·ups given Erica Jong's Fear of 
Flying, and approach it deanly. 
perhaps you'lI be able to reach the 
esse nee of this novel without 
prejudice. 
Fear or Flying ha!! been billed as 


"an odyssey of love and sex affairs," 
and "a funny, horny first novel," 
among other things. It is both of 
these. true, but deseriptions of this 
sort greatly undercut the value of 
the work. 


In a first person acoount by the 
book's protagonist, IsadOra. (who 
shares much in common biograph· 
ieally with the author) documents 
her efforts to determine why she is 
afraid to fly. She's not speaking of 
airplanes either, but rather, her 
attempts to resolve the eonfliets 
simultaneously inherent in being 
both a woman and an artist. 


Isadora is eonvinced that a 
painless answer to her sex/ woman/ 
artist problem is the "zipless fuck." 
What exactly is a zipless luck? 


Isadora defines it as "the purest 
thing there is," i.e., "free of ulterior 
motives." It involves neither 
"rationalizing" or "a power game." 
Does it really exist? 


Isadora sets out to look for it and 
in the process doeuments her 
findings and condusions in a manner 
which is at once eomic and sad at the 
same time that it is wise. She gives 


Yale Daily News Looks At 'K' College 
"The biggest thing Kalamaroo hu 


going against it is its name-who in 
their right mind would go to a schoo' 
called Kalamazoo? Well. a good 
number of bright Michigan students 
who failed to get into the prestig· 
ious honors program at the Univer
sity of Miehigan have chosen Kala· 
mazoo, a solid, progressive small 
college. 


Kalamazoo has what it named, in 
a burst of imaginative genius, the 
Kalamazoo Plan. The school is 
divided into four quarters. Students 
go to school for three quarters and 
spend the fourth quarter working, 
traveling, or studying anywhere in 
the oountry under the auspices of 
the college. Between junior and 
senior yeara. everyone in the oollege 
spends eleven weeks studying in 
Europe. Asia or Afria. Then they 
come baek for what is generally an 
antidimatie senior year at- yes-· 
Kalamazoo College in Kalamazoo. 
Miehigan. 


The Plan is basically good. Add to 
it the advantages of a small eollege 
with small dasses, plus a liberal and 
well educated faculty, and · 
Kalamazoo ia a quite desirable 
sehool. The school's strongest oHer· 


ings eome in l!:nghsh and history 
and the social scienees. but those 
seeking grounding in the physieal 
sciences would be better off else· 
where. Money problems. largely 
due to a lack of alumni support, have 
eropped up in recent years, and 
oould speUlrouble (or Kalamazoo in 
the future unless handled properly. 


At times. the sehool has tried to 
combine the beat of two worlds··· 
midwestern virtue and progressive 
education. A senior at Kalamaroo 
told us that students' grandmothers 
think the sehool is a "lovely place." 
Not surprising. Not so long ago. 
aloohol was forbidden on campus. 
everyone went to ehapel, and the 
boys and girls didn't go into each 
other's dorms. So much for mid· 
west-ern virtue. 


But as we also said. Kalamazoo is 
a progressive institution and it 
attracts some progressive students 
(although, to be truthful. many are 
very provincial). On occasion these 
progress ive students have heen 
known to engage in the nasty habits 
of drugs, drink, and sex. So much 
for what grandmother knows. Over· 
all, however. Kalamazoo snciallife is 
relatively sedate. and is certainly 


not a good reason to piek Kalama· 


""'. 
The old college life of fraternities 


and football is giving way to the 
more liberated (and we might add 
afnuent) students of th~ Kalamazoo 
Plan. Despite the largely in·state 
makeup or the student body, 
Kalamazoo is becoming a sophisti· 
cated and interesting place. The 
only serious question is whether 
Kalamazoo's "happy, informal social 
life" is the happy informality o( 
meaningful interpersonal relation· 
ships or that of a Boy Scout 
campfl1'e." 


This highly interesting and in· 
formal description of Kalamazoo 
College passed across the Index 
desk through the CGurtesy of the 
Yale Daily News. It is an excerpt 
from the pages of The Insiders' 
Guide To The Colleges, a nationally· 
distributed paperbaek compiled and 
edited by the Yale Daily News 
editors. 


Each year. this publication is 
revised. such revision depending 
heavily on student response from 
the respective colleges listed in this 
book. Now it may be the case that 
our readers totally concur with the 


image that the editors of Yale 
University's newspaper have of our 
college campus, and have no objec· 
tions to this description of Kalama· 
zoo Collejl"e being publieized 
throughout the nation. However, if 
any reader feels that this portrayal 
of the campus presents a narrow 
perspective of Kalamazoo College, 
or is erroneous, the Yale Daily 
News is interested in receiving 
discriptive responses so that they 
may re·evaluate, if necessary. their 
analysis of this campus. 


All responses to this evaluation of 
Kalamazoo College must be trans· 
mitted to the Yale Daily News 
through the Index office if they are 
to be recognized by their editors. 
Due to considerations of time, the 
Yale Dsily News would like ot have 
all responses within the upcoming 
week. Therefore. anyone wishing to 
reply should turn their response 
into the Index office at the earliest 
possible date. 


As eommunieated by the Yale 
Daily News, an absence of response 
will signify to them that our readers 
are completely satisfied with the 
evaluation eurrently presented in 
The Insiders' Guide To The Col· 
leges.···D.T. 


voice in a candid. albeit 
affected manner to 
feelings defining i 
sions with which many 
women must deal. 


If you haven't already 
about this novel, whieh hll 
dentally , been on the DI 


bestseller list for several 
now, piek it up and read iL 
are the Stlrt put off by 
and more than occassional 
before reaehing a point, 
need to atte.mpt reading 
more than once, but it'a 
effort. Not' many could 
appreciate Jong's 
lightening approaeh to 
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pe Discusses Politics; 


Personal Role 
Howard Wo\pe 


center of attention last 
when he and his stan 
the 2nd 46th District 


:::::T.i;;, Conference and Polilical 
conference was designed 


~"~:~;::ti:::pri'~'~'~":;!;P~':'\i~on in the ~ . issues, 


to attend. 
i~;;;,,,, an interview was ar


beforehand. At t his meeting, 
,;""",,,,h' "Wolpe responded to 


I question s regarding hi s 
on his role in politics and the 


;"","';~Y"" well as the studenls': 
why did you get into 


an image of the society that 
to live in. I perceive utopia to 


a place where people arc best 
I to seled and choose t heir own 


",Ho,,,,. People here are making 
in terms of what is best. for 
I I felt J had a responsi· 


But I'm not. an elLtlSt either. Often 
people who are elected or appointed 
believe they know what is best for 
other people. I'm always concerned 
about the wishes of my constituents. 
In making a decision on a vote, I will 
try to receive as much imput as I 
can, but then I will call the shots as I 
see them. In the end t he decision is 
mine. 


You will call the shots as you see 
them even if a majority of your 
constituents feels differently on a 
certain issue? 


Yes, I am always ready to explain 
my votes to my constituents. You 
see I have tremendous faith in 
people. I see their frustrations 
because in the past they ha ve felt 
powerless. They need an effeetive 
handle on the issues. I believe I can 
disagree with a majority of the 
people and still have their support 
because they can trust me. They 
always have access to me. So 
honesty is t he best policy. You don't 


-
Uoward Wolpe Istanding], re·assessing his politicaJ role on paper? 


to innuence change toward 
" ,,,, •• ', So I entered polities to 


get closer to the decision 
process and influence 
this direction. 


rh;,:;;"~t~~,:::"'~'r~ Conference I are in· 
in reaching this goal? 


I'm trying to improve access 
government for the average 


I want to get problems 


__ h"~;,,;r,,aISo want to create 
,~ where people can get 


in the decision making 


U~" Y'"' office really get people 
the decision making 
merely tr y to solve 


brought to your con· 


10",ofn" performs both function . 
one hand, it serves as a 
for the community, an 


, ,;-ti.O;,"~tside the bureaucracy to 
~' ~ citizen complaints. Peo


been helped by my 
have renewed faith in 


. This is the first 
On the 


h~h.~~:;! my functions as a 
e( i for the participation by 


community in the political 
of" , ,,,,;Through the legislative 
." , task forces, and reo 


sponsored by my 


n~:;;~~;:~~;:'~~ the community can l: in the system. 
. believe that the longer a 


ser ves the less concer ned 
or she becomes with reform and 


more ~oncerned that persons 
wLth reelection? 


•'t;t;,O~ft one's involvement with 
i system doesn't mean 


one has bought into that 
I know some freshman 


,;,t.i~,; who have bought into the 
after only three months. 
not the issue here. To be 


one must have one's own 
of direction. You have to 


where you are going. 
,~,~,~Y,;ou implying that some 
'Ii. can truly lead the people 
l' .. than telling them what the 


I feels they want to hear? 
uncomfortable with that eon· 


.of leadership. What that 
IS that many people are 


the leaders. Lelder!hip 
seen in terms of trying to 


people to reeognize their 
so as not to rely on 


do YOU do this? 


"
u,;;,,,',o;,';;exploit the fears of my 


to serve my own ends. 


have to be deceptive to be politically 
successful. 


What changes do you see in store 
for the political system? 


Well, the political system decided 
who gets what, so there's conflict. 
This conflict exists bet:ause of a 
similarity of wants and not adver· 
sity of wants. People wouldn't 
confliet if they were different. They 
would pursue separate avenues to 
reach their different aims. All 
people are basically alike. We must 
change the political system in order 
to reduce the negative kinds of 
competition inherent in connict. 


You, believe you can reduce the 
conflict within the political system? 


No. I just want to control that 
conflict. We can do this in two ways. 
One, we can equalize the resources 
available to each group which bring 
its demands to the system. Two, we 
can keep control on the intergroup 
conflict. We must create mechanism 
to reduce the negative types of 
competition. 


Students have been criticized for 
their apathy. Last fall did your 
campaign generate much interest on 
the campus? 


Yes it did. I had no difficulty in 
initiating serious dialogue with 
groups of students. I found ~ys~lf in 
Trowbridge lounge at mLdn~ght 
discussing issues with twenty stu 
dents. I believe many students are 
turned off by politics, but not the 
issues. They have not lost sight of 
their conception of a perfect society. 
However. they do feel there is 
nothing they can do within the 
political system which would make 
any difference. 


Do you believe students have a 
function to perform in the commun· 
ity in terms of involvement with 
issues affecting the community? 


There are certainly issues in the 
community which the students 
could get involved in. But the 
campus is the social center .. Stud. 
ents have a great opportunity to 
restructure the campus. The stu 
dents should start where they are 
Ill. It is not necessary for me to 
impose my agenda on them. Many 
students are nol concerned about 
community problems but are work 
ing to change the campus insti 
tutions. I believe students can 
create mechanisms on campus for 
people to begin some self·examin· 
ation. Students must help define the 
goals of the college. We must never 
be afraid to reexamine our goals and 
attitudes. 
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Thieves Carnival Opens At Civic 
by Judy Gibson 


Jean Anouilh's play. "Thieves 
Carnival", opened at Kalamazoo 
Civic Theatre on April 4th with 
some names that are familiar to the 
theatr e audience of Kalamazoo 
College's Dalton Stage. 


Clair Myers is guest director for 


own hero, Randy Knolle. 
The entin- play is in a trivial 


comic v{'in which Myers' overt slap
stick stylization of movement at 
times pushes to the uncomfortably 
ridiculous. Yet there are moments 
when this same type of overdone 


Scene from new Civic "Thieves CaroivaJ", being direc:tM by Clair Myen 


roles and kept the audience laugh 
Ing. Also nott'worlhy was The 
Musician. acted by another member 
of K College; Eric Blanchard. 
Although his was not a speakinl{ 
part, Blanchard was constantly 
weaving on and then off the sel with 
his oboe. blending scenes and 
intensifying the semi·dramatic mo 
ments of the play. Tom Cooperman 
and Francis Broadway rounded out 
lhl' K Colle,lte entourage with some 
fancy footwork in their Keystone 
Cops routine. Knolle's performance 
went over well, and lhe audience 
sympathi1:ed as he was physically 
mauled by his impatient love, 
Julietle, whose charaeteril'.ation of 
the young girl in love left a lot to be 
desired. Ht'r older sister. Eva. gave 
a funnier and more believable 
performance, but the other theives 
and the paIr of fortune hunters fell 
short of audience expectation. 


this production, a highly stylized. 
yet unfortunately not·that·funny 
comedy evolving around a trio of 
thieves who have charmed three 
ladies of a wealthy family with their 
disguises as Spanish grandees. and 
won themselves invitations to be 
guests in the ladies' well·to-do
home. Intrigue develops over the 
sudden romance of the youngest of 
the three females and Gustave, t he 
youngest and least experienced of 
the robbers, played by K College's 


movement is visually gratifying and 
well SUiLS the content of the play. 
The text is so simple that these 
"extra touches" seem almost neces· 
sary to give the play any interest at 
alL 


Heading this wealthy family are 
Lord Edgard and I,ady Hurf, played 
by two old·timers of the Civic 
Theatre, Richard Niessink (one of K 
College's own professors) and 
Naomi Studi. both of whom tent the 
perfect touch of comedy to their 


For the most part, the 1920 
costuming was extremely attrac
tive, and the set design visually 
pleasing. There is not a hint of 
anything so weighty as symbolism 
or hidden meaning in the script of 
this play or in its interpretation. but 
if you are in the mood for some light 
entertainment and want to set' more 
familiar faces in a community effort, 
come down and see the Civic's 
production. 


FILM NOTES 
Bozos Brigade 


by Susan Sallee 


by Mary O'Amour 


The Question is: Docs Kurt 
Vonnegut make exciting movie 
material? Director George Roy Hit! 
explores this in his version of 
Slaugh terhouse Five . You can see 
Billy Pilgrim in living color and 
cinema fantasy tonight, at 7:00, 9:00 
and 11 :00 p.m., in Dalton Theatre. 
and then arrive at your own 
conclusions. Get there early; the 
crowds will be thiek. 


There will be a continuance of the 
Charles Chaplin film series on 
Sunday, April 13, when The Kid and 
The Idle CII~~ make their non· 
tal key appearance. The Kid is 
notable as the first long feature that 
Chaplin both wrote and directed. 
Relying a great deal more on his 
pantominc skills to effect the comic, 
Chaplin's performance is far more 
dramatic than slapstick in this film. 


-; . 


:1,-


T 


Jackie Coogan. child star, gets e(IUal 
billing and atlention in this story of 
the Tramp and the orphan that fate 
flings together. The boy and the 
Tramp muddle t hrough a series of 
escapades with cops, broken win· 
dows, and life on the street, but 
Chaplin also tri .. s to evoke pathos. 
In his autobiography, Chaplin says: 
"raw slapstick and sentiment, the 
premise of The Kid. was something 
of an innovation." Chaplin refined 
this basis in many of his later films, 
but The Kid has a great deal of 
freshness. 


In The Idle ClaslI, Chaplin decides 
to have the Tramp live the high·life 
with low·life practicality. Indulging 
in the pleasures of the wealthy, the 
tramp ingeniously masquerades as 
an eccentric. 


The Kid and The Idle Class will be 
shown at 1:00, 3:00, 7;00 and 9:00 in 
Dalton Theatre. 


What's a Bozo Brigade? It seems 
at times that the rascals of tht' third 
noor of Trowbridge Hall comprise 
the brigade of bouncing Bozos, an 
impeccable philosophical sect. 


Their union was formed after a 
return from that first summer 
break, when everyone rejoins the 
campus evnironment as inspired 
sophomores. But the freshness soon 
evaporated and, as many humans in 
a disillusioned state, their enf'rgies 
turned to creativity. 


Soon their productivity was thrill
ing the campus with a new 
enlightened art form. None escaped 
the Bozo cye, and nothing was left 
untouched. They had to leave us for 
awhile, but they are back again On 
accordance with the "K" plant, now 
even bigger and better. Those 
creative cogs have been turning 
again this week in promise of a new 
show. So watch out .... the Bozos may 
be watching you! 
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Rust Portrays Poet's Experience 
by Joe Hart 


Rust, the s~ond volume 01 poetry 
written by Dr. Conrad Hilberry, 
Professor of English at Kalamazoo 
College was published last fa ll by 
t he Ohio University Press. Dr. 
Hilberry's flrst book Encounter on 
Burrows Hill lind Other Poems was 
published in 1968. Many of the 
poems contained in Ru st first 
appeared in such magazines and 
literary reviews u the "Beloit 
Poetry Journal" , "Contempora", 
"Field", "New York Times", and 
"Poetry 'Northwest". Dr. Hilberry 
received a grant from the Chapple· 
brook Foundation which provided 
him with time to write a number of 
these poems. 


Dr. Hilberry draws the source of 
his poems from his own experience 
although for the most part his 
sensibilities remain candid. He 
carefully avoids the superfluous. 
egocentric ~con fessional" writing 
which can ultimately make a poel 
appear short·sighted and inconse
quential. In "Sonnet, declining to 
write confessional poems" he clearly 
excludes himself from this vein of 
writing and places himself in proper 
relation to his POems. 


lth 1<1 "'yltll. I fla,"n 10 "tor wo'.r , 


Gi.ing batk ,roy·,,,ell roth. low 


Cloudl. a lighthaul. mat ",orh me Ilow 


Trolli, 01 D gull ond 0 Ir"ghlt •. 


I brlomt wild onion cwl by 0 Iltkll bar 


On Ihort , The ",ower tooll a bltr in ihollow 


WII.r, luni lor lunth on 0 Ihodow 


Whose ,hap. il "'int I hO~1 ftO thorotter 


The poems, when considered as a 
series rather than a collection of 
individual expressions, trace a con· 
linuous effort to move away from 
the past into the present to reach an 
unconditional. personal rebirth. In 
order to achieve this transformation 
it is first nct:essary to relinquish the 
self which has been constructe<! 
{rom the experiences of the past: 


Bouyld by mil dl~l~ 


fill 011 1 1 ~,wl go. 1111 min bolln 


To lhe IIO-twO gDDd Ihould." 


"'~d 0 bod leg. ll' .. O'ir 'okl 
The .... 101.001 D. dilcord the ... 


AI i, will. No li ... 1 bur mil. 
No obligolion. no to",lo", no 


A((o ... ~l ilh"' lnl. No pl .. on but 


Thl '10 wim III told hoftdl 


... , N",n il ''''''I possibl. 10 
",okl mil n(apI, 


thl guilt 
T .. m 01 ml iTtn 


Ho .. nllA your ,oinO bot • . 


but the effort is restrained and the 
poet returns "toward the lame and 
slippery shore". 


The experiences which comprise 
the past · the death of a daughter. 
personal physical injury . are reo 
viewed without nostalgic or senti· 
mental affection. Instead. they 
serve to catalogue "aU the waters 
we hsve passed or washed in". 


Pervading each of these poems IS a 
sense of crisis (to be fully conscious 
of experienre . as the word's root 
tells us is to be conscious of peril) 
which is relt provisionally in the 
present. Unfortunately. in many of 
t he poems the emotion which would 
normally arrompany the mournful 
solemnity of the subject is un· 
passionately declared without ar· 
resting the reader by a demon· 
stration of it's emotional force. 


Dr. Hilberry is sensitively aware 
of his method and his own temper· 
ment. He is attracted to objects 
which are not in a state of 
equilibrium. His imagery for the 
most part is n{'ver sUltic; water 
whether it be represented as a 
stream, a river, the sea or flowing 
through a culvert: the motion of the 
sun, a bicycle. a hawk, a jet. Even 
the landscape of Brushy Fork, 
Kentucky "slides and sidles over it's 
slate bed." Unlike most poets whose 
imagery is largely motile. Dr. 
Hilberry "does not overtly tend 
toward the dramatic although he 
still depends on depicting experien· 
ces which arc common to many. 


His impluse for escape is further 
nourished by a series of poems 
dealing with Harry Houdini who 
acts "everything we dream". 


The poems are conversational in 
tone. The language which most 
often assimilates prose has been 
,n".o d:ow" to the is 


in the 


decorative or evasive. 
imagination in this case is 
completely exercised in the 
simplicity of the exact word 
keen phrase. skillfully i 
poem to achieve a vividness 
presentation rather than 
discription. The purpose 
simple, prosaic style is to shifl 
emphasis from the words t!.. 
'selves to the experience which 
arc trying to capture. The co 
and tension of the poems is 
subtly felt in this style and in 
form which the poems take. 
poems arc not written in 
as already mentioned. in 
one linguistic me<!iu"m .. ,r ,,;:! 
capable of eliminating' 
the irrecoverable rythms 
rather than in the m'~'",;;' 
repetition and return . 
flatly refuses to ,.,om, •• ;,,: 
rhythm or to reverse: 
r~urrence or refrain. 


The experiences captured ia 
poems are more than 
fortuitous or extrinsic. an 
private presence moves qui 
through the book with a cer: 
discreet, reserve of motive. 


The book is unpretentious. 
est, and pleasing; preserving 
thing of the softened austeri\J 
life. The collection has an 
quite apart from literary con 


ations. fO~ ~.,:il's~O~"~e;i::~:~~'i~; 


Ondaatje To Lecture On Cinema 
by Ken ou.on 


On April 17th at 8:00 P.M. in 
Dewing 103, Michael Ondaatje will 
present a I~ture on film. He is the 
author of three volumes of poetry: 
The Dainty MOD8tere (1967). The 
Man ,.,-jth Seven Toef (1969), and 
Rat JeUy (1973). Ondaatje adapted 
his latest book, The Collected 
Works of Billy the Kid, as well as 
The Man with Seven TOH, to the 
stage, and is the creator of two 
documentary films, 


legends of the farm community. its 
very face, the abstracted view of 
theatre. and perhaps one's own 
stereotypes concerning the rural 
environment, all in one si ngle 
moment. Ondaatje's approach to 
history utilizes film, as described by 
Marshall McLuhan. as a "tribal 
communicator" which leads every· 
one involved from their different 
backgrounds to a common exper· 
ience. The film captures everyone s 
experience of both the past and 


pre.!lent in a "present tense" com· 
mon to the entire human commun· 
ity. It is for this reason that "The 
Clinton Special" could be called an 
historic work in the finest sense. It 
reveals a view in which the present 
becomes part of tradition, an 
outgrowth of what has been. 


It has been film which has evoked 
our first images of our own personal 
history: those freshly washed "Tom 
Mixes" who rode across the silver 
screen bringing law and order, 


along with the nicely groomed 
cavalry officers who subdued the 
"savage" indian. These are not 
authentic pictures of the past. 
However. they did bring history 
into a perceptual awareness for the 
first time, and in way which the 
verbal language cannot. Yel. the 
fact remains that the typical point of 
view within our culture has been 
one that has distorted history to 
justify the culture's future desires. 
This type of distortion is poignantly 


absent in Ondaatje's film. 
The arts critic for the T(I 


Star noted two qualitie.!l 
make Michael Ondaatje's 
significant: a "sense of HistorJ, 
a love of people. with an abstt 
condescension toward their 
tions. It is this acceptance " 
cultural diversity which 
Ondaatje's cinematic statemn 
important. 


Ondaatje's most r~ent artistic 
accomplishment is the "Clinton 
Special," a film about the "Farm 
Show," which was earlier produced 
on stage by the Theatre Passe 
Muraille company of Canada. In 
1972 this company, under the 
direction of Paul Thompson, moved 
into the farming com munity of 
Clinton, Ontario, and created a play 
based on the legends and people of 
that region. The following summer 
th e company toured the play 
throughout the farming communi· 
ties of Southwest Ontario, some
times performing in auction barns. 
Finally. the play was taken to a city 
environment to oHer the urban 
populace a distinct and more vital 
concept of rurality. 


Film Preview: Three Films By Cinematographer 


The film medium, alone among 
the other artll. can juxtapose 
separate realities to create a single 
reality. By utilizing thi.!l buic 
characteristic of the film medium to 
fuse history and legend. and by 
immersing the past into the present. 
Ondaatje brings a multiplicity to the 
human history. 


"The Clinton Spedal" was filmed 
in both the con fi nement of the 
theatrical stage and the openess of 
rural locations. One approaches the 


by A1 Gevinson 
Nearly all of us have come out of 8. 


theater after watching a not·s~good 
movie and remarked. "Well, at least 
it had some good shots in it," or 
"The colors were beautiful," or "I 
liked the part when ..... A not·s~ 
common response is a vague feeling 
of liking for the film even though 
there was really nothing great 
about it. (The story dragged, the 
pace lagged. the acting sagge<!). But 
this positive feeling about the film is 
perhaps due to an acceptance of the 
film as film, and an appreciation for 
the experience of moments of 
revelation · an interaction of inter· 
pretation of the ideal (theme and 
plot) and real (natural settings and 
people) · which film sometimes 
uniquely expresses. The recognition 
of this can give a sobering eff~t to 
an otherwise worthless night. 


Vilmos Zsigmond is re.!lponsible 
for the camera·work in some of 
these films which have so many 
unforgetable images, those which 


BACK TO SCHOOL S PECI A L II 
Aprilllth until 17th 


OAKLAND PHARMACY 
PILLS N THINGS 
Cornerol WMlchlganand Academy 


lO% olscountonany minimal $5.00 Purchase I I I 


iRING COLLEG.E I D FOR OISCOUNT --


(Not Valid on any PresCfI pilon Purchases -MGT 1 


remain after the plot and theme 
have dissolved away; films like 
McCabe and Mrll. Miller, Deliver· 
Ilnce, Cinderella Liberty, The Hired 
Hand , The Long Goodbye, and 
Suga.rland Exprells. The last three 
will be shown next week by the Film 
Society as a special look at the work 
of this remarkable cinematograph· 


". We all know, at least vaguely, 
what the director and script·writer 
do in a film. But the work of the 
cinematog raphe r is often over· 
looked or clouded with ignorance. It 
is his job to relsle the raw reality of 
nature, and people. light and color, 
shadow, shade, and line, with the 
theme and plot of the script. 
Sometimes the pictures will bring 
out important thematic concerns 
(the deep focus of Citizen Kane): 
sometimes their only quality is that 
of picture postcard beauty las in 
The Sound of Music and Elvira 
Madigan); or sometimes they can 
stand on their own as important 
additions to the mood or texture of 
the film. 


3 IMPORTANT STEPS 
IN RXIt«; YOUR BICYClE 
,KUPING It RUNNING 


1) Get bike out 01 gmge, 
basement etc. 
2) Load bike i" Clr, truck etc. 
3) Drile to ALFRED E. BIKE, 
the Sen ice Specillists 


LYRE 
BI¥ 
III w SOurK IMIIUOIOUGK IlGG) 


Zsigmond'! films have touches of 
all three, but it is in the latter that 
his brilliance shines through the 
most maudlin of scripts. Watching 
his films, one gets the impression 
that once he sets up the shot for 
thematic interpretation, he often 
utilizes the shot on a different level 
of visual games and illusions, which 
on more private terms conveys his 
own impressions of the people or 
landscape he is working with. 


It is usually hard to tell who 
originally had the idea for a 
particular shot: the director or the 
cinematographer: but it is the laller 
who is responsible for its execution. 
Thus he must be a t~hnician. 
intimately acquainted with his 
camera, film. and lighting. With 
Zsigmond. this acquaintance ex· 
tends to nature itself, shooting on· 
location in diverse climates and 
environments across the country. 


What Zsigmond can achieve in 
one shot, other cameramen would 
require many; he uses camera 
movement where others need edit· 
ing. His pictures are crammed with 
detail·even the close·ups and he has 
invented way! to expand the screen 
to include several levels of visual 
significance. He usC! a personal 
color scheme in which the screen 
becomes texturized. These textures 
and colors 


moods which cause the i 
in the viewer's mind. 


Turning to the films 
one discovers that they are 
standing. Penelope Gilliat 
"Peter Fonda's The Hired HII 
nrst mm he has dirct:ted 
tender ·spirited Western 
young husband on a long 
a wife whom he lell 
film t ransmits a fee 
the American wilt 
ample and benign in the 
Fonda returns with his t 
Warren Oates, to his wife, ' 
played by Verna Bloom. ~ 
can be looked at 8$ a sequel 
Easy Rider myth. this time ~ 
hero returning to the comlf' 
The film is slow·paced &If. 


particularly profound. Whatt! 
at last is the photograph! 
editing. Stanley Kaufmann' 
"Zsigmond has tried to unitt 
and sky, things and people. 1 


co-inhabitors of space and ti 
In The Long Goodbye, di: 


Robert Altman accepts autbl 
mond Chandler's comment tbS 
man who trie<! to be honest III' 
the end either sentimental' 
foolish", and portrays his tit' 
hero, Philip Marlowe, as a 
but loveable incarnation tJ 
Gould. What is particularly ~ 
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Detroit Trio Performs Chamber Music 
Oave Ban 


Monday evening, April: there 
t he likes of which has 


in our hallowed 
Under the 


;::~~~,~:;,~' Mandelle II Room, the Chamber 


Arts Trio, coming from Detroit, 
played a fult program of chamber 
music in an environment remin. 
isccnt of the milieu in which the 
very music was born. Performing 
pieces by Schubert, Beethoven, and 
Mozart, the trio composed of 


Detroit Symphony players showed a 
delightful array of precision and 
controL 


The trio is an exciting medium for 
the string player (as indeed is most 
any chamber group), because in its 


use of three vOices It allows for a 
great amount of individual expres· 
sion as well as dynamic interaction 
between the players. In this night's 
music, the primary voice through· 
out was the violin, played with 
considerable skill and intensity by 


Jazz Group Delivers Original New Orleans Style 


Lillian Downes. As supporting 
voices, the viola and the cello were 
played respectively by Le Roy 
Fenstermocher and Dave Levine. 
Each performer had a distinctive 
personal style, but this in no way 
hindered their ability to project the 
feeling of each piece as a single 
moving entity. The first piece, 
Schubert's Trio in D Flat Minor, set 
the tone for the evening with its 
melodic and nowing lines, sprinkled 
with spritied arpeggios and crescen· 
does. The Trio in C Minor . Opus 9 
No.3 by Beethoven followed the 
first trio well, despite t he initial 
shock of the key change ... Each of 
these pieces was played with a large 
degree of attention and accuracy, 
and the inter pretation seemed well 
within the spirit of the composer·s 
style. 


Guy Calcerano 


Wednesday at Miller Audi· 
the Preservation Hall Jazz 


delivered a virtuoso (albeit, 
old virtuoso) performance of 


original New Orleans jazz. 


members of the Band, all of 
are above 60, are the last of 


musicians who saw the begin· 
of the Jazz Era. They are 


to keeping that mellow 
;:i";;.',,,d style alive in a world 


seems too hectic for it. 


lt is unfortunate that Miller is so 
suited to presentations of 


The sheer size of the 
seemed to intimidate the 


their style a nd 
. spontaneity. 


But while purists may complain 
the hall, and modern jazz nuts 
harp about the lack of 


",,,(;,,, there is something com· 
about watching the last of 
who gave America its only 


I musical form. 


marks for the evening go to 
Humphrey on clarinet. It is a 
that modern jazz has lost a 


of the earthy, sometimes nearly 
quality of a really well blow n 


Willie showed them how 
done from the moment he 


.k."w"II' "d out on stage to the time 
led the final procession t hrough 
audience to the tune of "When 
Saints Go Marching In". 


Willie's brother Percy, t he band 
and trumpet player, blew 


pure horn but seemed too tired 
'~';'''"P~ the lightning runs his 


did. The band's oldest 
, Big Jim Robinson. who is 


with some remarkably 
trombone slides, but just 
handle the low notes ... 


dues is alright, but for 100 


Filling out the sound was James 
i Miller on piano. He also 


the group's vocals and does 
,m,,,k.b"', well at both, displaying 


of the purest pre·blues styles to 


be found anywhere. The band·s 
amazing drummer, Josiah ·'Cie" 
Frazier, remained totally immobile 
except for his wrists, which would 
make any 20 year·old rock drummer 
jealous. The pure joy of the jazz 
beat came through beautifu lly. 


The only player who is not an 
original member of the band, and 
who also happens to be the only 
white member, is Allan Jaffe, a very 
competent tuba player. 


The 3·on·3 style worked oul. 
demonstrating as always, a remark· 
able potential in a vast array of 
songs. These include the up·beat 
numbers that were used to open the 
evening, to funeral marches and 
blues numbers like "Little Li1.a 
Jane," "Jelly Roll·', and the gospel 
tune "Just a Closer Walk With 
Thee." The drums, piano and tuba 
provided the motive power while 
the three wind insturments alter· 


Willie Humphrey, Josiah "Cie" Frazier , Percy Humphrey, and AUan 
Jaffe playing "Little Liza Jane" with a three-()n-three style; reeapturing 
the early days of New Orleans jan. America's only original music form. 


Troubador Offers Good Food, Entertainment 
and key lime pie are .50. passed among the patrons. 


and good music make Cantrell has worked in famous Last weekend Loring James, a 
'~~:~:~~;~d:'~; a recently opened hotels and restaurants around the former bass player and vocalist in 
e~ a haven for fo lk, class. country, including the Drake in the band Friend and Lovers, 


Coun tr y, jazz, blues, and Chicago and th e Americ~na in appeared at t he Troubadour. He is 
• th " Th '" "M,"'m,", ,-d '.ok' 0- -ook,-, " also known for his work with such n uSlasts. e Ive mUSIC, "" "'"" .. 
globe lamps, stain glass much more t han just a job, taking performers as Buffy Saint· Marie, 


""10.",, and the aroma of good pride 10 his secret sauce recipies. Joni Mitchell, and Bob Dylan. 
melt together to give t he Every day three vegetarian meals On weekends, the Troubadour 


'~OS"h.',,"e:Y relaxed and ejoyable are offered on the menu, and every ho~cs to continue to.bring in outside 
.~ Wednesday is vegetarian night, ar.~:sts su.~h as ~?rmg Jame.s, who 


the street, the Troubadour featuring various vegetarian sand· I ~I btrovi . e qua ~y tnt~rt~tnme.nt 
corner of Vine and Locust wiches. Wednesday also is Hoot· m ues, bJ.azzd '""th't'hs~lca m,',slc. 


within walking distance from n·ght when anyone who This, com me WI eLr exce ent '-k 'iI< d nan~! t' 'Y b-,"-, th.,"- ,"-,tru· food and prices, should make this , "" sea eserted red brick wan"" 0 m , " . " 


nated with the lead. Through this 
alternation the band members can 
sustain themselves through a two 
hour concert, and are able to save 
energy for their on·stage antics: li.ke 
Big Jim's ass ·wiggling . a wild 
version of "Save That Tiger", and 
the continual repartee between Big 
Jim and Percy Humphrey. 


To a large extent the Preserva· 
tion Hall Jazz Band is beyond any 
criticism. There is an incredible 
feeling in watching the authentic, 
the original, and the last New 
Orelans Jazz Band ... Each year 
being naughty on stage takes a little 
more effort, the intermissions arc a 
little longer. and the pace is a little 
slower. If you get a chance, catch 
musical history while you can. 


IN TOWN 
Movies 


Art Center (349·7775) 
Smiles of a Summer Night 


(S unday) 
Campus (345-4186) 


Amarcord 
Capital (342·4823) 


Flesh Gordon 
Cinema 1 & II (343·4455) 


Escape to Witch Mountain 
Murder on the Orient Express 


Pla1.a I & II (323·1118) 
Dove 
A Time to Run 


State (344·1537) 
The Great Waldo Pepper 


West Main (382·1818) 
Earthquake 


Night Spots 
Colony Room 


Faith (Fri. . Sun.) 
Circadian Rhythm (Mon . . Thurs.) 


Coral Gables East 
Masquerade (Fri . . Sat.) 
Camilla (Sun . . Thurs.) 


Dino's 
Jr. Walker and t he All Stars 
(Fri. . Sat.) 
Void (Sunday) 
Matthew Tuttle (Mon. and Tues.) 
Pryamid (Wed. and Thurs.) 


Holly's Bistro 
Steve Heidanus 


Theatres 
Civic 


Thieves Carnival 
New Vic 


Loot 
Shaw 


Canterbury Tales (15th·19th) 


Following the intermission, the 
trio tackled Mozarfs Diver· timento 
in E Flat Major, K·563, a composi· 
tion of unsurpassed difficulty for 
trios, both in terms of technique and 
interpretation. The trio managed 
the divertimento with the same 
precision and style that had made 
the previous half of the program so 
enjoyable. However, in spite of its 
dazzling moments, the piece failed 
to move. Disregarding the awkward 
pause for tuning between the third 
and fourth movements, the piece 
was well done, but failed to be as 
dynamic as Mozart can be at its 
best. 


The trio, all in all. gave us a 
remarkable performance. It was 
really a treat to have good mu
sicians playing such excellent music 
in the warm setting of the Olstead 
Room. Even if the trio lacked the 
zest and brilliance that typifies the 
best of chamber music, there was 
compensation in the fact that they 
were so close and so alive. In terms 
of musicianship, they must certainly 
be classified as well·accomplished 
professionals. 


They were not, however. well· 
accustomed to performing in such 
close and personal contact with 
their audience. Indeed, they ap
proached their music with all of the 
intensity and articulation of the 
symphony player, but they failed to 
come across with the performance 
skills necessary for a chamber 
group. Ms. Downes seemed ill at 
ease with her role as t he principal 
voice and the other voices did not 
really seem to be playing with each 
other. Instead it often seemed that 
they were following some hidden 
metronome. 


Nevertheless, the concert was 
thoroughly enjoyable. a perfect 
evening ... Those who were there 
cannot but hope that there will be a 
repeat performances in the future. 
We thank the Chamber Arts Trio 
for sharing their music with us. 
Appropriate thanks also goes to 
Max Fenstermacher and the college 
forum for arranging the event. 


This Coupon Worth 


The narrow carpeted ments and play together. Classical ~stablishment a place v.:orth looking 
. stairway leads up to a flutists or violinists are featured on mto for those ~eeklOg a good 


ht room crammed with Tuesday nights. All of these local evening's entertamment and reo 


~bles, live hanging Plants'l"miill:'~';~'~;'~'~'~':"::':;:d:::O:':t:O:f='::h:.:t:PO::':'"::::::::::::=:;~----1 
~ ",','",",. stage ~overed with a 


microphones. chairs, 
Cable upright piano 


'"PI,ocI',. a couple of Joni Mitchell 


35~ff 
MEDIUM 


OM C P .. P(II 
~ 12l.:l 
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Final Record Disappointing 


Tennis Team Concludes Southern Trip 
by Mark Tbomaon 


The "K" College Men's Tennis 
team surled orr the 1975 season 
with a tough 12 match-lO day 
southern trip. It also marked Coach 
George Acker's 16th year at Kal
amazoo College. The 10 man sq uad 
spent their spring break in Georgia 
and Florida, finishing up with a 
somewhat disappointing 6-7 won· 
loss record. 


In a hectic first week, the team 
traveled about 100 miles. They 
played 7 matches in five days, 
including two t riangular matches. It 
is always dillicult for the team to 
start playing outdoors after practic
ing indoors during the winter. The 
SUD and 80 degree heat was also a 
factor, but the players usually enjoy 
that change. 


After compiling a 4·8 record. the 
roughest part of t he trip began. 
Rain delayed a hard fought match 
against the University of South 
Florida, which Kalamazoo lost by a 
score of 8-1. Three singles matches 
and two doubles matches went into 
3 sets. with "K" College losing them 
all. 


The lone singles victory was 
t urned in by Tri-ca ptain Dave 
(Blaze) Emig, who beal Carlos 


Alvarad05 of Chile, 7-6, and 6-2. 
Dave played only four Americans in 
singles matches this trip, while 
meeting players in six other match· 
es from such countries as Chile, 
Cuba, India, Puerto Rico, South 
Africa. and Sweden. The Mississippi 
State team, made up of 6 foreign 
students, defeated our squad 6·3, by 
win ning all three doubles matches 
after each team had won three of 
the singles matches. 


The next day Kalamazoo's team. 
which Coach Acker believes to be 
one 01 his strongest teams ever, lost 
5-4 to Rollins College, a team which 
"K" has never beaten. Dave Emig at 
'1 and Rick (Larry) Moore, another 
Tri-capt&in, both won in singles 
which left the decision of t he match 
up to the three doubles teams. The 
III team of Dave Emig and Alex 
(Frank) Dalrymple. (the other tri
captain) along with Chris (Buzz) 
Bussert and Rick Moore at 11'2 
doubles, came up with close victor
ies. The scores were 7-5, 6·1, and 
7-6. 6-4 res~tively. At H3 doubles 
Mike Thomson and Harlan (Spook) 
Smith fought back after losing t he 
fll'st set, but were defeated 6-1, 7-5 
to give Rollins a 5-4 decision. 


Track Season Draws Near 


It wu a stiff and tired squad that 
prepared lor Florida Tech Univer
sity the lollowing day. Blaze at HI 
singles continued his strong play 
and won 7-6. 6-3. Chris Bussert, a 
freshman. who compiled the best 
individual singles win loss record in 
the team (7-4). won a very exciting 
112. singles match 4-6. 6·1. 7·6. The 
match came down to the last point. 
match point for both players, which 
Buzz won with an excellent fore
hand lob. Spook Smith, in his first 
varsity si ngles match fo r "K" 
College won at '6 singles 4-6. 7-5, 
6·2. Again. it was up to the doubles 
teams. This time Mike and Spook 
won 6-4. 4-6, 6-2, but the HI and HZ 
doubles teams lost by scores of 6-4. 
6-4, and 2-6.7-5,6-4, respectively. to 
decide the match in favor of Florida 
Tech 5-4. 


Other individual highlights were a 
fine win recorded by Mike (Chi
lucky) Chilicki at the N6 singles 


position against Florida State
University. His three set victAJry 
was the only point awarded to 
Kalamazoo in that match. Mike 
Thomson lost at H4 in a long. 
gTueling 3 setter. 


At Mercer University. who "K" 
played twice on the trip, Dave Emig 
reversed an earlier loss to Rajiv 
Kapur from India, this t ime winning 
easily 6-3, 6·1. This last match of t he 
tour "was played very well by the 
whole team", noted Coach Acker. 


The first match of the Spring 
quarter is at home on Saturday, 
April 12, at 2:00 p.m. against last 
year's runnerup.!l in the MIAA. 
Alma. Exactly three weeks later the 
season ends with MIAA tourna
ment, also at Kalamazoo. The team 
is presently practicing hard in 
preparation lor the exciting season 
to come. 


- --
fILM PREVIEW 


UPCOMING SPORTS EVENTS Cont.inued from page 4 
Baseball ing about Zsigmond's camera-work 


University of Detroit T in this film is that its movement 
A '1 12 I 00 never ceases. There is no single shot pr\ ; p.m. 


Men's Tennis in which the camera is not either 
Alma slowly panning left or right, up or 
A '1 12 200 down, or slowly zooming in and out prl : p.m. 


Women's tennis in an almost mocking detective-type 
Alma T manner. 
A '1 II 300 Suguland Exprell! i. Zsigmond's prl : p.m. 
Ohio State University most colorful film. The evening 


by Inn RerSIL expected to carry a heavy load. A'I 2 930 scenes involving neon and traffic 
More talent is available in Mike PrJ 1 : a.m. 


Should nature ever decide to University or Michigan T lights, as well 8S the renection of Gorecki and Mike Blanchard, two r ht h n' . I . 
cooperate, the Kalamazoo College top sprinters, even though health April 14 3:00 p.m. ,~g . portray t e hi m s tit e In a 
track team is ready to begin another Track Iteral manner w ich suggest a 


reasons have thus far kept the parr . I 't' Th "1 lak sea.wn of tough MtAA competition. MtAA Relays, Calvin T VlSua con ec Ion. elm es 
from competition. I . 86 h d Z . d' 


The first meet of the outdoor All in all, the season looms bright April 12 2:00 p.m. p ace In ours. an sigmon s 
season was scheduled for Saturday Archery concentration centers on portraying 


and it is hoped that many will be th t' I h . t' 'h the 5th but was cancelled due to the Alma T e par ICU ar c araclerls IC!I 0 t e 
able to enjoy a few of the home d ' ff t' f d h h 


heavy snow covering. rm~ee;"ia~n;d~'~h~ee~'i'~he~t~ea~mio;n~. ~_~~;AP~"~' ~1~'~3~,00~~p~.m~.~~~~~~,~e~,.~nC:t:'m::e,:o::a:y:t:':OU:gj It was to have been an a1l MlAA which the film 


relay event at Calvin College's L SS WANTED--· all U.S. silver coins 
rubberized facility. but now the first C A I FIEDS 


be d I . h before 1965. Kennedy hall dollars, 
meet will a ua meet Wit 1965.1970. Also small collections and 
Goshen. Indiana at Western MiCh- I ~~~~~~~~~~~~= individual coins of numismatic igan's track. You owe me $5.001 h 


Coach Ed Baker is looking hope- value. Coin collector will pay cas . 


fully to a number ol returning 1*1f~~:,,;WANTED---MEN OR 
athletes. along with a strong troop OPPORTUNITY _ spare -
ol freshmen, for a successful season up to Sl(lO weekly in your 
and fu rther support for Kalamazoo's addressing circulars! List ol 


of the all·sports trophy. with offers sent lor S2.001 


, all·American Craig If~~;c~;;~:~:C~W~;.~G-~. ~,~,t.;;i~i~i::::Bo~~' and Craig 
that are 


375·1775. 


SUMMER IN EUROPE--Uni·Trav
el Charters at less than lit reg. 
econo my fare. 65 day advance 
payment required. U.S. Govern
ment ap proved. TWA' Pan Am
Transavia 707'8. Call toll free 1-800-


KNOW HOW TO HAVE FUN AND 
NOT GET CAUG HT?---Le roy 
knows! 


Anyone wishing to place a classilied 
ad can do so by contacting the Index 
o(fice. Deadline lor all ads is the 
Sunday preceding the publishing 
date, which always lalls on Friday. 
Rates for the ads are $1.00 for the 
first three lines; 20c for each 
additiona l line. 


7DAY5 A WEEK 
MONQ'.'( - TlIlJR~Y 
1t~ - \2.","",,,, 


FRIDI>Y ~ SATURDAy 
U A,I'I- 1:()() <1M 


tSVB SIZES 
,mali G;ncn..s 
IQ'.ge 8 inr.hes 


fa",il" 
s'us 


Second <;hop close to K at 
1510 W. MICHIGAN 


De aler for: 
MOTOBfCANE • Most 


complete line from 


FALCON - The 
weight bicycle 
England 


FUJI . Zebra • 


Very Spedal Bike 
A Very SpecIal 


... Buttea high 
precision Jugs 


Forged GT 


arop·OUTS 


"" AHoy Cotterless 


AHoy Sun tour . Top 
Une Touring 


Derailleurs 


• Sanshln Alloy 
Release Hubs 


Alloy Dla-Compe 
Quick Release .,ak,,1 


Leather Touring S.,ddl. 


* Ught Alloy Stem 
Allen Key Head 
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Commission Report 
by Rich Holman 


The Student Commission hurried
ly resolved several issues facing it 
last Monday as it lought to maintain 
it.! quorum . Marla Musolf. PAC 
chairperson, announced that PAC 
has sent out several letters to 
Congressmen in Support of an 
attempt to restore $110 million for 
Supplemental Opportunity Grants. 
The grants are designed to provide 
financial assistance to minority 
students who are in financial need. 


CLC di scussed the upcoming 
Landmark K Day. the proposal for a 
male co-op. and the idea for making 
DeWaters co-ed by alternating male 
Ind female suites for summer 
quarter. 


EPC distributed to the Commis
sion the rmdings of its sub-eom· 
millee on Career Service. EPC will 
now concentrate on an evaluation of 
the Foreign Study program. 


The Food Service Committee held 
ilB fi rst meeting last week with the 
Saga staff. The goals of the 
committee are to increase the 
Dutritional value of the meals. offer 
I greate r variety of food for 
vegetarians, and provide student 
input into the operation of the food 
service. 


Student Commission President 
Tom Flynn announced that the 
d(ort to attract Roland Kirk to this 
campus was unsuccessful. Joe Foltz 
then proposed a new referendum on 
the lettuce issue. and the Com· 
mission rejected the proposal. 


Tom Magill proposed a consti
tutional amendment ~quiring stu
dent elections to flll vacancies in 
EPC. CLC. and PAC. The elections 
1fould be held when students elect 
'their dorm representatives. U a 
Vlcancy occurs after the dorm 
elections, Student Commission 
would appoint a replacement_ Cur-


rently, the CommiSSion appoints 
students to any vacancies. 


Student Commission then turned 
its atlention to the controversy over 
Dean Thompson, the current editor 
of the IDdex. Mr_ Thompson. a 
registered K student, is not taking 
classes this quarter at K. The Com
mission felt Mr_ Thompson should 
be allowed to continue to function in 
his capacity as editor_ However, a 
constitutional amendment was sug
gested to prevent such an event 
from re-otturing again_ If approved, 
the amendment would require that 
any head of a student organization 
must be attending at least two 
classes here at K. 


With Plenty Of Psychological Persuasion 


A New Administrative Wizard Joins The Campus 
by T. BraYDe 


Brian A. Hampton was recently 
hired as the Director of the Devel
opment Office for the College on 
Feb. 1. 1975. 


His past experience includes 
being former Campaign Director for 
M. Robert Carr, the successful 
candidate for the U. S. Congress in 
Michigan's 6th District during the 
1974 election; Director of Commun. 
ications for the Federal Trade Com. 
mission, Division of Consumer Edu
cation, where he acted as a Com
munications Expert and Implemen
tation Officer; Politica1 Campaign 
Consultant for Matt Reese and 
Associates, Washington. D.C.; the 
management and consultation of 
gubernatorial and congressional 
campaigns, including Sen. Claiborne 
Pell (R.I.). Gov. Hernandez-Colon 
(Puerto Rico), and Rep. Gerry 
Studds (Mass.); aDd AdvertiSing 


Agency Account Executive with 
Norman, Navan, Moore and Baird. 
Inc., Grand Rapids, Michigan. His 
military experience included a post 
as instructor at John F. Kennedy 
Institute for Military Assistance, 
Ft. Bragg. N.C.; teaching U.S. 
Special Forces Personnel. as weU as 
officers representing the NATO and 
SEA TO nations. Persuasive Com
munication Theory and the De
velopment of Country-Wide Psycho
logical Operations; and a post as 
Chief of the Propaganda Develop
ment Section in Saigon with the 4th 
Psychologiul Operations Group. 
His educational experience includes 
a B.A. in Speech and' Politica1 
Science from Alma College (1965), a 
M.A. in Advertising and Political 
Science rrom Michigan State Uni· 
versity (1967), and further advanced 
study in Radio and TV Production. 


When questioned about the man-


ner of his obtaining his present 
occupation, he replied: "Well. the 
fact is. John Dozier wrote me a 
letter. and said that he had 27 years 
of experience in development. u 
well as being Vice President in 
Finance and Development, and that 
if I would consider applying for the 
position of Director of Develop
ment. he thought he'd be able to 
provide an excellent support for my 
programs." 


years, starting next year. It also has 
a deferred-giving program. and it 
has the corporate and foundationaJ 
support that is required. I think to 
be optimumly successful, I'll have to 
be on the job at least a year to reach 
that point. Therefore. I don't think I 
would be fair to myself or to the 
College if I left in a short period of 
time." 


He explained what the five year 
capital plan entailed: ~Well, in brief, 
it includes raising $2 million every 


Equal Rights Amendment Stalled 


"It's really kind ironic, because r 
gave a couple of my resumes to 
some people in town. One of these 
people was Dick St. John, who was 
the campaign manager, or one of 
them, for Garry Brown. ApparenLly 
George Rainsford called ~ick St. 
John and asked him if he knew of 
anybody who might be a good 
candidate for this job, and Dick 
I'f!ferred my name. 1 sent a copy of 
my resume to John. It's ironic 
because I was a campaign manager 
for a Democrat running for Con
gress (who was elected). and he was 
a campaign manager for a Repub
lican in contiguous districts." 


year (or the next five years." He 
then discussed his objectives in 
obtaining this goaJ: "There are 
many objedives. I'd like to have a 
rounded-out stal!, fl1's\ of all. I'm 
missing a deferred-giving officer. 
This is the person who works on 
annuities, pooled income, and un!· 
trust programs. I want an officer in 
that capacity because I think the 
single most effective way of raising 
money in the long term for private 
colleges. at this point is the 
deferred·giving program. I need a 
person who can specialize. I have an 
Annual Fund Officer. Bruce Fless
ner, who will start On the rUteenth 


by Rkk Holman 


The proposed Equal Rights 
Amendment. or ERA. will not be 
~ this year.ln 1972, when both 
the houses of Congnss passed the 
!'t!oiution, prospects for a quick 
approVal seemed assured. 


Thirty eight states had to ratify 
the proposed amendment before it 
'-arne constitutional law. Although 
tbirty rour states had given their 
lpprova.l. the ERA ran into trouble. 
Alaska and Tennessee have asked to 
f'@I. ract their votes, and llIinois 
retently postponed any vote on the 
lI[OllOsed amendment for this year, 
t~e.rtby killing any prospect of 
ratification in 1975. 


The intent of the ERA seemed 
obvious; ~equality of rights under 
the law shall not be denied or 
abridged by the United States or by 
lIly state on account of sex." 
Ifowever. as more states ratified 
the! amendment. greater contra
'ersy was generated. Why is the 
tfl.A necessary, anti-ERA folks 
liked. when we a.lready have the 
~1laI proteetion clause of the 14th 
• ... uendment? 


the Most ERA supporters agree that 
equal protection clause could be 


~. &s: a vehicle to eliminate sex 
~rnlflation. but the Supreme 


'!- isonly now beginning to move 
~~hlS direction. Some believe any 


IOn by the Supreme Court would 
~ not be sufficiently broad enough 
I&ry~ake an amendment unneces-


One critic of the ERA. (ormer 
Senator Sam Ervin, claims the 14th 
Amendment abolishes sex discrim
ination. but allows discriminations 
which benefit women, such as the 
protective state labor laws. Under 
the ERA., all beneficial distinctions 
would be nullified. Mr. Ervin once 
said that the ERA seeks not mel'f!iy 
equality. but identity between the 
sexes. 


The ERA advocates respond by 
saying most protective laws do not 
really protect women. In fact, the 
laws usually deny women wage 
increases and promotions. They add 
that those laws which are beneficial 
to women can. under the ERA. be 
extended to men. 


Other critics charge that the ERA 
really amounts to a threat to the 
sanctity ofthe home, and a woman's 
relationship to it. 


ERA supporters disagree. The 
amendment is concerned with legal 
discrimination and not private re
lationships. Most husbands support 
their wives because they choose to 
do so. and not because the law 
requires it. 


What about the draft? Critics and 
proponents of the ERA agree' 
women will be eligible under its 
program. However. women would 
fl1'st have to pass a strict physical 
fitness test. (It is not too hard to 
imagine Washington politicians ex
empting their wives and mothers). 


Former Senator Ervin points to 
the potentially massive litigation 
which would ensue from ratification 
of the ERA. as a further reason for 


rejecting the amendmtnt. Propon
ents point out that suc~ a prospect 
hasn't hindered the approvaJ of 
other amendments whose implica
tions were equally as great. 


Mr. Ervin finally contends that 
discriminations which are not creat
ed by the law can not be abolished by 
the law. ERA advocates reply that 
the law will not eliminate discrimin
ation, but instead can be an 
important device to achieve Amer
ica's touted goal of equality under 
the law. 


Concerning his stay at Kalamazoo 
College. he stated: ~Well, I have a 
year's lease on my apartment and I 
don't intend to break it. .. Mme ia a 
committment of no speci.fic du .... 
atian. but in my mind I've decided to 
be here for quite some time. It's not 
the sort of job that you can master 
and be successful at in a year's time, 
and I recognize that. John made 
that fairly dear to me when I came, 
although the~ are no restraints in 
terms of time." 


"The Development Office, beyond 
the Annual Fund, has a capitaJ 
campaign that will run for five 


A Little Too Much Tradition? 
Continued on page 3 


Parent's Weekend Announced 
by LlWlDe Rouff 


On Saturday. May 17, the annual 
Kalamazoo College Parents' Day 
festivities will take place. A sche
dule of the day's program is still 
tentative, but a pop concert. student 
art exhibit, and drama production 
are among some of the activities 
planned. 


Designed to acquaint parents 
with their son or daughter's school, 
Parents' Day is not as supernuous 
as it may seem. Granted. many 
parents have already visited the 
campus. but few are actually 
familiar with the Kalamazoo plan. 
The reason for this ignorance does 
not have the college as its source. It 
is not because this inrormation is not 


available to parents that they are 
unaware of the college and its 
activities. 


Unfortunately, most partents do 
not understand the reasons their 
children are in college. As happens 
with so many of the established 
conventions in our society. the 
purpose or validity 01 attending 
college is rarely questioned. For 
many parents, having a son or 
daughter in college is little more 
than a comfort. (Where else could 
they be?) Such a distorted view of 
the role of the college is indeed 
unfortunate as well as erroneous. 


When asked why do we have a 
Parents' Day, Co-ordinator of Stu· 
dent Activities Jim Scar answered, 
"It's a tradition," 


I do not think that Jim Bear 


consciously organizes activities 
simply because they are a tradition, 
but his answer would seem to 
indicate &S much. In any case. it well 
illustrates the point. To do anything 
out of mere tradition or convention 
is not just cause. Such mindless 
actions lead to stagnant societies 
operating with obsolete vaJues. 


I think, or I should hope, that 
theril is a better reason for having a 
Parents' Day. In offering an after
noon with both an athletic event and 
a guest speaker for instance. the 
college combines both entertain
ment and information, thus exem
plifying the main objeetive of the 
college itself; to juxtapose enjoy. 
ment and learning until the distinc. 
tions between the two are obliter
ated. 
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AD OpeD Letter to the College 
Community: 


After careful investigation and 
deliberation, the Student Commis
sion has decided to retain Dean 
Thompson as lNDEX Editor for 
Spring Quarter. 


True, Mr. Thompson is not taking 
courses this quarter, but at the time 
of his appointment he was planning 
to take courses, Therefore. Mr. 
Thompson did not misrepresent 
himself before the Commission. Mr. 
Thompson was enrolled in classes at 
K last quarter, and he will be taking 
classes at the College this summer. 


Additionally, Mr. Thompson's 
staff is limited, by their budget, to 
$200.00 in Honoraria, It is the 
Commission's responsibility to in
sure that only $200.00 is spent in 
Honoraria this quarter, and the 
Commission has no intent of shirk
ing these duties. 


In view of the INDEX's Staff, 
including Mr. Thompson, excellent 
performance this quarter, it is our 
opinion that his removal at this time 
is unwarranted and would jwpard
ize the lNDEX's viability for the 
remainder of the quarter. 


In light of this development, 
Commission has decided to take 
action in the immediate future to 
insure that all Media Heads are 
enrolled in classes at Kalamazoo 
during the duration of their tenure 
in office. 


To the Editor8: 


Respectfully, 
Thomas M. Flynn 


President, Student 
Commission 


Journalism has many responsibi. 
lities, but the first must be to 
present pertinent information as 
clearly and accurately as posllible. 
This is not to say that there ill no 
room for humor, satire, or editorial 
perspective ' only that people need 
facu. unadulterated by empty ob· 


Letters To The Editor 
S(:enities, fashionable cynicism, or 
propaganda, on which to base their 
own opinions. Pwple get impatient 
with being constantly persuaded or 
showered with others' attitudes. 
Opinions ~ome much more credo 
ible when the proponent expresses 
his views logically and in obvious 
control of his emotions. I applaud 
the efforts of the Index to honor 
such standards. 


John Grier 


Aprill7, 1975 
The pwple at the Physical Plant 


who are responsible for the college 
vehicles, would like to thank the 
students who return cars at the 
scheduled time in good condition, 
however!!-- there are some prob
lems. 


The garage is responsible for the 
following services: grease, oil, tune
ups, tire changes, wash jobs, most 
body work, all painting, seat and 
upholstery cleaning. overhaul jobs. 
and all small repairs necessary to 
keep the equipment functional. We 
are responsible Cor more than fifty 
gasoline operated pieces of equip. 
ment. (The vehicles are driven 
about one quarter million miles per 
year.J To accomplish this work load 
we employ only one full time 
mechanic and one ten hour per week 
student. We can't do it alone and 
must have the co-operation from 
drivers who return cars with the 
interiors clean- no junk please. 


The following are examples of 
problems encountered this past 
month: The van was reserved for 8 
o'clock one evening for a college 
business trip and was returned 
sometime during the night with a 
champagne bottle, (the cork and 
wraps next to the drives seat) seven 
empty lite beer cans, and one full 
beer can behind the seat. This 
vehicle was scheduled out for 7:15 
the next morning: therefore no way 
for us to do anything but issue the 


vehicle in a very unsatisfactory 
condition. College businessr? 


Three weeks ago two cars were 
signed out by one department for 
Friday afternoon and evening to be 
returned sometime during the 
night. The weather had been bad 
and all cars were covered with salt 
and mud so we decided overtime 
was warranted to wash cars on 
Saturday morning. Two employees 
and supervisor waited for three 
hours, eXpei:ting these two cars plus 
two loaned to college professors. No 
cars! (They were returned late 
Sunday .) Moral: Think ahead About 
Committments of Other People. 


There are many days when the 
demand Cor cars is so large, that 
they are driven by two or three 
people, and the garage doesn't have 
access to them Cor several days. so 
maintenance for this time is non· 
existant. 


We accept our responsibilities 
wholeheartedly. I hope each of you 
do the same. The next time you are 
privileged to drive a college vehicle, 
remember only the driver and 
passengers leave the car a mess, we 
don't drive them! 


Ben Darnell 
Kalamazoo College 
Superintendent of 


Maintenance 


Dear Index. Staff, 
I would appreciate it very much if 


you would print the following letter 
in the next Index. 
Dear Dr. Rainsford, 


If my memory serves me correct· 
ly, a statement was made last fall \;Iy 
our Mr. Dozier, to the effect that 
despite the new rise in next year's 
tuition. UK" would still be running in 
the red for awhile. Perhaps I am 
wrong and please correct me if I am. 
However re<:ently I have heard 
rumors that UK" will definitely be 
running in the red in the coming 
year and even more so this next 


summer term. 
llthis is so Mr. Rainsford, if we 


are running in the red or on the 
verge of doing so, why t hen are we 
spending money so fooli shly? Many 
students would like to know why 
the walls in Dewing are being 
painted so extravagantly. Surely 
such adornment will not serve to 
improve the education that takes 
place within those walls. What then 
was the reason for such a needless 
expense? And what about our new 
mail hut, t agree that it is very 
attractive, but was it neces.~ary? 
Couldn't the money have been used 
more efficiently elsewhere? And the 
lovely furnitUre in Hicks lobby I WAS 


it a gift to the school or another 
needless expenditure? Surely the 
old red couches were just as 
servicable as the new ones. 


I would also like to know if this 
idea about installing $50,000 worth 
of concrete around the quad trails is 
being taken seriously! r certainly 
hope not and I'm not alonel We have 
plenty of sidewalks now and U the 
students can't diS(:ipline themselves 
enough to use them do you really 
think they'll use the new ones? I 
don't. 


And finally, if inflation is hurting 
us so badly that we are faced with a 
deficit why was K,78 ran at no 
charge to it's participants, and why 
is K-79 to be held again under the 
same conditions. If the land & sea 
participants had to help cover their 
costs, why not t hose in K-79? 


Please respond, 
Respectfully. 


A concerned spokesman for 
concerned students. 


"Hurry, hurry, ladies and gentle, 
men, atep r ight this way and win 
your very own South Vietnamese 
kid. No money needed. Just show up 
at the airport and cart him away. 
Only you ... " 


In the past month, side-sho .. 
offers such as this have been made 
everywhere. Responses have bee~ 
just as numerous, with the reSult 
that young Vietnamese children by 
the crate load are being packaged, 
shipped. and delivered into the 
hands of America's unsuspecting 
couples. 


What they don't suspect, and 
have no reason to, is that this kindly 
gestu~ by the Americans to airlift 
homeless orphans is actually I 


surreptitious, insidious plan tanta. 
mount to the horrors of Watergate. 
In a cunning move calculated to end 
juvenile delinquincy in America, the 
omnipotent American government 
signed a clandestine, perfidious ~at't 
with the unscrupulous S. VIet. 
namese pres ident Thieu. One 
highly-placed source remarked. 
''This pact will alleviate our prob
lems of J.O .. and at the same time, 
show the world just how compas
sionate 'Big Brother' can be." 


THE PLAN: Operation "Trade 
Problems (TP)" was initiated when 
it was noticed the orphan-carrying 
planes were returning to Asia with 
nothing but scattered scraps of rice. 
Thinking as true ecologists, Con· 
gress and the President decided to 
make use of this space: two-hundred 
surprised New York JO's wert 
placed on the next plane and sent to 
a surprised South Vietnam. II 
wasn't much later that TP WI! 
officially created and enthusiast~ 
cally endorsed. 


Future co-operation with the 
South Vietnamese appears grim, 
but fingers are still crossed in 
Washington that this fme program 
will be continued no matter woo 
fmally controls the government. 


(Note: This inCormation was only 
just recently leaked to the press. 
We are now investigating this 
operation thoroughly). 


Tim Chapman 


Shall New Grading Be Instituted? 
We're back once again to thlit 010 


nemesis of the conventional educa
tional system: grades. In re<:ent 
years, the battle for and against the 
classic 4.00 grading S(:ale or deriva
tives thereo! has raged on without 
achieving much middle ground. The 
re·affirmationll of the faithful on 
both sides still ring in our ears. 


But w'hatever haa been said pro 
and con in the past is not the 
concern of this editorial, so before 
you stop reading, sit up and take 
notice: this directly affects you. 


The Educational Policies Com· 
mittee is considering the question of 
whether or not "+" and "~" signs 
should be taken into consideration 
when grade point averages are 
computed. 


Under the present system, Cor 
example, a "B+", a "B" and a "B-" 
are all computed as worth three 
points out of a possible four. Under 
the concept now being discussed by 
the EPC, a "B+" would be closer to 
a value of 3 5 than a "B-". U this 
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were to go into effect, then thwret
ically GPA would more precisely 
reflect the performance level of the 
student and thus increase the 
fairness of the system. 


At p~sent, while plusses and 
minuses are recorded on our official 
transcripts, the GPA as computed 
by Kalamazoo College IS NOT. 


Consider then, these two points in 
particular before you make up your 
mind: 


1) Graduate schools can interpret 
grades in whatever manner they 
wish, since the GPA as computed by 
Kalamazoo College is not a part of 
our official transcript, thus lessen
ing the impact of that figure. 


2) li a change taking plusses and 
minuses into consideration is initiat, 
ed, a trend toward grade inflation 
may be accentuated. 


It is not the case that plussell and 
minuses are likely to cancel each 
other out, leaving overall GPA 
about the same, and there is a 
tendency for "+" grades to be 
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given more frequently than "-" 
grades here at "K" (supposedly 
statistically verifiable). In this case 
the proposed change might cause 
the average GPA here to rise 
without an accompanying increase 
in academic performance. thus de
creasing the value of any given GPA 
at Kalamazoo College. 


The mechanism by which this 
change would operate were it to be 
instituted has not yet been deter
mined. There is however, a good 
case to be made in favor of changing 
the p~sent system to one taking 
into consideration plusses and min
uses. 


We're all aware of the wide range 
of difCerence between for example, 
"B+" and "B·" work and although 
the "B+" student theoretically 
benefits more than the "B-" student 
~ause he has put more into the 
learned more in a given course, still. 
when his GPA is computed, he is 
just not given a fair shake. 


(Information courtesy of Joe 
Feltz. Educational Policies Comm.) 


Plant A Little Atmosphere 
by Tom Magill 


How many times have you walked 
by the Lovell Street bank and said 
to yourself. "Wouldn't ground cover 
look good there?" and "Wouldn't it 
be fun to put it there?" Or, you walk 
by one of the trees and wonder. "It 
would be kind of nice to label the 
trees with proper and common 
names. sort of en hance the academic 
atmosphere." 


Well, for people like you. Tom 
Rhorer has come up with a brain· 
storm: landmarK Day (pronounced 
with an inordinate amount 01 
emphasis on the K). which is May 
3rd according to our "K" calendars. 


The basic philosophy behind the 
scheml' is to promote student input 
into the "beaut ification" of the 
cam pus, not only by work·therapy, 


but by contributing ideas. Some of 
the ideas that have been offered so 
far include creating a patio area at 
the rear of Shale using logs and 
plants; a woodchip path through the 
Grove; preparing Dower beds for 
planting; and restoring the 190 year 
old stump in front of Olds. (Somwne 
even suggested a covered bridge 
connecting the sidewalk in front of 
Severn). U you have any serious 
ideas (you should be willing to work 
on them), let Tom Rhorer or Jim 
Bear in on them. 


The Physical Plant is willing to 
contribute materials and some 
labor (there ill even a rumor that 
D. Little of cement path fame will be 
t he re) to make it all work. 


But there is more to the day than 
what was just deS(:ribed above. 
Saga Scott has offered refresh. 


ments, AS well as a pie-eating 
contest sometime during the day. ~ 
the afternoon the MIAA tenn!! 
tournament will be held .. and t~ 
night there is a free movIe. Re 
Without a Cause. 


So, those of you who long to wor~ 
with your hands and reap all t/)li 
benefits of some constructive phY
sical exertion, there is a day for you. 
On May third, get up in the morning 
embrace the fresh air, roU up yout 
sleeves and undertake a projecl· 
Think of the good it will ao for your 
spirit, as well as the glow thai 
accompanies accomplishing 80m!' 
thing worthwhile. Be venture8O~!' 
just think. next time you're wal)tillg 
by the Lovell bank with som~nt. 
and you need some conversatLO~' 
you can tell them that you made it 
all possible. 
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Explores The Language Of Doubt 


F Theodor Rossi Dismembers The Angel Of Chaste Hands 
Joe Hart those words. 


[tLs not always possible to wholly 
LDguish an eclecticism of style 
• confusion of beliefs. Theodor 
"5 second novel, Dismembering 


AOSel of Chaste Haads. does not 
't such a separation to be 


""~ novel, in fact, offe rs the 
of being written in a 


style to present t he uncer· 
of the characters and t he 
of the author's literary 


~~~:,~; Rossi has accordingly 
~ a lan8'Uage of doubt; a 


stylized narrative compri~ 
variety of writing techniques 
methods whose sum ironically 


Rossi suitably avoids Providing 
actuality and experience ~ause 01 


the human element involved in 
selecting and arranging t he order of 
t he young man with a name. A name 
would serve to define an immeasur_ 
able essence of individuality and he 
refuses to commit himself to such a 
judgment of definition. The identity 
of t he fe male characters are all lost 
within the name which they share. 
Specific traits and idiosyncrecies 
are either submerged or spread 


among the other women making it 
impossible for the reader to distin
guish between them and creating a 
composite character who is unknow
able and hence. according to Rossi, 
invites a response of fear and 
suspicion. 


One of the comforts which t he 
young man is seeking is an unselfish 
relationship based on honesty and a 
"purity of understanding". He is 
prevented from attaining this com
fort by the incomprehensible nature 
of himself and other people. It is 


impossible to achieve any honesty 
without understanding and it is 
impossible to understand something 
which is by its very nature 
ambiguous. 


In the absence of clear communi
cation he reluctantly tries to pro
vide a motivation which will explain 
the actions and dialogues of the 
other characters but the hopes 
which he has for a preeious, fulfilling 
relationship are thwarted by hi! 
hesitancy in accepting hill own 


precarious interpretation of appear
ances. 


Rossi's future work cannot be 
calculated. The style and language 
constructions in Dillmembering the 
Angel of Chute H&.ads are ingen
iously conceived but it does not 
seem to hold the potential for a 
series of novels. Hopefully, Rossi's 
presence will not be unfelt among 
those writers and readers who 
attempt to explore their gratifica
tions with a sense of caution and 
bewilderment. 


~.;;.;" .. i" ,(e,.,,, rather than a Oedipus Adaptation Result Of Frustration 
by J obo Davies 


of experiments. The narra· 
is self-consciously inconclusive: 
eyes were closed: she could 


been asleep, or listening to the 
sigh from neglect, or holding 


clark without her hands having 
it." 


characters in the book 
a nervous, young man, who, 


money received from an 


No title sufficiently desc=ribes Ken 
Dixon's role in the Theater Depart. 
ment. When not working in the Fine 
Arts building he is a painter and 
more recently, a plaYwright. I met 


with Ken to talk about his writing academia, and the realization that 
and discovered he has been working his work as a painter had been 
on an adaptation of Sophocle's neglected, forced him to quit 
Oedepus entitled OedipUII Collage, teaching. He traveled, painted and 


Until 1972, Ken taught Art began to experiment with language, 
History, but a growing sense of This experimentation atemmed 
alienation from the world beyond from the notion that " ... the language 


Thebes of the Sphinx. marry his 
mother and become King. When the 
truth revealed itself, Locasta ecm
mitted suicide and Oedipus blinded 
himself. The aging Oedipus was 
later banished, 


Ken wanted to rewrite the play so 
that Oediups was seen not as a myth 
dealing with the past. but as a 
present myth. He began by revers
ing the order of events, Act I would 
be Act III and so forth. By doing 
this, t he last act would be " ... an 
objective view of the whole cour~ 
of events which have taken place 10 


Acts I and II:' Acts 1 and II would 
be played historically with Greek 
masks and costumes and as ab
stractly as possible. The use of the 
abstract would enable the audience 
t.o stand at least one remove away 
from the subjett. In the last act, the 
masks would be removed and Ken 
hopes the audieo~ would.be able to 
empatize with history tn a way 
that they hadn't before. Ken realiz· 
es this is quite an attempt and only a 
production of the play will give 
credence to his dramatic style. He 
has retained the Greek chorus, but 
its function is not authoreal com
mentary, rather, the chorus func
tions to antagonize Oedipus. 


"ri,"!,,: travels listlessly in the 
of discovering some town, 


,some room, in which he 
- ,"-;'-,-o'mfortable; his Mexican 


, Curious Alphonse who 
accompany the young 


simply shows up unexplained 
and whenever he is 


and a number of mysterious 
all named Brood who display 


incalculable and threatening 


,,;:r::~;'~"~:~'I~Each of those por-
::I. fail to gain any 


into each other. Rossi, 
at times to have an 


for his charac· 
at their 


, and intentions. 
naive presentation 


I narrative, Rossi is 
simulate the alienation 
in all people and the 


'~.p~h]. circumvention of the 
are some moments, 


precious intimacy and 
•• ilj,il, that ecli pse his im· 


un derstanding: "He r 


":::';]~;:~~!.:an~:d] ,incapable . 
111 • " , but he is 


aware the novel as 
form attempting mimesis is 


than a string of words 
fail to represent 


-'~,-r ... 


• • 
• 


as it existed now, was almost 
incapable of conveying ideas, really 
subjective ideas. It was capable of 
conveying concepts, but it couldn't 
convey feelings." A reworking of 
Oedipus was the product of Ken's 
frustration with the language. He 
couldn't explain why he chose 
Oedipus except that the subject 
matter interested him, In retro
spect, he said he must have 
identified with the protagonist's 
plight. 


We all know the story, but to 
refresh your memory .... Oedipus 
was born the son of King Laius of 
Thebes and his wife Iocasta. The old 
oracle at Delphi warned Laiu.s that 
his son would eventually kill him. 
Not wanting this to happen, he had 
the babe taken to the mountains to 
wither away. Of course the boy 
lived, was taken to another land .nd 
adopted by King Polybus of Corinth. 
Never aware of his adoption, young 
Oedipus visited the oracle and was 
told he would kill his father. 
Thinking the oracle had meant 
Polybus, he left Corinth vowing not 
to return. Wandering aimlessly in 
the countryside around Thebes, he 
argued with and slayed four travel
ers. Laius was among them and 
unknowingly died by the hand of his 
son. Oedipus went on to purge 


Oedipus Col1ap is not yet pub
lished, but Ken recently entered a 
play competition at Webster College 
in St. Louis. One would think our 
Theater Arts De pt. would be 
interested in new material for the 
Dungeon. Perhaps they will take 
note of the availability of such a 
work. 


A New Administrative Wizard Joins The Campus (Cont.) 
eontinued from page 1 


. He was in charge of my fund 
in the Bob Carr campaign. 
like to have a secretary! 


I have staff objeetives 
l1t very immediate. I would 
to JIOSsess some sort of on
organitation fo r the Annual 


stated: "My job here is fu nd
and we have an annual 


budget of $6.5 million, 
There are roughly 1400 


. If you divide 1,400 into 611a 
get about $4.600. Tuition 
a t housand dollars less 
The difference between 
o"" ",j". the school and 


in through 
over $ 1000 per 


~·:'}h." .~irre, ... "",, has to come 
otrice. in addition to 
endowment. When we 


from the Annual 


';~~:~:~']~;:~;TI,~~usUallY 00 :: money is 
Fund 


hopes for the 
, and the manner in 


intends to accomplish its 
to raise $5 million 


'." .. ",] Fund this year. It's 


on the calendar basis now. It was on 
a fiscaJ basis before, but that was a 
little upsetting to some people in 
tenos of income tax returns, etc. 
This is 44% higher than last year. 
We hope to obtain $170,000 of that 
from Alumni, $115,000 from Busi
ness and lndustry, $208,000 from 
Friends, and $7,000 from Parents. 


Breaking that down by methods 
of how we'll obtain the money from 
those various categories, I hope that 
we can gather within the next ten 
days about $50,000 from the Phone
a·thon, about $137,000 from dirett 
mail, and the rest from personal 
contact. Also, we should obtain 
around $75,000 from the president 
and Vice-President, $75,000 from 
the Development staff, and $163,000 
from our Founders' Committee, 
which is a group of flfteen people 
who are making direct solicita 
tions." 


He discussed the recent Phone
athon program he initiated: "Over a 
ten day period, phoning two hours 
in the evening from 7 to 9 p.m., we 
hope to reach approximately 2,800 
friends and Alumni who have given 
to the College in the past. We'll be 
utilizing about 150 volunteers: 
members of t he Administration, 
students, a smaJl number of facu lty, 
alumni, and [riends. The results of 
the first day of calling were that we 
completed eight ca lls per hour 
(where we actually talked to some
body) with a total of 436 calls made. 


There were 168 people who said 
"Yes" (38.5%), 29 people who said 
~No" (6.6%). 38 who were undecid. 
ed (8.97%). and 201 who we didn't 
reAch (46.1%). We estimate that we 
rai~ about $5.400 last night. We 
have 25 students who volunteered 
their time, through the help of Tom 
Flynn. We also have one faculty 
member who has volunteered, 
David Evans. The students are 
really beating the faculty, 25 to one, 
in this project. 


Concerning his opinions of the 
elfects which would result if the 
program failed . he conjettured: "I 
think the most immediate erlect to 
students would probably be a 
deterioration in current service. 
That's in the very short run. In the 
long run, the possible effett on this 
school, or any other school, would be 
on the academic program. There 
would be an inability to attract 
competent and superior faculty, or 
to have good administrators. I think 
the physical aspect of it, ultimately. 
will lead to the deterioration of the 
academic side of it." 


"I don't believe there would be an 
increase in tuition. You know, the 
College absorbs a lot of losses that it 
makes up to the students in terms of 
scholarships. I understand that we 
dipped $80,000 into our ednowment 
during the last year to pay for 
SCholarships for students here on 
campus. r don't know what an 


accountant would say about that. 
which ledger or line you'd put that 
under- but that's obviously a loss 
venture in terms of the aggregate 
amountofthe whole thing." "I think 
that if we didn't raise the money for 
the Annual Fund, we'd have to take 
a beating some place else. That 
might be the endowment, it might 
be services: in terms of beauti 
fication of the campus, in the 
number of maintenance people we 
have, or the number of support 
people we have to bolster the 
Administration." 


The College, the Board of Trus
tees, certainly would not say: 'Well 
we have to raise our tuition SSOO 
beeause we have a poor Annual 
Fund Drive.' If it got to be a habit 
though, it would be difficult to 
engage in long term hnancial 
planning, betause you wouldn't be 
able to predict how much money 
would be coming in each year. It 
would be virtually impossible to 
plan for things, based on money that 
you ",,"ouldn't know would be there 
or not." 


He then went on to state : ''I'm 
running a campaign, which is not 
new to me. I was running phone 
banks in North Carolina for Pat 
Taylor, in a gubernatorial cam 
paign; I was running phone banks 
for a millage campaign in Grand 
Rapids; I was running advertising 
campaigns lor th.e Gan~s' stores; 


running campaigns lor a guy 
running for Congress; and now I'm 
running a campaign to raise money. 
And I'm still running phone banks." 


"I was talking to a friend last 
night, about what I was doing here 
and why. Looking back at what 1 
was and what I'm doing, 1 guess I 
kind of characterized myself as 
being a medium·sized frog in a 
small. but very impressive pond. 
The person with me said 'Well, 
Brian, just think, in the futUre you 
have the opportunity to maybe be a 
very large frog in a small pond', You 
could be a t.dpole .... or not there at 
all." 


Rainsford Speaks 
President George N. Rainsford of 


Kalamazoo College will be in 
Washington, D.C., to attend and 
speak to the Association of Govern. 
ing Boards of Colleges and Univer
sities. 


Hjs topic for an afternoon session 
on Monday, April 21, will be 
"Improved Resource Management: 
Toward a ToLa! Concept." Two 
Kalamazoo College trustees will also 
attend the meetings, to be held at 
the Statler Hilton Hotel. They are 
Louis Slavin, Kalamazoo and Fraser 
Pomeroy, Detroit. 


The keynote address will be given 
by Dr. Clark Kerr, Director of the 
Carnegie Council on Policy Studies 
in Higher Education. 
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Musical Version Of Canterbury Tales Bawdy And Robust 
by Beth Towaer 


The battle between the sexe!'! has 
always been a favorite theme Cor 
writers throughout the centuries, 
but somehow high school class 
diseussions of Chaucer's Ca.aterbury 
TaJe8 seemed to bog down with 
"When the Aprille with his shours 
sotel The droughts of Marehe hath 
perced to the rote" and rarely 
touched upon what those pilgrims 
were really searching lor. Mar· 
tin Starkie and Nevill Coghill did 
get past the prologue, and have 
adapted Chaucer's text into a 
bawdy, fun·loving musical true to 
the authors style, if simplified from 
middle English to modern rhymed 
couplets. With a generally excellent 
score by Richard Hill and John 
Hawkins. Canterbury Tale! is one of 
the better musicals to come out of 
the late 1960's, and it is being given 
a wholeheartedly enthusiastic reno 
dition by WMU's theatre depart· 
ment at Shaw Theatre (April 15·19). 


For the most part, director David 
Karsten and his boisterous cast of 
twenty·six students are successful 
in capturing the spirit of Chaucer, 
Une can be sure that not one 
suggestive moment is lost, but the 
bawdiness is well·handled and not 
offensive. The cast works well as an 
ensemble with a few notable per· 
formances from William Langlois, 
Gloria Boucher. and Cynthia Kania, 
in their multiple roles. But as 


frequently occurs with student 
productions. portraying age without 
reverting to stereotypes. is a 
problem with this production. 


Roseann Hammil makes some 
good attempts at her characteriza· 
tion or the Wife of Bath, but too 
often she loses control of her pitch 
and her voice becomes grating. A 
major disappointment for me was 
her lack of sinpng on what should 


have been a Show-stopper. "Come 
on and Marry Me Honey". The 
director's interpretation of Chaucer 
as an old withered man was also a 
poor choice, and not in keeping with 
the magic of the show. Instead of 
being a charming and clever com
mentator, he intruded upon the 
show as a dull and unwanted inter
ruption. 


The music came across well, 


Ross Solo Highlights Evening 
by M. A. Seaver 


Those willing to make a trip out to 
the Kalamazoo Valley Community 
College auditorium last Sunday 
night, were treated to an evening of 
authentically presented vocal and 
instrumental music by the Society 
For Old Music. 


Accompanied by The Wind Forest 
and guest artist Dr. Barry Ross, the 
Society performed a program en· 
titled, "Baroque Splendor," fea· 
turing works by Schutz, Montever
di and Biber, 


There were several outstanc;iing 
numbers, but Ross's performance 


highlighted the evening. Ross. who 
is associate professor of music at 'K· 
College. and concertmaster for the 
Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra, 
played Biber's "Passacaglia in G 
Minor" with a sensitive yet forceful 
interpretation commensurate with 
his technique. 


The vocal music. principally based 
upon themes of religious and courtly 
love, was nicely balanced with 
presentations by Wind Forest and 
stringed instruments. Especially 
outstanding was Fay Smith's mezzo
soprano solo of a Schultz selection, 


Oratorio Society At Stetson 
by Kathryn Boyack 


Last Saturday evening, the Kala
mazoo Oratorio Society and mem
bers of the Kalamazoo Symphony 
Orchestra came before a well-filled 
Stetson Chapel to perform Brahms 
German Requiem. 


After some delay in seating the 
performers. the program com. 
menced with an invocation by a 
chorus member. The group. UDder 
the direction of Jack J. Frey. then 
got off to a hesitant start. On first 
impression, one might have recom. 
mended a little more confidence. 
and a slightly larger orchestra. 
However. as things got moving. the 
performance became stable and was 
quite impressive until the end, when 


the tenor section showed signs of 
wear. The 'chamber' orchestra, 
approximately 30 players. and 
actompanist Ruth Weenink, provid
ed the chorus with excellent support 
considering their minimal 
rehearsal lime. 


The soloists . soprano Marsha 
Lyttle Petto and baritone Daniel 
Christian, both gave fine perform
ances that were a credit to the 
music. 


Although not perfect. the Ora
torio Society's presentation of the 
Requiem was far from amateurish. 
It was a rme performance and a 
good reflection of what Kalamazoo 
can offer to those interested in the 
arts. 


The KALAMAZOO CIVIC PLAYERS 


"Eile mich, Gott, .tu Erretten," as 
well as Monteverdi'S "Chiomo d'oro" 
sung by sopranos Audrey Davidson 
and Laura Smith, SSJ. 


There are many beautiful voices 
in this group, but at least two of the 
solo performances lacked deSirable 
elements of vocal control. In the 
group numbers. the voices generally 
moved as well together as a band of 
colors diffused through the same 
prism. producing a moving overall 
effect. 


However, several technical flaws 
marred the perfection of Sunday 
night's performance, including in
stances in which voices and instru· 
ments were simply not together and 
some occasions where individual 
vocalists were off·key. 


And although the presentation 
was nicely balanced, the program 
could have been shortened by 
filteen or twenty minutes. since 
music of this period quickly loses its 
impact. 


The Society For Old Music is 
directed by Audrey Davidson, As
sistant Professor of Humanities in 
the College of General Studies at 
Western Michigan University. Rich· 
ard Niess ink , piano and organ 
teacher here at 'K' transcribed the 
music for the lute played in the 
concert, and members of the Society 
include Dr. David A. Collins, chair· 
man of the French department, 
tenor. 


AU in all, it was an enjoyable 
concert. one pleasantly marked by 
the kind of community Ceeling so 
often characterizing cultural events 
in Kalamazoo. 


espedally the lively chorus num
bers, although the romantic ballads 
lacked a certain polish and vocal 
strength. The choreography, espec
ially for "Beer is Best" was fun, but 
the ballet duet for "I Am All 
A·Blaze" was decidedly inappro
priate and poorly executed. 


Jill K. Petersen deserves special 
merits for her excellent costume 
designs; and the set, designed by 


Vern Stillwell was also very 
tive. with the exception 
cathedral eCfect: a 
heavy Gothic arches and 
ency prOjections for stain 
windows. 


But overall, WMU's C .. "",,
Talell is an evening of fun 
enthusiasm for both cast 
audience. and well worth 
pilgrimage to Shaw Theatre. 


Symphony Hosts Husband, Wife 


Guest Artists Perform 
by David J. Ban 


In the final concert of its 1974-75 
season. Tuesday night, the Kalama· 
zoo Symphony s howed off its 
surprising competence and versatil· 
ity to an audience of ardent music 
lovers. The program included old 
favoriets by Mozart and Beethoven, 
as well as two dazzling so lo 
performances of works by Brahms 
and Dvorak. The symphony played 
host for two most respectable 
artists. the husband and wife team 
of Grant Johannesen and Zora 
Nelsova. 


The evening started out with 
Beethoven's Overture to "Egmont", 
OpUIL 84. This overture was original
ly written for Goethe'!,! drama 
EgmoDt and as such is full of rich 
emotion and displays oC passion. The 
Symphony played it well, producing 
a most satisfactory sound for their 
small numbers. The audience was 
most responsive to this short and 
time·tested favorite. Their exuber· 
ant involvement set the mood for 
the evening. one of enjoyable music. 
performed well and appreciated 
greatly. 


The second number on the 
program was Brahms' Concerto for 
Piano No.2 B Flat Major, Opus 83, 
performed by guest artist Grant 
Johannesen. This lengthy concerto 
consists of four movements, each 
unique in feeling and style, but each 
flowing smoothly into a unified 
whole. It is a familiar piece in 


virtuoso repertoire, but Cails to be 
boring in the light of its brilliant and 
technically complex passages. It 
was performed with quite a bit of 
dramatic £lair by Johannesen. who 
was at once captivated by its 
complexity and completely at ease 
and in control of its difficult 
passages. He brought to Brahms an 
incisiveness and brightness that. 
though uncustomary. was entirely 
refreshing. The orchestra did a good 
job of backing up his performance, 
despite some bad notes by the 
principal cellist and the woodwinds' 
general inability to produce a much 
needed sense of tenderness. 


The woodwinds redeemed them
selves in the performance. following 
intermission . of Mozarfs Overture 
to "The Magie Flute" k. 620. Of all 
the favorites on the program, t his 
was the most liked and familiar. The 
orchestra did it justice, surprise 
though that was after the Brahms. 
Particularly eCfective was their use 


is usual, but 
range in volume for 
Symphony Orchestra. 


The highlight of the pro,""" 
beyond doubt the 
the Concerto for 
Orchelltra, B Minor, 
Antonin Dvorak. This 
is packed with highly 
emotion. Written by the 
composer in the States i 
awaiting his return to 
soil, it is a brilliant 
quite able to evoke 
the composer's 
same time, it reflects 
immersion in the native 
music. It is an exciting 
music for the li stener. 
syncopation and dramatic 
Its range and rh ythm 
sense of tension and 
alive throughout its entirety. 


Zara Nelsova's presence on 
was dominating. Coming 
distinguished family of 
musicians, she was the 
artistic vehicle for the 
Dvorak's tumultuous exp"" 
She seemed larger than 
bright apricot concert gown 
indeed, her performance 
be something outside of the 
norma1 human experience. 
s ioned as it was, her 
unfailingly maintained 
solidity and crispness 
playing at its best. The 
sound of her Stradivarius 
the most part enhanced by 
orchestra, but there were 
where the orchestra seemed 
fit in well with the dynamic 
of the cello's lines. 


At one point there w&! 


tempestuous interplay b~,tw"~: 
cello and the first 
admirably by the 8,:;".hO'I: 
certmaster. Barry 
interplay, the tumult and 
expressed between the 
voice of the cello and 
voice of woodwinds. 
and resolution with 


t ive. 
the efforts 


of a third voice. 
the concert was 


conductor for the 
concert of the season. 
forward to the coming 
performances with hopes for 
and better performances. 


Upcoming Film Society Previews 


MAY 2,3 ,6·]0 


SPEC]AL STUDENT RATES 5200 


Catl343-1313 for reservations 10-5 M F 


by Mary D'Amour 
Tonight at 6:45 and 10:00 in t he 


Recital Hall "K" College audiences 
will have a chance to feast upon two 
mm comedies of the 1930's. The fll'st 
is Design For LiviDg which captures 
the gorgeous Gary Coope., a 
spritely Miriam Hopkins. and Fred· 
Irick March in a sop histicated 
menage a trois. Ben Hecht rewrote 
the script from a Noel Coward play 
a.nd director Lubitsch expertly 
paced this comedy concerning the 
combined emotional and artistic 
careers of three Americans in Paris. 
Miriam Hopkins exchanges her 
career as interior decorator for the 
position of overseer of the lives of 
painter Cooper and playwright 
March. The arrangement provides 
not only business but pleasure for 


the three. Molly Haskell in her book 
called From Reverence w Rape says 
of Design For Living, ''The number 
of sacred cows gaily demolished by 
the film-premarital virginity. fide
lity, monogamy, marriage, and 
finally, the one article of even 
bohemian faith, the exclusive, one. 
to-one love relationship-is stagger. 
ing.'· But Haskell goes on to say that 
this "hip" comedy of the thirties 
upheld other values. "The candor 
and innocence of the relationships, 
ma1e-male and male-female. pre
clude any taint of perversion or 
coyness and enable the film to go 
beyond sex to its true spirit which is 
not carnal but romantic, the collu
sion of kindred sou l. of hlithe 
spirits in a working relationship 
that works." 


Twentieth Century 
Howard Hawks proves 
Barrymore was at times 
comic. as well as dramatic 
provides a vehicle for 
talents of Carol Lombard. 
more plays a movie director 
died by a sly starlet 
hilariously by Lombard. 


Wednesday April 30, 
historic evening as a 
Fonda portrays 
Young Mr. Lin colD. 
Society is not showing John 
claSsic purely out of 
reverence but rather be<"'~!:j 
been highly praised by 
stein and Bogdonovitch. 
Lincoln is a director's a',"d'::;'" 
choice. 
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Portraits As CO"tlJ()Sll~e Memories 


WMU Instructor Holds Private Art Exhibition 


~i~7:~~~:~~~ at his studio-
noor of 241 


paintings and 
.;: ••• ,. O<m.ld King. King, who 


i of Kalamazoo 
at WMU for the past 


, is on his flfth one-man 
is the holder of numerous 


having received a 
Arts degree [rom 


. ~~~~:~~~~~:;">~ of Arts and ~ he continued 
a Master of Fine Arts at 


(also in Oakland). 
fits into the context of 


painting, which worked 
and painterliness of 


expressionism into figura· 
&11.. The most profound inDu
on him carne from Nathan 


whom King describes as a 


~~;!i::~:~~';'~ ~!He also had Diebenkorn at 
of Arts and 


These two men are charac
of the West Coast sehool of 


King ta1ked about the 
of California life on the 


style and made some 
"''':''" with the New York 


artists: "I think it's an 
Art there (West CoastJ. You 


New York and see people 
bundled up and in a very 


kind of feeling, always 
self-enclosed and insuJat


to insulate themselves 
m&llY other people_ You 


the West Coast and it's all 
&lid air and skin and 


that if you went to 
I don't think it would 


to want to paint figures 
!.~i,m~~" Beach does ... l've often 


West Coast art was a little 


~.~;",~;:;;~~~;" New York 


God~"h~ Pt. n 
On The Orient Expre!l!l 


I & II 
Do" 
and Michelle 


Great Waldo Pepper 
Mom 


Frankenstien 


Warhol's silk screens. "The Califor
nia painter tends to be much more 
humanistic and leaves errors even. 
Oliveira very much did that -
leaving his tracings, leaving his 
tracks on the canvas." 


The West Coast painters, par
ticularly in the case of Oliveira, 
have left their mark in King'a 
painting. Some of his works look 
familiar, almost too familiar, but 
others are very fresh. Often mid
way between the figurative &lid the 
abstract, bizarre nesh tones and 
muted off oolors replace traditional 
modeling. Human forms become 
shapes of color and light. The 
California light dominates many of 
the paintings as it becomes a 
tangible entity present in big 
chunks cutting through the compo
sit.ion. The muddiness of King's 
color is reminscent. of Oliveira. His 
"Twisted Figure" and "Kn~s Up" 
are t.wo among the most suceessful 
work.! in which the light and use of 
paint take preeedence over the 
figure itself. Although King calls his 
figures portraits in t he sense of 
being "composite memoriea", one 
gets the impression that rather than 
the paint being the medium for the 
figure. the figure becomes the 
medium for the paint which is laid 
on freely and thickly. The best of 
King's flgures do not stand in front 
of a back~und but. rather emerge 
from an environment. the space 
around the figure being quietly 
exciting. The Giacometti-ish acute 
awareness of space has &!.ways been 
with King, who says he has always 
been a figurative painter (even 
when working with abstract ideas) 
because he tends to view spaces in 
terms of the human form. For 
example, the stretehers for his four 
large "Standing Figures" were 
made to be the size of doorways (a 
very hum&ll space, says King), 
These are hectic violent forms. 


Dance Performance 
Araceli Lippman, a native of the 


Phillipine Islands, will present a 
demonstration of the various types 
of Phillipino dances, aetompanied by 
slides and a lecture, on Sunday, 
April 27, at 8:00 p.m., in the Recital 
Hall on the Kalamazoo College 
campus. 


Before coming to the United 
States in 1967. she was a member of 
the dance company at the Univer
sity of the Phillipines, and, while 
doing graduate work at the Univer
sity of Illinois, Ms. Lippman was the 
dance soloist in the annual Inter
nstional Fair. 


BICYCLE SALES 
AND REPAIRS 


BI1{§ 
III • . SOUlI (1Il1ll01DIU 1l0l.' 


PHONE 349·9423 
MON •• IRI. 11·7; SAT. 9·3:30 


explosive and gutsy with their hard 
colors. as opposed to the softness of 
many of the ot.her paintings. How
ever, while they do emphasize the 
rushed pace of modern life and a 
kind of anonymit.y, they seem less 
su«essful than other smaller works, 
the four large paintings being more 
formal in their consideration of color 
and forms. While exciting visually. 
they are perhaps too selfconscious 
and calculated. White canvas show
ing through can aid the expression 
of the theme but tends to be in the 
wrong places, annoyingly jumping 
out. It appears as if it took four tries 
to convey an idea which was never 
quite completed. 


King hasn't always been making 
figure paintings but has gone 
through the typical art student 
eclecticism, discovering and sub· 
seribing to the ideas of one painter 
after another. At one time he was 
involved with stuffed sewn canvas 
structures. mixed media (painting 
&lid sculpture combinations) and 
hard-edged paintings consisting of 
geometric forms or numbering 
systems. Several years ago he 
abandoned this: "I think part of it 
had to do with going to the beach at 
South Haven and fmding a whole 
bunch of stones. And I started really 
looking at these rocks, thinking my 
God fm sitting at. home imitating 
myself over and over again .. .l never 
did any since. They were pretty 
profound. Larry Poons wu a pretty 
big thing at. the time· t was ahead of 
him. But it just didn't feel right. 
Something I did as a chore. I'd have 
to go in there and sit and 
painstakingly do this, I'm not good 
at. it. I'm really crude, I don't have 
the patience or the facility for that 
kind of tedium." King found this 
type of painting to be a de~ end. 
"One project would die and you'd 
have to wait for anot.her one to 
start. It never led to anything. This 
thing (his present work) feels like a 
very sLrong continuum to it - it 
keeps on happening ... l feel it 


happens more than I do. Most of this 
stuff feels like magic to me. I'm not 
really sure that I even do it. I just 
put the brush down and it looks 
good. That's the only thing I really 
do .. J never know where they come 
from." 


King, like other West Coast 
painters who had been doing 
abstract work, returned to· figure 
painting; the present showing of 
flgutes represents the first he has 
done since graduate school. King 
attributes this return to his under
grad st.udies: "A lot of it has to do 
with that influence back there, the 
kind of painterliness and slop and 
out.of-control kind of quality that 
Oliveira taught with. It looks dated 
sometimes .. .It looks like the SO's. In 
fact, one of my students said 
something about that. I mentioned 
it to him and he said it doesn't really 
matter just. as long as it's good 
painting .. .lt doesn't matter to me 
whether they look like they were 
done ten years ago or yesterday or 
whenever." 


His ink drawings, executed quick
ly with feathers or sticks, have a 
similar but even more unpolished 
look. Containing both nuidity and 
agitation, they seem as calligraphy 
with splatters of ink like punctua
tion. He calls them "moments of 
truth" because the process, unlike 
painting with mixing of oolors and 
re-working of paint layers, is an 
uninterrupted one in which the 
artist is working in an intuitive, 
spontaneous manner. With few 
lines. King is able to express intense 
emotion. Despite their quickness 
&lid the fact that the drawing 
implements he uses are often crude, 
over the years, King has developed 
&II amazing control over the kinds 01 
marks he places on paper, each 
drawing characterized by subtleties 
in varying thicknesses of line. His 
sketch books full of figure drawings 
(the vast majority done from 
classroom models) serve as material 
for paintings. Most of his paint~gs 


come from drawings as opposed to 
working directly £rom a model. 


He brieny mentioned other art
ists who interested him. The 
drawings of Gustav Klimt were 
particularly relevant to King. Few 
Europeans have had an impact on 
him; he fmds contemporary Euro
pcan abstract painting too stylishly 
refined and superficial ·looking. 
Those Europeans he has found 
exciting are Matisse, Rembrandt, 
Degas, Toulouse-Lautrec. Dubuffet 
and particularly Monet. Again, the 
interest in space explains his early 
enamor with Monet, whose con
cept of levels of space seems 
oriental to King: "Clouds on water 
versus clouds under water and lily 
pads on top and air in between ... 
Like a Chinese paper puwe - folding 
paper idea. I think it's never been 
discussed by anybody. I think he's 
always been passed off as being a 
very romantic guy. It's a lot more 
than that." 


King is now beyond the point 
when he looked and imitated (which 
he still doesn't. believe was wrong or 
a waste of t.ime). The finest of his 
painting show that he has sorted 
through the earlier eclecticism, 
pulled out the most important 
elements and has balanced these 
with his own sense of "controlled 
spontaneity": "Y like to let them go 
their way and see if I can keep up. I 
really think most of it's luck. It's a 
mat.ter of setting up the circum· 
stance or the stage and maybe I 
have to be relatively unconscious or 
loose; maybe it has to do with my 
own mentality. In terms of thinking 
about solvi ng a problem in a 
painting. I usually get to the point 
intellectually or mentally where I 
think the painting needs something 
and I just go there and do anything, 
just anything. Of 


King's show will officially remain 
in his gallery unt.il April 27th. It is 
C1!rtainiy a worthwhile trip to see 
his work: an exciting aesthetic 
expcrience. 


SPRING SALE 
NOW IN PROGRESS 


SAVINGS up to 50% 
ON 


MENS DENIM JACKETS BELTS 


WOMENS BLOUSES SKIRTS TOPS & SLACKS 


OPEN 


MON -THURS 10·7 349·1496 


FRI 10 · 9 


SAT 10·6 







Larry Johnson II Bluesie -Woozies" at Canterbury House 
by Suphu IJrtm.m 


Any of you that don't know the 
difference between peepin' and 
lookin' and wakhin', should have 
been at the Canterbury House on 
April 18 as Larry Johnson held 
sway. 


The Blues has too often been 
described as musical truthsaying. If 
that is as true u cliches tend to be, 
then the upbeat rolling blues that 
Johnson plays could best be de
scribed as musical rapping. 


face-up blues, and foot funky styles. 
It looks weird. but the rollicking 
gait of the music teUs you that it 
feels good. 


Johnson's fll'st set was a musical 
buckshot: old Jelly Roll Morton 
tunes, SpiritUals, Georgia ballads 
(like Peepin', Lookin' and Watchin'), 
and a sprinkle of old blues. Johnson 
turned down a request to play a 
song about New York with the 
comment" Ahhh no. 1 just live there. 


I try to keep my head somewhere 
else." Even though Johnson plays 
very few original SOngs, high marks 
for the evening must go to his own 
song, "David Stone", a mean little 
ditty about a slide trombone player. 


An upbeat group participation 
version of "Swing Low Sweet 
Chariot" ended the set, and made 
way for Jim Steigmeyer's half-time 
show. 


Busch in hand. Steigmeyer kept 


the blues going, interspersed with a 
Carlinesque monologue on Growing 
Up. One might suggest that the 
blues are truer the closer you get to 
Deetriot. Steigmeyer fun ked a 
much more traditional blue axe. It's 
nice to have a local boy along, even 
if he is without his (un)natural 
partner Frank Salomone. The 
House crowd dug old favies like 
"Satisfied." At any distance , a 
drunk white boy was soon replaced 


with a high black one. 
Johnson concentrated 


woozie in his second set, . 
with his Neilson ratings. 
nuffm' to "One Seotch, 
bon. One Beer", as they 
somewhere. The biggest 
evening, however. was 
played his two lirst 
encores. Other than that, 
mellow concert 
place. 


In the Delta trend that modern 
blues ha.s taken. it is often forgotten 
that the Southeastern part of the 
country has a blues style of its own. 
Larry Johnson plays Georgia blues, 
and refers to it as bluesie-woozie to 
make the distinction dear (if a little 
strange). 


"K"s Tennis Women Have Their Troubles 


For those of you unfamiliar with 
K (the city), the Canterbury House 
is The mellow place in town to hear 
concerts. Not only is the place small. 
but you have your choice of seating: 
floor cushions, straight baw, or 
table seat ina' in the back. 


Breads, nuts, oookies, coffee and 
exotic teu are there for the organic 
munching and sipping, and their 
prices are non-wallet-wasting. Nope 
to dope, but you can haul in all you 
can drink, and they'll even chill it for 
you in their frig before the show. 


There are only two things which 
might get to you: 1. Atheists 
bewarel The House is located in the 
bottom of t he Episcopal Church on 
the W.M.U. campus (which might 
explain the 'dope attitude). 2. The 
sound system is not quite what one 
might like. But then t he place is so 
smaJi tnat it is almost superfluous 
anyway. 


Larry Johnson managed to tri
umph over these small technical 
obstacles with a steady two finger 
pick style and a wide selection of 
songs. Heuadles his Martin 0·17 in 
a bizarre amalgam of classical, 


by Usa Culp 
On Monday April 14th the K Col. 


lege women's tennis team opened a 
tough week of action with a heart. 
breaking 5-4 loss to the University 
of Michigan squad. K's sparkling 
leading player. "Brettes" Snyder, 
came up with the first of K's wins by 
out-dau.ling Diane Czarnecki 6-4, 
7-6. K then saw 3 quick defeats as 
Jane Pinkerman at II 3, Jo Copeland 
at. 114 and Jere Brooks at 115 all 
bowed in straight sets. 


However, upstart freshman Vin
nie McCaslin then turned in a terri
fic win at the 116 spot by outhustling 
her opponet 3-6, 6-4, 7-6. Last but 
not least (1), Lisa Culp fi nally 
decided to put the finishing touches 
on the 112 singles match by downing 
U of M's Jan Kane n (Jerry's 
younger sister) 6-4, 4·6, 6·4 in an in· 
credible display of "push" tennis. 


Once again Kalaml.%Oo found 
themselves in a tie situation going 
into the doubles. For the [lI'Sl time 
this season Snyder and Culp. at Ill, 
put their act together and came up 
with asatisfying7·S, s.o win against 
Czarnecki and Karzen. But it was 
the last taste of victory for the 
Hornettes as Copeland and Brooks 


felt the chill of defeat to the tune of 
6-2, 6-7, 6-2, while McCaslin and 
Mulfie McKearnen were frozen out 
of third doubles in straight sets. It 
was the opinion of everyone involv
ed (including our frozen but staunch 
fans) that with a little more ex
perience, K could have easily taken 
the match. 


On Wednesday the 16th a deter
mined team faced Adrian College. 
This time an excellent performance 
was turned in by all as K romped to 
an 8-1 victory. K's only loss was was 
at fourth singles as Jo Copeland 
dropped a close match 6-4. 3-6, 6-4. 
Due to a tough .schedule. this WILS 


K's rU'st win of the season, and it 
was I. much-needed one at this 
point. 


Last Saturday at 10 AM the 
women met Indiana Univer sity in a 
chilly, blustyery Stowe Stadium. 
Eve n though the te nnis balls 
reacted more like ping·pong balls in 
the wind, "Brettes" Snyder (the 
latest member of the tennis jet set 
in her cute red bow barrettes) 
fearlessly went three sets to clinch 
her match in the III spot against 
Holly Pope 6-1. 0-6, 6-1. However, 


Jere Brooks at N4 t hen turned in a 
difficult 6-1, 7-6 loss as Vinnie Mc
Caslin at 116 turned in anequa11y dis-


appointing 1S-2. 6-1 loss. 


doublell. For the first ,"me K, 
an advantageous situation 
singles and needed only ODe 


Hornets Split League Opening 


As temperatures dropped, fans 
trickled away and t he winds picked 
up it was finally decided to move the 
unfinished single matches to the 
tennis house. At 1#2 singles Lisa 
Culp put the cap on a close match by 
winning 7-6, 7-5 in I. fine display of 
hustle by both women. Next. a de
termined Jane Pinkerman made t he 
score 3-2 in K's favor as she took the 
113 singles spot by a 7-5, 0-6, 6-2 de· 
cision. Jo Copeland continued her 
winning ways at 115 singles by out
stroking her opponet and t urning in 
a 6-3. 3-6, 6-1 victory, to make the 
team score 4-2 in favor of Kalama. 
WOo 


victory out of three in order 
a match. However, not one 
teams was able to sustain 
ways as Snyder and Culp 
6-3, 4-6, 6-2, and 
McCaslin bowed 7-6, 6-1. 
K dropped its second 5-4 
one week, a bitter pill to 
dejected team returned to byC .... ~ ...... 


Last Wednesday, "K" opened its 
MIAA season at Adrian under a 
bar rage of hits . The Hornets 
pounded out 12 hits in the first game 
of a doubleheader in I. 7-6 win. 
Despite 7 hits in t he second game, 
they lost 7-0. 


The initial tilt turned out to be I. 
slugfest for both teams. Adrian 
began the scoring with two r uns in 
the first inning off pitcher Kevin 
Moody. But spurred by Bob Cross's 
380 ft. home run, UK" came right 
back to take a 3-2 advantage. The 
Hornets then added two more runs
knocking out Adrian's all-conference 
pitcher Bill Davis - before center 
fielder Si Johnson's two run triple 
put the icing on the cake in the filth. 
Moody held on the rest of the way to 
pick up his first win against one' loss. 
The offensive attack by MK" was led 
by Cross with three hits, J.P. 
McBride, Mike Gengle, and Don 
Pobuda with two hits, and Dennis 
Kugle collecting the other hit. in 
addition an aggressive type of team . 


M1AA STANDINGS 
Baseball 


W L 
Calvin 2 0 
Albion 2 2 
Alma 2 2 
Hope 2 2 
Adrian I I 
Kalamazoo I 1 
Olivet 0 2 


Tennis 
W L 


Calvin 3 0 
Kalamazoo 1 0 
Alma 1 1 
Hope 1 I 
Albion 1 2 
Adrian 0 I 
Olivet 0 2 


Track 
W L 


Calvin 2 0 
Albion 3 1 
Hope 2 1 
Olivet I 2 
Alma 0 1 
Kalamazoo 0 1 
Adrian 0 2 


was displayed in the effort show _ 
one which hustles, runs, and plays 
solid defense. Dave Holmes in a 
pinch-running role stole two bases 
which proved to be the necessary 
margin for victory. 


The second game was a complete 
turn-around from the rU'st. Both 
teams were scoreless through three 
innings as Mike Gengle turned in 
three strong innings tor "K", Then 
Adrian broke loose for two runs in 
the fourth, three in the flfth (on a 
home run by Jewel Treet), and two 
more in the sixth. Gengle took his 
second 10!ll of the early season with 
Craig Jbara coming in to finish the 
mound duties for the Hornets. "K" 
hit the ball well again but couldn't 
put the hits together to start any 
scoring threat. Steve Morrison led 
the way beating out three hits. 
Cross added his fourth hit of the 
day, Pobuda collected two more hits 
and Johnson got another to round 
out the Hornet attack. 


With each game, the team is 
playing better and better. defen
sively as weU as offensively. Coach 
Steffen's Hornets are playing the 
most consistent baseball they have 
played a ll year. The lack of 
experience shows once in awhile but 
improvements can be seen with 
each game. However, a very notice
able weakness is the depth of the · 
pitching sta.ff, which is becoming 
more critical as the season wears on. 
U thill aspect can be solidified, "K" 
could well be a contender for the 
title. But only lime can tell. 
anything could happen to change 
this situation. 


Throughout the southern trip and 
up North, the team has gone 
through many things together _ 
from losing very badly to sharing 
some victorious moments. But the 
one thing which will be the decisive 
factor in making a suC(:e!lSful season 
has already been shown. This is the 
way the team had played and 
worked together even in the most 
discouraging times. This particular 
group gets along with each other as 
weU as any group. On the field they 
always try to help each other as 
much as possible. 


There exists a feeling that on ly 
Success lies ahead. It is very 
enjoyable to play with them ana 
very exciting to see them in action. 
No doubt, the season holds a lot of 
promise for this baseball team. 


The rained out doubleheader with 
Aquinas scheduled for last Saturday 
will be played Tuesday April 29th at 
home. Tomorrow "K" goes to Calvin 
to play at 1 :00. 


The two teams t ravelled to t he 
Kalamazoo Racquet Club to play the 


to rest up, practice up and 
itself mentally for the 
WMIAA meet (May 2 & 3 
(no WAY we're gonna ._--.•.. -c 
and the quadrangular at 
following Friday Sa"u"d,,~ 
9 and 10) involving 
There is some good tennis in 
for everyo ne. Come suppon 
College tennis! 


"K" Softers Lose N.D. 6-3 
by Mark &. Mike TbomllOD. 


Last Tuesday both the Hertz and 
the Avis squads traveled to Notre 


UPCOMING SPORTS 
Baseball 


Calvin T 
April 26 1:00 p.m. 
Hope T 
May 3 1:00 p.m. 


Men's Tennis 
Olivet 
April 26 10:30 a.m. 
Adrian 
April 26 1:00 p.m. 
Taylor 
April 26 3:00 p.m. 
Hope T 
April 30 3:00 p.m. 
Eastern Michigan Universit 
April 30 7:00 p.m. 
M.I.A.A. 
May2&3 


Women's Tennis 
Calvin T 
April 29 4:00 p.m. 
W.M. I.A_A. T Calvin 
May 2 & 3 


Track 
Adrian T 
April 26 2:00 p.m. 
Olivet 
April 26 
M.I.A.A. T Albion 
May 2 & 3 


Archery 
Calvin T 
April 29 4:00 p.m. 
W.M.I.A.A. T Albion 
May 2 & 3 


Dame. The It2 team (Avis) kept 
their undefeated string of victories 
intact by blazing N.D. It2 team by 
the score of 9-0. Hard practice and 
lots 01 hustle has made this year's 
Avis squad the strongest ever at 
Kalamazoo. After helping the var
sity sweep the MIAA matches, they 
will be pointing toward the Hertz
Avis intrasquad match on Parent's 
Day. May 17th. 


K's III team, (Hertz). did not fare 
so well. The determined N.D. 
varsity proved too strong for "K", 
winning by the score of 6-3. Dave 
Emig suffered Il disappointing lOllS 
at N1 singles at the hands of Joh n 
Carrico. 6-4, 6-2. Alex Dalrymple, 


Needed 
for May 1 oe~upan~J, Allen 
Blvd. Close to K campus. Rent 
$50.00 per month, plus utilities. 
Phone included. Large, spacious 
house with three baths. Good 
Kharma. Call Steve or Sherri at 


STUDENTS ... 
do you buy in your Book. 
besides books? We tarry 


, cl&!l!l rings, jewelry. 
shirts, gifts, candy, 


other items, 
may be read 


can now 
Smith
for the 


who didn't play in 
because of a sore arm. 
deceptive left-hander, 
Stehlik, 6-2, 6-3. Chris 
played anothe r exciting 
match, this time . down 
match point 
second set, ·i~i. · Hi;-·;ti.okj; .. 1 
there-on-every_point tennis 
ponsible for this win. by the 
3-6, 7-6. 6-3. 


The star of the day for 
Mike Thomson at 115. His 
play, with 100% hustle, 


whelmed hi" :N~',D~;.; :p~:::"!~:'t;t; Then Mike t up i 
Smith at 113 doubles for the 
win. this time by 6-3. 6-4 


.0' 
GIl. down. 


pe, 


HELP WANTED- ..• MEN 
WOMEN OP;PO:RTUN'l'TlHI 
sparetime, earn up 
weekly in your home·.add"'~~I\ 
circulars! List of firm s 
offers sent for just S2.00! 
anteed! W. G. Smith E"""'P ... ~II 
Box 561-C30, Sunnyvale. 
nia, 94088. 


Anyone wishing 
sified ad can do 
the Index Office. 
ads is the Sunday 
publishing date, 
falls on Friday. Rates ads 
SI.00 for the first three lines; 
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• • preregIstratIon 
for winter 


registration procedures 
be instituted for the winter 
in an effort to alleviate much 


~.,oof",;oo behind scheduling 
The date set for registra.. 


for your next quarter on 
will be October 28 and 29 


j;,,"~., 7 and 8 in the Records 
in the Administra
Registration hours 


a.m. 11 :45 a.m. and 1: 15 
4:45 p.m. 


registration on October 28 
should run smoothly if 
follow the new.proeed


students should check 
Quarter Card and pick up 


Course Card. Those students 
an SIP for the Winter 


should return the Course 
by November 6th. All other 


are to return their 
Cards to the Records 


on January 7 or 8. Class 
will be pulled at that time. 


Winter Quarter Class 
be in the mail boxes 


' ... mb" 14. Students should 


schedules in the waste basket can 
rest assured that their counselor 
has a duplicate. Copies are also 
available for perusal in the Upjohn 
Library and in Room 312 Man· 
delle. 


Housing and meal plan registra
tion will also take place on October 
28 and 29. Students who live on 
campus, at home, or are commut
ing from off-campus must all 
participate in this part of registra
tion. On~ampus housing assign. 
ments are contingent upon this 
part of registration as is permis
sion to live off campus. 


Procedure for January 7 and 8 
requires students to pick up 
course cards from their advisors 
and 1.0. cards from the Business 
orfice. Both cards are to be taken 
to the Records Office where class 
cards are to be pulled. Hopefully 
this new system will be easier to 
follow and wiU save students and 
faculty members much time. 


s. C. meets 


counselors to 
p",posed schedules. 


flll out the 


Pickets, housing explcined 


October 24, 1975 


Student CommiSSion met this past Wednesday to hear the 
Student Court's unanimous consent to return Kevin McCarthy 
In his position a s Student Commission president. Controversy 
arose regordlng the constitutionality of McCarthy's election. 
The Commission concurred with the court In Its decision. 


l~~3l~:ri~::~:2.~~to the ~ aod 


reasonably accurate long
picture of course selections 
obtained from the 4-year 
schedules. Students who 


Rainsford holds Fireside, talks to students 
mistakenly riled their 4-year 


sLogtr, Jim. Post I, eehedul· 
• concert i.II Old WeDs 


7. TIckete will cost 


Court 
ffers 
• • ......... Tion 


Pl;'esident Rainsford held an 
informal Fireside Meeting last 
Wednesday evening, October 15 to 
deal with students' questions and 
complaints. In all, about thirty 
students attended the two hour 
session held in the plush Trow
bridge Lounge. 


Several topics were covered in 
varying degrees of detail. Much 
time was spent on the now 
resolved issue of the labor dispute. 
In response to a question concern
ing the ethics of engaging a 
non-u.nion contractor, Dr. Rains
ford replied, "Our job was to take 
the dollars we had available .. ana 
try to find the best arrangement 


we could for those dollars." He 
went on to explain that the 
problem with the picketing union 
was resolved when the union 
agreed to withdraw the picket 
after the contractor filed charges 
with the National Labor Relations 
Board claiming violations of an 
injunction issued against the union 
prohibiting it from picketing in 
this state due to violence in a 
previous picket. President Rains
ford saw the entire issue and its 
resolution as a "good educational 
experience" for K students. When 
asked if the College would deal 
with nonunion labor again his 
answer was "Yes. il the price is 


such that we can't afford not to." 
As expected, Dr. Rains(ord was 


also confronted with the housing 
crisis. It seemed he had done his 
homework well on this problem. In 
fact. he even brought Babette 
Trader along for moral support if 
nothing else. According to Dr. 
Raindord, "There is enough hous
ing owned by the school to deal 
with the housing problem. Our 
problem is predictability." Appar
ently, there were a number of un
expected factors that led to 
placing of several K students in 
Ellsworth at WMU. Many senior's 
decided to delay their SIPs until 
Winter quarter, several juniors 


WJMD sponsors Post concert 
Folk singer Jim Post will be 


appearing in Old Welles Hall at 
8:30 Friday night, November 7. 
Tickets will cost $1.50 and will go 
on sale next week in Hicks lounge 
during dinner hours. Old Welles 
will be set up "coffee-house" style, 
with beer served lor thirty cents a 


bottle. 
Post has sung in many clubs 


around the country and has built 
up a very large following over the 
years, especially in Chicago and 
San Francisco folk circles. 


Having grown up in a small 
southeast Texas town and event-


Student Court rendered an 
opinion this week that Kevin 
McCarthy. N!Cently elected 
president of Student Commis
sion, can serve his term this 
fall despite constitutional 
complications. 


Senior Walt Vogel, member 
of the Educational Policies 


committee, requested the 
court's opinion during a com
mission meeting October 15. 
According to the student 
constitution, the president dur
ing the fall term shall also 
serve as vice-president in the 
spring of that year. McCarthy 
was elected to the presidency 


of the Spring and Winter 
terms in an earlier election_ 
The question posed by Vogel 
was whether or not McCarthy 
could hold his position of 
president this fall and serve in 
the same capacity in the 
spring when he would normal-


Iy be serving as vice-presi· 
dent. 


The court reasoned that the 
election for the fall presidency 
was a special election to flIl a 
seat, left vacant (or this term 
only. Therefore, it didn't 
necessarily mean McCarthy 
would serve as vice.president 
in the spring. The question of 
who can serve as vice-presi· 
dent this spring remains 
unresolved as of this writing. 


The Student Commission 
now has the option of accept
ing the court's opinion and 
allowing McCarthy to serve 
durilJg the fall term or they 
can disregard that opinion and 
initiate impeachment proceed· 
ings. A third alternative 
would be for the student body 
to call for McCarthy's im
peachment with a petition 
earrying a minimum of 20 
percent of the student's si· 
natures. 


ually moving to Chicago. his 
writing ability was sou.l!'ht after by 
Hedge and Donna and the Siegel· 
Schwall Blues Band_ For a while, 
Post was one half of the duo, 
Friend and Lover. and later 
traveled the city's club circuit with 
John Prine and Steve Goodman. 


Post has released four albums 
on the Fantasy label, with help 
from people like Jim Schwall and 
Tony Joe White. 


Perhaps Post's most notable 
trademark is C1)ntrol over the wide 
range of his voice. "My range is 
three octaves. But range and what 
is usable are two different things. 
I usually work with two or two and 
a half octaves". Post's perform
ances have been met with positive 
reviews everywhere he has play. 
ed. WhiJe on stage. he has an 
amazing ability to draw an aud
ience together. and then behind 
him. In a review in the Chicago 
Tribune, Lynn Van Matre said. "1 
don't know where Jim Post gets 
his energy, but it's the high 
voltage variety more performers 
should plug into ... But Post's per
formance involves more thun some 
good music. He has developed into 
a manic showman, filling the space 
bet ween songs with entertaining 
stories and a lot of silliness as 
captivating as his tenor voice. 
Once. Post takes over the stage, 
there s no doubt about who the 
real star of the show is. " 


decided not to leave for Foreign 
Study, and a smaller number of 
students than expected opted to 
live off campus. However, the 
blame can't rest entirely on 
deviates. Dean Robert Dewey and 
Dean Babette Trader, it seems, 
enacted several policies last year 
which dealt a strong blow to the 
attrition rate, another unexpected 
but "spectacular success." In the 
three upper classes, 94 more 
students returned than the attri
tion rate would have predicted. 


The administration has begun to 
take steps that would prevent this 
problem from recurring. A full 
time Director of Housing has been 
hired to determine enrollment 
figures in advance. StudenOl will 
be encouraged to commit them
selves to a one year schedule each 
spring. Also, a harder line is in 
store for those studenOl de
linquent in deposit payments. 
Priority will be -given to those 
students who get their payments 
in on time. All this, however, is 
httle consolation to those 12 or 
more who must still trudge daily 
from WMU to K. 


Dr. Rainsford had some clarify
ing points in regards to the 
situation in the Political Science 
department. There were two 
unexpected ocxurrences which ac
count for the reduction in the 
departmell~'s staff. One is the 
sudden departure of ex·Provoat 
John Satterfield to become presi
dent at a college in the east. The 
position wasn't conflrnled until the 
se<:ond week in August. The other 
was the death of Dr. Elton Ham. 
One occurrence which was expect
ed, and perhaps not properly 
planned for, was the departure of 
Dr. Harkavy. Dr. Flesche became 
temporary Provost in September 
and was forced to drop his much 
coveted Constitutional Law class. 
Dr. Ham's opening has been very 
capably filled by Sue Steward. 
Two part time instructors have 
been employed to take over some 
of Flesche's teaching duttes until 
he returns to the department. 
Another political science instruc
tor is being sought as well as a 
'permanent' provost. 
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Gibbons highlights homecoming 
Writer and environmentalist 


Euell Gibbons' weekend visit to 
K's campus helped make the 
college homet:oming a success by 
"stalking~ everything from the 
wild campus to the wild dance 
noor. 


Gibbons' flrst appearance was 
in Stetson Chapel on Thursday, 
the 16th. His audience consisted of 
lhree types of people. The rirst 
group included environmentalists, 
naturalists and health food addicts 
and could be found scattered 
anywhere in the first few rows. 
The second group were those who 
stopped in just for a minute to see 
if there really was such a thing as a 
"Euell Gibbons." The remainder 
were those who sat near the back 
so they wouldn't have far to go if 
they wanted to walk out. 


The man startled some and 
relieved others by stating. ''I'm 
not going to talk about nutriton." 
Such was the start of Gibbons' 
attempt to produce a correct 
image of himself before the public, 


As Dr. Lewis Batts said in his 
discussion with the man on Satur· 
day. "He is not a wild hickory nut 
freak." Gibbons supported this 
statement by presenting himself 
as a person who just happens to 
like gathering, preparing and col
lecting wild foods. He said wild 
foods had always been somelhing 
spedal to him as a child. and they 
continue to be 50 to this day, 


In his visit, he attempted to 
conquer people's fears of collecting 
wild foods. "rve never seen a 
poisonous plant masquerading as 
an edible one." he said. "Nature's 
not out to get ya'." He went on to 
exemplify the ease of learning 
edible plants, 


The most productive stage of his 
speech (Of his entire visit) was 
probably when he answered the 
most basic question. Why do this? 
Why collect wild foods when other 
foods are so convenient in the 
supermarkets? His answer: "I 
have yet to meet a lover of wild 
foods who is not a conservation· 
ist." 


He thus established himself as 
an environmentalist. In the re
mainder of his talks, he displayed 
his intelligence by discussing the 
importance of man's environment 


to him. Gibbons proved the 
"interdependence" of earth's or
ganisms and the need for c0-


operation rather than competition 
with nature. He believed that the 
pollution on earth was mostly in 
people's minds, in the form of 
aUitudes, and stated that what 
this world needs is fewer ecology 
experts and a better attitude 
toward nature on the part of the 
whole population. 


The rest of his time on campus 
was spent meeUng people, 
answering individual questions, 
and warming others with his 


humor. 
Gibbons said he holds an atti


tude of "cautious optimism" to
ward the future, and all the Euell 
Gibbons' jokes don't bother him. "I 
even make them myself some
times," he said. 


He summed up his interest in 
wild foods in the following: "I have 
a special taste for foods not grown 
by the 9weat of one's brow and not 
used to make a profit...The mere 
fact that I can walk most any
where and see things to nourish 
myself with makes me feel at home 
on this earth." 


Alumni return to college; 
encounter many changes 


Over 500 alumni spent their 
homecoming visit t.o Kalamazoo 
College last weekend reminiscing 
with old friends and exploring the 
once familiar campus. They parti
cipated in college-sponsored 
events like the "Punch Bowl", 
lectures, movies, tours of the 
campus with Euell Gibbons, and an 
elaborate candlelight dinner. 


K's expansion impressed the 
former students, some of whom 
hardly recognized their alma 
mater. 


"It's not the same as we 
remember it," commented Gil 
Robinson, the former Dean of Men 
Students, who had not been to K 
for twenty year!!. Robinson met 
his wile, Jewel Starkweather, 
when she was a student at K. 


"This place holds a lot of 
memories for us. But it's also 
wonderful to come back and see 
how the college has grown." 


A few visitors were distreSsed 
by some of the changes like 
dormitory policies. 


"I don't understand why it's 
necessary to have men and women 
housed together, 1 can't see the 
point in it," said Don Larsen, "49". 
Lenient policies on curfew hours. 
visitation, and quiet hours amazed 
some alumni. 


"We had to be in by 10:00 during 
the week, and midnight on week· 
ends," added Mrs. Larsen. 


Don Hassenberger, '47, assocI
ated the new rules with the 
general disintegration of tradition. 


"We had to buy a tuxedo aod 
attend all the forma1 Ottasions. I 
thought it was a real thrill...and a 
good experience for everyone. 
Students today are really missing 
something." 


Another absent tradition, often 
mentioned, was daily roll call. 
"Every morning at 10:00 we had to 
be in Stetson Chapel for roll call. 
Most people fell asleep, but I 
learned to knit," said Larsen with 
mischievous twinkle. 


Some of the alumni felt uncom· 
fortable coming back. to Kalama· 
zoo. "Unless you're taking a class 
here, you just don't belong," said 
Jan Brown, class of 1970. But Don 
Hassenberger explai ned her lone
liness with her philosophy about 
homet:oming. "At first you come 
hack because you still have friends 
here. Then there comes a time 
when it is not desirable to come 
back, your interests are else
where. But you come to an 
afterglow period when you are 
eager to see old friends and 
reminisce." 


Jan added, ''There is no other 
place where there is such a 
concentration of interesting peo
ple. You have to look far and wide 
to find the same caliber of people 
as those you find at K," 


Technology changes diet 
by Kim C.beUini 


Since WWU there have been 
more than 4.500 new items added 
to grocery shelves. For example, 
potatoes have been canned, dehy
drated, potato chipped , ready 
cooked, frozen, hash-browned. put 
in soups Of stews, in frozen cooked 
dinners and Pringled. All these 
amazing transformations have 
been made possible by the ad
vancement of technology and the 
resulting soph istication of food 
processing plants. 


What an advancement this has 
been. Now we can buy foods which 
will not spoil in a lifetime because 
of ingenious chemical preserva· 
tives. We don't have to peel, cook, 
and mash potatoes any more. All 
we have to do is pour some powder 
out of a box, add water and presto
instant potatoes. 


Here is an example of one 
modern food process used in fruit 
and vegetable preparation: pro
duce is washed in cold water to 
remove dirt and debris. It i.!I then 
immersed in a hot water bath or in 
steam to precook it or blanch it. 
Then it is rolled or tumbled 
through a hot lye bath, the tumb
ling action removing the loosened 
skins. Next it is sprayed with a 
shower of water to remove the lye 
and skin sludge. It may also be run 
under a brush to complete the 
prOCf!!l!I, and if the food is to be de
hydrated or frozen, it may be 
dipped in an acid bath as finishing 
touch, to prevent discoloration. 


Of course. as with anything 
else there are those deviants who 
instead of reaping the benefits of 
modern technolo&1 are still eating 
food that our greal.--grandparents 
did. They worship guru Adelle 
Davis instead of Betty Crocker 
and eat raw brocoli, wheat germ 
and yogurt. They are also strange 
enough to avoid all contact with 
soda pop, candy, and Breakfast 
Squares. They refuse the Ameri
can luxury of meat marbled with 
fat. And to make matters worse, 
they eat coarse brown bread 
instead of the beautifully refined, 
satin white bread now being pro
duced. 


It is true that our diet is high 
in fat, sugar, cholestrol and relined 
grains. and that these foods are 


prescriptions for illness. but steak 
and cake is what we enjoy. We're 
nol going to start eating sprouted 
beans and brewer's yeast just be
cause it might by chance make us 
live longer. It doesn't matter if our 
diel causes obesity, tooth decay, 
heart disease and cancer, as long 
as we enjoy it while we live, We 
will continue eating our sugar· 
coated puffs and freeze-dried 
pools. Our diet is new to fit our 
new lives. With the passage of 
tree!!, grass, fields and streams 
has gone the archaic food of our 
grandparents. 


Today junk food is the norm. 
Health food belongs to the de
viants. So eat, drink. and be 
merry. for tomorrow we will die, 
right? 


'Insight' events planned 
If a day of rock climbing or a 


vacation of cross-country skIIng 
sounds appealing. keep an eye on 
"Insight", K College's wilderness 
training and exploration group. 
Long-range trips, weekend stays, 
and day-long events are being 
planned and new suggestions are 
always welcome. K-79's Land/Sea 
students have a slide show in the 
making (or the near future and "A 
Different Saturday" of learning 
wilderness skills such as rapelling, 
camp cooking, (irst aid and map 
and compass reading. 


Some fresh funds for buying 


equipment and budgeting trips 
were recently allocated. permit
ting students to take advantage of 
relatively cheap but successful ac
tivities. 


Check the INDEX for further 
details. Until then, feel free to 
contribute to any part of the plan
ning by contacting these leaders: 
Tiller Otis on equipment handling, 
Marty Pipp on publicity, Leo Hur
ley on short-term planning. John 
Hitchcock on long-term planning, 
Doug Rayon budgeting. and Steve 
Seibert on philosophy formation. 


r 


Euell Gibbons spoke here during homecoming lost 
and toured the compus pointing out various edible, 
plants found on campus, He also discussed his concern 
conservation . 


Student Commission 
The most important piece of 


business discussed at the October 
15 meeting of the Student Com
mission was that of a proposed 
calendar change which would 
move summer quarter up a week 
so that it wo!.ld end five days 
earlier J.han normal, giving main 
tenence and the faculty time to 
prepare for the rush of new 
studenls for K-SO. Objections to 
this plan were raised by some 
Commission members who 
thought that this would make the 
break between Spring and Sum
mer quarters too short, especially 
for those on Foreign Study in the 
Spring. The counler-argument to 
this is that it gives students more 
time to prepare for Fall quarter 
Foreign Study after Summer 
exams. 


A sub·committee was establish
ed to look into the Health Service 
and to recommend improvements 
in its operation. That sub·com· 
mittee is to be co-chaired by Deb 
Clarkson and Martha McFerran. 
Anyone interested in helping with 
this study should contact either 
Deb or Martha. 


The remainder of the meeting 
was spent in a discussion of an 
internal mater as Walt Vogel 
asked Commission President Kev· 
in McCarthy to resign his post, 
claiming that McCarthy is in 
violation of the Student Constitu· 


Service awards 
are presented 


Kalamazoo College awarded 
three alumni with the Distin· 
guished Service Awards during 
the annual Homecoming festivities 
held October 18. 1975. The reci
pienls of the awards were Mrs. 
Richard G. Hudson of Kalamazoo: 
Mrs. Christian R. Wilhelm of 
Pennfield, New York; and Mrs. 
Joseph B. Young of Highland 
Park, New Jersey. 


Mrs . Richard Hudson, 1918 
graduate of the College, has been 
active in alumni work over the 
years, including times when the 
Hudsons were resident.! of South 
Bend, Indiana, and Houston, Tex
as. She has also been active as a 
member of the Kalamazoo College 
Women's Club and as a wife of a 
trustee. 


Mrs. Chritian Wilhelm, class of 
1939. has been active in alumni 
activities in Rochester, New York. 


Mrs. Joseph Young, class of 
1967, was the alumna selected to 
receive the award as a recent 
graduate. She is the class agent. 
and has been very active in alumn i 
activities in New Jersey. 


lion by holld l" glwo "1""1,,,, 
in the spring quarter of 
(Jarthy claims that he is i 
violation, as he will only 
elective position in 
two. as Vogel states. 
to McCarthy's refusal to 
Vogel has decided to 
matter to Student Court, 
charge. but for an 
opinion, which has 
effect on anyone. 


Art P 
offered 


Over 500 students 
Great Lakes Colleges 
including several from 
have taken part in a fairly 
very successful 
gram: The GLCA Arts 
in New York City. 


The GLeA offers 
York progrms in "I""", 
studies. and the 
colleges in the 


program originated '",::':::; 
unique in the ~ 


participant is ;;,r;;'i~~,;i 
ship with a p 
his/ her 


The program ~ not a 
for. but rather a ;~;>pl;;;';'~: 
on-campus study. Two main 
of the program are to 
experience and knowl 
highly focused areas 
provide all part.icipants 
broadened knowledge of 
arts. 


This fall, 59 '~t'l~d;~ K, are in New Y 
munication arts. visual 
performing arts. Martin 
an art major. is 
painter Willard 
J anet Weiland. an 
is working for Mil. 
two K students report 


tothe,:~:~~,~::;"";l;ll~ 
Bernard 


Forum 
event pr4}p(JISIl~ 


The Forum Committee 
a«epting proposals (rom stl 
and/or student organizatiO' 
future forum events. All 
ions must be written 
include the estimated 


sible dates for h~f~;::~:~~ 
and any other il 
might be relevant. 


proposals will be~;;~~~~ Forum Committee. 
the deadline for 
(or th is quarter: 
winter and spring events. 







Dungeon Theatre 
offers Brown-Bag 


Dungeon Theatre. located 
basement of the Fine Arts 


provides students with 


O~~I";,::::~,~to~nwork in aU <:1 without the' 
encountered "up


Dalton. Smaller works 
such as one-act plays. 


th,,,,,.., ensembles. cut-
.nd 


and experience are 
of those who work in 


i ii"",gffim than of those involv
productions. 


~.Itl'",gh in the past the Dun
has not been fully utilized, 


are looking forward to II 
Dungeon program this 


where at least three one-acts 
,,,"'",,,,d each quarter. Open 


will be held so that the 
serves the whole student 


• not just those majoring in 


that the greater 


involvement of non-theatre majors 
will stimulate activity in t he 
Dungeon and expand its program. 
All students who have an interest 
in the Arts arc encouraged to use 
the Dungeon. After receiving Mrs. 
Balch's approval, II student may 
present a one-act, mime, dance, or 
whatever he or she desires. The 
department is anxious for greater 
student involvement and so will 
offer as little or as much help, 
criticism or involvement as is 
requested by the student. 


The Brown-Bag productions 
presented during the lunch hour 
provide a taste of Dungeon drama. 
Although two of these have 
already taken place. "Home Free' 
and "Ludlow Fair" by Lanford 
Wilson. another is forthcoming 
and will involve as many people as 
possible. Interested students are 
urged to take advantage of th~s 
opportunity 1.0 improve theu
skills, contribute to K College 
thratre, and have a lot of fun. 


'Zen' book reviewed 
L",,,, .. RouH 


idiosyn
one, cannot seem to 


the current best-sellers. For 
reason, 1 rebel at the thought 


what everyone else is 
sometimes. a book 
that is either so 


or controversial in one 
t hat it somehow finds its 


my hands nonetheless. 
case with ZeD and the 


of Motorcycle Maintenance. 


title is catchy enough. but 
is it about? On the simplest 
it is the odyssey of Cather 


son riding cross-country on a 
It soon becomes evident 


that the father is jour-
toward a new understand
himseU, a greater aware
is not a beautiful piece of 


I began to read Zen ... 
on my face. but then 
thing happened. I 


myself. 1 started antici
I was right in there with 


cheering him on in a 


a technologic:al or 
revelation, the book 


an impression. It is not 
unnerving to know that the 
verges on insanity while we 


emphatically shaking our 
yes! in response to this 


But the author. Pirsig is not a 
fu-st-rate writer. Coherency comes 
in spurts. First we are confronted 
with man's relation to SOCiety 
overtaken by technology when 
suddenly we are thrust into the 
dilemma of "Quality." 


The conflict between father and 
son is never quite resolved. And 
where is the wife and mother 
during this escapade? The novel is 
incomplete. inconsistent and even 
boring at times. Yet, if one is 
willing to sift through all the loose 
ends and half-formed ideas. there 
may be something of value to be 
found. 


Volleyball teams 
win one, lose one 


The Varsity and JV volleyball 
teams both won their first matches 
last Thursday in a triangular meet 
at Hillsdale. The JV's beat Hills
dale 15-ll and 15·3 in a swift two 
game match but the Varsity 
struggled from a fl1'sl game defeat 
to come out on top 6-15,15-11 and 
15-12. Unfortunately, both K 
teams lost to Spring Arbor, par
tially due to Spring Arbor's strong 
serving ability. 


This year's varsity is a young 
team with hall of the members 
being freshmen, but it is steadily 
improving both in control and 
offensive power. Coach Betsy 
Pifer's invaluable knowledge of 
volleyball tactics and her consider
able skiHs are helping both teams 
to develop to their full potentials. 


Entertainment 


Pagel 


Sculpture relief from painting 


by Rob Liddell 
"Sculpture appeals to me be


cause it has sensuous and plastic"' 
character ... plus it's a relief from 
painting," said Marcia Wood when 
asked why she uses sculpture as a 
medium. The Kalamazoo Institute 
of Arts on South Street is 


displaying the sculpture of Mareia 
Wood. an art professor at Kalama
zoo College. Ms. Wood graduated 
from K College. and rec~ived her 
master's degree at the Cranbrook 
Academy of Art, and then return
ed to teach painting, drawing, 
sculpture and art history at the 
College. 


Marcia Wood enjoys sculpture 
because it can be abstract and yet 
tangible at the same time. She 


• artISt Wood explaim 
says her art focuses on the 
complexity of the mental and 
emotional forces within a figure, 
even t hough the exterior features 
of the figure might be quite 
simple. 


Ms. Wood fu-st started sculp
turing in terra cotta, or day, then 


• • 
• 


eventually started casting sculp
ture in bronze. Artists of the past 
and present provide her souft:p.s of 
inspiration. Henry Moore, ~n 
English. sculptor whose style IS 


poised between realism and ab
straction, is a favorite of hers. She 
also greatly admires the Italian 
artist. Manzu. 


One of her sculptures on exhibit 
at the Institute is titled "Female 
Form". To Ms. Wood it accentuates 


the rich curves that are associated 
with the female. All of the features 
are simplified. but the subtleties 
still come through. Another pie(e, 
''The Mythic Figure". is an image 
of heroic achievement or intention. 


Another exhibit at the Institute 
is French Art for the University of 
Notre Dame Art Collection. It 
traces the emergence of the art of 
France from the Middle Ages to 
today. The oldest piece, from the 
sixteenth century, is an anony
mous painting of the Resurrection 
of Christ. 


In the back gallery, narrative 
prints by Chriss Orr and Tom 
Piper are on exhibit. Narrative, or 
story-tetling art, has a long 
tradition in England. and Orr's and 
Piper's narrative etchings eng· 
gerate people's problems and life
styles to make them humorous. 


The Institute also runs a movie 
program. On October 18 and 19, 
"The TT"ial" by Orson Welles was 
shown. The film, an adaptation of s 
novel by Franz Kalka. is about a 
man who is trapped in a world of 
guilt" and fear and is accused of a 
crime he never committed. "Sun
set Boulevard" will be shown on 
October 25 and 26. In it. a 
forgotten silent-movie star goes 
insane trying to return to the 
screen. The movies cost $1 and are 
shown Saturday at 1:30 p.m. and 
Sunday at 2:00 p.m. 


The Institute offers c:Jasses in 
drawing, painting, etching. graph
ics, sculpture, ceramics, photo
graphy, and weaving. Tuition 
ranges from $20 to $70 for a one 
semester course that meets week
ly. 


College owns Henderson Castle 
by Agnes T. Hones 


Following the curv\ng drive up 
the hill until the gables come into 


view is like ascending into a Gothic 
novel. One almost expe(ts to see 
Heathcliff skulking about. 


But no. the castle is not on the 
moor amidst the heather. It is 
located at the unromantic address 
of 1415 West Main Street, Kala
mazoo. Michigan. However, the 
densely-populated cemetery facing 
the castle lends an air of mystery. 


The castle is owned by institu
tion dear to the hearts of all .. Kal
amazoo College. 


The Henderson Castle was built 
in 1895 by Frank Henderson, a 
manufacturer of uniforms, swords 
and other materials for fraternal 
societies. It took four years to 
build and cost $72,000. 


The three·story castle is made 
from Lake Superior sandstone and 
brick. A living room, dining room. 
study. kitchen. servants' quarters. 
and pantry were built on the first 
0001'. On the second floor were the 
family's bedrooms. At the top of 
the castle is the ballroom. Differ
ent rooms contain paneling of 
mahoga:lY, butternut, oak and 
maple. The castle has five f11'e
places, two sets of sta~ways. and 
an elevator. 


Metropol offers Happy Hour 


Presently the castle is divided 
into five apartments. Six people 
live there now, and Dr. Nielson, 
mathemati~ professor at Kalama
zoo College, lives in the nearby 
gatehouse. According to Mr. and 
Mrs. Stuifbergen, who have lived 
in t he castle for thirty years and 
are its former owners. Henderson 
Castle could easily be returned to 
its original state as a one-family 
home. 


1 ':'::~'~~I,::,:~t;::~~·"~'e. alto feat -L dance last 
Students danced in old 
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by Rick Kursik 
The atmosphere is quiet. The 


bar is highlighted with padded and 
upholstered chairs, smooth, round 
tables. live entertainment and 
patrons dressed in long skirts and 
suits and ties. 


With this type of setting, the 
Metropol cocktail lounge may not 
seen like the place for someone to 
get a cheap drink. But on week 
nights from 5 to 7. Le Metropot. 
located on the second Door of the 
Kalamazoo Center. offers its cus
tomers a good drink at very 
reasonable pr;ces. 


When a customer walks into the 
lounge. he is seated at a table or at 
the bar. Barmaids in long skirts 


and lace blouses quickly take the 
orders. The drinks are promptly 
served and are of good quality 
without holding back on the liquor 
or watering it down. 


Another feature of Le Metropol 
is that live entertainment is 
provide(J. During the cocktail 
,",our. Chris Clark plays the piano 
and sings. Her music is geared to 
the older crowd which frequents 
the bar. But she does a beautiful 
job with 50ft bar music. 


Magical entertainment is pro
vided at the same time by Tim 
Wright, a student at Western 
Michigan University. His magical 
tricks are convincing and add a 
great deal to the bar's relaxed 


atmosphere. Tim explained that 
"the bar is seldom full on week
days, but on Fridays a very large 
crowd turns out for the special 
cocktail hour." 


Other performers at Le Metro
pol are Frieda Levene, Wednesday 
through Saturday. 7:30 p.m. until 
12:30 a.m., and The AJ Swan Duo, 
Thursdays from 7:30 p.m. until 
12:30 a.m. Guest performers ap
pear every Monday from '(:30 p.m. 
until 12:30 a.m. 


Le Metropol is by no means a 
college student's hangout. But. for 
those who want to relax in a nice 
atmosphere and enjoy a few good 
drinks, cocktail hour at Le Metro
pol would be a good bet. 


The Stuilbergens live on the 
main floor. From the light coming 
through the huge castle windows, 
one can see horse-hair furniture, 
mirrors, an ornate piano made 
about 1840. a massive rubber 
plant, paintings. and a variety of 
antiques. 


Kalamazoo College acquired the 
Henderson Castle in 1957. The 
castle is presently for sale, but, l1S 
Dr. Nielson says, it is sort of a 
"white elephant". However. there 
have been some offers, and the 
coUege would like to sell to 
someone who can appreciate the 
castle. Any takers? 
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Hornets lose 10 to 7 in rain 
Costly turnovers resulted in a 10) in the air. Albion rushed for 


Homecoming loss last weekend as 140 yards on the ground while the 
AJbion out.&eored the Hornets 10 to Ho:onels rushed for only 126 yards. 
7. A frigid rain that lasted Steve Adams deserves special 
throughout the game made play. recognition for an oUL!ltanding 
ing conditions miserable and held 
ball control to a minimum. Despite 
the inclimate weather conditions, 
crowds of loyal Kalamazoo fans 
arrived at Angell Field to cheer 
the HorneL!l on . Included in this 
crowd were five new male mem
bers of the cheerleading squad 
with their ~a1led "intellectual 
cheers." 


Both teams attempted field 
goals in the first quarter that were 
set up by fumbles. First Albion 
missed a short boot, and later 
Kalamazoo's S5-yard attempt went 
amiss. The Briton's ~nd fumble 
deep in their own territory gave 
the Hornets a chance to pull ahead 
at the dose of the half. The first 
play brought the Hornets inside 
the Albion 5-yard line, but the 
slippery field aJlowed them to go 
no further. The field goaJ attempt 
failed to give the Hornets the 
go-ahead .!tON:! and the hall ended 
0-0. 


game of defense. 
This week promises to be 


another tough match as the 
HorneL!l face a team that recently 
beat Albion- Alma. 


The wet field kept both teams 
on the ground and few passes were 
thrown until the latter part of the 
game. The Britons scored first in 
the second half with a short field 
goal. 


Soccer team ranks third in MlAA 
In the middle of the fourth 


€l.uarter an Albion punt blocked by 
Mark Greenman eluded a host of 
Hornets until Steve Adams dove 
on the ball u it rolled in the 
endzone. The extra point was good 
and Kalamazoo led with minutes to 
go by 4 points. 


Albion tAme back faat with 
three long passea culminating in a 
Briton touchdown that put them 
ahead. The extra point kick was 
good. 


Statistie.a1Jy, Kevin Moody waa 
the leading rusher for Kalamazoo 
with 63 yards and credit for 22 
mo~ in t.he air. Althogether, K 
received 64 yards (5 for 15) 
passing to Albion's 127 yards (8 for 


In last week's action, the Kala· 
mazoo College soccer team won a 
game in style and lost a heart· 
breaker. They are now nestled in 
3rd place in the MIAA at the half
way point following a 3-0 triumph 
over Hope and a 1·0 loss to Calvin 
College, the conference leader. 


Kalamazoo maintained their jinx 
of sorts against Hope a.s the 
Outehmen outshot. them by a 30-14 
margin and tallied 3 second hall 
goals for the winning margin in a 
home game played Wednesday, 
October IS, on MacKenzie Field. 


Sophomore halfback, Bruce 
Cornwall of Bloomfield Hills, got 
credit for the first. Hornet goal in a 
scramble in front of the Hope net 
when a Dutchman defender at-


Women's hockey team 
• • • optlmlStlc about season 


K College's Women's Field 
Hockey team opened their season 
last week with two losses but a 
bright outlook on the future. The 
team has been handicapped with a 
late start for practices and the loss 
of 7 seniors--two of which played in 
the Nationals last year. Opening 
against an experienced. Hope team 
on Tuesday, K went down S-O. This 
game wu Hope', 11th game, as 
they were fmishing off their 
season on their home field. Inex
perience showed but those prob
lems are in the past now. 


A second game was played on 
Thursday at home against Olivet. 
Teamwork was more evident and 
Oilvet had to struggle for their 3-1 
victory. K', goal waa sccred by 
Abigail Chou, with the assist 


awarded to the team. 
Among K's returning players 


are its co-captains Nancy WinkJey 
and Sara Forsythe. Other return· 
109 players seen on the roster are 
Grace Young, Barb Kurth, Jill 
Halverstadt, Marty Talbot, Chris 
Lehker, Beth Mathew and Lisa 
Culp. Their efforts combined with 
some new faces make for some real 
action (and a lot of laughs). The 
spirit is there and so is the talent. 
Coach Tish Loveless is very opti
mistic about the outcome of the 
season. She feels her team IS 


strong and feeling stronger every 
day. There are some injuries that 
concern her- making the number 
of players a little le55. Despite 
this and the late start this year, 
the team is tough. 


tempted to clear the balJ and sent 
it careening off Bruce's leg into the 
goal. It was a case of being in the 
right place at the right time. 


Freshman Dave Heraper of 
Tekonsha, took a long pass from 
Peter Rokema, outran and then 
outwitted the Hope defense with 
fme moves and blasted the ball 
past the goalie for his first score 
this season. 


Storing was completed when 
sophomore Ron Rybar of St. Clair 
Shores took a ball deep to the left 
of the Hope goal and passed it to 
sophomore Dave Minkus of Birm
ingham who converted into the 
right corner of the net for his third 


goal this fall. 
This game continued a six game 


series where the Hornets have 
won five and tied one over the 
Dutchmen along with shutting out 
Hope five of those times. Against 
Calvin, howent, a jinx of another 
sort prevailed. Kalamazoo has yet 
to manage more than one tie in the 
last four years and 5&W Calvin 
score in the fmal minute of play to 
send the Hornets home with a 
bitter 1-0 loss. 


The gamf' ~Ot e\'en rougher in 
the second half as Calvin took 
control and held the ball in the 
Hornet's end for the first twnety 
minutes of the halt In spite of this, 


Golf team to face Alma 
Going into the final week of the 


season, the Kalamazoo College golf 
team is presently in third place in 
the MlAA with a 3-2 record. This 
year's team includes four return
ing lettermen along with four new 
members, Back from last year are 
juniors Lance Tennant and Bill 
Hollman, and sophomores Jeff 
Easton and Andy Angelo. New to 
the team are senior Gary Gsgneth, 
sophomores Jon Rye and Rick 
Blanchard and freshman Joe 
Gladysz. 


The season began on a sour note 
in Holland as Hope College defeat
ed Kalamazoo 404 .. U9 on Septem
ber 24. Bill Hoffman led Kalam
azoo with a 79. Coming back 
strong the next week, the K 
goUers turned in a strong effort 
against Calvin to win 397 to 404. 
Joe Gladysz and Bill Hoffman both 
shot 77 with Jon Rye only one 
stroke back at 78. 


Two matches were played the 
following week against Adrian and 
Albion. The Adrian match made it 


two in 1\ row for the t.eam as Bill 
Hoffman and Jeff Easton led the 
team with 75 and 76 respectively. 
The final margin was 396 to 404 . 
On Thursday of that week. the golf 
team ran up against a hot Albion 
squad and was soundly defeated 
387 to 404. Jon Rye was the sole 
bright spot for Kalamazoo 88 he 
turned in a fine 76. 


Olivet waa Kalamazoo's next 
opponent on October 15. The 
match waa tight through the first 
four men on each team, but Jon 
Rye's impressive 75 in the laat 
foursome made the difference as 
Kalamaze proved victorious, 397-
'03. 


This week will prove decisive as 
the golf team faces first place and 
undefeated Alma on Tuesday and 
then travel.s to Battle Creek for 
the MlAA Conference Champion· 
ship at. Bedford Valley Goll Course 
on Friday and Saturday, The team 
is hoping to improve on last year's 
third place finish in both the 
conference championship and the 
league. 


Slowly 
the domination 
carried play to the K'ight';., 
the field, but could not 
open play prevailed at 
Chip Pri ns of Calvin 
the winning goal past 
goal keeper John McVey 
than thirty seconds ";;.,,,,1 


De;pite the trauma of 
and pressure throughoul 
game. McVey played an 
ing game in the nets and hL 
saves on the day. He could 
well be a candidate lor ala 
honors at the season's end. 


Although the outcome was 
alive, it was still an impl'f 
effort for the entire Hornet 
team who will get another 
Calvin in Kalamazoo on 
5th in the fianl game of the 


The Knights sit on top 
MIAA with a 4·0 '''gu" ;'~0<' 1 
will be tough to catch. 
Kalamazoo can take aim on 51' 
place as the Hornets will 
Albion this Wednesday, Od 
22. Earlier in the season 
Britons topped Kalamazoo 3 
Albion and Kalamazoo w~ 
looking to even the score. Prt 
Iy Ablion is 3-1 in MIAA play 
Kalamazoo is 2-2, following thl 
over Hope and loss to Calvi 


In other 


break from league 
else) as the Hornets 
Spartans of Michigan 
versity on October 28 
Kenzie Field. M.S.U. has 
defeated Calvin 2-0 and 
playing Kalamazoo College 
first. time in recent years. 


Cross Country team looks up to championship 
K runners this past week came 


upon much the same situation aa 
the week befoN:!. Dual meet action 
produced both a disappointment 
and a reaasurance. 


Our good friends at Hope 
CoUege handed down the disap
pointment. Kazoo runners travel
ed to Hope's course to be handed a 
21-39 defeat. The spotlight center
ed up front, where MlAA indivi
dual favorite Stu Scholl of Hope 
found him5eU" consistently chal
lenged by K's Bruce Johnson. The 
startled Scholl found that it was 
impossible to shake him, and the 
winner would be d(>(:ided only by 
&n all-out battle to the finish. The 
Hollander was able to outkick K's 


best runner to fmish 25:06, with 
Johnson two seconds back. 


Such a startling individuaJ per
formance, however, could not 
account for the entire team, and 
K's hopes went downhill after 
that. Bill Griffen and Charlie 
Brynelsen brought in 5th and 9th, 
and Len Chase and Paul Burkett 
came up with 12th and 13th. Jon 
Call, usually K's 3rd and 4th 
runner, dropped to 16th, suffering 
from a foot injury. 


Mother NatuN:! provided hot and 
windy weather for the occa.sion 
lI1d that. along with Hope's home 
course advantage, led to K's fmal 
letdown. With twice the number of 
runners in the race as Kalamazoo, 


Hope was able to hold most every 
place from flTSt to last. Most Kazoo 
runners found nothing but Hope's 
white shirts a1l around them, and 
the runners believed that this 
feeling of being outnumbered was 
a vital factor in the outcome of the 
race. 


Better news came on FridaY,the 
17th, when Kalamazoo hosted 
Albion on the Arcadia course. The 
cold and windy weather produced 
a bonding effect which glued the 
Kazoo runners up near the top. 


Charlie Brynelsen bursted into 
second place late in the race to 
lead the Kalamazoo's runners to a 
22-33 victory, Bruce Johnson fol· 
lowed him four seeonrts later, and 


Bill Griffen followed in fourth. 
Albion's second runner, startled 
by being passed by three K 
runners in the last mile and a half, 
struggled into fifth place, only to 
be followed up by the likes of Jon 
Call and Len Chase. To top things 
off, Kalamazoo's Tom Glenn, Paul 
Burkett and Roy Carey swept 11 th 
through 14th, and Stott Reeves hit 
15th place. 


Kalamazoo at this point is st.ill in 
the running for a league champ
ionship. In the league meet on 
November 5th. the numbers a 
team can field with be limited. 
Bruce Johnson has already come 
within two seeonds of the favored 
runner on the runner's home 


course. Three 'u""'''' h •• " \. 
Kalamazoo team so 
showing good balance. 
mazoo and Hope have 
through all their other 
Call has time to recover 
menacing foot injury. Len 
and Paul Burket.t seem 
pushing their way up 
Kalamazoo should win t.he 
meet. and Hope finish 
could tie the two teams for 
someone else should take 
it would give K the ,h,,,,,,,i'" 
Things are looking up. 


The harriers travel 
football team to attac)i; 
Saturday, and will take on 
at. home on Halloween. 









